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Preface to the Enlarged
Edition

Ten years have passed since the completion of the original edition
of Experimenter Effects in Behavioral Research, and a follow-up is in
order. Our focus will be on studies of interpersonal expectation effects
as these occur both in laboratory settings and in everyday life. The ten
year span has seen more than a ten-fold increase in research on interper-
sonal expectations, and there are now well over 300 studies specifically
designed to investigate the occurrence, the importance, and the operating
characteristics of interpersonal self-fulfilling prophecies. To summarize
all this research in detail would require a book of its own rather than an

epilogue and, indeed, someday I hope to write such a book. In our
present epilogue there is space only for some summaries and some illustra-
tions. 

-R.R.



To my mother

Hermine Kahn Rosenthal



Preface

The effort to understand human behavior must itself be one of the

oldest of human behaviors. But for all the centuries of effort, there is no

compelling evidence to convince us that we do understand human behavior

very well. The application of that reasoning and of those procedures which

together we call "the scientific method" to the understanding of human

behavior is of relatively recent origin. What we have learned about human

behavior in the short period-let us say from the founding of Wundt's

laboratory in I-eipzig in 1879 until now-is out of all proportion to what
we learned in preceding centuries. The success of the application of sci-

entific method to the study of human behavior has given us new hope for
an accelerating return of knowledge on our investment of time and effort.

But most of what we want to know is still unknown. The application of

scientific method has not simplified human behavior. It has perhaps shown

us more precisely just how complex it really is.

In the contemg)rary behavioral science experiment it is the research

subject we try to understand. He serves as our model of man in general, or
at least of a certain kind of man. We know that his behavior is complex.

lVe know it because he does not behave exactly as any other subiect be-

haves. We know it because sometimes we change his world ever so slightly

and observe his behavior to change enormously. We know it because some-

times we change his world greatly and observe his behavior to change not

at all. We know it because the "same" careful experiment conducted in one

place at one time yields resuls very different from the results of an experi-

ment conducted in another place at another time. We know his complexity

because he is so often able to suqprise us with his behavior.

Most of this complexity of human behavior may be in the nature of
the organism. But some of it may derive from the social nature of the

psychological or behavioral experiment itself. Some of the complexity of

man as we know it from his model, the research subject, resides not in the

subject himself but rather in the particular experimenter and in the inter-

action between subject and experimenter.

That portion of the complexity of human behavior which can b6?

attributed t9 the gxperimenter as another person and to his interaction wit![
the subject is the focus of this book.

Whatever we can learn about the experimenter and his interaction

vlt
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with his subject becomes uniquely important to the behavioral scientist.

To the extent that we hope for dependable knowledge in the behavioral
sciences generally, and to the extent that we rely on the methods of empiri-
cal research, we must have dependable knowledge about the researcher
and the research situation. In this sense the study of the behavioral scientist-

experimenter is crucial; there are important implications for how we conduct
and how we assess our research.

vr
There is another sense in which the study of the experimenter

it is not at all

and his

crucialinteraction with his subject is important. In this sense

that the experimenter happens to be the collector of scienffic data. He might
as well be a teacher interacting with his student, an employer interacting

with his employee, a healer interacting with his patient, or any person inter-
acting with another. In this sense, the experimenter himself serves as a
model of man or of one kind of man. His subject also serves as a model,
and the interaction between them, the situation arising from their encounter,
serves as a model of other more or less analogous situations. From the
behavior of the experimenter, we may learn something of consequence

about human behavior in general.

This book is divided into three parts. The first deals with the general

nature of the effects an experimenter may have on the results of his re-
search. The second describes a program of research on the effects of a

particular type of experimenter variable on the results of research. The

third takes up some methodological implications of the data presented.

Part I consists of two sections. The first contains a discussion of those

effects of the experimenter that do not influence the subject's response

even though they may affect the results of the research. When the experi-
menter serves as observer of the subject's behavior, when he records the

data, summarizns, analyzns, and intelprets the data, he may err in signifi-

cant ways but not by directly affecting the subject's response.

However, when the experimenter interacts with the subject, his own

more enduring attributes, his attitudes, and his expectancies may prove to
be significant determinants of the subject's behavior in the experiment.
These effects of the experimenter are discussed in the second section of
Part I.

The last chapter of Part I provides a historical introduction to the

experimenter variable that is central to the second major part of this book.

That variable is the experimenter's orientation toward the outcome of his

research. The hypothesis is put forward that the experimenter's hypothesis,

his expectancy, can be a significant determinant of the results of his re-

search.

Part II begins with a presentation of the evidence that an experi-

menter's expectancy may serve as self-fulfilling prophecy of his subjects'
responses when the subjects are either humans or animals. In these and in
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following chapters, evidence is presented in sufficient detail ior the research

to be critically evaluated by the reader without reference to papers pub-

lished elsewhere. This seems particularly necessary in a work that pulports

to offer some suggestions for the further development of behavioral re-

search methodology.

In the second section of Part II some factors are discussed that have

been shown to augment, to neutralize, or to reverse the effects of the experi-

menter's expectancy on the results of his research. These factors include

subjects'expectancies, the nature of data earlier obtained by the experi.

menter, the motive states aroused in the experimenter, and the subjects'

view of the experimenter.

What are the factors that make possible the dramatic effects of the

experimenter's expectancy? The third section of Part II is addressed to this

question. Those characteristics and behaviors of the experimenter associ-

ated with greater exertion of unintentional influenee are discussed. Those

characteristics of experimental subjects associated with a greater suscepti-

bility to the influence of the experimenter's hypothesis are presented.

Finally, those cues that might serve to communicate the experimenter's

expectancy to his subjects are considered.

The evidence put forth in Part II of the book has clear methodological

implications for the behavioral researcher. But beyond the methodologi-

cal implications there are substantive implications as well, for what is

evidence for the eftects experimenters can have on their subjects is also,

more generally, evidence for the importance in human relations of unin-

tentional intelpersonal influence and, more specifically, the interpersonal

influence that stems from one person's exPectancy of another's behavior.

It seems not overly important that the possibility of unintentional

influence has been demonstrated. No one will probably be very sqprised.

What does seem important is that the process of unintended social influence

can be observed in the laboratory, and that its dynamics can now be more

fully and more systematically investigated.

Part III deals with a number of methodological implications. In the

first section of Part III the generality of experimenter effects is discussed

and a conceptual schema presented which should make it easier to talk

about the operating characteristics of experimenters. Also the general prob
lem of replications and their assessment is related to the earlier sections

of the book.

In the second section of Part III concrete proposals are offered which

the behavioral scientist can employ to reduce and/or assess the effects of

his and his surrogate's expectancies on the results of his research. An effort

has been made to have these suggestions be useful, and they are offered with

due regard for the practical problems of geuing research done, getting it
done expeditiously, and getting it done economically.

The suggestions made for the control of experimenter exPectancy
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effects will not, in all probability, solve the problem of "experimenter bias."
But that does not seem discouraglng. In the short time that "scientific

method" has been applied to the study of human behavior it has shown

itself to be a good and robust teacher. "I\erc are things we have learned

about human behavior in spite of the possible operation of experimenter

expectancy effects. We may do still better by the addition of even imperfect

safeguards.

Whether we will ever be able to account for all the sources of variance

deriving from the experimenter remains a moot question. It does not differ
in kind from the question of whether we will ever be able to account for
all the sources of variance deriving from the subject. It is the question of
whether the concept of indeterrrinacy applies because it is in the nature

of the universe or whether it applies because of how much there is we do

rfotlet know. Both views have been held by distinguished contributors to
our understanding of nature. Thus, how each reader of this volume answers

this question for himself may make little difference in terms of what we

want to know and will be able to learn. The more meaningful question,

perhaps, is whether we can account for increasing proportions of the total
variance in experiments by a consideration of experimenter expectancy

(and related) effects, and whether we can, by some form of intervention,

reduce these sources of error.

I owe much to many people who, otr many counts, contributed in one

way or another to the thinking and to the research that resulted in this book.
I cannot thank them all. The authors of a book or a paper read a decade

ago-they will forgive me if I express their idea, and in less eloquent lan-

guage thin theirs ind without aCknowledgment, and for having forgotten

that the idea was not mine in the first place. But there are those I can thank,
and happily. Donald T. Campbell, Harold B. Pepinsky, and Henry
Riecken all provided more intellectual stimulation and personal encourage-

ment than I could hopr to repay.

So many people, I cannot recall them all, have given of their time
to make available to me reprints, their own and others, and references they

knew would be of interest to me. None has been more generous than Pro-
fessor William B. Bean, Head of the Department of Internal Medicine, State

University of Iowa College of Medicine, and a wise and knowledgeable

student of error in science.

This book would not have been written nor would it have been worth

the writing without the research program that forms its core. This research

was supported initially by a grant from the University of North Dakota
Faculty Research Committee, and since 196l by the Division of Social

Sciences of the National Science Foundation (G-17685, G-24826, GS-177,
GS-7 l4). Without the support of the Foundation much of the research

could not have been conducted. This book owes much to that support.
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The research on which much of the book is based was not conducted

by me alone. It owes much to the work of my colleagues both senior and

junior. Reed Lawson, Edward Halas, and John Gaito were not only co-

authors of joint research, but my tutors as well. Kermit Fode, Linda V.
Kline, Gordon Persinger, and Ray Mulry collaborated for a period of years

on our research-from their undergraduate days through various advanced

degrees. Other collaborators included Jack Friedman, Paul Kohn, Patricia

Greenfield, Mardell Grothe, and Noel Carota (all collaborators on several

occasions) and Neil Friedman, Suzanne Haley, Daniel Kurland, Carl John-

son, Thomas Schill, and Ray White. All these collaborators would surely
join me in thanking our far more numerous collaborators of a difierent kind:

the many experimenters and the many subjects upon whose participation

our research program was dependent, and whose behavior we were privi-

leged to observe.

A number of people kindly read and commented on various portions

of the manuscrip: Elliot Aronson, Neil Friedman, David Marlowe, Fred

Mosteller, Theodore Newcomb, Martin Orne, Karl Weick, and the follow-

ing members of the latter's seminar in experimental social p,sychology:

Gordon Fitch, I. Helbig, Michael Lan$ey, Donald Penner, Dan Ray,

Marion Reed, Edward Ypma, and Joseph Zuro. Kenneth MacCorquodale

and Milton Rosenberg read and improved the entire manuscript. To them

my debt is greater still. I want to ttrank each of these readers for his help,

and absolve them of any responsibility for remaining errors and inelegancies

of expression. These inelegancies would have been still more considerable

had I not had the benefit of some earlier tutorials from that scholarly, wise,

and kind tutor, E. G. Boring.
The tlping of various parts of this manuscript and the consequent

improvements of spelling and punctuation were expertly undertaken by

Betty Burnham, Nancy Johnson, Susan Novick, and Kathy Sylva.

For endless putting aside of dishes and laundry to listen to an idea

or a paragraph and typing it and improving it and for countless other

assistances I thank my wife, Mary Lu. For being interested in their father's

homework I thank Roberta, David, and Virginia.
R. R.
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The Experim,enter as Observer

It was the science of astronomy that made clear that the scientific

observer uras an imperfectly calibrated instrument. In the closing years of

the eigbteenth centur!, Maskelyne, the astronomer royal at the Greenwich

Observatory, discovered that his assistant, Kinnebrook, was consistently

"too "low" in his observation of the movement of stars across the sky.

During the next six months, despite Maskelyne's admonition, Kinnebrook's

recording continued to lag behind Maskelyne's own recording of the times

of stellar transits. Maskelyne then felt forced to discharge Kinnebrook.

Some twenty years later, Bessel, the astronomer at Ktinigpberg studied

this incident and concluded that Kinnebrook's "error" must have been

beyond his control. Bessel then compared his own observations of stellar

transits with those of other senior astronomers and discovered that dif-

ferences in observation were the rule, not the exception. Furthermore, he

found these differences or "personal equations" to vary over time. These

important events in the history of the notation of observer error have been

described and documented by Boring ( 1950).

THE GENERALITY OF OBSERVER EFFECTS

The plan of the next few pages is to indicate some of the disciplines

that have shown a self-conscious awareness of the problem of observer

eftects. The intent is not to be exhaustive, but rather to be sufficiently rep
resentative to establish some consensus with the reader regarding the gen-

erality of the phenomena.

The Physical Sciences

Newton did not have much confidence in his own observational ability,

and for at least one occasion, the lack of confidence seemed justified. Bor-

3
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ing (1962a) noted that Newton did not see and report the absolption lines
in the prismatic solar spectnrm, which were visible with Newton" aF
Paratus, because of his theoretically based expectations. Boring put it aptly
and beautifully: "To the observing scientist, hypothesis is both friend ind
enemy" (p.60t). Boring's suggestion tlat observer effects may not be

landom with respect to the observer's hypothesis is agreed with by N. R.
Hanson (1958) and E. B. Wilson (1952).

Another dramatic example of observer errors (errors that were both
nonrandom and widespread among observers) has been reported by Ros-
tand (1960). In 1903, Blondlot discovered "N-rays," which appeared to
make reflected light more intense. This phenomenon was viewed by a great
many observers, including many famous scientists of the day. Only a few
were unable to detect the phenomenon, which later was evaluated as at least
a colossal compounded observer error if not a downright fraud. Intere.st-
ingly, as this evaluation became generally known, the eftects of ..N-rays"

could no longer be observed.

Discussion of observer effects, especially as they have been operative
in the physical sciences, often ends by reference to modern instruments
which serve to eliminate observer eftects. That these eftects may be brought
under partial control by mechanical means seems reasonable enough. That
instrumentation may not eliminate observer eftects must also be considered.
If the instrument is a dial, it must be read by a human observer. If the in-
strument is a computer, the print-out must also be read by an observer.
Observer effect, or variability in the reading of scales, has been noted by
Yule" writing in the lournal ol the Royal Statistical Society (1927). A gen-
eral error tendency found was the inclination to read scales to quarters of
intervals rather than to tenths. Empirical analysis of his own observer ef-
fect revealed to Yule his tendency to avoid the number 7 as a final digit and
to favor the numbers 8, 9, 0, and 2. That this particular bias was not at all
unique to Yule was demonstrated in a still earlier work by Bauch (1913).
The digit preference phenomenon has also revealed itself in large sample
data collection enterprises. In an age census conducted in England and
Wales, both males and females showed a preference for the digit 0 and an
avoidance of the digit I in the units place of their age statements.

Yule planned to investigate observer errors in scale reading in more
systematic fashion but did not do so. His plan, revealing his awareness of
the role of psychological factors in observer errorlr, was to relate the nature
of the error or effect to the nature of the observer.

The Biologicd Sciences

The counting of blood cells is a routine and important procedure in
biological research and in the practice of medicine. For many years the
standard textbooks published data setting the "maximum allowable dis-
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crepancf' between blood cell counts of successive samples of blood. Then,
in 1940, Berkson, Magath, and Hurn reported a way of cotrnting blood
cells more accurately than was ordinarily possible. Each blood cell was

pierced by a stylus a single time, and each piercing was recorded electrically.

After collecting many series of blmd samples, the investigators were led

to the inescapable conclusion that laboratory technicians had for years

routinely reported blood cell counts that could have agreed with one an-

other so well only 15 to 34 percent of the time. "Published studies involving
erythrocyte counts, as well as standard texts, disallow discrepancies be-

tween successive counts so small that they would in moet instances neoes-

sarily be exceeded as a matter of chance if counts were accurately made

and faithfully recorded" (p. 315). The story has many similarities to the

story of the "N-rays." Observations were made by many observers, over a
long period of time, which were consistent with the observers' expectations

but inconsistent with the realities of nature as subsequently defined.

In the field of agricultural statistics, observer effects have been well
demonstrated by Cochran and Watson (1936). These investigators en-

listed the aid of 12 experienced observers who believed themselves able
to select young plants whose heights would vary in truly random fashion.
When actually put to the task, it was found that observers selected planS
or shoots that were neither repnesentative nor random. Because these ob-
server errors were not randomly distributed around the "true" values, the

errors were appropriately defined as biased. Bias, it was found, did not
remain constant from sampling unit to sampling unit. In the observation of
shoot heights, as in the observation of stellar transits, observer effects were

not easily predictable.

In the field of experimental genetics Fisher (1936) cites Dr. J. Ras-

mussen, who mentioned that in experimental genetics he, as well as his as-

sistants, showed an unconscious bias to select the best plants first for
observation. This type of observer effect, or more specifically "bias," like
that shown in the selection of shoot heights and that shown to occur in
other situations by Yule and Kendall (1950), has led these authors to prG
pose that man may simply be unable to select random sets of events to be

observed without such external aids as tables of random numbers.

Perhaps the most important case of observer effects in the history of
experimental genetics is the one involving the work of Gregor Mendel.
Mendel, it will be recalled, expected that when hybrid pea plants were
self-fertilized 75 percent of the offspring would show the dominant phene
type and 25 percent would show the recessive phenotype. That, almost
exactly, was what Mendel's observations subsequently showed. Considering
the relatively small sample sizes reported, Fisher (1936), in a closely
reasoned logical and statistical analysis, showed that Mendel could not
reasonably have obtained the data he reported. The data were just too good
to be likely. We may at least hypothesize the existence of an observer
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effect or, because of its directionality, a bias, in either Mendel, his assistang

or both. If the biased error was due to the work of an assistant, the case

does not stand alone (Shapiro, 1959). Alfred Binet, of intelligence testing

fame, working then in the area of physical anthropology, was forced to dis-
charge a research assistant who made errors in cephalometric meallure-
ments (Wolf, 1961). These errors, too, were not randomly distributed but
rather were in the direction of the hypothesis. These errors, like those

poesibly committed by Mendel's assistant, were not necessarily errors of
observation. In any case we can see that the history of science has ofrcn
repeated the Kinnebrook episode.

In a treatise on the octopus, Lane (1960) asserts tltat scientists may

"equate what they think they see, and sometimes what they want to *&,
with what actually happens" (p. 85). W. B. Bean (1953), a thoughtful
student of the role of error in science, presents the following data: In 1901,

Leser claimed an association of cherry angroma, an easily observable skin
condition, with malignant disease. Leser's first assistant, Miiller, found
that 49 of 50 cancer patients had cherry angiomas, but among a control

series of 300 noncancer patients, he found only a handful. On the basis of
theoretical considerations and especially the inability to replicate this result"

it appeared most likely to have been a case of observer error. Bean won-
dered, "Was the wish father to the thought, was Mtiller a too avid helper
or an unbelievably bad observer" (p.241)? Bean has also called attention
to the work of Feinstein (1960) and M. L. Johnson (1953). It was the

former who pointed out the observer error involved in the use of the

stethoscope in cardiac diagnostics. Feinstein asked that physicians as well
as their stethoscopes be calibrated. Johnson cited the case of a radiologist
who saw a button "on a vest" rather than in the throat where it lodged
because, presumably, buttons occur more frequently on vests than in
throats. In experiments on observer processes, Johnson fotrnd medical stu-
dents observing quite inaccurately when presented with two x-rays of hands

for study. Johnson, in this paper entitled "seeing's Believing," was

prompted to say, "Our assumptions define and limit what we see, i.e., we
tend to see things in such a way that they will fit in with our assumptions
even if this involves distortion or omission. We tlerefore may invert our
title and say 'Believing Is Seeing' " (p.79).

We might find it instructive to consider the data bearing on the ques-

tion of the reliability of medical or psychological diagnoses. There is ample

evidence that the diagnostic process has great unreliability, but this phe-
nomenon does not quite fit our conception of observer error. In too many
cases where the unreliability is great, the defining characteristics of the
classes to which assignment is to be made are all too vague. We may there-
fore have interpretive errors or perhaps not even that. When nosological

categories are carefully defined and objective criteria of inclusion are avail-
able, then, when error (rccurs we may more legitimately regard it as ob-
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seryer error. Bean ( 1948 ) found in nutritional examinations that experienced

physicians disagreed in the diagnosis of nutritional deficiency even when

objective standards were available. Speaking of observer errors, and of
others as well, Bean stated, "Our aim must not be to deny error, but to
learn from it, avoiding the stability it gets from repetition" (p. 54).

The Behavioral Sciences

Harry Stack Sullivan has called attention to the problem of observgr ,"
effectgn the social sciences generally and on the "social science of psy-
dftffi; in particular (tgZ{gT.l\,iore than moct investigators, he wis
aware of the extent to which the observer entered into transaction with the
object of the observation. Sullivan, of course, was not alone in this aware-

ness, an awareness eloquently expressed by Wirth (1936), and somewhat
later by Bakan (1962), Colby ( I 960), and Kubie ( I 956 ).

The psychotherapy relationship may be viewed appropriately as a data-
collecting situation with the therapist in the position of observing his
patient's responses. Both the lore of the practicing clinician and the evidence
of more formal investigations point to the omnipresent efiects of the clinical
observer. Events occurring in the clinical interaction are often unobserved
or at least unreported by the clinician. Events not occurring in the clinical
interaction are sometimes reported erroneously by the clinician. And often,
the errors may be shown to be related to the personal characteristics of the
clinical observer, particularly to his personal "blind spots" (Cutler, 1958;

Garfield & Afleck, 1960; Levitt,1959; Sarason, 1951; Strupp, 1959; Wal-
lach & Strupp, 1960; Zirkle, 1959).

Ihe obscnetion ol planaria. Although *_s*f_S&gls may be less
obvious in a laboratory than in a clinical setting, it is nevertheless clear
that they do occur. A well-designed experiment by Cordaro and Ison
(1963) nicely illustrates the fact. The behavior to be observed was the
number of head turns and body contractions made by planaria (flatworms
placed low on the phylogenetic scale). For half the worms, seven observers
were led to expect a very high incidence cf turning and contracting. For the
remaining wonns the same observers were led to expect a very low inci-
dence of turning and contracting. The worrns observed under the two condi-
tions of expectation were, of course, essentially identical. Results of this
phase of the experiment showed that observers reported twice as many
head turns and three times as many body contracfons when their expec-
tation was for high rates of response as when their expectation was for low
rates of response.

The basic plan of this experiment was repeated employing a new set
of ten observers. This time, however, half the experimenters were to observe
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only "high-response-producing" worms, and the remaining observers were

given only "low-response-producing" worms. Again there was no real dif-
ference between the two "t5ryes" of worms. The results of this phase of the

experiment found nearly five times as many head turns and twenty times as

many contractions reported by the observers who expected high levels of
responding as reported by observers expecting low levels of responding.

The observers employed in the experiments cited were undergraduate

college students enrolled in an introductory psychology course. It may be,

of course, that the degree of observer bias shown would not be found among

more experienced observers, a possibility pointed out by Shinkman and

Kornblith (1965) and by Cordaro and Ison themselves. Some data are

available which have a bearing on this question.

In an experiment investigating "natural" individual difierences among

workers interested in planariq it was found that differences among these

experimenters in the number of turning, contraction, and other responses

obtained were for the most part statistically significant (Rosenthal & Halas,

1962). This experiment differed from that of Cordaro and Ison in two

ways. Fint, the experimenters were not given any false expectancies but

were engaged in "actual" research on behavior modification in planaria.

Second, all eight of these experimenters were more experienced than any

of those employed by Cordaro and Ison. Hrrlf had master's degrees at the

time, and the set of eight experimenters averaged just under three publica-

tions each. At least six of the experimenters are still active in psychological

research and four have Ph.D.'s.

As might be expected, the absolute magnitudes of differences among

experimenters in numbers of responses observed were not so large as those

found by Cordaro and Ison. In no case did one observer report twice as

many turns as another, although the differences obtained were statistically

significant more often than not. Observations of body contractions, how-

ever, wene subject to surprisingly large observer eftects. The largest dis-

crepancy occurred when one observer reported nearly seven times as many

contractions as his comparison observer. The smallest discrepancy was one

in which an observer reported nearly twice as many contractions as his

comparison observer. Each of the results presented was based on a minimum

of 900 trials (observations) per observer.

It secms reasonable to conclude that even experienced observers may

differ in their perception of the behavior of planaria. A somewhat different
but perhaps more serious problem, however, is that in which observer effects

interact with experimental conditions (Rosenthal & Halas, 1962). Table 1-1

illustrates just this effect for those two experimenters for whom the most

complete data were available. These experimenters were among the most

academically advanced and the most experienced in research. Each experi-

menter tried to condition six planaria to respond by turning or contracting

to a light which had been paired with an electric shock. As a control pro-
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TABTE I -I

Two Experiments in the Leorning of Turning in

Worms

EXPER,,IIENTER I EXPER MENIER ll

I

F irst block

Second block
Third block

Fourth block

F ifih block

Sixth block

Meons

p (d ifference)

Exprimentol

10.5

I0.0
I1.5
12.5

9.0

8.0

Control

I1.5
9.0
9.5

9.0

12.0

9.5

Experimentol

9.0

I I.0
15.0

15.5

17.0

16.0

Control

8.0
I 1.0

10.5

I I.0
I1.0
I 1.5

I0.2 I 0.1 I3.9 10.5

cedure, each experimenter had six other planaria to which the light was

administered without the shock.

The results of Table 1-1 show the mean number of turns for six blocks
of 25 trids each. One experimenter obtained "conditioning" of turning
responses, and one did not. Experimenter II not only obtained more turning
in his experimental group than in his control group, but his experimental
animals showed an increase in turning in each subsequent block. The corre-
lation (rho) between number of turns per block and block order was .94,
p - .O2. However, the control group for this experiment also showed a

tendency to turn more often on later trials (rho - .77, p - .10), although
the rate of increase was much more gradual.

Table 1-2 shows the analogous data for body contractions. Once again

there is no difference between the mean responses of the experimental and

control groups for experimenter I, but there is a surprise in the difference
between the mean number of contractions observed for the experimental
and control groups by experimenter II. This time planaria in the control
group responded more than planaria in the experimental group. This re-
versal of the results of experimenter II is the more surprising as turning and
contracting responses have been found to be so well correlated that they are

commonly added together to form a "total response" score.

For these experienced experimenters, therefore, it can be concluded
that there are individual differences in the extent to which behavior modifi-
cations in planaria are observed and that the particular differences found
are affected by the specific type of behavior being observed.

aNS
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TABTE 1-2

Two Experimenls in the Leorning of Controclion in

Worms

EXPER'MENTER I EXPER'MENTER II

F irst block
Second block

Third block

F ourth block

F ifth block
S;xth block

Meons

p (d ifference)

Experi mentol

2.0
0.5

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Control

0.5

1.0

0.0

I.0
I.5
2.0

Experimentol

0.5

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

Control

2.0
0.5

1.0

2.0

1.5

2.0

0.9 1.0 0.5 1.5

NS .005

Although the foregoing data have been cited as evidence of observer

efiects, alternative explanations are possible. It could be that the eftects

arose by chance. That does not seem likely, however, since the animals

were assigned to experimenters and to experimental conditions at random.

The likelihood of the experimenter's effect being due to chance is given by

the p values of Tables 1-1 and l-2, and these p values are low. It could

also be that the planaria behavior was correctly observed but incorrectly re-

corded. Recording errors of such magnitude, however, are too rare to serve

as likely explanations, as will be shown in the next section of this chapter.

Intentional errors are generally only a remote possibility and, on the basis

of personal acquaintance, for these particular experimenters, a virtual im-

possibility. One remaining possibility is that in some way the experimenters'

behavior affected the behavior of the planaria. This can be only a specula-

tion, but it seems at least possible that one or the other of the two experi-

menters unintentionally treated his animals differentially as a function of

whether they were in the treatment or control group. It cannot be assumed

that experimenter II showed such a difference while experimenter I did not.

It could as well be argued that, excePt for the programmed differences in

treatment, experimenter II treated his animals identically and that the dif-
ferences he obtained are those attributable only to the experimental condi-

tions. Difierential behavior toward the animals of the two groups of

experimenter I might have "improperly" reduced the "true" difference be-

tween the experimental and control animals.

Research with rabbits, as with planaria, has shown significant effects
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associated with the particular experimenter employed. Brogden (1962)
found that inexperienced experimenters required more trial$ in which to
condition rabbits. As in the planaria research, the aim was to elicit an avoid-
ance reaction to light which had been paired with an electric shock. Unlike
the situation for the planaria research, however, the experimenter eftectr v
disappeared with further practice on the part of the inexperienced experi-l
menters. Neither in the case of the rabbits nor in the case of the planaria
can it be specified just what the experimenters did differently that could
have led to such difterent records of animal learning. In a later chapter
(Chapter 8) there will be occasion to discuss this problem again.

Recurding etrors. As experimenters observe the behavior of their
subjects, their observations must in some way be recorded. It comes as no ,
surprise that errors of recording have been demonstrated and that these I v
errors are not always self-canceling. A self-canceling set of errors is one I

in which errors inflating a category are exactly offset by errors deflating
that category. If an observer of the turning of worms records three turns
that did not occur and fails to record three turns that did Gcur, he has

committed six errors which have canceled each other out.
Kennedy and Uphoft (1939) performed a careful study of recording

errors in experiments in extrasensory perception. Briefly, the task for the
observers was to record the investigator's guesses as to the nature of the
symbol being "transmitted" by the observer. The symbols employed were
the standard ones used in such research and included circles, squares, stars,

crosses, and wavy lines. Each trial consisted of 25 cards, five of each of the
five symbols. Because the guesses made for the observers had been prede-
termined, it was possible to count the number of recording erors.

A total of 28 observers recorded a grand total of ll,l21 guesses, of
which 126, or 1.13 percent, were misrecorded. All observers made at.least
one error (one observer made 16), and the modal number of errors per
observer was four. some of the errors committed increased the telepathy
scores (45.2 percent), some decreased it (21.4 percent), and some had no
effect (33.4 percent). There was, then, ageneral tendency to make record-
ing errors that increased the telepathy scores. Kcnnedy and Uphoff knew
which observers had favorable attitudes to extrasensory perception and
which had unfavorable attitudes. The analysis of errors uy uetiivers and '1,,

disbelievers showed that each type of observer tended to err in the direction :"

favorable to his attitude, though these biased errors were quite small. Be-
lievers in telepathy made 71.5 percent more erors increasing telepathy
scores than did disbelievers. Disbelievers made 100 percent more errors
decreasing the telepathy scores than did believers.

Very similar findings have been reported by Sheffield and Kaufman
(1952). In an experiment in psychokinesis, they filmed the actual fall of
the dice which subjects were trying to influence. They fotrnd subjects be-
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lieving in the phenomenon to make more tallying errom in favor of the

hlryothesis. Subjects who disbelieved made more of the opposite type of
tallying error.

Recording, as well as computational, errors by experimenters have also

been studied in an experiment on the perception of people (Rosenthal, Fried-

man, Johnson, Fode, Schill, White, & Vikan, lgil).In that experiment,

each subject wrote on a small writing pad his rating of the degree of success

or failure experienced by persons pictured in photographs. The 30 experi-

menters of this study transcribed these ratings to a master data sheet. A
comparison of the experimenters' 3,0(X) transcriptions with their subjects'

recordings revealed that only 20 errors had occurred. The 0.67 Percent rate

ofmisrecording approached the 1 peroent rate just exceeded (1.13 percent)

by Kennedy and Uphoff. Probably because each of the experimenters of the

experiment in person perception made only one fourth as many observa-

tions as did Kennedy and Uphofs observers, 18 experimenters made no

recording errors whatever.

Some experimenters had been given an expectation that they would

obtain high ratingp of the photos from their subjects, whereas some experi-

menters had been given the opposite expectation. Nine of the 12 experi-

menters who made any recording errors erred in the direction of their

expectation, and their errors tended to be larger (p - .05).

The computational task for the experimenters in the study under

discussion was simply to sum the 20 ratingp grven by each of their five

strbjects. Of the 30 experimenters, 18 made a computational error, and 12

of these erred in the direction of their expectation. Those experimenters who

wene more likely to make computational errors in the direction of their

hypothesis also tended to make larger computational erors.
In this same experiment, all subjects rated their experimenters on the

variable of "honesty" during the conduct of the experiment. This was a

very impressionistic rating since the experimenters could not actually have

been "dishonest" even if they had been so inclined. During the experiment,

the ceinvestigators had all experimenters under surveillance (a fact

apparent to all experimenters). In spite of the subjectivity of the ratings of

the experimenters' honesty made by the subjects, these ratings predicted

better than chance (p - .O2) whether the experimenter would subsequently

favor his hlpothesis in the making of computational etrot!. It should be

noted, however, that all experimenters were rated as being quite honest:

*8.5 (extremely honest) was the mean rating assigned to experimenters

who did not err in the direction of their expectation; *6.8 (moderately to

highty honest) was the mean rating of experimenters who did err in the

direction of their hypothesis.

In the same experiment it was possible to relate the occurrence of
recording errors to the occurrence of computational errors. The correlation

of .48 (p - .01) showed that experimenters who erred in data transcriPtion
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tended to err in data processing. Somewhat surprisingly, however, those

experimenters who erred in the direction of their expectancy in their re-

cording erors were not any more likely (rho - .05) to err in the same

direction in their computational errors. The making of numerical errors /Y
seemed, then, to be a consistent characteristic, but directionality of error
vis-a-vis expectation did not.

We should note here that the overall effects of both recording and,

computational errors on the grand means of the difierent treatment condi-
tions of the experiment reported were negligible. An occasional experi-

menter did have some real eftect on the data he obtained; an effe.t that,
at least in principle, could be serious if an entire experiment depended on
an experimenter who was prone to err numerically.

In a recent experiment conducted by John Lasdo, three experimentes
conducted the same basic experiment in percon perception employing a

total of 64 subjects. In this study, dl three experimenters made computa-
tional errors. For the most accurate experimenter, 6 percent of his compu-
tations were in error. The other experimenters ened 22 and 26 percent of
the time. The magnitudes of the errors were quite small, but for all three
experimenters, a majority (75 percent overall) of the errors tended to
favor the experimental hypothesis, though the frequency of these biased

errors did not reach statistical significance. In spite of the apparent regu-
larity of the occurrence of such errorc, little attention has been given to real
or alleged numerical errors in the scientific literature of psychology (Hanley
& Rokeach, 1956; Wolins, 1962).

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF OBSERVER BtrT'ECTs

In the mapping out of the generality of obsener efiects, we have had
only broad hints at certain definitions and differentiations which must now
be made more explicit. Later on, in Part III, we will consider these matters
in greater detail. By "observer eff,gcts" -or "observer error" we have re-
ferred to overstatement or understatement of some criterion value. Wheri
two observers disagree in an observation, each may be said to err with
respect to the other. Both may be said to err with respect to some third ob-
servation which may, for various reasons, be a more or less usefully em-
ployed criterion. Given a population of observations, we may choose to
define some central value (such as the mean or mode) as the .'true,' value
and regard all observations not falling at that value as being more or less
in error as a direct function of their distance from the central value.

QQservel errors or effects rqay be di.stinguished from observe.r..lp-ias,

\,'

b-y llgjacilbat.observer errors are randomly distributed around a "true'l or
"giEg_g-ttl. y+lue. Biased obsenations tend t6 be corisisteiiiiy j.,-**y*l*:_
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tqg&_ry""an{.may bear some relation to some characteristics of the observer
( p neF i 

-06 i). rhaobffi uffiion- situation (Pearson, 1-9!|)r,o-r_!grh-
In considering the act or sequence of acts constituting the observation

in the scientific enterprise, we may distinguish conceptually among locations
of error or bias. The error of "apprehending" occurs when tlere is some

sort of misrecording between the event observed and the observer of the
event. We may include here such diverse sources of apprehending error
as differing locations of observers (Gillispie, 1960) or angles of observation
(George, 1938), imperfections in the sensory apparatus, central relay
systems, cortical projection areas, and the like. The error of recording may
be distinguished conceptually from the apprehending error. In the case of
recording error, we assume first an errorless act of apprehending followed
by a transcription of the event (to paper, to the ear of another observer,
or to another instrument) which differs from the event as correctly appre-
hended. In actual practice, of course, when an event or observation is
recorded in error with respect to some criterion, we cannot locate the error
as having occurred either in apprehending, in transcribing, or in both proc-
esses. There is no certain method for isolating an apprehending error
unconfounded with a recording error, though introspective reports may
be suggestive.

Computational errors are more clearly distinguishable from the fore-
going errors since they involve the incorrect manipulation of recorded
events. Incorrectness is usually defined here by the formal rules of arithmet-
ical operations.

In some of the cases of "observer error," the criterion or "true" value
of the observation is so vague ariA_gdhefre_ral thaf we

X- df-6r;txs-c;f or or
case, Wlidil. "error" occurs

in this situation we may more "error of interpreta-
tion." Inteqpretation eftects will be discussed in the next chapter.

Finally, throughout this chapter the assumption has been made that
the classes of errors discussed occurred without the intent of the observer.
Those occasions when intent is involved in the production of an erring
observation will be discussed in Chapter 3.

TIIE CONTROL OF OBSERVER EFFECT

A powerful, necessary, though insufficient, tool for the control of ob-
server error is our awareness of the phenomenon. $e role o_f-.various ^me-
c$3ggc4furpprehenders and recorders.in the reductiffSf6li.dsi-p. r-iras

.bpen noted earlier. As Boring (1950) pointed out, these mechanizations

ao not-fejiliEE ihthuman obirver; rather, they postpone human observa-
tion to some other, more convenient time and circumstance of reapprehen-
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sion and rerecording. If mechanization reduces observer g6ey-3nd it very

likely does-there remain still subsequent erors of "re"-observation. Yule
(1927) was relatively optimistic that observer training could eliminate ob-

server error. This optimism seemed unshared by Fisher (1936) in citing

Rasmussen.

The most cg!.tical control of observer eggf i$-p.rcba!,ly1v-oygS-i+tg frg *
-tatric-]lTffi cJbyftg_ifr ,iffi jlt*Esleilbn.-riiqu"it'"piicationof
observationS strvC3 l6'i:stablish the definition of observer erors. It dqgs.noJ,

however, eliqrinate the problgm, since replicated observations.ma{e.gpdqr

Effifafffiiions of ariticipation, instruirentation, and- psycfropgi{..1[-9fi-

Frcffi-5flvirtue of their- intgrcqrefltjog*ll be in error with'respecTio
io'me eitirnil criterion tpliiioii, Igfr)Tffi*exEEffiffifrrda OI"tfiTC, 

"siii6ntiorieA, 
-iflffiSFin?"ii (i960ftr$dffision of the infamotri N-rays. Per-

haps the great contribution of the skeptic, the disbeliever, in any given

scientific observation is the likelihood that his anticipation, psychological

climate, and even instrumentation may differ enough so that his observa-

tion will be more an independent one. Error, in the sense of discrepanc),
will then have a greater chance of being revealed. Which of two con-

tradictory sets of observations will be regarded as error-free depends on

sets of criteria subsequently adopted by the assessing community.
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Inteqpretation of Data

Identical observations are often interPreted difterently by different

scientists, and that fact and its implications are the subject of this chapter.

Irtg3 qltipJ-gftg1ls are most simply defined as any difterence in interpre-

tations. The dillerence may be between two or more inteqpreters, or an

interpreter and such a generalized intelpreter as an established theory or an

"accepted" interpretation of a cumulative series of studies. As in the ob-

server eftect, the inteqpreter effect, or difference, does not necessarily imply

a unidirectional phenomenon. When observations are nonrandomly distrib-

uted around a true value, we refer to them as "biased observations." Sim-

ilarly, when interpretations do not vary randomly-and usually they do

not-we may refer to them as "biased." Note that we do not thereby imply

that the biased intelpreter is "wrong" with respect to some notion of "true

intelpretation," but only that his interpretation is Predictable. It does not

seem as reasonable to postulate the central value interpretation as the true

interpretation as it does to postulate the central value observation as the

true observation.

The distinction between an observation itself and the interPretation of

an observation is not always simple. Some observations require a greater

component of interpretation than others. If we observe the behavior of

womls there seems to be less interpretation required to observe whether

there is a wonn present than to observe whether the worm is completely im-

mobile. If we choose to observe a very small worm, however, even the ob-

servation of its presence or absence may require a larger interpretive

element.

Interpretations or constructions of data have an enonnous range of

generality, from the inteqpretation of a speck as worm or not-worm,

through the intelpretation of a person's speech as schizophrenic or not

schizophrenic, to the interpretation of measurements of the speed of light

as damaging to or irrelevant to Einstein's theory of relativity.

l6
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At the lowest level of generalit!, differences in interpretation could

easily be regarded as observer effects. At the highest level of generality,

differences in interpretation are nothing more than differences in theoretical
positions. Even at the higher levels of generality, however, difterences in
interpretation may affect the accuracy of observations. This can occur in
two ways. First, a given theory or interpretive framework may affect the

perceptual process in such a way as to increase errors of observation in the

direction of greater consistency with the theory. Such effects are clearly im-
plied by some of the evidence presented in the last chapter and by the ex-

tensive literature on need-determined perception (Dember, 1960; see also
Campbell, 1958; Sanford, 1936; Stephens, 1936; Zillig, 1928>. Second,

a given inteqpretive framework may function to keep "off the market" data

that may weaken the tenability of the theory. Such underrepresentation of
data contradictory to prevailing theories would bias the "true" value of an

observation. Since the "true" value of an observation wall defined in terms
of some central value of available observations, it seems obvious that by
ignoring observations at variance with the existing central value that value

will become more and more stable statistically and psychologrcally.

If in the history of science the proponents of a dominant theory have

often thus shepherded the current central or true observation into the direc-
tion supporting their theory, they have also often been responsible for the
fact that observations were being made at all. Theoretical biases are mixed
blessings. They are selectively attentive to data that if completely unbiased

by theory would not have been collected at all.

The Physical Sciences

In 1887 Michelson and Morley conducted their famous experiment on
the speed of light. Their report showed that whether the light signals were

sent out in the direction of the earth's motion or not, the speed was the

same. It is said that this counterintuitive result was the stimulus for Ein-
stein to develop his theory of relativity in 1905. The Michelson-Morley ex-
periment was important to relativity theory, and, in fact, the result
seemed required by it. But there are two facts that must be added. First,
according to Einstein, the Michelson-Morley experiment had nothing to do

with his original formulation of relativity theory. Second, the results of the

Michelson-Morley experiment were probably in error, and there did appear
to be an "ether drift." Defined by a difference in the speed of light as a
function of the signal's direction in relation to the earth's motion, this "ether
drift" could have jeopardized relativity theory. That it did not illustrates
interpreter efiects in science.

Michael Polanyi (1958) and Arthur Koestler (1964) have given the

details. ln 1902, some 15 years after the Michelson-Morley experihent,

tb,
I
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W. M. Hicks showed some ether drift in their original observations. Then,

from 1902 to 1926, D. C. Miller repeated the experiment with improved

instrumentation thousands of times and consistently obtained a drift of
from eight to nine kilometers per second. Still later, W. Kantor, using

still more elegant instrumentation, also showed that the speed of light did

depend on the motion of the observer. So well established was relativity

theory that Miller's work was essentially ignored (though that was difficult,
since he presented his complete evidence in 1925 to the American Physical

Society, of which he was then president). It is true, as Polanyi tells us, that

there was other evidence from different workers for the absence of ether

drift as required by relativity theory. But that evidence was not available

when Miller presented his data nor for the many years before that he had

been making his observations. How do we decide whether there really was

an artifact in Miller's work, so that people did well to ignore it? Is there a

possibility that some physicist, had he been taught to take apparently sound

data seriously, might, because of these inconsistent data, have so modified

relativity theory that it would be more powerful by far? Such questions, if
they are answerable at all, E. G. Boring would refer to history for verdict.

Miller's data were ignored but they were available. Sometimes the

efiects of intelpretation of data are such as to keep those data unavailable.

Bernard Barber (1961) tells of some well-known instances. One such was

Lord Kelvin's interpretation of Roentgen's x-rays as a hoax, a kind of N-ray

phenomenon in reverse. Several instances of workers' inability to publish

papers that seemed to the judges to be paradoxical were also documented.

The most interesting of these, because it represents a kind of controlled ex-

periment, was the case of Lord Rayleigh. In 1886, he submitted a PaPer
entitled "An Experiment to Show That a Divided Electric Current May Be

Greater in Both Branches than in the Mains." He was, at the time, already

well-known. In some way his name became detached from the paper, how-

ever, and it was rejected. Shortly afterward the name somehow became

collated with the paper, which was then found to have sufficient merit for
acceptance.

But perhaps the most useful illustration, for its recency and for its
charm in the telling, is the case of Michael Polanyi himself and his theory

of the adsoqption (adhesion) of gases on solids (Polanyi, 1963). In 1914

he first published his theory and within a few years had adduced convincing

experimental evidence on its behalf. But the then current conception of

atomic forces made his theory unacceptable. Asked to state his position

publicly, Polanyi was chastised by Einstein for showing a "total disregard"

of what was then "known" about the structure of matter. Said Polanyi,

"Professionally, I survived the occasion only by the skin of my teeth" (p.

1011). Polanyi, of course, was subsequently credited with having been

correct. His analysis of the role of that orthodoxy in science which kept his

evidence from being considered is remarkable for its balance, objectivity,
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and the lack of bitterness, a bitterness that characterized Planck's reaction
to the resistance he encountered (Barber, 1961).

Polanyi felt that the rejection of his theory and his evidence was un-
avoidable and even proper given the state of knowledge at the time. Al-
though recognizing the danger of orthodoxy in repressing contradictory
evidence, he points out that the journals could easily become flooded with
nonsense in the face of a too great tolerance of dissent. This moderate view
of orthodoxy is much the same as that expressed by Florian Znaniecki in
his classic work, The Social Role ol the Man ol Knowledge (1940).

The Biological Sciences

Mosteller put it well, ". . . perhaps sometimes the data are not
ready to be looked at-and it is not that the anomalies aren't at all noticed,
but that they aren't discussed much because n(>one knows just what to
say" (personal communication, t964). Perhaps that is the reason why
Mendel's now classic monograph, Experiments in Plant-Hybridization, frrst
presented in 1865, had to wait to become important until de Vries, Correns,
and Tschermak found something to say about it, all independently of each
other, and all in 1900. Perhaps, too, less was found to say about Mendel's
work because of his, for that time odd, applications of mathematics to bot-
any, and because of Mendel's relative lack of scientific stature (Barber,
1961). Even after people found things to say about Mendel,s data, however,
no one looked at it closely enough because it was so easy to interpret in
accordance with each one's own theoretical orientation. Fisher (1936)
put it: "Each generation, perhaps, found in Mendel's paper only what it
expected to find; . Each generation, therefore, ignored what did not
confirm its own expectations" (p. 137).

Mendel's case is not unique in the history of biology. Darwin, Lister,
Pasteur, Semmelweiss, and their observations tended to be ignored or re-
jected, and these are only some of the better-known cases. They and others,
less well known, have been chronicled by Barber (1961), Fell (1960),
Koestler (1964), and Zirkle (1960.)

sometimes in science the situation is not that there is too little that
can be said about the data but rather too much. A number of equally
plausible interpretations are available, and that leads neither to rejecting the
observations nor to ignoring them. It leads to an assimilation of the data
to the various theoretical positions that can make use of them. wolf ( 1959)
gives us a good example based on Morris' data which found London
tramway motormen with a higher incidence of coronary heart disease
than tramway conductors. (The data may, for our purpose, be regarded
as free from observer efiect.) The original interpretation of thesi data
was in terms of the relationship between sedentary occupations and heart
disease, the motorman sitting while performing his iask, thi conductor mov-
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ing about more. One alternative interpretation offered by WoIf was that

motonnen, because of their sedentary work, might be gaining weight

faster and that it was the weight gain which led to a higher incidence of

heart disease. Wolf presented the additional interpretation that the lessened

social interaction with other people required by the motorman's job when

compared to the conductor's job might also be the critical variable. Other

inte{pretations are of course possible, including those which postulate that

individuals prone to heart disease, because of their biological or psychologi-

cal make-up, tend to select or be assigned to the front end of the trolley.

Here, then, are alternative interpretations whose relative tenabilities could

easily be established by further observation. The initial data were im-

mediately important theoretically (and practically) because there were

theories available that could make sense of the observations and could be

tested further by performing the experiments implied by the various

interpretations of the data. When the experiments are well designed and

well executed the experimenter has a better chance to ". . . escape from

his own preferences in intelpreting his results" (Boring, 1959; p. 3).

Ihe Bchavioral Sciences

In the example of inteqpretation differences just given, it was assumed

that there were no observer erors. Who is a motorman and who is a

conductor seemed an easy observation on which to achieve consensus.

6rc presenoe or absence of heart disease, however, is a somewhat more

\ lequivocal judgment (Feinstein, 1960). We are hard put to decide whether

[diagnostician difierences are observer efiects or interpretation effects. If
we may assume that cardiologists hear the same "lub-dub" through their

stethoscopes and see the same tracings of the electrocardiogram, we would

be inclined to regard diagnostic variations as differences of interPretation.

In the applied behavioral sciences of psychiatry and clinical psychol-

ogy, the diagnosis or categorization of behavior is a common enterprise.

Differences in the inteqpretation of behavioral data are well illustrated by

difterences in diagnoses. The magnitude of such difterences have been re-

ported by Star (1950). During the second World War, psychiaric

examiners interviewed army recruits for the purpose of rejecting any

who might be too severely disturbed to function as soldiers. The most ex-

treme difierence in rate of rejection found one induction center rejecting

100 times more recruits than another. Although this magnitude of dif-
ference is unusual, the generality of differences in the interpretation of

abnormal behavior seems well established (Hyman, Cobb, Feldman, Hart,

& Stember, 1954).
In tle diagnosis of abnormal behavior the large effects of intelpreters

are probably due to the vagueness of the defining characteristics of the var-

ious diagnostic categories. Of itself this would increase unreliability. If this
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source of unreliability were the only one, however, ure would expect

inteqpreter difterences to be unbiased or unpredictable. But that is not the

case. Robinson and Cohen (1954), for example, found that there were

significant biases in the psychological evaluations of 30 patients by 3

psychological examiners. The authors related the biases in evaluation to the

personality differences among the examiners, a relationship postulated by
Henry Murray in 1937 and supported in a number of studies (e.g., Filer,
1952; Hanri & Chwast, 1959; Rotter & Jessor, undated). In this dis-

cussion of inteqpreter effects among diagnosticians we have assumed that

the examinee's behavior on which the inteqpretations were based was not
itself aftected by the examiner. Sometimes the examiner does affect the

patient's behavior and markedly so. These effects will be discussed b"gto-
ning with Chapter 4.

Before leaving the area of clinical diagnosis or interpretation it should

be emphasized that diagnostic difterences occur in other areas, perhaps even

to as great an extent. Jones (1938), for example, has shown the degree

of disagreement in the assessment of the nutritional health of school-

children. Not only did diagnooticians disagree with one another, but they
also differed from their own earlier assessments.

Sometimes in nutritional diagnosis, as in psychological diagnosis,

we can speak of biased or directional or predictable differences among

diagnosticians (Bean, 1948; Bean, 1959). An informal report by Wooster
(1959) nicely illustrates such biased diagnosis. Wooster tells the possibly

apocryphal story of 200 patients who were to be classified as obese, normal,

or underweight. Leaner physicians tended to classify patients as more

obese than did obese physicians.

One variable that has been shown especially likely to bias the assess-

ment of behavior is the expectancy of the observer or intelpreter. Rapp
(1965) tells us about an especially carefully conducted experiment which
demonstrates this expectancy bias. Rapp's experiment, it will be seen,

could be equally well viewed as a study of observer effect or of interpreter
effect. It deals with data falling in the range of experimenter effects that

are difficult to categorize clearly.

The setting of the experiment was a nursery school, and the task
for each of eight pairs of observers was to describe objectively the be-

havior of a single child as it occurred within one minute. One member of
each pair of observers was led to believe that the child to be observed

was feeling "under par." The other member of the pair of recorders was

led to believe that the child was feeling "above par." Actually all the eight

children included for observation had been selected so that their behavior

would not show extreme behavior in either the above or below par

direction. Results of this study showed that seven of the eight pairs

of observers wrote descriptions of the children's behavior that were detect-

ably biased in the direction of their expectation (p 
- .003).
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An example of the biasing effect of expectations, one that seems to
be more clearly an example of an inteqpreter effect, is given by Cahen

(1965). His subjects, 256 prospective schoolteachers, were each asked

to score several test booklets ostensibly filled out by children being tested

for academic readiness. Each of the 30 test items was to be scored on a

four-point scale using a scoring manual which gave examples of answers of
varying quality. On each of the answer booklets to be scored some "back-
ground" information was provided for that child. This background in-
formation included an alleged IQ score, the purpose of which was to
create an expectation in the scorer that the child whose booklet was being

scored was (1) above average, (2) average, or (3) below average in
intellectual ability. The scoring of the tests supported Cahen's hypothesis

that children thought to be brighter would receive higher scores for the

same performance than would children believed to be less able.

The assessment of cultures like the assessment of individuals is

subject to widely divergent interpretations (Hyman et al., 1954). Oscar

Lewis and Robert Redfield described the Mexican village of Tepoztlan

in quite different ways. Redfield presented a picture of a highly cooperative,

integrated, and happy society relative to Lewis'picture of an uncooperative,

poorly integrated society whose members seemed anything but happy. Reo

1 Fortune and Margaret Mead described the Arapesh in significantly different
' terms. For Mead, but not for Fortune, the Arapesh were a placid, domestic

people characterized by a maternal temperament.

In such cases of anthropological disagreement we are hard put to
account adequately for diftering interpretations. It is important to know

that such difterences occur, but it would be most valuable to know why.

If, for example, we could show a general tendency for female workers to
perceive cultures as more peaceful, we could begin to write some general

terms into the anthropological personal equations. In the absence of such

data we are left with the unsatisfactory alternative of noting differences

without adequately understanding them.

Sometimes an anthropological inteqpretive efiect can be understood

as an illustration of a well-known principle of perception. Such seems to

be the case for data cited by Campbell (1959). The evaluation of the

drabness or liveliness of Russian cities was found to depend on the order

in which the cities were visited. Cities visited earlier on a tour were judged

more drab than those visited later. "Against the adaptation level based upon

experience with familiar U.S. cities, the first Russian city seemed drab

and cold indeed. But stay in Russia modified the adaptation level, changed

the implicit standard of reference so that the second city was judged

against a more lenient standard" (1959, p. ll).(Here and elsewhere

tl958l Campbell has provided inventories of sources of error relevant to
our discussion of interpreter as well as observer effects.)
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A major attempt to assess the biasing efiects of different anthropologi-

cal intelpreters has been made by Raoul Naroll (1962). His method of data

quality control is designed to compare anthropological reports made under
more favorable conditions with reports made under less favorable condi-
tions. Thus, staying in the field for over a year is associated with reports of
higher rates of witchcraft attribution than staying in the field for less I

than a full year. Lengh of stay in the field is, then, a biasing factor but
one for which it seems reasonable to assume that the longer stay gives

a truer picture than does the shorter stay. Len$h of stay in a eulture
does not, however, bias reports of drunken brawling, so we see tltat
conditions of observation or interpretation may bias reports of some r

behaviors but not others.

Another test of the quality of anthropolog"ul reports notes the

investigator's knowledge of the native language. Whether he knows the

language tends in fact to be related to his report, not only of witchcraft
attribution, but of protest suicide as well. A third test described by Naroll
is the distinction between a professional and nonprofessional investigator.
The anthropologist is the former, and, in this context, the missionary the V

latter. Although in general we might expect professionals to be more

accurate, Naroll suspects that, at least for reports of witchcraft attribution,
missionaries may be more reliable than anthropologists. In summary,
Naroll's method allows us not only to assess the extent of bias in a series

of anthropological reports but to institute controls for these as well.

Perhaps more than any other, the survey research literature has

shown a sophisticated awareness of intelpreter and related efiects; the

already classic work of Hyman and his collaborators (1954) shows this
fact most clearly. In their discussion of interviewel 

^e-$-gts 
they describe w

the impact of inierviewers' expectationJtn fhiiir interyiiifitio" oi respond-

ents'replies. Smith and Hyman (1950) provide the example. Recordings

were made of two interviews. One of the respondents was a political isola-

tionist described additionally as provincial and prejudiced. The other
respondent, chosen to contrast markedly with the first, was an interven-
tionist. In each interview, responses were included that objectively reflected
equivalent sentiments on the part of both respondents. However, the

interviewers were greatly affected by the respondent's overall orientation
in assessing these matched replies. One of the questions dealt with the

amount of money spent by the United States for European recovery.

Answers to this question by the isolationist and interventionist both actually
suggested that we were spending an appropriate amount. However, when
these same answers were coded or interpreted by interviewers who had

been given the isolationist vs. interventionist set, the results were dra-

matically altered. The isolationist's response was interpreted as meaning

that we were spending too much for European recovery by 53 percent of
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the intelpreters. The interventionist's response, which had been equated

with the isolationist's response, was interpreted as meaning that we were

spending too much by only 9 percent of the inteqpreters.

Another question on which the replies of the two respondents had

been equated dealt with the respondents' interest in our policy toward

Spain. Actually both respondents' replies indicated some interest, and

99 percent of the interpreters so coded the interventionist's reply. In con-

trast, however, only 76 percent of the coders so interpreted the isolationist's

reply.

For our most recent examples of interpreter effects we turn to
experimental research in psychology. A recent paper summafizns 25

experiments in which eyelid conditioning was related to the subjects'

level of anxiety as measured by a paper and pencil test (Spence, 1964).

Considerable theoretical importance is associated with the direction of
this relationship, the more highly anxious subjects having been postulated

to show the greater learning. In 21 of the 25 experiments the greater

learning did in fact occur (p - .002) among the more anxious subjects,

though the difterences were not statistically significant for every individual

comparison. The interpretive eftects arise from the finding that 16 of the

17 studies carried out in the Iowa laboratory showed the predicted effect

(p q.001), while in the other laboratories 5 out of 8 studies showed the

predicted effect (p > .70). A great many difierences in procedure and in

sampling could, of course, easily account for these differences. One major

interpretation oflered to account for the difierences, however, was that

the studies not conducted at Iowa employed smaller sample sizes. Such

an interpretation would simply be a restatement of the fact that the power

of a statistic increases with the sample size if it were not for the fact that

three of the eight smaller-sample studies showed mean differences in

the unpredicted direction. In this case the inte{pretation that a larger

sample size would lead to differences in the predicted direction can

only be made if it assumes that later-run subjects difter significantly

from earlier-run subjects and systematically so in the predicted direction.

An example of an oppositely biased intelpretation would be to suggest

that if the eight experiments conducted at different laboratories had em-

ployed larger sample sizes their results would have been still significantly

more different from the Iowa studies than they actually were. Other

fcent examples of interpreter differences may be found in discussions of
eltrasensory perception (Boring, 1962b; Murphy, 1962) and of social

psychology (Chapanis & Chapanis, 1964; Jordan, 1964; Silverman, 1964;

Weick, 1965).

Earlier in the discussion of the natural sciences, reference was made

to the fact that sometimes interpreter differences lead to keeping data

"off the market." This, of course, also occurs in the behavioral sciences.

Sometimes it occurs directly, as in an explicit or implicit editorial decision
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to not publish certain kinds of experiments. Such decisions, of course, are

inevitable given that the demand for space in scientific literature far exceeds

the supply. Often the data thus kept off the market are negative results

which are themselves often dfficult to account for. (The problem of
negative results will be discussed in greater detail in Part III.)

One good reason for keeping certain data oft the market is that

the particular data may be wrong. This suspicion may be raised about a

particular observation within a series that is very much out of line with

all the others. But the question of how to deal with such discordant data

is not easily answered (Rider, 1933; Tukey, 1965). Kety's (1959) caution
is most appropriate: ". . it is difficult to avoid the subconscious tendency

to reject for good reason data which weaken an hypothesis while un-

critically accepting those data which strengthel i1" (p. 1529). Wilson

(1952) and Wood (1962) give similar warnings.

THE CONTROL OF INTERPRETER EFFECTS

Some inteqpreter effects are fully public events and some are not.

If the intelpretation of a set of public observations is uncongenial to
our own orientation we are free to disagree. The public nature of these

interpretive difierences insures that in time they may be resolved by the

addition of relevant observations or the development of new mental

matrices which allow the reconciliation of heretofore opposing theoretical

orientations (Koestler, 1964).

When intelpreter effects operate to keep observations off the market,

however, they are less than fully public events. If an investigator simply
scraps one of his observations as having been made in error there is no
one to disagree and attempt to use the discordancy in a reformulation of an

existing theory or as evidence against its tenability. When negative results

are unpublishable the fact of their negativeness is not a publicly available

observation. When unpopular results are unpublishable they are kept out
of the public data pool of science. All these examples are clear-cut illustra-
tions of interpreter effects which reduce the "public-ness" of science. There
are less clear-cut cases, however.

As in Mendel's case, the observations are sometimes available but
so little known and so little regarded that for practical purposes they

are unavailable publicly. Sometimes it is our unawareness of their existence

that keeps them out of science, but sometimes they are known at least to
some but ". they lie outside of science until someone brings them in"
(Boring, 1962b, p.357). That, of course, is the point made earlier, that
we may know of the existence of data but not what can be said of them.

When we speak, then, of the control of interpreter effects we do not

necessarily mean that there should be none. In the first place, their
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elimination would be as impossible as the elimination of individual dil-
ferences (Morrow, 1956; Morrow,1957).In the next place their elimina-
tion would more likely retard than advance the development of science
(Bean, 1958).

Only those interpreter effects that serve to keep data from becoming

publicly available or those that are very close to being observer effects

should be controlled. As for the interpreter eftects of a public nature that
involve the impassioned defense of a theory, Turner (1961a) put it thus:
"In the matter of making discoveries, unconcern is not a promising trait.
But the desire to gain the truth must be balanced by an equally strong desire

not to be played false" (p. 585).
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fntentional Elrror

Intentional error production on the part of the experimenter is prob-
ably as relatively rare an event in the psychological experiment as it is in
the sciences generally (Wilson, 1952; Shapiro, 1959; Turner, 1961b).
Nevertheless, any serious attempt at understanding the social psychology of
psychological research must consider the occurrence, nature, and control of
this tlpe of experimenter effect.

The Physical Sciences

Blondlot's N-rays have already been discussed as a fascinating example

of observer effect. Rostand (1960) has raised the question, however,

whether their original "discovery" might not have been the result of
overzealousness on the part of one of Blondlot's research assistants. Were
that the case then we could learn from this example how observer or
inteqpreter eftects may derive from intentional error even when the

observers are not the peqpetrators of the intentional error. This certainly

seemed to be the case with the famous Piltdown man, that peculiar anthro-
pological find which so puzzled anthropologists until it was discovered

to be a planted fraud (Beck, 1957 ).
A geologist some two centuries ago, Johann Beringer, uncovered some

remarkable fossils including Hebraic letters. "The[se] letters led him to
intelpret earth forms literally as the elements of a second Divine Book"
(Williams, 1963, p. 1083). Beringer published his findings and their
important implications. A short time after the book's publication a "fossil"
turned up with his name inscribed upon it. Beringer tried to buy back copies

of the book which were by now circulating, but the damage to his reputation

had been done. The standard story had been that it was Beringer's students

who had pelpetrated the hoax. Now there is evidence that the hoax was no

schoolboy prank but an effort on the part of two colleagues to discredit him

27
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(Jahn & Woolf, 1963). Here again is a case where inteqpreter effects on

the part of one scientist could be in large part attributed to the intentional

error of others.

A more recent episode in the history of archaeological research, and

one far more difficult to evaluate, has been reported on the pages of

The Sunday Observer. Professor L. R. Palmer, a comparative philologist at

Oxford, has called into question Sir Arthur Evans' reconstruction of the

excavations at Knossos (Crete). These reconstructions were reported in
1904 and then again in 1921. The suqcession of floor levels, each yielding

its own distinctive type of potter!, was called by Palmer a "complete figment

of Evans' imagination." Palmer's evidence came from leffers that con-

tradicted Evans'reconstruction-letters written by Evans' assistant, Duncan

Mackenzie, who was in charge of the actual on-site diggrng. These letters

were written after Evans had reported his reconstruction to the scientific
public. Evans did not retract his findings but rather in l92l he reissued his

earlier (1904) drawing. Palmer felt that the implications of these events

for our understanding of Greece, Europe, and the Near East were "incal-

culable" (Palmer, 1962). In subsequent issues of. The Observer Evans

had his defenders. Most archaeologists (e.g., Boardman, Hood) felt that

Palmer had little reason to attack Evans' character and question his motives,

though, if they are right, questions about Duncan Mackenzie's might be

implied. The Knossos affair serves as a good example of a possible inten-

tional error which could conceivably turn out to have been simply an

intelpreter effect-a difference between an investigator and his assistant.

One thing is clear, however: whatever did happen those several decades

ago, the current debate n The Observer clearly illustrates interpreter dif-
ferences.

C. P. Snow, scientist and best-selling novelist, has a high opinion of

the average scientist's integrity (1961). Yet he refers to at least those few

cases known to scientists in which, for example, data for the doctoral disser-

tation were fabricated. In one of his novels, The Afiair, he deals extensively

with the scientific, social, and personal consequences of an intentional error
in scientific research (1960). Other references to intentional error, all some-

what more pessimistic in tone than was C. P. Snow, have been made by

Beck (1957), George, (1938), and Noltingk (1959).

The Biological Sclences

When, two chapters ago, observer efiects were under discussion the

assumption was made that intentional error was not at issue. Over the

long run this assumption seems safely tenable. However, for any given

instance it is very difficult to feel certain. We must recall: (l) Fisher's
(1936) suspicion that Mendel's assistant may have deceived him about

the results of the plant breeding experiments; (2) Bean's (1953) suspicion
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that Leser's assistant may have tried too hard to present him with nearly
perfect correlations between harmless skin markings and cancer; (3)
Binet's suspicion over his own assistant's erring so regularly in the desired
direction in the taking of cephalometric measurements (Wolf, 196l).

One of the best known and one of the most tragic cases in the history
of intentional error in the biological sciences is the Kammerer case.

Kammerer was engaged in experiments on the inheritance of acquired
characteristics in the toad. The characteristic acquired was a black thumb
pad, and it was reported that the oftspring also showed a black thumb pad.
Here was apparent evidence for the Lamarckian hypothesis. A suspicious
investigator gained access to one of the specimens, and it was shown that
the thumb pad of the offspring toaal had been blackened, not by the
inherited pigment, but by India ink (MacDougall, 1940). There cannot,
of course, be any question in this case that an intentional error had been
perpetrated, and Kammerer recognized that prior to his suicide. To this
day, however, it cannot be said with certainty that the intentional error was
of his own doing or that of an assistant. A good illustration of the opera-
tion of intelpreter effects is provided by 7-rkle (1954) who noted that
scientists were still citing Kammerer's data, and in reputable journals,
without mentioning its fraudulent basis. More recently, two cases of pos-
sible data fabrication in the biological sciences came to light. One case

ended in a public expos6 before the scientific community (Editorial Board,
1961); the other ended in an indictment by an agency of the federal
government (Editorial Board, 1964).

The Behavioral Sciences

The problem of the intentional error in the behavioral sciences may
not differ from the problem in the sciences generally. It has been said,
however, that at least in the physical sciences, error of either intentional
or unintentional origin is more quickly checked by replication. In the
behavioral sciences replication leads so often to uninterpr-table differences
in data obtained that it seems difficult to establish whether "error" has
occurred at all, or whether the conditions of the experiment differed suffi-
ciently by chance to account for the difference in outcome. In the behavioral
sciences it is difficult to specify as explicitly as in the physical sciences just
how an experiment should be replicated and how .,eiact', a replication is
sufficient. There is the additional problem that replications are iarried out
on- a different sample of human or animal subjects which we know may
differ vary markedly from the original sample of subiects. The steel bals
rolled down inclined planes to demonstrate the laws of motion are more
dependably similar to one another than are the human subjects who by their
verbalizations are to demonstrate the laws of learning.

In survey research the "cheater problem" among field interviewers
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is of sufficient importance to have occasioned a panel discussion of the

problem in the International lournal ol Attitude and Opinion Research

(1947). Such workers as Blankenship, Connelly, Reed, Platten, and

Trescott seem to agree that, though statistically infrequent, the cheating

interviewer can afiect the results of survey research, especially if the

dishonest interviewer is responsible for a large segment of the data collected.

A systematic attempt to assess the frequency and degree of interviewer

cheating has been reported by Hyman, Cobb, Feldman, Hart, and Stember

(1954). Cheating was defined as data fabrication, as when the interviewer

recorded a reslnnse to a question that was never asked of the respondent.

Fifteen interviewers were employed to conduct a survey, and unknown to
them, each interviewed one or more "planted" respondents. One of the

"planted" interviewees was described as a "punctilious liberal" who qualified

all his responses so that no clear coding of responses could be undertaken.

Another of the planted respondents played the role of a "hostile bigot."
Uncooperative, suspicious, and unpleasant, the bigot tried to avoid com-

mitting himself to any answer at all on many of the questions. Interviews

with the planted respondents were tape recorded without the interviewers'

knowledge. It was in the interview with the hostile bigot that most cheat-

ing errors occurred. Four of the interviewers fabricated a grcat deal of
the interview data they reported, and these interviewers tended also to cheat

more on interviews with the punctilious liberal, although, in general, there

was less cheating in that interview. Frequency of cheating, then, bore some

relation to the specific data-collection situation and was at least to some

extent predictable from one situation to another.

In science generally, the assumption of predictability of intentional

erring is made and is manifested by the distrust of data reported by an

investigator who has been known, with varying degrees of certainty, to
have erred intentionally on some other occasion. In science, a worker

can contribute to the common data pool a bit of intentionally erring data

only once. We should not, of course, equate the survey research interviewer

with the laboratory scientist or his assistants. The interviewer in survey

research is often a part-time employee, less well educated, less intelligent,

and less interested in the scientific implications of the data collected than
are the scientist, his students, and his assistants. The survey research inter-
viewer has rarely made any identification with a scientific career role with
its very strong taboos against data fabrication or other intentional errors,

and its strong positive sanctions for the collection of accurate, "uncon-
taninated" data. Indeed, in the study of interviewers' intentional errors just
described, the subiects were less experienced than many survey interviewers,

and this lack of experience could have played its part in the production
of such a high proportion of intentional errors. In that study, too, it must be

remembered, the design was such as to increase the incidence of all kinds
of interviewel effects by supplying unusually difficult situations for inex-
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perienced interviewers to deal with. However, even if these factors increased

the incidence of intentional error production by a00 percent, enough re-
mains to make intentional erring a fairly serious problem for the survey
researcher (Cahalan, Tamulonis, & Verner, 1947; Crespi, 194546; Ma-
halanobis, 1946).

A situation somewhere between that of collecting data as part of a

part-time job and collecting data for scientific purposes exists in those under-
graduate science courses in which students conduct laboratory exercises.

These students have usually not yet identified to a great extent with the
scientific values of their instructors, nor do they regard their laboratory
work as simply a way to earn extra money. Data fabrication in these cir-
cumstances is commonplace and well-known to instructors of courses in
physics and psychology alike. Students' motivation for cheating is not, of
course, to hoax their instructors or to earn more money in less time but
rather to hand in a "better report," where better is defined in terrrs of the
expected data. Sometimes the need for better data arises from students'
lateness, carelessness, or laziness, but sometimes it arises from fear that
a poor grade will be the result of an accurately observed and recorded

event which does not conform to the expected event. Such deviations may
be due to faulty equipment or faulty procedure, but sometimes these

deviations should be expected simply on the basis of sampling error. One
is reminded of the Berkson, Magath, and Hurn (1940) findings which
showed that laboratory technicians were consistently reporting blood
counts that agreed with each other too well, so well that they could hardly
have been accurately made. We shall have occasion to return to the topic of
intentional erring in laboratory course work when we consider the control
of intentional errors. For the moment we may simply document that in
two experiments examined for intentional erring by students in a laboratory
course in animal learning, one showed a clear instance of data fabrication
(Rosenthal & Lawson, 1964), and the other, while showing some devia-
tions from the prescribed procedure, did not show any evidence of outright
intentional erring (Rosenthal & Fode, 1963a). In these two experiments,
the incidence of intentional erring may have been reduced by the students'
belief that their data were collected not simply for their own edification
but also for use by others for serious scientific purposes. Such error re-
duction may be postulated if we can assume that data collected only for
laboratory learning are less "sacred" than those collected for scientific

PulPoses.
Student experimenters are often employed as data collectors for scien-

tific purposes. In one such study Velplanck (1955) concluded that follow-
ing certain reinforcement procedures the content of conversation could be
altered. Again employing student experimenters Azrin, Holz, Ulrich, and
Goldiamond (1961) obtained similar results. However, an informal post-
experimental check revealed that data had been fabricated by their student
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experimenters. When very advanced graduate student experimenters were

employed, they discovered that the programmed procedure for controlling

the content of conversation simply did not work.

Although it seems reasonable to assume that more-advanced graduate

students are generally less likely to err intentionally, few data are at hand

for documenting that assumption. We do know, of course, that sometimes

even very advanced students commit intentional erors. Dr. Ralph Kolstoe

has related an instance in which a graduate student working for a well-

known psychologist fabricated his data over a period of some time. Finally,

the psychologrst, who had become suspicious, was forced to use an entraP-

ment procedure which was successful and led to the student's immediate

expulsion.

What has been said of very advanced graduate students applies as

well to fully professional scientific workers. It would aPPear that the

incidence of intentional errors is very low among them, but, again, few

data are available to document either that assumption or its opposite. Most

of the cases of "generally known" intentional error are imperfectly docu-

mented and perhaps apocryphal.

In the last chapter there was occasion to discuss those types of inter-

preter effects which serve to keep certain data off the market either literally

or for all practical purposes. It was mentioned that sometimes data were

kept out of the common exchange system because no one knew quite what

to say about them. Sometimes, though, data are kept off the market because

the investigator knows all too well what will be said of them. Such inten-

tional suppression of data damaging to one's own theoretical position must

be regarded as an instance of intentional error only a little different from

the fabrication of data. What difference there is seems due to the "either-or-

ness" ofthe latter and the "shades of grayness" of the former. A set of data

may be viewed as fabricated or not. A set of legitimate data damaging to

a theory may be withheld for a variety of motives, only some of which seem

clearly self-serving. The scientist may honestly feel that the data were badly

collected or contaminated in some way and may therefore hold them off the

market. He may feel that while damaging to his theory their implications

might be damagrng to the general welfare of mankind. These and other

treasons, not at all self-serving, may account for the suppression of damaging

data. Recently a number of workers have called attention to the problem

of data suppression, all more or less stressing the self-serving motives (Beck,

19571, Ganett, 1960; Maier, 1960). One of these writers (Garrett) has

emphasized a fear motive operating to suppress certain data. He suggests

that young scientists fear reprisal should they report data that seem to

wealcen the theory of racial equality.

Sometimes the suppression of data proceeds, not by withholding data

dready obtained, but by insuring that unwanted data will not be collected.

In some cases we are hard put to decide whether we have an instance of
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intentional error or an instance of incompetenoe so magnificent that one

is reduced to laughter. Consider, for example, ( I ) an investigator interested

in showing the widespread prevalence of psychosis who choooes his sample

entirely from the back wards of a mental hospital; (2) an investigator
interested in showing the widespread prevalence of blindness who chooses

his sample entirely from a list of students enrolled in a school for the re-
habilitation of the blind; (3) an investigator interested in showing that the
aged are very well off financially who chooses his sample entirely from a
list of white, noninstitutionalized persons who are not on relief. The

first two examples are fictional, the third, according to the pages of
Science, unfortunately, is not. (One sociologist participating in that all
too real "data"-collecting entelprise was told to avoid apartment dwellers.)
A spokesman for a political group which made use of these data noted

helpfully that the survey was supported by an organization having a "con-
servative outlook" (Science,1960). The issue, of course, is not whether

an organization having a "liberal outlook" would have made similar errors
either of incompetence or of intent but rather that such errors do occur
and may have social as well as scientific implications.

THE CONTROT OF INTBNTIONAL ERROR

The scientific entelprise generally is characterized by an enornous
degree of trust that data have been collected and reported in good faith,
and by and large this general trust seems well justified. More than simply
justified, the trust seems essential to the continued progress of the various
sciences. It is difficult to imagine a field of science in which each worker
feared that another might at any time contaminate the common data pool.
Perhaps because of this great faith, science has a way of being very harsh

with those who break the faith (e.g., Kammerer's suicide) and very unfor-
giving. A clearly established fraud by a scientist is not, nor can it be, over-
looked. There are no second chances. The sanctions are severe not only
because the faith is great but also because detection is so difficult. There is
virtually no way a fraud can be detected as such in the normal course of
events.

The charge of fraud is such a serious one that it is leveled only at the

Peril of the accuser, and suspicions of fraud are not sufficient bases to
discount the data collected by a given laboratory. Sometimes such a sus-

picion is raised when investigators are unwilling to let others see their
data or when the incidence of data-destroying fires exceeds the limits of
credibility (Wolins, 1962). It would be a useful convention to have aU

scientists agree to an open-data-books policy. Only rarely, after all, is the
question of fraud raised by him who wants to see another's data, although
other types of errors do turn up on such occasions. But if there is to be an
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open-books system, the borrower must make it convenient for the lender.

A request to "send me all your data on verbal conditioning" made of a

scientist who has for ten years been collecting data on that subject rightly

winds up being ignored. If data are reasonably requested, the reason for
the request given as an accompanying courtesy, they can be duplicated at

the borrower's expense and then given to the borrower. Such a data-sharing

system not only would serve to allay any doubts about the extent and tyPe

of errors in a set of data but would, of course, often reveal to the bor-

rower something very useful to him though it was not useful to the original

data collector.

The basic control for intentional errors in science, as for other types

of error, is the tradition of replication of research findings. In the sciences

generally this has sometimes led to the discovery of intentional errors.

Perhaps, though, in the behavioral sciences this must be less true. The

reason is that whereas all are agreed on the desirability or even necessity

of replication, behavioral scientists have learned that unsuccessful replica-

tion is so common that we hardly know what it means when one's data don't

confirm another's. Always tlrere are sampling difierences, difterent subjects,

and different exp€rimenters. Often there are procedural differences so

trivial on the surface that no one would expect them to make a difference,

yet, when the results are in, it is to these we turn in Part to account for
the different results. We require replication but can conclude too little
from the failure to achieve confirming data. Still, replication has been

used to suggest the occurrence of intentional error, as when Azrin's group

(1961) suggested that Veqplanck's (1955) data collectors had deceived

him. In fact, it cannot be established that they did simply because Azrin's

group had been deceived by their data collectors. Science, it is said, is

self-correcting, but in the behavioral sciences especially, it corrects only

very slowly.

It seems clear that the best control of intentional error is its prevention.

In order to prevent these errors, however, we would have to know something

about their causes. There seems to be agreement on that point but few clues

as to what these causes might be. Sometimes in the history of science the

caulies have been so idiosyncratic that one despairs of making any general

guesses about them, as when a scientist sought instant eminence or to
embarrass another, or when an assistant deceived the investigator to

please him. Crespi (194546) felt that poor morale was a cause of cheating

among survey research interviewers. But what is the cause of poor morale?

And what of the possibility that better morale might be associated with
worsened performance, a possibility implied by the research of Kelley and

Ring (1961)? Of course, we need to investigate the problem more system-

atically, but here the clarion call for "more research" is likely to go un-

heeded. Research on events so rare is no easy matter.

There is no evidence on the matter, but it seems reasonable to sup-
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pose that scientists may be affected by the widespread data fabrication they

encountered in laboratory cources when they were still undergraduates.

The attitude of acceptance of intentional error under these circumstances

might have a carq/-over effect into at least some scientists' adult lives. Per-

haps it would be useful to discuss with undergraduate students in the

various sciences the different types of experimenter efiects. They should,

but often do not, know about observer effects, interpreter effects, and

intentional eftects, though they quickly learn of these latter eftects. If
instructors imposed more negative sanctions on data fabrication at this level

of education, perhaps there would be less intentional erring at more ad-

vanced levels.

Whereas most instructors of laboratory courses in various disciplines

tend to be very conscious of experimental procedures, students tend to shour

more outcome+onsciousness than procedure-consciousness. That is, they

are more interested in the data they obtain than in what they did to obtain

those data. Perhaps the current system of academic reward for obtaining the

"proper" data reinforces this outcome-consciousness, and perhaps it could

be changed somewhat. The selection of laboratory experiments might be

such that interspersed with the usual, fairly obvious demonstrations there

would be some simple procedures that demonstrate phenomena that are not

well understood and are not highly reliable. Even for students who "read

ahead" in their texts it would be difficult to determine what the "right" out-

come should be. Academic emphasis for all the exercises should be on the

procedures rather than on the results. What the student needs to learn is,

not that learning curves descend, but how to set up a demonstration of

learning phenomena, how to observe the events carefully, record them

accurately, report them thoroughly, and interpret them sensibly and in
some cases even creatively.

A general strategy might be to have all experiments performed before

the topics they are designed to illustrate are taken up in class. The spirit,
consistent with that endorsed by Bakan (1965), would be "What happens

if we do thus-and-so" rather than "Now please demonstrate what has been

shown to be true." The procedures would have to be spelled out very ex-

plicitly for students, and generally this is already done. Not having been

told what to expect and not being graded for getting "good" data, students

might be more carefully observant, attending to the phenomena before them

without the single set which would restrict their perceptual field to those few

events that illustrate a particular point. It is not inconceivable that under
such less restrictive conditions, some students would observe phenomena

that have not been observed before. That is unlikely, of course, if they

record only that the rat turned right six times in ten trials. Observational

skills may shalpen, and especially so if the instructor rewards with praise

the careful observation and recording of the organism's response. The results

of a laboratory demonstration experiment are not new or exciting to the in-
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structor, but there is no reason why they cannot be for the student. The day
may even come when classic demonstration experiments are not used at
all in laboratory courses, and then it need not be dull even for the instructor.
That the day may really come soon is suggested by the fact that so many
excellent teachers are already requiring that at least one of the scheduled
experiments be completely original with the student. That, of course, is
more like Science, less like Science-Fair.

If we are seriously interested in shifting students' orientations from
outcome-consciousness to procedure-consciousness there are some im-
plications for us, their teachers, as well. One of these has to do with a
change in policy regarding the evaluation of research. To evaluate research
too much in terms of its results is to illustrate outcome-consciousness,
and we do it very often. Doctoral committees too often send the candidate
back to the laboratory to run another group of subjects because the ex-
periment as originallydesigned land aplroved by them) yielded negative
results. Those universities show wisdom that protect the doctoral candidate
from such outcome-consciousness by regarding the candidate's thesis
proposal as a kind of contract, binding on both student and faculty.

The same problem occurs in our publication policies. One can
always account for an unexpected, undesired, or negative result by referring
to the specific procedures employed. That this occurs so often is testament
to our outcome-consciousness. What we may need is a system for evaluat-
ing research based only on the procedures employed. If the procedures are
judged appropriate, sensible, and sufficiently rigorous to permit conclu-
sions from tlte results, the research cannot then be judged inconclusive
on the basis of the results and rejected by the referees or editors. Whether
the procedures were adequate would be judged independently of the out-
come. To accomplish this might require that procedures only be submitted
initially for editorial review or that only the result-less section be sent to a
referee or, at least, that an evaluation of the procedures be set down before
the referee or editor reads the results. This change in policy would serve
to decrease the outcome-consciousness of editorial decisions, but it might
lead to an increased demand for journal space. This practical problem
could be met in part by an increased use of "brief reports" which summarize
ttre research in the journal but promise the availability of full reports to
interested workers. Journals such as the lournal ol Consulting Psychology
and. Science are already making extensive use of briefer reports. If journal
policies became less outcome-conscious, particularly in the matter of
negative results, psychological researchers might not unwittingly be taught
by these policies that negative results are useless and might as well be
suppressed. In Part III negative results will be discussed further. Here,
as long as the discussion has focused on editorial policies which are so cru-
cial to the development of our scientific life styles and thinking modes, it
should be mentioned that the practice of reading manuscripts for critical
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revie\r would be greatly improved if the authors' name and afEliation were v

routinely omitted before evaluation.l Author data, like exPerimental re-

sults, detract from the independent assessment of procedures.

1 Both Gardner Lindzey and Kenneth MacCorquodale have advocated this

procedure. The usual objection is that to know a man's name and afrliation providcs

very useful information about the quality of his work. Such information certainly

seems relevant to the process of predicting what a man will do, and that is the task

of the referee of a research proposal submitted to a research funding agency. When

the work is not being proposed but rather reported as an accomplished fact, it seems

difficult to justify the assessment of its merit by the reputation of its author.
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Biosoeial Attributes

In the last three chapters some effects of experimenters on their re-
search have been discussed. These efiects have operated without the ex-
perimenter directly influencing the organisms or materials being studied.
In this chapter, and in the ones to follow, the discussion will turn to those
effects of experimenters that operate by influencing the events or behaviors
under study.

The physical and biological sciences were able to provide us with
illustrations of those experimenter effects not influencing the materials
studied. It seems less likely that these sciences could provide us with ex-
amples of experimenter effects that do influence the materials studied. The
speed of light or the reaction of one chemical with another or the arrange-
ment of chromosomes within a cell is not likely to be affected by individuat
differences among the investigators interested in them. As we move from

g PhYsics, chemistry, and molecular biology to those disciplines concerned
' with larger biological systems, we begin to encounter more examples of how
the investigator can aftect his subject. By the time we reach the level of the
behavioral sciences there can be no doubt that experimenters may unin-
tentionally aftect the very behavior in which they are interested.

Christie (1951) tells us how experienced observers in an animal lab-
oratory could judge which of several experimenters had been handling a
rat by the animal's behavior in a maze or while being picked up. Gantt
(1964) noted how a dog's heart rate could drop dramatically (from 160 to
140) simply because a certain experimenter was present. The importance
to an animal's performance of its relationship to the experimenter has also

been pointed out for horses (Pfungst, lgll), sheep (Liddell, 1943), and
poqpoises (Kellogg, 1961). If animal subjects can be so aftected by their
interaction with a particular experimenter, we would expect that human
subjects would also be, perhaps even more so. Our primary focus in this
and in the following chapters will be on those characteristics of experi-

3t
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menters that have been shown to affect unintentionally the responses of
their human subjects.

The study of individual differences among people proceeds in several

ways. Originally it was enough to show that such characteristics as height,
weight, and intelligence were distributed throughout a population and that
the shape of the distribution could be specified. Later when the fact and

shape of individual differences were well known, various characteristics

were correlated with one another. That led to answers to questions of the

sort: are men or women taller, heavier, brighter, longer-lived? From these

studies it was learned which of the characteristics studied were significantly

associated with many others. It was found that age, sex, social class, edu-

cation, and intelligence, for example, were all variables that made a great

deal of difference if we were trying to predict other characteristics. Always,

though, it was a characteristic of one percon that was to be correlated with
another characteristic of that person. In undertaking the study of individual
differences among experimenters, the situation has become more complex

and even more interesting. Here we are interested in relating characteristics

of the experimenter, not to other of his characteristics, but rather to his

subjects' responses. The usual study of individual differences is not nec-

essarily social psychological. The relationship between person A's sex and

pemon A's performance on a motor task is not of itself social psychologi-
cal. But the relationship between person A's sex and person B's perform-
ance on a motor task is completely social psychological. That person A
happens to be an experimenter rather than a parent, sibling, friend, or
child has special methodological importance but no special substantive

importance.
It has special methodological importance because so much of what has

been learned by behavioral scientists has been learned within the context

of the experimenter-subject interaction. If the personal characteristics of
the data collector have determined in part the subjects' responses, then we

must hold our knowledge the more lightly for it. There is no special sub-
stantive importance in the fact that person A is an experimenter rather
than some other person because as a model of a human organism behaving

and affecting others' behavior, the experimenter is no more a special case

than is a parent, sibling, friend, or child. Whether we can generalize from
the experimenter to other people is as open a question as whether we can

generalize from parent to friend, friend to child, child to parent.

There are experiments by the dozen which show that difierent experi-
menters obtain from their comparable subjects significantly different
responses (Rosenthal, 1962). In the pages to follow, however, major

consideration is given only to those studies showing that a particular type

of response by an experimental subject is associated with a particular
characteristic of the experimenter. Experimenter attributes that have been

shown to be partial determinants of subjects' responses are sometimes de-
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fined independently of the experiment in which their effect is to be assessed.

That is the case for such biosocial characteristics as sex, race, age, religion,

and for such psychometrically determined variables as anxiety, hostility,
authoritarianism, and need for social approval. Sometimes the relevant ex-

perimenter attributes can be defined only in terms of the specific experi-

mental situation and the specffic experimenter-subject interaction. Such

attributes include the status of the experimenter relative to the status of
the subject, the warmth of the experimenter-subject relationship, and such

experiment-specific events as whether the experimenter feels himself ap-

proved by the principal investigator or whether the subject has suqprised

him with his responses.

Quite a little is known about the relationship between these different
experimenter variables and subjects' behavior, but little is known of the

mechanisms accounting for the relationships. For example, we shall see that
male and female experimenters often obtain difierent responses from their
subjects. But that may be due to the fact that males and females look dif-
ferent or that males and females conduct the experiment slightly difterently,

or both of these. Does a dark-skinned survey interviewer obtain different
responses to questions about racial segregation because of his dark skin or
because he asks the questions in a difterent tone of voice or because of
both these factors? In principle, we can distinguish active from passive ex-

perimenter effects. Active effects are those associated with unintended dif-
ferences in the experimenter's behavior that can be shown to influence the
subject's responses. Passive effects are those associated with no such

differences in the behavior of the experimenters and therefore must be
ascribed to their appearance alone.

In practice, the distinction between active and passive eftects is an

extremely difficult one, and no experiments have yet been reported that
would be helpful in making such a distinction. It may help illustrate the
distinction between active and passive efiects to describe a hypothetical
experiment designed to assess the relative magnitudes of these effects. Sup-

pose that female experimenters administering a questionnaire to assess

anxiety obtain consistently higher anxiety scores from their subjects than

do male experimenters. To simplify matters we can assume that the ques-

tionnaire is virtually self-administering and that the experimenter is simply
present in the same room with the subject. Our experiment requires 1O male

experimenters and 10 females, each of whom administers the anxiety scale

individually to 15 male subjects. For one third of their subjects, the experi-

menters excuse themselves and say that their presence is not required during

the experiment and that they will be busy with other things which take them

to the other side of an obvious one-way mirror. From there they can from
time to time "see how you are doing." Another one third of the subjects
are told the same thing except that the experimenter explains that he has

to leave the building. The light is left on in the room on the other side of
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the one-way mirror so that the subject can see he is not being observed.
The final third of the subjects ilre contacted in the usual way with the ex-
perimenter sitting in the same room but interacting only minimally.

Table 4-l shows some hypothetical results. Mean anxiety scores are

TABTE 4-1

AAeon Anxiety Scores os o Funclion of Experimenter

Sex ond Presence

SEX OF

EXPER',I4ENTER

I Experimenter presenf

ll Exprimenfer obsenf

but observing

I ll Expr imenter obs ent,
not observing

Mole Femole

t4 20

18 22

23 23

55 65

D ifference Sum

+6 34

+4

0 46

40

Sum l0 120

shown for subjects contacted by male and female experimenters in each of
the three conditions. Female experimenters again obtained higher anxiety
scores but not equally so in each condition. we learn that when the experi-
menter is neither present nor observing, the sex-of-experimenter effecf has
vanished. The brief greeting period was apparently iniufficient to establish
the sex effect, but the physical presenoe of the experimenter appears to
augment the eftect. For convenience assuming all differences to be significant,
we conclude that female experimenters obtain higher anxiety scores from
their subjects only if the subjects feel observed by their expeiimenters. we
cannot say, however, whether the greater sex-of-experimenter effect in the
"experimenter present" condition was due to any unintended behavior on
the part of the experimenters or whether their physical presence was simply
a more constant reminder that they were being observed by an experimenter
of a particular sex. If the results had shown no difierence between condi-
tions I and II, we could have concluded that the sex eftect is more likely a
passive rather than an active eftect. That seems sensible since the belief
of being observed by an experimenter of a given sex, without any oppor-
tunity for that experimenter to behave vis-ir-vis his subject, was sufficient
to account for the obtained sex eftects.
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Often in our discussion of the effects of various experimenter attributes

on subjects'responses we shall wish that data of the sort just now invented

were really available. Sex, age, and race are variables so immediately

assessable that there is a temptation to assume them to be passive in their

eftects. That assumption should be held lightly until it can be shown that the

sex, age, and race of an experimenter are not correlated with specific be-

haviors in the experiment. Conversely, experimenter's "warmth" sounds so

behavioral that we are tempted to assume that it is active in its eftects. Yet

a "warm" experimenter may actually have a different fixed appearance

from a cooler experimenter.

The order of discussion of experimenter attributes proceeds in this

and the following chapters from ( 1) those that appear most directly

obvious (i.e., sex) to (2) those that are thought to be relatively fixed

psychological characteristics (i.e., need for approval) to (3) those that

seem quite dependent on the interpersonal nature of the experiment to (4)

those that are very highly situational. This organization is arbitrary and it

should be remembered that many of the attributes discussed may be corre-

lated with each other.

Experimentet's Sex

A good deal of research has been conducted which shows that male

and female experimenters sometimes obtain significantly different data from

their subjects. It is not always possible to predict for any given type of ex-

periment just how subjects' resPonses will be affected by the experimenter's

iex, if indeed there is any eftect at all. In the area of verbal learning the

results of three experiments are illustrative. Binder, McConnell, and Sio-

holm (1957) found that their attractive female experimenter obtained sig-

nificantly better learning from her subjects than did a husky male

experimLnter, described is an "ex-marine." Some years later Sarason and

Har:rrratz (1965) found that their male experimenter obtained significantly

better learning than did their female experimenter. Ferguson and Buss

(1960) round out this illustration by their rePort of no difference between

a male and female experimenter. This last experiment also provides a clue

as to how we may reconcile these inconsistent but statistically quite real

findings. Ferguson and Buss had their experimenters behave aggressively

to some of their subjects and neutrally to others. When the experimenter

behaved more aggressively there was decreased learning. If we can assume

that Binder and associates' ex-marine officer gave an aggressive impression

to his subjects, their results seem consistent with those of Ferguson and

Buss. However, we would have to assume further that Sarason and Har-

matz's female experimenter was perceived as more aggressive by her sub-

jects, and for this we have no good evidence. Another experiment by

Sarason (1962), in any case, tends to weaken or at least to complicate
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the proffered interpretation. In this study, Sarason employed 10 male and

10 female experimenten in a verbal learning experiment. Subjects were

to construct sentences and were reinforced for the selection of hostile verbs

by the experimenter's saying "good" or by his flashing a blue light. More

hostile experimenters of both sexes tended to obtain more hostile resPonses

(p < .10).If we can assume that those experimenters earning higher hos-

tility scores behaved more aggressively toward their subjects, then we have

a situation hard to reconcile with the results presented by Ferguson and

Buss. A further complication in the Sarason experiment was that the re-

lationship between experimenter hostility and the acquisition of hostile

responses was particularly marked when the experimenters were males

rather than females.

Perhaps, though, the recitation of hostile verbs is a very special case

of verbal learning, especially when it is being corelated with the hostility

of the experimenters. One wonders whether more hostile experimenters

would also be more effective reinforcing agents for first-person Pronouns.
Sarason and Minard (1963) provide the answer, which, though a little
equivocal, must be interpreted as a "no." Hostility of experimenters neither

alone nor in interaction with sex of experimenter affected the rate of select-

ing the first-person pronouns which were reinforced by the eight male and

eight female experimenters of this study. Of very real interest to our general

discussion of experimenter attributes and situational variables was the find-

ing that the verbal learning of first-person Pronouns was a complex function

of experimenter sex, hostility, and prestige; subject sex, hostility, and

degree of personal contact between experimenter and subject. It aPPears

that at least in studies of verbal conditioning, when an experiment is so

designed as to permit the assessment of complex interactions, these inter-

actions are forthcoming in abundance. Only rarely, however, are most of

them predictable or even interpretable.

In tasks requiring motor performance as well as in verbal learning, for

young children as well as for college students, the sex of the experimenter

may make a significant difference. Stevenson and Odom (1963) employed

two male and two female experimenters to administer a lever-pulling task to

children ages six to seven and ten to eleven. From time to time the children

were rewarded for pulling the lever by being shown various pictures on a
filmstrip. During the first minute, no reinforcements were provided in order

that a base line for each subject's rate of pulling could be determined. Even

during this first minute, significant sex-of-experimenter effects were found

(p < .00t). Subjects contacted by male experimenters made over 30 per-

cent more responses than did subjects contacted by female experimenters.

This large effect was the more remarkable for the fact that the experimenter

was not even present during the subject's task performance. Experimenters

left their subjects'view immediately after having instructed them.

Stevenson, Keen, and Knights ( 1963) provide additional data that male
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experimenters obtain greater performance than female experimenters in a
simple motor task, in this case, dropping marbles in a hole. As in the other
experiment, the first minute served as a base rate measure after which the
experimenter began regularly to deliver compliments on the subjects' per-
formance. This time the subjects were younger still, ages three to five. Sub-
jects contacted by male experimenters dropped about 18 percent more
marbles into the holes than did subjects contacted by female ixperimenters
during the initial one-minute period (p < .05). As expected, female experi-
menters' subjects increased their rate of marble dropping after the reinforce-
ment procedure began. Relative to the increasing performance of subjects
contacted by female experimenters, those contacted by males showed a

significant decrement of performance during the following period of rein-
forced performance (p < .01). The intelpretation the invistigators gave to
the significant sex-of-experimenter effect was particularly appropriate to
their very young subjects. Such young children have relatively much less

contact with males, and this may have made them anxious or excited over
the interaction with the male experimenter. For simple tasks this might have

served to increase performance which then fell off as the excitement wore
ofi from adaptation or from the soothing effect of the experimenter's com-
pliments. The anxiety-reducing aspect of these statementJ might have more
than offset their intended reinforcing properties.

We have already encountered the fact of interaction in the study
of sex of experimenter in the work of Sarason (1962). One of the most
frequently investigated variables, and one that often interacts with experi-
menter's sex, is the sex of the subject. Again we take our illustration from
Stevenson (1961). The task, as before, is that of dropping marbles, and
after the first minute the experimenters begin to reinforce the children's
performance by regularly complimenting them. The six male and six female
experimenters administered the task to children in three age groups: three
to four, six to seven, nine to ten. Although the individual difterences among

I the experimenters of either sex were greiter than the effect of experimentei
sex itself, there was a tendency for male experimenters to obtain slightly

,. , higher performance from their subjects (t :1.7O, p < .lO, pooling indi-i 
f yidual experimenter eftects and all interactions). when the experimenters

'.. ' b"g* to reinforce their subjects' performance after the first minute, female

, experimenters obtained a greater increase in performance than did male

/ experimenters, but only for the youngest (3-4) children. Among the oldest
I children (9-10) there was a tendency (p < .10) for a reversal of this
. effect. Among these children, male experimenters obtained the greater in-

f crease in performance. These findings show how sex of experimenter can
I interact with the age of subjects. It w;s among the middle group of children

, (age 6-7) that the sex of subjects became an interacting variable most

1 clearly. Male experimenters oblained a greater increase if performance
from their female subjects, and female experimenters obtained the greater
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increase from their male subjects. Although less significantly so, the same

tendency was found among the older (9-10) children. Stevenson's alterna-

tive inteqpretations of these results were in terrns of the psychoanalytic

theory of development as well as in terms of the relative degree of depriva-

tion of contact with members of the experimenter's sex.

The interacting effects of the experimenter's and subject's sex are not

restricted to those studies in which the subjects are children. Stevenson and

Allen (1964) had 8 male and 8 female experimenters conduct a marble

sorting task with 128 male and 128 female college students. For the first 90

seconds subjects received no reinforcement for sorting the marbles by color.

Thereafter the experimenter paid compliments to the subject on his or her

performance. Once again, there were significant individual differences

among the experimenters of both sexes in the rate of performance shown by

their subjects. In addition, however, a significant interaction between the

sex of subjects and sex of experimenters was obtained. When male experi-

menters contacted female subjects and when female experimenters con-

tacted male subjects significantly more marbles were processed than when

the experimenter and subject were of the same sex. This difterence was

significant during the first 30 seconds of the experiment and for the entire

experiment as well. Even further support for the generality of the interac-

tion of experimenter and subject sex was provided by Stevenson and

Knights (1962), who obtained the now predicted interaction when the

subjects were mentally retarded, averaging an IQ of less than 60.

In trying to understand their obtained interactions, Stevenson and

Allen postulated that the effects could be due to the increased competitive-

ness, higher anxiety, or a greater desire to please when the experimenter was

ofthe opposite sex. There is no guarantee, however, as Stevenson (1965)

points out, that experimente.s -iy not treat subjects of the opposite sex \
differently than subjects of the same sex. A little later in this section some

data will be presented which bear on this hypothesis.

If the interaction between experimenter and subject sex is significant

in such tasks as marble sorting and the construction of simple sentences,

we would expect the phenomenon as well when the subjects' tasks and

responses are more dramatic ones. Walters, Shurley, and Parsons (1962)
conducted an experiment in sensory deprivation which is instructive. Male

and female subjects were floated in a tank of water for three hours and then

responded to five questions about their experiences during their isolation

period. Half the time subjects were contacted by a male experimenter, half

the time by afemale. The questions dealt with (1) feelings of fright, (2)
the most unpleasant experience, (3) sexual feelings, (4) anything learned

about oneself from the experience, and (5) what the total experience was

reminiscent of. All responses were coded on a scale which measured the

degree of psychological involvement or unusualness of the phenomena ex-

perienced. If a subject reported no experience, his score was 0. If he re-
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ported hallucinations with real feeling, the response was scored 5, the
maximum. Intermediate between these extremes was a range of scores
from I to 4. For two of the questions the interaction between sex of experi-
menter and sex of subject was significant. To the question dealing with sex-

ual feelings, subjects iontacted 6y un experimenier of the same sex gave

replies earning psychological "richness" scores three times higher than when
contacted by an experimenter of the opposite sex. This was the most sigoifi-
cant finding statistically and in terms of absolute magnitude. In a subsequent
study, although in smaller and less significant form, the same efiect was ob-
tained (Walters, Parsons, & Shurley, 1964\. This particular interaction
seems less difficult to interpret than that found for the marble sorting experi-
ment. Even in an experimental laboratory, subjects regard the "mixed com-
pany" dyad as not a place to discuss sexual matters freely.

In survey research, as in the experimental laboratory, the inhibiting
effects of "mixed company" dyads have been demonstrated. Benney, Ries-
man, and Star (1956) reported that when given an opportunity to assess

the cause of abnormal behavior, respondents gave sexual inteqpretations

about 25 percent more often when their interviewer was of their own,
rather than the opposite, sex. About the same percentage difference oc-
curred when a fuller, frank discussion of possible sexual bases for emotional
disturbance was invited. Interestingly, moralistic responses were more fre-
quent when the interviewer and respondent were of the opposite sex. Ap-
parently, then, in interviewer-respondent dyads, sex matters are less likely
to be brought up spontaneously in mixed company, but if they are brought
up by the interviewer, opposite-sexed respondents are more likely to take a
negative, harsh, or moralistic stance than same-sexed respondents. Addi-
tional evidence for this interpretation has been presented by Hyman and
co-workers (1954).

In projective methods of appraising personality, the sex of the experi.
menter has also been found to affect the subjects' responses-sometimes.
Masling (1960) has summarized this literature which consists of some
studies showing a sex effect, and some not.

Earlier in this chapter the question was raised whether the effects of
experimenter attributes were passive or active. That is, do difterent experi-
menters elicit different responses because they have a difterent appearance,
because they behave differently toward their subjects, or both? Some data
relevant to, but not decisive for, these questions are available. The task
was one of person perception. Subjects were asked to rate the degree of
su@ess or failure reflected in the faces of people pictured in photographs.
The ratings of the photographs could range from -10, extreme failure, to

f 10, extreme success. The standardization of these particular photos was

such that their mean rating was actually zero, or very neutral with respect
to success or failure. There were 5 male and 5 female experimenters who
contacted 35 female and 23 male subjects. About half the interactions be-
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tween experimenters and subjects were filmed without the knowledge of

either. Details of the procedure, but not the data to be reported here, have

been described elsewhere (Rosenthal, Friedman, & Kurland, 1965). Table

4-2 shows the mean photo ratings obtained by the male and female experi-

TABTE 4-2

Meon Photo Rotings by Four of Subiects

SEX OF

EXPER'MENTER

Mole F emole

+0.14 +0.40sEx
OF

SUBJECT

Mole

Femole +0.31 -I.I3

menters from their male and female subjects. Only the results from those 33

subjects whose interaction was filmed are included. Female subiects, when

contacted by female experimenters, tended to rate the photographs as being

of less successful persons than did the other three combinations of experi-

menter and subject sex (p < .05), which did not difier from one another.

When the sex of subjects was disregarded it was found that male experi-

menters were significantly (p < .05) more variable (o - 1.97) in the data

they obtained from their subjects than were female experimenters (o:
0.61). (A similar tendency was obtained by Stevenson [1961], though

there the effect was not so significant statistically.) When the sex of the

subjects was considered, it developed that when experimenters and subjecs

were of the same sex the variability of subjects' ratings (o - 1.68) was sig-

nificantly (p - .06) greater than when the dyads were composed of
opposite-sexed persons (o - 0.78).

Some data are available which suggest that the effects of experi-

menter sex are active rather than simply passive. It appears that male and

female experimenters behave differently toward their subiects in the experi-

ment. In connection with two other studies observations were made of the

experimenters' glancing, smiling, posture, activity level, and the accuracy

of his reading of the instructions (Friedman, 1964; Katz, 1964). Both

workers kindly made their raw data available for this analysis. During the

brief period preceding the experimenter's formal instructions to the subiect,

the experimenter asked the subject for such identi$ing data as name, age,

class, and college major. In this preinstruction perid there was no difference

betrreen male and female experimenters in the number of glances they ex-

I

L

Tt
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changed with their subjects. However, experimenters tended to exchange
more glances with their female subjects. When interacting with male sub-
jects, 38 percent of the experimenters exchanged at least some glances, but
when interacting with females 90 percent exchanged glances. The average

number of glances exchanged with male subjects was .31 and with females

.7J (p < .10). This finding that females drew about 2.4 times as many
glance exchanges as males is close numerically to the ratio of 2.9 reported
by Exline (1963), in spite of the difterences in the group composition, ex-
perimental procedures, and measures of glancing behavior employed in his
and the present study.

During the reading of the formal instructions to subjects, an interaction
appeared in the glances exchanged. Now experimenters exchanged more
than twice as many glances with subjects of their own sex (mean - 1.44)
as with subjects of the opposite sex (mean - 0.62) (p < .10).

In this experiment, the subject's task was to rate the 10 photos in se-

quence, and during this rating phase of the experiment the experimenter's

task was to present the photos in the correct order. Richard Katz made

observations of the experimenters' glancing behavior separately for those

times when the experimenter was actually presenting a photograph and
when the experimenter was preparing to present the next stimulus. There
was an interesting difference in the glancing behavior of experimenters
as a function of the phases of the stimulus presentation. During the

photo presentations male subjects were glanced at more (mean - 1.9)
than female subjects (mean - 1.5), the difterence not reaching significance
(p < .2O). During the preparation periods, however, male subjects were
glanced at less (mean - 1.1) than female subjects (mean - 1.7). This
interaction eftect was significant (p < .05) and was shown by all but one of
the experimenters. During the presentation period the subject is somewhat

"on the spot." The experimenter is just sitting expectantly, and the subject

has to do something and wants to do it well. It could easily be that during
this mutually tense moment experimenters avoid eye contact with their
female subjects ln order to spare them any embarrassment. This seems an

especially reasonable interpretation in the light of recent data provided by
Exline, Gray, and Schuette (1965), who reported that eye contact was

reduced during interviews creating greater tension.

In the moments following the subject's response the pressure is off.
As the experimenters prepare their next stimulus for presentation, they need

not fear for their female subjects' tension, and indeed their increased glanc-
ing at this point toward their female subjects may serve to reassure them
that all is well. Looking at the subject during the rating period of the experi-
ment is in fact correlated with smiling at the subject (rho - .63, p - .10),
although smiling at the subject is very rare during this stage of the experi-
ment and, during either the presentation or the preparation period con-
sidered separately, is not significantly related to glancing.
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From these results, it can be seen that experimenters do in fact behave\

differently toward their subjects and that the differences are related some- ! r
times to the sex of the subject, sometimes to the sex of the experimenter, and I

sometimes to both these variables. The particular pattern of experimenter

behavior described suggests that at least in the psychological experiment,

chivalry is not dead. Female subjects seem to be treated more attentively

and more considerately than male subjects.

While discussing the differences in experimenter behavior during the

stimulus presentation and stimulus preparation periods, another example of

experimenter sex effect can be given. All five of the female exPerimenters

showed more smiling during the preparation than the presentation period

with an average 35 percent increase of smiles (p < .05). Among male

experimenters, however, only one showed any increase, and the average in-

crease was only about 2 percent. It appears that sometimes during those

moments of the experimental procedure when the need for formality and

austerity seems lessened, females, even when functioning as quite comPe-

tent experimenters, behave more as females usually do. Those sociological

writers who have been concerned with sex role differentiation would prob-

ably not be surprised either at these data or at their interPretation. Parsons

(1955), Parsons, Bales, and Shils (1953), and Zelditch (1955) have all

commented on the feminine role as that of greater socioemotional concern

and the masculine role as that of greater concern with task accomplishment.

The data presented so far and those to follow support this conception. Not

only is the female more of a socioemotional leader when she is the leader

but she seems much more to be led socioemotionally when she is the fol-

lower. For example, during the brief period preceding the formal instruc-

tions, the female subjects were smiled at significantly more often than were

male subjects, regardless of the sex of the experimenter (p ( .05). When

contacting female subjects, 70 percent of the experimenters smiled at least

a little, but when contacting male subjects only about 12 percent did so.

The mean amount of smiling at female subjects by all experimenters was

0.50; at male subjects it was only 0.06. During the subsequent reading of
the instructions, all experimenters showed less smiling and only 40 percent

of the experimenters smiled at female subjects, but no experimenter smiled

even a little at any male subject. Most of the smiling in this phase of the

experiment was done by female experimenters (mean - 0.57) rather than

males (mean - 0.10), though this difference was not very significant

(p - .15).To summarize, female experimenters tended to smile more, and

female subjects were recipients of significantly more smiles.

Although no one has written what Friedman ( 1964) calls an etiquette

for the psychological experimenter, the reaction of most laboratory psy-

chologists to these data has been to assume that female experimenters might

be less comlrctent at conducting experiments if they smile more than they

"should." Smiling seems frivolous in such a serious interaction as that

n{e

I
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between experimenter and subject. But data are available which show that
females, by an important criterion, are at least as competent as males. Ac-
cording to scoring categories developed by Friedman (1964), a scale of ac-

curacy of instruction reading was developed. Errors in the reading of
instructions would lower the score from the maximum possible value of
2.00. A more competent experimenter, as a minimum, should read the in-
structions to subjects as they were written. Accuracy of instruction reading,

then, is an index of experimental competence, though not, of course, the

only one. Table 4-3 shows the male and female experimenters' mean ac-

TABTE 1-3

Accurocy of lnstruction Reoding

SEX OF

EXPER'MENTER

Mole Femole

| .62 2.00

D ifference

+.38

+,37

P

.20sEx
OF

SUEJECT

Mole

Femole 1.50 1.87 .12

curacy scores when the subjects were males and when they were females.
For both male and female subjects, female experimenters read their instruc-
tions more accurately than did male experimenters (combined p < .05).
Among female experimenters, 80 percent read their instructions perfectly to
all subjects, whereas only 20 percent of male experimenters were that accu-

rate. Considering the total number of times instructions were read to sub-
jects, female experimenters read them perfectly to 88 percent of their
subiects, whereas male experimenters read them perfectly only to 56 per-
cent of their subjects.

There were no effects of experimenter's or subject's sex on the speed

with which the experiment proceeded except during those periods of the rat-
ing task itself when the experimenter was preparing to show the next stimulus

photo. Table 4-4 shows the mean time in seconds required during this part
of the interaction by male and female experimenters when contacting male

and female subjects. The only significant effect was of the interaction variety.

Male experimenters were significantly slower in their preparation for pre-

senting the next stimulus photo when the subjects were females than when

they were males. Similarly female experimenters were slower when inter-
acting with male rather than female subjects, although this tendency was
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TABTE 1-1

Time Required for Stimulus Preporotion

SEX OF EXPER,/yIENTER

Mole Femole

Mole 33.2 45.4

Femole 38.4 40.3

D ifference +5.2 -5. I

D ifference

+12.2

+ 1,9

P

sEx
OF

SUBJECT

not significant statistically. With the average male experimenter in his early
twenties and the average female subject in her late teens, it appeared almost
as though the male experimenters sought to prolong this portion of their in-
teraction with their female subjects. This period of the experiment was

earlier inteqpreted as having tension-releasing characteristics compared to
tht P.riods of tension increase (stimulus presentation) which preceded and

followed these preparation periods. The few extra seconds of relaxed con-

tact may have been stretched somewhat because of their intrinsic social in-
terest when the dyads were of opposite-sexed members. Because the
prerating periods were such busy times for the experimenter we would not
expect him to utilize them for even covertly social purposes.

Observations were also available which told the degree to which the

experimenter leaned in the direction of each of his subjects. Experimenters
were seated diagonally across the edge of a table from their subjects so that
the leaning was in a sideways direction that tended to bring experimenter
and subject closer together. Table 4-5 shows the mean index numbers
describing how much male and female experimenters tended to reduce the
distances between themselves and their male and female subjects during the

entire rating period. The results for the entire interaction are similarly sig-
nificant, although the instruction-reading and preinstruction periods by
themselves did not show significant effects. When female subjects were con-
tacted there was no sex-of-experimenter effect. When subjects were males,

however, male experimenters leaned closer than did female experimenters

bashful or modest in assuming any posture that would move them closer

to their male subjects.

During the reading of the instructions male experimenters tended
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TABLE 1-5

Degree of teoning Toword Subiects

sEx
OF

SUBJECT

Mole

Femole

SEX OF EXPERIMENTER

Mole Femole

1.35 0.75

0.99 0.96

than did female experimenters (mean 
- 4.4). This was true regardless of

the sex of the subjects contacted. Then, in the period during which subjects

made their actual photo ratings, there was a tendency for all experimenters

to show a greater degree of general body activity when their subjects were

males (mean: 4.4) rather than females (3.9).This difference was not

very significant statistically, however (p _ .15 ) . In our culture, general

body activity is associated more with males (Kagan & Moss, 1962, p. 100);

and male psychological experimenters, as any other members and prod-

ucts of their culture, do show rnore body activity in the experiment.

That both male and female experimenters may show greater activity when

contacting male subjects suggests that there may have been a kind of ac-

tivity contagion and legitimation in the interactions with male subjects, who,

we can only assume, were themselves more active during the experiment.

TABIE 4-6

Experimenter's Body Acrivity

sEx
OF

SU BJECT

Mole

Femole

frleons

SEX OF EXPER'MENTER

Mole Femole

4.6 4.3

4.1 3.8

4.35 4.05

Meons

4.45

3.95

4.20
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Unfortunately, systematic observations have not yet been made of the sub-

jects' activity level. Table 4-6 is relevant to the inteqpretation. Although
none of the effects reach statistical significance, it can be seen that during

the rating task on which these means are based, male experimentors move

more, and most of all when contacting male subjects. Female experimenters

move less, and least of all when contacting female subjects. Sex differences

in the degree of motility of the experimenters seem to be well augmented by
the hypothesized contagion and legitimation effects of being in interaction
with people who very likely vary in their own degree of body motility.

Another line of evidence is available that male and female experi-
menters behave differently as they conduct their psychological experiments.

Suzanne Haley kindly made the raw data available for this analysis. She had

12 male and 2 female experimenters administer the same photo-rating task

to 86 female subjects. After the experiment, subjects were asked to rate

their experimenters on how well they liked them and on 26 behavioral
variables-e.8., degree of friendliness of the experimenter. Table 4-7 shows

TABTE 4-7

Rotings of Experimenters ond Sex of Experimenter

SOURC E OF RATINGS

Subiects

'pb P

Observers

Rof ings

Friend Iy

P leo sont

I nteres ted

E ncourog i ng

Enthusiostic
P leo so nt-vo iced

Express ive-voiced

L"g octivity
Body octivity

Medion

+.32

+.37

+.27

+.27

+.27

+,42

+.26

+.30

+.23

'pb

+.47

+.28

+.36

+.35

+.41

-.1I
+.20

+.20

+.31

.10

P

.05.005

.001

.u

.u

.02

.001

.u

.01

.05

+.27 .@. +.31

the ratings of the experimenter's behavior as a function of the sex of the
experimenter. The correlations are point biserials and when positive in
sign indicate that it was the male experimenters who were rated higher on
the scales listed in the first column. The first column gives the correlations
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resulting from this analysis. It can be seen from the table that the female

subjects of this experiment rated their male experimenters as more friendly
in generd, as having more pleasant and expressive voices, and as being more

active physically. The nine correlations tabulated for this analysis were those

significant at the .05 level out of the total of 26 possible. (As might be ex-

pected from the obtained correlations, male experimenters were also better

tend to be conservative because only l0 of the 86 subjects were contacted by
female experimenters. The median correlation of +.27 becomes +.40
when corrected for this imbalance.

Some additional preliminary data are available which suggest the

stability of these correlations. The same photo rating task was administered
by 15 male and 3 female experimenters to a total of 57 subjects; 40 females

and 17 males. All these interactions were recorded on sound film and then

rated by three observers for just the preinstruction-reading period on the

dimensions listed in Table 4-7. The right side of the table gives the corre-

lations. Male experimenters were judged more friendly and pleasant as

before. With one exception, the correlations between the sex and behavior
of the experimenter were similar to those obtained from the analysis of
Haley's data. That exception was the variable of pleasantness of voice,

which in this replication was reversed in sign though very small in magm-

tude. Since in this study only 16 df were available, only two of the correla-
tions reached even the . 10 level of significance.

From the results of both these studies it seems reasonable to conclude

that, either by asking the subjects themselves or by asking observers who
were not participants in the experiment, the behavior and manner of experi-
menters are associated with their sex. For the person perception task em-

ployed, and when interacting primarily with female subjects, male

experimenters behave in a more friendl/, personally involved, and physically
active manner. Since two of the three observers who rated the experimenters

were themselves females, this conclusion must be tempered by the possi-
bility that female subjects or observers are biased to perceive male experi-
menters in the direction indicated.

For the 18 experimenters and 57 subjects whose interactions were
recorded on film, there were consistent differences in the way experimenters
werejudgedtobehavewhentheirsubjectsweremales(N
pared to females (N _ 40). For the preliminary data now available, the
instruction-reading phase of the interaction was rated by one group of ob-
servers (N - 4) who could see the films but not hear the sound track. An-

could not see the interaction. Table 4-8 shows the correlations between the
sex of the subject contacted and the ratings of the experimenter separately
for those observers who could see but not hear and those who could hear
but not see the interaction between experimenters and subjects. Of 17 rat-
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TABTE 1-8

Video ond Audio Chonnel Rotings of Experimenters

ond Sex of Subiect

OBSERVATION CHANNEL

Rofings Video: ,pb Audio, rpb
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L iking

Friend ly

P leo sont

Encourog ing

Honest

Reloxed

-.29
-.21
-.33
-.30
-.33
-.32

-.39
-.35
-.29
- .31

-.26
-.21

Medion -.31 -.30

ingp that could be made under both conditions, 6 showed a cortelation of
*..2O or larger under both conditions of observation. In evety one of these

6 cases the direction of the correlation was the same under both conditions

of observation, and the numerical values agreed closely. Judging both by

looking at the experimenters and also by listening to their tone of voice,

experimente$ were more likable, pleasant, friendly, encouraging honest,

and relaxed when contacting female subjects than when contacting male

subiects. The absolute size of the correlations would probably have been

larger if there had been a more nearly equal division of male and female

subjects (50:50 rather than 70:30) and if the reliability of the observers'

judgments had been higher. The median reliability of the video variables

tabulated was only .37 and of the audio variables it was .17. Corrected for
attenuation the median of the correlations under the video condition be-

comes -.53, p < .03, and under the audio condition the median correla-

tion becomes -.65, p < .01.

From the preliminary analysis of the fitned interactions between

experimenters and subjects it seems that male experimenters behave more

warmly than do female experimenters, at least when the subjects are

primarily females. In addition, both male and female experimenters behave

more warmly toward their female than toward their male subjects. The more

molecular observations (e.g., glancing) reported earlier and made by

Neil Friedman and Richard Katz, in general, tend to support these con-

clusions with one exception. That was the finding that female experimenters,

at least sometimes, smiled more at their subjects than did mde experiment-

ers. The results for the efiect on experimenter behavior of the sex of the
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subject contacted, however, are sufficiently stable to warrant retention of
the conclusion that in the psychological experiment, a certain degree of
chivalry is maintained.

Within the past few years a number of investigators have pointed
orrt the interacting effects of experimental variables and the sex of subjects
(Carlson & Carlson, 1960; Hovland & Janis, 1959; Kagan & Moss, 1962;
McClelland, 1965; Sarason, Davidson, Lighthall, Waite, & Ruebush, 1960).
Both simple, across-the-board sex difterences and interacting sex differences
may have multiple sources, including those that are genetic, morphological,
endocrinological, sociological, and psychological. To this list must now
be added the variable of difterential treatment of male and female subjects.
An experiment employing male and female subjects is likely to be a
different experiment for the males and for the females. Because experiment-
ers behave differently to male and female subjects even while administering
the same formally programmed procedures, male and female subjects may,
psychologically, simply not be in the same experiment at all. In order to
assess tlle extent to which obtained sex differences have been due to differ-
ential behavior toward male and female subjects, it would be necessary
to compare sex differences obtained in those studies that depended for their
data on a personal interaction with the subject and those ihat did not. It
would be reassuring to learn that sex difterences obtained in a personal
interaction between experimenter and subject were also obtained in-mailed-
out questionnaires and in experiments in which instructions to subjects
were tape recorded and self-administered. In Part III such methodological
implications will be considered in detail.

Erperimentet's Age

As in the case of the experimenter's sex, the age of the experimenter

:uo bg readily judged, and fairly accurately, by the subject. There has
been less work done to assess the effects of ttre experimenter's age on
subjects' responses than has been the case for experimenter's sex. what
work has been done suggests that, at least sometimes, the experimenter's
age does aftect the subject's response. one recent investigation was carried
out by Ehrlich and Riesman (1961). Their analysis wal of data collected
frol a national sample of adolescent girls and included the girls' reslrcnses

!o 
four questions of a more or less projgctive nature. one of these questions,

fo1. eymple, involved the presentation of a picture of a group oi girls in
which someole suggested they all engage in behavior that one of the girls
Parents had forbidden. The respondent was to say what that partiiular
girl's response would be to the group's suggestion. The answers to the four
questions could be coded as to whether they would be socially acceptable
or unacceptable by parental standards.

The interviewers in this survey were all women, primarily of middle-

\
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class background, and rangrng in age from the early twenties to the late

sixties. The most dramatic eftects of the interviewers' ages were found to

depend on the subjects' ages. Among respondents agpd 15 or younger there

was only the smallest tendency for younger interviewers to be given more

"unacceptable" t14re responses. Interviewers under 40 received 6 percent

more such replies than interviewers over 40. Among the older girls, however,

those over 15, the younger interviewers evoked 44 percent more unaccePt-

able responses than did the older interviewers. It was the older girls, then,

who were more sensitive to the age differences among interviewers and who,

perhaps, felt relatively freer to say "unacceptable" things to PeoPle closer

to themselves in age. In the case of interviewer's age, then, the effects were

found not to be simple but rather interactive. Often, as we saw earlier in this

chapter, the effects of experimenter's sex were similarly interactive rather

than simple.

The results just now reported tell us of the relationship between a

data collector's age and the subjects' responses, but they do not tell us

whether it is the age per se that makes the difference. Older interviewers

differ in various ways from younger ones, and perhaps they behave differ-

ently toward their subjects as well. Just this question was raised by Ehrlich

and Riesman. They had available some Psychometric data on their inter-

viewers, including scores on their ascendance or dominance. There was a

tendency, though not statisticatly significant, for the older interviewers to

score as more ascendant. Presumably this difference in personality test

scores was reflected in differences in behavior during the interview. The

less imposing behavior of the younger interviewers may have made it
easier for the older girls to voice their less accepable responses.

An analysis cited earlier in connection with the effects of experiment-

er's sex also provides evidence bearing on the effects of experimenter's

age (Benney, Riesman, & Star, 1956). The data suggest that when the

response required is a frank discussion of sexual maladjustment, the age

of the data collector makes some difterence, but particularly so when the

age of the subject is considered. Among subiects under 40 there were 10.5

percent more frank responses to interviewers under 40 than to interviewers

over 40. However, among respondents over 40 there were 52.2 percent

more frank responses for the younger than for the older interviewers. Com-

bining male and female interviewers and male and female subjects, when

both participants are over 40, a frank discussion of sex matters is simply

less likely to occur.

Experimenter's Race

The skin color of the experimenter may also affect the responses of

the subject (Cantril, 1944; Williams, 1964), though not all types of re-

sponses are equally susceptible (Williams & Cantril, 1945). Some of the

/
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evidence for the survey research situation is provided by Hyman et al.

l(1954). Just as older interviewers tended to receive more "proper" or ac-

,.[ceptable reslDnses from some of their subjects, so did white interviewers
v 

\receive more proper or acceptable reslDnses from their Negro respondents
than did Negro interviewers. The data cited were collected during World
War II. Half the Negro respondents were interviewed by white, half by
Negro, interviewers. One of the questions asked was whether Negroes would
be treated better or worse by the Japanese in the event they won the war.
When interviewed by Negroes, only 25 percent of the respondents stated
that they would be worse ofi under Japanese than under American rule.
When interviewed by whites, however, 45 percent stated that they would be

worse off under Japanese rule (p <.001). When interviewed by whites,

only 11 percent of the Negroes stated that the anny was unfair to-Negl@s, .

but when the interviewers were Negroes, 35 percent of respondents felt the
anny wali discriminatory (p <.0O1).

Additional evidence of this type is presented by Summers and Ham-
monds (1965), who also present some interesting data of their own. Their
data, complementing the Hyman data, suggest further the interacting nature

of the skin color of the experimenter and the skin color of the subject.
In their survey research, the respondents were white and were contacted
by a research team consisting sometimes of two whites and sometimes of
one white and one Negro. The questionnaire was concerned with racial
prejudice. When both investigators were white, 52.percent of the respond- 

'

ents showed themselves to be highly prejudiced. When one of the investi-
gatdrs was Negro, only 37 percent were equally prejudiced. These results
(p ( .001) are the more remarkable for the fact that subjects responded
in writing and anonymously. Just as Negro respondents were shown to say

the "proper" thing more often to a white interviewer, so too did white
respondents say the "right" thing more often to Negro data collectors.

The experimenter's skin color also interacts with other characteristics
of the subject to affect the subject's response. In the Summers and Ham-
monds study, those respondents whose father's income was higher showed
a greater sensitivity to the race of the data collector. when father's income
was below $5,000, 17 percent of the subjects decreased their stated degree

of racial prejudice when one experimenter was Negro (p ( .50). When
father's income was over $5,000 but less than $10,000, 30 percent of
respondents claimed less prejudice (p 1.005). When father's income was
over $10,0(X) there was a 38 percent reduction in admitted prejudice
(p < .005). As socioeconomic status increases, the lessons of politeness
and social sensitivity seem better taught and better learned. The same

trend appears when church attendance is substituted for father's income.
When church aftendance is minimal, only 13 percent of subjects show a
decrease in admitrcd racial prejudice when one investigator is Negro. When
church attendance is moderate, 2l percent (p <.05) show a decrease
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of prejudice, and when church attendance is very regular, 44 percent
(p 4 .001) show sensitivity to the race of the experimenter. In this case,

the lessons of the church seem to be the same as the lessons of the social
class.

Even when the response investigated is physiological, the race of the
experimenter may affect that reslDnse. Rankin and Campbell (1955)
showed that the galvanic skin response showed a greater increase if the

experimenter adjusting the apparatus was Negro rather than white. More
recently, Bernstein (1965) reported that basal skin impedance (measured

in kilohms) was higher when the experimenter was white rather than
Negro regardless of the race of the subject. In general, the eftect of
experimenter's race on subjects' physiological r"rpo-nr". is poorly under- L

stood and, up to the present, little studied.

A number of studies are available which suggest that performance
on various psychological tests may be affected by the race of the experi-
menter. Employng a test of expression of hostility, Katz, Robinson, Epps,
and Waly (1964) carried out just such a study employing a white and
Negro experimenter. Hatf the time the Negro subjects had their task
structured as an affectively neutral research procedure, and half the time
the task was structured as an intelligence test. When the task was presented
as a neutral one there were no significant effects of the experimenter's race

. on subjects' hostility scores. However, when the tash was structured as an
intelligence test, significantly less hostility was obtained when the experi-
menter was white (p <.01). The authors'interpretation of this finding
was tlrat Negroes tended to control their hostility more when contacted by
a white rather than a Negro experimenter. This interpretation is very much
,in line with that implied by the data from survey research studies in which
Negroes gave more "proper" responses to their white as compared to
Negro interviewers.

When the tests really are tests of intellectual functioning of various
kinds, the race of the experimenter also has its effects. Thus, Katz and his
co-workers describe an experiment in which the task was similar to one
of the subtests of standard tests of intelligence, in this case digit-symbol
substitution. When the task was structured as a test of coordination, the
Negro subjects performed better for the white than for the Negro experi-
menter. It was as though the subjects were unwilling to demonstrate their
"good sense of rhyhm" to the Negro but quite willing to demonstrate it for
the white experimenter who might, in their eyes, have expected it. When the
same task was structured as an intelligence test, performance was relatively
better with the Negro than with the white experimenter. perhaps again thesl
subjects were doing what they perceived to be the socially appropriate
thing-in this case performing not so brightly for the white experimenter.

There are, too, studies that showed no effects of experimenter skin
color on subjects' intellectual performance. In the same study described,
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for example, Katz and his associates found no effects of the experimentet's

race on the adequacy of subjects' concePt formation. Other examples of

negative results are given by Canady (1936) and Masling (1960).

Experimentet's Religion

The experimenter's religion as a variable affecting subjects' resPonses

has been investigated primarily in the area of survey research. Hyman and

his collaborators (1954) give us one example. In 1943, over 200 subjects

were interviewed by Jewish and Gentile data collectors who asked whether

Jews had too much, too little, or the right amount of influence in the business

world. Of the Gentile subjects contacted by Gentile interviewers, 50 percent

felt that Jews had too much influence. When the interviewers were Jewish,

however, only 22 percent thought so. Once again the respondents seemed

to have said the right thing. One caution in the interpretation of these data

was advanced by Hyman et al. In this study, interviewers were free to pick

their own respondents within certain limits, so that Jewish interviewers

might, perhaps unwittingly, have chosen more sympathetic Gentile re-

spondents.

Robinson and Rohde (1946) varied both the apPearanoe of Jewish-

ness and the Jewishness of the interviewer's name in their study of the

effect of perceived religion of the interviewer on the extent of anti-Semitic

responses in public opinion research. When interviewers neither looked

Jewish nor gave Jewish names, about 23 percent of respondents felt

that Jews had too much power. When the interviewer was Jewish-appearing

but did not give a Jewish name, about 16 percent of subjects felt Jews had

too much power. When the interviewer looked Jewish and gave a Jewish

narne, only 6 percent of respondents felt Jews had too much power. In
this study, the samples assigned the different types of interviewer were

well matched, so that the results are more likely due to the respondent's

perception of the interviewer rather than to a selection bias on the Part
of the data collector. Unlike the situation described earlier when race

of experimenter was the variable, it was the lower economic status subjects

who were more sensitive to the religion of the investigator.
{
I

Much of what has been learned about the efiects of various biosocial

attributes of the data collector on the responses obtained from subjects

has come from the field of survey research. This seems natural enough as

has been pointed out by Hyman et al. ( 1954) and by Mosteller in a personal

communication (1964). In that field the numbers of data collectors are

large enough to permit the systematic evaluation of interviewer difterences

with or without an attempt to relate these differences to specific attributes

of the interviewer. But there is no reason to assume that the effects obtained

in survey research of various experimenter attributes would not hold in
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such other data-collecting contexts as the laboratory experiment. Particu-

larly for the variables of experimenter age and religion, however, there is
little direct evidence to date that they operate in the laboratory as they do
in the field.

The general conclusion to be drawn from much of the research reviewed

here seems to be that subjects tend to respond in the way they feel t"l
to be most proper in the light of the investigator's attributes. That subjects in
experiments as well as respondents in surveys want to do the right thing
and want to be well evaluated has been suggested by Orne (1962), Riecken
(1962), and Rosenberg ( 1965).

Before leaving the general topic of the biosocial attributes of the

experimenter as determinants of subjects' responses, it would be well to
repeat a caution suggested earlier. There is no way to be sure that any of
the effects discussed so far are due to the physical characteristics of the ex-
perimeter rather than to some correlated variables. In fact, it was found
quite likely, especially for the variable of experimenter's sex, that experi-
menters differing in appearance also behave differently toward their sub-

jects. It could be this behavioral variation more than the variation of
physical attributes that accounts for the eftects on subjects' responses.

\
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Psychosocial Attributes

The experimenter attributes discussed in the last chapter were all

readily assessable by inspection. The experimenter attributes to be discussed

now are also readily assessable, but not simply by inspection. The anxiety

or hostility of those experimenters functioning well enough to be experi-

menters at all must be assessed more indirectly, sometimes by simply asking

the experimenter about it, more often by the use of standard psychological

instruments.

Erylerimentet's Anxiety

Winkel and Sarason (1964) have shown that the anxiety level of

the experimenter may interact complexly with subject variables and with

experimental conditions in determining the verbal learning of the experi-

mental subjects. They employed24 male experimenters, all undergraduates,

half of whom scored high on a scale of test anxiety and half of whom scored

low. Subjects were 72 male and 72 female students of introductory psychol-

ogy. Half the subjects scored as high-anxious and half as low-anxious. Re-

sults showed that when the experimenters were more anxious there was no

difference between male and female subjects in their performance on the

verbal learning task. However, when the experimenters were less anxious,

female subjects performed better than males. The optimal combination of
the experimenter's anxiety and the subject's anxiety and sex was that in
which the subject was a low-anxious female in contact with a low-anxious

experimenter. In this condition performance was better than in any of

the others. This interaction was further complicated by the still higher order

interaction which involved the additional variable of the type of instructions

given the subjects. When the experimenter attribute under investigation

is anxiety, just as in the case of experimenter's sex, extremely complicated

interactions tend to emerge if the experiment allows for their assessment.

52
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Sarason (1965) describes an unpublished study by Barnard (1963) which

showed that degree of disturbance of the experimenter as determined from

a phrase association task was a predictor of the subjects' degree of distur-
bance in the same task.

When the task is the interpretation of ink blots rather than the learning

of verbal materials, the anxiety level of the experimenrcr as defined by his

own Rorschach responses also makes a difterence. More anxious experi-

menters obtained from their subjects Rorschach responses intelpreted as

more hostile and more passive than the responses obtained by experimenters
judged less anxious. In addition, the more anxious experimenters obtained

from their subjects more fantasy material aad a highsr degree of judged

self-awareness (Cleveland, 1951; Sanders & Cleveland, 1953).

When the task involved memory for digits, a subtest of many standard

tests of intelligence, the degree of "adjustment" or anxiety of the experi-

menter affected subjects'performance (Young, 1959). The measure of ad-

justment, a variable correlated generally with anxiety, was based on the

Worchel Self Activity Inventory administered to introductory psychology

students. These students then served as experimenters and administered the

digit span test to their peers. Subjects who were contacted by more

poorly adiusted experimenters performed better at the task than did sub-

jects contacted by the better adjusted experimenters. The results of this

study are not consistent with those found by Winkel and Sarason (1964) for
a verbal learning task. In that experiment, described above, anxiety of
the experimenter was an eftective variable only in interaction with subject

variables or instruction variables. If anything, the more anxious experiment-

ers tended to obtain less adequate performance. That seemed also to be

the case for some data reported by McGuigan (1963). The more neurotic

of his nine experimenters tended to obtain the poorer performance from

their subjects in a learning task. From the studies considered, it seems

safe to conclude that the experimenter's anxiety level (or perhaps ad-[.
justment level) may affect subjects' responses for a variety of tasks; but$ \,
the nature of the effect is not predictable on the basis of our currentt
knowledge. This conclusion is borne out by the results of the two experi-l
ments reported next.

In both studies, the task was that described earlier which required

subjects to rate the success or failure of people pictured in photographs.

In both experiments, the experimenters had been tested for anxiety level
defined by the Taylor (1953) Scale of Manifest Anxiety. In one of these

studies 40 experimenters administered the photo rating task to 23O

subjects, half of whom were males, half females. In this study more anxious

experimenters obtained higher ratings of success of the photos they asked

their subjects to rate. The correlation was *.48, p - .02 (Rosenthal,

Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Mulry, 1963). In the other experiment, 26

experimenters administered the same photo rating task to 115 female
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subjects. In this experiment, it was the less anxious experimenters who
obtained higher ratings of the success of the photos they presented to their
subjects. The correlation this time was -.54, p < .01 (Rosenthal, Kohn,
Greenfield, & Carota, 1965). Final evidence for the complexity of the
relationship between experimenter's anxiety and subject's response comes

from a study of verbal conditioning (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, &
Carota, 1966). In that experiment 19 male experimenters conducted the
verbal reinforcement procedures with 60 female subjects. Sentences were
to be constructed by the subjects and each sentence was to begin with any
one of six pronouns (Taftel, 1955). Whenever first-person pronouns were
selected the experimenter said the word "good." The increase in the usage

of first-person pronouns from the beginning to the end of the experiment
was the measure of verbal conditioning. This time the high- and low-anxious
experimenters did not differ from each other in the degree of verbal con-
ditioning shown by their subjects. However, both high- and low-anxious
experimenters obtained significantly more conditioning than did those ex-

perimenters who scored as medium-anxious (p 
- .08).

There is little information available to suggest what it is about the
appearance or behavior of more or less anxious experimenters that might
affect their subjects' responses. Only the barest clues are available from a

preliminary analysis of the sound motion pictures mentioned earlier of
experimenters interacting with subjects. Based only upon the ratings of
the brief preinstruction phase of the experiment in which the experi-
menter asked for the subject's name, age, class, and major field, more
anxious experimenters were judged to be more active in their leg move-
ments (r - +.42, p - .08) and in the movement of their entire body
(r - f.41, p - .09). These relationships tend only to add to the con-

struct validity of the anxiety scale employed. We might expect that more
anxious experimenters would be somewhat more fidgety in their inter-
action with their subjects. The movement variables mentioned were rated
by four undergraduate observers who saw the films but did not hear the
sound track. Three additional undergraduate observers listened to the

sound track but did not see the films. Based on their ratings, those experi-
menters who scored as more anxious were judged to have a less dominant
tone of voice (r - -.43, p - .O7) and a less active tone of voice (r :
-.44, p - .071.t More anxious experimenters, then, may behave toward
their subjects in a way that communicates their tension through excessive

fidgeting and a meeker, less self-assured tone of voice. (This impression is

strengthened by some unpublished data kindly made available by Ray

r This general pattern of correlations between experimenter anxiety and experi-
menter behavior was also found on analysis of the instruction-reading period of the
experiment. Some of the correlations became somewhat smaller, some became some-
what larger. During this period of the experiment, too, experimenters scoring as more
anxious on the Taylor Scale were judged as more tense by the film observers. With
or without benefit of sound track the correlation was the same: {.40 (p < .10).
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Mulry. Analysis of these data showed more anxious experimenters to be

rated more shy [r - *.23, p - .06] by their subjects during an experiment

involving motor performance.) From the evidence presented, this con-

stellation of experimenter behavior seems sometimes to increase, sometimes

to decrease, and sometimes not to afiect the subjects' performance at all.

To make a notable understatement: more research is needed-much more.

Erperimentet's Need tor Approval

Crowne and Marlowe (1964) have shown that the need for social

approval as measured by their scale (the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desir-

ability Scale) predicts cautious, conforming, and persuasible behavior in a

variety of experimental situations. Until recently only "subiects" had been

administered this instrument, but now there are a few studies that have re-

lated the "experimenter's" need for approval to his subject's responses in

various experimental situations. Mrlry (1962), for example, employed 12

male experimenters to administer to some 69 subjects a pursuit rotor task

requiring perceptual-motor skill. A number of tests, including the Marlowe-
Crowne SD Scale, were administered to the experimenters. Mulry found a
tendency for experimenters scoring higher on the need for approval to ob-

tain superior performance on the pursuit rotor task. Experimenters higher

in the need for approval obtained especially good performance from their

male subjects when the experimenters had been led to believe that they

themselves were good at a pursuit rotor task.

The unpredictability of the effects of the experimenter's anxiety on his

subject's responses is matched by the unpredictability of the efiects of
experimenter's need for approval. Thus, in one experiment employing the

person perception task described earlier, experimenters lower in need for
approval obtained ratings of the photos as being of more successful people.

The correlation was -.32, p - .10 (Rosenthal, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, &
Mulry, 1963). In another experiment, also cited earlier, it was experi-

menters higher in need for approval who obtained more "success" ratingp.

That correlation was *.38, p - .05 (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, &

Carota, 1965). Within a single experiment, Marcia (1961) obtained sim-

ilarly unpredictable relationships. He employed seven male experimenters

and six female experimenters to administer the same standard person per-
ception task to subjects. Among male experimenters, the correlation be-

tween their need for approval scores and their subjects'ratings of "success"

was -.27. Among female experimenters the analogous correlation was

f.43. These two correlations, although not significantly different from
zero, nor from each other for such small sample sizes, do suggest that the

sex of the experimenter may interact with such experirnenter attributes as

need for approval to aftect the subjects' responses.

In one of the experiments cited earlier, the experimenter's need for
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approval walr not related to the subiect's susceptibility to the verbal rein-

forcements of the experimenter (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota,

1966). In that experiment, however, each experimenter was rated by each

of his subjects on his behavior during the interaction with that subject. Al-
though the anxiety level of the experimenter was found to be unrelated to
any of the subiects' ratings, that was not the case for the experimenter's

need for social approval. Table 5-1 shows the correlations between subjects'

TABTE 5-I

Experimenter's Need for Approvol ond Experimentol

Behovior os Seen ond Heord "Subieclivelt''

Behov ior Correlotion P

Persono I

Loud

Enthusiostic
To !kotive
Likoble

-.32
-.27
+.27

-.22
-.22

.02

.05

.05

.10

.10

ratings of their experimenters and the experimenters' need for approval.

The pattern of correlations obtained apparently did not affect the subjects'

responses in this experiment on verbal conditioning. But presumably where

a quieter, more enthusiastic but less likable experimenter would affect his

subjects difterently, we would expect the experimenter's need for approval

to affect his subjects by way of these different behaviors. That experimenters

higher in need for approval should be less well liked is predictable from the

work of Crowne and Marlowe (1964). However, that they should be less

personal does not seem to follow from what is known of the need for ap
proval. If anything, these experimenters should try too hard to be friendly,
thereby becoming less popular with their subjects.

Once again we look to the preliminary analysis of the filmed interac-

tions betrreen experimenters and subjects as they transact their preinstruc-

tional business. The experimenters' need for approval was not found to be

related to any of the observations made of the films without benefit of the

sound track. When observers had access to both visual and auditory cues,

only three variables were found to be related to the experimenters' need for
approval. Experimenters higher in need for approval were judged to have a

more expressive face (r - 1.42, p - .08), to smile more often (r -
*.44, p - .07), and to slant their bodies more in the direction of their
subjects (r - f.39, p - .10). (Ratings of these last two variables were
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made available by Neil Friedman and Richard Katz.) These findingp ar9

just what we would expect from the person higher in need for approval

(Crowne & Marlowe, 1964).

It was the observations made of the sound track alone that yielded the

most interesting information.2 Table 5-2 shows the larger correlations be-

TABTE 5-2

Experimenter's Need for Approvo! ond Experimentol

Behovior os Heord "ObiectivelY"

Behovior Coruelof ion P

Persono I

Friend Iy

Dominont

Speoks distinctly
Expres s ive-voi ced

Active

L ikoble

Enthus iostic

P leosont-voiced

+ .57

+.47

+ .46

+ .46

+ .45

+ .41

+ .40

+ .39

+ .39

.02

.05

.05

.05

.06

.10

.10

.10

.10

tween experimenter's need for approval and ratingp by the "obiective" ob-

servers-i.e., those who were not themselves subjects of the experimenter.

These "tone-of-voice" variables partially agree with the observations made

by subjects themselves in a different experiment and given a different task

(Table 5-1). In both cases experimenters higher in need for approval were

judged as more enthusiastic. In the verbal conditioning experiment, how-

Lvei, subjects found these experimenters less personal and less likable,

whereas in the photo-rating eiperiment independent judges of the experi-

menters' tone found them more personal and more likable if they were

higher in need for approval. It is pleasant to acknowledge the consistencies

but difficutt to account for the differences. The two experiments diftered in

the nature of the experimental tasks, the samples of experimenters, and the

type of judgments made of the experimenter's behavior. The subiect of the

experiment is closer physically to the experimenter and may observe things

not observable by the "objective" observer of the motion picture or sound

track record. On the other hand, the interacting subject is much busier than

the "objective" observer, who can attend completely to the experimenter's

2 The same pattern of correlations was also obtained whcn the bchavior during

the instruction-reading pcriod was analyzcd, though fowcr of thc corrclations reachcd

the . lO lcvel of significance.
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behavior without having another task of his own to perform. A reconcilia-
tion of the differences is possible if we can assume thai to be judged personal
and likable from the tone of voice alone is not at all the saml thing is to be
judged similarly on the basis of all available sense modalities. Wtr"t does
seem clear is that experimenters higher or lower in need for approval are
likely to behave differently in interaction with their subjects. Sometimes, but
not always, this differential behavior is likely to affect the subject's response.

t
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Experimenterrs Bitth Order

The order of birth within the family is not, in the usual sense, a psy-
chological variable. It is not defined in ierms of the subject's behaviof ex-
cept in the narrow sense that it is usually the subject'i statement of his
ordinal position, which is used as the operational dehnition of the variable.
since schachter's already classic work 11159), birth order has been investi-
gate! by many workers and has been shown to bear significant relationships
to other, more "properly" psychological variables.

-- 
oo: experiment shows that for the person perception task described

earlier, firstborn experimenters tend to obdin highir ratings of the success of
Persol! pictured in photos than do later-born experimenters (x, - 5.95,
p - .O2; Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Caroti, 1965). Another ex_
periment, however, the one employing the verbal conditioning procedure,
showed no effects on subjects' perfoimance of the experiminter's birth
order (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota, 1966). In that study, it
yay be recalled, subjects made judgments of their experimenter's behavior
during the experimental transaction. Table 5-3 shows the correlations be-
tween these ratings of the experimenter's behavior and his birth order. The
general picture that emerges is that, as experimenters, firstborns are faster
but more reluctant speakers, employing fewer body and facial movements

TABTE 5-3

Experimente/s Eorlier Birth ond Behovior in o Verbol
Conditioning Experiment

Behwior Corre lotion p

To Ikotive
Slow-speoking

Body octivity
Trunk octivity
Hond gestures

Expressive foce

-.37
-.32
-.32
-.27
-.26
-.24

.006

.02

.02

.05

.05

.08
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and expressions, than their later-born countelParts. In this verbal condi-

tioning experiment, this combination of characteristics differentiating firsf
born fronr-later-born experimenters appeared to have no effect on subiects'

responses; in other experiments it might.- 
In the experiment by Mulry (1962) already cited, there was no rela-

tionship between the birth order of the experimenter and the motor per-

formarice of his subjects. An analysis of the ratings these subjects made of

their experimenters, however, showed that firstborn experimenters behaved

differenily during the experiment than did later-borns. Firstborn exPe-n-

menters were ratid as more mature (r - 1.24, P - .05) and more de-

fensive (r - j.22, p - .O7) than later-borns, which seems consistent with

the picture that emerges from Table 5-3 of firstborns as somewhat more

staid and motoricallyiontrolled people. Further analysis of Mulry's data,

however, revealed that firstborn experimenters were also rated as more

talkative (r - 1.24, p - .05) than later-borns. This is directly opposite

to the relationship reported in Table 5-3 and is not easily reconciled by the

fact that Mulry's task was motor while the other task was verbal.

A third ixperiment in which the birth order of the experimenter could

be correlated with his behavior during the experiment was the study in

person perception which had been filmed. In this exPeriment there was -no
ielationship between the experimenter's birth order and the degree of suc-

cess perceived by his subjects in the faces to be judged. However, during

the instruction-reading phase of the interaction, firstborn experimenters

were seen and heard to behave more actively and officiously than later-born

experimenters. Table 5-4 shows the relevant correlations. Observations

mide during the brief preinstructional phase were not significantly co,rre-

lated with the experimenter's birth order, though the correlations based on

that phase were i[ in the same direction as those based on the instruction

period. The results shown in Table 5-4 are opposite in direction to those

TABTE 5-1

Experimenfer's Eorlier Birth ond Behovior in o Person

Perception ExPeriment

Behovior Corre lotion P

Hond ge sture s

Body octivity
Heod octivity
Arm gestures

lmportont-octing

+ .50

+ .48

+ .47

+ .41

+ .41

.05

.05

.05

.10

.10
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obtained in the verbal conditioning study (Table 5-3). It cannot be said
whether the difierence is due to the different tasks employed in the two
studies or to the fact that the observers in the one case-were the subjects
themselves rather than external observers of sound motion pictures. e.i for
the variable of talkativeness which yielded opposite relationships in the
verbal conditioning and the motor performancJexperiments, it wai not srr
nificantly related to birth order in the filmed study. we are left with the un-
sltisfying conclusion that the birth order of the experimenter only sometimes
affects the responses he obtains from his subiects; that more ofien his birth
order is related to his behavior in the experimental interaction; and that the
nature of this behavior seems to interact at least with the type of experiment
he is conducting.

Eqlcrimentet's Hootility

The work of Sarason (1962) and of Sarason and Minard (1963) has
alr"ady been cited in connection with the eftects of experimenter's sex. It
will te recalled that greater hostility of the experimenter was predictive
of obtaining more hostile verbs in a sentence construction task 

-(sarason,

1962). This was especially the case when the subjects, too, tended to be
more hostile. Among experimenters scoring low in hostility, those subjects
scoring high in hostility emitted 9 percent flwer hostile veibs than did iub-
jects scoring lo'n, in hostility. Among experimenters scoring high in hos-
tilitn those subjects scoring high il troititity emitted ll peient more
hostile verbs than did subjects scoring low in [ostility. The interaction was
significant at the .05 level.

When the experimenters reinforced subjects' use of first-person pro-
p"T by saylng'?ood," the hostility level oi the experimentei was again
found to make a difference, this time by affecting thi increase in the use
of the reinforced responses from earlier to later trials. Actually, it was the in-
teractiorn of experimenter's hostility and his ascribed prestige that led to the
dramatic efiects obtained (Sarason & Minard, 1963). The increase in the use
of the reinforced responses was only 4 percent when the experimenter was

fol in hostility and high in prestige and only 5 percent whin he was high
in- hostilrty and low in prestige. The increise, however, was 47 peroent
w^hen the experimenter was high in both hostility and prestige, and it was
52 percent when he was low in both hostility and prestige. on"" again the
complex nature of the eftects of experimenter 

- 
attributes on Jubjects'

responses is demonstrated; and once again, the explanation is far irom
intuitively obvious.

Additional evidence is presented by sarason ( 1965 ) , who cites the un-
published work of Barnard (1963). Barnard administered a test of hos-
tility to both subjects and experimenters and found that subjects contacted
by less hostile experimenters showed a greater degree of diiturbance on a
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phrase association test than did subjects contacted by more hostile experi-

menters.

The importance of distinguishing between overt and covert hostility lev-

els of experimenters has been made clear by the work of Sanders and Cleve-

land (1953). Nine graduate students in psychology administered Ror-

schachs to a large s:lmple of undergraduate students. Overt hostility was

defined in terms of subjects' ratings of their exPerimenter. Covert hostility

was defined in terms olthe experimenter's own Rorschach responses. Sub-

jects' responses reflecting hostility increased when experimenters were high

on covert hostility but decreased when their experimenters were high on

overt hostility. Overtly hostile exPerimenten may have intimidated their

subjects into giving more benign resPonses, and covertly hostile exPeri-

menters may have legitimated subtly the exPression of hostile resPonses.

What seemi especially needed at this time is information on the ."q"1 {.
behavior of experimenters classified as high or low in hostility-behaviol $ 

v

that presumably creates quite different standards for the aPProPriateness of I
subiects' responses.

Eryerimentet's Authoritarianism

On the basis of the California F Scale, Peggy Cook-Marquis (1958)

obtained groups of experimenters and subiects who were high-authoritarian,

low-authoritarian, and acquiescent. Experimenters administered tests of

problem solving to their subjects. Performance on these problems was not

related to expeiimenter personality. However, when attitudes toward dif-

ferent forms of teaching methods were assessed, it was found that high-au-

thoritarian experimenters were less effective in influencing these attitudes

than were the low-authoritarian or the acquiescent experimenters. The in-

teqpretation given these results by Cook-Marquis, with which it seems easy

to agree, was that high authoritarians might not themselves believe in un-

struCtured teaching techniques and that they were therefore less convincing

in trying to influence their subjects to aPProve more of these techniques.

The work of Mulry (1962) has already been cited in connection with

the need for approval and birth order variables. In his experiment, employ-

ing the pursuii iotor task, his twelve experimenters had also been assessed

for authoritarianism by the use of the California F Scale. Authoritarianism

of the experimenter was a factor in determining subjects' PeroePtual-motor
performance only in interaction with the experimenter's belief about his

own ability at the pursuit rotor task. Those experimenters who were low in

authoritarianism and who felt themselves not to be good at the pursuit rotor

task obtained superior performance from their subjects compared to the

other combinations of experimenter's authoritarianism and perception of

their own adequacy at the motor task they administered to their subjects.
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alnoyqn Muky's more authoritarian experimenters did not obtain sig-
nificantly different data from their subjects (unless other variables were
considered simultaneously), their subjects were affected differentially by
contact with them. Thus, subjects contacted by more authoritarian experi-
menters described themselves as less satisfied with their participation in the
experiment (r - -.27, p -.03) and as less interestea in ttri experiment
(r -- -.23, p - .O6).In addition, the more authoritarian experimenters
were judged by their subjects to be less consistent in their behavior during
the experiment (r - -.27, p - .03).Though it did not seem to occur in
th-i1 ludy' it seems reasonable to suppose ihat there are experiments in
w-hich experimenters who thus affect iheir subjects' reactioni will obtain
difterent responses from them in the experimental task posed. There are
some data that suggest that this is so.

. From the analysis of sound motion pictures of experimenters adminis-
terin€ the person perception task, it has bien found thit experimenters who

{e ludged to be less consistent in their behavior tend to obtain ratingp of
the photos as of more successful people (r : -.35, p < .01). If more
authoritarian experimenters are less consistent in their conduct of the per-
son-perception experiment, as they were in Mulry's motor performance ex-
periment, we would expect that more authorittrian experimenters would
obtai-n-ratings of photos as being of more successful people. This prediction
could be tested for only a small sample of six experimenters who-had been
adminisrcred the california F scale and who also conducted a person per-

f_p9o"_:ry"riment described in detail elsewhere (Rosenthalj persiriger,

Mulry, Vikan-Kline, & Grothe, 1964a, p. a6l. The mean rating of Juc-
cess obtained by the three more authoritarian experimenters *ai +o.27
11d 

that obtained by the three less authoritarian experimenters was 
-1.06.The difierence was significant at the .06 level (t _ i.7S).

Eqlerimenterrs Intelligence

- rgnlps because experimenters, even "student-experimenters," tend to
ue s3 trisntr_selected for intelligence, there has been litile effort expended to
study the effects of experimenter's intelligence on subjects, responses. The
restriction of the gnge of Ie scores found among a set of eiperimenters
would tend to reduce dramatically the correlatioi between thiir Ie and
their subjects'performance. In the Mulry (1962) experiment, no relation-

$ip was found between the intelligence iest scores of the experimenter and
his subject's perceptual-motor performance. There was a tendency, how-
ever, for experimenters'intelligence to interact with subjects' sex in such a
way that male subjects earned particularly high performance scores when
their experimenters scored lowir on the striptey-Harttord rest of intelli-
genoe. once again, subjects' ratings of their experimenters were available.
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Experimenters scoring higher in intelligence were rated by their subjects as

moie consistent in their behavior ( r -- *.29, p - .02) and more physically

active as reflected in greater amount of body movements (r - *.20, P :
.10). In addition, subjects contacted by brighter experimenters were more

satisfiedwiththeirparticipationintheexperiment(r:*.26,P<

Experimentet's Dominance

Reference has already been made to the work of Ehrlich and Riesman

(1961), They had available scores on a scale of ascendance or dominance

earned by the interviewers employed in a study of adolescent girls. Those

interviewers who were more ascendant and who appeared more task-

oriented, as defined by a scale of "objectivity," obtained difterent resPonses

from their subjects than did the remaining interviewers. Responses in this

study were defined in terms of the social unacceptability of the reply. Whel

interviewers scored high on both ascendance and objectivity, they obtained

38 percent fewer socially unacceptable resPonses than did interviewers scor-

inglower on these scales. No-nonsense type interviewers are, it would seem,

more likely to draw no-nonsense tyP€ resPonses.

Sarason (1965) has summarized an unpublished dissertation by Sy-

mons (1964) which shows that subjects contacted by more dominant ex-

perimenters make more negative self-references than do subiects contacted

by less dominant experimenters. There is also evidence that subjects con-

tacted by more dominant experimenters make more negative references to

other people. The correlation between ratings of the experimenter's dom-

inance thioughout an entire experiment and his subjects' rating other

people as having experienced failure was f.34, P < .005. (This particular

experiment is diicussed further in the chapter dealing with the communica-

tion of experimenters' expectancies.) These findingp make temping the

psychoanalytic interpretation that dominant experimenters evoke more

hostility which, because it cannot be safely directed toward the source, is

turned either inward, as in the Symons study, or against an external scaPe-

goat. This interpretation is weakened somewhat by the fact that in data

collected by Suzanne Haley, experimenters described as more "pushy"

tended to obtain ratings of other people as more successful rather than more

unsuccessful as we would have predicted from our interpretation.

To the extent that these definitions of dominance derive from the ex-

perimenter's behavior in the experiment rather than from standard psy-

chological instruments, their further discussion seems best postponed until

the next section. There will be found a more detailed consideration of other,

more fully social psychological variables. One of these variables, that of

experimenter status, seems particularly related to the variable of experi-

menter dominance as inferred from his behavior in the experiment.

h

rr
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SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES

The biosocial attributes of experimenters which have been discussed
ile, tmually, immediately aPParent to the subject. The psychological attrib-
utes discussed are not, usually, so immediately apparent to the iubject, al-
though as we have seen, there are often behivioral correlateJ of an
experimenter's psychological characteristics. In this section the discussion
turns more fully to those attributes of the experimenter that are defined
neither by his appearance nor by his answers toltems of a psychological test
or questionnaire. Sometimes the definition of these social psyc[ological
attributes is directly and simply behavioral, as in the case of ttri ittribute of
"warmth." Sometimes the definition is only indirectly behavioral, as in the
case of an experimenter's status, and not at all simple, in the sense that the
relative status of an exPerimenter who is an army captain will be determined
by whether the subject is an army private or a major.

Erperimenter,s Relative Status

In most laboratory research the subjects are undergraduates and the ex-

rytir"_ot9rr rangc in academic status from being advanced undergraduates,
through the various levels of graduate studenti, all the way thiough the
various status levels of the faculty, from new ph.D. to senioi professor. In
military research settings, the status of the experimenter in termi of absolute
rank is immediately apparent to the subjecti, though an additional source
of status, as we shall see, may derive from the setting in which the research
is conducted. This effect of the setting or of the sponsorship of the research
is well known to have an important influence in survey risearch (Hyman
et al., 1954). surveys conducted by the FBI are likelylo earn a degree ot
cooperation quite different from that earned by a manufacturer of so.called
washday products.

Regardless of how the experimenter derives his relative status or pres-
tig3.in the eyes of his subject, that status often affects not only whethei the
subjecl will respond (Norman, 1948) but also how he will respond. An
gxample of this has already been given in the discussion of expeiimenter's

lgstitity. There we saw rhat the prestige of the experimenrer intiracrcd with
his-hostility level to serve as a determinant of subjects' susceptibility to
verbal reinforcement (sarason & Minard, r963). Explrimenter's prestige in
that experiment was defined in terms of formality of dress, of manner, and
of request for participation. Experimenter's preitige was found to interact
with another vxlisllg-zscess to visual cues from the experimenter's face.
when subjects could not see the experimenter's face and when he was in
the low status condition, there was a decrease in the effect of his reinforce-
ments on the subject's responses. Perhaps subjects felt that if the experi-
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menter wasdt very serious and furthermore, wasn't even looking. it couldn't

matter too much whether his verbal utterances of "good" were taken seri-

ously or not. In this experiment 16 experimenters were employed; in gen-

eral, Sarason and his collaborators have employed large samples of

experimenters. For the experimenter attribute of status, most of the relevant

studies are based on sample sizes of only rwo or three experimenters. Still,

they may be usefully considered.

In a study of the control of verbal behavior of fifth-grade children,

Prince (1962) employed two experimenters diftering markedly in prestigp.

The more prestigious experimenter was more influential in controlling his

subjects' responses. This is as we would expect and is consistent, generally,

with the results of Sarason and Minard. ffowever, iust as other variables

were found to interact with experimenter status in that study, so too do we

find such interactions in the following. Ekman and Friesen (1960) em-

ployed two military experimenters to administer a photo judgrng task to
amy recruits. Sometimes the experimenters were presented to the subiects

as officers, sometimes as enlisted men. Sometimes experimenters reinforced

subiects for liking the persons pictured in the photos and sometimes for
disliking them. The overall results, although not clear-cut, suggested that

the officer-experimenter was more effective at increasing subjects' rate of
disliking photographs, whereas the enlisted-man+xperimenter was more

effective at increasing subjects'rate of liking photographs. That is a result

similar to the one found when photos were being rated for their success

or failure and more dominant experimenters drew more failure ratingp. The

officer role seems a more dominant one than that of enlisted man. One

plausible interpretation, related to that proposed earlier, of the Present
data is that the recruit-subjects were given the "go-ahead" by the officer to
be aggressive when his presence might itself have made them feel aggressive.

Here, in a sense, was a chance to combine the experimenter-required con-

formity with the subject-desired aggressiveness. When the experimenter

was an enlisted man, as the subjects themselves were, they may have felt
more friendly and, therefore, found it easier to increase their rate of liking
the persons pictured in photos. In this particular experiment, the authors

point out, the differences in status between the experimenters might have

been diminished in their subjects' eyes because both were stafi members of
the high status organization carrying out the research.

In one experiment on verbal reinforcement the experimenter's status

was defined in terms of his behavior during his interaction with the subject.

It was assumed that a more professional, businesslike, less noisy, and more

consistent experimenter would be ascribed a higher status by his subjects.

The 19 male experimenters of this study said the word "good" whenever the

subjects used first-person pronouns (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota,

1966). Table 5-5 shows the correlations between the increase in the use of
first-person pronouns over the course of the experiment as a function of
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TABTE 5-5

Experimenter's Stotus ond Success of Controlling

Subiects' Verbol Behovior

V orioble

Businesslike

Profess iono I

Loud

Behoved con s istent ly

Corre lotion

+ .43

+ .33

-.31
+ .26

subjects' perception of their experimenter's behavior during the experiment.
Higher status experimenters, as defined by their subjects' perception of their
behavior, were significantly more influential in changing their subjects'

resPonses. In this particular study we cannot be certain that subjects' ratings

of their experimenters actually reflected differences in that behavior. Possi-

bly those subjects more susceptible to the influence of the experimenter only
perceived him differently than did less influenceable subjects. It is also
possible that having been influenced by an experimenter, subjects described
that experimenter according to their conception of the sort of person by
whom they would permit themselves to be influenced. Even if these more

influential experimenters did not, in fact, behave as their subjects stated, it
is instructive to note the pattern of characteristics ascribed to more influen-
tial experimenters. At least the stereotype of the behavior of more influential
experimenters includes their being seen as behaving in a way associated with
higher status.

We gain some support for the idea that experimenters who influence

their subjects' responses more behave in a more professional way from a
study by Barber and Calverley ( 1964a). In their experiment in hypnosis the
single experimenter sometimes adopted a forceful, authoritative tone of
voice and sometimes a lackadaisical one. Subjects accepted more sugges-

tions when offered in the authoritative tone than when offered in a bored,

disinterested tone. These variables of interest, enthusiasm, and expressive-

ness of tone were also employed in the verbal conditioning study cited, and
in that study, too, were related to the experimenterns success at influencing
verbal behavior. Experimenters who influenced their subjects more were

The general impression obtained from the studies relevant to the experi-
menter's status is that when the subject's task involves conforming to an

experimenter's influence ( as in studies of verbal conditioning or hypnosis ) ,

higher status experi(nenters are more successful in obtaining such con-

P

.001

.01

.02

.05

u
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forrrity. That seems to be the case whether the experimenter's status is

defined in terms of such external symbols as dress or insignia or in terms of

status-earning behaviors during the interaction with the subject. This con-

clusion seems consistent also with the general literature on social influence

processes, though there the influencer is not usually an experimenter (e.g.,

Berg and Bass, 1961 ). Other investigators who have discussed the effect of

the experimenter's status on subjects' susceptibility to his influence include

Glucksberg and Lince (1962), Goranson (1965), Krasner (1962), and

Matarazzn, Saslow, and Pareis (1960).

The effect of experimenter status can oPerate even when the subject's

response is not a direct measure of social influenceability. Thus, Birney ,
(1958) found that his two faculty experimenters obtained resPonses from 1 u

subjects reflecting a higher need ior ichievement than did his student ex-

perimenter. Subjects may feel a greater need to achieve when in interaction

with others who have probably achieved more; or at least subjects may feel

it would be more proper to iespond with more achievement responses in

such company. The effect of the experimenter's being a faculty member,

especially if he is known to the subject, has also been illustrated by McTeer

(les3).
In many of the studies bearing on the eftects of the experimenter's

status, the samples of experimenters have been small, so that any number of

factors other than status could have accounted for the differences obtained.

Thus not only do faculty experimenters differ in status from student experi-

menters but they are likely to be older as well. In those studies where larger

samples of experimenters were employed, the experimenters were usually

aware that their status eftects were being investigated, and this in itself

might have made them perform the experiment somewhat differently. Where

the subjects' perceptions of the experimenter's behavior were used to define

status it was noted that the behavior that actually occurred was not neces-

sarily the same as that reported by the subjects. What seems especially

needed, then, is a study in which the status of the experimenter is varied

without the experimenter's knowledge of this variation. Just such a study

was carried out by John Lasdo, who made his data available for the analysis

reported here. There were 3 experimenters who administered the photo-

rating task to 64 subjects. Half the time the subjects were told they would

be contacted by a prestigious investigator and half the time by "just a stu-

dent." Each experimenter, then, obtained data from subjects when he "was"
a higher status and a lower status person without his knowledge of that fact.

Table 5-6 shows the tendency for experimenters who were ascribeC the

lower status to obtain ratings of the photos as being of more successful

persons. Although this was not an experiment of verbal reinforcement, the

results are reminiscent of those of Ekman and Friesen (1960), who also

found a tendency for a lower status experimenter to obtain more favorable

reactions to photographs. More directly analogous, for having employed
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TABTE 5-6

Experimenter's Stotus ond the Meons of Subiecls'

Photo Rotings

Experimenter

A

B

c

sIAIUS

High Low

-.58 -.l g

- I .70 -.57
-.69 -.56

-.99 -.44

D ifference

+ .40

+1.13

+ .13

i,leon + .55

the same task, are the two studies cited in the section dealing with experr-
menter's dominance. one of these studies yielded results just like those ob-
tained by Laszlo, but the other obtained results in the opposite direction. In
the Lasdo study, the results were not significant statiJtically, although all
three experimenters showed the same tendency. In this experiment, too,
another finding that did not reach statistical significance, but which is of
interest, nevertheless, was that the effect of the experimenter's status was
larger among subjects scoring higher on Rokeach's (1960) scale of dog-

.,,matism. These are just those subjects who would be expected to be moie
'l susceptible to the effects of the status of those with whom they interact.

This finding receives support from the work of Das (1960), whoemployed
four experimenters to administer a test of body sway suggestibility. The
status of the experimenters varied from department chairman to attendant.
Higher status experimenters obtained mori body sway from their subjects
(p < .05), but it was the more suggestible subjects who showed the effects
of experimenter's prestige while the less suggestible subjects did not.

The data presented from Lasdo's study are supported by the results of
another unpublished study employing the same photo-rating task. This is
the study in which 19 experimenters contacted 57 subjects and were filmed
during their interaction with the subjects. None of the ratings of the experi-
menter's behavior during the brief preinstruction period predicted subiects'
judgments of the success of the persons pictured in the photos. However,
ratings made during the instruction-reading phase of the experiment did.
Table 5-7 shows the significant correlations between subjects' ratings of
"success" and the ratings of experimenter's behavior made from simuliane-
ously viewing the films and hearing the sound track. other ratings were also
significantly predictive of subjects'responses, but only those are listed here
that may be used to define the status level of the experimenter. Those ex-
perimenters who behaved more professionally and consistently and showed
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TABLE 5-7

Experimenter's Stotus ond Subiects' Rotings of Photos

os Successful

Correlotion p

79

V orioble

Behoved cons istently

Professionol
To lkotive
Lrg octivity
Trunk octivity

-.35
-,23
+ .26

+ .29

+ .24

.01

.10

.05

.05

.10

less body activity and talkativeness obtained lower ratings of success from

their subjects. It seems reasonable to regard such experimenters as achieving

higher status in their subjects' eyes by virtue of their behavior. In general,

tlese results are very much in line with the trends obtained by Laszlo.

Experimenter's Wamrth

An experiment by Ware, Kowal, and Baker ( 1963) is illustrative. Two
experimenters alternated playing a warrn, solicitous, democratic role and

one that was cool, brusque, and autocratic. The task set for the military
subjects of this study was one of signal detection. Regardless of the various

conditions of environmental stimulation occurring during the signal detec-

tion task, those subjects who had been contacted by the warmer-acting ex-

perimenter detected signals significantly better than did those contacted by

the cooler-acting experimenter (p < .05).
When the dependent variable was the production of verbal reslx)nses,

the warmth of the experimenter was also an efiective independent variable.

Reece and Whitman (L962) defined "warm" experimenter behavior in

terns of leaning toward the subject, looking directly at the subiect, smiling

and keeping the hands still. Cold behavior was defined in terms of the ex-

perimenter leaning away from the subject, looking around the room, not
smiling, and drumming his fingers. Subjects were, of course, able to judge

correctly which was the warm and which the cold behavior, and this be-

havior afiected their verbal output. Predictably, this was greater when the

experimenter was warmer. This particular study is important not only be-

cause of its content but because of its method as well. Although there are a

number of studies that manipulate warmth of experimenter, there are few

that attempt to specify so carefully the motor behavior of the experimenter

that is to be part of the picture of warmth.

In the area of proiective testing, Masling (1960) has discussed the
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effects of the examiner's warmth on the subject's productions. In an experi-
ment by Lord (1950), for example, three examiners administered the

Rorschach under warm, cool, and neutral sty'es of interaction. Subjects
contacted by examiners in the warm condition gave "richer," more imagina-
tive Rorschachs than did subjects contacted under the cold condition. Inter-
estingly, the differences among the three female examiners in the responses

they obtained were greater than the differences among the three experi-
mental conditions. Perhaps the "natural" warmth or coldness of the ex-
aminers was a more crucial variable than the role-played warmth or
coldness.

A good illustration of the magnitude of difterence in subjects' responses

which may be associated with the experimenter's warmth or coldness comes

from research by Luft (1953). He employed an undergraduate female
experimenter who administered 10 home-made ink blots to 60 freshman
subjects, half of them males, half females. The task for each subject was
simply to indicate those of the blots that were liked and those that were

disliked. Half the time the experimenter played a warm, friendly role. Half
the time she played a cool, unfriendly role, which included asking the sub-
jects some questions about current aftairs which they were sure to be unable
to answer accurately. Subjects contacted by the experimenter in the warm
role liked 7.6 of the 10 blots. Those contacted by the cold-role experi-
menter liked 3.1 blots (l - 9.7).Among those subjects treated coldly,
57 percent disliked most of the cards; among those treated warmly, only a

single subject (3 percent) disliked most of the cards. There was no eftect

of the sex of the subject by itself or in interaction with the experimental
treatment. Luft's inteqpretation of the results bears repeating. "Like me and
I will like your inkblots; reject me and I will reject them" (p. 491). Addi-
tional evidence that a cold examiner or experimenter may obtain different
responses in storytelling tasks is available from the work of Bellak (1944)
and of Rodnick and Klebanoff (1942). They found critical treatment of
the subjects to increase the incidence of aggressive themes. Assuming cold
experimenters to be relatively more stressful stimuli for their subjects, there
is still more evidence that a cold experimenter may, by his coldness, alter
the subject's responses in a variety of tasks. Masling (1960) gives an ex-

cellent summary of the relevant literature on projective testing.

Subjects'performance on an intelligence test may also be aftected by
the warmth of the examiner. Gordon and Durea (1948) administered the
Stanford Binet Scale to 40 eighth-grade pupils. Half of these children were

treated more coolly by the examiners. The result was that relative to the

more warmly treated children, the coolly treated lost over six IQ points.
Some data supportive of this result were collected by Wartenberg-

Ekren, who kindly made the data available for further analysis. In her ex-

periment 8 male examiners administered a visual-motor test of intelligence
(Block Desigo) to 32 male subjects. Each examiner was rated by his sub-
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jects on his behavior during the administration of the test. The 2l scales
employed were similar to those used in other studies described in this
chapter. Two of the scales were significantly related to the subjects, per-
formance. Examiners rated by their subjects as more casual (p _ .01)
and as more talkative (p - .02) obtained superior performance on the
intelligence test administered. By themselves these variables do not seem
convincingly related to warmth. Table 5-8 shows the intercorrelations of
five of the variables on which examiners were rated as well as the correla-

TABTE 5-8

Exominer Wormth ond Subiects' lntellectuot per-

formonce

DESCR IPTION OF EXAM'NERS

Tolk- Expressive Encour-

Cosuo I otive Foce oqing

Subjecfs'

Perf ormonce

+ .83

+ .81

+.61

+ .52

+ .44

Cosuol
T olkot ive

Expressive foce
Encou roging
P/eoso nt-voiced

+ .76

+ .75

+ ,72

+ .56

+ .87

+ .71

+ .66

+ .67

+ .45 +.86

tions of each with subjects'performance. The correlations are based on the
mean ratingp ascribed to examiners and the mean performance each ob.

laineg. 
There being only eight examiners, a correlation or .62 is required

for significance at the .10 level and a .71 is needed for the .05 levei. Be-
cause- of the high intercorrelations, each examiner was given a cluster rating
by adding the individual ratings together. The correiition between thes6
cluster scores and subjects' performance was f.79, p - .O3. It seems
reasoaable to regard this cluster as one reflecting warmth. A word of cau-
tion is necessary, however. It is possible that subJects who performed more
adequately felt difterently about their exar'..iners because 

-of 
it and rated

them differently, not because their behavior differed, but because of the
subjects'. own improved mood. It is also possible that better performers at
this particular task simply rate other people higher on the particular vari-
ables in the warmth cluster. The intelpretition ihat examindrs did, in fact,
behave as described by their subjects, and that this casual, pleasant, en-
couraging syndrome fostered better performance, is not too fai-fetched and
is consistent with the data from the Gordon and Durea experiment.

In a subsequent chapter dealing more thoroughly with problems of sub-
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jects' ratings of their experimenters, some evidence will be presented that

suggpsts ttrat subjects see their experimenters somewhat as their exPeri-

menters see themselves. This fact increases our confidence that what sub-

jects say their experimenters did is, in fact, related to what their

experimenters did do. There is evidence for this, too, from the survey re-

search literature. One example relevant both to this point and to the attri-

bute of warmth is a study by Brown (1955). He reported on a national

survey conducted by the National Opinion Research Center in which sub-

jects were to rate the interviewer's behavior during the data-collection trans-

action. Better rapport in the interview was associated with fewer avoidable

"don't know" responses on the part of the subjects and with an increase in

the number of uiable responses given to open-ended questions. How the

interviewer "really" behaved we cannot know. It is possible that more

forthright subjects evaluate their questioners more favorably. It is also

possible that after obtaining some forthright answers from subiects, data

colectors in fact became more comPetent, or wanner, or happier, and that

the subjects'record of the interviewer's behavior, although "accurate," has

actually been determined by the subject's own behavior. All these Prooesses

may be operating and yet there can be a kernel of correlation between the

interviewir's actual behavior and his subjects'perception of that behavior.

That, at least, is suggested by the data Brown obtained.

In some of thC studies of the eftects of the experimenter's warmth it
was not the experimenter's behavior that was varied independently or even

assessed as it occurred naturally. Rather, the set given the subject was

varied in such a way that sometimes he expected the experimenter to be a

wann, likable person and sometimes a cold, unlikable Person. Though not

originally employed to study experimenter-subject interaction, this manlpu-

lation has cometo be associated with the earlier work of Back (1951).

McGuigan (1963) describes an unpublished dissertation by Spires (1960)

which employed just such a manipulation in a study of verbal conditioning.

Spires found better conditioning to occur when subiects had been led to

eipect a wann experimenter, a finding borne out by Sapolsky's work

(1960), which was conducted at about the same time. In Spires'study,

most of the effect of the subject's set was actually associated with a par-

ticular personality characteristic of the subject. Subjects scoring higher

on an "obsessive-compulsive" dimension, as defined by the Pt scale of the

MMPI, were little affected by the set they had been given about the experi-

menter's warmth. However, subjects scoring high on an "hysteria" dimen-

sion, as defined by the Hy scale of the MMPI, showed a very large effect

of the set they had been given. when experimenters believed to be

walrner said "good" to reinforce subjects'resPonses, those scoring high on

the Hy scale increased their use of the reinforced pronouns about 80 per-

cent, whereas those scoring low on the Hy scale increased their use of these

words only about 15 percent. From the results of the studies cited so far
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and from ottrers (e.g., Sampson & French, t96O; Smith, 1961), it seems
reasonable to conclude that when the subject's performance is a measure of
influenceability, more influence is exerted by a warm, or warmly perceived,
experimenter than by a cold, or coldly perceived, experimenter. fhe extent
of the eftect of experimenter warmth, however, appears to interact with sub-
ject variables and, very probably, with experimenter variables and situa-
tional variables as well.

TABTE 5-9

Experimenter Wormth ond Subiect's Performqnce in
o Spool-Pocking Tosk

EXPER'MENTER

BEHAV'OR

W arm Cold Meon

SUBJECT'S

EXPECTAT'ON
+ I .32 -.51
-1 .32 + .51

0 0

W orm

Cold

i,leon

+.405

-.405

some of the cited studies of experimenter warmth have defined warmth
in terms of the experimenter's behavior, and others have defined warmth in
terms_of the subject's expectation of the experimenter's behavior. An experi-
ment by crow (1964) employed both definitions simultaneously. Although
on[ a small study, employing 13 subjects and 4 experimenters, the results
are instructive enough to warrant the telling of some of the details. Half the

TABTE 5-IO

Experimenter Wormth ond Subiect's Performonce in
o Letter-Conceling Tqsk

EXPER'MENTER'S
BEHAY'OR

Warm Cold Meon

SUBJECT'S

EXPECTAT'ON
W orm

Cold
+ I .53 -.33
-1.25 +.05

.60

.60

+

Meon + .14 -.14
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subjects had been found to have a conception of psychological experi-

menters as relatively warm in manner. The remaining subjects tended to

expect experimenters to behave more coldly toward their subjects. Hdf the

time experimenters played the part of a warm experimenter after the man-

ner of Reece and Whitman (1962). That is, they smiled more at their

subiects, leaned toward them, and looked at them more. Half the time

experimenters played a cold role, defined by leaning away from their sub-

jects, not smiling, avoiding eye contact, and drumming their fingers. Three

tasks were administered to the subjects. One of these was a spool-packing

task in which spools of thread were placed into an emPty box, removed,

repacked, removed, and so on for the duration of the task period. Another

trsk called for the subjects to cross out all the W's on a Page of randomly

arranged letters. Both of these tasks have been employed or are similar to

those employed by investigators interested in learning iust how far subjects

will go in cooperating with a psychological experimenter (e.g., Crowne &

Marlowe, 1964; Orne, 1962). The third task administered to the subiects

was a home-made version of a standard subtest of intelligence (digit sym-

bol) which required the learning of a simple code for translating numbers

into symbols. Tables 5-9,5-10, and 5-11 give the mean performance

TABLE 5-I I

Experimenter Wormth ond Subiect's Performonce in

o Digit Symbol Tosk

SUBJECT'S

EXPECTAT'ON

EXPER'MENTER
BEHAV'OR

Vl orm Cold

+1.43 -1.32
+.29 -.40

Worm

Cold

Meon

+.055

-.055

Meon +.86 -.86

scores for each of the three tasks. The raw scores have been converted to

standard scores from the raw data available in Crow's rePort.

Most of the results vary from task to task, except that in each case

the performance was best when the experimenter behaved warmly and was

contacting subjects who expected to be treated warmly. The average stand-

ard score for this subgroup was f 1.43; that for the remaining subgroups

was -.48 (t - 3.62,p < .10, dl -2). Closer study of the marginals of

Tables 5-9,5-10, and 5-11 suggests an interesting interaction effect in-
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volving the type of task and the relative eftects of the experimenter's be-

havior compared to the effects of subjects' expectations. The lower

marginals in Table 5-9, for example, show that for the spool-packing ex-

periment there was no main effect for the experimenter's behavior. The

right-hand marginals, however, show that the difference between the mean

performances of subjects expecting warm treatment was superior by f.81
to that of subjects expecting cooler treatment. Table 5-12 gives the anal-

ogous values for each of the three tasks. A plus sign preceding the standard

score data indicates that perforrrance was superior in the warmer condition.

For the spool-packing and letter-canceling tasks, the experimenter's actual

TABTE 5-72

Effects of Experimenter's Wormth Defined by Either

Experimenter Behovior or Subiect's Expectotion

Srblecr's
Expec totionfosk

Spoo l-pocking

Leffer-conce ling
Digit symbol

Experi menter

Behovior

.0

+.28

+1 .72

D ifference

-.81
-.92

+1.61

+.81

+1.20

+.1 I

fileon +.67 +.71 -.04

behavior made virtually no difterence compared to the subject's expectation,

which had a more substantial eftect on the subject's performance. the situa-
tion was reversed for the digit symbol task. There, the subiect's expectation
made no difference but the experimenter's behavior made a good deal of
difference in the subject's performance. The last column of Table 5-12
summarizes the interaction (l : 25.9, dt : l, p < .05 ).

For simple tasks with little meaning, subjects' expectations may assume

a greater importance, because subjects who view experimenters more favor-
ably may view his tasks more favorably, thereby transforming a compel-
lingly inane procedure into one that simply "must" have more value. The
experimenter's behavior may lose relative importance just because of the
peculiarity of the task itself which absorbs the subject's attention. In the

quasi-intelligence test, expectations about experimenters' behavior may be-

come less salient because now the task is one like those the subject has been

performing for years in school settings. The experimenter becomes more
like those others in the student's life who have administered tests-usually
teachers-and is to be evaluated more in terms of his actual behavior. The
expectation of the experimenter's behavior becomes less important as soon
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as the subject finds the experimental situation to have required no special

expectation at all because of its resemblance to the school situation. If that

were the case, we might expect that expectations about the warmth of
teachers would have been an effective determinant of subjects' performance.

Those expecting teachers to be warmer should have performed better at the

task most similar to that usually administered by teachers. Such data, un-

fortunately, are not available, and the interpretation offered remains an un-

supported speculation. However, the fact that in an intelligence testlike

task warmer-behaving experimenters obtained superior performance seems

quite consistent with the data presented earlier.
In the discussion of the effects of experimenter warmth on responses

to projective tests we encountered the work of Luft ( 1953 ). He had ihown
that subjects contacted by warmer experimenters were more favorably in-
clined toward ink blots. If a warmer experimenter draws more "tking"
responses to blots we might expect that he would also draw more favorable
responses to photos of people. Some indirect evidence is available from the

experiment in person perception which had been filmed. Experimenters

whose instruction-reading behavior was judged from both film and sound

track to be more personal (r - 1.28, p < .05) and more interested (r -
+.23, p < .10) obtained ratings of photos as being of more successful

people. These are weak findings, however, because for the variables

"friendly" and "pleasant" the corresponding correlations were much lower
than we would have expected (rs - +.12, and *.09) if warm experi-
menters dependably obtained more "success" ratings from their subjects.

When subjects rated their experimenters on these same four variables in an

experiment conducted by Suzanne Haley there was only the smallest trend
for experimenters rated more positively by their subjects to obtain ratings of
the photos as more successful.

Although we cannot always say exactly what the eftect will be, the

status and warmth of an experimenter often affect the responses given him
by his subjects. Here, and elsewhere (Edwards, 1954; Rosenthal, 1963a),
when that point was made, the emphasis has been on research employing
human subjects. There appear to be no experiments on the effects of more

enduring experimenter attributes on the performance of their animal sub-
jects, but there are, nevertheless, sufficiently compelling anecdotes to make

us suspect that even the performance of animals depends to some degree

on the personality of the investigator (Christie, 1951; Maier, 1956; Pfungst,
191 1 ; Rosenthal, 1965a).

/ To summarlzs, and in the process oversimplify grossly, what seems
i to be known about the effects of the experimenter's status and warmth:
i Higher status experimenters tend to obtain more conforming but less pleas-

ant responses from their subjects. Warmer experimenters tend to obtain
r'more competent and more pleasant responses from their subjects.
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Situational Faetors

More than an experimenter's score on a test of anxiety, his status and
warmth are defined and determined in part by the nature of the experimental
situation and the particular subject being contacted. The experimenter "at-
tributes" to be considered now are still more situationally determined. That
is, the degree of warmth an experimenter shows one subject may be cor-
related with the degree of warmth he shows other subjects. But whether he

"accidentally" encounters a subject with whom he has had prior social
contact seems less likely to be an enduring attribute and more purely situ-
ational. The distinction is, nevertheless, arbitrary. Experimenters who are

acquainted with a subject may differ in associated personality characteristics

which make them more likely to be acquainted with other subjects as well.

The effects of prior acquaintanceship thus may be due not simply to the

prior contact as such, but to correlated variables as well.

Experimenter's Acquaintanceship

When the experimenter has had prior contact with his subject, even

when that contact is brief, the subject may respond differently in the
experimental task. When the task was an intelligence test, the study by
Sacks (1952) is the most interesting. Her subjects, 30 children all about
three years old, were divided into three experimental groups. With the
children of group A she spent one hour each day for l0 days in a nursery
school, participating as a good, interested teacher. With the children of
group B, she spent the same amount of time but her role was that of a
dull-appearing, uninterested teacher. With the children of group C, she

had no prior contact. The results were defined in terms of changes in
intelligence t€st scores from before to after treatment. Group A gained 14.5
IQ points (p <.01), group B gained 5.0 IQ points (p <.05), while the
no-contact control group gained only 1.6 IQ points. This study illustrates

t7
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not only the efiects of prior contact but also the efiects of the warmth of

that contact. When the experimenter had played a warmer role the gain

in IQ was 9.5 IQ points greater than when she had played a cooler role

(p - .02).
There may be an interaction between the eftects of prior contact and

the particular experimenter in determining the eftects on children's intellec-

tual performance. Marine (1929), for example, spent time with somewhat

older schoolchildren and found this prior contact to have no effect on the

children's gain in IQ points. Most clinicians feel that anxiety serves to lower

intellectual performance under ordinary conditions. Prior contact with the

experimenter may serve to lower any anxiety about being contacted by a
stranger and thereby lead to a relative increase in IQ. When the experi-

menter, in addition, is warmer, anxiety may be still further reduced, thereby

raising still more the level of intellectual performance. This intelpretation
could be tested by having subjects high and low on test anxiety and high and

low in fear of strangers receive prior contact or no prior contact. Those

more anxious over tests and those more fearful of strangers should profit

most from prior contact with the experimenter, and probably also from

contact with a wanner experimenter.

The effects of prior contact also seem to depend on the task set for
the subject. When the task is a simple, repetitive motor task such as

dropping marbles into holes, complete strangers seem to be more effective

reinforcers than experimenters known to the subjects-in one case, the pre-

school subject's own parents (Stevenson, Keen, & Knights, 1963). This

is just what we would expe,ct on the basis of Hullian learning theory.

When the response is a simple one, easily available to the subject, an

increase in anxiety, such as we exPect to occur in the presence of strangers,

increases the performance level. When the resPonse is a difficult one, not

easily available to the subject, as in an intelligence test, an increase in

anxiety makes these less available responses still less likely to occur because

the more available responses, more often wrong, become more likely due

to the socalled multiplicative effect of drive.

A recent experiment by Berkowitz (1964) is relevant. He employed

39 chronic schizophrenic and 39 medically hospitalized normals in a study

of the effects of prior lvarm contact, prior cold contact, and no prior

contact on reaction time scores. Early trials were not reinforced, but later

trials were reinforced by the experimenter's complimenting the subject for
his performance. Psychiatrically normal subjects who had prior contact,

either warm or cold in character, were slower in reacting than were normal

subjects who had no prior contact. Of the two prior contact grouPs, those

subiects who had experienced a warmer interaction showed the slower re-

action time. Berkowitz's intelpretation of these results in terms of drive

level fits well with the interpretation of the results of the Stevenson et al.

study just mentioned. Because the task is a simple one, the less the anxiety
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or drive level, the Fnrer the performance. Prior contact, it was suggesrcd

earlier, reduces anxiety, and with a wann experimenter more so than with
a cold one. In Berkowitz s study, the results for the schizophrenic patients

were somewhat different. They, too, showed the slourest reaction time when
their experimenter had been warm in prior contact. However, there was no
difference between reaction times of subjects with cold prior contact and
those with no prior contact. For schizophrenics, perhaps, cold prior con-
tact does not reduce anxiety as it does for psychiatric normals.

With college students as subjects, Kanfer and Karas (1959) investi-

gated the effects of prior contact on the conditioning of first-person prG
nouns. There were four groups of subjects; three had prior contact with the
experimenter and the fourth did not. During their prior contact one group
of subjects was made to feel successful at a brief intelligence tes! another
group was made to feel unsuccessful, and the third group was given no

feedback. All three groups who had experienced prior contact with the
experimenter conditioned faster than did the group with no prior contact.
If it can be assumed that learning the contingency in a verbal conditioning
experiment is somewhat challenging intellectually, then the results of this
study seem consistent with those of Sacks (1952), who found intellectually
challenging tasks to be performed better after prior contact with the experi-
menter.

Kanfer and Karas, however, found no difference in performance among
the three groups who had prior contact with their experimenter. Such a
difference might have been expected from the results of the studies described
here. The lack of any difierence might have been due to the fact that
during the prior contact subjects toof a brief IQ test, which might have

made them all sufficiently anxious to weaken the effects of the different
types of feedback received about their performance. The change to the
simpler verbal conditioning task might have reduced the anxiety of all
three groups to below the level of the control group, for whom the experi-
menter-subject interaction was new, strange, and therefore possibly more
anxiety-arousing. There is also the possibility that the prior contact subiects
retained their high anxiety levels through the verbal conditioning task and

that more anxious subjects perform better at that task. That is what we
expect if the task is not challenging intellectualy. The two opposing inter-
pretations must remain unreconciled for want of the relevant data. Even
when anxiety is defined by a standard test such as the Taylor Scale of Mani-
fest Anxiety or a near relative rather than by an experimental manipulation,
it is not well established whether more or less anxious subiects show more
or less verbal conditioning (Rosenthal, 1963d). Verbal conditioning may
turn out to be less difficult than most items of an intelligence test but more
dfficult than such performances as reaction time or eyelid conditioning
(Spence, 1964), and that may account for the equivocality of the data
available.
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There are some conclusions, though that can be drawn about the

eftects on the subject's perforrrance of prior contact with the experimenter.

Often, at least, such contact makes a difference (Krasner, 1962; Wallin,
1949). When the performance required is difficult, prior contact, especially

when of a "warm" quality, seems to improve performance. When the task

is simple, prior contact may worsen performance, although, it seems safe to
assume, subjects may feel more relaxed about it. When the task is of
medium difficulty, no clear prediction is possible excep that how the sub-
ject is occupied during the prior contact may make the major difference.

Experimentet's Experience

It seems reasonable to suppose that a more experienced experimenter,
one who has conducted more experiments or at last repeated a certain
experiment more often, may behave differenfly in the experiment than a

less experienced experimenter. This difference in behavior alters the stimuli
oftered the subject so that we might expect him to behave differenfly.

We have alteady seen at least one experiment in which the experience of the

experimenter seemed to aftect the speed of learning of his subjects, and

these subjects were rabbits (Brogden, L962). The less experienced experi-
menter obtained a slower rate of learning than did more experienced

experimenters. When the subject's task was to construct stories to TAT
stimuli, there was a tendency for examiners who had administered fewer

TAT's to elicit more storytelling material (Turner & Coleman, 1962).ln
the experiment in person perception, which was recorded on sound film,
some of the 19 experimenters had prior experience. They had served

in one of two other studies in which their task was also to present the photos

of faces to their subjects and record subjects' ratings of success or failure.

In this study, there was no effect on subjects' ratings of the stimuli associated

with experimenters' having had prior experience in the experimenter role.

However, from the analysis of the films and of the sound track, it was

evident that the more experienced experimenters behaved difterently during
the course of the brief preinstructional period and during the reading of the

instructions. Interestingly, it was in the sound track rather than in the film
or in the film combined with sound track that the differences emerged.

Table 6-1 shows the larger correlations between experimenters' behavior
and their prior experience. During both the preinstructional period and the
instruction reading itself, the more experienced experimenters spoke in a

less personal tone of voice and less distinctly. They read the instructions

with less expression and gathered the initial background information from
the subiects in a less pleasant and less enthusiastic tone of voice. It may be

that the nature of the task was such that having been through it all
before, the more experienced experimenters were simply bored. The
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TABTE 6-I

Experimenler's Experience ond Behovior Observed
from Sound Trock Only

PRE'NSTRUCT'ONAL PERIOD

Vorioble

Persono I

Enthus iostic
P leosont-voiced

Speoks d istinct ly

Correlotion

-.56
-.41
-.41
-.50

P

.02

.10

.10

.05

,NSTRUCT'ONAL PERIOD

Vorioble Correlotion p

Personol -.43 .Og

Expressive-voiced -.U .Ol
Speoks distincrly -.U .OO5

boredom, however, if that is what it was, was revealed through tone of
voice and not through motor behavior. It is of special interest to note that
observers who had access to the sound track and also to the film could
not make the tone of voice judgments as well. When the information
is in the sound track rather than in the film, viewing the film while listening
to the sound probably results in a decreased signal-to-noise ratio (Jones

& Thibaut, 1958). The film then only distracts the judges. In this analysis
there was even a trend for some of the correlations based on the judgments

of the film to be opposite in direction from those based on judgments of the
sound track.

Although the differences in vocal behavior between more and less

experienced experimenters did not affect the subjects' responses in the
present study, it is not difficult to imagine experimental tasks wherein such
behavioral differences among experimenters could affect subjects' task
performance. Studies in verbal conditioning are one such class of studies.
Here the tone of the experimenter as he utters his "good's" and "um-hmm's"
may make a substantial difference, and one wants to know whether more
experienced reinforcers obtain better conditioning and, if they do, whether
it is because their tone of voice is different.

Even when the experimenter has had no prior experience in that
role, his experience changes during the course of his first experiment.
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At the end of his first he is more experienced than at the

begrnning. Sarason (1965) reports a finding from an unpubtshed study

by Barnard (1963) which illustrates that even during the course of a

single experiment, the behavior of the experimenter can change system-

atically. In the Barnard study experimenters administered a phrase as-

sociation task to their subjects. The degree of associative disturbance shown

by the subjects seemed to be related, at least sometimes, to the prior
experience of the experimenter during this study. Barnard's exPerimenters

also reported a drop in anxiety over the course of the experiment which

might have accounted for the effects of experimenters' experience on sub-

jects' degree of disturbance.

In the experiment recorded on film, the serial order in which each sub-

ject was seen was correlated with the experimenter's behavior. It was

thereby possible to learn whetler later-contacted subjects were meeting an

experimenter whose behavior had changed from that shown earlier subjec6.

Considering only the preinstructional period, none of the ratings of the

experimenters' behavior correlated "significantly" (p 1.05) with the serial

order of the subject contacted. Behavior during the instruction period,

however, did seem to be affected by the number of subjects the experimenter

had seen previously. Table G2 shows the larger correlations obtained when

TABTE 6-2

Seriol Order of Subiect Conlocted ond Experimen-

ter's Behovior: Silent Film

Vorioble

Act ive

Body octivity
Trunk oct ivity
L"g octivify
Expressive foce

Correlotion

-.32
-.32
-.32
-.30
-.24

P

.02

.02

.02

.03

.09

judgments were based on the observation of films without sound track.

Table G3 shows the correlations obtained when the sound track was added

to the films for a different group of observers. The general decrease of
motor activity during the instruction period as successive subjects were

contacted seems consistent with Barnard's report of decreased experimenter

anxiety over the course of an experiment. Again, the addition of another

channel of information resulted in a decrease of "correlational information"

about these variables. When the sound track was added, only one of the

variables shown in Table G2 remained significantly correlated with the
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TABTE 6-3

Serio! Order of Subiect Contocted ond Experimen-
ter's Behovior: Film ond Sound Trock

93

Vorioble

lnterested

Active
Enthusiostic
Encourog ing

Reloxed

Leoning toword S

Heod nodding

Accurocy

Time

Correlotion

-.31
-.24
-,23
-.23
+,26

-.26
_.25

+.25

-.31

P

.02

.10

.10

.10

.06

.06

.07

.07

.03

serial order of subject contacted, and even that correlation was reduced
substantially. Table 6-3 shows, however, that the addition of the sound
track made possible the observation of different behaviors which wetr
determined in part by the serial order of subjects contacted. Experimenters
seemed to become less interested and less involved in their interiction with
later-contacted subjects but more relaxed as well. They read their instruc-
tions more rapidly and more accurately to later than to earlier subjccts,
which suggests an expected practice effect. (Although not signiicant
statistically, experimenters who had participated in an tarfier experiment
and thus were more experienced, by that definition, also tended to be
more accurate [r - +.26] and faster [r - -.18] in reading their in-
structions.) In this experiment, as in Barnard's, experimenters seem to relax
over the course of an experiment and, in this shrdy, to become somewhat
more bored though more proficient as well. Also, in this study, the
behavior changes shown by the experimenters seemed to affect their sub-
jects'responses to the photo-judging task. Later-contacted subjects tended
to rate the photos as being of more unsuccessful people than did earlier
subjects (r: -.31, p < .02). It may be that ovei the course of an
experiment the data collector acquires greater comfort and competence
and thereby greater status. For the photo-rating task employed, it was
shown earlier that experimenters judged to have higher status did tend to
obtain ratings of photos as of more unsuccessful people.

From the evidence available it seems safe to conclude that the amount
of experience of an experimenter may affect the responses collected from
his subjects. This seems to be the case when experience is defined either
over several experiments or within a single experiment.
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Erperimenter Erperlences

Not only the amount of experience the experimenter has accumulated

but also the experiences he has encountered in his role as data collector

may affect his subjects' responses. Earlier, in discussing the efiects of
experimenter's warmth, it was suggested that the subject's resPonse may

afiect the experimenter's behavior in his transaction with the subject. But'

since the experimenter's behavior may influence the subject's response, it
is easy to view the experimenter-subject system as one of complex feed-

backs. The response grven by the subiect may itself affect his next resPonse

at the same time it affects his experimenter's resPonse, which will also

affect the subject's next response. Focusing on the experimenter, the same

analysis is possible. His behavior affects his own subsequent behavior but

also affects the subject's response, which, in turn, affects the experimenter's

next response. The resulting complex of intertwining feedback loops may

be incredibly complex but no more complex than that characterizing other

dyadic interactions (Jones & Thibaut, 1958).
In this section the discussion will deal with such ongoing effects on

the experimenter that have repercussions on the responses he obtains from

his subjects. The subject's own effect on the experimenter will be con-

sidered as well as such other influences as the physical characteristics of the

laboratory in which the experimenter works and the nature of his inter-

action with any principal investigator to whom he may be responsible.

Subiects' behrvior. An experiment by Heller, Myers, and Kline

(1963) demonstrates the effects of a subject's behavior on the interviewer's

behavior. Each of 34 counselor-interviewers contacted 4 subject-clients

in a clinical context. Actually, each counselor interviewed the same four

"clients," who were accomplices of the investigators and trained to play

one of four roles. Two clients played a dominant role, and one of these was

friendly about it, the other hostile. The other two clients played a dependent

role, one friendly, the other hostile. Observations of interviewer behavior

revealed that contact with a dominant client led to interviewers' behaving

in a more dependent manner (mean dominance score:12.1), while

contact with a more dependent client led to more dominant behavior

(mean:15.2, p <.001). When interviewers contacted more hostile

clients they responded in a less friendly fashion (mean - 11.4) than when

they contacted friendly clients (mean -21.4, p <.0005). These results

were just those the investigators had predicted. In this study it is reason-

able to think of the actor-clients as the experimenters and the interviewers

as the subjects. However, the interviewers' perceptions of their own role

was more like that of data collector than of experimental subject. This may

have reduced the obtained eftects, since the role of subject is thought to in-
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clude greater susceptibility to social influence than is the role of data

collector, whether the collector be "experimenter," "examinerr" "therapist,"
or "interviewer." When the task employed by the experimenters was the

administration of an intelligence test, Masling (1959) found results analo-

gous to those obtained by Heller, Myers, and Kline. Also employing actor-

subjects, Masling found warmer subjects treated in more friendly fashion

by the examiners.

For a situation in which the experimenter was trying to follow a more

highly programmed procedure with his subjects, Mataruno provides an

illuminating anecdote (personal communication, 1964). The basic data

are reported elsewhere (Matarazo, \Viens, & Saslow, 1965), but briefly,
the study was of the effect of the duration of an interviewer's utterance on

the duration of the subject's utterance. The interviews were divided into
three periods. During the first and third periods the interviewer tried to
average utterances of live seconds. During the middle perid he tried to av-

erage ten-second utterances. Regardless of the patterns employed (e.g.,

5, 10, 5; 10, 5, 10; 5, 15, 5) the subject's average len$h of utterance was a

function of the length of the interviewer's utterance. Matarazzo raised the

possibility of a feedback effect upon the inteniewer associated with the

subject's length of utterance. Unless he paid strict attention to his average

length of utterance, it seemed that his own length of utterance was being

affected by the subject's len$h of utterance. Thus in one experiment, the

interviewer overshot his target len$h of five seconds by only 6 percent

in the first of the three periods; then, in the third period, after the subject

had increased the length of his utterances in the second period, the

interviewer overshot his target by 22 percent (p <.01). This effect dis-

appeared completely when the investigator kep this phenomenon in mind.

Subsequently, when not attentive to it, the hysteresis occurred again. This
time the interviewer achieved the target length of five seconds perfectly in
the first period of the interview. In the third period, however, after the

increasing len$h of his subject's utterances in the second period, he over-

shot his target time by 10 percent (p ( .01).
What happens to an experimenter during the course of his experiment

may alter his behavior toward his subjects in such a way as to affect sub-

jects' ( I ) judgments of the degree of success shown by standard stimulus

persons, (2) responses on standard tests of personality, and (3) test-retest

reliabilities of personality tests. In Part II of this book, Chapter 12, dealing
with the effects of early data returns, will give the details. Briefly, for now,
26 experimenters administered the photo-judging task to a total of 115

female subjects. Half the experimenters were led to expect that their
subjects would see the stimulus persons as successful and half were led

to expect their subjects to see the stimulus persons as unsuccessful. Accom-
plices were trained to rate the photos sometimes as of successful people and

sometimes as of unsuccessful people. Regardless of their initial expectancy,
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half the experimenten had their expectancies confirmed and half had their
expectancies disconfirmed by their first two subjects who were the accom-

plices. That is, half of the experimenters who were expecting ratings of suc-

cess (*5) obtained ratings of success, while the other half obtained
ratings of failure (-5). Half the experimenters expecting ratings of
failure (-5) obtained such ratings, and the other half obtained ratings of
su@ess (*5) from tleir "subjects." Subsequently, when the experimenters

contacted real subiects, the mean rating of the photos obtained by experi-

menters whose expectations had been confirmed was -1.55; that obtained
by experimenters whose expe,ctations had been disconfirmed was -0.79(p - .05). It may be that the confirmation of expectancies gave added

confidence to these experimenters, a confidence reflected in a more pro-
fessional, assured manner. Earlier, data were presented that suggested that
such a more professional, prestigious experimenter was likely to obtain
rating;s of the photos as being of more unsuccessful people.

Before and after the experiment, subjects were tested with the Taylor
Manifest Anxiety Scale and the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale.

Whether their experimenter had his initial expectations confirmed or dis-

confirmed did not aftect subjects'level of anxiety. However, subjects whose

experimenters had their expectancies confirmed showed a significant increase

in their social desirability scores compared to the subjects whose experiment-
er's expectancies had been disconfirmed (p < .05). It can again be

hypothesized that confirmatory responses increased the experimenter's

self-confidence, leading to his behaving in a more professional manner. In
the section dealing with the effects of experimenter status, we saw that
increases in status and authority on the part of the experimenter lead to a

greater degree of propriety in the responses he obtains from subjects. That
seems to be what happened in this experiment as well.

Changes in test scores is a different matter from changes in test
reliability. All subjects may earn higher or lower scores on a retest
without the retest reliability being affected. The retest reliability of the
subiects' scores on the social desirability scale was not affected significantly
by the confirmation or the disconfirmation of their experimenter's expecta-
tion, though there was a slight decrease when the experimenter's hypothesis
had been disconfirmed (r - .74 vs. r: .66). When their experimenter's
expectation had been disconfirmed, the reliability of subjects' anxiety scores

was lower (r - *.80) than when their experimenter's expectation had been

confirmed (r - f.90, p of difference - .06). It is interesting to speculate
on the possibility that the behavior of a more self-confident experimenter is
such as to increase the retest reliability of his subjects'test scores. It may be
that the general retest-taking set provided by such an experimenter is one

for consistency of performance. This set could operate in spite of a general

tendency for the experimenter's manner to aftect subjects' retests uniformly,
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with the result being like that of adding a constant to an array of scores.

Such a constant does not, of course, afiect the correlation coefficient.

As mentioned, in experiments employing accomplices whose task it is
to influence the interviewe& or the examiner, or the experimenter, it is

sometimes useful to regard the accomplice as the experimenter and the

data collector or clinician as the subject. In the experinent under discussion,

the accomplices may be regarded as experimenters of a kind, since they

were making the programmed responses. So, too, were the experimenters,

but their behavior in carrying out the directions of the experiment could

vary, within limits, without their being regarded as incompetent experiment-

ers who were "spoiling" the experiment. There is no direct measure of the

experimenters'behavior in this experiment, as it was not flmed, but there

is good evidence that their behavior affected the performance of the

accomplices. It will be remembered that half the time accomplices were

to give f5 and half the time -5 responses to the photos Presented by

their experimenters. Sometimes these responses confrmed the experi-

menter's expectancy, sometimes they disconfirmed it. Accomplices did not
of course, know that they were confirming or disconfirming by their re-

slx)nses, or that the experimenters had any exPectancy at dl. All a@om-

plices came close to giving their target rating;s of f5 or -5 when

considering that the photos' standardized value was approximately zero.

The mean rating given (disregarding signs which, of course, were not disre-

garded by the accomplices) by accomplices in the four conditions described

was 3.99, or about one scale unit too cloae to the neutral side of the scale of
sucoess or failure (o-.27). Table 6-4 shows the mean absolute rating;s

TABI,E 6-4

Dislonce from Torget Volues of Rotings Mode by

Accomplices

Conf irmot ion

Discon f irmotion

E xper i menter' s Exp ectoncy

+5 -5
+.29 -1 .70

+.63 +.78

given by accomplices to the experimenters of each of the four experimental
conditions. The means have been converted to standard scores. If the

numerical values given the experimenters had been equivalent in the four
cells, all standard scores would have been close to zero. As it was, the ac-

complices assigned at random to the experimenters expecting and receiving
ratins of the photos as failures gave rating;s too cloce to the neutral end
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of the scale. In this they were significantly different from the accomplices

in the other three conditions (p < .02). It must be emphasized that only

the experimenters were given an expectancy and only the experimenters

experienced confirmation or disconfirmation. In some way, the experi-
menter's behavior was such as to drive the accomplices' ratings off the target
and into the direction of the neutral point if the experimenter expected and

obtained negative ratings from the accomplice-subjects. Because there was

no direct observation of the experimenter-accomplice interaction, the in-
telpretation is speculative. It may be that experimenters expecting subjects

to see failure in others feel sorry for such subjects. Under a hypothesis of pro-
jection, these subjects would be viewed as feeling themselves to be failures.
When the experimenters expecting failure perceptions from their subjects

have these expectancies disconfirmed, they need no longer feel sorry
for their subjects. However, when they learn from the accomplices in
the confirming condition that they do indeed see others as unsuccessful,
they may react with special warmth and friendliness to these subjects
suspected of feeling inadequate. This warmth, which has been shown to
increase the percepion of success of others, may similarly influence the

accomplices in spite of the fact that they have learned a part to play
and, most likely, are quite unaware of being so influenced by the experi-
menters they believe to be their "marks" or "targets." But if this interpre-
tation were sound, what about those accomplices who also rate photos
as unsuccessful for those experimenters expecting ratings of success? Would
we not expect the experimenters to be warmer, too, to these failure per-
ceivers? We would, ordinarily, but the eftects of disconfirmation may be to
disconcert the experimenter so that he cannot be an eftective "therapist" for
his unwilling and unneedful "client."

From the evidence presented in this section, it seems clear that the
subject's behavior can affect the experimenter's behavior which, in turn,
may have further effects on the subject's behavior. Each participant in the
interaction affects not only the other but himself as well. The eftect on the
participant by the participant himself may be direct or indirect. It is
direct when he recognizes the response he has made, and this recognition
aftects the probability of a subsequent response. It is indirect when his
response alters the behavior of the other participant in such a way that
the new response affects his own subsequent response. It makes no difier-
ence whether we speak from the viewpoint of the subject or of the experi-
menter. It makes no difterence whether the experimenter is interacting with
a bona fide subject or an accomplice. Experimenters do not simply affect
subjects. Accomplices do not simply affect their targets. Subjects and
targets both "act back."

Characteristics of the laboratory. Riecken (1962) has pointed out
how much there is we do not know about the eftects of the physical scene
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in which an experimental transaction occurs. We know litfle enough about

how the scene affects the subject's response; we know still less about how

the particular laboratory setting affects the experimenter. Riecken wondered

about the effect on his subjects of the experimenter's white coat. Per-

haps that makes him more of a scientist in his subject's eyes. Perhaps it
does and perhaps, too, it makes him more of a scientist in his own eyes. If
"clothes can make the man," then perhaps, too, a laboratory can make a

scientist feel more the part. What impresses and affects the subject may

impress and affect the experimenter. Perhaps the most senior of the labo-

ratory directors is not susceptible to such effects. Even if he is not, how-

ever, we must ask what percentage of his laboratory's data he himself

collects. It is perhaps more common for more data to be collected by less

senior personnel who might be afiected by the status of the setting in which

they contact their subjects. So many psychology departments are housed in

"temporary" buildings with space shortages that one wonders about the

systematic effects possible if indeed the physical scene affected both subject

and experimenter.

There is evidence that subjects' responses may be aftected by the

"laboratory's" characteristics. Mintz (1957) found that negative print
photos of faces were judged more energetic and more pleased in a "beauti-
fied" room, more "average" in an average room, and less energetic and

less pleased in an "uglified" room (p (.01). Observations of the two
experimenters who administered the photo-judging tasks suggested that
they, too, were afiected by the rooms in which they conducted the ex-

periments. Not only were their own ratings of the photos affected by their

locale, but so too was their attitude toward the experiment and their be-

havior toward their subjects.

Some data collected together with Suzanne Haley show the effects of
laboratory room characteristics on subjects and possibly their effects on

experimenters' behavior. The experiment required subjects to rate photos

of faces for degree of success experienced. There were 14 experimenters,

86 subjects, and 8 laboratory rooms. Experimenters and subjects were

assigned to rooms at random. Each room was rated by 13 experimenters

(not including the one who used that room) on the following four di-
mensions: (1) how professional the room was in appearance, (2) how

high the status was of the room's characteristic user judging from the

physical appearance, (3) how comfortable the room was, (4) how disorderly

the room was. None of the room characteristics were significantly related
to the subjects' ratings of the photos of faces. However, the characteristics

of the rooms were significantly related to a large proportion of the 26

ratings subjects made of their experimenter's behavior. Table 6-5 shows the

correlations between the experimenters'behavior as judged by their subjects

and the room characteristics of "professional" and "disordered." The room

characteristic of "status of the user" is omitted since its correlation with
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TABTE 6-5

Experimenter Behovior ond Chorocteristics of his

Loborotory

PROFESS'ONAL

V orioble

To I kot ive

Loud

P leo sont-voiced
Express ive-voiced
Hond ge stures
Arm gestures

Trunk octivity
L"g octivity
Body octivity
Expressive foce
E ncourog ing

Friend ly

Reloxed

lnterested

Correlot ion

+.24

+.25

+.04

+.22

+.32

+.21

+.17

+.31

+.22

+.32

+.12

+.19

+.20

+.16

D'SORDERED

Corre lot i on p

+.08

+.09

+. l9
+.09

+.23

+.1 I

+.26

+.15

+.21

+.05

+.25

+.07

+.10

+.20

.ro

.05

.a
-

.05

.i_z

.07

P

.03

.02

.05

.005

.05

.007

.05

.005

.10

'y

"professional" was .98. The room characteristic "comfortable" is not listed
because only one of the 26 judgments of experimenter behavior reached
the .05 level. That one correlation showed the experimenters in more
comfortable rooms to have a less pleasant voice (r - -.24, p - .03). Be-
cause it occurred as the only significant relationship in a set of 26 correla-
tions, it is best mentioned and put aside.

When the room is a more professional-appearing locale for the ex-
perimental interaction, experimenters behave, or at least are seen as be-
having, in a more motorically and verbally active manner. They are seen

also to be somewhat more at ease and friendly. The pattern is not very
different when the laboratory is described as more disordered, and that
may be due to the substantial correlation of f .41 between the professional-
ness and disorderedness of the lab. There is no way to be sure whether the
characteristics of the room aftected only the subjects' judgments of their
experimenters (as Mintz's subjects judged photo negatives of faces dif-
ferenfly in difterent rooms) or whether experimenters were sufEciently

affected by their surroundings to have actually behaved differently. Both
mechanisms could, of course, have operated. If only the subjects' percep
tions were affected, that still argues that we take more seriously than we
have Riecken's ( 1962) invitation to study the effects of the physical scene on
subjects'responses. If the experimenter appears differently to subjects as a
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function of the soene, subjects night resPond differently for him in some

experimental tasks, though in the present task of judgng the success

of others they did not.

There is one thin line of evidence that the behavior of the experimenters

was, in fact, afiected by the characteristics of the (x)ms to which they had

been randomly assigned. All experimenters were asked to state the PurPose

of the experiment at its conclusion, in order that their degree of suspicious-

ness about the intent of the study might be assessed. In addition, their

written statements were assessed for the degree of seriousness with which

these graduate students appeared to take the experimenter role. Those

experimenters who had been assigned to a more disordered room were less

suspicious of the true intent of the experiment. The correlation obtained

was -.42, but with the small number of experimenters (14) this was not

statistically significant. How seriously the experiment was taken, however,

did appear related to the rooms to which they had been assigned. If the room

was more disordered, experimenters were more serious in their statements

about their perception of the intent of the experiment (r - *.39). In
addition, if the room was more comfortable, tley were less serious in their

written statements (r - -.45). These two findings taken together are

unlikely to have occurred by chance, since the room characteristics of com-

fortable and disordered were positively correlated (r - *.32). The tno
room characteristics together predicted the seriousness of subsequent written

statements with a multiple R of .73 (p < .O2). Since the nature of the

experimenter's room predicted his subsequent behavior, it seems more

reasonable to think that it might have affected his behavior during the ex-

periment as well. It is not too clear, howeveq why a more disordered, less

comfortable room should make the experimenters view the experiment

more seriously. Perhaps these graduate students, who were not in psy-

chology, felt that a scientifically serious business was carried on best in the

cluttered and severely furnished laboratory some of them may have

encountered in the psychology departments of colleges at which they were

undergraduates, and which seems to fit the stereotyPe of the scientist's

ascetic pursuit of truth.
It seems, then, that the physical scene in which the subject interacts

with his experimenter may afiect the subject's response in two ways. First,

the scene may afiect directly the subject's response by making him feel

differently. Second, the scene may affect the experimenter's behavior, which

in turn aftects the subjects'responses to the experimental task. Research on

the physical scene as an unintended determinant of the subject's and

experimenter's behavior is in its infancy. What data there are suggest

the wisdom of collecting more.

The principal investigltor. With more and more research carried out

in teams and groups, the chances are increasing that any given experimenter

will be collecting data not for himself alone. More and more, there is a
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principal investigator to whom the experimenter is responsible for the data
he collects. The more enduring personal characteristici of the principal in-
vestigator as well as the content and sty'e of his interaction with the
experimenter can affect the responses the subjects give the experimenter.

- In telling of the effects of the subjects' responses on the experimenter's
behavior, an experiment was mentioned in which the expectition of the
experimenter was confirmed half the time and disconfirmed half the time.
In that same experiment, two other variables were studied, both relating
to the effects of the principal investigator on the data obtained by the
experimenters. One of these variables was the affective tone of the re-
lationship between experimenter and principal investigator; the other was

the individual differences between principal investigators. After the experi-
menters contacted their first few subjects (who were actually accomplices)
they were given feedback by one of two principal investigators on how
well they had done their work as experimenters. Half the experimenters
were praised for their performance, half were reproved. Each of two
principal investigators contacted half of the 26 eiperimenters and ad-
ministered praise and reproof equally often. when the experimenters had
been praised before contacting their real subjects, those subjects rated
photos as being of more unsuccessful peopie (mean: -i.OO) than
when experimenters had been reproved (mean - -.74, p 4.05). When
experimenters had been either prused or reproved by one of the principal
investigators, their subjects subsequently rited peopte as less successlol
(mean - -1.57) than when experimenters had been either praised or
reproved by the other principal investigator (mean - -.78, p < .05).
Both the kind of person the principal investigator is, as well as the content of
his interaction with the experimenter, affect the responses subjects give
their experimenter. Praising an experimenter (and contact with a certain
type of principal investigator) may have the same eftect on his behavior
toward his subjects that confirming his expectation does. He feels, and
therefore acts, in a more professional, seli-confident manner, a pattern
of behavior already shown to lead to ratings by subjects of others is less
successful. A reminder is in order that we do not know the reasons for this
reaction on the part of subjects to a more professional, confident, higher
status experimenter. It has been suggested earlier that, in a military or an

lcademic setting, a higher status experimenter may evoke more negative
feeling which is displaced onto the stimulus persons. In the military setting
negative feeling toward an officer may be well institutionalized. In tlie
academic setting, the higher status or more professional-acting experi-
m€nter may be seen as a more effective ,'poker and pryer', into the mind
of the subject (Riecken, 1962); he is, therefore, more to be feared. It may
even be that undergraduate subjects "kno\f," or intuit something of Freud;s
concept of projection and feel that if they see too much success in photos
they will be regarded as immodest by the higher status experimenier. As
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already shown, "proper" responses are more often given to data collectors

of higher status in both laboratory and field research.

In the experiment described, subjects had been tested for anxiety and

social desirability before and after the experiment. There were no effects on

subjects' social desirability scores associated with which of the two principal

investigators had contacted their experimenter early in the experiment.

However, subjects whose experimenters had been either praised or reproved

by one of the principal investigators showed a significantly greater increase

in anxiety over the course of the experiment than did subjects whose

experimenters had earlier been contacted by the other principal investigator
(*-7.71,p<.01).

There is additional evidence of the effect of the principal investigator

on the data obtained by his research assistants. In this experiment there

were 13 principal investigators, each of whom was randomly assigned

two research assistants (Rosenthal, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Mulry,
1963). Before the principal investigators received their "research grants,"

which allowed them to hire their research assistants, they had themselves

served as experimenters in the person perception task. The principal in-
vestigators' scores on the Tay'or Anxiety Scale correlated significantly

with their subjects' ratings of the success of others (rho - *.66, p - .03).

Remarkably enough, the principal investigators' anxiety also predicted

the photo ratings their assistants obtained from their different sample of
subjects (rho: *.4O, p <.07). In "real-life" research situations, such a

correlation could be enhanced by the possibility that principal investigators

employ research assistants who are similar to themselves in personality. A
correlation between an attribute of the principal investigator and his as-

sistant's obtained data could then be nothing more than the effect of the

assistant's personality on the subject's response. This has been well
established by now and is not so intriguing. In the study described, how-

ever, assistants were assigned at random to their principal investigator. The

correlation between the principal investigator's anxiety level and that of

his assistants was only .02. Therefore, it must be that the nature of the

principal investigator's interaction with his assistants altered their behavior

in such a way as to affect their subjects' responses. The principal in-
vestigator affected the subject by aftectirrg the data collector. It should be

emphasized that the principal investigator never even saw the subjects who

had been assigned to his research assistants.

In this same experiment, there was no effect of the principal investi-
gator's need for social approval on the photo ratings obtained by his as-

sistants, although that correlation (-.16) was in the same direction as

that between the principal investigator's need for approval and his own

subjects'perception of the success of persons pictured in photos (-.49).
Finally, the correlation between the average "success" ratings obtained by
any principal investigator and those obtained by his own research assistants
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from a different sample of subjects was f .38, which, for the sample of 13

princlpd investigators, was not significant. Omitting the three female

principal investigators raised this correlation to +.75, p < .O2, suggesting

a possible interaction eftect. Table 6-6 shows that such an interaction did
o@ur. The mean photo ratings of success, in standard score form, obtained

TABTE *6

Experimenters' Doto os o Function of Doto Obtoined

by Their Mole ond Femole Principol Investigotors

PHOTO RAT'NGS OBTA'NED

BY PR'NC IPAL
,NVESTIGATORS

Success F oilure Difference t
SEX OF

PR'NCIPAL
,NYESTIGATOR

Mole

Femole

+.63 -.54 +1.17

-1.31 +1.22 -2.53

2

Difference +1.94

t 2.07

P .08

-1 .76

2.35

.05

3.70

P

07

05

.M

09

382

3.12

by the experimenters are shown separately for those whose principal investi-
gators had themselves obtained mean ratings of either success or failure
from their own subjects. When the principal investigator was a male, his
assistants obtained ratings significantly similar to those he had obtained.
When the principal investigator was female, the assistants obtained data
significantly opposite to the data she had obtained. The sample of female
principal investigators, especially, is small but the data are clear. The
responses a subject gives his experimenter depend not only, as we saw much
earlier, on the sex of the experimenter, but on the sex of his experimenter's
principal investigator as well.

Finally, there is an experiment in person perception in which, after
training the experimenters, the principal investigators called their attention
to the fact that only if they followed proper experimental procedures could
the experimenters expect to obtain the results desired by the principal in-
vestigators (Rosenthal, Persinger, Mulry, Vikan-Kline, & Grothe, 1964b).
There were 15 male experimenters who conducted the person perception
experiment with a total of 60 female subjects. Those eight experimenters
whose principal investigators had made them self-conscious about their pro-
cedure obtained ratings of persons as significantly less successful (mean:
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-.57) than did experimenters who had not been made self-conscious

(mean - +.37, p < .06), A subsample of the interactions had been

filmed so that there were clues available as to hon, the more self-conscious

experimenters might have behaved differently toward their subjects so as

to obtain judgments of others as being more unsucoessful. The observations

again come from three groups of observers. One group had access to the

flm and sound track, one group saw the film but did not hear the sound

tack, and one group heard only the sound track. None of the observations

made by this last group of observers was related to the experimentally cre-

ated self-consciousness of the experimenters.

During the brief preinstructional transaction, observers who saw only the

film fsund a tendency for more self-conscious experimenters to behave more

dominantly (r - !.41, p < .10). When the sound track was added to the

films, these experimenters, who had been "put on the spot" by the princrpal

investigators, were iudged less relaxed (r - -.45, p : .06) and less

courteous (r - -.4O, 
p < .10). During the instruction-reading period, as

Table 6-7 shows, the behavior of the more procedure-conscious experi-

TABTE T7

lnstruction-Reoding Behovior os o Function of Pro-

cedure Consciousness lnduced by Principol lnvesti-

golors

OBSERV AT'ON CHANNELS

Sound Films Silent Films

V orioble

L ikoble

Courteou s

lntere s ted

S low-s peoking

Honest

P

.10

-
.10

^01

rP

-.45 .06

-.43 .07

_.07 _
-.43 .07

-.42 .08

r

-.41
-.15
-1
-.58

menters was judged less likable from observing the films with or without

the sound track. They were judged less courteous only when their tone of

voice could be heard, less interested only when their tone could not be

heard. Judged to be more slow-speaking from the observation of the sound

film, that was not the case from a hearing of the sound track alone. Al-
though the addition of information via a different sense modality does not

always add usable information, it sometimes does, even when we would not
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expect it to. Finally, we note that more self-conscious experimenters are

judged less honest. So the picture we have is of the principal investigator's

admonition aftecting the experimenter's behavior by making him less likable,

less courteous in tone, faster speaking, and more "dishonest," by which is

meant, probably, more subtly "pushy" or influential. (The particular subtle

influence they were probably exerting on their subjects will be discussed

later on in Part II. It has to do with the expectancy for particular responses

from the subject.) In an earlier chapter, that which dealt with observer

effects, we saw that subjects, as well as observers, could be quite sensitive

to the "bias" of the experimenter and were likely to code this information
into the category of "honesty." The general behavior shown by these experi-

menters is, as we have seen earlier, that kind of behavior which leads often,

but not always, to subjects' responding with more negative ratings of the

success of the stimulus persons.

The results of the last three studies described show that the interaction

with the principal investigator can aftect the experimenter's interaction

with his subjects and, thereby, the responses he obtains from them. The pre-

cise direction of the eftect, however, seems difficult to predict. In the first

study described, the principal investigator's reproof led to the experimenter's

obtaining ratings of others as more successful. In the second study, the more

anxious the principal investigator was, the more successful were the percep
tions of others obtained by his research assistants. An anxious principal
investigator may affect the experimenter as a reproving one, so these two

studies are not inconsistent. However, we cannot assume that the more

anxious principal investigator simply made the experimenter more anxious

and that this altered anxiety level affected the subjects so that they per-

ceived more success in others. It must be remembered that in the discussion

of the effects of experimenters' anxiety, one study showed that more anxious

experimenters obtained ratings of others as more successful but another

study showed the opposite eftect.

In the third experiment, the only one in which we could see what

happened in the experimenter-subject interaction, experimenters who were

made more conscious of their procedures by their principal investigators

obtained ratings of the stimulus people as less successful. The opposite

result, although less intuitively appealing, would seem to have been more

consistent with the results of the other two studies. More self-conscious

experimenters should perhaps have been somewhat like reproved ones or
like those in contact with an anxious principal investigator. We are left
with little confidence that we can predict the specific effect on subjects'

responses from a knowledge of the nature of the experimenter's interaction

with the principal investigator. We can have considerable confidence, how-

ever, that the nature of the interaction between experimenter and principal
investigator can affect the subjects' responses in some way.

Not all the evidence for this assertion comes from the person percep-
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tion experiment. Mu['s experiment (1962) called for the experimenters

to administer a pursuit rotor task to their subjects. Experimenters had

been trained to administer this task by having themselves serve as sub-

jects for the principal investigator. Half the experimenters were told by
the principal investigator that they were very good at the perceptual-motor
skills involved. Half the experimenters were led to believe their own per-

formance was not a good one. There was no eftect of this feedback on the

performance of the experimenters' subjects. However, exPerimenters who

had been complimented by their principal investigator were perceived

quite difterently by their own subjects than were the less fortunate experi-

menters. Complimented experimenters were seen to behave in a more inter-
ested (r - +.31, p -.01), more enthusiastic (r - {.24, p - .05), and

more optimistic (r - +.29, p - .02) manner. From this it seems that even

though the behavior of the experimenter is affected by his interaction with

the principal investigator, that does not always aftect the subject to respond

differently. The next, and final, study to be considered shows an instance

in which it does (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota, 1966).
The experimental task was a standard one for studies of verbal condi-

tioning. Subjects constructed sentences and, after the establishment of a
basal level, were reinforced by the experimenter's saying "good" whenever

first-person pronouns were employed. There were 19 experimenters who

contacted a total of 60 subjects. Before the experiment began, the principal
investigators gave experimenters indirect and subtle personal evaluations.

Half the experimenters were evaluated favorably, half were evaluated un-

favorably. Within each of these conditions, half the evaluations dealt with

the experimenter's intelligence, half with his influenceability. Thus, half the

favorably evaluated experimenters were subtly informed that they were

regarded as very intelligent by the principal investigators; half were evalu-

ated as resistant to manipulation by others. Unfavorably evaluated experi-

menters were led to believe they were regarded by the principal investigators

as either less intelligent or more manipulatable by others.

Experimenters who felt more favorably evaluated by their principal

TABTE 6-8

Conditioning Obtoined by Experimenters os o Func-

tion of Their Principol lnvestigotor's Evoluotion

EVALUAT'ON

F ovoroble Unf ovoroble

to7

Attribute

lnte I ligence

lnf luenceob ility
3.0

3.1

1.3

0.9

D ifference t p

| .7 I .89 .10

2.3 2.% .03
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investigators were significantly more successful at obtaining increased use

of frst-person pronouns by their subjects. Table 6-8 shows tlre mean in-
cflease in the number of such words emifted from the operant level to the

end of the experiment. There was no difference in the magnitude of the

effect associated with the particular attribute evaluated. All ten of the ex-

perimenters who felt favorably evaluated obtained an increase in their
subiects'use of the reinforced words (p - .001), but only five of the nine

who felt unfavorably evaluated obtained any increase (p - 1.00).
An interesting additional finding was that even during the operant

level of responding, before any reinforcements were provided, experimenters

obtained a greater number of first-person pronouns (mean - 9.8) when

their principal investigator's evaluation was favorable than when it was

unfavorable (mean : 8.3, p - .10). This was not an artifact based on a
relationship between the operant level and the operant to terminal block
increase. The correlation between operant level and conditioning score

was only -.10. Perhaps an experimenter who feels favorably evaluated by

his supervisor makes his subjects more willing to make up more personal

statements, quite apart from being a more effective reinforcer.

In this study, subiects were asked to describe their experimenter's

behavior in a series of 28 rating scales. Table 6-9 shows the larger correla-

TABLE T9

Experimenters' Behovior os o Function of Fovoroble

Evoluotion by Their Principo! lnvestigotor

V orioble
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+.33

+.27

+.24

+.24

-.26

P

.01

.05

.09

.09
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tions between subjects' observations of the experimenter's behavior and the

favorableness of his evaluation by the principal investigator. The correla-
tions are what we would expect. Feeling more favorably evaluated, the

experimenter is less tense and more pleasant, and these characteristics

could reasonably make him a more effective reinforcer and a person for
whom more "personal" (i.e., first penon) sentences are ccnstructed.

Earlier, the inconsistency of the effect of a principal investigator's inter-
action with the data collector on the subject's response was noted. It is

interesting, however, that in those three studies in which the experimenter's
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behavior was observed, either by the subjects themselves or by external

observers of the sound films, the results do show a certain consistency.

Experimenters who, in their interaction with the principal investigator, were

made to feel (l) less self-conscious, (2) more successful at the experi-
mental task, and (3) more intelligent or less manipulatable, all seemed to
behave toward their subjects in a more positive, likable, interpersonal style.

In two of these three experiments, all employing different tasks, this be-

havior on the part of the experimenter probably affected the responses of
the subjects in their performance of the experimental tasks.

CONCLUSION

From all that has been said and shown it seems clear that there are a

great many variables that affect the subject's response other than thoce

variables which, in a given experiment, are specifically under investigation.
The kind of person the experimenter is, how he or she looks and acts, may

by itself aftect the subject's response. Sometimes the effect is a direct and

simple one, but sometimes, too, the eftect is found to interact with subject

characteristics, task characteristics, or situational characteristics.

Not only the kind of person the experimenter "is" but the thingp that
happen to him before and during the experiment affect his behavior in such

a way as to evoke difierent responses from his subjects. The subject's be-

havior may have feedback eftects on his own subsequent behavior not only
directly but also by changing the experimenter's behavior, which then alters

the subject's reslrcnse.

The room in which the experiment is conducted not only may affect

the subject's response directly but may affect it indirectly as well, by also

affecting the behavior of the experimenter as he interacts with his subject.

Such a change in experimenter behavior, of course, alters the experimental

conditions for the subject.

The experimenter and the subject may transact the experimental busi-

ness as a dyad, but often there is, in effect, a triadic business. The non-
present third party is the principal investigator, who, by what he is, and

what he does, and how he does it in his dyadic interaction with the experi-

menter, indirectly affects the responses of the subject he never comes to
meet. He changes the experimenter's behavior in ways that change the sub-
ject's behavior.

Of all the possible variables associated with the experimenter, only
those have been discussed for which enough evidence has been accumulated

that we may say these often make a substantial difterence. Probably they
make less of a difterence where the phenomena under investigation are

very robust. There are experiments in psychophysics, learning, and psy-

chopharmacology in which the average obtained responses may be only
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trivially (even if "significantly" in the statistical sense) aftected by the
experimenter's attributes. Increasing dosages of ether are more likely to
produce unconsciousness, regardless of the attributes of the experimenter,
though the shape of the curve may be altered by his unique characteristics
and behaviors. Most of the behavioral science research carried out tday
is of the "50 subjects, p : .Ol" type. That means, of course, accounting for
something like 13 prcent of the variance in subjects' responses from a
knowledge of our treatment conditions or a reduction in predictive errors
of about 6 percent. Because the effects of our independent variables, though
unquestionably "real," are usually so fragile, we must be especially con-
cerned about the effects of experimenter attributes.

The methodological implications of the experimenter effects discussed
will be treated more fully in Part III. Only a few points need be mentioned
here. First, very little has been said so far about the effects of experimenter
attributes on the "results of research." Generally the wording has been
in tenns of eftects on the subject's response. Such effects may alter the
the "results of research," but they may not. In that research which seeks

to estimate a population mean from the mean of a sample, experimenter
effects do change the "results of research." Examples include much of the
work performed by survey research organizations. If we want to estimate
the average degree of favorableness to a national policy, a well-dressed,
high-status-appearing, older gentleman is likely to diaw iesponses different
from those obtained by a more shabbily diessed, bearded young man
presumed to be from a nearby college. If we want to standardize a new
tssl-i.s., estimate the national mean and standard deviation<r do sex
behavior surveys, the results may be affected directly by the experimenter's
effects on his subjects' responses. But much, perhaps most, piychological
research is not of this sort. Most psychological research is likely to involve
the assessment of the effects of two or more experimentar conditions on
the responses of the subject. If a certain type of experimenter tends to
obtain slower learning from his subjects, the "results of his experiment"
are affected not at all so long as his effect is constant over the difierent con-
ditions of the experiment. Experimenter effects on means do not necessarily
imply effects on mean difterences.

In the survey research or test standardization type of research, the
data tend to be collected by many difterent interviewers, examiners, or
experimenters. We may be fortunate, and in the given sample of data
collectors the various effects due to their characteristics or experiences may
be canceled out. However, they may not be, as when there 1s a tendency* 
for the data collectors to be selictedbn strict criteria, implicit or expricit, in
such a way that the N different experimenters are more nearly N times the
same experimenter. There will be more to say about this in part III.

In the laboratory experiment, the effect of a given experimenter at-
tribute or experience may interact with the treatment condition. We have
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seen earlier that this does happen when the experimenter is aware, and

usually he is, which subjects are undergoing which different treatments.

To use two experimenters, one for each treatment condition, of course,

confounds any effects of the experimenter with the effects of the treatments,

so that an assessment of treatment effects is impossible. Any method that

makes it less likely that experimenter efiects will interact lvith treatment
conditions would reduce our problem of assessing adequately the effects

of our treatment conditions. More will be said of this in Part III, but for
now, the not very surprising conclusion is that for the control of the effects

of experimenter attributes, as for the control of the other eftects discussed

in earlier chapters, we must rely heavily on the prooess of replication.
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Elxperirnenter Modeling

In this chapter the discussion will turn to an "attribute" of the

experimenter which, like those considered just before, is also defined in
terms of the particular experiment being conducted. That attribute is the

performance of the experimenter himself of the same task he sets his sub-
jects. For some experiments, then, this experimenter attribute will be a more

enduring characteristic, such as intelligence or authoritarianism. For other
experiments, this attribute will be a less enduring one, such as an opinion
on a timely public issue, though such less enduring attributes may often be

related to more enduring ones. When there is a significant relationship

between the experimenter's own performance of the particular task he

requires of his subjects and the performance he obtains from his subjects,

we may speak of an experimenter's "modeling" effect. The evidence for
this eftect comes from the literature of survey research, clinical psychology,

and laboratory experiments.

SI]RVEY RESBARCH

In the area of survey research, many investigators have assessed the

effect of the interviewer's own opinion, attitude, or ideology on the re-

slrcnses obtained from respondents. The basic paradigm has been to ask

the interviewers who are to be used in a given project to respond to the

questionnaire themselves. The responses these interviewers subsequenfly

obtain from their respondents are then correlated with their own responses.

The correlation obtained becomes the estimate of opinion bias or ideology

bias. The interpretation of such a correlation is not, however, always

straightforward. If interviewers are allowed any choice in the selection of
interviewees, they may simply be selecting like-minded respondents. If
inteniewers are not allowed any choice in interviewee selection but re-

tt2
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sFrndents are not randomly assigned to interviewers, the same problem may

result. Thus, if interviewers are each assigned a sample of respondents

from their home neighborhoods, the opinions of interviewers and respond-

ents are likely to come precorrelated, because opinions are related to
neighborhoods. If, however, respondents are randomly assigned to inter-
viewers, and if errors of observation, recording, and coding can be

eliminated, at least statistically, the resulting correlation betrnreen inter-
viewers' opinions and their respondents' opinions provides a good measure

of modeling effects. Evidence for the phenomenon of interviewer modeling
effects has been discussed and summarized elsewhere (Hyman et al., 1954;

Maccoby & Maccoby, 1954). Here it will do to note that, in some of the

many relevant studies, modeling eftects were found to occur and in others

they were found either to occur not at all or only trivially. Where modeling
effects have been found, they have ordinarily been positive. That is, the

subjects' responses have tended to be similar in direction to those of the
interviewer. In a minority of cases, however, the efiects of the interviewer's

own opinion or ideology have been negative, so that subiects responded in
a direction significantly opposite to that favored by the interviewer him-
self (Rosenthal, 1963b).

An early study by Clark (1927 ), while not definitive, is illustrative of
positive modeling eftects. Two interviewers inquired of 193 subjects how
much of their time was devoted to various daily activities. One of the

interviewers was more athletically inclined than the other, and he found

that his subjects reported a greater amount of time spent in athletic
activities than did the subjects contacted by the less athletic interviewer.
It is possible that the sampling problems mentioned or observer, recorder,
or interpreter effects accounted for the obtained modeling efiect. It seems

equally reasonable to think that in the presence of the interviewer ap
pearing and behaving more athletically, the respondents actually gave

more athletic responses. Perhaps while in this interviewer's presence they
were better reminded of the athletic activities in which they did engage.

Or it could also have been that it seemed to respondents more "proper" to
be more athletic in interaction with an athlete from a college campus. On

many campuses, an athlete is attributed a higher status, and we have seen

in our discussion of this attribute that subiects do tend to give more

"proper" responses to higher status data collectors.

A more recent study reported by Hyman is equally interesting ( 1954).
The data were collected by the Audience Research Institute in 1940.

Respondents were given a very brief description of a proposed motion

picture plot and were asked to state whether they would like to see

such a movie. There were both male and female interviewers to contact
the male and female subjects. Responses obtained by interviewers depended
significantly (p a .005) on their sex and, perhaps, on the respondent's
inference of what movies the interviewers would, because of their sex,
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themselves enjoy. One of the film plots described was that for "Lawrence

of Arabia." When male and female subjects were asked about this film
by interviewers of their own sex, male subjects were 50 percent more

often favorable to the film than were female subjects. However, when the

interviewer was of the opposite sex, male subjects responded favorably only

14 percent more often than female subjects. It appeared plausible to
reason that subjects responded by "preferring" those movies which, judg-

ing from the sex of the interviewer, they thought would be preferred by

them.

It is interesting to raise the question of whether subjects of field

research or laboratory research tend, in general, to respond in such a way

as to reduce the perceived difterences between themselves and the data

collector with whom they interact. No answer is available to this question

at the present time, and surely it is highly oversimplified, as an assertion.

It may, however, be a reasonable one if both the participants' attributes

and the nature of the data collection situati6n are considered. From all

we seem to know at present, these factors are all likely to interact with the

subject's motives to be less different from the data collector. Two sources

of such motives are obvious. One is the wish to be similar in order to smooth

the social interaction. The other is the wish to be more like a person who

very often enjoys, either continuously or at least situationally, a position of
higher status. To "keep up with" that Jones who is a data collector, one

must behave as one believes a Jones would behave in the same situation.

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

It is often said of clinical psychological interactions that the clinician

models his patients somewhat after his own image. When the clinical inter-
action is the protracted one of psychotherapy it seems especially easy to
believe that such effects may occur. If it seemed plausible to reason that

subjects in research tended to respond as they believed the experimenter

would, then it is the more plausible to argue that such effects occur when

the "subject" is a patient who may have all the motives of the experimental
subject to respond in such a manner and, in addition, the powerful motive

of hope that his distress may be relieved. Graham (1960) reports an

experiment that is illustrative. Ten psychotherapists were divided into
two groups on the basis of their own perceptual style of approach to
the Rorschach blots. Half the therapists tended to see more movement

in the ink blots relative to color than did the remaining therapists, who

tended to see more color. The lO therapists saw a total of 89 patients for
eight months of treatment. Rorschachs administered to the patients of the

two groups of therapists showed no differences before treatment. After
treatment the patients seen by the relatively more movement-perceiving
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llorp-rrtr saw significanfly more movement themselves. patients seen by
the relatively more color-perceiving therapists saw significantly more color
after treatment. This is exactly the sort of evidencJrequired to establish
modeling effects in the psychotherapeutic relationship. Tirere is, of course,
considerable literature on the effects of psychotherapy, and when changes
have been shown to occur, the behavioi of the iitient becomes more
like that of his therapist. This body of evidence is not directly relevant to a
consideration of modeling eftects. The reason is that assuming therapists'
behavior to be more "normal" than their patients', and defiiing patient
improvement as a change toward more normal behavior, it muit 

-fonow

that patients change their behavior in the direction of their therapist's

fehryiol when they improve. Therefore, evidence of the kind provided
by Graham is required. what must be shown is not simply that patients
become more like therapists, but that they become -ori 

-like 
thiir own

particular therapist than does the patient of a different therapist.
Further evidence for modeling effects of the therapisi comes from

the work of Bandura, Lipsher, and Miller (1959), who iound that more

9.:9y hostile therapists were more likely to approach their patients'
hostility, whereas less directly hostile therapists tended to avold their
patients'hostility. The approach or avoidance of the hostile material, then,
tended to determine the patient's subsequent dealing with topics involving
hostility. Not-suqprisingly, when therapists tended to avoid ttre topic]
patients tended to drop it as well.

The work of. Matarauo and his colleagues has already been cited
(Mattazo, Wiens, & Saslow, 1965) in ionnection with the efiects
of th9 subject on his experimenter's response. That, of course, was
material quite incidental to their interest in the anatomy of the interview.
The amount of evidence they have accumulated is compelling. It seems
clear, as one example of their work, that increases in the ipeaklng time of
the interviewer are followed by increases in the speaking timi of the
rubjects, who in this case were 60 applicants for civil servici employment.
Table 7-1 shows the increases and decreases in the average i"rrgtt ot
subjects' speaking time as a function of increases and decriases in the
interviewer's speaking time. (The first column shows the target values the
interviewer_ was trying to achieve, by and rarge very succe-ssfully.) The
rank correlation between changes in the interviewer'i len$h of utterance
and his subjects'changes in length of utterance was f .976 

-(p 
< .001). On

the aver-age, subjects' length of utterances are five or six times longer than
those of the interviewer. But clearly, from these data, patterns of be-
havior slown by the interviewer can serve as the blueprint for how the
subject should respond.

Similar results have been reported by Heller, Davis, and saunders
(19il). There were 12 graduate student interviewers to talk with a total
of 96 subjects. Half the interviewers were instructed to behave in a
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TABTE 7-I

Subiects' Chonges in Durotion of Speech os o Func-

tion of lnterviewer's Chonges (After Moto rozzo,

Wiens, & Soslow, 1965, P. l99l
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+100 +87 +93
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-50 -38 -43
-50 -48 -15
-67 -64 -51

verbally more active manner, and half were instructed to be less active

verbally. During every minute of the 15 minutes recorded, subjects spoke

more ii their intlrviewer had been more verbally active than if he had been

less verbally active. Subjects contacted by more talkative interviewers

spent aboui 16 percent more time in talk than did their peers assigned to
more laconic inierviewers (p < .O2). In another connection we cited the

work of Heller, Myers, and Vikan-Kline (1963). Now we need only a

reminder of their findings relevant to the Present discussion. Friendlier

"clients" (experimenters) evoked friendlier interviewer (subject) behavior,

an example of positive modeling eftects. More dominant "clients" evoked

less dominant interviewer behavior, an example not only of negative model-

ing effects but also of the fact that interviewers, and presumably also

experimenters, may sometimes be modeled by their "clients" or subjects

iust as these are modeled by the interviewer or experimenter.

There is a sense in which the studies described so far are not true

examples of modeling eftects, though they are relevant to a consideration

of such effects. The reason is that the therapists or interviewers were not

assessed at exactly the same task or performance at which their patients,

interviewees, or subjects were assessed, and not necessarily by the inter-

viewer himself. These studies have all been instructive, however, in showing

that the behavior of the interviewer along any dimension may aftect the

analogous behavior of the subject, though we are still unsure of the

mechanisms by which these effects oPerate.

There isi difterence, of course, in the degree of structure provided for
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therapists, interviewers, and experimenters as to how closely they must
follow a given program or plan. In all the studies described so far, the
clinicians were relatively free as to what they could say or do at any time.
In the studies by Matarazta and his colleagues only the length of each

utterance was highly programmed, not the content of the utterance. In
the studies by Heller and his colleagues the degree of dominance and
friendliness was programmed into the stimulus prsons, but they, too, were
free to vary other aspects of their behavior as they felt it to be required. Of
even greater relevance, then, to an understanding of the eftects of the more
highly programmed experimenter is the study of the effects of the pay-
chological examiner. The manuals for the administration of psychological
tests are often as explicit as the directions given to a psychological experi-
menter in a laboratory. The reduced freedom of the examiner and of the
expetimenter to behave as they would should reduce the magnitude of
modeling effects, or so it would seem.

One experiment employing psychological examiners, and bearing on
the consideration of modeling effects, was carried out by Berger (1954).
All eight of his examiners had been pretested on the Rorschach. After each
of the examiners had administered the Rorschach to his subjects, cor-
relations were computed between the examiners' own Rorschach scores on
12 variables and the reslpnses they had subsequently obtained from their
subjects. Two of the 12 variables showed a significant positive correlation
between the examiners' scores and their subjects' scoris. Examiners who
tended to organize their percepts into those very commonly seen obtained
more such popular percepts from their subjects (rho - +.86, p - .01).
Examiners who tended to use the white space of the ink blots more often,
obtained from their subjects a greater use of such white space (rho - +.80,
P - .03).

Another example of modeling eftects in the more standard clinical
interaction of psychological testing comes from the work of Sanders and
cleveland (1953). Again the Rorschach was the test administered. All
9 of the examiners were given the Rorschach, and they, in turn, admin-
istered the Rorschach to 30 subjects each. For each examiner and for
each subject a Rorschach anxiety score and a Rorschach hostility score
were computed. There was no relationship between the examiner's of,rn
anxiety level and the mean anxiety level reflected in the Rorschachs he
obtained. However, those three examiners whose own hostility scores
were highest obtained significantly higher hostility scores from their
subjects (mean - 16.6) than did those three examiners whose own
hostility scores were lowest (mean - 13.5, p < .05 ) .

Two more informal reports conclude the discussion of modeling
eftects found in clinical settings. Funkenstein, King, and Drolette (1957,
were engaged in a clinical experiment on reactions to stress in which it was
necessary to test patients. Typically, patients showed anger in their
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reslrcnses. However, one of the experimenters found himself filled with

doubts and anxieties about the studies undertaken. Every patient tested

by this experimenter showed severe anxiety resPonses. Finally,_ the

ciassic study of Escalona (1945) is cited to illustrate that the effects

under discussion do not depend on verbal communication channels. The

scene of the research was a reformatory for women in which the of-

fenders were permitted to have their babies. There were over 5O babies

altogether, and 70 percent of these were less than one year old. Part of the

feeding schedule wis for the babies to be given orange juice half the time

and, on alternate days, tomato juice. Often the babies, many under four

months of age, preferred one of these juices but disliked the other- The

number of orange iuice drinkerc was about the same as the number of

tomato juice drinkers. The ladies who cared for the babies also turned out

to have preferences for either orange or tomato juice. When the feeders

of the UaUy AU*ea orange juice, the baby was more likely to dislike

orange juice. When the feeder disliked tomato juice, the baby similarlY

dist[ed tomato iuice. when babies were reassigned a new feeder who

preferred the ffi of juice opposite to the one preferred by the baby, the

baby changed its preference to that of its feeder.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

A number of laboratory studies mentioned earlier have suggested that

even in these somewhat more highly structured interactions, modeling eftects

may occur. Thus Cook-Marquis (1958) found that high-authoritarian

experimenters were unable to convince their subjects of the value of

nonauthoritarian teaching methods. Presumably, such experimenters could

not convincingly persuade subjects to accePt communications they them-

selves found unacceptable. Barnard's work (1963) similarly suggested the

operation of modeling effects. He used a phrase association task and

found that subjects contacted by experimenters showing a higher degree of

associative disturbance also showed a higher degree of disturbance than did

subjects contacted by experimenters showing less such disturbance. Even

before such experiments had been conducted, F. Allport (1955) had sug-

gested that the experimenter might suggest to the subiect, quite uninten-

iionally, his own appraisal of the experimental stimulus and that such

suggestion could affect the results of the experiment.

Similarly, in the area of extrasensory PercePtion the work of Schmeid-

ler and McConnell (1958) has raised the question that the experimenter's

belief in the phenomenon of ESP could influence the subject's belief in ESP.

In this area of research such belief tends to be associated with performance

at ESP tasks. Subjects who believe ESP to be possible 1"sheep") seem to

perform better than subjects who believe ESP to be impossible ("goats").
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From this it follows-and perhaps this should be more systematically in-

vestigated-that experimenters who themselves believe in ESP may, by

affecting their subjects' belief, obtain superior performance at ESP tasks

than do experimenters not believing in ESP.

Most of tlre research explicitly designed to assess the modeling effects

of the data collector has come from the field of survey research, some

has come from the area of clinical psychological practice, and, until very

recently, virtually none has come from laboratory settings. In part, the

reason for this may be the greater availability for study of the interviewers

of field research and even of clinicians compared to the availability for

study of laboratory experimenters. But that does not seem to be the whole

story. There is a general belief, perhaps largely justified, that the greater

"rough-and-tumble" of the field and of the clinic might naturally lead to

increased modeling and related effects. The behavior of the interviewer

and of the clinician is often less precisely programmed than the behavior of

the experimenter in the laboratory, so that their unintended influences on

their subjects and patients could come about more readily. In the laboratory,

it is often believed, these unintended effects are less likely because of the

more explicit programming of the experimenter's behavior. The words "ex-

perimenter behavior" are better read as "instructions to subjects," since this

is usually the only aspect of the experimenter's behavior that is higtly
programmed. Sometimes, when the experimenter is to play a role, he is
told to be warm or cold, and then other aspects of his behavior are more

prqgrammed, but still not very precisely so. Of course, we cannot Pro-
gram the experimenter so that there will be no unplanned influence on his

subjects. We cannot do this programming because we do not know precisely

what the behavior is that makes the differencs-i.s., affects the subjects

to respond differenfly than they would if the experimenter were literally an

automaton. In the light of these considerations, we should not be too

surprised to learn that modeling eftects may occur in the laboratory as

well as in the field and in the clinic. There is no reason to believe that even

with instructions to subjects held constant, experimenters in laboratories

cannot influence their subjects as effectively, and as unintentionally, as

interviewers in the field or clinicians in their clinical settings. Furthermore;

there is no reason to suppose that the intelpersonal communication

processes that mediate the unintended influence are any different in the

laboratory than they are in the field, or in the clinic, or in intelpersonal re-

lationships generally. At present, we must settle for an evaluation of the

occurence of modeling eftects in laboratory settings. For a full under-

standing of how these eftects operate, we must wait for the results of re-

search perhaps not yet begun.

There is a series of nine experiments specifically designed to assess

the occurrence and magnitude of modeling effects in a laboratory setting.

This series of studies, conducted between 1959 and 1964, employed the
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Person perception task already described. Subjects were asked to rate a

series of 10 or 20 photos on how successful or unsuccessful the persons
pictured appeared to be. In all nine studies, experimenters themselves rated
the photos before contacting their subjects. This was accomplished as part
of the training procedure-it being most convenient to train experimenters
by having them assume the role of subiect while the principal investigators
acted in the role of experimenter. For each study, modeling effects were
defined by the correlation beween the mean rating of the photos by the
different experimenters tlemselves and the mean photo rating obtained by
each experimenter from all his subjects. The number of experimenters (and
therefore the N per correlation coefficient) per study ranged from 10 to 26.
The number of subjects per study ranged from 55 to 206. The number of
subjects per experimenter ranged from 4 to 20, the mean falling above
5. In all, 16l experimenters and about 900 subjects were included.

All experimenters employed in the first eight studies were either grad-
uate students or advanced undergraduate students in psychology or guid-
ance.In the last experiment, there were two samples of experimenters. One
consisted of nine law students, the other was a mixed group of seven graduate
students primarily in the natural sciences. Subjects were drawn from ele-
mentary college courses, usually from psychology courses, but also from
courses in education, social sciences, and the humanities. All of the experi-
ments were designed to test at least one hypothesis about experimenter
eftects other than modeling effects-as, for example, the efiects of experi-
menters' expectancy. All itudies, then, had at liast two treatment con-
ditions, the effects of which would have to be partially transcended by
modeling effects.

Table 7-2 shows the correlation (r&o) obtained in each of the nine
studies between the experimenters' own ratings of the photos and the mean
rating they subsequently obtained from their subjects. The correlations are

listed in the order in which they were obtained so that the experiment listed
as No. I was the first conducted and No. 9 the last. There is a remarkable
inconsistency of obtained correlations, the range being from -.49 to f .65.
(Taken individually, and with the dl based on the number of experimenters,
only the correlation of f.65 [p < .001] difiered significantly from zero

[at p <.10]. This correlation of ].65, obtained in experiment No. 2 was

not, however, available for closer study.) Employing the method des-

cribed by Snedecor (1956) for assessing the likelihood that a set of cor-
relations are from the same population, the value of .r2 was 23.52 (dt - 9,
p -.006). The same analysis omitting the data from experiment No. 2
yielded x2 ol 13.17 (dt :8, p : .11). It seems from these results that
in different studies employing the person perception task there may be

variable directions and magnitudes of modeling effects which, for any
single study, might often be regarded as a chance fluctuation from a popu-
lation correlation of zero. Disregarding the direction of the correlations
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TABTE 7-2

Modeling Effects in Studies of Person Perception

t2t

Experiment

I . Rosentho I ond Fode (1963b)

2. l-linkle (personol communicotion,

le6r)
3. Rosenthol, Persinger, Vikon-

Kline, ond Fode (1963o)

4 . Rosentho I, Pers i nger, V i ko n-

Kline, ond Fode (1963b)

5. Wh ite (1962)

6. Rosentho l, Pers inger, V ikon-

K I ine, ond Mu lry ( I 963)

7 . Pers inger (1962')

8. Rosentho I, Pers inger, Mu lry,
Vikon-K I ine, ond Grothe
(1964o; 1964b)

9. Holey ond Rosenthol (unpublished,

19641 r

Ho ley ond Rosentho I (unpub lis hed,

1964) tr

T otol

Correlot ion

+.52

+.65

+.18

N

IO

24

12

+.31

-.07

I8
I8

-.32
-.49

26

12

+.14 25

-.l g 9

+.54 7

l6l

which turned out to be negative sqprisingly often, we see that the pro-
portions of variance in subjects'mean photo ratirgF accounted for by a
kno'*'ledge of the experimenters' own responses to the experimental task
varied from less than I percent to as much as 42 percent. Sometimes, then,
modeling eftects are trivial, sometimes large, a finding consistent with the
results of the survey research literature. There the opinion of the interviewer
sometimes makes a difterence and sometimes not. when there is a difterence,
it is sometimes sizable, sometimes trivial.

Examination of rable 7-2 shows that for the first eight experiments,
there is a fairly regular decrease in the magnitude of the corrilations obtained
(p < .05). The interpretation of this trend holding for the first eight studies
is speculative. over the five years in which thesi experiments 

-were 
con-

ducted, the probability would seem to increase that experimenters might
learn that they themselves were the focus of interest. rhii recognition may
have led to their trying to avoid any modeling effects on their iubjects. By
trying too hard, they may have reversed the behavior that leads to positivl
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modeling effects in such a way that negative modeling effects resulted. In
a later chapter, dealing with the effects of excessive reward, some evidence

will be presented that suggests that such "bending over backward" does

occur.

The last study listed in Table 7-2 shows that, even within the same

experiment, the use of different samples of experimenters can lead to dif-

ferent directions and magnitudes of modeling effects. Among the nine

law students there were no large modeling effects, and the tendency, if
any, was for negative effects. Among the seven graduate students, who

were primarily in the physical sciences, the tendency was for larger and

positive, though not significant, modeling effects. The two correlations

could from statistical considerations alone have been combined, but

because it was known that these two samples diftered in a number of

other characteristics, this was not done. The law student experimenters, for

example, themselves rated the photos as being of more successful people

(re6:*.57, p < .05), and from their written statements of the PurPose
of the experiment were judged more serious (r - 1.62, p < .O2) and less

suspicious that their own behavior was under study (r - -.74, P <.005).
This last finding argues somewhat against the earlier interpretation that as

experimenters were more likely to be suspicious of being studied they would

tend to bend over backward to avoid modeling their subjects.

The lawyers' behavior during the experiment also seemed to be dif-

ferent from that of the mixed sample of graduate students. Table 7-3

shows the larger point biserial correlations between subjects' ratings of their

experimenters and experimenters' sample membership. The young at-

torneys were judged by their subjects to be friendlier and more active

TABTE 7-3

Experimenter Behovior Distinguishing low Students

from Groduote Students

V orioble

Friend Iy

P leo sont

L ikoble

lnterested
P leosont-voiced

Loud

Hond gestures

Heod ocliv ity

L"g octivity

Correlotion

+.37

+.26

+.23

+.30

+.43

+.24

+.24

+.27

+.30

P

.001

.02

.05

.01

.001

.05

.05

.v2

.01
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and involved both vocally and motorically. It seems well established that,

at least for these particular samples, the lawyers and graduate students

treated their subjects difterently; but there is nothing in the pattern of

differences to tell us how it may have led to differences in modeling effects.

Later, in Part II, we shall see that, if anything, this pattern of behavior is
associated with greater unintended effects of the experimenter, though those

effects are not of modeling but of the experimenter's expectancy.

Among the first eight experiments there was one (No. 8 ) that had

been filmed. Unfortunately, this was an experiment that showed virtually

no modeling eftects. Still it might be instructive to see what the behavior was

of experimenters who themselves rated the photos as being of more

successful people. At least in some of the studies such behavior may affect

the photo ratings of the subjects.

During the brief preinstructional period of the experiment, there was

Iittle experimenter behavior from which one could postdict how he had

rated the success of photos of others. Those who had rated the photos as

rnore successful were judged from the film alone to behave less consistently

people. Such a single relationship could easily have occurred by chance,

however. During the instruction-reading phase of the experiment, ob-

servers who saw the film but heard no sound track judged more success-

rating experimenters as less enthusiastic (r : -.42, p - .08). These

experimenters were judged from the sound track alone to behave in a more

TABTE 74

Experimenter Behovior ond the Perception of Success

of Others

Vorioble

Persono I

lntere s ted

Expressive foce
Fost speoking

Correlotion

-.42
-.40
_.u
+.51

P

08

l0
07

03

td both the film and sound track made the most iudgments found to correlate

with the experimenter's own perception of the success of others. Table 7-4

shows the larger correlations. Relatively more sucoess-perceiving experi-

menters seemed less interested, less expressive, and faster speaking than their

less success-perceiving colleagues. Ordinarily we expect such behavior to

result in subjects subsequently rating photos of others as less successful, and
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if that had occurred there would have been a negative modeling effeat. In-
stead, there was virtually none at all, a little positive if anything. In the study

conducted in collaboration with Haley, these general results were reversed.

At least as defined by subjects' ratings, those experimenters who rated the

photos as more successful behaved in a more friendly (r - 1.25, p - .O2)
manner. We are left knowing only that the behavior of experimenters rating

photos as of more successful persons differs significantly, but not consist-

ently, from the behavior of less success-perceiving experimenters. Tritely but

truly put, more research is needed.

There is a more recently conducted experiment, in which the task
was to construct sentences beginning with any of six pronouns (Rosen-

thal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota, 1966). The procedures called for the

experimenter's saying "good" whenever the subject chose a first-person

pronoun. But before these reinforcements began, subjects were permitted
to generate sentences without reinforcements, in order that an operant
or basal level could be established. Before experimenters contacted their
subjects, they, too, constructed sentences without receiving any reinforce-

ments. Modeling eftects are defined again by a correlation coefficient, this

time between the experimenter's operant level of choosing to begin sentences

with first-person pronouns and his subjects' subsequently determined oper-
ant levels. This was the experiment, described earlier, in which the experi-

menters were subtly evaluated by their principal investigator. Half the

experimenters were evaluated on their intelligence, half on their influence-

ability. Within each of these groups half the experimenters were evaluated

favorably, half unfavorably. Table 7-5 shows the correlations representing

modeling effects for each of the four groups of experimenters. There was

a general tendency for experimenters who had been favorably evaluated

TABTE 7-5

Modeling Effects of Experimenters os o Function of
Their Principol lnvestigotor's Evoluotion

EVALUAT'ON

F ovoroble U nf ovoroble P
Attr ibute

lnte I I igence

lnfluenceobility

Meon

-.88* +.997**

-.74 +.03

z difference

3.59

.98

0005

03

.05

.005

*PS
**pS

-.81* + .52 2.24
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to show negative modeling effects and for experimenters who had been

unfavorably evaluated, especially as to their intelligence, to show positive

modeling effects. (In the earlier discussion of the effects of evaluation by the

princrpal investigator, it was mentioned that, in this particular experiment,
the favorably evaluated experimenters were the ones who also obtained the

sigpificantly greater amount of conditioning from their subjects).

The experiment under discussion and that conducted with Haley are

the only ones within which comparisons are made between different sets of

experimenters. The favorably evaluated experimenters of the one study, and

the lawyers of the other study, both showed negative modeling effects, and

both were evaluated by their subjects as more interpersonally pleasant. The

unfavorably evaluated experimenters and the natural scientists both showed

positive modeling effects and were both evaluated generally as less pleasant.

This consistency between the two studies was especially heartening in view

of the fact that the two studies employed difterent tasks, sentence construc-

tion in the one case, person perception in the other.

It may be that subjects evaluate as more pleasant those experimenters

who are not unintentionally influencing their subjects to respond as they

would themselves respond. Or it may be that experimenters who are "really"
more pleasant intelpersonally, either characteristically or because they

have been made that way by their interaction with the principal investigator,

bend over backward to avoid modeling their subjects, while less favorably
evaluated experimenters and those characteristically less pleasant inter-
personally behave in such a way as to obtain positively modeled responses.

This inteqpretation can be applied to the series of person perception studies

which showed modeling effects to become more negative over time. In most

of these studies there were one or more principal investigators who were

involved with several of the studies. Perhaps as the principal investigators

gained more experience in conducting such experiments they became more

relaxed and pleasant toward the experimenters, so that, unintentionally,

experimenters of the later studies felt less tense and less "on the spot" than

experimenters of the earlier studies. Such unintentionally increased comfort

on the part of the experimenters in later studies could account for an in-
crease in their pleasantness toward their subjects, an increase that, in one

way or another, seems to lead to negative modeling effects.

From all the evidence considered, it seems sensible to conclude that

modeling effects occur at least sometimes in psychological research con-

ducted in field or laboratory. We find it difficult, however, to predict the

direction and magnitude of modeling effects. In survey research, they tend

usually to be positive but variable as to magnitude. In laboratory studies,

modeling effects are variable not only in magnitude but in direction as well.

The intelpretation of the variability of direction of modeling effects that is

best supported by the evidence, though still not well established, is that a
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happier, more pleasant, less tense experimenter seems to model his subjects

negatively. The less pleasant, more tense experimenter seems to model his

subjects positively. Just why that should be is not at all clear.

Problems in the control of modeling and of related effects of the experi-

menter will be treated in Part III. One methodological implication follows

from the possible relationship between the direction of modeling and the

pleasantness of the experimenter's behavior. If a pleasant experimenter
models negatively and an unpleasant experimenter models positively, then

perhaps a more nearly neutral experimenter models not at all. If research

were to show that this were the case, we could perhaps reduce modeling

effects either by the selection of naturally neutral experimenters or by in-
ducing more randomly selected experimenters to behave neutrally. If our

selection of experimenters were fairly random with respect to the charac-

teristic of pleasantness, and if we did not systematically change our as-

sistants' degree of pleasantness in our interaction with them, we might hope

for the modeling effects of the more and less pleasant data collectors to
cancel each other out. Replication, therefore, is required for the assessment

and control of an eftect of the experimenter.
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Elxperirn enter Expeetancy

The preceding chapters have dealt with the effects of various attributes

of ttre experimenter on the responses he obtains from his subjects. Some of
these attributes were quite stable (i.e., the sex of the experimenter) and

some were quite situational (i.e., the experiences the experimenter en-

countered while conducting his experiment). In this chapter, the discussion

turns to another "attribute" highly dependent on the specific experiment

being conducted-the expectancy the experimenter has of how his subjects

will respond. Much of the remainder of this book deals with this variable.

In Part II the emphasis will be on the experimental evidence that supports

the proposition that what results the experimenter obtains from his subjects

may be determined in part by what he expects to obtain. In Part III, the

emphasis will be on various methodological implications of this proposition,

including what may be done to minimize the unintended effect of the ex-

perimenter's expectancy.

The particular expectation a scientist has of how his experiment will
turn out is variable, depending on the experiment being conducted, but the

presence of some expectation is virtually a constant in science. The inde-

pendent and dependent variables selected for study by the scientist are not

chosen by means of a table of random numbers. They are selected because

the scientist expects a certain relationship to appear between them. Even in
those less carefully planned examinations of relationships called "fishing

expeditions" or, more formally, "exploratory analyses" the expectation

of the scientist is reflected in the selection of the entire set of variables

chosen for examination. Exploratory analyses of data, like real fishing ven-

tures, do not take place in randomly selected pools.

These expectations of the scientist are likely to affect the choice of the

experimental design and procedure in such a way as to increase the likeli-
hood that his expectation or hypothesis will be supported. That is as it
should be. No scientist would select intentionally a procedure likely to show

his hypothesis in error. If he could too easily think of procedures that would

127
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show this, he would be likely to revise his hypothesis. If the selection of a
research design or procedure is regarded by another scientist as too "biased"
to be a fair test of the hypothesis, he can test the hypothesis employing op
positely biased procedures or less biased procedures by which to demon-
strate the greater value of his hypothesis. The designs and procedures
employed a^re, to a great extent, public knowledge, and it is this public
character that permits relevant replications to serve the required corrective
function.

In the behavioral sciences, especially, where statistical procedures are

so generally employed to guide the intelpretation of results, the expectation
of the investigator may affect the choice of statistical tests. Unintentionally,
the investigator may employ more powerful statistical tests when his hy-
pothesis calls for his showing the untenability of the null hypothesis. I-ess
powerful statistics may be employed when the expectation calls for the
tenability of the null hypothesis. As in the choice of design and procedure,
the consequencps of such an unintentional expectancy bias are not serious.

The data can, after all, be reanalyzed by any disagreeing scientist. Other
efiects of the scientist's expectation may be on his observation of the data
and on his interpretation of what they mean. Both these effects have already
been discussed in the opening chapters of this book.

The major concern of this chapter will be with the effects of the
experimenter's expectation on the responses he obtains from his subjects.

The consequences of such an expectancy bias can be quite serious. Expect-
ancy effects on subjects' responses are not public matters. It is not only
that other scientists cannot know whether such effects occurred in the ex-
perimenter's interaction with his subjects; the investigator himself may not
know whether these effects have occurred. Moreover, there is the likelihood
that the experimenter has not even considered the possibility of such unin-
tended effects on his subjects'response. That is not so different from the
situations already discussed wherein the subject's response is affected by any
attribute of the experimenter. Later, in Part III, the problem will be dis-
cussed in more detail. For now it is enough to note that while the other
attributes of the experimenter affect the subject's response, they do not
necessarily affect these responses difterentially as a function of the subject's
treatment condition. Expectancy effects, on the other hand, always do. The
sex of the experimenter does not change as a function of the subject's treat-
ment condition in an experiment. The experimenter's expectancy of how the
subject will respond does change as a function of the subject's treatment
condition.

Although the focus of this book is primarily on the eftects of a particu-
lar person, an experimenter, on the behavior of a specific other, the subject,
it should be emphasized that many of the eftects of the experimenter, in-
cluding the effects of his expectancy, may have considerable generality for
other social relationships.
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That one person's exPectation about another person's behavior may

contribute to a determination of what that behavior will actually be has becn

suggested by various theorists. Merton (1943) developed the very appropri-

ate concept of "self-fulfilling prophecy." One prophesies an event, and the

expectation of the event then changes the behavior of the prophet in such

a way as to make the prophesied event more likely. Gordon AllPort ( 1950)

has applied the concept of intelpersonal expectancies to an analysis of the

causei-of war. Nationi expecting to go to war affect the behavior of their

opponents-to-be by the behavior which reflects their expectations of armed

conflict. Nations who expect to remain out of wars, at least sometimes,

manage to avoid entering into them.

EXPtsCTAI\TCY EFFECTS IN EVERYDAY LITE

A group of young men, studied intensively by Whyte (1943), "knew

how well a man should bowl.' On some evenings the group, especidly its

leaders, "knew" that a given member would bowl well. That "knowledge"

seemed predictive, for on such an evening the member did bowl well. On

other evenings it was "known" that a member would bowl poorly. And so

he did, even if he had been the good bowler of the week before. The group's

expectancy of the members' performance at bowling seemed, in fact, to

determine that performance. Perhaps the morale-buildi"g banter oftered that

one who was expected to perform well helped him to do so by reducing

anxiety, with its interfering effects. The communication to a member that he

would do poorly on a given evening may have made his anxiety level high

enough to actually interfere with his performance.

Although not dealing specifically with the effects of one person's ex-

pectancy on another's behavior, some observations made at the turn of

the century by Jastrow (1900) are relevant. He tells of the bicycle rider

who so fears that he may fall that his coordination becomes impaired and he

does fall. "So in jumping or running and in other athletic trials, the enter-

tainment of the notion of a possible failure to reach the mark lessens the

intensity of one's eftort, and prevents the accomplishment of one's best."

We may disagree with Jastrow over his inte{Pretation of the effects of ex-

pectancy on performance but that such efiects occur seems well within

common experience. In these examples Jastrow did not specify that the ex-

pectancy of falling or of failing came from another Person, but as we saw

in the example provided by Whyte, they often do.

Jastrow also gives the details of a well-documented case of exPec-

tancy effects in the world of work. The setting was the United States Census

Bureau in 1890. The Hollerith tabulating machine had iust been installed.

This machine, something analogous to a typewriter, required the clerks to

learn some 250 positions compared to the two-score positions to be learned
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io typing. All regarded the task as quite difficult, and Hollerith himself
estimated that a trained worker should be able to punch about 550 cards
per day, each card containing about 10 punches. It took two weeks before
any clerk achieved that high a rate, but gradually, the hundreds of clerks
employed were able to perform at even higher Ievels but only at great emo-
tional cost. Workers were so tense trying to achieve the records established
that the Secretary of the Interior forbade the establishment of any minimum
number of cards to be punched per day.

At this point two hundred new clerks were brought in to augment the
work force. They knew nothing of the work and, unlike the original group,
had no training nor had they ever seen the machines. These workers' chief
asset was that no one had told them of the task's great "difficulty." Within
three days this new group of clerks was performing at the level attained
by the initial group after five weeks of indoctrination and two weeks of
practice. Among the initial group of workers, those who had been impressed
by the difficulty of the task, many became ill from overwork when they
achieved a level of 700 cards per day. Needless to say there was no such
illness among the group of workers who had no reason to believe the task
to be a difficult one. Within a short time, one of these new clerks was punch-
ing over 2,2N cards per day.

The effects on a person's behavior of the expectancies others had
of that behavior is further illustrated in an anecdote related by the learning
theorist E. R. Guthrie (1938). He told how a shy, socially inept young
lady became self-confident and relaxed in social contacts by having been
systematically treated as a social favorite. A group of college men had ar-
ranged the expectancies of those coming in contact with her so that socially
facile behavior was expected of her. In a somewhat more scholarly report,
Shor (1964) showed that in automobile driving, one driver's expectanCy of
another's behavior was communicated to that driver automotively in such
a way as to increase the likelihood that the expected behavior would (rccur.

Education is one of the socially most important areas of everyday life
in which expectancy effects have been regarded as central. with increising
concern over the education of economically, racially, and socially disad-
vantaged children, more and more attention has been paid to the effect of
our expectancy of a child's intellectual performance on that child's per-
formance. MacKinnon (1962) put it this way: "If our expectation is that
a child of a given intelligence will not respond creatively to a task which
confronts him, and especially if we make this expectation known to the
child, the probability tlat he will respond creatively is very much reduced"
(p. 493). The same position has been stated also by Katz (1964), Wilson
(1963), and Clark (1963), who speaks of the deprived child becoming
"the victim of an educational self-fulfilling prophecy', (p. tSO). perhapi

the most detailed statement of this position is that made by the authors bf
Youth in the Ghetto (Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited, Inc., 1964).
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In this report considerable evidence is cited which shows that the culturally

deprived child shows a relative drop in academic performance and IQ as he

progresses from the third to the sixth grade. Until recently, however, there

has been no experimental evidence that teachers' expectations of a child's

performance actually affect that performance. Now there are data that show

quite clearly that when teachers expect a child's IQ to go up it does go uP.

The effect is consistent, not always large, but sometimes very dramatic

(e.g.,2O-point IQ gains). The data, not yet fully analyzed, were collected

in collaboration with Lenore Jacobson and will be reported fully elsewhere.

BXPECTANCY EFFECTS IN SURVEY RESEARCH

Perhaps the classic work in this area was that of Stuart Rice (1929).
A sample of 2,000 applicants for charity were interviewed by 

" 
group of 12

skilled interviewers. Interviewers talked individually with their respondents,

who had been assigned in a wholly nonselected manner. Respondents

ascribed their dependent status to factors predictable from a knowledge of

the interviewers' expectancies. Thus, one of the interviewers, who was a

staunch prohibitionist, obtained three times as many responses blaming

alcohol as did another interviewer regarded as a socialist, who, in turn,

obtained half again as many responses blaming industrial factors as did the

prohibitionist interviewer. Rice concluded that the expectancy of the inter-

viewer was somehow communicated to the respondent, who then replied as

expected. Hyman and his colleagues ( 1954 ) disagreed with Rice's interPre-

tation. They preferred to ascribe his remarkable results to errors of record-

ing or of inteqpretation. What the correct inteqpretation is, we cannot se/,

for the effects, if of observation or of expectanc), were private ones. In

either case, of course, the results of the research were strikingly affected

by the expectancy of the data collector.

One of the earliest studies deliberately creating difterential expectancies

in interviewers was that conducted by Harvey ( 1938 ) . Each of six boys was

interviewed by each of five young postgraduates. The boys were to report

to the interviewers on a story they had been given to read. Interviewers were

to use these reports to form impressions of the boys' character. Each inter-

viewer was given some contrived information about the boys' reliability,

sociability, and stability, but told not to regard these data in assessing the

boys. Standardized questions asked of the interviewers at the conclusion of
the study suggested that biases of assessment occurred even without inter-

viewers' awareness and despite conscious resistance to bias. Harvey felt

that the interviewers' bias evoked a certain attitude toward the boys which

in turn determined the behavior to be expected and then the inteqpretation

given. Again, we cannot be sure that subjects' responses were actually al-
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tered by interviewer expectancies. The possibility, however, is too provoca-
tive to overlook.

Wyatt and Campbell (1950) trained over two hundred student inter-
viewers for a public opinion survey dealing with the 1948 presidential
campaign. Before collecting their data, the interviewers guessed the percent-
age distribution of responses they would obtain to each of five questions.
For four of the five questions asked, interviewers tended to obtain more
answers in the direction of their expectancy, although the eftect was signifi-
cant in the case of only one question. Those interviewers expecting more of
their respondents to have discussed the campaign with others tended to
obtain responses from their subjects that bore out their expectancy (p -
.02). Interviewers had also answered the five questions themselves, so that
an assessment of modeling effects was possible. These effects were not sig-
nificant.

More recent evidence for expectancy effects in survey research comes

from the work of Hanson and Marks (1958), and a very thorough dis-
cussion can be found in Hyman et al. ( 1954).

EXPBCTANCY EFFECTS IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Though it was the sociologist Merton who developed the concept of
the self-fulfilling prophecy, particularly for the analysis of such large-scale
social and economic phenomena as racial and religious prejudice and the
failure of banks, the concept was applied much earlier and in a clinical
context. Albert Moll ( 1898 ) spoke specifically of clinical phenomena in
which "the prophecy causes its own fulfillment" (p. 244). He mentioned

hysterical paralyses cured at the time it was believed they could be cured.

He told of insomnia, nausea, impotence, and stammering all coming about
when their advent was most expected. But his particular interest was in the
phenomenon of hypnosis. It was his belief that subjects behaved as they be-
lieved they were expected to behave. Much later, in 1959, Orne showed that
Moll was right, and still more recent evidence (Barber & Calverley, 1964b)
gives further confirmation, though Levitt and Brady (1964) showed that the
subject's expectation did not always lead to a confirming performance.

In the studies just now cited we were not dealing specifically with
the hypnotist's expectancy as an unintended determinant of the subject's
resPonse. It was more a case of the subject's expectancy as a determinant
of his own response. As yet there have been no reports of studies in which
difterent hypnotists were led to have different expectations about their
subjects' performance. That is the kind of study needed to establish the
eftects of the hypnotist's expectation on his subject's performance. Kramer
and Brennan (1964) do have an interpretation of some data that fits the
model of the self-fulfilling prophecy. They worked with schizophrenics and
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found them to be as susceptible to hypnosis as college undergraduates. In

the past, schizophrenics had been thought far less hypnotizable. Their in-

terpretation suggested that, relative to the older studies, their own approach

to the schizophrenics communicated to them the investigators' expectancy

that the patients could be hypnotized.

In the area of psychotherapy, a number of workers have been im-

pressed by the effects of the self-fulfilling prophecy. One of the best known

of these was Frieda Fromh-Reichmann (1950). She spoke, as other clini-

cians have, of iatrogenic psychiatric incurabilities. The therapist's own belief

about the patient's prognosis might be a determinant of that progo.osis.

Strupp and Luborsky (1962) have also made this point. These clinical

impressions are supported to some extent by a few more formal investiga-

tions. Heine and Trosman (1960) did not find the Patient's initial expec-

tation of help to be related to his continuance in treatment. They did find'

however, that when the therapist and patient had congruent expectations,

patients continued longer in treatment. Experimental procedures to helP

ensure such congruence have been employed by Jerome Frank and Martin

Orne with considerable success (Frank, 1965 ).
Goldstein (1960) found no client-perceived personality change to be

related to the therapist's expectancy of such change. However, the thera-

pist's expectancy was related to duration of psychotheraPy. Additionally,

Heller and Goldstein (1961) found the therapist's expectation of client

improvement significantly correlated (.62) with a change in the client's

attraction to the therapist. These workers also found that after fifteen ses-

sions, the client's behavior was no more independent than before, but that

their self-descriptions were of more independent behavior. The therapists

employed in this study generally were favorable to increased independence

and tended to expect successful cases to show this decrease in dependency.

Clients may well have learned from their therapists that independent-sound-

ing verbalizations were desired and thereby served to fulfill their therapist's

expectancy. The most complete discussion of the general importance to the

psychotherapeutic interaction of the expectancy variable is that by Gold-

stein (1962).
But hypnosis and psychotherapy are not the only realms of clinical

practice in which the clinician's expectancy may determine the outcome.

The fatality rates of delirium tremens have recently not exceeded about 15

percent. However, from time to time new treatments of greatly varying sorts

are reported to reduce this figure almost to zero. Gunne's work in Sweden

summarized by the staff of the Quarter$ tournal ol Studies on Alcohol
(1959) showed thatany change in therapy led to a drop in mortality rate.

One interpretation of this finding is that the innovator of the new treatment

expects a decrease in mortality rate, an expectancy that leads to subtle

differential patient care over and above the specific treatment under investi-

gation. A prophecy again may have been self-fulfilled.
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Greenblatt (1964) describes a patient suffering from advanced cancer
who was admitted to the hospital virtually dying. He had been exposed to
the information that Krebiozen might be a wonder drug, and some was

administered to him. His improvement was dramatic and he was discharged

to his home for several months. He was then exposed to the information
that Krebiozen was probably ineffective. He relapsed and was readmitted to
the hospital. There, his faith in Krebiozen was restored, though the injec-
tions he received were of saline solution rather than Krebiozen. Once again
he was sufficiently improved to be discharged. Finally he was exposed to the

information that the American Medical Association denied completely the

value of Krebiozen. The patient then lost all hope and was readmitted to the

hospital, this time for the last time. He died within 48 hours. Such an
anecdote might not be worth the telling were it not for the fact that eftects
almost as dramatic have been reported in more formal research reports
on the eftects of placebo in clinical practice. Excellent reviews are available

of this literature (e.g., Honigfeld, 19641' Shapiro, 1960; Shapirc, 1964;
Shapiro, 1965), which show that it is not at all unusual to find placebo

effects more powerful than the actual chemical eftects of drugs whose
pharmacological action is fairly well understood (e.g., Lyerly, Ross, Krug-
man, & Clyde, 1964).

In his comprehensive paper, Shapiro (1960) cites the wise clinician's
admonition: "You should treat as many patients as possible with the new

drugs while they still have the power to heal" (p. 114). The wisdom of this
statement may derive from its appreciation of the therapeutic role of the
clinician's faith in the efficacy of the treatment. This faith is, of course, the
expectancy under discussion. The clinician's expectancy about the efficacy

of a treatment procedure is no doubt subtly communicated to the patient

with a resulting effect on his psychobiological functioning.

EXPECTANCY EFFECTS IN
EXPBRIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

There is an analysis of 168 studies that had been conducted to estab-

lish the validity of the Rorschach technique of personality assessment.

I*ry and Orr (1959) categoriz.ed each of these studies on each of the fol-
lowing dimensions: ( I ) the academic vs. nonacademic affiliation of the

author; (2) whether the study was designed to assess construct or criterion
validity; and ( 3 ) whether the outcome of the study was favorable or un-
favorable to the hypothesis of Rorschach validity. Results showed that
academicians, more interested in construct validity, obtained outcomes rela-
tively more favorable to construct validation and less favorable to criterion
validation. On the basis of their findings these workers called for more in-
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tensive study of the researcher himself. "For, intentionally or not, he seems

to exercise greater control over human behavior than is generally thought"

(p. 83).We cannot be sure that the findingp rePorted were a case of ex-

pectancy eftect or bias. It might have been that the choice of specific

hypotheses for testing, or that the choice of designs or procedures for test-

ing them, determined the apparently biased outcomes. At the very least,

however, this study accomplished its task of calling attention to the potential

biasing efiects of experimenters' expectations.

Perhaps the earliest study that employed a straighforward experi-

mental tasli and directly varied the exPectancy of the experimenter was that

of Stanton and Baker (1942).In their study, 12 nonsense geometric figures

were presented to a group of 200 undergraduate subjecS. After several

days, ietention of these figures was measured by five experienced workers.

T[e experimenters were supplied with a key of "correct" resPonses, some of

which were actually correct but some of which were incorrect. Experi-

menters were explicitly warned to guard against any bias associated with

their having the keys before them and thereby unintentionally influencing

their subjeCts to guess correctly. Results showed that the experimenter ob-

tained results in accordance with his expectations. When the item on the

key was correct, the subject's resPonse was more likely to be correct than

when the key was incorrect. In a careful replication of this study, Lindzey

(1951) emphasized to his experimenters the importance of keeping the

keys out of the subjects' view. This study failed to confirm the Stanton

and Baker findings. Another replication by Friedman (L942) also failed

to obtain the significance levels obtained in the original. Still, significant

results of this sort, even occurring in only one out of three experiments,

cannot be dismissed lightly. Stanton (1942a) himself presented further

evidence which strengthened his conclusions. He employed a set of non-

sense materials, ten of which had been presented to subiects, and ten of

which had not. Experimenters were divided into three grouPs. One group

was correctly informed as to which ten materials had been exposed, another

group was incorrectly informed, and the third group was told nothing. The

results of this study also indicated that the materials that the experimenters

expected to be more often chosen were, in fact, more often chosen.

An experiment analogous to those just described was conducted in

a psychophysical laboratory by workers (Warner & Raible, 1937) who in-

terpreted their study within the framework of parapsychological phenomena.

The study involved the judgment of weights by subjects who could not see

the experimenter. The latter kept his lips tightly closed to Prevent uncon-

scious whispering (Kennedy, 1938). In half the experimental trials the ex-

perimenter knew the correct response and in half he did not. Of the 17

subjects, only 6 showed a large discrepancy from a chance distribution of

erors. However, all 6 of these subjects made fewer errors on trials in
which the experimenter knew which weight was the lighter or hcavier. At least
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for those 6 subjects who were more affected by the experimenter's knowl-
edge of the correct response, the authors' conclusion seems justified
(p : .03). As an alternative to the inteqpretation of these results as ESp
phenomena, they suggested the possibility of some form of auditory cue
transmission to subjects.

Among the most recent relevant studies in the area of ESP are those
by Schmeidler and McConnell (1958). These workers found that subjects
who believed ESP possible ("sheep") performed better at ESp tasks than
subjects not believing ESP possible ("goats"). These workers suggested that
an experimenter, by his presentation, might affect subjects, self-classifica-
tion, thereby increasing or decreasing the likelihood of successful ESp per-
fonnance. Similarly, Anderson and white (1958) found that teachers'
and students' attitudes toward each other might influence performance in
classroom ESP experiments. The mechanism operating here might also have
been one of certain teachers' expectancies being communiiated to the
children whose self-classification as sheep or goats might thereby be af-
fected. The role of the experimenter in the results of ESP research has been
discussed recently by Crumbaugh (1959), and much earlier by Kennedy
(1939), as a source of evidence against the existence of the phenomenon.
No brief is filed here for or against ESP, but if, in carefully done experi-
ments, certain types of experimenters obtain certain types of ESP per-
formances in a predictable manner, as suggested by the studies cited,
further evidence for experimenter expectancy effects will have been adduced
(Rhine, 1959).

In a more traditional area of psychological lssmlsh-msmory-Eb-
binghaus (1885) called attention to experimenter expectancy effects. In his
own research he noted that his expectancy of what data he would obtain
aftected the data he subsequently did obtain. He pointed out, furthermore,
that the experimenter's knowledge of this expectancy effect was not suffi-
cient to control the phenomenon. This finding, long neglected, will be dis-
cussed further in Part II when the question of early data returns is taken up.

Another possible case, and another classic, has been described by
stevens (1961). He discussed the controversy between Fechner and plateau

over the results of psychophysical experimenis designed to determine the na-
ture of the function describing the operating characteristics of a sensory
system. Plateau held that it was a power function rather than a log function.
Delboeuf carried out experiments for Plateau, but obtained data approxi-
mating the Fechnerian prediction of a log function. Stevens puzzled over
these results which may be inteqpretable as experimenter expectancy eftects.
Either by implicitly expecting the Fechnerian outcomes or by attempting to
guard against an anti-Fechnerian bias, Delboeuf may have influenied the
outcome of his studies.

It would appeil that Pavlov was aware of the possibility that the ex-
pectancy of the experimenter could aftect the results of experiments. In an
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exchange of letters in Science, Zirkle (1958) and Razran (1959), in dis-

cussingPavlov's attitude toward the concept of the inheritance of acquired

characteristics, give credence to a statement by Gruenberg (1929, p.327):

"In an informal statement made at the time of the Thirteenth International

Physiological Congress, Boston, August, 1929, Pavlov explained that in

checking up these experiments, it was found that the apparent improve-

ment inthe ability to learn, on the Part of successive generations of mice,

was really due to an improvement in the ability to teach, on the part of the

experimenter! And so this 'proof of the transmission of modifications dropa

out of the picture, at least for the present."

Probably the best-known and most instructive case of experimenter

expectancy effects is that of Clever Hans (Pfungst, 1911). Hans, it will be

remembered, was the horse of Mr. von Osten, a German mathematics

teacher. By means of tapping his foot, Hans was able to add, subtract, multi-

ply, and divide. Hans could spell, read, and solve problems of musical

hirmony. To be sure, there were other clever animals at the time, and

Pfungst tells about them. There was "Rosa," the mare of Berlin, who

perfoimed similar feats in vaudeville, and there was the dog of Utrecht, and

the reading pig of Virginia. All these other clever animals were highly

trained performers who were, of course, intentionally cued by their trainers.

Mr. von Osten, however, did not profit from his animal's talent, nor

did it seem at all likely that he was attemPting to Pe{Petrate a fraud. He

swore he did not cue the animal, and he permitted other PeoPle to question

and test the horse even without his being Present. Pfungst and his famous

colleague, Stumpf, undertook a program of systematic research to discover

the secret of Hans' talents. Among the first discoveries made was that if
the horse could not see the questioner, Hans was not clever at all. Similarly,

if the questioner did not himself know the answer to the question, Hans

could not answer it either. Still, Hans was able to answer Pfungst's ques-

tions as long as the investigator was Present and visible. Pfungpt reasoned

that the questioner might in some way be signaling to Hans when to begin

and when to stop tapping his hoof. A forward inclination of the head of the

questioner would start Hans tapping, Pfungst observed. He tried then to in-

cline his head forward without asking a question and discovered that this was

sufficient to start Hans'tapping. As the experimenter straightened up, Hans

would stop tapping. Pfungst then tried to get Hans to stoP tapping by using

very slight upward motions of the head. He found that even the raising of

his eyebrows was sufficient. Even the dilation of the questioner's nostrils

was a cue for Hans to stop tapping.

When a questioner bent forward more, the horse would tap faster.

This added to the reputation of Hans as brilliant. That is, when a large

number of taps was the correct response, Hans would taP very' very

rapidly until he approached the region of correctness, and then he began to

slow down. It was found that questioners typically bent forward more when
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the answer was a long one, gradually straightening up as Hans got closer
to the correct number.

For some experiments, Pfungst discovered that auditory cues func-
tioned additively with visual cues. When the experimenter was silent, Hans
was able to respond correctly 31 percent of the time in picking one of many
placards with different words written on it, or cloths of different colors.
lVhen auditory cues were added, Hans responded correctly 56 percent of
the time.

Pfungst himself then played the part of Hans, tapping out responses

to questions with his hand. Of 25 questioners, 23 unwittingly cued Pfungst
as to when to stop tapping in order to give a correct response. None of the

questioners (males and females of all ages and occupations) knew the intent
of the experiment. When errors occurred, they were usually only a single
tap from being correct. The subjects of this study, including an experienced
psychologist, were unable to discover that they were unintentionally emitting
cues.

Hans' amazing talents, talents rapidly acquired too by Pfungst, serve

to illustrate further the power of the self-fulfilling prophecy. Hans' ques-
tioners, even skeptical ones, expected Hans to give the correct answers

to their queries. Their expectation was reflected in their unwitting signal to
Hans that the time had come for him to stop his tapping. The signal cued
Hans to stop, and the questioner's expectation became thi reason for Hans'
being, once again, correct.

Not all of Hans' questioners were equally good at fulfilling their
prophecies. Even when the subject is a horse, apparently, the attributes of
the experimenter make a considerable difference in determining the response

of a subject. On the basis of his studies, Pfungst was able to summarize the
characteristics of those of Hans' questioners who were more successful in
their covert and unwitting communication with the horse. What seemed

important was:

l. That the questioner have ability and "tact" in dealing with animals
generally.

2. That he have an air of quiet authority.
3. That he concentrate on the correct answer, both expecting and wishing

for it.
4. That he have a facility for motor discharge or be gesturally inclined.
5. That he be in relative good health.

Pfungst summarized eloquently the difficulties of uncovering the nature
of Clever Hans' talents. Investigators had been misled by ..looking for, in
the horse, what should have been sought in the man." Additional examples
of just such looking in the wrong place and more extensive references are

to be found elsewhere (Rosenthal, 1964b; Rosenthal, 1965a).
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Ihere is a more recent example of possible expectancy effects, and this

time the subjects were humans. The experiment dealt with the Freudian

ddense mechanism of projecticn (Rosenthal, 1956; Rosenthal, 1958). A
total of 108 subjects was composed of 36 college men, 36 college women,

and 36 hospitalized patients with paranoid symptomatology. Each of these

three groups was further divided into three subgroups receiving success,

failure, or neutral experience on a task structured as and simulating a

standardized test of intelligence. Before the subjects' experimental treat-

ment conditions were imposed, they were asked to rate the degree of success

or failure of persons pictured in photographs. Immediately after the experi-

mental manipulation, subjects were asked to rate an equivalent set of
photos on their degree of success or failure. The dependent variable was the

magnitude of the difference scores from pre- to post-ratings of the photo-

graphs. It was hypothesized that the "succ€ss" treatment condition would

lead to greater subsequent perception of other people's success, whereas

the "failure" treatment condition would lead to greater subsequent percep
tion of other people's failure as measured by the pre-post difierence scores.

An analysis (which was essentially unnecessary to the main purpose

of the study) was performed which compared the mean pre-rafings of the

three experimental treatment conditions. These means were as follows:

success, -1.5; neutral, -0.9; failure, -1.0. The pre-rating mean of the

success treatment group was significantly lower (p - .01) than the other

means. In terms of the hypothesis under test, a lower pre-rating by this
group would tend to lead to significantly different difference scores even if
the post-ratings were identical for all treatment conditions. Without the

investigator's awareness, the cards had been stacked in favor of obtaining

results confirming the hypothesis under test. It should be emphasized that
the success and failure groups' instructions had been identical, verbatim,

during the pre-rating phase of the experiment. (Instructions to the neutral
group differed only in that no mention was made of the experimental task,

since none was administered to this group.)
The investigator, however, was aware for each subject which experi-

mental treatment the subject would subsequently be administered. "The im-
plication is that in some subtle manner, perhaps by tone, or manner, or
gestures, or general atmosphere, the experimenter, although formally treat-

ing the suocess and failure groups in an identical way, influenced the success

subjects to make lower initial ratings and thus increase the experimenter's

probability of verifying his hypothesis" (Rosenthal, 1956, p. 44). As a
further check on the suspicion that success subjects had been difterently
treated, the conservatism-extremeness of pre-ratings of photos was analyzed.

The mean extremeness-of-rating scores were as follow: success, 3.9;
neutral, 4.4; failure, 4.4. The success group rated photos significantly
(p : .001) less extremely than did the other treatment groups. Whatever
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the manner in which the experimenter differentially treated those subjects

he knew were destined for the success condition, it seemed to affect not only

their mean level of rating but their style of rating as well.

It was these puzzling and disconcerting results that led to the experi-
ments to be described in Part II.
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Human Subjeets

The evidence presented up to this point that the expectancy of the
experimenter may in part determine the results of his resiarch has been
at least somewhat equivocal. some of the evidence has been anecdotal. some
has required the untenable assumption that the expectancy of the experi-
menter, and not some correlated variable, had led to the effects observed.
That is the case in any study in which the data collector estimates before-
hand the data he wili obtain and then obtains data significantly in that
direction. In such cases it could be that experimenters liho e*peit certain
kinds of data differ in other attributes from their colleagues and that it is
these attributes, rather than the expectancy, that influince the subjects'
response. The most clear-cut evidence for the effects of the experimenter's
exP€ctancy, therefore, must come from experiments in which experimenters
are- g_lv:n different expectancies. of the studies examined, that by stanton
and Baker (1942) comes closest to meeting this requirement of the experi-
mental induction of an expectancy. That study does require, however, the
assumption that experimenters will expect the subjects to answer correctly
the items being presented. The same assumption is required to interpret the
case of clever Hans as an experiment in expectancy effects. The studies to
be described now seem to be fairly straightforward tests of the hypothesis
of the effects of the experimenter's expectancy on his research r..ults.

THE PERSON PERCEPTION TASK

In earlier chapters there has been occasion to refer often to the person

PercePtion task. The details of the standardization should be desiribed.
Fifty-seven photographs of faces ranging in size from 2 X 3 cm to 5 X 6 cm
were cut from a weekly news magazine and mounted on 3 X 5 in. white

143
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cards. These were presented to 70 male and 34 female students, enrolled in

an introductory psychology class at the University of North Dakota. Sub-

jects were instructed to rate each photo on a rating scale of success or

failure. The scale, shown in Figure 1,, ran from -10, extreme failure; to

+10, extreme success; with intermediate labeled points. Each subject was

seen individually by the author who read to each the following instructions:

Frcunr I

Trrs EnapnrHY Tesr R.lrtNc Sclrs

Extreme Moderate Mild Mild Moderate Extreme

Failure Failure Failure Success Success Success

-10 -s -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -r +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

Instructions to Subjects. I am going to read you some instructions. I am

not permitted to say anything which is not in the instructions nor can I answer

any questions about this experiment. OK?- 
fue are in the process of developing a test of empathy. This test is desiped

to show how well a person is able to put himself into someone else's place. I
will show you a serieJof photographs. For each one I want you to judge whether

the person pictured has been experiencing success or failure. To help you make

more exacf judgments you are to use this rating scale. As you can see the

scale runs from -10 to *10. A rating of -10 means that you iudgp the person

to have experienced extreme failure. A rating of *10 means that you iudge

the person to have experienced extreme success, A rating of -l means that

youludge the person io have experienced mild failure, while a rating of *1
means that you judge the person to have experienced mild success. You are

to rate each photo as accurately as you can. Just tell me the rating you assigp to

each photo. lil ready? Here is the first photo. (No further explanation may be

given, although all or part of the instructions may be repeated.)

From the original 57 photos, 10 were selected for presentation to male

subjects and 10 were selected for presentation to female subjects. All 20

photos were rated on the average as neither successful nor unsuccessful, and

for each the mean rating evoked fell between f l and -1. The distribu-

tions of ratings evoked by each of the photos were also symmetrical. The 10

photos composing the final sets of stimuli for male subjects and the l0 for

female subjects were rated on the average as exactly zero.r

r Four years later, at the same university, a sample of 14 experimenters adminis-

terpd the photo-rating task to a sample of 2E female subjects. Each experimenter

contacted 2 subjects. The grand mean photo rating obtained was -.004. It should

be noted, however, that the demonstration of expectancy effects does not depend

on the ''validity" of the standardization. The standardization sample was useful

to determine the characteristics of the stimuli, but it is not employed as a com-

parison or oontrol group in any of the experiments described in this book.
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TIIE FIRST EXPERIMENT 2

Ten of the eleven students in a class in undergraduate experimental
plIchology served as experimenters. All were psychology majors, and ttrree
of them were first-year gaduate students in psychology. All but trro of the
experimenters were males. subjects were 206 students enrolled in a course
in introductory psycholog;r (92 males and 114 females). Because subjects
were given class credit for participating in the experiment, most of the
class volunteered, thus reducing the selective effect of using volunteer sub-
jects (Rosenthal, 1965b). Each experimenter contacted from 18 to 24
subjects.

The experimenters' task was structured as a laboratory exercise to
see whether they could replicate "well-established" experimental findingp
as "students in physics labs are expected to do." Experimenters were told
to discuss their project with no one and to say nothing to their subjects
other than what was in the Instructions to Subiects. All experimenters were
paid a dollar an hour except that if they did a "good job" they would be
paid double: two dollars an hour. All ten experimenters received identical
instructions except that five experimenters were told that their subjects
would average a f5 rating on the ten neutral photos. The other experi-
menters were told that their subjects would average a -5 rating. Thus the
only difference between the two groups of experimenters was that one group
had a plus mark written in front of the "5" while the other group had a
minus mark written in front of the "5." As a part of the experimenters'
training, each of them also rated the standardized set of ten photos. The
exact instructions to experimenters were as follows:

Instructions to Expertmenters. You have been asked to participate in a
research proiect developing a test of empathy. You may have seen this proiect
written up in the camPus newspaper. There is another reason for your paiticipa-
tion in this proiect-namely, to grve you practice in duplicating experimentat
results. In physics labs, for example, you are asked to repeat experiments to see
if your findings agree with those already well established. You will now be
asked to run a series of ,Ss and obtain from each ratings of photographs. The
exPerimental Procedure has been typed out for you and is self-explanatory. DO
NOT DISCUSS THIS PROJECT WITH ANYONE until your instructor tells
you that you may.

You will be paid at the rate of $ I .00 per hour for your time. If you results
come out ProPerly-as expected-you will be paid $2.O0 instead of $1.00. The
Ss you are running should average about a (* or -)5 rating.

Just read the instructions to the Ss. S"y nothing else to them except hello
and goodbye. If for any reason you should say anything to an S other than what

z This study and the first replication have been reported earlier (Rosenthal &
Fode, l96l ; Rosenthal & Fode, 1963b ).
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is written in your instructions, please write down the exact words you used and

the situation which forced you to say them.

GOOD LUCK!

The results of this experiment are shown in Table 9-1. Each entry rePre-

sents the mean photo rating obtained by one experimenter from all his sub-

jects. The difference between the mean ratings obtained by experimenters

expecting success (+5) ratings and those expecting failure (-5) ratings

was significant at the .007 level (one-tailed p, t -- 3.20, dt: 8). All ex-

TABTE 9-I

Experimenters' Expectoncy ond Their Subiects' Meon

Rotings of Success

EXPECTANCY

+5

+.66

+.45

+.35

+.31

+.25

-5
+.18

+.17

+.04

-.37
-.42

fuleons +.40 -.09

perimenters expecting success ratings obtained higher ratings than did any

experimenter expecting failure ratings. Such nonoverlapping of distributions

occurs only rarely in behavioral research and has a probability of .004 (one-

tailed, for Nr - Nz - 5 ). The mean ratings obtained by the two female

experimenters, one in each treatment condition, did not difter from the

mean ratings obtained by the male experimenters of their respective experi-

mental conditions. The grades earned by all experimenters in their experi-

mental psychology course were not related to either the mean photo ratings

obtained from subjects or the magnitude of the biasing phenomenon.

TIIE FIRST REPTICATION

The magnitude of the expectancy effects obtained was not readily

believable, and a replication was performed by Kermit Fode (1960). There

were other reasons for this study, which will be discussed in the chapter
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dealing with the communication of the experimenter's expectancy. Here,

$y.fu* portions of the study are reported that served the replication
function.

T\r,elve of the 26 male students enrolled in an advanced undergraduate
counp in industrial psychology were randomly assigned to serve aJ experi-
menters. rn this-sample of experimenters, few were psycholory majors;
most-were majoring in engineering sciences. subjects were g6 studentj en-
rolled in a course in introductory psychology (5b males and 36 females).
These subjects were also given class credit ior participating in the experi-
ment. Each experimenter contacted from 4 to l4iubiecis.

- Th" procedure of this exlrcriment was iust as in the preceding study
with the exception that experimenters did not haodle the ihotos. iort""d,
each set of ten photos was mounted on cardboard and iabeled so that
subjects could call out their ratings of each photo to their experimenter. It
w-as thought that less handling of the photos might serve to reduce the effects
of experimenters' expectancies on tfie data obtained from subjects. There
were two reasons for this thinking. First, if the experimenter did not hold

9a9! stim-utus photo, the subject would have tfre experimenter in his
field of vision much less often and the number of cuei observed by the

TABLE 9-2

Experimenters' Expectoncy ond subiects' Meon Rot-
ings: Replicotion

EXPECTANCY

+5

+3.03

+2.76

+2.59

+2.09

+2.(b
+l .10

-5
+1.00

+0.91

+0.75

+0.46

+0.26

-0.49

rlleons +2.27 +0.48

subject should be reduced. That had been pfungst's experience with clever
Hans. The second reason, related to the first, 

-was 
the suspicion that the

movements of the handin which the experimenter held the stimulus photo
might serve a cueing function. (This was the thinking about the one
change in procedure, but the change itself was not one of the variables
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investigated formally. Rather, the change was required so that the two

repicaiion groups would not differ from other experimental grouPs of the

experiment in procedure. )
The r"suits of the replication are shown in Table 9-2. As in the

original experiment, half thi experimenters had been led to exPect rating;s

of iuccess f +Sl and half had been led to expect ratings of failure (-5).
The difference between these two grouPs of experimenters in the responses

they obtained from their subjects was again significant, this time at the

.ggbl bvet (one-tailed P, t:4.99, dt - l0)' Once again, all experi-

menters expecting ratings of success obtained ratings of thg photos as

more socceisful than did any of the experimenters expecting failure ratings.

THE SECOND REPLICATION

There is one more experiment by Fode (1965) which is sufficiently

similar to the two described already to be usefully regarded as another

replication. Later, in the chapter dealing with experimenter characteristics

asiociated with greater and lesser exPectancy eftects, other aspects of that

study will be considered. Here, we coisider only the two most relevant

groups employed by Fode.- 
Theri wlre 

"igtt 
experimenters, all advanced undergradulte students

in industrial psychoilogy, ihe same course from which the experimenrcrs of

the first replication wJie drawn, but, of course, in a difterent year. The 90

subjects wire all enrolled in an introductory psychglogy-course-(55 males

uoa gS females). Each experimenter contacted from 9 to 13 subiects.

The procedure was as in the original experiment. The maior difterence

betwien this and the original eiperiment was that experimenters had

TABTE 9-3

Experimenters' Expectoncy ond Subiects' Meon Rot-

ings: Second RePlicotion

EXPECTANCY

+5

+.l.51

+0.64

+0.47

+0.1 3

-5

-0.31
-0.49
-0.65
-1.02

i,leons +0.69 -0.62
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been seiected for their characteristic level of anxiety defined by the Taylor
Scale of Manifest Anxiety. The eight experimenters whose results will be
described were all medium anxious. Half were randomly assigned to a group
led to expect success (f5) ratings, and half were assigned to a group led io
expect failure (-5) ratings.

The results of this second replication are shown in Table 9-3. Once
again, experimenters expecting ratings of people as more successful ob-
tained ratings of higher success than did experimenters expecting ratings of
people as failures, this time with an associated p value of .005 (one-tailed,
t:3.96, dl-6). Once again, too, the distributions did not overlap.
Every experimenter expecting positive ratings obtained positive ratings,
and every experimenter expecting negative ratings obtained negative ratings.
Table 9-4 gives a summary of the magnitude of expectancy effects obtained
in each of the three experiments described. Employing Stouffer,s method
suggested by Mosteller and Bush (1954) gave a combined probability for
the three experiments of one in about two million.

TABTE 9-4

Summory of Three Bosic Replicotes

Experiment

I

II

lil

EXPECTANCY

+5 -5
+0.40

+2.27

+0.69

-0.09
+0.48

-0.62

+0.48

+1 .79

+1.31

3.20

4.gg

3.96

One- T oi I

P

.007

.0003

.005

D iff erence t df

8

IO

6

/[,leons +1.12 -0.07 +1.19

SOME DISCUSSION

It seems reasonable to conclude from these data that the results of
an experiment may be determined at least in part by the expectations of the
experimenter. since the experimenters had all read from the identical
instructions, some more subtle aspects of their behavior toward their
subjects must have served to communicate their expectations to their sub-
jects. From experimental procedures and from more naturalistic observation
of experimenters interacting with their subjects, some things have been

learned about the communication of expectancies. what is known of this
communication will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. We may note
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in passing, however, that of the studies described just now, one (II of Table

94) in which the experimenters were less often in the subjects' field of

vision, and in which experimenters did not handle the stimulus Photos,
did not show a decrement in the biasing effect of the experimenter's exPect-

ancy. Surprisingly, that study was the one to show the greatest magnitude

of biasing effect. It may at least be concluded that the communication of

the experimenter's expectancy does not depend either on his handling of

the stimulus materials or on his being within the subject's constant view.

From this alone, it seems that the communication Processes involved are

not quite like those discovered by Pfungst to aPPly to Clever Hans. Hans,

it will be recalled, did suffer a loss of unintended communication when he

lost visual contact with his experimenter.s

In the first few chapters of this book there was a discussion of a
number of eftects of experimenters which did not affect their subjects'

responses but which could aftect the results of their research. It should

be considered whether errors of observation or interpretation, or even

intentional errors, could have accounted for the findings reported. Errors

of observation and of interpretation are hard to discriminate in these experi-

ments. The subject calls out a number and the experimenter records it as

he hears it. We do know that errors of recording occur and that they tend

to occur in the direction of the experimenter's expectancy. But the evidence

presented in earlier portions of this book suggests that the magnitude of

iuch errors is most often trivial. Intentional errors could have occured,

but they, too, are unlikely to have led to three sets of nonoverlaPPing

distributions.
The hypotheses of recording errors and of intentional errors seem

further weakened by the microgeography of the experimental interactions.

The subjects sat in such relation to the exPerimenter that they could see

what the experimenter recorded on his data sheet. For either recording

errors or intentional errors, therefore, the subject was in a position to

correct the experimenter's entry.a

3 There was another effect possibly due to the difterent conditions of experiment

II. All experimenters of this study tended to obtain ratings of photos as more success-

ful, regardless of their expectancy, than did the experimenters of the other two

studies (p (.01, 12 - 6.E, dl = l). It is possible that experimenters of study II'
having less to do during their interaction with the subjects, were perceived by them

as lesi important or of lower status. In the chapter dealing with the effects of the

experimenter's status, some evidence was presented which suggested that lower
status experimenters did tend to obtain ratings of these photos as being of more

successful people.
a We know from the observation of other experiments employing the same task

that occasionally subjects do correct their experimenter's data entry. We cannot be

absolutely certain, however, that subjects generally do not let errors observed by

them go by without comment, Possibly those of our subjects who corrected their ex-

perimenter were unusuat. Perhaps they were lower in the need for social approval.

An interesting experiment would be to have a sample of experimenters intentionally

misrecord their subjects' responses in plain view of their subjects. One wonders how
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Finally, from the filmed and direct observations of other experiments
in progress, it could be determined that experimenters do record the
response as given by the subject. In the filmed studies, not all responses
could be checked, however, because there were places where the sound
track was too poor to be sure what response the zubject had given.

_ In the experiments described, the experimenters were oftered extra pay
for "a good job." Perhaps the expectancy effect depends on such extrinsit
incentives. on the basis of just these experiments no answer is possible.
Later, however, there will be experiments that did not ofier such additional
incentives to experimenters to obtain biased responses. rn fact, we shall
encounter evidence suggesting that with increased incentive, the effects of
expectancy are reduced or even thrown into a reversal of direction.

Questions of the generality of expectancy effects have been discussed
in the preceding chapter. In Part III there will be a detailed statement
oj lhe generality of expectancy effects based on the research program
designed specifically to investigate them. For now, however, wC should
consider the task employed. on first glance it would seem that neutral
photos would, because of their neutrality, make subjects especially watch-
ful of cues from the experimenter to guide them in their 

-ratingi. 
If the

photos could "be" anything, successful or unsuccessful, then evin minor
cues should make it easy to influence the subject's response. rt must be
considered, however, that the meaning of neutral is not .,anything.,' The
stimulus value, the "reality" of the stimulus, is a specific numerical value,

T-. I* one group of subjects to rate the photos as significantly different
from that zero value, or from the value estibrished by i controi group of
subiects, is not, therefore, a trivial deviation.

- _In 
the three experiments described there was a source of ecological in-

validity which should be discussed. That was the fact that experimenters con-
tacted subjects under only a single condition of expectancy. Subjects were
expected to be either success perceivers or failure perceivers. In *real"

research it is more common for the same experimenter to contact the
subjects of both the experimental and the control groups. The question
must therefore be raised whether expectancy effects occur also when the
same experimenter contacts subjects for whom he has diftering expectancies.
An experiment that is similar to the ones described so far and which sheds
light on this matter is one conducted by Laszlo. He employed three male
experimenters to administer the photo-rating task to 6+ fimale subjects.
e1-h of the experimenters contacted from 18 to 23 subjects. For half these
subjects the experimenters were led to expect positive ritings of the success
of others (+5), and for half they were led to expect negativl ratings (-5).
The order in which experimenters contacted each "type" of subject was
random. Table 9-5 shows the mean photo ratings obtained 6y each

often these

ditions, and

"errors" will be called to the experimenter's attention, under what con-
by what type of subject.
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TABTE 9-5

Experimenters' Expectoncy ond Subiects' Meon Rot-

ings: Alternoting ExPectoncies

Experimenter

EXPECTANCY

+5 -5

-.13 - .67

-.5 | - .72

-.96 - I .59

D iff erence

+.54

+.21

+.53

A

B

C

i,leons -.53 -.99 +.46

experinenter under each type of expectancy. All three of the experimenters

obtained higher ratings of success when expecting such ratings than when not

expecting such ratings (p : .M, one-tailed, t - 3.61, dl - 2). The mean

magnitude of the expectancy effect was f.46, which was very close to

the value of f.48 obtained in the original experiment (I of Table 9-4).
fn Lasdo's study there was also no extra pay offered to exPerimenters for

obtaining the expected data. Apparently neither the extra incentive oftered

for "good" data nor the holding of only a single exPectancy for all subjects

could account for. the results of the three experiments described earlier. It
should be noted, however, that in the Lasdo study, the distributions of

mean photo ratings obtained under the two conditions of exPectancy

did overlap. In that sense at least, the results are less dramatic than those

of the other three studies. Whether this was due to some dampening effect

of the expectancies' varying for the experimenters cannot be determined.

The Lasdo study differed also in that half the time a higher status was

ascribed the experimenter, and half the time a lower status. This procedural

difference might also account for the possibly weakened effect of the

experimenter's expectancy. In a subsequent chapter dealing with the per-

sonal characteristics of more successful unintentional influencers, some

additional evidence is presented which also shows that the effects of ex-

perimenters' expectancies do not depend upon their contacting subjects

under only a single condition of expectancy.

Anotler question that must be raised is the extent to which the

expectancy eftects demonstrated were due, not to the exPectancy of the

experimenters, but to the expectancy of the author. If that were entirely

the case it would not, of course, eliminate the evidence for the effects

of the experimenter's expectancy. It would, however, reduce considerably

the number of cases in the sample of experimenters studied from several

hundred to one. We would have, then, a longitudinal case study of the
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exp€ctancy efiects of a single investigator, the author. In some of the early

studies in the research program such eftects of the principal investigator

cannot be nrled out. Thus there were studies in which the author ushered

subjects into the experimenters' rooms without being blind to the experi-

menters' expectancies. Knowing that a given subject was destined for a

"success"-exlrccting experimenter may have led the author to treat these

subjects differently, in such a way as to affect their photo rating;s. Even

when the walk with the subject from waiting room to laboratory is short,

such eftects cannot be ruled out. Later studies in the research Program
eliminated these potential eftects. The details of the safeguards against the

principal investigator's exPectancy will be given in later chaPters. For now

it should be mentioned that in many of the studies conducted the investi-

gators did not know which experimenters had what expectancies until the

experiment was completely finished.

A point to be developed later is that ten experiments performed in

a single laboratory may be worth less than the same ten experiments

conducted in ten different laboratories. Most of the experiments reported

in this book were conducted in a single "laboratory," or at least involved one

common investigator. For this reason it is especially important to look to

other laboratories for evidence to supPort or to infirm the hypothesis of

the expectancy effect of the psychological experimenter. Some such evidence

was reported in the last chapter, and a few more recent rePorts are relevant.

In a demonstration employing the same task described here, Karl

Weick had two experimenters conduct the person perception experiment in

front of his class in experimental social psychology. One experimenter

was led to expect success ratings from his five subjects; the other was led

to expect failure ratings from his five subjects. The results are given

in more detail in the chapter dealing with the communication of expectan-

cies. Briefly the experimenter expecting positive ratings obtained a mean

rating of +1.18, whereas the experimenter exPecting negative ratings ob-

tained a mean rating of -0.50. The difference was significant at the .01

level, one-tailed.

There is a very recent experiment by Masling (1965) in which he gave

"special training" to a group of 14 graduate students in a "new method of
learning the Rorschach procedure." Half the examiners were led to believe

that experienced examiners obtained a relatively greater proportion of

human percepts in the ink blots. The remaining examiners were led to
believe that experienced examiners obtained relatively more animal per-

cepts from their subjects. All the examiner-subject interactions were tape-

recorded. Examiners led to believe that more experienced examiners

obtained relatively more human percepts obtained a ratio of 1.8 animal

percepts to each human percept. Examiners led to believe that obtaining

animal percepts was more desirable obtained an animal-to-human PercePt
ratio of Z.a @ -.04). If these examiners also expected to obtain the
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le{Dnses they probably desired, this experiment would be an excellent
demonstration of expectancy efiects. Even if they did not, hourever, this
study illustrates, with data from a different laboratory, that cognitions of
the experimenter may aftect the subject's response by shepherding it into the
desired (and perhaps the expected) direction. Interestingly, the analysis of
the tape recordinS of the examiner-subject interactions revealed no differ-
ential reinforcements of subjects' responses that could account for the
differences obtained by the two groups of examiners.

Still more recently and evei more directly, Marwit and Marcia ( 1965 )
tested the effects of experimenter expectancies on their subjerts' responses

to a Rorschach-like task. They employed 36 undergraduate students of
experimental psychology to administer a modified Holtzman inkblot test
to a total of 54 students enrolled in introductory psychology. Half the ex-
perimenters were asked to evolve their own hypotheses as to whether normal
college students would give many or few responses to the inkblot stimuli.
The remaining experimenters were given "ready-made" hypotheses as to
whether subjects would give many or few responses. About two thirds
of the experimenters evolving their own hypotheses expected their subjects
to give many responses and one third expected few responses. About two
thirds of the experimenters given ready-made hypotheses were, therefore,
led to expect many responses to the inkblot stimuli, and one third were
led to expect few responses.

The results of the Marwit and Marcia study showed that it made no
difference whether experimenters evolved their own hypotheses or were
given ready-made hypotheses. In both cases, experimenteis expecting more
responses to inkblots obtained more responses to inkblots. Among experi-
menters who originated their own hypotheses, those who expected more
responses obtained 52 percent more responses than did those expecting
fewer responses. Among experimenters who were given their expectations by
the principal investigators, those led to expect more responies obtainei
55 percent more responses than did experimenters led io expect fewer
resPonses. For both groups of experimenters combined, these numerically
large expectancy efiects were also very significant statistically (p 

-.00025,one-tail, t - 3.76, dl - 50).
Marwit and Marcia had felt that the number of questions asked by the

experimenters of their subjects might serve to communicate their ex-
pectation to their subject. That, they found, was not the case. Whereas
greater questioning of subjects was associated with significantly more re-
sponses from subjects among experimenters who evolved their own
hlryotheses, exactly the opposite relationship was found among experiment-
ers who had been given "ready-made" expectancies. There was a general
tendency, too, for expectancy effects to increase during the course of the
interaction with each subject. Although this trend cannot establish that
experimenters were employing any system of differential reinforcement,
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this learning curve at least srrggests that such reinforcement was a possibility.

Alrcrnatively, it might have been the subject who reinforced the experi-
menter's unintentional communication behavior. This possibility will be

discussed in more detail in the chapter dealing with the communication of
expectancy effects.

Troffer and Tart (1964) reported on some relevant experimenter
eftects obtained from a sample of eight experimenters. The sample was

particularly interesting in that these experimenters were fully aware of the
problem of "experimenter bias." The experiment called for subjects to be
tested on the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale (Weitzenhoffer & Hil-
gard, 1962). Half the time the experimenters administered the scale after
an hypnotic induction procedure. Half the time they administered the scale

without having attempted any hypnotic induction. All experimenter-

subject interactions were tape-recorded, and the experimenters knew that
these recordings were being made. The very first item of the suggestibility
tests was fourtd to have been read differently to subiects depending on
whether the experimenter had or had not gone through the induction pro-
cedure. Judges listening to the tapes rated experimenters as speaking in
a more relaxed, somnolent, solicitous, and convinced tone when they had
gone through the hypnotic procedure before testing their subjects. What-
ever the precise cues, judges could correctly assess whether the experimenter
had or had not carried out the induction procedure prior to his administra-
tion of item No. I of the Stanford Scale. Excluding one judge who could
not differentiate better than chance, the remaining six iudges were correct
73 percent of the time, where 50 percent would have been expected by
chance (p < .005). As it happened, that one iudge who performed only at
a chance level was the only one who felt that the experiment would not turn
up anything.

The authors of this report provide two interpretations, either or both
of which might have accounted for the results. The first interpretation
suggests that the act of having gone through an induction procedure
essentially "warms up" the experimenter and makes him a more efiective
hypnotist. The second interpretation, more relevant to our immediate
concern, suggests that experimenters expected better performance in the
condition involving hypnotic induction. Expecting such better perform-
ance led them to put more into their reading of the item to their
subjects. It should be noted that all eight of the experimenters favored
the first, or '\yarm-up," intelpretation over the second, or ..expectandy,"

interpretation. So although we cannot be sure that we have here a case
of expectancy effects, we do have excellent evidence that even seasoned

experimenters, cautioned to treat their subjects identically, were unable to
do so. Instead, these "bias-wise" experimenters treated their subjects
as they would have to be treated to increase the likelihood of the con-
firmation of the hypothesis.
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Smallest in sample size, but perhaps the most *lifelike,' of the

relevant studies from other laboratories iJa study by Rosenhan (1964).
There will be occasion to cite his work again when the topic of expectancy

control groups is treated in Part III. Briefly, Rosenhan had established

through correlational research a certain complex pattern of relationships

befireen hypnosis and various types of conformity behavior. Then he and

a research assistant s€t out independently to replicate these findings. Before

beginning the replication, Rosenhan showed the assistant the pattern of

correlations he had originally obtained; only he reversed the sigu of every

correlation coefrcient. Thus the larger positive correlations became the

larger negative correlations, the negatives became the positives. The

data the assistant subsequently obtained from her subjects were signifi-

cantly different from those obtained by Rosenhan in his own replication. In
most cases, he reports, the correlations obtained by the assistant were

opposite in sign to those obtained by him, but were, of course, in line with

the correlations she had been led to expect.

In spite of identically programmed procedures, two "real" experi-

menters obtained significantly opposite data; to each came what was ex-

Pected. Rosenhan polnts out that the two experimenters differed in more

ways than just in the nature of the expectancy held by each. There were

difterences in sex, age, status, and experience, and any or all of these could

have contributed to the obtained reversals. Rosenhan's conclusion, however,

was that compared to the possible effects of these correlated variables,

"It seems far more likely that the differences obtained in the hypnosis-

conformity study were a function of the different expectations and hypothe-
ses held by the experimenters" (p. 27).6

The basic experiments designed to test the hypothesis of the effect of

the experimenter's expectancy require one additional comment. That has

to do with the fact that in every case deception was involved. There was

deception of the subjects in their being told that their task was a test of
empathy. There was deception of the experimenters in their not being

told that it was their behavior which was of the greatest interest, and in
their being given false information about the subjects in order that expect-

ancies could be induced.

Deception is a necessary commonplace in psychological research. One
does not give subjects the California F Scale and ask them to "fill out this
test which tells how authoritarian you are." Though that might make an

interesting experiment, it is just not the way the instrument can be employed.

6Roscnhan (1954) also describes and analyzes another case which could be
interpreted as a case of the experimenter's expectancy determining his behavior
toward the subject in such a way as to fulfill his experimental prophecy. These data,
which will not be dcscribed here, are especially interesting in that they involve a
rcport by a co-author of a technical paper of an experimenter's behavior toward that
co-author at a time when hc was a bona fide subject. It represents, therefore, a
sophisticatcd subject's eye-view of unintended experimenter behavior.
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If it and many psychological techniques are to be used at all, the purpose

must be disguised, and that, of course, is deception. The problem will be dis-

cussed again in Part III. For now the fact of decepion must be accePted,

and the hope must be that the knowledge acquired through this necessary

deception is worth the price of having deceived.
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Animal Subjects

In the last chapter a question was raised as to the generality of
the effects of the experimenter's expectancy. The experiments to be des-

cribed in this chapter were designed to extend the generality of these

effects. It was felt that a major gain in the generality of the phenomenon
depended on the demonstration that expectancy effects might operate with
different species of subjects. Accordingly, the subjects of these experiments
were rats rather than humans.

There were differences other than the change in subjects' species

between these experiments and the original ones employing human sub-
jects. In the animal studies, as in some of the later human studies, the
experimenters were offered no special incentives for obtaining data con-
sistent with the experimental hypothesis. In addition, in both the studies
to be described now, closer supervision was possible of the experimenter's
conduct of his experiment. There was, therefore, greater opportunity to
note instances of error of observation, recording, and response inteqpre-
tation as well as any intentional errors.

TVTAZB LEARNING

In the first experiment employing animal subjects, the experimenters
werc 12 of the 13 students enrolled in a laboratory course in experimental
psycholory. All the experimenters had been performing laboratory experi-
ments with human subjects during the entire semester. The present
study was arranged as their last experiment of the term, and the first to
employ animal subjects. The following written instructions were given to
each experimenter (Rosenthal & Fode, 1963a):

Ittstructiotts to Experimenters.The reason for running this experiment is to
give you firther experience in duplicating experimental findingp ind, in addi-

15t
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tion, to introduce you to the field 6f animal research end overcome any fears

that you may have with regard to working with rats.

This experiment is a repetition of work done on Maze-Bright and Maze-

Dull rats. Many studies have shown that continuous inbreeding of rats that do
well on a muro leads to successive generations of rats that do considerably

better than "normal" rats. Furthermore, these studies have shown that continu-

ous inbreeding of rats that do badly on a muto leads to successive generations

of rats that do considerably worse than "notrmal" rats.

Thus, generations of Maze-Bright rats do much better than generations of
Maze-Dull rats.

Each of yotr will be assigned a group of five rats to work with. Some of
you will be working with Maze-Bright rats, others will be working with Maze-

DulI rats.

Those of you who are assig;ned the Maze-Bright rats should fnd your

animals on the average showing some evidence of learning during the frst day

of running. Thereafter performance should rapidly increase.

Those of you who are assip.ed the Maze-Dull rats should find on the

average very little evidence of learning in your rats.

The experiment itself will involve a discrimination learning problem. The

animals will be rewarded only if they go to the darker of two platforms. In
order that the animals do not simply learn a position reslnrne, the position of
the darker platform will be varied throughout each day's running.

The apparatus employed by the experimenters was a simple elevated

T-maze described by Ehrenfreund (1952) and built to his specifications.

The two arms of the maze were interchangeable; one was painted white,

the other a dark gray.

For the experimenters' use at the conclusion of the experiment, a

questionnaire was constructed on which could be rated their satisfaction

with the experiment, their feelings about the subiects, and a description

of their own behavior during the experiment. Each scale ran from -10
(e.g., extremely dissatisfied) to f l0 (e.g., extremely satisfied) with inter-

mediate labeled points. On this questionnaire form, space was also provided

for each experimenter to describe how he felt before, during, and after the

experiment.

The subjects of this experiment were 65 nai've, Sprague-Dawley

albino rats which ranged in age from 9 to 15 weeks. Thirteen groups of five

each were formed in such a way as to make differences in mean age per

group a minimum. Each group was composed of two male and three

female animals and ranged in mean age from 12 to 13 weeks. Each group

was housed in two cages, segregated by sex, and, several days before the

beginning of the experiment, placed on 23-hour food deprivation.

The experimental procedure was described briefly in the instructions

to experimenters. On the day the course instructor announced the details

of the final experiment of the semester, the laboratory assistant entered

the classroom announcing that the "Berkeley Rats" had arrived. Instruc-
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tiong were read to the experimenters and explained further where necessary.

Each experimenter was then asked to rate on a 20-point scale how much
he or she thought they would like working with the rats. None had any
prior experience with animal subjects. On the basis of these ratingp, six
pairs of experimenters were formed, matched on their estimated liking of
the rats. For each pair, one member was randomly assigned a group
of subjects that had been labeled "Maze-Bright," while the other member
of the pair was assigned a group labeled "Maze-Dull." Thus, the ex-
perimental treatment was the information that an experimenter's rats were
Maze-Bright or Maze-Dull. Actually, of course, the goups had been labeled
btight or dull randomly but with the restriction that differences in mean
age Per group per matched pair be at a minimum.

Before actually running any subjects, each experimenter was asked

to rate on a 2Gpoint rating scale (f 10, extremely well, to -10, extremely
poorly) exactly how well he thought his animals would perform. Each
subject received one hour of handling and maze experience before being
run in the maze. During the maze experience, subjects could obtain food
from either arm of the T-maze.

Each subject was run ten times a day for five days. For each trial the
experimenter recorded whether it was correct or incorrect as well as the time
required to complete the response. The darker arm of the maze was always
reinforced and the white arm was never reinforced. The darker arm
appeared equally often on the right and on the left, although the particular
patterning of correct position was developed randomly for each day of the
experiment and followed by all experimenters.

It was mentioned that 12 of the 13 students in a particular course
served as the experimenters. The thirteenth student was an undergraduate
research assistant who had worked for almost a year on the program of
research of which this experiment was a part. Although it seemed unlikely
that any of the students in that class knew about the existence of this re-
search project, and of the thirteenth student's connection with it, steps

were taken to minimize the likelihood that such a connection could be made.

The undergraduate research assistant therefore participated in the experi-
ment just as any other experimenter but with the fully conscious motivation
to get as good performance from her animals as possible without violating
the formally programmed procedures. An advantage of her being in this
class was that since the course instructor rarely observed the actual con-
duct of the course experiments, she could serve as an observer of the
experimental procedures actually employed without arousing the self-con-
sciousness that might have been incurred had the course instructor observed
the experimental procedures. After the end of the semester during which
this experiment took place, one of the experimenters became associated

with the research program. He was thus also able to give valuable
information on actual procedures employed by the experimenters during the
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conduct of the experiment. All reports made by these assistants were held
in confidence and at no time was the name of a specific experimenter men-

tioned.

TABTE I O-I

Meon Number of Correct Responses

E xper imenter

Somple

Reseorch os s istont

"Moze-Bright"
"Moze-Du ll"

"Brightt' > "D,rll"
t
p (one-to i l)

1.20

L33
0.73

2

3.00

1.50

I .10

+0.50

I.02

.lg

DAYS

3

3.90

2.60

2.23

4

3.40

2.93

1.83

3.60

3.26

1.83

+1.43

2.37

.03

3.00

2.32

1.54

+0.78

4.01

.01

5 Meon

+0.60

2.54

.03

+0.37

0.29

.39

+1.00

2.29

.u

Table lGl shows the mean number of correct responses per subiect
for those six expcrimenters who believed they were running Maze-Bright
rats, for the six who believed they were running Maze-Dull rats, and for
the research assistant who was aware that the rats were neither bright
nor dull but who was trying to obtain maximum performance from them.
Performance of the animals run by experimenters believing them to be
bright was significantly better on the first, fourth, and fifth dap. In
addition, when the data from all five days of the experiment were combined,
I was again significant, this time with a one-tailed p of .01.

Inspection of the day by day means for each group of experimenters

shows that the "bright" animals' performance increased monotonically
as might be expected if learning were occurring. The obtained monotonic
increase could be expected by chance only six times in a hundred. The
"dull" animals' performance, on the other hand, increased only to day
three, dropping on the fourth day and not changing on the fifth. The
differences in obtained functions as well as the differences between per-
formance means suggest that learning was less likely among rats run
by experimenters believing them to be dull.

Table l0-l also shows that, except for the first day of the experi-
ment, the experimenter who was a research assistant and trying explicitly to
obtain good performance from her rats did obtain better performance
than did the experimenters believing their animals to be bright (p < .05,
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one-tail, t - 2.38). While her obtained performance function was not a

monotonically increasing one, interpretation of this seems restricted by the

fact that she ran relatively few animals compared to the number in the

two experimental groups. Inteqpretation of the obtained , suggests that an

experimenter who is explicitly "biased" to obtain good performance from

animal subjects obtains even better performance than do experimenters

who are biased to expect good performance but not explicitly instructed to

obtain it.
Of the 300 occasions when subjects were run (60 subjects y 5

days) there were 60 occasions when the animal made no resPonse at all. On

the average, then, one out of every five sessions the animals refused to

make a choice. This relatively poor performance may have been due to the

difficulty of the discrimination problem, the limiting of pretraining to one

hour, or the inexperience of the experimenters in running animals. At any

rate, these n(>response occasions were not equally distributed between

the experimental groups. There were 17 such occasions among the "bright"
subjects and 43 among the "dull," a division significant at the .001 level.

Since the *dull' animals made fewer responses, it was possible that

the results shown in Table l0-1 were confounded, as animals responding

more are likely to respond correctly more often. In order to Partial out
the effects of greater nonresponding among the "dull" rats, the mean time in

minutes required to make only correct responses was computed for each

day separately for the two experimental groups. The obtained mean times

are shown in Table lG2. Although for any given day the running times

TABTE 1O_2

Time Required to Moke Correct Responses

E xperi menter

Somple

Reseorch ossistont
''Mo ze-Br ight''
"Moze-Dull"

5.45

3.13

3.99

2

1.63

2.7 5

4.76

DAYS

3

2,44

2.05

3.20

0.74

2.09

2.18

0.68

1.75

3.20

2.ll
2.35

3.47

4 5 Meon

*2.01 +1.15 +0.09 +1.45 +1.12

did not difter significantly between the two treatment groups, the differ-

ence for the entire experiment was found to be significant (p < .02,

one-tail,', - 3.50). Thus, animals run by experimenters believing them
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to be bright made their correct choices more rapidly than did the rats run
by experimenters beteving their rats to be dull.

Inspection of the day-by-day means for the two treatment groups
shows that the *bright" animals tended to improve more steadily thin did
the "dull" animals. The related question may be raised of whether .,bright',

rats simply ran faster or whether they actually improved their performance
compared to the "dull' rats. Comparing the running time of the *dutl.

animals on their first and fifth days yielded a , of less than one, suggesting
that this group did not improve their performance significantly. The compar-
able-l for the "bright" animals was l.'17, which has a p of..06 (one+ailed
test), suggesting that this group probably did improve their performance
during the course of the experiment.

Table l0-2 also shows that the experimenter who was actually a
research assistant obtained the shortest mean running time per correct re-
sponse. Except for day one, on which her animals ran slowest of any
gr- oIP, her rats performed better than those run by experimenters believing
their rats to be bright. This trend serves to support the earlier interpreta-
tion that an experimenter who is explicitly ,.biised" to obtain gooO per-
formance from animal subjects obtains better perfonnance than do less
explicitly "biased" experimenters. (It is also possible, of course, that by
chance this particular experimenter was the mbst competent.)

To what extent could the obtained results have been due to intentional
or other errors on the part of the experimenters? The two experimenters
who subsequently worked with the research program on eiperimenter
expectancy had been in a position to observe most, but not all, of the
actual experimental procedures. There were no observed instances of rats not
actually being run or of the making of incorrect entries on the data sheets.
There was, however, a total of five observed instances of deviation from pre
grammed procedure when experimenters prodded subjects to run the maze.

Two of these instances occurred among experimenters running ..bright"

rats while three occurred among experimenters running ,.dull" rats. It
appears unlikely from this distribution of instances of procedural deviation
that the differences obtained between the treatment groups could be ascribed

10 
gross procedural or intentional errors on the part of the experimenters.

In addition, the superior performance of the animals run by ihe research
assistant shows that intentional errors are not needed to explain the good
performance of animals run by experimenters believing them to be bright.

A question of some interest deals with whether both groups of experi-
menters were biased by their expectation or whether only one of the groups
was actually biased, with the other group obtaining data no differeni from
what they might have obtained had they been givenno expectation. prior to
running their animals, all experimenters had been asked to predict the per-
formance they would obtain from their animals. It was posiible, therefbre,
to compute a correlation between the data the experimenter expected to ob-
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tain and the data he subsequently obtained. Such a correlation can serve as

an index of the degree of expectancy effect. In this experiment there was

a shrinkage of the correlations due to the experimenters within each condi-

tion having predicted what they were led to expect. This decreased the

variation of predictions and, therefore, the correlations obtained. The rank

correlation between expected and obtained performance was f .43 for the

experimenters running "bright" rats and f.41 for those running "dull"
rats. Since there were only six experimenters in each goup, these correla-

tions did not reach statistical significance (although when the correlations

were combined, the one-tailed p ranged between .12 and .007 depending

on the method of combination). These findings suggest that the two grouPs

of experimenters were probably biased by their expectations to about the

same degree, although of course in opposite directions.

At the conclusion of the experiment, each experimenter made ratings

of his subjects, of his satisfaction with the experiment, and of his behavior

during the experiment. These ratings were designed to suggest the mecha-

nisms whereby the experimenters unintentionally influenced their animals

to perform as the experimenter expected. The mean ratings on these scales

are shown separately for each group of experimenters in Table 1G3. Only

those scales have been listed which differentiated experimenters with

TABTE I O-3

Descriptions of Subiects' ond of Experimenters' Be-

hovior

Subjects' Behovior

l. Bright
2. P leosont

3. Likoble

Experimenters' Behov ior

I . Sotisf ied

2. Reloxed

3. P leosont

4. Friendly

5. Enthus iostic

6. Nonto lkotive

7. Gentle hondling

8. Much hond Iing

BELIEF ABOUT

SUBJECT

"Bright" "Dull"

-3.0
0.0

2.2

3.0

8.7

6.7

5.3

5.5

6,2

6.5

5.2

2.5

4.8

2.8

1.3

0.2

3.2

2.7

0.3

94

77

v2

2

I

0

4.2

4.8
4.8

t

2.10

5.1 I

2.56

2.61

I .51

I .19

1.95

1 .17

Two-Toil

P

.u

.15

.40

.10

.005

.05

.05

.19

,29

.l I

.30
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different expectancies in both the experiments described in this chapter.
Experimentbrs who expected good performance from their animals saw

them as brighter, somewhat more pleasant, and more likable. These experi-
menters were more satisfied with their participation in the experiment and
felt more relaxed in their contacts with the rats. They described their be-
havior toward their animals as more pleasant, more friendly, somewhat more
enthusiastic, and less talkative.

Of course, we cannot be sure of the sense modality by which the ex-
perimenter's expectancy is communicated to the subject. Rats are sensitive
to visual, auditory, olfactory, and tactual cues (Munn, l95O). These last,
the tactual, were perhaps the major cues mediating the experimenter's ex-

Pectancy to the animal. The attitudinal ratings described, which differen-
tiated the two groups of experimenters, may well have been translated into
the quantity and quality of their handling of the animals. Table 10-3 sug-

gests that experimenters expecting and obtaining better performance
handled their rats more and also more gently than did the eiperimenters
expecting and obtaining poorer performance. After a description of the
second experiment employing rat subjects, further evidence will be pre-
sented that increased handling can improve performance (e.g., Bernstein,
t9s7).

At the end of each experimenter's questionnaire, spaoe was provided
for any comments he might wish to make. These commints suggeited that
the experimenters were unaware of their difterential handling of the animals
as a function of their expectancy. In addition, these comments made it
appeax still more unlikely that there were intentional errors being committed.
Nine of the 12 exprimenters spontaneously reported feeling good when the
animals performed well, and feeling badly when they performed poorly.
These comments were equally distributed between the experimental groups,
four in the "dull," five in the "bright." Since even the experimenters ex-
pecting poor performance stated that they felt better if subjects performed
better, it seems unlikely that they would have done anything to worsen their
subjects' performance, at least intentionally. In fact, because it was aca-
demically important to the experimenter that he demonstrate the ,.laws of
learning" in his experiment, the pressures on the experimenters expecting
poor performance were to get good performance, and good learning. Any in-
tentional errors, if they did occur, should therefore have operated to reduce
those eftects of the experimenters' expectancy that were demonstrated in
this study.

OPERANT LBARNING

The second experiment designed to demonstrate the efiects of the experi-
menter's expectancy on his animal subjects was conducted at the Ohio
State University in the laboratory of Professor Reed Lawson, at his invita-
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tion (and has been reported earlier, Rosenthal & Lawson, 1964). A consid-

erable gain in generality accrues from this fact. It was hinted at earlier and

will be discussed in detail in Part III, but for now it is enough to make the

point that replications conducted in a different laboratory are worth more

than those conducted in one's own. Other gains in generality deriving from

this second experiment with animal subjects will be mentioned shortly when

this experiment is compared more systematically to the one already

described.

In this experiment there were 30 male and 9 female students en-

rolled in a course in experimental psycholory to serve as the experimenters.

At the very beginning of the course all experimenters were given the follow-

ing writrcn instructions :

Instructiotts to Experimen ers. The reason for running these experiments

is to give you experience in duplicating experimental findings and, in addition,
to introduce you to the field of animal research and overcome any fears you

might have with regard to working with rats.

The experiments are all repetitions of work done recently on Skinner Box-

Bright and Skinner Box-Dull rats. Many studies have shown that continuous

inbreeding of rats that do well on Skinner box problems, such as those you will
be running, leads to successive generations of rats that do considerably better

than "normal" rats. Furthermore, these studies have shown that continuous

inbreeding of rats that do badly on Skinner box problems, such as those you

will be rnning, leads to successive ggnerations of rats that do considerably

worse than "normal" rats.

Thus generations of Skinner Box-Bright rats do much better than genera-

tions of Skinner Box-Dull rats.
Each of you will be assigned to a group to work with. Some grouPs will be

working with Skinner Box-Bright rats, others will be working with Skinner

Box-Dull rats.

Those of you who are assigped the Skinner Box-Bright rats should fnd
your animals on the average showing some evidence of learning during even the

early stages of each of your experiments. Thereafter, performance on each of
your experiments should rapidly increase.

Thoee of you who are assigned the Skinner Box-Dull rats should fnd on

the averagg very little evidence of learning in your rats. You should, however,

not become discouraged, since it has been found that even the dullest rats can,

in time, learn the required responses.

If you are interested in learning more about the details of the experiments

on breeding rats for brightness and dullness, your lab instructors can give you
references to the work done by Tryon and others at the University of California
at Berkeley and elsewhere.

The animals employed in this experiment were 16 female laboratory

rats (all 80 days old) drawn from the animal colony maintained by The

Ohio State University Department of Psychology. They were randomly

assigned to one of two groups. One group of eight rats was assigned to
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home cages which had been labeled "skinner Box-Bright," while the
other group was assigned to home cages which bore the labels "skinner
Box-Dull." Early in the course, two of the animals labeled ..Dull', 

died,
so that the maximum number available for the subsequent experiments was
eight rats labeled *Bright" and six labeled "Dull." All were on a feeding
regimen of one-half hour ad lib access to food daily throughout the eight
weeks of the study.

_ Th! basic equipment employed in the studies were commercially made
(scientific Prototype co.) demonstration skinner boxes with feedirs that
dispensed 45-mg P. J. Noyes pellets.

E:rperimenters followed the laboratory manual of Homme and Klaus
(1957), except that food pellets were used instead of water as reinforce-
ment.

The questionnaire employed in the last study, in.which experimenters
could rate their satisfaction with their participation in the experiments,
their feelings about their animals, and their discription of theii own be-
havior during the conduct of the experiments, was again administered at
the conclusion of the study. A few new scales were added to this question-
naire.

- -1, 
the beginning of the study each experimenter was assigned to one of

five. laboratory periods, to each of whic6 had been assignei one or two
"bright" and one or two "dull" rats. Assignment to hSoratory sections
could not be random, since there were only certain times that certain ex-
perimenters were able to schedule their laboratory section. within each
laboratory section, however, experimenters were randomly assigned to the
animals to be run during that section. At least two experimentelrs were as-
signld_to each subject, and the mean number of expeiimenters per subject
was2.7.

- - 
Each laboratory team performed three different functions during each

of the experiments-that of experimenter, timer, and recorder. ThesJfunc-
tions were rotated among the members of each laboratory team. For those
teams consisting of only two members, the functions of timer and re-
corder were usually performed by the same person.

A total of seven experiments was performed, each of which is
described in detail in the manual men:ion;d earlier (Homme & Klaus,
1957). A brief description of each follows:

I - Magazine Training. Training the rat to run to the magazine and eat
whenever the feeder was clicked. Latencies were recorded for each click,
and the dependent variable was defined as the mean latency on the first
and last ten clicks of the session.

. 2. operont Acquisition. Training the rat to barfless. Number of
bar-pressing responses per minute was recorded, and the dependent varia-
ble was defined as the mean number of responses during tni nrst and last
ten minutes of the session.

3. Extinction and spontaneous Recovery. Number of responses per
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minute was again recorded, and the dependent variable was defined as the

number of minutes elapsed until the animal showed two resPonse-free min-

utes. Data were analyzed separately for the two Parts of this exPeriment.

4. Secondary Reinforcement. ln this experiment the animals' re-

sponses were reconditioned and partially reextinguished. Subsequent re-

slooses were reinforced by the clicking sound without presentation of food.

The dependent variable was again defined as the number of minutes elapsed

until the animal showed two response-free minutes, while getting click

reinforcements.

5. Stimulus Disuimirution. Training the rat to bar?ress only in the

presence of a light and not in the absence of the light. For each trial of this

ixperiment the experimenters recorded the latency for the reinforced re-

sponse and the number of responses occurring under the nonreinforced

cbndition until a criterion of 30 ieconds of no responding had been reached.

The dependent variable was defined as the ranks of the mean latencies of

the firsi and last ten trials added to the ranks of the mean number of non-

reinforced responses during these same trials.

6. Stimitus Generalization. Demonstrating that animals trained to

respond only in the presence of a 110-volt light would show a dccrease in

resF)nse raie as the voltage was decreased to 70 v, to 35 v, and finally to

0 v. For each of the four test periods, the number of responses was recorded,

and the dependent variable *as defined as the probability for each subject

that his tespoo.. decrements as a function of stimulus decrements could

have occurrld by chance. The ranks of these probabilities would, of course,

be identical, or nearly so, with the ranks of any other index of monotonic

decrease.

7. Cluining of Resporces. conditioning a looppulling response which

was followed Uylne [ght which signaled the animal that a bar-press would

produce a food pellet. The number of complete chains Per minute was re-

corded and the tependent variable was defined as the mean number of

completed chains during the first and last ten minutes.

The students were expected to complete each of these studies in one

2-hour perid each week, excepting the stimulus discrimination study,

which was allotted two periods to complete. If a team did not comPlete a

study within the scheduled time, they had to return to the laboratory in their

free time and continue working until their subject was ready to go on to

the next scheduled experiment. Even more than in the last experiment, then,

the experimenters were all well motivated to have their animals learn as

weU as possible.

comlnrlson with the neze leening experimenL There were several

difterencei between this and the first study. The studies were done at dif-

ferent universities using different learning tasks and aPParatus. In this

study there were fewer subjects, 14 compared to 60, but more experi-
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menters, 39 instead of 12. In addition, tlris was a longitudinal study lasting
about 8 weeks and a minimum of 14 hours spent with each animal, whili
the earlier study lasted 1 week with only 5 hours spent with each group of
animals. In the present study, in spite of rotating their team functions, all
experimenters spent a minimum average of four hours working with their
rat, whereas in the earlier study no experimenter spent more than one hour
with any one of his five animals.

In the earlier study experimenters worked alone and were much of the
time unobserved by the laboratory supervisor. whereas those instances of
procedural deviation that came to light were found to be randomly dis-
tributed over the two treatment conditions, the present study provided
better control over this possibility, since a laboratory instructor wai present
during each of the laboratory periods. Perhaps more important than the
control of procedural deviation was the control of gross cues to the animals.
Thus, if an experimenter, because of his belief that a rat was dull, handled
the animal roughly, the laboratory instructor was there to point out to the
experimenter that his rat would never learn unless he were better treated.

[1_the 
present study, too, the motivations of the experimenters were quite

different. In the earlier study it was found that experimenters felt b;tter
when their rats learned well but there was no external sanction for their
learning well. In the present situation the rat in effect had to learn in order
that the experimenter could write a report, get a grade, and go on to the
next study.

An additional motivational difference was possibly associated with
the diff_ering roles of the laboratory instructors in the earlier and the present
study. In the earter study, the lone laboratory instructor reinforced the ex-
perimenters' beliefs that poor performance was accounted for by the rats'
"dullness." As it happened, and not by design, in the present study, only one
of the three laboratory instructors did so. Another insiructor, as iihappened,
evaded any reference to the rats'brightness or dullness, while the third in-
structor told his students that there was no such thing in the final analysis
as a dull rat, only a dull experimenter! Quite accidentauy, then, a small
sample of "climates" was acquired apparently more or less favorable to the
occurrence of experimenter expectancy effects. This variation in "cli-
mates" would serve to increase somewhat the generality of any obtained
findings. Any one team of experimenters performed thlir experiments in
only one of these three climates.

Preliminary inspection of the results revealed that for several of the
experiments there were such extremely deviant scores that the use of interval
scale statistics seemed inappropriate. Therefore, in each experiment, the
obtained scores were converted to ranks and the treatment elfect evaluated
by means of the Mann-whitney u test. since on the average each experi-
ment was not conducted by some team of experimenters from each treat-
ment condition, the mean raw rank for each treatment group was not
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comparable from experiment to experiment. In order to achieve comPara-

bility of mean ranks across experiments, and to legitimize their addition, all

ranks were converted to Guilford's ( 1954) C-scale scores.

Table 104 shows these normalized mean ranks for each treatment

TABTE I O-4

Meon Ronks of Operont Leorning for Seven Experi-

ments

BELIEF ABOUT

SUBJECT

" Bright" "Dull"

Corre lotion
with Preceding

Experiment
One-T oi I

PExperiment

I Mogoz ine

tro in ing

ll Operont

ocquisition

ilr
A Extinction

B Spontoneous

recovery

lV Secondory

reinforcement

V Stimu lus
lo .

d iscriminotion

V I Stimu lus

genero I izot ion

V I I Response

cho i ni ng

tleons (Toto l)

4.4

4.3

4.2

4.6

4.7

4.0

4.3

5.8

4.5

5.8

6.2

5.8

5.0

5.5

6.3

5.8

3.8

5.5

l3

.12

.48

.17

.009

.25

.09

.25

.37

.38

09

.u

92

.015

.59 (p < .05)

.45

.35

group as well as the rank correlation of the performances in that experi-

ment with the performances of the preceding experiment. A lower mean

rank is assigned to a superior performance. The overall probability that the

superior learning shown by the rats labeled as "Bright" could have occurred

by chance was.015 (one-tail). Inspection of the mean ranks for all eight

comparisons shows that in every case but one, performance was superior

when the experimenters expected a superior performance. It appears likely
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then that experimenters'belief or expectation about the performances of their
animals was responsible in part for the performances obiained.

- Ilspection of the p levels for the eight comparisons suggests no trend
for subsequent treatment effects to become eithei more or 6ss significant.
The combined p level for the first four comparisons was .035, anl for the
last four comparisons it was .025.

The question of correlated performances should be raised. That is, did.
the differences between the treatment groups arise during the first experi-
ment and then simply maintain themselves over subsequent experiments?
The answer to this question wi[ tell us in part whethei the seven experi-

P"ltr were nothing more than a single experiment replicated seven times.
In Table 10-4 the last column shows that in most caseJbss than 15 peroent
of the variance of performances in any experiment could be accounted for
by the performances in the preceding eiperiment. only the correlation
between performances in the experimints 

-on 
stimulus discrimination and

generalization was significant at the .05 level, one-tail test. A good illustra-
tion that the degree of interexperimental correlation was not- sufficient to
regarf the seven experiments as only a single experiment is provided by
examination of the results of the response-chaining experiment in Tabie
1G4. In that experiment subjects' performances correlated .45 with their
performances in the preceding experiment, this correlation accounting for
ab-orrt 20 percent of the variance. Yet in spite of this, the obtained iean
differences in performance differed significantty from each other and were in
the opposite directions.

Although the animals' performances from experiment to experiment
were not accounting for much of the variance of subsequent experiments,
there was a tendency for later performances to be better piedictors of subse-
quent performances. This increase over time of these correlations was
significant at the .0 I level (rho - + .90 ) . Such an increase suggests that, over
time, the animals may have been more and more "permandntly" affected
by their experimenters' differential treatment.

The original assignment of subjects to treatment conditions had been

I"-rlo11 lul the question may fairly be asked whether by chance animals
labeled 

l-Bright" 
might not in fact have been brighter, especially in view of

the 
-small_sampfe 

size.l This question cannot belnswered directly, but the
likelihood of this factor accounting for the obtained results can be evaluated.
If the obtained results had been due to preexperimental difierences among
the animals rather than to the labeling tieatment, we would have expectel
correlations diftering significantly from zero between subjects, performance
in-T-experiment and their performance in the subsequent experi-ment. As an
additional check on this question, the folrowing iompariion was made.
Those four "dull" rats who participated in both experiments I and II were

r Max Bershad and Leon pritzker pointed out this problem and ctarified some
of the issues involved.
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matched with those four "bright" rats who also performed in both experi-

ments and whose performances in experiment I were most similar to those

of the "dull' rats. The mean normalized rank of performance in experiment

I for the four "dull" rats was 5.5, while for the four "bright" rats the mean

was 5.8. The mean normalized rank of perforrrance in experiment II was

6.0 for these "dull" rats and 3.8 for these "bright" rats, the difference being

sigpificant at the .10 level, one-tail U test. Thus, when considering experi-

ment I as the basis for "preexperimental" matchinS, the subsequent exPeri-

ment showed no change in the direction of difterence, or the degree of its

significanc€, from what was obtained without preexperimental matching. It
seims reasonable, then, to assume that if preexperimental differences in

ability favored the "bright' animals, this could at most have aftected only

the results of experiment I.
It was mentioned earlier that all animals had been assigned to one

of five laboratory periods, one or more of which were supervised by one

of three laboratory instructors. It was also mentioned that each of these

instructors appeared to provide a somewhat different "climate," which might

be inteqpreted as more or less favorable to the occurrence of experimenters'

expectancy efects. Table 1G5 shows the normdized mean ranks frr all

TABTE IO-5

Meon Ronks of Operont Leorning for Five Loboro-

iories

BELIEF ABOUT SUB JECT

Loborotory ''Bright" "Dull"

4.3 5.3

4.9 6.5

5.1 5.8

3.7 4.6

4.1 6.0

One-Toil
p

.08

.07

.25

.21

.07

A

B

c
D

E

ileons 4.4 5.6 .v2

the cxperiments combined for each treatment group listed by laboratories.

In a[ hve hboratories the treatment eftects were in the predicted direction,

with p levels ranging from .07 to .25 and the combined p I .005' The

difterlnces in obtained p levels for such a small sample of laboratories do

not seem to warrant elaborate interpretation, although it seems safe to say

that..climates" or lab periods did not seem to make much difference.

At the conclusion of the experiments, each experimenter filled out
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the questionnaire described earlier. Table 10-6 shows the mean rating for
each treatment condition on each of the scales for which the results were
given for tle maze learning experiment. The last two scales were new for
this experiment and the "amount of handling" ratings were made separately
for handling before each experiment and after each experiment.

TABLE I 0-6

Descriptions of Subiects' ond of Experimenters' Be-

hovior

Subiects' Behov ior

l. Bright

2. Pleosont

3. Likoble

E xperimenfers' Behov ior

I . Sotisfied 9. I
2. Reloxed 6.3
3. P leosont 6.4
4. Friendly 5.8
5. Enthusiostic 4.2
6. Nonto lkotive -0.2
7 . Gentle hondling 5.8
8. Much hond ling (- I .0)

o. before experiments -1 .2
b. ofter experiments -0.8

9. Wotch ing subiects 9.3
I 0. To lk ing to sub lects -3. I

BELIEF ABOUT

SUBJECT

" Bright" "Dull"

5.0 -2.6
5.2 3.7

4.1 2,2

Both

One-Toi, *fl;:,
PP
.u .0v2
.16 .05

.12 .09

t

2.64

1.07

l.2g

6.6

6.1

5.3

3.9

1.9

-2.7
5.7

(-2.9)

-2.3
-3.3

8.3

0.7

2.A4

I .31

I .31

l.ll

.0003

.03

.005

.02

.u

.07

.13

(.10)

.14

.07

4.40 .0005

a;

.l I

.ll

.15

i
.03

.02

1 .17

2.16

2.41

In this study, too, experimenters believing their rats to be bright were
significantly more satisfied with their participation in the experiments than
were those believing their animals to be dull. However, even these [after
experimenterc were remarkably satisfied (6.6) compared to either the
experimenters running "bright" rats (3.0) or those running .,dull" 

rats
(2.5) in the earlier study. This much greater satisfaction of the experi-
menters in the later study may have been due in part to the nature of the
experiments performed. These experiments were an integral part of the
course content, and the principles they were designed to demonstrate.were
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covered in lechrres by the course instructor. In the earlier study there was

relatively much less relationship of the experiment to the content of the

course. Furthermore, in the earlier study, although the "bright" rats learned

faster, none really learned well. In the later study, although "bright" rats

again learned faster, almost all animals did learn eventually.

The overall descriptions which difterentiated the two grouPs of ex-

perimenters were much the same as in the first animal study. The last col-

umn of Table lG6 shows the combined probabilities derived from both

experiments. For both experiments, experimenters believing their subjects

to have been bred for good learning judged their rats' behavior to be brighter,

more pleasant, and more likable. These experimenters were also happier

about their conduct of the experiment, and more so in this than in the

preceding study. That makes sense, because in the present study, experi-

menters had much to be dissatisfied about if their animal learned Poorly.
They had to come in after hours and get their animal "caught up."

In both studies, experimenters assigned "bright" rats felt more relaxed

in their contacts with their animals and felt their own behavior showed a

more pleasant, friendly, and enthusiastic approach. These more global at-

titudes may have been translated more specifically into a less talkative "in-
teraction" with the animal (one wonders what experimenters might have

been saying to their "dull" rats), more handling, and more gentle handling.

As we would expect, the absolute amount of handling was considerably

less in the operant learning experiments than in the maze learning study,

regardless of the experimenters' belief about their animals' ability. What

[plrlling took place in the operant learning studies was confined to con-

veylng animals from home cage to Skinner box and back again. In the

maze learning study the animals were similarly handled in transPort but also

were handled afrcr each trial when they were returned to the starting box of

the T-maze. In the operant learning study separate descriptions were given

of handling of animals before and after the experiments. Table lG6 shows

that experimenters exlrccting better performance handled their animals

about 33 percent more after each experiment, whereas experimenters ex-

pecting poorer performance handled their animals about 44 percent less after

each experiment. Handling in this experiment was generally quite genfle,

even among experimenters expecting poor performance. That was not true

for the first experiment and may have been due to the presence of the lab-

oratory instructor, who could note and call attention to any rough handling.

Therefore, most of the handling of this second experiment may have been

positively reinforcing to the animals. Experimenters expecting good per-

formance may have rewarded their rats tactually after a good performance,

and such reward may have improved the animals' performance in the

subsequent experiment. Experimenters expecting poor performance with-

held their positive tactual reinforcement more after each experiment, Per-
haps because there was little to be even unintentionally reinforcing about.
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We cannot decide easily whether this differential postexperimental rein-

forcement was only a consequence of the subjects' performance or whether

it was a partial determinant of that performance. It might well have been

both.

Also in tlre operant learning study, experimenters kept a closer watch

on their rats' behavior if they expected better performance, although all
experimenters watched their animals very closely. In operant learning

studies, closer observation of the subject may lead to more appropriate

and more rapid reinforcement of the response desired. So the closer watch-

ing, perhaps due to the expectation that there would be more promising

responses to be seen, may have made better "teachers" of the experimenters

expecting good performance.

The last item on each questionnaire was an open-ended one asking

each experimenter to say in his own words how he felt about the experi-

ments. Nineteen completed questionnaires were obtained from those who

had worked with *bright" rats, and 17 were received from those who had

worked with 'dull" rats. Table 1G7 shows the percent4ge of each group

TABTE 1O-7

Spontoneous Commenls by Experimenlers

Commenfs

I . Benef ic io I

experience

2. lnterest ing

exper ience

3. Uneducoble

s ubiect

4. No comments

mode

BELIEF ABOUT SUBJECT

" Bright" "Dull"
One-Toil

p

63%

53%

5%

Vo

4t% .16

l8% u

47% .007

12% .22

of experimenters who spontaneously mentioned ( 1) the benefit they de-
rived from the experimenS, (2) how interesting the experiments were,
(3) the difficulties of getting their animals to learn anything. The pattern
of spontaneous responses follows closely the pattern we expect from the
analysis of the more formally coded responses.

One of the open-ended comments was especially interesting: "Our rat,
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number X, was in my opinion, extremely dull. This was especially evident

during training for discrimination. Perhaps this might have been discourag-

ing but it was not. In fact, our rat had the 'honor' of being the dullest in

all the sections. I think that this may have kept our spirits up because of
the interest . . in [our] rat." As a matter of fact, the animal in question

was one of the two animals performing at the median level on the discrimi-
nation problem as well as for all the experiments taken as a whole. The

cited comment serves to point out anecdotally the importance to the experi-

menters of the type of rat they were running. None of the 34 written com-

ments even remotely suggested that any experimenter was aware that the sub-

iects had not been specially bred. The impression of the three laboratory
instructors confirmed this lack of suspicion on the part of the experimenters.

On the last day of the course, after the experiments and questionnaires

had been completed, the entire study was explained to all the experimenters.

There appeared to be great interest and animation on their part. One reaction,

though, was suqprising, and that was the sudden increase in sophistication

about sampling theory in the experimenters who had been assigned "dull"
rats. Many of these experimenters pointed out that, of course, by random

sampling, the two groups of rats would not differ on the average. However,

they continued, under random sampling, some of the "dull" rats would

really be dull by chance and that their animal was a perfect example of

such a phenomenon.

SOME DISCUSSION

The results of the experiments reported suggest that experimenters'

expectancies may be significant determinants of the results of their re-

search emplolng animal subjects. The overall combined probability that
the results of the two experiments could have arisen by chance was .0007.

The conditions of the second experiment, particularly, suggest that

the mediation of this expectancy biasing phenomenon may be extremely

subtle. It appears unlikely that nonsubtle difterences in the treatment and

handling of the animals would have gone unnoticed and uncorrected by the

various laboratory instructors whose task it was to supervise the learning

of the experimenters via the learning of the subjects. The question occurs,

however, whether the laboratory instructors might not have been biased

observers. That is a possibility, but it will be recalled that the three in-

structon seemed to have different biases or orientations toward the experi-

ment; yet in each one's laboratory, the results were quite comparable. In
addition, the teaching function of the laboratory instructors was such as to

diminish the effects of their students' expectancies. That was because they

tended to give more help and advice to the experimenters whose animals
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were performing more poorly, a fact that would tend, of course, to offset

the treatment effects.

What can be said specifically about the several oPerant learning ex-

periments showing greater or lesser expectancy bias? Are certain tyPes of
tasks that rats may be called upon to perform more susceptible to the bias-

ing effects of the experimenter's hypothesis? It seems doubtful that the data

can answer this question. lVe may feel most confident in the experimenten

tendency to obtain biased data on stimulus discrimination and g9neraliza-

tion type experiments. However, it might prove most useful, for the Present
at least, to regard the median obtained p level of .1 3 as our best estimate of

the median p level to be obtained, with similar sample sizes, if we were to

continue sampling the population of operant learning experiments. Taking

this view, our more extreme p levels, those closer to zero and those closer

to one, would be regarded as sampling fluctuations.

Later in Part II some evidence will be presented that suggests that

experimenters' descriptions of their own behavior during the experiment

are borne out rather well by their subjects' descriptions of that behavior.

In these studies employing animal subjects there was no independent check

from the subiects as to how they were treated by their exPerimenters. But

as a souroe of possible interpretations of the results obtained, it can do no

harm to assume the veridicality of the experimenters' self-descriptions.

Shall we, then, regard the experimenters' behavior toward their sub-

jects as antectdents or as consequents of the subjects' performance? Per-

haps it makes most sense to regard experimenters' behavior as both. Thus,

initially, those experimenters expecting their animals to perform Poorly
treated them in some subtle fashion such as to produce dull behavior,

whereas those experimenters expecting bright perforrrance treated their
rats accordingly. Those initial differences in the treatments accorded the

animals might have led to different performances by subjects which could,

in turn, reinforce experimenters' expectations about their animals and

maintain the subtle difterences in the treatment of the "bright" and 'dull"
rats.

The specific cues by which an experimenter communicates his ex-

pectancy to his animal subjects probably varies with the type of animal, the

type of experiment, and perhaps even the type of experimenter. lVith Clever

Hans as subject, the cues were primarily visual, but auditory cues were also

helpful. That seemed also to be true when the subjects were dogs rather

than one unusual horse.

The experiments were carried out by H. M. Johnson (1913), who

knew of Pfungst's work with Clever Hans. Johnson believed that the al-

leged auditory discriminations shown by dogs were due to the experimenter's

unintentional communication to the animals of the expectancy that such

discrimination was possible. Just as Hans' questioners betrayed their ex-

pectancy of the horse's ability to answer questions, so did experimenters
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betray to their canine subjects how they should respond to confirm the
experimenter's expectancy. The specific cues, Johnson felt, were the ex-

perimenter's posture, respiration, and the pattern of strain and relaxation

of the muscles of the head and body. Just as in the case of Hans' question-
ers, such cues were obviously of an unintended, involuntary nature. As a
control for the Clever Hans phenomenon, Johnson conducted the standard

series of experiments on discrimination, but with the modification that the
dogp could not see him at all. To control auditory cues at least partially,
Johnson suggested that the experimenters not watch the dogs' responses so

that they could not respond difterentially and involuntarily as a function of
whether the dog's response was the expected one. When all the appropriate
controls had been employed, Johnson found that dogs could no more per-
form the discriminations with which they had been credited than Hans
could solve problems of calculus.

When the subiects are rats instead bf horses or dogp, the unintended
cues from the experimenter might also be visual or auditory, but they could
also be olfactory for all the little that is known of the matter at the present

time. The best hlpothesis to account for the results of the two experiments

described in this chapter is probably that the quality and quantity of han-
dling communicated the experimenters' hypotheses. In the study of operant
learning, closer observation of the rats' response could have led to more

clever teaching of the animals believed to be brighter. But that explanation
would not do for the maze learning experiment. Handling difterences seem

the best explanation for both experiments. Animals believed to be brighter
and more pleasant may well be handled more "pleasantly," and less fear-
fully, more gently and more often. Such handling could alter the animals'
behavior and lead to still greater changes in handling patterns. Christie
(1951) has told that he and others have been able to postdict which ex-
perimenter had handled an animal by obServing the rat's behavior while in
a ma?E or while being picked up. Support for these and similar informal
observations is available from more formally collected data which show that
rats that are handle( more learn better (Bernstein, 1952; Bernstein, 1957).
From the experiments described in this chapter, we cannot be certain of the
role of handling patterns as the mediators of the experimenters' expectancies,
nor of whether such other channels as the visual, olfactory, and auditory
were involved. Experiments are needed, and could be performdd, that
would clear up the matter.

Earlier when the discussion was of observer errors, an experiment by
Cordaro and Ison (1963) was described. That experiment employed the
same paradigm as that described in this chapter, but this time the subiects
were flatworms (planaria). Experimenters obtained responses from their
planaria which were dramatically in the direction of their expectations. The
results, very reasonably, were inteqpretedras due to biased observations of
the worms' reqxrnses. It cannot be ruled out as an alternative interpreta-
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tion, however, that the subjects' responses might have been aftected by the
experimenters' expectations. Visual, olfactory, auditory, and tactual cues

do not seem likely candidates as the channels of unintended influence of an

experimenter on his worm subjects. But perhaps changes in respiration of
the experimenter affected the turbulence of the water medium in which the
planaria swam and influenced them to respond difterentially. That the ex-
perimenter's respiration may be affected by his expectation was pointed out,
of course, by Johnson, though for his dogs such changes meant visual cues,

rather than mechanical stimulation.

What seems to be needed in the area of research with planaria is an
experiment suggested by Wernicke and described by Moll (1910) (for use

with human subjects ) in which a glass partition is placed between the ex-
perimenter and, in this case, his wonn, to see whether this reduces the

amount of "observer" error. If it does, it may well mean that the behavior of
planaria can, like that of horses, dogs, and rats, be aftected by the unin-
tended communication of the experimenter's expectancy.

This chapter may be concluded by recalling a clinical and clever ob-
servation by Bertrand Russell, who, however, was referring more to the
eftects of the programmed experimental procedures than to the unpro-
grammed eftects of the experimenter's expectancy (1927 , pp. 29-30) .

The manner in which animals learn has been much studied in recent years,
with a great deal of patient observation and experiment. Certain results have
been obtained as regards the kinds of problems that have been investigated, but
on general principles there is still much controversy. One may say broadly that
all the animals that have been carefully observed have behaved so as to confirm
the philosophy in which the observer believed before his observations began.
Nay, more, they have all displayed the national characteristics of the obseryer.
Animals studied by Americans rush about frantically, with an incredible display
of hustle and pep, and at last achieve the desired result by chance. Animals
observed by Germans sit still and think, and at last evolve the solution out of
their inner consciousness.
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Subject Set

'Did I do right?" That was the question in the mind of one of the

subjects. She had rated the standard 10 photos and, along with other sub-

iects, had been asked to tell her feelings about the experiment. She did not

mean by this question that she worried whether she earned a good score on

the "empathy test," thoug[ that might have been part of it. She was more

worried whether she had performed properly her role as "Subject of a

Psychological Experiment." Another subject verbalized it, "I was wonder-

ing if I was doing the experiment the way it should be done." That subjects

in psychological experiments think and worry about such matters has been

pointed out increasingly in the last few years. "Part of the experimental

task," says Joan Criswell, "relates to performing adequately as an experi-

mental subject" (1958, p. lo4). In this chapter the discussion will be of

various subject sets as they complicate the effects of the experimenter's

expectancy.

Martin Orne (1962) has shown the len$hs to which subiects will go

to give adequate performances. For some years he has been trying to find

experimental tasks so tedious, dull, or meaningless that experimental subjects

would refuse to do them or would soon discontinue them. No such tasks

have been found. Subjects want to be good subjects; they don't want to

waste their own time or the experimenter's. For Orne, being a good subject

means ultimately that the subject wants to validate the experimental

hypothesis. Such a motive on the part of the subject would help answer a

question that may have occurred to some readers of this book. Granted that

experimenters can communicate their expectations to their subjects, why

do subjects act so as to confirm these expectations? Orne's answer seems

to do partially for this question, but there are others. There seem to be too

many subject pools where subiects seem too indifterent, or too disturbed, or

too distracted, or too giggly for these scientific motivations to be always the

primary ones. Orne lists motives for subjects' participating in experiments

It0
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other than the advancement of science. These include the fulfilling of course

requirements, pay, or the hope of improving personal adiustment.

Criswell (1958) lists these motives and adds curiosig about research,

boredom, less pleasant alternative pursuits, and a need to ingratiate oneself

with the experimenter. This last motive also helps explain why subiects who

correc0y "read" the experimenter's unintentionally communicated ex-

pectancy generally go along with it rather than choosing to disregard it or
to de$ it. (Jones t19651 has pointed out that successful ingratiation requiies

some subtlety rather than simple compliance. Simple compliance leads to a
relative loss of esteem. In the experimenter-subject interaction, the subiect's

going along can hardly be called simple compliance, since the "requests" for
certain responses are unintended or cbvert.) Going along with the experi-

menter's covert request satisfies the ingratiation motive subtly while at the

same time satisfying the motive to make a useful contribution by confirming

the experimenter's hypothesis, as Orne suggested.

Other workers have stressed the social nature of the psychological ex-

periment (e.g., Bakan, 1953; Friedman, 1964; Mills, 1962; Tuddenham,

1960). One of the most important and one of the most systematic analyses

of the social nature of the psychological experiment was that by Riecken
(1962). After describing the features characteristic of experiments, Riecken

notes three arms of the subject. The first of these is the attainment of
those rewards he feels his due from having accepted the invitation to

participate. These rewards may include course credit, money, and psycho-

logical insight. The second aim of the subject is to "penetrate the experi-

menter's inscrutability and discover the rationale of the experiment." The

third aim of the subiect, for which the second aim is instrumental, is to
"represent himself in a favorable light" or "put his best foot forward." This

third aim of the experimental subject is also discussed in detail by Rosen-

berg (1965), who has shown the systematic eftects that "evaluation appre-

hension" may have on the outcome of the experiment.

The task the experimenter formally sets for the subiect is only one

problem the subject must solve. Riecken called attention also to the sub-
ject's "deutero-problem," the problem of "doping out the experiment" so

his performance can be an appropriate one, and one that will lead to favor-
able evaluation. The solution to the subiect's deutero-problem comes from
his preconcepions of psychological research, from the formally programmed
procedures of the experiment, from the physical scene, and from the un-
programmed "procedures" such as the experimenter's unintended com-

munications. A good example of the possible effects of the physical scene

on the subject's solution of his deutero-problem comes from a comment by
Veroft (1960). In reviewing a research program on affiIiative behavior, he

wondered whether the amount of such behavior might not be affected by
the sign which read "Laboratory for Research in Social Relations." Such

scene efiects are likely to be constant for all conditions of an experiment so
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that the inferences drawn about experimental effects need not be affected.

Nevertheless, it would be interesting to change the signs from time to time

to see to what extent affiliative behavior occurs in "The Laboratory for the

Study of Social Conformity."
Such cues to the solution of the deutero-problem have been called the

"demand characteristics' of the experimental situation by Orne (1962).
He has shown in his research program that in a variety of experiments, sub-

jects perform as they believe they are expected to perforrr. Thus if subjects

believe that hypnosis implies catalepsy of the dominant hand, they show

such catalep,sy when hypnotized. If they are not led to believe such catalePsy

to be part of hypnosis, they do not show it when hypnotized (Orne, 1959).

EXPERIMENTER EXPECTAI\CY AND SUBIECT SET

One pulpose of the experiment to be described now was to learn of
the effects of demand characteristics operating independently of but jointly
with experimenters'expectancies. A second purpose was to test the gener-

ality of the effects of experimenters'expectancies. The studies reported so

far have established the occurrence of the phenomenon in the research

domains of human perception and animal learning. Here the occurrence of
the phenomenon is examined in a different but equally lively area of re-

search. Such an area is that of verbal conditioning (Krasner, 1958), and

one of its more hotly debated aspects is the question of the role of awareness

in successful verbal conditioning (Dulany & O'Connell, 1963; Eriksen,

1960; Eriksen,l962;Spielberger & DeNike, 1966). It should be emphasized

that the purpose of this study was not to answer the question of whether
such learning without awareness can occur. The purpose, rather, was to
learn whether studies of the role of awareness in learning might be affected

by the phenomena of experimenter expectancy effects and the efiects of
demand characteristics or subjects' set.

One provocative hint as to the possible role of demand characteristics

in determining rates of awareness in studies of verbal conditioning is pro-
vided by Krasner (1958). He told of a subject who, during the course of a
verbal conditioning experiment, spontaneously verbalized the correct con-
tingency. On the subsequent inquiry for awareness, however, this same

subiect gave perfectly "unaware" responses. This interesting occurrence

might be accounted for by the subject's perception of the demand charac-

teristics of the situation as being, "You ought not to be aware of the con-
tingency if you wish to regard yourself as a 'good subject.' "

The experiment has been described elsewhere (Rosenthal, Persinger,
Vikan-Kline, & Fode, 1963b). Briefly, there were 18 graduate students to
serve as experimenters, all enrolled in a graduate course in educational
psychology, and all but one were males. There were 65 subjects, 57 of them

females, most of whom were freshmen or sophomores.

Each experimenter presented to each of his subjects individually the
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standardized series of 20 photos of faces described earlier. Subjects were

asked, as before, to rate each photo on the apparent success or failure that
the person pictured had been experiencing. This time, however, experi-
menters were instructed to reinforce all positive ratings made by their sub-
jects. Each experimenter was individually trained by an investigator, who
did not know to which treatment condition the experimenter would be

assigned. The exact instructions to experimenters and the instructions they

were to read to their subjects were mimeographed and given to each experi-
menter at the conclusion of his training session.

Instructions to Experimenlers. You have been asked to participate in a

research project studying the phenomena of conditioning. The reason for your
participation in this poject is to standardize results of experiments dealing with
conditioning. There is the problem in psychologicd research of difierent ex-
aminers g"tting somewhat difierent data on the sarne tests as a function of
individual differences. Therefore, to standardize the tests it is better methodo-
logical procedure to use groupr of experimenters.

You will now be asked to run a series of subjects and obtain from each

ratings of photograpbs. The experimental procedure is as follows:
After recording the data from each subject at the top of the recording

sheet, and reading the instructions to the subjecl you are ready to begin.
Take photo #1 and say: "This is photo #1," and hold it in front of the

subiect until he tells you his rating which you will write down on the recording
sheet. Continue this procedure through the 20 photos. Do not let any subject

see any photo for longgr than 5 seconds.

After eash subject, total the ratingp of the 20 photos and find the average

(mean).

Previous research in verbal conditioning has shown that subjects may be
conditioned to give a certain number by verbal reinforcement. In this study we
want you to say "good" after every plus rating up to the number five (*5), and

"exsellent" after every rating of plus five and over. Do not say anything fc
minus ratings. As you would suspect, you should shortly be receiving very high
ratingp from your subjects, about a *5 or higher.

The MarloweCrowne Social Desirability scores of your subiects are such
that they, on a postexperimental interview, will (not) t very likely be aware ol
having been conditioned. A\at is to say, this test (the MarloweCrowne) is able
to predict beforehand which subjects will be aware of having been conditioned.
The present study is desig;ned to verify the reliability of the MarloweGowne.

Just read the instructions to the subjects. Say nothing else to them excep
hello and goodbye and "excellent" and/or "good." If for any reason you should
say anything to a subject other than that which is written in your instructions,
please write down the exact words you used and the situation which forced you
to say them. Good Luck!

Iwtructions to Subiects. I am going to read you some instructions. I am
not permitted to say anything which is not in the instructions, nor can I answ€r
any questions about this experiment. OK?

r This word was inserted in the instructions to half of the experimentcrs.
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zlmmediately after this exp,eriment is ov€r, you will be asked the purpose

of this exp,eriment i.e., what is really gorng on. Sec how perceptive you can be

in detcrmining the true intent of this experiment.

Now I will show you a series of photographs. For each one I want you to
judgp whether the person pictured has been experiencing suocess c failure. To
help you make more exact iudgments you are to use this rating scale. As you
ca^n s€e, the scale runs from -10 to +10. A rating of -10 means that you
judge the person to have expcrienced extreme failure. A rating of *10 means

that you judge the person to have experienced extreme sucoess. A rating of -l
means that you judge the person to have experienced mild failure, while a rating

of *1 means that you judge the person to have experienced mild succ$s. You
are to rat€ each photo as accurately all you can. Just tell me the rating you
assign to each photo. All ready? Here is the first photo. (No further explana-

tion may be given, although dl or part of the instructions may be repeated.)

The instructions given the experimenters carried one of the treatment
rlimensions. Half were led to expect that their subjects would subsequently

be aware of having been conditioned, and half were led to believe that their
subjects would not be aware. The instructions read to subjects by their
experimenter were designed so that half the subjects would view it as a
'good subject" performance to be aware of having been conditioned, and

half the subiects would not be given such a set.

After the subiects had been contacted by their experimenter they were

glven two questionnaires to be flled out in succession. The first questionnaire

was the one used by Mataruzzo, Saslow, and Pareis ( 1960). It asked simply
two questions: (1) "The pulpose of this experiment was:" and (2) "My
evidence for this is:". About a half page of space was provided for the

answeB to each of these questions. Orne (1962) has suggested that subjects

agree to a "pact of ignorance" to not "see through" the ostensible purposes

of the experiment. The experience of the research program under discussion

supports this view. For this reason, it was felt that a very vague, general
inqulry for subjects' awareness, with no incentives offered for reports of
awareness, would be favorable to low rates of awareness among the subjects.

An ioqury that offers many suggestions to subjects about what may have

been going on in the experiment was felt to create a set favorable to seeing

thtoogh the experiment. This is probably due not so much to the cues pro-
vided by the questions themselves, though that is a factor. More important,
probably, is the general set given the subject that it must be acceptable role

performance to have a lot of hunches and suspicions if the investigators

themselves expect it enough to print up forms with questions that hint at

seeing through.

The second questionnaire was patterned after l-evin's ( 1961) and was

chosen to elicit higher rates of awareness. It is as follows:

2 For half of the subjccts the sentence, "We are in the process of standardizing a

tcst " was substituted for this paragraph.
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The Second Questionnaire.
1. Did you usually give the frst number which came to your mind?

2. How did you go about deciding which of the numbers to use?

3. Did you think you were using some of the numbers more often than others?

Ttrhich numbers? Why?
4. What did you think the purpose of this experiment was?

5. What did you think about while going through the photos?

6. While going through the photos did you think that you were supposed to
rate ttem in any particular way?

7. Did you get the feeling that you were suppos€d to change the ratingp of the
photos as you were giving them?

8. Were you aware of anything else that went on while you were going through
the photos?

9. Were you aware of anything about the experimenter?

10. Were you aware that the experimenter said anything? If so, what?

IVote.' Answer the following questions only if you w€re aware of anything said

by the experiment€r.

11. What did the saying of the word or words by the exp€rim€nt€r mean to
you?

12. Did you try to figure out what made the say anything c why
or when he did?

13. How hard would you say that you tried to figure out what was making the
experimenter say the word or words?

very hard fairly hard nothard atall
14. What ideas did you have about what was making the exp€riment€r say the

word or words?

15. While going through the photos did you think that what the experimcnter
said had anything to do with the way that you rated the photoo? IIow?

All awareness-testing questionnaires were scored blindly, independ-
ently, and without pretraining by two psychologists according to the criteria
set forth below as modified for this study from the criteria employed by
Matataun, Saslow, and Pareis (1960). The scoring weights were con-
structed by asking judges to arrange the five criteria, typed on small cards,

along a yardstick with the distances between cards to represent difierences
in degree of awareness. Five faculty members and two graduate studen6
involved in dissertation research served as judges and the following scores

represent the median yardstick points assigned to each criterion (divided by

three).

Score

Criteria lor Scoring Awareness

Criterion

S had no idea of the purpose of the experiment, or had a completely
wrong hypothesis, or made absolutely no mention of E"s reinforcing
verbalizations.

S mentioned the reinforcement, but did not connect it with a specific

0

3
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Studies of Experimenter Expectancy Efrects

class of ratingFt or S brought up the possibility of certain ratings being

reinforced (including the correct response class), but in conjunction
with other incorrect hypotheses.

S stated that some specific class of ratings was being reinforced, but
names the wrong response class; or he states the correct response class

but does so along with an incorrect hypothesis.

^S 
correctly stated the specific response class being reinforced, and did

not state an incorrect hypothesis in addition.

,S correctly stated the specific response class being reinforced, stated no

incorrect hypothesis, and correcfly differentiated the use of "good" from
the use of "excellent" as reinforcers.

Reliability of scoring was nearly perfect for questionnaire number one
(r: .99), and adequate for questionnaire number two (r:.87). Both
correlations were based on an N of 63 subjects who completed the question-
naires. The two subjects who did not complete the questionnaires were

excused when they began using terms like "contingency" and all but argued
the merits of open-ended versus structured interviews to tap awareness! As it
developed, both had run a verbal conditioning study of their own the preced-
ing semester as part of an undergraduate research program. As f.ar as

could be determined, there were no more than these two sophisticates.

In all cases where the two scorers' ratings of a questionnaire differed,
the mean of the two ratings was the final score assigned that questionnaire.

Quesfionnafoe efrec{s. Questionnaire number two (Q2) evoked much
higher awareness than did questionnaire number one (Ql). On Ql, 70
percent of all subjects earned awareness scores of zero while on Q2 only 2
percent earned zero scores. On Ql, 19 percent of the average experiment-
er's subjects earned awareness scores of 8 or higher, whereas on Q2, 56 per-
cent earned such scores. Of all subjects, 78 percent earned a different
awareness score on Q2 than they had on Ql, and l0O percent of these

scored more aware on Q2 (binomial p less than .00001).
The correlation (rho) between experimenters' obtained rate of

awareness on Ql and Q2 was |.58 (one-tail p-.O1, df-.16). The
correlation (phi) between subjects' Q1 and Q2 awareness scores was

*.s0 (p < .0001).
The bimodal distribution of awareness scores, especially on Ql where

the distribution was markedly discontinuous and asymmetrical, suggested

that for practical pulposes the awareness scale was a two-point rather than
a five-point scale. Accordingly, in all subsequent analyses a subject was

defined as aware if his awareness score was 8 or higher. This number was

chosen because it represented the lower limit of the upper distribution of
scores on Ql.
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Iheetnod cfred$ Tables 11-1 and 11-2 show tlre percentage of the
average experimenter's subjects within each experimental condition who

TABTE I I -I
Percentoge of Subiects Judged Awore: Question-
noire I

SUBJECT'S

sEr
Aworeness

Nonoworeness

Meons

EXPER'A,IENTER'S

EXPECTANCY

Aworeness Nonoworeness

3r 13

24 l0

28il

,fleons

l9

/[,leons

23

14

were judged aware by Ql and Q2. Analysis of the data from both question-
naires showed that experimenters expecting their subjects to be aware
obtained higher rates of awareness than did experimenters expecting their
subjects to be unaware (p--.07, one-tail). Subjects given the set to see

through the experiment tended to be aware more often than the remaining
subjects, though this difference was not reliable statistically. For both
questionnaires, however, the most statistically significant differences were
found to exist between the conditions where experimenter expectancy and
subject set were both favorable to increased awareness and tLe conditions
where both were unfavorable to awareness (p : .O2, one-tail, t - 2.46).

What we do not know, but what must be learned, is how an experi-

TABLE I I-2

Percentoge of Subiects Judged Awore: Question-
noire 2

SUBJECT'S

sEr
Aworeness

Nonoworeness

EXPER'A,IENTER'S

EXPECTANCY

Aworeness Nonoworeness

78 40

55 47

62

50

56i,leons 68 43
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menter who expects awareness from his subjects treats them comPared

to the way an experimenter who does not exPect awareness treats his

subiects. Perhaps experimenters exPecting their subjects to be aware are

lesi subtle in ttriir reinforcement of subjects' resPonses. Perhaps, too, they

convey a consPkatorial impression of "we both know what's going 
9_n

here.,i Such an attitude may legitimate the subiect's subsequent verbali-

zation of what he knows.

In order to determine the eftect of experimenters' reinforcement of

higher ratings, it was necessary to employ an additional control group of

experimenters which, like the experimental grouPs, expected high photo

ratings but, unlike the experimental groups, was not programmed to

reinforce them. Four additional experimenters, drawn from the same

class as the other experimenters, were accordingly led simply to exPect

higb photo ratings. These experimenters contacted a total of 26 subjects

TABTE 1I-3

Meon Photo Rotings

EXPER'fiIENTER'S
EXPECTANCY

Aworeness Nonoworeness Aleons

SUBJECT'S

SET

Aworeness

Nonoworeness

i,leons

.58

1.24

9I

.63

1.20

92

.60

1.22

.91

drawn from the same class from which the other subjects had been

drawn. These subiects were given no set to "see through" the experiment.

Table 11-3 showi the mean photo ratings obtained by experimenters in

the four experimental groups. The mean photo rating obtained by experi-

menters of the control group was f.49. Those subjects given a set to
..see through" the experiment gave photo ratings that were no different

from thoselven by thi control group subjects. They were, however, signifi-

cantly lowei than those given by reinforced subiects with no set to "see

through" the experimentlp - .O2, two-tail). All experimental groups and

the c6ntrol group showed approximately linear curves of acquisition of

positive ratirigs, all having about the same slope (35 degrees)_. Degree of

aw".en"ss asludged from Q2 was found to be unrelated to photo ratings

given. These iesutts suggest that whether or not a subject may be judged

iware of having been-verbally reinforced for a certain response, he is
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significantly less likely to make the desired responses when he has been

given a set to "see through" an experimentai procedure. The set to "see

through" may well carry an implication of "don't go along."

The question of whether any of the groups showed verbal conditioning

must remain unanswered. All groups showed similar acquisition curves,

but this may have been due, in part, to a photo order eftect. An earlier

study showed that experimenters biased to expect negative data also

obtained linear acquisition curves of positive ratings (Rosenthal, Fode,

Vikan-Kline, & Persinger, 1964).

THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE SUBIECT

Riecken stated that one of the experimental subject's major aims in
the experiment is to "penetrate the experimenter's inscrutability and dis-
cover the rationale of the experiment" (1962). Even a cursory reading

of the 60 questionnaires (Ql and Q2 combined) confirms this hypothesis.

After more careful study, each of the 60 questionnaires was assigred to
one of the following three categories: (1) Subject stated that the puqpose

of the experiment was to standardize a test, and there was no indication

of any other suspicion on his pafi. (2) Subject stated or implied that the

purpose was to assess the role of reinforcement in changing responses

with or without mentioning standardization of the "empathy" test. (3)
Subject stated or implied that the purpose was really in some way to
assess the subject other than by (or in addition to) simply trying to
reinforce certain responses. Only 17 percent of the questionnaires fell into
group l, whereas 42 percent fell into each of the other trno categories. Thus

two out of five subjects held hypotheses about the rationale of the experi-

ment which had little to do with this particular study but which sampled

fairly well the kind of thing that contemporary research psychologists might
very well be after. Several subjects thought they were being assessed for
degree of conformity or resistance to conformity. Several hypothesized that

we were measuring their degree of racial prejudice based on the fact that
one of the photos was of a Negro. Perhaps the most common hunch was

that the pictures were really "projective" devices designed to tap every-

thing from self-concepts to optimism or pessimism. This finding lends

support to Riecken's formulation that subjects tend to see the psychologist-

researcher as a "poker" and a "pryer" ipto one's inner recesses (1962).
All in all, subjects were quite actively engaged in formulating hypotheses,

some of which would imply a fairly high level of sophistication.

Whereas on Q2 most subjects were aware, a number made specific

reference to their handling of this information. One subject, who had not

been rated as aware, said she was sure her experimenter was trying to
get her to change her ratings, but she knew that since this was a rigorous
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standardization situatioD, this could not possibly be the case. One clearly

aware subject manifested unmistakable sig:ns of guilt over ruining the

study through her being aware, while several mentioned the contingency

and their decision to go along or not go along.

Perhaps the most striking illustration of the complexity of the problem

of our penetrating the subiect' s inscrutability came from a questionnaire

which in reply to Ql stated: "The pu{pose of this experiment was to stand-

ardize a test. They used a standardized rating scale and the person

administrating [sicJ the test was not allowed to say anything. This kept

his influence out. The fact that we all make our jrdgment on the pictures

would Sve returns which would show the standardization of them." Not
five seconds later this same subject on Q2 replied to the same question about

the purpose of the experiment: "To see how much the words given by the

tester influenced me."
In this study the experimenter-subject interactions lasted as litfle

as five minutes. This seems to be an unusually short period for the

development of "transference" reactions toward an experimenter. Never-

theless, one of our subjects made very clear reference to the sexual

implications of being alone with an experimenter in a small room and

described some of her experimenter's characteristics in inordinate detail.

Even if such responses were quite rare, they would nevertheless serve to
remind us that subjects are far from being the automated data production

units that Riecken (1962) has suggested is a frequent current view of the

subject. But such "transference" reactions are not all that rare. In the

research program under discussion one or two such responses are obtained
in every experiment. This is the more remarkable not only for the brevity
of the experimenter-subject interaction but also because there is very
little getting acquainted possible. The tasks chosen for this research pro-

gram were intentionally designed to minimize experimenter-subject inter-

actions so that it would be difficult to get the unintentional influencing we

might more readily expect in more elaborate experimenter-subject inter-
actions or in clinical interactions.

In a study of verbal conditioning employing a more standard sentence-

construction task there was further evidence that subjects are sometimes

interested in their experimenter as a person rather than simply as an

inscrutable scientist-psychologist (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota,

1966). In that study 2O percent of the subjects made some reference to one

or more physical characteristics of their experimenter which were "irrele-
vant" to the experimenter's role performance. References were made to
the experimenter's posture, clothing, facial blemishes, eyeglasses, dental
condition, and relative attractiveness.

When the research is somewhat more clinical we expect more of the

"transference" reactions to the experimenter, and we get them. Klein
(1956) has discussed this problem, and Whitman (1963) gives a more
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recent illustration. The research was in the :rrea of dreaming reslxrnses.

There were l0 volunteer subjects who were wakened and asked to report
their dreams whenever their eye movements suggested to the monitors

that dreaming might be going on. About one third of the dreams dealt

overtly with the experimental situation, about one third dealt covertly with
the experimental situation, and about one third did not appear to deal

at all with the experimental situation. There was the predictable evaluation
apprehension Rosenberg has described (1965) and a great variety of
emotionally significant reactions to the experimenter. Female subjects tended

to view him as more seductive, males as more sadistic. Some dreams found

him incompetent; some found him potentially therapeutic but not help-
fully motivated; some found him a cold, exploiting scientist, or even quite
unscrupulous. This more clinical research may evoke stronger reactions to
the experimenter, but from the evidence presented earlier we must con-

clude that such reactions may also occur in less psychodynamically loaded

interactions, though perhaps to a lesser degree.

SOME RECAPITULATION Ah[D DISCUSSION

The data suggest that in studies of verbal conditioning concerned

with the role of awareness, the experimenter's expectancy of awareness can

sigpificantly aftect the rates of awareness he will obtain. In addition, sub-
jects' perceived demand characteristics of the experimental situation appear

to play a role in the determination of subsequent awareness rates, although
to a smaller and less reliable degree. Furthermore, the form of inquiry
for awareness makes a significant difference in obtained awareness rates.

However, when an experimenter expects more awareness from his subjects

at the same time that his subjects have a positive sanction to see through

the experiment, he tends to obtain higher rates of awarenesss from his sub-
jects than when the converse conditions are true, regardless of the form
of inquiry employed in this study. Although none of the obtained p levels

was striking, the magnitude of the effects was. Thus on Ql, three times

as many subjects of one condition were aware as were aware in the

opposite treatment condition. This magnitude of effect may have been

even greater had it not been for an unplanned-for difticulty in the experi-
mental procedure. Many of the subjects in the standard set condition were
able to see some earlier contacted subjects filling out the questionnaires. It
seems likely that this might have established demand characteristics among

the standard set subjects favorable to greater attentiveness and seeing

through, sets reasonably to be expected from the subjects' prospect of
having to answer questions about the experimental procedure.

Krasner (1958), in his review of 31 articles on verbal conditioning,
found that over one half of them reported no awareness at all on the part
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of any subject. In all these studies, only 5 percent of all subjects were reported

to be aware. In the present study, even on the crude Ql 19 percent of the

subjects were aware, and on Q2 about 56 percent were aware. The reason

for this discrepancy is not entirely clear. The possibility that all our

subjects had perceived the demand characteristics as generally favorable

to awareness cannot be ruled out. Communication among subjects was

possible and likely, but this is probably true for most verbal conditioning

studies (and other studies as well, though it is rare to find the problem

taken seriously). In addition, it must be admitted that the author's ex-

pectation was for a high rate of awareness; and although it was possible

to remain blind for membership in treatment conditions, subjects did have

to be contacted by members of the research group, however briefly, so that

they could be directed to the proper laboratory rooms and, later, have the

questionnaires administered.

In another verbal conditioning experiment, the one employing a
sentence construction task, the rates of awareness obtained were somewhat

lower (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota, 1966). In that study 17

percent of the subjects were clearly aware, 8 percent were somewhat

aware, and 75 percent were clearly unaware. In this experiment, as in
the one described in detail, several aware subjects noted their difficulty
in trying to decide whether to go along with the experimenter's attempt to
influence their response. Subjects can sometimes verbalize their deutero-

problem very well.

We cannot tell from answers to an awareness questionnaire whether

the subject, if "aware," was aware during the experiment. We cannot tell
whether the subject, if "unaware," is responding as unaware because he

thinks that is the proper thing to do. There is a kind of subject especially

interested in saying and doing the proper thing, and that is the subject

who scores high on the Marlowe-Crowne Scale of Social Desirability
(Crowne & Marlowe, 1964). In the sentence construction experiment,

subjects scoring high in this scale gave significantly less aware responses

(r - -.30, p - .O2), and so did more anxious subjects (r : -.22,
p - .10). These more anxious subjects and those higher in the need

for approval may well have viewed the good subject role as that which

permits no "seeing through." That they show their desire to please the

experimenter in other ways is suggested by the fact that subjects higher

in need for approval arrive earlier at the site of the experiment (r - +.40,
p -.003).

The results of the qualitative analyses of the awareness questionnaires

of this second study of verbal conditioning yielded much the same sort

of information as the first. Subjects often did not believe the formal
explanations offered them. Riecken (1962) was right to call for a more

systematic investigation of subjects' perceptions of experimental situations.

The kinds of hunches subjects had about the true purposes of the
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two experiments, although frequenfly wrong for these particular studies,
were uncomfortably a@urate in assessing the kinds of research in which
cgntemporary psychologists were likely to ask them to participate. The
day of the naive sophomore may rapidly be drawing to a ilose. 

-

CONFLICTING EXPECTATIONS

In an experiment by C. R. White (1962), the expectations of the
experimenters were varied as in other studies, but subjects were given
varyrng expectations about the stimuli they would be asked to judge. His
experimenters were 18 graduate students io gsumsting and guidance, and
his subjects were 108 undergraduates enrolled in educational psychology.

In earlier studies in this research program there had always been
only trno expectancies. Thus, when the task was that of judgrng the suc-

:els or failure of persons pictured in photos, half the experimenters were

!:9 to expect success ratings and half were led to expeCt failure ratingp.
white, however, employed six different expectanciesf to each of whiih
three_experimenters were assigned at random. These six expectancies were

_not 
single numbers but rather a set of overlapping ranges of expectancies,

ttre means of which were -6, -3, -0.5, +0:5, +3, ana 10. Within each
of these conditions of experimenter expectancy, subjects were divided into

$x,groups, each with one of the expectancies analogous to those induced

T th" experimenters. These expectancies were induced by telling subjects
that the particular photos they would be shown had beln found earlier
to evoke ratings of about -6 (or -3, -0.5, +0.5, +3, f6). The six
conditions of experimenter expectancy, each with six conditions of subject
expectancy, were analyzed by means of a 6 X 6 analysis of variance design.

Results of the analysis revealed a significant interaction efiect
(p: .OOt; between experimenters'and subjects, expectancies. Table ll-4
shows the mean ratings obtained by experimenters eipecting either positive
or negative ratings for subjects for whom either positive or negative ratings
had been suggested. The data support the intelpretation of cointrast eftects
(Helson, 1964; Sherif & Hovland, 196l). Subjects predisposed to rate
low, when contacted by experimenters expecting to outain high ratings,
gave tlg lo'west ratings (p - .01), suggesting a [ind of opinion-entrench-
ment. similarly, when subjects were given sets to rate higlr but were con-
fronted !I elperimenters expecting low ratings, they lave the highest
ratings, though this finding was statistically lesi significait.

kindly made his data available for this further analysis. In
addition to the "entrenchment" effect shown by subjects contacted by
experimenters with contrasting expectations, anoiher fictor was found to
contribute to our understanding of the interaction effect. Table l l-5 shows
quartiles of subjects arranged in descending order of discrepancy between
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TABLE I I -4

Meon Photo Rotings os o Function of Experimenter

ond Subiect Expectoncies

EXPER,,I,IENTER'S

EXPECTANCY

SUBJECT'S

EXPECTANCY

Pos itive Negotive

.59 .81

-.43 .42

Meons

Pos if ive

Negof ive

.70

.00

.35i,leons .09 .62

their own expectancy and their experimenter's expectancy. The correlation

between discrepancy of expectations and mean photo rating was -.96(p-.05). Regardless of the direction of experimenters' and subjects'

expectations, subjects tended to rate the Photos as more successful when

their expectancy and that of their experimenter were in greater accord. It
may be that when experimenters and subjects had similar expectancies,

their experimental interaction was a smoother, more pleasant experience,

with less conflict for the subject over whether to be influenced by the

investigator who had induced the subject's exPectancy or to be influenced

by the subtle cues of his own experimenter. The lack of conflict may have

been reflected in his perceiving others more cordially-i.e., as more suc-

cessful.

The experiments described in this chapter have served in part to ex-

tend the generality of the effects of the experimenter's expectancy. More

particularly they have shown the combined effects of the experimenter's

expectancy and the subject's set or his perception of the demand character-

TABTE 1I-5

Meon Rotings os o Function of Discreponcy Between

Experimenters' ond Subiecls' Expectoncies

Meon Discre poncy Meon Rof ing

9.2 .35

5.3 .43

2.7 .50

0.3 .59

ilesQuort

I

2

3

4
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istics of the experimental situation (Orne, 1962). The examination of

such joint eftects is only just now being mapped out for inquiry. But from

what data there are, both quantitative and qualitative, the conclusion seems

warranted that what is in the head of the subject and in the head of the

experimenter can unintentionally affect the results of psychological re-

search.
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Early Data Returns

In the last few chapters the effects of the experimenter's expectancy on
his subjects' responses have been considered. in the present-chaptei, to
some extent, we reverse the direction of the predictions and consider
the effects of the subjects' responses on the experimenter's expectancy.
Except in the most exploratory of experimental enterprises, the experiment-
er's expectancies are likely to be based upon some sort of observed data.
These data need not have been formally acquired. They may derive from
quite casual observations of behavior made by the experimenter himself
or even by another obsener. Since some sort of data are the most likely
dercrminants of experimenter expectancies, we may fairly ask: what about
the data obtained early in an experiment? What are their effects upon data
subsequently obtained within the same experiment? perhaps early data
returns that confirm the experimenter's hypothesis stren$hen the expectancy
and thus make it more likely that subsequent data will also be con-
firmatory. Perhaps early data returns that disconfirm the experimenter,s
expectancy lead to a revision of the expectancy in the direction of the
disconfrming data obtained, thereby making it more likely that subsequent
data will continue to disconfirm the original hypothesis but support the
revised hypothesis.

That the "early returns" of psychological research studies can have
an effect on experimenters' expectancies was noted and well discussed
by Ebbinghaus (1885). After saying that investigators notice the results
of their studies as they progress, he stated: "consequently it is unavoid-
able that, after the observation of the numerical results, suppositions
should arise as to general principles which are concealed in them and which
occasionally give hints as to their presence. As the investigations are car-
ried further, these suppositions, as well as those present at the beginning,
constitute a complicating factor which probably has a definite influence
uponthe subsequentresults" (p.28). He went on to speak of the pleasure

196
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of finding expected data and sulprise at obtaining unexpected data, and

continuei Uy stating that where 'iaverage values" were obtained initially,

subsequent data would tend also to be of average y{ue, -and 
where

..espe&aly large or small numbers afe expected it would tend to further

increase or decrease the values" (p.29).
Ebbinghaus was, of course, speaking of himself as both experimenter

and subjectl Nevertheless, on the basis of his thinking and of the-reasoning

described earlier, it was decided to test Ebbinghaus' hypothesis of the effect

of early data returns on data subsequently obtained by experimenters.

There was also an interest in learning whether the male experimenters

would have a greater biasing effect upon their female subiects than upon

their male subjects. This seemed reasonable in view of the general finding

in the literaturl that female subjects are more susceptible to inteqpersonal

influence pr<rcesses. Finally, there was interest in whether the effects of

early data returns would operate uniformly throughout the series o-f subiects

coniacted by experimenters or whether earlier- or later-contacted subiects

would be more affected.

THB EFT'ECTS OF EARLY RETI,]RNS

The experiment has been described in more detail elsewhere (Rocen-

thal, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Fode, 1963a). Briefly, there were 12 male

graduate stidents in education to serve as experimenters. The subjects were

55 undergraduates, mostly freshmen and sophomores,- enrolled in be-

ginning 
"Jurr"r 

in psychology and education. About half were males and

latt Gre females. In this experiment, as in others investigating some

factors complicating the effects bt ttre experimenter's expectancy, it was de-

cided that the same task as that employed in the original studies demonstrat-

ing expectancy effects should be used. Since the PurPose of these studies

*ir not simply to replicate the basic findings but to learn-more about the

variables afttcting the operation of expectancy eftects, the studies were

kept comparable with resPect to the basic task employed.- 
In tire present study, therefore, each experimenter presented to each

of his subje"tr indinidoally the standardized series of 20 photos of faces

and asked that the subject rate each photo on the apparent success or

failure that the person pictured had been experiencing. Subiects were to

use the rating scile described earlier to help them make their judgment-s.

Before iontacting his subjects, each experimenter was individually

instructed and briefly trained as to the experimental procedure. The exact

instructions to experimenters were mimeographed and given to the experi-

menter when he iame in for his training session. These instructions, as

well as the instructions each experimenter read to his subiects, were
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T.ilrr to those presented in earlier chapters. It should be noted that
the investigator who instructed the experimenters did not know into which
treatment group any experimenter would be assigned.

The overall design of the experiment was to randomly estabrish three
groups of four experimenters each, all with a bias, expectation, or hypothesis
to obtain hi-gh positive ratings from their subjects. For one group of experi-

Penters 
this bias, expectation, or hypothesis was to be confirmed by iheir

f.tt 
ryo pretest ("good data") subjects. For a second group this bias, ex-

!!-cta!on' or hypothesis was to be disconfirmed by their first two subjects
("bad data"). The third group of experimenters was to serve as a control
group ("normal data').

- T" fu, group to be run was the control group of four experimenters,
each of whom contacted six naive subjects. of those eight subjects who
wgre run as the pretest subjects by the control experimenters, four were
selected on the basis of their having free time when the remaining experi-
menters were to contact their subjects. These four subiects agreed to
serv€ as- accomplices and were instructed to give average ratings of f5
to the photo-rating task for the "good data" experimenteri and -5 for the
"bad- data" experimenters. Each of the accomplices then gave *good

dlja'to two experimenters and "bad data" to two experimentirs. Aciom-
plices appeared equally often as the first-run and second-run subject.

. -Treatment 
groups of experimenters were thus defined: ihe .,good

!ata" group experimenters each contacted two accomplices who gave them
the expected data, followed by four subjects who wire naive. the "bad
data" 

-group 
experimenters each contaited two accomplices who gave

thg- 9o opposite to that expected, followed by four subjects who were
naive. The "normal data," or control groupr experimenters each contacted
six naile subjects. The dependent variable was defined as the mean of the
photo ratingp given by the last four subjects contacted by each experi-
menter in each condition. All these subjects were, of course, nai,ve, and it
ryas 

h;,pothesized that the experience of having obtained .,good 
data"

should lead those experimenters to obtain "better"iubsequent dita, whereas
the experience of having obtained "bad data" shourd read those experiment-
ers to obtain "worse" subsequent data in relation to the control soup.
Except for-tfre accomplices, all subjects were randomly assigned to experi-
menters with the necessary restriction that they have free time during
experimenters' available free time. one experimenter contacted only
three test subjects instead of four.

Ilearnent efrcds. Table 12-1 shows the mean rating obtained by each
experimenter and each treatment group, from their two pretest suu;ects
and their four test subjects. For the "g@d" and ,.bad" data groupJ the
two pretest subjects were, of counrc, the accomplices. Although none of
the pairs of accomplices actually gave mean ratings of either f5 or -5 as
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TABTE 12-1

Meon Photo Rotings

T reotmenf Exper i menter

E1

E2

"Good E3

doto " E4

Meon

Pretest Subjecfs

3.68

3.45

2.03

1.90

2.77

Tesf Subjects

0.51

I .I9
0.93

0.69

0.90

Control

E5

E6

E7

Eg

1.30

0.43

0.1 8

-0.70

0.30

1.24

0.80

0.34

-0.06

0.59Meon

" Bod

doto "

E9

Ero

Ett
Etz

-2.38
-3.09
-3.83
-4.38

0.16

0.55

-0.09
0. l0

Meon -3.42 0.18

they had been instructed, the treatments were considered adequate, since

none of the groups' pretest ratings showed any overlap.

Table l2-2 summarizes the analysis of variance of the means of the

mean ratings obtained by each of the experimenters from his four test

TABTE 12-2

Anolysis of Vorionce of Meon Photo Rotings

Source

Eor ly returns

L ineor regres s ion

Deviotion

Error

df

2

I

I

9

,tlS

(0.4324)

0.7750

0.0898

0.1577

F

(2.74\

4.91
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rybjecrs. 
The obtained F of 4.91 for linear regression was signifcant beyond

the .03 level (one-tail), the ordering of means having 
-been 

predicted.
The difterence befineen the means ol the trno experidental grbups was
sigpificant at the .01 level (one-tail, t = 3.14, dl - 6).

llex eftec{s. Ttble l2-3 shows the mean obtained ratingp, considering

-* Td f"Td" 
-subiects 

separately within treatrnents. Thi grand meai
rating by males of +.49 did not differ from the grand mean r-ating uy te-

TABTE 12-3

Meon Photo Rotings by Sex of Subiect

T reotmenf

"Good doto "
Control

" Bod doto "

Mole Subjects

.61

.52

.35

Femole Subiecfs

.99

.62

.09

males of f_.56. Inspection of the treatment means suggests that the
treatment effe.9t rr1ay have been more powerful in its action upon female
than upon male subjects. The differencei between the means ofihe control
and slpgrimental groups were greater for the female than for the male
subjects (t:7.21, dl - l, p - .lO, two-tail). The remaining analyses
were carried out on male and female subjects combined, since it-was found
that the random assignment of subjects io experimenters had resulted in a
proportional sex distribution for both treatments and order of test subjects.
(In a subsequent chapter dealing with expectancy eftects as a function of
subject characteristics there will be a fullir discuision of the relevance of
subjects'sex.)

on'der cftec{s. In order to determine whether the effects of .,early

returns" showed an order effect, the mean of the first two test subjects was
cgmpared to the mean of the second two test subjects for each gioup. Al-
though these trends were not very significant statisiically (p :.15, trrb-tail,
t:5.42, dl - l), they seem to be worth noting. lVhireas the control
group showed a mean rating change of only 1.02, the "bad data" group
tLol.q a m:an rating change of -.59 and the ,,good 

data,'group showed i
shift o! +.44, suggesting that the eftect of early returns-b""omes more
marked later in the process of gathering subsequent data. After having run
only the first of two test subjects, the mean obtained ratings were baref dif-
ferent from each other, although they were in the pridicted direitions
(Table 124).
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TABTE 12-1

Meon Photo Rotings by First ond Lost Two Test

Subiects

Treotment Firsf Subiecrs Losr Subiects Diflerencc

"Good doto" 0.58 l.m 0.U

control 0.57 0.59 0.02

"Bod doto" 0.17 -0.12 -0.59

Further support for a hypothesis of a 'delayed action effect" can

be seen in the sequence of corrilations between the mean Pretest rafnqs-a1d

the ratings obtained from the first-run test subjects, then the 
"9"oo.d-' 

third-,

and fourih-run test subjects. This sequence of correlations (rhos) was .04,

-.O7, 
.43, .41. The lait two correlations were significantly higher than the

first two (p : .O2, two-tail, t :8.2O, dI :2). Thus, considering subiectl

in order, ii appears that the later-contacted subjects account_for more of

the correlation founA overall and reported next. The correlation (rho)

between the data that experimenters obtained from their fro pretest sub-

jects and that obtained from all four of their test subjects was {.69
ip a.o1, one-tail, t:3.o2, dt- lo). This correlation is identical wit[
the one obtained if data from the control grouP exPerimenters are omitted.

The effect of "early returns" of data, then, may have been great enough to

account for up to i7 percent of the variance of the data obtained from the

four subsequent subjects.

In order to leirn of the relative contribution to this correlation of

the first-run pretest subject alone, and the second-run Pretest subiect alone,

analogous c6rrelations were computed between the data they gave their

experimenter and the data that exPerimenter subsequently obtained.from his

four test subjects. For the first-run Pretest subject, the rho obtained was

+.55, (p < .05), whereas for the second-run Pretest subiect, rho was

+.74, (p < .Ol ). The difterence between these rhos did not even approach

statistical significance, and therefore we cannot conclude that the effect of
.,good', or .ibad" early returns is strengthened by adding more early re-

turns. what is of real interest, however, is the possibility that the data

from only one subject may have such a marked efiect on subsequently ob-

tained data. this interprCtation, or rather speculation, must be tempered

by the fact that all eiperimenters did in fact have two pretest subiec-ts

and that the effect on subsequent test subjects might have been quite

difierent had only one Pretest subject been employed.

One other factor complicates the interpretation of these obtained

correlations. Rather than the early returns affecting subsequently obtained

data, it may be that the experimenter, by virtue of his personality and

20t
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technique in a given situation, tends to elicit similar responses from all
his subjects, thus tending to inflate the obtained correlations. This possibility
is most obvious for the control group experimenters who contacted only
naive subjects from the very beginning. However, it is also possible that

!!e experimenter affects even the accomplices in a systematiC way. Table
l2-l shows that there was considerable variability in the ways in which
the accomplices were able to comply with the request to give f5 or -5ratings to their experimenters. whether the accomplice-within-treatments
variabitty was due to initial accomplice variance, eftect-of-experimenter
variance, or an interaction variance remains an interesting questiron subject
to further study. At any rate, this question does make iny simple inier-
pretation of the obtained correlations tenuous.

Examination of the rank correlation between pretest and test data for the
co-nFol group alone shows it to be unity. In addition, the first-run pretest
subject means correlated perfectly with the second-run pretest iubject
means. lYe are faced with the same difficulty in intelpretation: wai it
experimenter effect or subject effect? Thus, although thise subjects were

pt agcomplices, their ratings may have served to give the experimenter
hypotheses which he then went on to confirm.

SOME RECAPITULATION AI\ID DISCUSSION

lhe dala suggest that Ebbinghaus' hypothesis-that early data returns
can affect subsequently obtained data-wai correct not only in the situation
where-the experimenter serves as his own subject as Ebbinghaus originally
formulated it, but also in the situation in- which the Jxperimenter ii
gonta$ng others as his subjects. when the first one or two subjects give
"good'or expected data, data obtained from subsequentry contaited Jub-

iects tends also to be "good." when the first one or two subjects give

lb4]' 9r unexpected data, data from subsequent subjects tends also to
be "bad." For the male experimenters employed in thii study, it appears
that the effect of early returns may operati more powerfully upon iernale
than upon male subjects. The possibility was also suggested that the effect of
early returns may not make itself immediately ipparent, but that the
effect may^be delayed or cumulated to somewhit tater-contacted subjects.

- The fil$$ that nearly half the variance of the test subjects, photo
ratings could be accounted for by a knowledge of the pretest subjects'
ratings was mentioned as difficult to inteqpret. It migtrt t"itt b" that some
portion of this variance is due to the effect of early returns and some to
more enduring experimenter effects, such as his personality x technique
)( experimental-situation interaction, which effecti might Le distribuled
similarly over all the subiects contacted by the experimeiter.

How might the effects of early data retums on subsequent data be
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explained? When the early returns of an exPeriment are "good," the

hypothesis with which the experimenter undertook the study is P"tti{y
confirmed in his own mind and thereby stren$hened, with a possible

increase in the biasing phenomenon for subsequent subjects. The experi-

menter's mood may also be considerably brightened (Carlsmith & Aronson,

1963), and this might lead him to be seen as a more *likable," "personal,"

and "interested" pelson in his interaction with subsequent subiects. There

is some evidence, io be presented in subsequent chaPters, which suggests that

such experimenter behivior increases the eftects of his expectancy on his

subjects' responses.

That the flow of incoming data can indeed effect changes in an

experimenter's mood has been suggested by Wilson (1952) and has

been recently, charmingly, and autobiographically documented by Griffith
(1961). He told how, as the data came in, *Each record declared itself for

or against . . . [me] . . . and . . . [my] . . . spirit rose and fell as

wildly as does the gambler's whose luck supposedly expresses to him a

higher love or rejection" (p. 307).
The situation for the experimenter whose early returns are "bad" may

be similarly analyznd, although the situation may be more complicated in

this case. If the "bad" early returns are perceived by the experimenter as

disconfirmation of his hypothesis, he may experience a mood change mak-

ing him less "likable," "personal," and "interested," thereby possibly de-

creasing his eftectiveness as an exPectancy biasing experimenter. It may

also be that for some experimenters the "bad" early returns form the

basis for a revised hypothesis, confirmation of which is then obtained from

subsequently contacted subjects.

A SECOI\D STUDY OF THB
EFFECTS OF EARLY RETI'RNS

Essentially, then, two major variables have been proposed to help

us understand the eftects of early data returns. The more cognitive one

has been called "hypothesis confirmation," the more affective one has been

called "mood." It was suggested that the former implies an experimenter

mood change; but, of course, mood change does not imply hypothesis con-

firmation or disconfirmation. Interest in the experiment reported now was

in the relative proportion of variance of the early returns effect which could

be ascribed to the operation of mood alone.

In the first experiment rePorted in this chapter, data were defined

as "good" if they represented higher ratings of success of the Persons
pictured in the photos. In order that the definition of "good," or expected,

data not be equated with higher ratings of the photos, the nature of the

initial expectancy was also varied in the second study. Half the experi-
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menters were thus led to expect f5 (success) ratings, as in the earlier
study, but half the experimenters were led this time to expect -5 (failure)
ratingp from their subjects.

Hypothesis confirmation or disconfirmation was again varied by the
ye of accomplices serving as the first two subjects. These accomplices gave
data either in accord with or opposite to the experimenters' expectancy or
hypothesis.

Mood or hedonic tone was experimentally varied by having one of
the investigators praise or reprove experimenters for their technique of
"running subjects" after the accomplices had performed the experimental
task but before the "real" subjects had been through the procedure. Praise
was designed to induce a good mood in experimenters, reproof a bad mood.

The details of the experiment have been reported elsewhere (Rosen-
thal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota, 1965). The experimenters were 26
Harvard College seniors, all but one of whom was wriiing an undergraduate
thesis in the Department of Social Relations. Experimenters administered
the photo-rating task to 115 female subjects, all of whom were enrolled
as undergraduates in a college of elementary education. Experimenters were
trained in the experimental procedures by an investigator who did not
know to which experimental conditions experimenters would be assigned.

The accomplices who served as the first two "subjects" were students
at another women's college and were selected on the basis of "trustrvorthi-
ness." That is, they were well known to one of the investigators before the
experiment began. Twelve accomplices in all participated in the experiment,
which was conducted on two evenings. Eight were used each evening, and
six participated both evenings. Each accomplice served as "subject" foi three
or four experimenters an evening. Each was instructed to give photo ratings
averaging as close to +5 or -5 as possible without using the same numbers
suspiciously often. In har the conditions these ratings confirmed the expect-
ancy previously induced in experimenters ("good" 

"arly 
returns). In the

other half, the accomplices' ratings disconfirmed the initial expectancy
("bad" early returns).

After experimenters had contacted their first two subjects (accom-
plices), one of the two male investigators serving as criticJ entered each
experimental room and either praised or reproved the experimenter.

In the praise conditions, the critic entered, picked up the experimenter,s
data sheets, studied them first with wrinkled brow and then with an in-
creasingly pleased expression, and, smiling, finally said approximately the
following:

Your data follow an almost classical pattern. Haven't seen results that good
g a 

long 
t'ryjt I A te[ you more specificaly what's so good about thenr" eicept

that it wouldn't be redly cricket to do that no*-perLaps later. Anyway, I'm
sure you must be running things very competently to draw data patterns like
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that. Obviously, you've run subjects before this. Well, keep up the good work
with the rest of them. See you later.

In the reproof conditions, the critic entered, picked up the experiment-
er's data sheets, studied them with a wrinkled brow for about thirty seconds,

began to frown, and then said approximately the following:

Your data certainly follow a strange pattern. Haven't seen results li&le thue
in a long time. I'd tell you more specifcally what bothers me except that it
wouldn't be really cricket to do that now-perhaps later. Anyway, I'm sure you
must be doing something strange to draw data patterns like that! I don't imagine
you've run subjects before this. Maybe empirical research is not your cup of tea.

Well, please try to be very careful for the rest of them. See you later.

Then each experimenter contacted from three to six "real" subjects
in succession. After they had completed their portion of the experiment,
experimenters who had been reproved were told that they really had done a

very good job.

Combination of the four variables described above-(l) *5 or -5
initial expectancy, (2) confirmation or disconfirmation of expectancy (i.e.,

"good" or "bad" early returns), (3) praise or reproof, (4) critic I or
critic 2-yielded 16 experimental conditions (arranged in a2 X 2 X 2 X 2
factorial desigu).

Experimenters, accomplices, and research rooms were randomly
assigned to conditions. Both critics were also randomly assigned to con-
ditions, except that the number of praises and reproofs that each adminis-
tered was equalized as closely as possible. The accomplices did not know
what the treatnent conditions of the experiment were, and the critics were
blind as to the particular conditions in which they were carrying out their
praise or reproof.

Eftcct oI early rcfoins. Table 12-5 shows that expectancy effects,
defned as the difierence between data obtained when expecting +5 ratings

TABI.E I2-5

Meon Photo Rotings by lnitiol Expecloncy ond Eorly

Returns

Expectoncy

+5

-5

D ifference

"Good Doto" " Bod Doto"

-0,96
-0"62

-0.34

I6

94

I

I

+0.78
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and when expecting -5 ratings, were greater when the early data returns

were'tood" (p:.05, one-tail, t:1.71) and that they were smaller

and in the wrong direction when early returns were "bad" (p > .50).

Table 12-5 also shows an unexpected main effect on subiects'ratings of the

nature of the experimenter's early data returns. Subjects tended to rate

photos as being of more successful people when their experimenter's early

returns were disconfirming. This particular result has been discussed earlier

in the chapter dsaling with situational factors affecting subjects' resPonses.

When the effects of early data returns were considered separately for those

experimenters contacted by critic 1 and those contacted by critic 2, a
significant difterence emerged. For experimenters contacted by critic 1,

the effects of early returns were marked, whereas for experimenters con-

tacted by critic 2 there were no eftects of ear$ returns, only a tendency

for all experimenters to obtain data consistent with their initial exPectancy.

The personality of the principal investigator who interacts with the experi-

menter can, therefore, aftect the relationship between 4rly returns and sub-

sequent subjects' responses. That the principal investigator can serve all

a "moderator variable" (Marks, 1964) was suggested and discussed in

the chapter dealing with situational influences on experimenter efiects.

Efrect of mood. Whether experimenters were praised or reproved

did not affect the magritude of their expectancy effects, nor did it affect

the magnitude of the early returns eftect. There was, however, an interaction

between tlte eftects of praise or reproof on exPectancy effects as a func-

tion of which of the two critics had contacted the experimenters (p - .10).

Experimenters contacted by critic I showed greater exPectancy efiects

when praised rather than reproved. Experimenters contacted by ctitic 2

showed greater expectancy effects when reproved rather than praised. Such

an interaction makes it virtually impossible to draw any conclusions about

the effects of mood, as induced in this study, on experimenter exPectancy

effects. Who does the praising or reproving is more important than the fact

of praise or reproof.

Eady retuns os sounces of expectancy. When early returns con-

firmed initial expectancies, experimenters showed the greatest expectancy

efiects. There was also a tendency, when expectancies were disconfirmed,

for experimenters to obtain data opposite to those expected initially. From

this it might be inferred that the disconfirming early returns formed the basis

for a revised expectancy. This inference would have an increased plausibility

if it could be shown that early returns within treatment conditions often

predicted the data subsequently obtained from real subjects. Some relevant

data are available from the study described.

Within each of the eight conditions shown in Table 12-6, a correlation

(r) was computed between the magnitude of the mean ratings given the
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TABTE 12-6

Correlotions Between Eorly Returns ond Subsequent

Subiects' Responses

Evoluotion Expecfoncy

+5

-5
+5

-5

" Bod Doto"

207

Pro ise

Pro ise

Reproof

Reproof

"Good Doto"

+.67*

+.73

+.69*

+.999

+.88

+.06

-.76
+.44

Weighted meon +,96 +.23

* Four expGrimcnters per cell; oll other cells hod three
Gxperimcnters pcr ccll.

experimenters by their first two subjects (accomplices) and the magnitude

of ratings subsequently obtained from real subjects. That such correlations

could be other than trivial in magnitude seemed unlikely in view of the

very restricted range of early returns within any conditions. All accomplices

within any of the experimental conditions had, of course, been programmed

to give the same responses. The average deviation of the early data given

experimenters by the accomplices within the eight conditions was only

0.5. Table 12-6 shows the obtained correlations; only one was not positive

(binomial p < .04, one-tail). The mean e transformed correlation was

*.79 (p: .0ot2, one-tail, dl: lO). Inspection of Table 12-6 suggests

that this overall correlation may mask a difference between those correla-

tions obtained when accomplices were confirming as opposed to discon-

firming the experimenters' initial hypotheses or expectations. When initial

erpectancies were being confirmed the mean r was f.96 (P ( .0005, one-

taul, dl - 6). However, when experimenters' initial expectancies were being

disconfirmed, the mean r (*.23) was not significantly greater than zero.

It was, however, significantly lower than the mean r of f.96 (z-2.57,
p - .Ol, two-tail). At least those experimenters, then, whose initial expec-

tancies were confirmed by their early data returns tended to obtain data

from subsequent subjects that were similar to the data obtained from

earlier contacted subjects; and this in spite of an artificially restricted range

of early data returns. However, two quite different factors may have been

operating to bring this about: (1) an experimenter personality factor or
(2) an expectancy factor. If the personality factor were oPerant, experi-

menters would have affected the accomplices in the same way in which

they subsequently aftected their real subjects. Accomplices were, after all,
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free to vary at least a little in the ratings they produced. If, on the other
hand, the expectancy factor were operating, the data produced by the
accomplices would serve to modi$ the original expectancyJy a good
deal when early returns were disconfirming, and by just a little when early
retums were confirming. (The fact that the corelations were larger
when the early returns were more similar to the initial expectancies seems

best understood as an instance of "assimilation effects" as described by
Helson tl964l and Sherif and Hovland t19611. In psychophysics and
attitude change alike, small deviations are often more accommodated to
than large changes.)

If the personality factor were operative, one would expect experiment-
ers to have a relatively constant effect on the responses obtained from
accomplices and from real subjects regardless of order. Therefore, the
correlation between responses obtained from accomplices and those
obtained from subjects contacted later should be no higher than the corre-
lation between responses obtained from real subjects contacted early
and real subjects contacted later. The correlation between responses given
to experimenters by accomptces and those given by real subjects subsequent
to the first two was *.85 (p : .005, one-tail, dt 

- 
6). The correlation

between responses given by the first two real subjects and those given
by subsequently contacted real subjects was only f.16, a correlation not
signfficantly greater than zero but appreciably lower than f.85 (p - .06,
two-tail). These findings seem inconsistent with the hypothesis of experi-
Eenter personality effect but consistent with the hypothesis of experimenter
exPectancy. The earliest collected data, if they are not too inconsistent with
the initial expectancy, may serve to modify or to specify more precisely the
experimenter's expectancy.

Delayed ac{ion eftect In t}e earter experiment on the effect of
early data returns there was a "delayed action efiect," with accomplices'
data aftecting later-contacted real subjects more than earlier-contacted real
subjects. In the second study no such eftect was found. There was, however,
a tendency for experimenters' initial expectancies to become more efiective
for later than for earlier contacted subjects. Initial expectancies (f5 vs.

-5) had no eftect on data obtained from the first two real subjects.
Among subsequently contacted real subjects, however, those contacted by
experimenters initially expecting f5 ratings gave higher ratings (-.35)
than did (-1.21) subjects contacted by experimenters expecting -5
ratingp Q - 1.73, p - .09,two-tail, dt - S3).

AN INCREASB IN GENERALITY

The data reported by Ebbinghaus and those reported in this chapter
are not the only evidence relevant to the hypothesis of early returns as
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determinants of subsequent data. There is a recent study by McFall (1965)

that is at least suggestive. Working in a different laboratory and at another

university, McFall employed 14 experimenters to administer the photo-

rating task to 56 subjects. (The particular photos employed were different

from those employed in the earlier studies.) From half the subjects experi-

menters were led to expect f5 ratings of success and from half they were

led to expect -5 ratings. Within each condition of experimenter exPectancy

half the subjects were given a set to respond to the stimulus photos with

very fast responses. This set was induced by the use of consPicuous timing

devices, and it led to the elimination of expectancy efiects. McFall reasoned

that the greater the number of subjects who had this set for speed who

were contacted by experimenters, the more disconfirming returns would be

obtained. He therefore analyzed the effects of experimenter exPectancy

separately for two stages of the experiment differing in the amount of dis-

confirming data obtained. When a good deal of disconfirming data had

been obtained, experimenters showed no expectancy effects whatever.

However, when there had been less disconfirming data, significant ex-

pectancy effects were obtained (p < .05). Table 12-7 shows the magoitude

TABTE I2-7

Expectoncy Effects os o Function of Amount of Ex-

pectoncy Disconfirmotion (After McFoll, I 9651

Discon f irmotion

Les s

More

Meon

EXPECTANCY

+5 -5
+.51 -.40
-.06 +.04

+.22 -.18

D iff erence

+.91

-.10

+.40

t

1.86

1.04

p(

:,

.15

of these effects. McFall replicated this experiment, but with half the ex-
perimenters expecting a shorter reaction time and half expecting a longer
reaction time. When the experimenters' expectancies were of reaction times

rather than magnitude of ratings, hardly any expectancy eftects emerged

(p < .30).
From the experimental results presented in this chapter it seems that

Ebbinghaus was right. The data obtained early in an experiment may be
significant determinants of the data obtained later in the same experiment.

The methodological implications of these findings will be discussed in more

detail in Part III. For now it is enough to raise the question of whether it
might not be useful to try to remain uninformed as to how the data are
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turning out until the experiment is completed. That would mean that the
orperimenter collecting the data would have to be kept uninformed about
what data are "good" and what data are "bad." But even if the data col-
lector were uninformed of this at the beginning, there would be the diffi-
culty of keeping him uninformed. If the experimenter reported the early
returns to the principal investigator, there would probably be more or less

subtle reactions to this report, reactions that might cue the experimenter
as to whether data were falling well or poorly. If the data seemed to be

coming well, judging from the principal investigator's reaction, the data

collector might make a point of not modifying his behavior toward his

subjects. The data might, therefore, continue to come in as before. If the

data seemed to be coming poorly, judgrng from the principal investigator's

reaction, the data collector might make a point, even if not consciously, of
modifying his behavior toward his subsequently contacted subjects. Such a
change in behavior, midway through an experiment, might lead to trouble-
some interactions of experimental treatment conditions with the number
of subjects contacted. Later-collected data might turn out to support the

experimental hypothesis because of the unintended change in the ex-

perimenter's behavior.
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Excessive Rewards

Little has been said so far about the efiects of the experimenter,s mo-
tives on the operation of expectancy effects. From studies employing animal
subjects it appeared that the experimenter's expectancy might be a more
important determinant of the results of the experiment thin the experi-
menter's motives. In these studies experimenters were motivated to have all
their animal subjects learn rapidlyi yet the animals' learning was impaired
when the experimenter expected poor performance.

In some of the earlier studies employing human subjects, experi-
menters were offered a special incentive to obtain data consistent with
their expectancy. In a few studies they were promised two dollars instead
of the standard one dollar for their participation if their "data came out as
expected." In these studies there were no control groups to show whether
these incentives increased the effects of the experimenter's expectancy,
although it is known from other studies that such incentives are nbt neces-
sary for the demonstration of expectancy efiects. shortly, more formal evi-
dence will be presented which shows the complicating effects of varying
types and sizes of incentives on the operation of expectancy effects.

For any scientist to carry on any research, he must be motivated to do
so, and probably more than casually so. It is, after all, a lot of trouble to
plan and conduct an experiment. The motivation to conduct research is
usually related to certain motivations associated with the results of the
research. Rarely is the investigator truly disinterested in the results he
obtains from his research, but very likely some scientists are more disinter-
ested than others. The same scientist may be more or less disinterested in
the results of his research on difterent occasions (Roe, 1961 ).

A number of workers have discussed the implication for science of the
motivation of the experimenter vis-i-vis the results of his research. In his
preface to Mannheim's ldeology and Utopia, Wirth spoke of the personal
investment of the scientist in his research. Though he spoke more directly

2tt
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to the problem of interpreter effects than to the problem of expectancy

efiects, his remarks bear repeating: "The fact that in the realm of the social

the observer is part of the observed and hence has a personal stake in the

subject of observation is one of the chief factors in the acuteness of the

problem of objectivity in the social sciences" (1936, p. xxiv). Similarly,

Beck (1957, p.2Ol) has stated: "Each successive steP in the method of

science calls forth a greater emotional investment and adds to the diffi-

culties of remaining objective. When the ego is involved, self criticism may

come hard. (Who ever heard of two scientists battling to Prove the other

right?)'
More recently Ann Roe (1959; 1961) discussed the scientist's com-

mitrnent to his hypothesis and suggested that creative advance may depend

on it. She went on to caution us, however, to be aware of the intense bias

that accompanies our involvement. (In an effort to implement this caution

against bias, Roe devised the "Dyad Refresher Plan" for checking biases

in clinical work. Lamentably this plan, which suggests periodic recalibra-

tion of the clinician, has not been well accepted.)

Motivational factors in the scientist affecting the work he does have

been discussed by others as well (Barzun & Graff, 1957; Bingham & Moore,

1941; Griffith, 1961; Reif, 1961). But perhaps the most eloquent and

most balanced brief statement on this topic was that by William James:

". science would be far less advanced than she is if the passionate

desires of individuals to get their own faiths confirmed had been kept out of

the game. . . . If you want an absolute duffer in an investigation, you

must, after all, take the man who has no interest whatever in its results: he

is the warranted incapable, the positive fool. The most useful investigator,

because the most sensitive observer, is always he whose eager interest in

one side of the question is balanced by an equally keen nervousness lest

he become deceived" (1948, p. 102).

THB FIRST EXPERIMENT: INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS

In the first experiment to investigate the eftects of varying incentives

on experimenter expectancy effects, 12 graduate students in education

served as the experimenters (Rosenthal, Fode, & Vikan-Kline, 1960).

They administered the standard photo-rating task to a total of 58 under-

graduate students, of whom 30 were males and 28 females. Instructions

read to subjects were those described in the preceding chapters. All ex-

perimenters were led to expect mean ratings of about f7 from all their

subjects.

The motivation level of the experimenters was defined by the incentive

oftered for a "good job"-i.e., obtaining high ratings of photos from their

subjects. The more moderately motivated group of six experimenters was
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told that the rate of pay would be two dollars per hour for a "good job,"

exactly as in some of the earlier described studies. The more highly mo-

tivated group of six experimenters, however, was told that tlte rate of pay

would be five dollars for a good job.

In addition to the feeling that more highly motivated experimenters

would show more biasing efiects, it was also felt that subjects' motivation

level might be an important variable affecting experimenter expectancy

bias. Accordingly, all subjects were randomly assigned to a paid or an un-
paid group. All experimenters contacted paid and unpaid subjects alter-

nately. Paid subjects were told that they would receive fifty cents for their
five minutes of participation.

In connection with another study, each subject and each experimenter

was asked to fill in a lengthy questionnaire concerning their reaction to the

experiment after their part in it was finished. In addition, before each ex-

perimenter contacted any subjects he was asked to predict as accurately as

possible the average rating he would actually obtain from his subjects.

All experimenters were told to leave the doors to their research rooms

open, as one of the research supervisors might drop in at any time. It was

hoped that this might minimize the possibility of actual cheating by the

more motivated experimenters.

In this study, magnitude of expectancy eftect was defined in two ways.

Higher mean obtained ratings-i.e., those closer to f7-were regarded

as more biased. In addition, a higher positive correlation between the data

specifically predicted by experimenters and the data subsequently obtained

by them was regarded as an index of greater expectancy eftect. Since ex-

perimenters had been led to expect a mean rating of f7, their specific

predictions tended to cluster around that value. Consequently, correlations

should underestimate the "true" correlations between predicted and ob-

tained data because of the restriction of range of the experimenters' pre-

dictions.

Table 13-1 shows the mean ratings obtained by the more and less

rewarded experimenters, each contacting paid and unpaid subiects. The

TABTE I3-I

Meon Photo Rotings

SUBJECT'S

,llOTlV AT,ON

Hish (poid)

Moderote (unpoid)

EXP ER'MENTER'S A,IO7 IV AT'ON

Hish ($S ) Moderote ($2)

.96 .99

1.24 2.28
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analysis of variance revealed no differences in data obtained as a function
of either of the treatments operating alone. The mean rating obtained by
the more moderately motivated experimenters, when contacting unpaid
subjects, did seem to be more biased than did the other three means of
Table 13-1 (p - .03, two-tail, t : 6.94, df - 2). This was surprising, since

it had been thougbt that the more highly motivated experimenters, espe-

cially when contacting paid subjects, would show the greatest expectancy
eftects. This first hint that an increase in motivation level (especially of
experimenters, but of subjects as well) might decrease the effects of the

experimenter's expectancy was further checked.

TABLE 13-2

Correlotions Between Experimenters' Predicted ond

Obtoined Rotings

SUBJECT'S

MOTIVAT'ON

Hish (poid)

Moderote (unpoid)

All subiects

EXP ER,,IIENIER'S MO T lV Af, ON

H ish ($S ) Moderote ($2)

-.60 +.24

- .31 +.84*

-.31 +.99**

.lE=:8i (rwo-roit)

Table 13-2 shows the correlations (rhos) between the data experi-
menters had specifically predicted they would obtain and the data they
subsequently did obtain. This criterion (or definition) of experimenter
expectancy effect correlated f.80 with the definition of expectancy effect

based on photo ratings obtained (Table 13-1). Only among moderately
motivated experimenters contacting moderately motivated subjects was the
mapitude of expectancy eftect significantly greater than zero. Disregarding
motivation of subjects, it was found that the more moderately motivated
experimenters biased their subjects' responses more than did the more

hrghly motivated experimenters. The latter group, in fact, tended to show a
negative or "reverse" expectancy effect, though this was not statistically
significant.

The results just described led to a further investigation of the eftect of
the experimenter's motivation level. There was curiosity at this point, too,

about two other variables. One was the degree of explicitness of the in-
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structions to obtain expectancy biased data. Heretofore these had all been
re_latively implicit. The other variable of interest was whether expectancy
effects could occur in the situation wherein an experimenter contacts a
number of subjects simultaneously (Rosenthal, Friedman, Johnson, Fode,
Schill, White, & Vikan-Kline, 1964).

TIIE SECOM EXPERTMENT: SUBIECTS IN GROI pS

rn this second experiment 30 advanced male undergraduates, primarily
from the college of Engineering, served as experimeot"ir. with the modifi-
cations to be noted, they administered the photo-rating task to a total of
150 subjects, 90 males and 60 females, all of whom were students of in-
troductory psychology.

Experimenters were divided into five treatment groups of six experi-
menters each. Four of the treatment groups were led to expect high positive
ratings ({5) of the photos from their subjects, and the remaining group
was led to expect high negative ratings (-5) from subjects. In oraer to
test ttre effect of reward or motivation, half of the experimenters expecting
high positive ratings from their subjects were given a dottar uitt and tota
tlat if they did a "better" job-i.e., obtained iloser-to-expected ratings-
than an unknown partner, they could keep their dollar ant get their [art-
ner's dollar as well. However, they were told that if their partnir did a bitter

i9b, 
he would get their dollar. The other half of the experimenters expecting

!€h positive ratings were not involved in this betting situation and were
thus considered the less motivated or less rewarded group. In order to test

!h9-e{ect 
of the explicitness of instructions to bias ttreir sublects' responses,

half the experimenters expecting to obtain high positive ratings were told
to do whatever they could to obtain the expected data, but wiihout deviat-
ing from the written instructions to subjecti. The other half of the experi-
menters expecting high positive ratings were simply led to expect these
ratings, and were thus considered to be less exptcltly biased. Tire six ex-
perimenters expecting high negative ratings weie given the more explicit
instructions to bias their subjects and were also given the two-person sum-
zero game condition of motivation.

The entire experiment was carried out in a single evening. The locale
was an armory in which 30 tables were arranged in a roughly circular pat-
tern. Experimenters sat on one side of the table, and theii five subjectJ sat
across from them. Each photo was presented to each of the five subjects in
turn. Subjects recorded their ratings on a small pad, and these pads were

$oyn to.the experimenter so that only he could see them. The purpose of
huurlg this double recording of ratings was to provide a check o, 

"ny 
re-

cording errors experimenters might make.
The treatment conditions were actually imposed by differential wording
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of "last-minute instructions," which exPerimenters found at their tables the

night of the experiment. Each of the treatments was rePresented equalry

often in the diffirent parts of the armory. Order of arrival then detennined

assiglment of experimenters to tables, with earlier and later arrivers rePre-

sented equally often among treatments.

Subjects were similarly assigned to experimenters, excep that each

table had three male and two female subjects. Positions of males and fe-

males vis-i-vis the experimenter were systematically varied within treatments.

Each experimenter \f,as asked to predict the specific mean Photo rating

he would obtain. After the photos had been rated, each subject filled out a

series of 2Gpoint rating scales describing his experimenter's behavior during

the course o1 the experiment. Each scale ran from -10 (e.g., extremely

unfriendly) to f10 (e.g., extremety friendly). Experimenters also rated

their own behavior on the same set of rating scales.

Table 13-3 shows the mean ratings obtained by the more and less

motivated experimenters under more and less explicit instructions to obtain

TABTE I3-3

Meon Photo Rotings

Explicir
lmplicit

EXP ER'MENTER'S MOT IV AT'ON

High [loderofe

-.23* -.02
-.35 -.17

,NSTRUCT'ONS

* +.14 wos the comporoble meon obtoined by experimenters expecting

"-5" rotings.

expectancy biased data. More motivated experimenters tended to show less

expectancy effect than did less motivated experimenters (P: .05). Ex-

pliiitness of instructions to obtain biased data had at best only an equivocal

effect. Table 134 shows the correlations between data experimenters had

specifically predicted they would obtain and the data they subsequently did

oUtain. None of these correlations was significantly different from zero.

The analogous treatment conditions from the two experiments de-

scribed here were those in which more and less motivated experimenters

were implicitly set to bias the responses of unpaid subjects. Table 13-5

shows that rather similar correlations were obtained under the analogous
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TABIE I3-4

Correlotions Between Experimenters' Predicted ond

Obtoined Rotings

Explicit
lmplic it

EX P ER,,I4EN TER'S,t{O f lV AT,ON

High Moderofe

.00* -.10
-.21 +.59

,NSTRUCT'ONS

* 
-.2 I wos the comporoble correl otion omong experimenters expecting
t t-5 t t roting s.

conditions of the two studies. Considered together, these studies suggest

that "excessive" rewards for expectancy effects actually led to decreased

expectancy effects under the particular conditions of the two experiments

described. The more explicitly instructed-to-bias and more highly motivated

experimenters expecting "-5" ratings obtained ratings higher than those of
any treatment condition imposed on experimenters expecting "f5" mean

ratingp. This finding (two'tail, p - .13), together with the negative cor-

relations representing magnitude of expectancy eftects in the more highly

motivated treatment conditions, suggest the possibility that these experi-

menters were actively biased into a reversed direction.

In an earlier chapter, the finding that experimenters' computational

errors in data processing were not randomly distributed was rePorted. It

TABLE I3-5

Correlotions Between Experimenters' Predicted ond

Obtoined Rotings for Anologous Treotment Condi-

tions of Two Studies

Study I

Study ll

EXP ER,MENTER'S /vlOT lV AT,ON

H igh Moderofe

- .31 +.84

-.21 +.59

p D i fference
(Two-Tail)

.06

.27

Meons -.26 +.74 .05
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can be reasoned that those more motivated experimenters whose computa-
tional errors favored the induced expectancy might also have biased their
subjects'responses into the direction of the induced expectancy. By similar
reasoning, those more motivated experimenters whose computational errors
did not favor the induced hypothesis should not have biased their subjects'
responses into the direction of their exp€ctancy. This latter group of experi-
menters might be the one most likely to show a "reverse bias" effect. Among
the less motivated experimenters there was no difference in data obtained
by experimenters erring computationally in the direction of the hypothesis
(f5) and those erring in the opposite direction. Among the more moti-
vated experimenters, however, this difference was significant at the .10 level
(twotail). The mean photo rating obtained by more motivated experi-
menters subsequently erring computationally in the direction of their
hypothesis (f5) was f.23, whereas the mean obtained by those not
erring in this direction computationally was -.55 (These means, of course,
were corrected for the eftect of the errors themselves.) The effect of exces-

sive reward seems to be to increase the variability of data obtained (p <
.05). Some experimenters appear to be significantly more biased by exces-
sive reward, whereas some experimenters appear to be significantly less, or
even negatively, biased.

SOME DISCUSSION

Why might one efiect of excessive incentive to bias subjects, data be
to reduce or even to reverse the expectancy effect of the experimenters?
In a postexperimental group discussion with the experimenteri of the sec-
ond study, many of them seemed somewhat upset by the experimental
goings-on. Several of them used the term "payola," suggesting that they
felt that the investigators were bribing them to get "good" data, which was,
in a sense, true. Since money had been mentioned and dispensed to only the
more motivated experimenters of this study, it seems likely that they were
the ones perceiving the situation in this way. Kelman (1953) found that
subjects under higher motivation to conform to an experimenter showed
less such conformity than did subjects under lower conditions of motiva-
tion. One of several of Kelman's interpretations was that the subjects who
were rewarded more may have felt more as though they were being bribed
to conform for the experimenter's own benefit, thus making subjects suspi-
cious and resentful, and therefore less susceptible to experimentei influenie.
This interpretation fits the present situation quite well.

Ferber and Wales (1952) concluded from their data that in the inter-
viewing situation if the interviewer is biased and knows it, he may show a

"negative" bias as part of an overreactive attempt to overcome his known
bias. Although this was not found consistently in their study, it seems to
help in the intelpretation of the "reverse" bias phenomenon. Dr. Raymond
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c. Norris (in a personal communication) has related an anecdote that
seems to illustrate nicely this bending over backward to insure freedom
from bias:

_ 
Briefly, the situation involved an experiment in which the faculty member

took-a r$!1 firm position consistent with Huflian th"ory and the student, being
unschooled in Hullian theory, took a directly contradictory point of view basei
otr some personal experience he had had in a similar situation. They discussed
the expectations at some length and each experimenter was famili; with the
point of view that the other was 

3dvan19g. 
Hiwever, each felt some very deep

commitment to his own expectations. when the results of the experiment were
analyzed it was found 

-that 
there was a significant treatment-by-experimenter

interaction. Further analysis demonstrated thit this interaction *i.irtirA of each
e{rerimenter prodrrcing the results that the other expected. Through sorne deep
soul searching and interrogation both the experimeo'ters became dr"io""a u"t
$ey had bent over backwards to avoid biasing the results in the direction of
thrir prediction and consequently produced r"rldtr antagonistic to their predic-
tions.

Mills (1958) found that honest sixth graders became more anti-

:h""tiog under conditions of high motivatiori to cheat. In addition, he
found that under conditions of high restraint against cheating subjects be-
came more anti-cheating than did similarly huily motivated iubjects under
conditions of low restraint against cheating. Iraiuj interpreted this finding on
the b-asis of the high-restraint group's feeling perhaps more suspected and
jher-efore denouncing cheating more vehenienuy. buring the ionduct of
both experimentl 

Tported in ihis chapter, e*p"ti."ntersiad good reason
to feel suspected. In the first study experimenters were asked 

-to 
keep the

doors to their research rooms open so the principal investigators might
check up on them. In the second itudy 

" "orps 
of eight ,"r""rlh"r, was in

constant circulation about the 
"To,ry 

in order to detect and correct any
procedural deviations. The more higtlly motivated experimenters may have
felt that their behavior in particulai was being evalu^ated because of their
higher stakes. This may have led many of their to bend over backward to
avoid appearing in any way dishonest by biasing their subjects.

-- Festinger and carlsmith (1959) found thai subjects under conditions
of lower reward, when forced to behave overtly in a manner dissonant from
their private belief, 

"!11g.9 
their private beriefs toward their publicly

stated ones more than did subjects under conditions of higher reward. Thii
finding and those of Kelman (1953) and of Mills (195-g) have been in-
terpreted within the framework of Festinger's theory (1957) of cognitive
dissonance. The finding from the preseit studies, that more motivated
experimenters tend to show a reverse bias effect, is consistent with the
studies reviewed and may also be inteqpreted within the framework of dis-

::.1"n.:_-lh.ory 
(Rosenthal, Friedman, Johnson, Fode, Schill, White, &

Vikan-Kline,1964).
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Perhaps the moot parsimonious interpretation of the reversal of ex-

pectancy effects is in terms of Rosenberg's concePt of evaluation apprehe-n-
'sion (tbOS and in personal communiiation). The experime-nters of the

studies described were, of course, a special kind of subiect who may well

have experienced some apprehension ibout what the principal investigators

migtt Ufiint of them. Both the autonomy and honesty of the_experimenters

ma] hare been challenged by offering large incentives for affecting the 19;

sults of their research. ny bending over bickward, the experimenters could

establish that they wodd not be Jither browbeaten or bribed to affect their

subiects' respoosls as their principal investigators had "demanded." Such

an interpretation speaks weli of the integrity of the experimenters, but it

must binoted that the results of the research were still aftected, though in

this case in the direction opposite to that expected.

No single intelpretation of the results of these studies is entirely satis-

factory. rfnit is beciuse the locus of the reversal of expectancy efiects can-

not bi deterrrined from the data available. The intelpretations offered so

far have assumed the locus to fall within the experimenter. In view of the

experimenters'very obvioUs concern with the question of tribery, the as-

strinption r"".s t"atonable. It is also possible, however, that the locus of

the ieversal of expectancy effects falls within the subject. That is what we

would expect if the more motivated experimenter tried too hard to influence

his subiects. The subjecs feeling pushed by an experimenter who "comes on

too strong" may resist his eftorti at influencing their responses-. This self-

assertion-through noncompliance may oPerate in the service of evaluation

apprehension if the subject feels that the experimenter would think the less

of him if he complied.

Orne (1962), Schultz (1963), and Silverman (1965) have all sug-

gested that when influence attemPts become more obvious, subjects be-

iome less influenceable. This may be a trend of the future as much or more

than a fact of the past. As more and more subiects of psychological ex-

periments become icquainted with the results of the classic research in
-conformity 

(e.g., Asch, 1952) there may be more and more determination

to show tlre experimenter that the subject is not to be regarded as "one of

those mindlesJ acquiescers" which instructors of elementary psychology

courses are likely to teach about. As likely as not, in the studies described

in this chapter, the locus of the reversal of expectancy effects is to be found

both in thi experimenters (who were subjects) and in the subjects of these

"subiects."

ST]BTECIS' PERCEPTION OF THEIR EXPERIMENTER

At the conclusion of the first experiment described in this chapter,

each subiect was asked to fill out a questionnaire describing the behavior of

his expeiimenter during the course of the experiment. Experimenters com-
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pleted the same forms describing their own behavior during the experiment.
Ngithg experimenters nor subjects knew beforehand ttrat tney iould be
asked_to complete these questionnaires, and no one save the investigators
saw the completed forms (Rosenthal, Fode, Friedman, & Vikan-Kline,
1960). These forms consisted of. 27 *renty-point 131ing scales ranging
frog f0 (e.g., extremely discourteous) to flO (e.g., extremely courte-
ous). The more desirable-sounding poles of the scales appearid about
equally often on the right and left of the page. All scales were completed
by all 12 experimenters and by 56 of the 58 subjects.

Table 13-6 shows the mean ratings of the experimenters by their sub-

TABTE 13-6

Meon Rotings of Experimenters' Behovior

Roting Scole

Sotisf ied with experiment

L iking
Honest

Friend ly

Persono I

Quiet (nonto Ikotive)
Re loxed

Qu iet (non loud)

Cosuo I

Enthusiostic
I n tere sted

Courteou s

Businesslike

Profes s iono I

P leo sont-voiced
Slow-speoking
Expressive-voiced

Encourog ing

Behoved con s istently
P Ieosont

Use of hond gestures

Use of heod gestures

Use of orm gestures

Use of trunk

Use of legs

Use of body

Expressive foce

By Subjecfs

1.44

5.16 (of E)

7.56

5.50

-0.36
1.89

5.92

2.79

5.90

2.49

4.12

6.89

5.45

4.6(t

7.39

1.55

3.16

3.53

6.31

6.40

-2.02
-0.72
-2.19
-2.75
-2.96
-1 .27

2.57

By Experimenfers

5.09

5.00 (of S)

9.55

4.92

1.45

4.73

4.73

2.55

5.36

3.45

5.09

7.09

6.36

5.45

6.27

2.45

2.19

4.27

6.82

5.82

2.lg

-0.36
-2.27
-2.27
-2.55
-0.09

0.73
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jects and by themselves. Both sets of ratings reflected very favorably on the

Lxperimenters. The profile of the experimenters as they were viewed by

subjects showed remarkable similarity to the profile of the experimenters

as viewed by themselves. The rank correlation between profiles was .89,

p < .00O5. (It has been shown elsewhere that such correlations are in-

creased by the commonly shared stereotyPe of the psychological experi-

menter [Rosenthal & Persinger, 19621.) To summarize and facilitate

interpretation of the obtained ratings, all variables were intercorrelated and

clustir-analyzed. Table 13-7 defines the four clusters that emerged. The

associated B-coefficients are all considerably larger than generally deemed

neoessary to establish the significance of a cluster (Fruchter, 1954). For

mnemonic pulposes we may label cluster I as "casual-Pleasant," cluster

II as "Expressive-Friendly," Cluster III as "Kinesic" or "Gestural Activity,"

and Cluster IV as "Enthusiastic-Professional." The only scale not ac-

commodated within any cluster was "quiet (nonloud)."

TABTE 13-7

Cluster Anolysis of Subiects' Perceptions of Experi-

menters' Behovior

Clusferl: B=6.48

Honest

Cosuo I

Re loxed

P leo sont

Courteou s

Bus iness like
S low-s peo ki ng

P leo sont-voiced

Behoved con si stently

i,leon roting = 5.91

Clusfer lll: B - 9.10

Use of heod g"stures

Use of orm gestures

U se of trunk

Use of body

Use of legs

/tleon roting = -l .96

Clusterll: B-3.97

L ikins
Friend ly

Persono I

I ntere s ted

E nc ourog ing

Expressive foce

Expres s ive-voiced

Use of hond gestures

Sotisfied with experiment

Meon roting = 2.57

Clusfer lV: B = 3.55

Enthus iostic

Professionol

Qu iet (nonto lkotive)

Meon roting = 3.01
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Table 13-7 also shows the subjects' mean rating of their experi-
menters for each of the four clusters. The mean rating on the "casual-
Pleasant" cluster was significantly higher (p - .OOZ! than the mean
rating on the "Expressive-Friendly" and the "Enthusiastic-professional"
clusters, which were not significantly different from each other. The mean
rating on these latter two clusters, in turn, was significantly higher than the
mean rating on the "Kinesic Cluster" (p : .0O2).

The 12 experimenters rated for their dyadic behavior had not uni-
formly influenced the responses they obtained from their subjects. we turn
now to the question of whether those experimenters who showed greater
positive expectancy effects were perceived by their subjects as in any way
different in their experimental interaction from those experimenteri whil
showed less or even a reversal of expectancy effects.

In order to answer this question, all experimenters were ranked ac-
cording to the magnitude of their expectancy effect. For this purlrcse, mag-
nitude of expectancy effect was defined as the discrepancy bitr*reen the
data an experimenter specifically predicted he would outain and the data
he actually did obtain. The smaller this discrepancy, the greater the ex-
pectancy eftect; the greater this discrepancy, the less the expctancy eftect.

Table 13-8 shows the correlations (rhos) between each of the be-
havioral variables and magnitude of expectancy efiect. The median magni-
tude of the obtained correlations was .35 (p:.O2, two-tail). Considering
only those correlations reaching a p:.10, experimenters showing greatei
positive expectancy effects were viewed by their subjects as more in-terested,

!ika!le, and personal; as slower speaking and more given to the use of
hand, head, and leg gestures and movements. As sorne of these relation-
ships may have occurred by chance because of the number of correlations
computed, we may obtain a more stable picture of the relationship between
subjects' perceptions of their experimenter and the magnitude of his ex-
pectancy eftects by looking at the four obtained clusters rather than at the
27 variables.

The median correlations with magnitude of expectancy eftect of the
variables in clusters I and IV were .26 and .21, respectiveiy; neither was
significantly greater than a correlation having a p:.S0. ttre median cor-
relations with magnitude of expectancy effect of the variables in clusters II
and III were .47 and .43, respectively. Both of these median correlations
were significantly greater than a correlation to be often expected by chance
(ps were .04 and .01, respectively, two.tail). More eipectancy biased
experimenters, then, were characterized by higher loadings on the i.Expres-

sive-Friendly" and the "Kinesic" clusters. These findings suggested that
kinesic and possibly paratinguistic (e.g., tone of voice) aspects of the
experimenter's interaction with his subjects served to communicate the ex-
perimenter's expectancy to his subjects. Further evidence bearing on this
formulation will be presented in the following chapters.
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TABTE I3-8

Perceptions of Experimenlers' Behovior ond Mogni-

tude of Expectoncy Effects

V oriobles

Sotisfied with experiment

Likins
Honest

Friend ly

Persono I

Qu iet (nonto Ikot ive)
Re loxed

Quiet (non loud)

Cosuo I

Enthus io stic
lnterested
Courteous

Businesslike
Professionol

P leosont-voiced

S low-s peoking

Express ive-voiced
Encourog ing

Behoved cons istent ly
P leosont

Use of hond g"stures

Use of orm gestures

Use of heod gestures

Use of trunk

Use of legs

Use of body

Express ive foce

Correlotion

.17

.56*

.06

.15

.53*

-.09
.31

-.41
.35

.39

.71* **

-.u
.26

,21

.43

.64**

.47

.12

.23

,24

.61 
**

.34

.52*

.34

.55*

.43

.39

* 
P S -lo

**pS .05 (two-toil)

***P s 'ol

PREDICTING COMPUTATIONAL ERRORSI

The particular experimenters under discussion were those who par-

ticipated in the first study described in this chapter. In the second study
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described, the subjects were also asked to make ratings of their experi-
menter's behavior during the conduct of the experiment. Eleven of the
experimenters in that study made computational errors in their data process
ing in the direction of their hypothesis. These experimenters were iated an
average of f6.8 on the scale of "honesty" by their 55 subiects. The 65
subjects of the remaining 13 experimenters rated them as f8.5, on the
average, on the same scale. The difference between these mean ratingp was
significant at the .02 level (two-tail, t:2.67, dt - 22). Thus, whereas all
expdmenters were rated as quite honest (whatever that word might have
meant to the subjects), those experimenters who later made computational
errors in their hypothesis' favor were soen as somewhat less honest. Just
how subjects were able to predict their experimenters' computational errors
from their judgments of experimenters' behavior during the experiment is a
fascihating question for which we presently have no answer. Clearly, how-
ever, subjects learn a good deal about their experimenter in the brief inter-
action of the person-perception experiment conducted. When a subject
rates the behavior of an experimenter, we may do well to take his rating
seriously.
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Stnrctural Variables

Are there some experimenters who, more than others, unintentionally

affect the results of their research? Are there some subjects who, more than

others, are susceptible to the unintentional influence of their experimenter's

expectancy? The present chapter is addressed to these questions. The an-

swirs to these questions should increase our general understanding of the

effects of the experimenter's expectancy and perhaps provide us with some

clues to the effective control of these effects. In addition, the answers to

these questions may suggest to us whether the unintentional influence

processis under study are facilitated by factors similar to those that facili-

tate the more usually investigated Processes of social influence.

EXPERIMENTER AND SUBJECT SEX

A number of studies have been conducted to learn the role of experi-

menter and subject sex in the operation of experimenter exPectancy eftects.

fn the two experiments to be described first there was an additional purpose

to be served (Rosenthal, Persinger, Mulry, Vikan-Kline, & Grothe, 1964a).

Most of the experiments described up to now had suffered from a certain

nonrepresentativeness of design. The experimenters employed had expected

all their subjects to give them a specific type of resPonse. In "actual" psy-

chological experiments, experimenters normally exPect two or more difier-

enr kinds of responses from their subjects, depending upon the experimental

condition to which the subject has been assigned. In some psychological

experiments, experimenters first collect data from subjects in one experi-

mental condition and then later from subjects in the other condition(s). In

other experiments, data from subjects representing all conditions are col-

lected on the same occasion, with the order of aPPearance of subjects from

different conditions either systematically or randomly varied.

zrt
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The additional puqpose of the experiments to be reported, then, was to
learn whether the effects of experimenter expectancy might be generalized
to include the two data collection situations described. Accordingly, in the
first experiment, experimenters collected data from subjects under one con-
dition of expectancy; then, some time later, these same experimenters col-
lected data from a fresh sample of subjects under an opposite condition of
exPectancy. In the second experiment, experimenters collected all their
data on a single occasion but with opposite expectancies of the responses

to be obtained from subjects randomly distributed through the series. If
experimenter expectancy effects could occur under these conditions, it
would lend further support to the suggestion made in an earlier chapter
that experimenters' hypotheses about subjects' responses might change in
the midst of an experiment, and still serve as self-fulfilling prophecies.

The f irstEqreriment

Three male and two female graduate students in counseling and guid-
ance served as experimenters. The subjects were 52 undergraduate students
enrolled in various elementary courses; 23 were males, 29 were females.
Each experimenter presented to each of his subjects individually the stand-
ard lo-photo rating task. All experimenters were, as before, to read identical
instructions to all their subjects. Experimenters were individually trained,

1d th. importance of their role in the experiment was impressed upon
them.

_ Each experimenter was randomly assigned an average of 10 subjects.
In the first stage of this study, three experimenters were told that personality
test data available from the subjects he would be contacting suggested that
they would give mean photo ratings of about f5. The remaining two ex-
perimenters (one male, one female) were led to expect opposite results,
mean ratings of -5. At this time each experimenter collectid data from
about five subjects. Several weeks later, each experimenter contacted about
five more subjects. This time those experimenters who had earlier been led
to expect mean ratings of f5 were led to expect ratings of -5. The ex-
pectancies of those experimenters initially expecting -5 ratings were
similarly reversed. Explanations to experimenters were simply that this
second set of subjects had opposite personality characteristics.

- F9l each subject, magnitude of experimenter expectancy effect upon
that subject was defined as the difference score between that subject's mian
photo rating and the mean of the ratings by subjects contacted under the
opposite condition of expectancy. A plus sign meant that the direction of
difference was the predicted sns-i.g., subject's rating was higher if the
experimenter expected him to rate f 5 or lower if the experimentir expected
him to rate -5. The analysis of variance of the effeits of experimenter
expectancy as a function of experimenter and subject sex yielded only a
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TABTE I4-I

Expectoncy Effects os o Function of Sex of Experi'

menter ond Subiect

E Sex S Sex i,leon t df p (Mean : 0)

More llf"," 
.l:i3 

i:31 li :?:

Femo le Mo le -.25 .47 5 .66

Femo le +l .22 2.1 I I 3 .06

sigpificant interaction (F - 3.05, p - .10). Table 14-1 shows the mean

expectancy bias score for each sex of experimenter by each sex of subjectt

Foi each of the four conditions the tabulated Ps rePresent the likelihood

that for the particular combination of experimenter and subject sex the

magRitude ofixpectancy effect could have occurred by chance. Amon-g the

female eryrrimenters contacting male subjects there was a nonsignificant

trend for the data obtained to be oPPosite to that expected. Among the

three remaining groups the combined p of experimenters' expectan"y 
"f-

fecting subjects was .0005 (z- 3.39'1.

Ihe Second Experiment

Six advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students enrolled

in psychology courses served as experimenters; three were females. All had

served as experimenters in an earlier experiment and were familiar with the

experimental procedure (Persinger, 1962). The subjects were 35 under-

graduate students enrolled in various elementary courses; 22 werc females,

and 13 were males.

The experimental task and general instructions to experimenters were

as in the first experiment. Each experimenter collected data from about six

randomly assigned subjects, seen consecutively in a single session. Experi-

menters were told that their subjects were of two Personality types and that

some would therefore average f5 photo ratings while others would average

-5 ratings. Before meeting each subject, the experimenter was told to
which "group" that subject belonged. Experimenter expectancies thus were

varied randomly on what amounted to a roughly alternating schedule. In

order to detect gross, intentional procedural deviations, however, all experi-

menters were observed during their contacts with all subjects. About half

these transactions were permanently recorded on 16 mm sound film.

Neither experimenters nor subjects were aware of this monitoring, and no

intentional procedural deviations were noted.
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The analysis of variance yielded significant main eftects of experi-

menter and subject sex. Male experimenters obtained more biased resPonses

than did female experimenters (F - 4.20, p -.05).Female subjects were

more susceptible to experimenter expectancy effects than were male sub-

i"cts (f -7.67, p-.Ol). The interaction was, however, somewhat too
large to ignore entirely (F - 1.79, p - .2O).

TABTE 11-2

Expectoncy Effects os o Function of Sex of Experi-

menter ond Subiect: Second Experiment

E Sex

Mo le

Femo le

S Sex

Mo le

Femole

Mo le

Femo le

f,leon

+.72

+1.54

-1 .37

+.99

.94

2.17

3.70

3.41

df p (Both Experiments)

.01

.01

.03

.001

P

.40

.06

.01

.01

5

l0

6

l0

Table l4-2 shows the mean expectancy bias score for the four treat-

ment combinations. In this experiment the tendency found earlier for fe-

male experimenters contacting male subjects to obtain resPonses opposirc

to those expected was found again and more markedly so (p - .01). For

both experiments together the combined p for this reversal was .03 (z -
1.93). In this second study the combined p of the predicted effects' oc-

currence among the otler three conditions was <.002 (z- 3.06); for
both experiments p < .0001 (z - 4.55).

Considering the results of both experiments together it appears that

male experimenters may unintentionally bias the data collected from both

male and female subjects. For female experimenters, on the other hand, the

situation is more complex. Influencing their female subjects to give pre-

dicted responses, they seem to obtain opposite results from their male sub-

jects. It appears from this significant reversal that the subtle influence

prrcess that mediates experimenter expectancy eftects is perceived ac-

curately enough by the male subjects; otherwise we would have expected

no expectancy effects at all. Male subjects, however, may feel somehow

they ought not to let female experimenters influence them in this way. In
response, they may then tend to give their female experimenters data

opposite to that subtly requested as a demonstration of their masculine

independence.

The results of these two experiments also extend the generality of
earlier findings bearing on the eftects of experimenter expectancies on the
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responses obtained from their subjects. The plausibility of the earlier sug-
gestion that experimenters may alter their hypotheses in midexperiment
and then obtain data in accord with the revised expectancy seems somewhat
increased.

A subsequent study was undertaken to further evaluate the eftects of
subjects'sex (Rosenthal, Persinger, Mulry, Vikan-Kline, & Grothe, 1964b).
The procedure in this study was very similar to that of the study just re-
ported. Eight male experimenters conducted the photo rating experiment
with 32 female subjects. Another 5 male experimenters conducted the same

experiment with 13 male subjects. Each experimenter was led to expect

about half his subjects to make photo ratings of f 5; the remaining subjects
were expected to make ratings of -5. Only 38 percent of the male subjects
gave ratings in the expected direction, whereas 69 percent of the female
subjects gave such biased ratings. For this sample of male experimenters,
then, female subjects were clearly more susceptible to the biasing effects of
their experimenters' hypotheses (p ( .05, two-tail).

Data presented by Marcia (1961) were analyzable for differential
biasing effects of male and female experimenters. Among his female ex-
perimenters the correlation between the experimenters' expectancy and the
data subsequently obtained was only -.34. Among male experimenters the
analogous correlation was f.62. However, because the total number of
experimenters was only 13, the difference between these rhos was not very
significant statistically (p - .16, two-tail).

An experiment conducted by Persinger (L962) also investigated sex

of experimenters and of subjects as factors in the operation of expectancy
effects. We shall have occasion to refer to his study in more detail later in
this chapter. For now we may simply state that the combination of experi-
menter and subject sex showing the most extreme biasing efiects was that
wherein male experimenters contacted female subjects (p - .07, two-tail).

One other experiment also suggested that female subjects were more
susceptible (p: .10, two-tail) to the expectancy effects of their experi-
menters. This experiment was summarized in an earlier chaper (Rosenthal,
Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Fode, 1963a). The overall picture that seems

now to emerge is that, in general, male experimenters show more significant
expectancy effects than do female experimenters. This finding, a fairly con-
sistent one, may be due in part to the specific inability of female experi-
menters to bias the data given them by male subjects. One possible reason
for this was advanced earlier.

A number of studies have been conducted in which no differences
were found between male and female subjects in their susceptibility to ex-

perimenter expectancy effects. We have never found, however, a situation
wherein male subjects were significantly more susceptible. With one excep-
tion, it does seem safe to conclude that where a sex difierence does occur
it is the female subjects who show the greater susceptibility. The possible
exception to this has just been reported by Silverman (1965). He studied
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the effects of experimenters' expectancies on subjects' latencies in a word
association task. The results suggested that male experimenters unintention-
ally influenced their female subjects more and that female experimenters
influenced their male subjects more. This interaction may be specifically
associated with the task employed by Silverman.

The susceptibility under discussion is to a subtle, unintended form of
social influence. we have no empirical basis for assuming that those charac-
teristics increasing susceptibility to experimenter expectancy eftects should
be the same characteristics found to increase susceptibility to other, more
commonly investigated forms of social influence. Should this prove to be
the case, however, we may entertain the hope of a .,bootstrap; operation.
That is, the results may extend the generality of the research nndings in ttre
area of social influence pr(rcesses while at the same time finding a con-
ceptual niche within that somewhat well-articulated area of investigation.

!n the question of relating subject sex to susceptibility to intelpersonal in-
fluence, we find ourselves fortunate indeed. For a variety of situations of
less subtle forms of influence, female subjects have consistently been found
more influenceable (Aas, O'Hara, & Munger,1962 Coffin, l94l; Crutch-
field, 1955; Hovland & Janis, 1959; Jenness, 1932; London & Fuhrer,
1961; Simmons & Christy, 1962).

. To expect a sex-linked genetic determination of response to specific
situations by college sophomores would no doubt be to expect too much.
To the extent that sex predicts susceptibility to intelpersonil influence we
may postulate that cultural sanctions are operating which serve to approve
women's influenceability more than men's. some interesting data tlna to
bear this out for the situation wherein a biased experimenter ii the source of
influence (Rosenthal & Fode, 1963). More influinceable, or more success-
fully biased, female subjects were better Iiked by their influencing experi-
menters (rho - +.59). More influenceable, or more biased, malJsubJects
wer_e yerl significantly less liked by their influencing experimenters (rho -
-.54-). In-this experiment, in which all experimeniers were male, subjects
may have been liked to the degree to which their experimenter felt they fit
their culturally prescribed roles of female-acquiescencl and male-autonomy.

That females may prove to be more docile subjects from an experi-
menter's point of view has been interestingly if only accidentally reported.

{ostel 
(1?91 

I briefly discussed attrition raies of subjects due to itreii suspi
cion that his. Asch-type conformity (19s2) situation was rigged. About 32
percent of his male subjects were suspicious enough to wariint their being
dropped 

lom tle experiment, whereas only abouil3 percent of his femali
subjects claimed this degree of suspicion. A fascinating if moot question
might be: were the girls actually less suspicious or diJ they by virtue of
some greater degree of acquiescence simply have the greater-..decency"
not-to report to an experimenter something that they believed he might not
wish to hear?

If female experimenters were usually less successful in the uninten-
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tional influencing of their male subjects, we might also expect that female

experimenters would be less successful in influencing their male research

asaistants to obtain the data predicted. One experiment, which has been

cited earlier and will be discussed again later, could be analyzed to help

answer this question (Rosenthal, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Mulry, 1963).

There were 10 male experimenters and 3 female experimenters who were

given one of two opposite expectancies for responses to the p-hoto-rating

task. Table 14-3 shows the magnitudes of exPectancy effects defined as the

TABTE I4-3

Expectoncy Effects of Experimenters ond of Their

Reseorch Assistonts os o Function of Experimenter's

Sex

EXPER'MENTER'S

sEx

Mole F emole

+ .37 +.30

+.32 -.07

D ifference

One-toil

E xper imenfer's subjecfs

Assisfonfs' subjecfs

Difference

One-to il p

+

+

P

NS

.07

07

39

+.05

NS

+.37

.10

mean difference in ratings obtained under each of the two expectancies. A
plus sign means that the difference was in the direction of the expectancy.

The first row of Table 14-3 shows that female experimenters affected their

own subjects' responses almost as much as did the male experimenters'

Each experimenter then served as principal investigator and trained two

research assistants. Experimenters were told not to tell their assistants what

data the experimenter was exPecting them to obtain. The second row of

Table 14-3 shows that male experimenterc were able to communicate their

expectancy to their male research assistants in some covert manner. Female

experimenters, however, were significantly less successful at influencing their

male research assistants to obtain the data they expected the assistants to

obtain from their new samples of subjects. Among male experimenters

there was a correlation of f .66 (p ( .05, two-tail) between the magnitude

of an experimenter's expectancy effects on his own subjects and the magni-

tude of his research assistants' exPectancy effects on their subjects. Among

the female experimenters the correlation was in the opposite direction

(rho - -1.00, p - .33, two-tail), though with so few female experiment-
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ers the correlation could not reach significance. The results are at least sug-

gestive. Male principal investigators tend to influence their male research

assistants to influence their subjects unintentionally to about the same de-

gree as they themselves influenced their own subjects. Female princtpal
investigators do not show this tendency. In fact, they tend to show a reversal

of this effect. Just as male subjects may resist the unintentional influence

attempts of their female experimenters, male research assistants may resist

the unintentional influence attempts of their female principal investigators.

EXPBRIMENTBR AI\D SUBIECT AI\XIBTY

An experiment conducted by Fode (1965) was desigped specifically

to show whether experimenters' or subjects' anxiety level might be related

to the occurrence of expectancy effects. He employed a total of 16 experi-

menters each of whom administered the standard photo-rating task to an

average of 10 subjects. Some experimenters were led to expect positive

ratings of the photos and some were led to expect negative ratings. Anxiety
level was defined by scores on the Tay'or Manifest Anxiety Scale (MAS).
MagRitude of expectancy effects was defined by the difference scores be-

tween ratings obtained under the two conditions of expectancy. A plus sign

preceding this difference score means that higher ratings were obtained by
experimenters expecting higher rather than lower ratings. Table 144 shows

the results of the Fode experiment. Examination of the marginals shows that
medium-anxious experimenters exerted the greatest expectancy effects upon

their subjects. Similarly, more medium-anxious subjects showed the great-

est susceptibility to experimenter expectancy eftects.

Six additional experiments (94 experimenters;432 subjects), all em-

TABTE 14-4

Expectoncy Effects of Three Levels of Experimenter

ond Subiect Anxiety (After Fode, 19651

EXPER'MENTER'S

ANX'ETY

H igh Medium Low Meon

SUBJECT'S

ANXIETY

Hish

Medium

Low

+l .17

+0.72

+0.23

+1.23

+2.1 3

+0.08

+0.04

+1.85

-0.19

+0.82

+1.57

+0.04

Meon +0.71 +l ..l5 +0.57 +0.81
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ploying the same task, were designed in part to bring further evidence to
bear on the question raised by Fode. In these studies, anxiety was also

defined by MAS scores or by a near relative. Experimenters and subjects

were again classified as high, medium, or low anxious if they fell into the

top, center, or bottom third of their sample's distribution of anxiety scores.

TABI.E 11-5

Anxiety Levels Moximizing Expectoncy Effects

EXPER'MENTERS

lnvesf igotors

Fode, 1965

Pers inger, 1962

RR, GP, KF ,1962
RR, GP, LVK, RM, l 963

RR, PK, PG, NC, l965

RR,GP,RM,LVK,MG, 1962

Vikon-Kline, 1962

N

l6
t2
l0
29

t4

p

.001

.05

.13

.05

.08

Leve/

Med ium

Low

H ish

H ish

Medium

SUBJECTS

N Level p

167 Medium .U
43 Low .07

200

28

H igh .12

H igh .05

ond

low

High .10

Med ium .061'
Med ium,: 86

75

Table 14-5 summarizes the results of all seven studies. In three sam-

ples of experimenters, medium anxiety level was associated with the great-
est effect of experimenter expectancy. In two samples, high anxiety level
and in one sample low anxiety level were associated with greatest expect-

ancy effects. Most of these findings must be regarded as significant sta-

tistically in spite of their remarkable inconsistency. A similarly chaotic
pattern emerges when we consider the results for samples of subjects. Those
subjects found to be most susceptible to experimenter expectancy efiects

were found to be high-anxious in three samples, medium-anxious in two

samples, and low-anxious in two samples. All these results also tended to be

statistically significant. We can safely conclude only that experimenters'

and subjects' level of anxiety are significantly (but very unpredictably)
related to the occurrence of expectancy efiects.

If the results bearing on the relationship between subjects' anxiety
level and susceptibility to subtle, unintended, interpersonal influence are

confusing, they are at least matched in equivocality by the results from
other areas of research on susceptibility to interpersonal influence.

The relationship of anxiety, also usually defined by scores on the MAS
or a next of kin, to influenceability has been rather frequently investigated.
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More-anxious subjects have been found more susceptible to inteqpersonar
influence in "conditioning" situations by a number of workers (G;fand &
Winder, 1961; Haner & Whitney, 1960; Sarason, 1958; Taffel, 1955),
although others have not found anxiety to be a relevant variable in the same
situation (Buss & Gerjuoy, 1958; Dailey, 1953; Eriksen, Kuethe, & Sulli-
van, 1958; Mataruzzn, Saslow, & Pareis, 1958).

More-anxious subjects were found more influenceable by persuasive
communication (Fine, 1957; Janis, 1955), and more-conforming subjects
were characterized as more anxious under conditions of stress by crutchfield
(1955); Goldberg, Hunt, Cohen, and Meadow (1954) found more-anxious
females to be more conforming. on the other hand, several studies have
shown more-anxious subiects to be less persuasible, a contradictory finding
which was reviewed and partialy reconciled by Cervin, Joyner, Sp"o"",
and Heind (1961). These workers showed that more-emotional subjects
were indeed more persuasible when under conditions of public commitment.
Their study, and others requiring subjects to make theiiresponses publicly,
seem most relevant to our interest in the social psychology of the psycho-
logical experiment, since in most experimental iituationJitre subjecis re-

lPo-nse 
is made in the presence of his minimum public of the experimenter.

Left unexplained are data obtained by Kuethe (1960). In hii chssroom
drama situation, more-acquiescent and less-anxious subjects were more
susceptible to social influence. Goldberg et al. (1954) iound their less-
anxious male subjects to be more influenceable.

In a review of the relationship between postural sway suggestibitity and
neuroticism or anxiety, Heilizer (1960) summarized the equivocal finding;s
obtained, and found in his own study, utilizing a more precise measure 6f
postural sway, no relationship between suggestibility and either neuroticism
or anxie$r. rn attempting to summarize the relationship between anxiety
and susceptibility to intelpersonal influence for a variety of situations wL
must settle for the unsatisfying conclusion that anxiety often makes a dif-
ference but we cannot accurately predict whether more or less anxious sub-
jects will be the more influenceable.

one factor in the equivocality of the obtained relationships between

3d:ty and--susceptibility to social influence processes, generally, may
be the curvilinear nature of the underlying relatibnship. Thii curvitinearity

lpryarl clearly in our own data (Table l4-5), although admittedly we may
be dealing- with a special case of interpersonar influenciability. Another fai-
tor possibly contributing to the obtained equivocality of relationships is the
gxiety level of the experimenter. Inspection of raute t+-s suggists that
the particular level of subject anxiety issociated with greatest suJieptibility
to the influence of experimenter expectancy may depent on the anxiety level
o! the experimenter. when the experimenter ihowing greatest expectancy
effects is high-anxious, chances are that the most rrs""ptiute subjects will
also be high-anxious. when the experimenter showing greatest eipectancy
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effects is low-anxious, chances are that the more suscePtible subiects will

also be low-anxious. The correlation (rho) between the level of anxiety

characterizing most biasing exPerimenters and the level of anxiety charac-

terizing mosisusceptible subjects was +.64. Although this correlation was

not significant statiitically (p - .18, two-tail), based as it was on only six

sampl-es, the potential implications are important enough to warrant further

cons-ideration. In researcl on experimenter exPectancy eftects and possibly

in other research dealing with more traditional situations of interpersonal

influence, the influence process may proceed most eftectively when the

souroe and target of influence are more alike in level of anxiety. Anxiety

similarity or perhaps nondissimilarity may be a correlate of rapport 
_iust

as raciai and religious similarity often seem to be (Hyman et al., 1954)'

when the variables of experimenter and subject hostility were employed,

Sarason (1962) also found the greatest influence exerted upon subjects

when experimenters and subiects were similar. He too employed an

interpretation of experimenter+ubject similarity. Even if the hypothesis of

similarity or of non&ssimilarity were upheld by further research, we would

be left with the problem of accounting for the difterences in the absolute

level of anxiety issociated with maximal interpersonal influence. We could

easily posit gross situational variables that might account for these differ-

encei, 
-except 

that in the studies rePorted in Table l4-5 the situation

\ras about as "uniform" as it is likely to be in social Psychological research.

In time, we can hope for a developing structuring of the complex rela-

tionships between social influence Processes and the anxiety status of the

participants. It seems, however, from a research logistics point of view,

ihat we should not expect any one or two or three experiments to provide

the necessary integrating information. When seven exporiments yield only

an equivocal hypothesis, how many more may be required to impose a

meaningful struiture on a domain of data characterized by such com-

plexity?

One of the reasons that the subject's level of anxiety is only a Poor
predictor of susceptibility to social influence may be that experimenters

find it hard to treat subiects with differing levels of anxiety in even a roughly

equivalent manner. There may be some experimenters who are sufficiently

perceptive to be able to differentiate the anxiety levels of their subjects and

to trelt them differently as a function of their involuntary assessment of

their anxiety level. If subjects differing in level of anxiety (or in other

characteristics) are not treated similarly, they cannot be said to be in the

same experiment, an argument that has been made in earlier chaPters. An

experiment by Pflugrath (1962) suggests that at least some experimenters

do treat theii subjects differently as a function of their perceived anxiety

level.

The basic purPose of Pflugrath's study was to find out whether experi-

menter expectancy eftects could operate under conditions of group per-

sonality tisting. Because group testing situations minimize Personal
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contact between experimenter and subject and maximize the physical

distance between them, it was thought that expectancy eftects would be, at

most, trivial. Pflugrath employed nine experimenters, all graduate students

in counseling and guidance, to administer the Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Scale (MAS) to 142 students enrolled in introductory psychology, dl of
whom had already taken the MAS on an earlier occasion. Three of the

experimenters were told the subjects they would be testing were highly

anxious. Three were told their subjects were quite nonanxious, and three

were told nothing about their subjects. Each experimenter administered the

MAS to two groups of randomly assigned subjects. Number of subjects
in each group ranged from 5 to 1O with a mean of 8. Instructions to experi-
menters explained that their subjects had been seen in the student counsel-
ing center, a fact that may assume some importance in our interpretation of
Pflugrath's data.

The overall analysis of the results showed no significant differences in
anxiety scores earned by the subjects of the three groups of experimenters.
Among the subjects of the control group, 47 percent showed a decrease in
anxiety score from their pretest level ( p > .7O). Among the subjects whose

experimenters believed them to be nonanxious, 57 percent showed a de-

crease in anxieg (p 
- .30). Among the subjects whose experimenters be-

lieved them to be highly anxious, 70 percent showed a decrease in anxiety
(p < .005). When we recall that the experimenters were counselors-in-
training this result seems reasonable. Told that they would be testing very
anxious subjects who had required interpersonal assistance at the counseling
center, these experimenters may well have brought all their counseling skills
to bear upon the challenge of reducing their subjects' anxiety. This unpro-
grammed "therapy" by psychological experimenters may operate more fre-
quently in behavioral research than we may like to believe. In a good deal
of contemporary behavioral research, subjects are exposed to conditions
believed to make them anxious. What might be the effect, on the outcome
of experiments of this sort, of the covert therapeutic z.eal and/ot skill of vari-
ous investigators carrying out this research? Might certain investigators
typically conclude "no difference" because they unwittingly tend to dilurc
the effects of treatment conditions? And conversely, might others be led to
conclude "significant difference" by their unintentionally increasing the
anxiety of subjects known to belong to the "more anxious condition" of an
experiment? Clearly these are not necessarily effects of experimenters' ex-
pectancies, but they are effects of experimenter attributes which may have
equally serious implications for how we do research.

EXPERIMENTER AND SUBJECT NEED FOR APPROVAL

A very extensive series of experiments by Crowne and Marlowe
(1964) and their co-workers has shown the importance of the approval mo-
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tive to our understanding of susceptibility to intelpersonal influence. Higher
need for social approval as defined by scores on the Marlowe{rowne
Social Desirability ftale (M{ SD) and related measures (Ismir, 1962;

Ismir, 1963) usually (Buckhout, 1965), but not always (Spielberger, Ber-

ger, & Howard, 1963), characterizes those subjects who comply more with
experimentally varied situational demands.

The eight samples of experimenters for whom expectancy efiects were

correlated with need for approval (M-C SD) are identified in Table 14-6.

TABTE 14-6

Need for Approvol ond Expectoncy Effects ot Three

Levels of Anxiety

lnvesf igotors

Fode, 1965

Morc io, I 961

Pers inger, 1962

RR, GP, KF ,1962
RR, GP, LVK, RM, l 963

Somple I

Somple ll
RR, PK, PG,NC, l g65

RR,GP,RM,LVK,MG, 1962

ANX IETY LEVEL

Medium Low

N Rho N Rho

8 +.80 4 -.80
13 +.74 -
12 +.58*

4 +.95 4 -.40

Hish

N Rho

.25

0.00

:

4

4 -.40
5 +.Q7

( l4) (- .55)**

6 -.60

4 +.65

7 +.15

14 -.55
9 +.21

-.85
+.13

(-.55)**
+.25

4

5
(14)

IO

* For on otypicol somplc of subiects personolly ocquointed with their experi-
menter, thc onologous correlotion wos -.34, P: .15.

** At eoch tevcl of onxiety the relotionship wos similor.

Early in the series of studies, it became evident that the nature of the rela-
tionship depended upon the experimenter's level of anxiety. In Table 14-6,
therefore, the correlations between degree of experimenter expectancy ef-
fects and M{ SD scores are tabulated separately for high, medium, and

low levels of experimenter anxiety. In a few cases, this method of analysis

was not possible, and the entire sample of experimenters was then classi-

fied as medium anxiety.

Considering only the medium-anxious samples of experimenters, all
but one of the correlations was positive (p ( .05, two-tail). Considering
the high- and low-anxious samples of experimenters, however, the correla-
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tions tended to be more negative than positive (p ( .05, two-tail). Experi-
menters at a medium or unclassified level of anxiety thus showed greater
exPectancy effects if they scored higher on need for approval (median
rho - +.62), whereas experimenters at either high or low anxiety levels
showed just the opposite relationship (median rho : -.40). lVhy this
should be is not at all clear, and just as in the case of experimenter and
subject anxiety discussed in the preceding section, we may guess that it will
take considerable eftort to impose a structure upon this complex array of
data. At any rate, our findings do suggest that, at least for some situations,
the predictive power of the M-C SD scale may be still further increased by
controlling for the influencer's level of anxiety.

Let us suppose for a moment that our data had more clearly shown us

that experimenters scoring higher on a scale of approval need biased their
subjects' responses more. (Such a finding has in fact been reported by
Buckhout 119651 for a situation in which the influence attempt was quite
intentional.) Even then the interpretation would not be straightforward.
These experimenters might aftect their subjects more in order to please the
investigators who created demands upon them. Alternatively, these experi-
menters might simply be more eftective unintentional influencers without
their necessarily wanting to please the principal investigators any more than
the lower need approval experimenters. Either or both of these mechanisms
might reasonably be expected to operate.

It could well be argued, on the basis of the literature relating need

approval to social influenceability, that we should not have expected any
particular correlation between experimenters' expectancy effects and M{
SD scores. In the more usual experiment, it is the high-need-approval sub-
ject who makes the conforming response for the experimenter. In our
studies, the experimenter-subject, in order to conform to our demands, must
successfully influence other, subordinate subjects. He is able to conform,
then, only in an indirect and extremely complicated way.

Given samples of experimenters who do influence their subjec'ts'
responses, we might expect that those subjects scoring higher in need for
approval would be more influenceable. ln nonc of our samples of subjects
was this hypothesis confirmed. Subjects' need for approval has consistently
been found unrelated to degree of susceptibility to experimenter expectancy
eftects. It appears that susceptibility to the subtle, unintended social in-
fluence of a biased experimenter is not as predictable from subjects' need
for approval as is susceptibility to more clearly intended forms of inter-
personal influence.

EXPERIMENTER-SUBTECT ACQUAINTAI\ICESIilP

Were there such a thing as a typical psychological experiment it
would be likely to involve an experimenter who was unacquainted with all
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or most of his subjects. There are numerous situations, however, when a

maior proportion of the subjects are acquaintances of the experimenter. This

is often the case with pilot studies and follow-up studies. It is also likely to

be the case where an experimenter-teacher employs his intact classes as sub-

jects or when tlte experimenter is located at a smaller college, clinic, hos-

pital, or industrial setting from which he will draw his subject samples.

Granting only that experimenters sometimes contact acquainted subjects,

it would be worthwhile to know whether this changes the fikelihood of the

operation of expectancy eftects. This question would, in fact, be of interest

even if no experimenter ever contacted a prior-acquainted subject. Acquaint-

anceship, itself, is an inevitable result of an experimenter-subject interac-

tion, and the degree of acquaintanceship varies directly with the time and

intensity of the experimenter-subject interaction sequence. The longer an

experiment lasts and the greater the information exchanged, the more

acquainted will the participants be at some point in the sequence, e.g., its

half-life.
Although ecquaintanceship cannot readily be eliminated, it can and

has been experimentally varied. In an earlier chapter several such studies

were cited, and it was found that subjects' performance might be affected by

prior acquaintance with the data collector. The study by Kanfer and Karas

(1959) is most relevant to our interest here. They found that prior ac-

quaintance with the experimenter increased subjects' susceptibility to the

influence of the experimenter's reinforcing verbal behavior. These findings,

together with the comprehensive work of Newcomb (1961), suggest that

those subjects who are more acquainted with their experimenters should be

more susoeptible to expectancy eftects. This might be even more true in the

case of less obvious, unintended influence processes. Where the cues to
the subject are only poorly programmed, the acquainted subject would seem

to have the better chance of accurately "reading" the unintended signals

sent by the experimenter.

The first data obtained bearing on the relationship between acquaint-

anceship and magnitude of expectancy effects were incidental to another

purpose to be described later (Rosenthal, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, &
Mulry, 1963). In that study, experimenters were asked to predict what sort

of photo ratings of success or failure they would subsequently obtain from
their six randomly assigned subjects. Magnitude of expectancy eftect was

defined by the correlation (rho) between ratings experimenters expected to

obtain and the data they later did obtain. A subsample was available of 10

male experimenters who had been previously acquainted with one or more

of their subjects and unacquainted with one or more of their subjects. Based

only on data obtained from unacquainted subjects, the correlation defining

expectancy effects was -.05. The analogous correlation based on these

experimenters'acquainted subjects was f .69 (p: .O4, two-tail). Thus ex-

pectancy effects operated for this subsample of experimenters only when
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their subjects were acquaintances. The effects of acquaintanceship in this
analysis were, if anything underestimated because of ihe tolerant definition
of "acquainted." An experimenter who had only said "helro" to a subject
on some earlier occasion was classified as acquainted. Even passing 

-ac-

quaintanceships-n-ray 
!e nonrandom in origin, and it may be that wiilinlness

to-be influen""d by the acquaintance is a factor in thi origination of the
relationship. This selective factor, together with the greatei reinforcement
value of an acquaintance demonstrated by Kanfer and Karas (1959) and
the possibly greater ability of acquainteds to "read" each others' interper-
sonal signals, may best account for the data reported here.

- .a sylsgguent experiment was designed to deal more explicitly with the
relationship between acquaintanceship ind experimenter erpectancy effects
(Persinger, 1962). Five male and seven female advanced undergraduate
students served as experimenters, and 83 beginning undergraduateitudents
senred as subjects in a photo-rating experiment. Half the experimenters
were ledto- expect ratings of success, and half were led to expect ratingp of

ldly" of the persons pictured in the photos. Each experimenter contacted
both male and female subjects and liad prior acquaintanceship with half
his subjects.

The results of this study again showed that male experimenters ex-
erted signific-ana-y greater expectancy effects upon acquainted than upon
unacquainted subjects (p - .005, one-tail, t :2.64, a1 _ zs1. This did
not hold for female experimenters, however. In fact, there was a tendency,

Bugt not significant, for female experimenters to show greater expectancy
effects with unacquainted subjects. The interpretation of- acquaintanceship
dynamics offered earlier, therefore, may be applicable only to male experi-
menters, though Silverman (1965) has recently reported a case in which a
female- experimenter, working in the area of ahgb estimation, had her hy-
pothesis confirmed by acquainted subjects, her-own students, but discon-
firmed, and significantly so, by unacquainted subjects.

DXPERIMENTER STATUS

Data in the social sciences may be collected by experimenters dif-
tlip cre-auy in the status or prestige ascribed them by their subjects. The
distinguished professor, the new instructor, the graduaie .".""."h'"rristant,
the atle-undergraduate, all represent points on aicale of status consensually
ascribed them by virtue of their position within the academic world. similar
status scaling for potential data collectors in clinical, industrial, military,
and survey research settings would not be difficult. The general question of
concern here is whether the experimenter's status makei a difieience with
respect to the results of his research. In an earlier chapter dealing with sev-
eral experimenter attributes, some evidence was preiented that- suggested
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that experimenter status could, in fact, be a partial determinant of the data

he obtained from subjects. The more sPecific question then becomes whether

experimenter status is a factor in the operation of exPerimenter gxPectancy

effects. Do higher status experimenters obtain data more in accord with their

expectancy than do lower itatus experimenters? It was to this question that

the following study by Vikan-Kline (1962) was addressed.

Six male faculry members and six male graduate students served as ex-

perimenters. Since all were psychologists familiar with research on experi-

menrcr expectancy eftects, the expectancy-inducing Procedure employed in

earlier shrdies could not be used. Instead all experimenters were asked to

somehow subtly influence half their subjects to rate Photos as successful and

influence half their subjects in the opposite direction. There was a total

of 85 introductory psychology students who served as subjects. About half

were males.

Before any subject was ushered into the research room, the experi-

menter was informed whether he should try to influence that subject to give

ratings of success or of failure. No instructions were given as to how to

influince the subjects. Indeed such instructions could not be given, since

no one knew how this subtle form of interpersonal influence was mediated.

It was hoped that subsequent to the data collection, experimenters' verbal

reports of how they triedto influence subjects could be used as a source of

hypotheses for further research. Perhaps those who proved to be more suc-

cessful influencers would be able to tell us of having used different tech-

niques of influence. Although this study differed from others in the program

in that experimenters were fully aware of trying to influence their subjects,

it was hoped that the mechanisms employed by unintentional influencers

might be similar if less overt.

From the subjects' point of view, most of whom knew neither the fac-

ulty nor graduate student experimenters, the definition of status was a name

card placed on each experimenter's desk. The graduate students had the

words "psychology grad. student" written under their names. The faculty

experimenters had the words "professor of psychology" written under their

names. All experimenters had been rated as to aPParent age by a sample

of 14 colleagues; the apparent age (late twenties to early thirties) of the

Ph.D group members was higher than that of any member of the graduate

student grouP (early to mid-fwenties). All experimenters dressed simi-

larly-i.e., white shirts, ties, and jackets.

Results showed that the faculty experimenters were more successful at

influencing their subjects to yield the desired data, but only among subiects

contacted later in the experiment. In fact, Table l4-7 shows that early in

the series of subjects, the faculty experimenters were, if anything, less suc-

cessful influencers than the graduate student experimenters. Although the

graduate students never did influence their subjects much, there was a tend-

ency for them to grow less influential later in the series of subjects con-
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TABTE 14-7

Expectoncy Effects os o Function of Experimenter's

Stotus

ORDER

SUBJECT

F irst holf
Losf holf

D ifference

Two-toil p

EXPER'A,IENTER

STATUS

Student F oculty

-.12 -.gg
-.75 +2.42

-.63 +3.30

NS .OI

D ifference

-.76
+3.1 7

OF

P

NS

.01

tacted. This trend can be inteqpreted within the framework of the data
presented in the earlier chapter on the eftects of early data returns. Having
ottained initially "poor" data these experimenteri went on to collect
"worse" subsequent data. The studies of the early returns eftect had been
based on samples of graduate student experimenters. The early returns
effect-may be less likely to @cur for faculty experimenters. rosjibty they
were less threatened by their earlier inability to produce the desired tnecti
and were thus freer to learn from their 

"*ty 
suu;""ts what techniques of

influence might be most effective.
Wh_at techniques were employed? Experimenters tended to employ

several. In reading the instructions they tried to emphasize that portion of
the description of the photo-rating scale which coniained reference to the
desired-res,ponses. If they were trying to influence positive rating;s, they
y:* f*$ter in general, smiled more, and were m(x€ ..acceptingl' They
behaved in cooler fashion when trying to obtain negative ratiqgs. wnen
they obtained responses of the desired type they were more likely t6 took in-
ter€sted and pleasant, sometimes even smiling. This sort of reinforcement
behavior was not so consistent nor so blatant, however, that we can regard
this study as one of typical operant conditioning. unfortunately no difier-
ences in self-description of attempted influenCing behavior were found
between those experimenters who were and those ivho were not successful
influencers.

general, the results of this study agree quite well with the general
literature relating status to influential behavior (coffin, t94l; cole, 1955;
Goranson, 1965; Homans, 1961; Hovland & Weiss, l95l; Lefkowitz, Blake,
& Mouton, 1955; Mausner, 1953, 1954; Mausner & Bloch, l95Z; Raven &
French, 1958; Wuster, Bass, & Alcock, 196l). For a variety of situations,
some of which were summarized in an earlier chapter, people with higher
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stahrs are more likely to influence others successfully. If we can generalire

from this literature and from the experiment rePorted, it appears that the

higher status experimenter, in part because of his geater comPetence, more

ma*eaty aftecti his subjects' reqDnses into the direction of his hypothesis.

We shall have more to say about this formulation a little later. For now

it is interesting to note that Pfungst (1911) had also found a relationship

between the questioner's status or "air of authority" and the likelihood of

his gptting the correct resPonse from Clever Hans. Even with a horse as

subject, unintentional influence was more likely when the erperimenter was

mo(e self-asured.

In the experiment by Vikan-Kline the status ascribed the experimenters

was confoundad with their age, with their actual status, and possibly with

the techniques of influence emPloyed. It would be useful to a clearer under-

standing of the eftects of status Per se to have an experiment in which the

status of the same experimenter was varied experimentally and without his

knowledge. The experiment by John Lasdo, referred to in an earlier chap

ter, employed three experimenters to administer the photo-rating task to

64 subiects. Half the time experimenters were led to expect ratings of suc-

cess (+5), and half the time they were led to exPect ratings of failure

(-5).Half the subjects in each of these conditions were told that their ex-

perimenter was 'Just a student," and the remaining subiects- were led to

Le[eve the experimenter was of higher status. The subjects had all been

administered Rokeach's (1960) scale of dogmatism. Table 14-8 shows the

TABTE I4-8

Expectoncy Effects os o Function of Experimenter's

Stotus ond Subiects' Dogmotism

SUBJECTS'

DOGMAT'SM

Hish

Low
-.86
-.97

EXPER'ilENTER
STATUS

High Low

+.83 + I .69

-.88 + .09

D ifference

Difference +1 .71 + I .60

magnitude of expectancy effect as a function of the status ascribed to the

experimenter and the subiect's level of dogmatism. More-dogmatic subiects

showed a greater susceptibility to the experimenter's unintended influence,
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experimenters with lower ascribed status who showed the greater expectancy

effects, regardless of the level of their subjects' dogmatism (p 4 .05, tno,
tail).

Perhaps the subjects of this experiment felt sorry for the experimenter
who was 'Just a student" and, therefore, were more willing to be influenced
by him. In any case, it appears from this study that the status effects ob-
tained by Vikan-Kline were probably not due to the labeling of her expri-
menters as students or as professors. More likely, the different appearance

of her high and low status experimenters and possibly difterences in the de-
gree of self-assurance shown by her faculty and student experimenters
accounted for her findings.

CHARACTBRISTICS OF THE TABORATORY

Riecken (1962) has pointed out the potential importance to the results
of psychological research of the characteristics of the laboratory in which
the experiment is conducted. It seems reasonable to suggest that the room
in which the subject is contacted by his experimenter will convey informa-
tion to the subject about the sort of person the experimenter might be. If a

tour is undertaken of research rooms and offices used by graduate students
and faculty members in a university setting, great individual difierences may
be observed. Some rooms look impressive, some look very professional,
some very comfortable, some inordinately neat or bare. While room charac-
teristics may reflect the status of the occupant, the occupant may also de-
rive certain characteristics in the eyes of his subjects from the scene in
which the experimental contact occurs. The experiment to be reported now,
conducted in collaboration with Suzanne Haley, was designed in part to
valy characteristics of experimenters by the variation of the scenes in which
they contacted their subiects.

A total of 16 experimenters administered the standard person percep
tion task to a total oL 72 female undergraduate subiects. Most of the ex-
perimenters were males and enrolled either in the Harvard Law School
(N : 9) or in the Harvard Graduate School in the area of the natural
sciences (N - 7). Each experimenter expected half his subjects to perceive
the photos of faces as quite successful and expected half his subiects to
perceive them as quite unsuccessful. In an eftort to reduce the overall mag-
nitude of experimenter expectancy effects, a screren was placed between
experimenter and subject so that during the course of the data collection they
could not see each other. In order to control for experimenter recording
errors, subjects recorded their own responses. Finally, in order to eliminate
the effects of early data returns, experimenters were not permitted to see the
re{Dnses made by any of their subiects.

The experimental interactions took place on a single evening in eight
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difierent rq)ms to which experimenters were randomly assigned. Most of
these rooms served as offices for psychology graduate students and faculty

members. Each room was rated after the experiment by all 16 experimenters

on the following dimensions:

l. How prolessional is the room in appearance?

2. How impressive is the room, i.e., what is the slarzs of the Penlon
who normally occupies it?

3. How comfortable is the room, especially from the subjects' point of
view?

4. How disorder$ is the room?

pstings were made on a scale ranglng from zero (e.g., not at all pro-
fessional) to 10 (e.g., maximally professional). The first three scales were

found to b" highly intercorrelated (mean rho - +.78), and a single scale

of status was constructed by summing the scores on all three scales for each

room. The mean reliability of these three scales was .89. The scale of dis-

order showed a correlation of only f.29 with the combined status scale

and showed a reliability of f .99.

Table 14-9 shows the correlations of room status and room disorder

TABTE 14-9

Correlotions Between Room Chorocleristics ond Ex'

pectoncy Effects

Exprimenfers

Low students

Groduote students

Meons

Two-toi I p

No. of Rooms

7

6

D isorder

+.61

+.89

Stotus

+,64

+.48

+.58
.10

+ 77

02

with magnitude of experimenter expectancy effect. Magnitude of expectancy

effect was defined, as before, as the difference between mean ratingp ob-

tained from subjects believed to be success perceivers and those believed

to be failure perceivers. The law student and graduate student experi-

menters are lisrcd separately because the latter group showed significantly

greater expectancy effects that did the former. For both samples of experi-

menters, the higher the status of the room in which the subject was con-

tacted, the greater were the expectancy efiects. This finding adds to our

confidence in the hypothesis that, with the exception noted earlier, the

higher the status of the experimenter, the greater his unintended influence
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g I. subiects. For both samples of experimenters, the greater the disorder
in the experimental room, the greater were the effects of-the experimenters'
expectancy. we saw in the last chapter that expectancy effectswere likely
to be greater when the experimenter was perceivid as more likable and more
personal. The disorderliness of an experimental room may have relevance
to this dimension of interpersonal styre. None of the roomi were disorderly
to a chaotic degree. within these limits the more disorderly room m"y be
seen as reflecting the "living" style of a more likable aod ,ore personal
experimenter.

At the conclusion of this experimeng the experimenters were told

lbo"t the phenomenon of expectancy effects, shown published articles
describing_some of the earlier itudies, 

-and 
asked to r"p"ut the experiment

dtr : different sample of 86 female subjects. In this repetition of the
experiment no screens were placed between the experimenters and their
subjects. Half the experimenters were asked to try to avoid the operation of
expectancy effects, half were asked to try to maximize them. viithin each
of these conditions, half the experimentirs were told that in the original
stugy they had shown significant unintended influence. The remainiog- 

""-perimenters were told that they had shown no real expectancy edects.
Table 14-10 shows the mean increase of expectancy effeci for 

"."h 
of th"

TABLE 11-10

lncreose in Expecloncy Effects for Four Kinds of
Experimenters

OR'ENTAT'ON TO

EXPECTANCY EFFECT

Moximi ze Minimi ze D ifference

+ I .08 +0.23 +.85

" Unsuccessfu l"
i nf I uencer + I .33 +0.41 +.92

Diflerence -.25 -.lB

four experimental conditions from the first study to the replication. Experi-
menterc who were t'ying to influence their subiects showed significintly
gr_eater expectancy bias than did experimenters trying to avoid eipectancy
effects (p ( .05, two-tail). (Somiwhat surprisin$!, however, iven tne

lnf luence ' 'H i story"

"Succes sfu I "
inf luencer
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erFrimenters trying to avoid them showed a tendency to 
-increase 

their

erlect"o"y eftects wlen the screens had been removed, p 1 '2O')' 
Thosi experimenters who had been told that they had shown no ex-

pectancy bias'rcnded to show a greater increase in expectancy eftects than

hia O" Lxperimenrcrs who were iold they had shown expegtgcy-bias (P -
.11, two-tail). Perhaps those experimenters who believed they had biased

the results of their nnst stuay felt chastised for it and made some special

efiorts to retard the communication of their expectancy to their second set

of subiects, even when they had been instructed to maximize exPectancy

effects.

when the changes in magnitude of expectancy effect from the original

to the replication stuiy were eia-ined separalely for law student^and gradu-

ate studint experimenters, an interesting difterence emerged'- {mong falv
student experiirenters, 66 percent of the t"biTts *911Pot: influenced in

the secondstudy than in tie first (P - .O2, x' : 6'25), disregarding the

paticular experimental conditions. Having,learned about subtle communi-

cation procdses between the time of the fint and second samples, young

lawyers may have felt it desirable for attorneys to be able to communicate

subtly with other people.-a-o"g 
the graduate students, most of whom were in the sciences, the

subtle comfrunicition process may have been not only less prized bu! Pel-

hapa even abhorred as a cause of-spoiling experiments. Regardless of their

exierimentat condition, these young scientists showed a significant decrease

inixpectancy effects in the second study. Of their subiects, 73 percent were

bss 6iased than *ete the subiects of their first sample (P ( '05, x' :
4.s4).

In the second stage of this experiment, laboratory room characteristics

were again correlated witn magnitude of expectancy effects. As can be seen

from T-able 14-ll, the correlations obtained earlier were not replicated un-

der the conditions of the second phase of the study. Among the law student

TABTE I4-I I

Room Chorocteristics ond Expectoncy Effects: Sec-

ond Somple of Subiects

Experimenfers No. of Rooms

Low students 7

Groduote students 5

Stotus

-.07
-.30

D isorder

+.25

-.90*

* 
P ( .05, two-toil.
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experimenters the correlations tended simply to go toward z.ero. Among the

graduate students, however, they tended to go into the opposite direction. If
it is reasonable to think that our more science-oriented graduate students

were trying to avoid the spoiling effects of their expectancy bias, the re-
versals of the correlations make sense. The higher status and more dis-

ordered rooms, then, still predicted the biasing eftects of the experimenter's

expectanc/, only now the science-oriented graduate students expected, and

hoped, to obtain data opposite to that which they had been led to ex1rcct.

Their 'nreal" expectancy may have become that which would avoid the

effects of the induced expectanc/, and subjects were more inclined to go

along with these, no\il reversed, unintended communications in the higher

status, more disordered laboratories.
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Behavioral Variables

In the last chapter a number of experimenter characteristics were

shown to be related to the operation of experimenter expectancy effects. The
particular characteristics discussed could all be assessed before the experi-
menter entered his laboratory. In this chapter, the discussion of experi-
menter variables will continue, but now the emphasis will be on the
experimenter's behavior in his interaction with the subject. Much earlier, in
Part I, we saw that various structural variables such as the sex of the ex-

perimenter were correlated with the behavior of the experimenter as he

interacts with his subiects. The behavioral variables to be discussed in this
chapter, therefore, are not independent of the more structural variables dis-
cussed in the last chapter, but they do warrant special attention. The com-
munication of expectancy eftects to subjects must depend on something

the experimenter does. If experirnenters of a certain kind, as measured be-

fore the experiment begins, exert greater expectancy effects on their sub-
jects, it is very likely due to their behaving difterently toward their subiects.

The observations of the experimenter's behavior to be discussed now come

from two maior sources. The first of these sources is the direct observation
of experimenter behavior usually by the subject himself. The second of
these sources is the observation of experimenter behavior by a variety of
observers of sound motion pictures of experimenters interacting with sub-
jects.

DIRECT OBSERVATIONS OF EXPERIMENTER BEHAVIOR

In the chaper dealing with the effects of excessive rewards, some pre-
limiasr'y data were presented which gave some idea of how subjects per-
ceived the behavior of their experimenter. The subjects' ratings of their
experimenter's behavior were intercorrelated and cluster analyzed (Fruch-

ter, 1954). In three subsequent experiments, this procedure was repeated.

an
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TABTE I5-I

Cluster Anolyses of Four Somples of Subiects' Per-

ceptions of their Experimenter's Behovior

CLUSTERS

251

lnves tigotors

RR,KF,JF,LVK,l960
RR,GP,LVK,RM,I 963

Somple I

Somple ll
R R,JF,CJ,KF,TS,RW,

LV K ,1964

&leon

0.67 6.01

3.32 3.83

I

Cosuol

Pleosonf

6.48

4.43

I .69

lt
Expressive

F riendly

3.97

3.00

2.33

ilt
Kines ic
Clusfer

tv
Enthusiosf ic
Professionol

3.55

-0.59
0.33

-2.73

0.14

9.10

-3.77
4.86

g.l2

4.83

Table 15-l lists the clusters and B-coefficients of the original study as well
as those of the later experiments. A B-coefEcient greater than 1.5 may be

interpreted as indicating a significant cluster, and a B-coefficient of 3.0 indi-
cates a relatively tightly intercorrelated set of variables. The mean B-coeffi-

cients for the four studies show that the first three clusters held up quite
well, but Cluster IV, composed as it was of only three variables, tended to
vanish. The first three clusters may prove to be a useful way of organizing
subjects' perceptions of their experimenter's behavior in future studies.

They may also be of value in other investigations of intelpersonal percep-

tion. They have not, however, proved themselves related to magnitude of
experimenter expectancy efiects in most of the studies carried out.

For five samples of experimenters, their subjects' perceptions of their
behavior were correlated with the degree to which the experimenters ex-
erted expectancy effects upon their subjects. Experimenters who obtained
data closest to that which they had been led to expect were ranked as

most biased. Those who obtained data most unlike that which they had

been led to expect were ranked as least biased. Three samples of experi-
menters employed the photo-rating task in which each experimenter con-
tacted his subjects individually (Rosenthal, Fode, Friedman, & Vikan-Kline,
1960; Rosenthal, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Mulry, 1963). The data for
the first sample were those presented in the chapter dealing with the efiects

of excessive reward. A fourth sample of experimenters also employed the

photo-rating task, but the experimenter contacted subjects in groups of five
(Rosenthal, Friedman, Johnson, et al., 1964). The fifth study employed a
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standard verbal conditioning paradigm, in which subjects were rewarded

with a "good" for the correct choice of pronoun in forming a sentence. Al-
thoogh differential expectancies were created in experimenters leading

them, presumably, to emit unintended cues to their subiects, they also were

intentionally trying to influence their subjects by their contingent saying of
'?ood." In this experiment, therefore, both intentional and unintentional

influence processes were operating (Rosenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota,

1966). In this study, each experimenter contacted his subjects individually.

The average sample size for each of the five experiments was about 20

experimenters and about 100 subjects.

TABTE 7 5-2

Subiects' Rotings of Their Experimenter's Behovior

ond Mognitude of Expectoncy Effectt Applicoble

Under All Conditions

Behov ior

Businesslike
Express ive voice

Profes s iono !

Use of legs

p Two-Toil

+.31

+.26

+.25

+.22

df

I05
r05

r05

r05

r

005

0l
OI

03

Table 15-2 shows the four variables that were least situation-specific

in their correlation with magnitude of expectancy efiect. None of the corre-

lations was impressively high, though all held up statistically significantly

over five reptcations. Also heartening was the fact that each of the four
variables represented a different cluster. As we would expect, therefore, the

intercorrelations among these variables were generally low. The only ex-

ception to this was the mean correlation of f.40 between professional and

businesslike. Considering these two variables together it appears that for
a variety of situations of unintended and intended influence, of individual
and group contact with subjects, in person perception and verbal condition-
ing tasks, the experimenter with the more professional manner is more likely
to exert his influence on his subjects. This finding is consistent with those

presented in the preceding chapter in which experimenters with higher

status, as independently determined, showed greater influencing of their
subjects' responses.

An interesting extension of this finding was possible from one of our
studies. Subjects'ratings of how professional their experimenter appeared

correlated significantly (+.59, p : .05, two-tail) with the degree of ex-

pectancy effect exerted by the investigators who had trained these experi-
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menters. It may be that more professional-mannered exPerimenters train

their assistants to be more professional-mannered and therefore more

influential. In this study, which has already been referred to (Rosenthal,

Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Mulry, 1963), research assistants were randomly

assigned to investigators. In the real-life situation, selection factors no doubt

combine with training eftects to make research assistants and other col-

leagues more like each other than would be true of any random set of

experimenters. This diminished variability due to selection and training may

serve to make the results of research coming from any laboratory less

variable than we would expect from randomly chosen experimenters' even

with techniques of research held constant.

The correlation between experimenter exPectancy effects and "expres-

sive voice" suggests that part of the communication to the subject of what

it is the experimenter expects him to do is carried by the inflection and tone

given to the verbal instructions to subjects. Similarly, the correlation

between experimenters' expectancy efiects and use of legs suggests that

movement or kinesic patterns also play a role in the mediation of experi-

menter expectancy effects (and in other situations of inteqpersonal in-
fluence as well, as Birdwhistell, 1963, has suggested). Why leg movements

in particular should serve this function is not at all clear. All exPerimenters

have been rated by their subjects as showing relatively few movements of
any sort. In particular, leg movements are the least frequent of the infre-

quent movements. Perhaps because they are rare, very minor leg adjust-

ments are more noted by subjects and responded to. Exactly what sort of

leg adiustments are employed unintentionally by the experimenters, and

what their immediate effect on the subject might be, is a question for further
research.

The variables just discussed were those which held across all five

samples of experimenters. When we omit the verbal conditioning sample,

leaving us only those samples in which experimenter influence was more

likely to be purely unintentional and in which the photo-rating task was em-

ployed, several additional variables become signficant. Table 15-3 shows

these additional characteristics. That experimenters who are perceived

as acting more important should show greater unintended influence is re-

lated to the more general finding of professional-mannered experimenters'

exerting greater influence. The mean correlation of this variable with
the variable "professional" for these samples was 1.42. For the per-

son perception task, the use of head movements became an additionally

possible sourse of cues to subjects. For these samples the mean correlation

between use of head and leg movements was only f .26 suggesting that it
was not simply greater movement but difterential movement of body areas

that served as sources of information to subjects as to what it was the experi-

menter expected from them. For these samples of experimenters, those who

appeared more relaxed (vs. nervous) were more efiective expectancy com-
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TABTE T 5-3

Subiects' Rotings of Their Experimenter's Behovior

ond Mognitude of Expectoncy Effect: Applicoble
When lnfluence is Unintenlionol Only

Behovior

lmportont-oct ing +

Reloxed +

Heod gestures +

p Two-Toil

.04

.07

.l I

df

39

48

48

r

.33

.27

.23

municators. Freedom from tension is consistent (r : f .56) with the pic-
ture of the more professional, higher status exprimenter. In addition,
however, this finding suggests that the movement patterns we have discussed

were not gross, random activity patterns, as we might expect from an
anxious experimenter, but rather more finely difterentiated patterns of
kinesic activity. The mean correlation between "relaxed" and use of head
gestures was only -.06.

When we omit from our five samples only that sample in which experi-
menters contacted subjects in a group situation, the additional variables
shown in Table 15-4 emerge as significant. When contact between experi-
menter and subject is one-to-one, those experimenters showing greater
interest influence their subjects more, regardless of which task was employed
and regardless of the degree of intentionality of the influence process. The
slower-speaking experimenter probably can better give difterential emphasis
to the instructional proceedings, thereby giving subjects more information
from which to "decide" what responses are expected by the experimenter.
None of the experimenters are perceived as being very enthusiastic, but
those who are somewhat more so, influence their subjects more. This would
probably not be true for samples of overenthusiastic experimenters, who

TABTE 15-1

Subiects' Rotings of Their Experimenter's Behovior

ond Mognitude of Expectoncy Effect: Applicoble

Only When Interoction is Dyodic

Behovior

lntere sted

Slow-speoking

E nthu s io stic

r

+.42

+.28

+.20

p Two-Tai

.001

.01

.07

df

u
84

u
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would likely be seen by their subjects as not too businesslike or professional.

At lower levels of this variable, enthusiasm is related strongly to degree of
experimenter interest (r - f.58) and significantly, but less strongly, to
professional manner (r - f .35).

When we consider only those three samples of experimenters who in-
fluenced their subjects only unintentionally and in a face-to-face interaction,

two additional variables emerge as related to degree of eryrectancy eftects.

The more important of these was the variable "personal-impersonal." Most
experimenters are rated as neither very personal nor very impersonal, but
a bit toward the latter end of the scale. Among these samples of experi-

menters, those who exerted more unintended inteqpersonal influence were

perceived as significantly more personal (r - !.46, dt - 27, p - .O2).

That more "personal" experimenters should be more influential makes

rather good sense, given the face-to-face nature of the interaction in these

experiments. A less sensible finding was that experimenterc seen as more

courteous tended to influence their subjects a little less (r : -.30, dt - 27,

p : .ll ). On the average all experimenters were viewed as very courteous,

and ratings on this variable showed the lowest variability (S.D. - 2.2) oL

all27 vaiables. Given this high general degree of courtesy it may be that
extreme courtesy was perceived as aloofness by subjects who were more

readily influenced by a more personal experimenter.

In two of the three samples of experimenters we have just been dis-

cussing, the interaction between experimenters and subjects was monitored
by another experimenter who had trained the data collector. This observer
si-ply sat in on the interaction and rated the experimenter's behavior on
the same variables employed by the subjects. Table 15-5 shows the only

TABTE I5-5

Observers' Rofings of Experimenter's Behovior ond

Mqgnitude of Expectoncy Effects Applicoble Only

When lnteroction is Dyodic

Behovior r df pTwo-Toil

Arm gestures - .41 18 .08

Behoved consistently +.39 l8 .10

Slow-speoking +.36 18 .13

three variables that gave promise of showing a relationship wift the magni-
tude of experimenter expectancy efiects. Most sulprising was the finding
that those experimenters who were rated as using fewer arm movements in-
fluenced their subjects more. The surprise was due to the generally high
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positive correlations among all the movement variables, two of which had

already been shown to be positively related to experimenter expectancy

eftects. A tentative explanation of this finding is that, to an external ob-

sener of the dyadic interaction, excessive movement by the experimenter
is interpreted as nonpurposive and, therefore, a reflection of both tension

and an unprofessional manner. Behaving consistently in interaction with
subjects is one of the qualifications of a competent, professional experi-
menter. The obtained correlation of f.39 between behaving consistently

and exerting expectancy eftects upon subjects further strengthens the

emerging picture of the more competent, professional experimenter's show-

ing the geater expectancy effects. The slower-speaking experimenter's
greater opportunity to convey information to the subiect about the experi-
menter's expectancy has already been discussed. This hypothesis appears

to hold up regardless of whether the observation of "slow-speaking" is
made by a participant-obsener subject or by an external observer. Before
leaving tlis section, it must be emphasized that these external obsenations
were made in the situation of face-to-fac€ contact betrreen experimenter and

a single subiect and might not hold for the situation in which several sub-
jects are contacted as a group.

Because our external observers were older, more sophisticated, and
more professional, we might be tempted to regard their observations of the
experimenters' behavior as somewhat more "valid" than the observations
made by the participant-observer subjects. At this stage of our knowledge
to make such an assumption seems unwarranted. Perhaps because of their
greater direct involvement and perhaps because of their less sophisticated,
more implicit theories of human interaction, the subjects' perceptions of
their experimenters may be, in a sense, even more valid than the external
observers'. Phenomenologically, the subjects were more really present
during the interaction with their experimenter.

Returning now to subjects' assessments of experimenters' behavior, we
fnd two additional variables to bear a relation to degree of expectancy ef-
fects. In the situation wherein groups of subjects are contacted by an experi-
menter, greater body movement by the experimenter is associated with the
exertion of greater unintended influence (r - !.43, dl - 22, p - .04).
Whereas subtle movements of the legs and head may be sufficient to carry
information to the subject when he is alone in his interaction with the experi-
menter, the more gross cues of total body movements may be required to
convey equivalent information in the group situation. Individual subjects
may not see the experimenter quite as well in the group situation, and, in
addition, subjects may be emitting significant intelpersonal messages to each

other via their movement patterns which serve to distract attention away
from signals emitted by the experimenter.

In the group situation as in the dyadic, subjects rate all their experi-
menters as very honest. Those experimenters, however, who influenced
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their subjects more were seen as somewhat less honest than the less in-

fluential experimenters (r - -.33, df - 22, p: .12). In some walr sub-

jects seem able to sense the process of unintended inteqpersonal influence

and evaluate it as undesirable.

In the verbal conditioning study wherein experimenters were in part

intentionally attempting to influence their subjects, several additional vari-

ables bore a relation to degree of experimenter influence (Table 15-6).

TABTE 15-6

Subiects' Rotings of Experimenler's Behovior ond

Mognitude of Experimenter Influerce: Applicoble

When lnfluence is ot Leosl Portiolly Intentionol

Behovior r df pTwo-Toil

Loud -.27 58 .04

Behoved consistently +.24 58 .07

lmportont-octing - .22 58 . I0

In this situation, compared to the person perception task employed in the

other samples, all experimenters were very active. They talked ("good';
during the process of the subjects'responding, whereas in the person per-
cepion studies, experimenters served only as recorders during the data

production phase. Under these conditions of experimenters' fairly obvious
attempts to influence subjects' responses, a louder experimenter might

have been viewed as a brow-beating influencer who could best be dealt

with by negative conformity. The more consistent behavior of the more

influential experimenter is in accord with our evolving view of the more

effective influencer as the more competent, professional experimenter. The

most interesting correlation may be the negative relationship between ex-
perimenter's influence and the degree to which he acts importantly. This
relationship is opposite to that obtained under conditions of unintended
influence. When the experimenter has already assumed the role of im-

Portant reinforcer of desired reslx)nses, the still more important-acting ex-
perimenter may be seen as overbearing rather than simply important or
high status. The "overinfluencer," the experimenter who seems to push too
hard, may be a less successful influencer than the more modest, professional

experimenter who more quietly communicates his wishes to his subjects.

For this sample of experimenters the correlation between 'loud" and "im-
portant-acting" was f .40 (p < .005).

From all the data available based on subjects' percepions of their
experimenters, four dimensions emerge that seem relevant to distinguishing
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e4rerimenters who are more or less likely to exert the unintended influence
of their expectancy upon their subjects:

l. Prolessional status. Experimenters who are more important, profes-
sional, businesslike, and consistent exert greater expectancy effects

upon their subjecS.

2. Interpersonal style. Expertmenters who are more relaxed, interested,

enthusiastic, and personal exert greater expectancy effects upon their
subjects, but probably only so long as they maintain a professional

manner, and do not permit the experiment to become a "social hour."
3. Kitusic communication. Experimenters who employ subfle kinesic

signats from the leg and head regions exert greater exp€ctancy effects

upon their subjects. These kinesic signals may still be effective at
higher levels of overtness if subiects are not pa)rlng full attention to
the experimenter. However, if the kinesic signals become very ob-
vious, ttrey are likely to lead to a diminution of expectancy eftects,

because they will detract from the professional demeanor of the ex-

perimenter.

4. Paralinguistic communicatton. Experimenters who speak slowly and

in an expressive, nonmonotonous tone exert greater expectancy efiects

upon their subjects. The way in which the experimenter delivers his

programmed input (instructions, gFeeting, leavetaking) probably

senes to communicate his exPectancy to his subiect.

It is through the kinesic and paralinguistic channels of communica-
tion that the experimenter may convey the information to the subject as to
what responses are expected. The greater professional status of the experi-

menter who unintentionally influences his subjects more may serve to legiti-
mize for the subject his conformity to the experimenter's expectancy. The
more personal inrcrpersonal style of the more influential experimenter may

motivate the subject to want to fulfill the status-legitimized expectancy of
the experimenter. If the experimenter becomes subtly bored, tense, or dis-
tant, the subiect may subtly retaliate by disconfirrring the experimenter's

expectancy, even though it may be perceived as legitimate. If the experi-
menter lacks professional status in the eyes of the subject, it may be irrele-
vant that he is interested and personal; he may be viewed as having no right
to expect the subject's conformity to his expectancy. If a high status, per-
sonal, interested experimenter cannot communicate effectively through
the kinesic and/or paralinguistic channels, his influence will fail simply
because the subject cannot learn what it is the experimenter really expects

him to do. It seems likely that some experimenters communicate more ef-
fectively via the kinesic and some via the paralinguistic channels. Similarly,
some subjects may be more influenceable simply because they are more ac-

curate decoders of signals sent via the experimenter's particular channel of
"choice."
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One difficulty with the data based on subjects' percepions of experi-

menters'behavior must be emphasized. In all these studies, subjects assessed

their experimenter's behavior after they had made their responses for the

experimenter. It is possible, then, that those subjects who felt they had been

influenced by their experimenter went on to describe their experimenter,

not as he was, but as he ought to have been for them to have been influenced

by him. If this were the case we would have learned, not what sorts of ex-

perimenters influence subjects unintentionally, but rather what sorts of
characteristics people ascribe to experimenters to justify their having been

influenced. This too would, of course, be worth knowing. In any case, there

is no way out of the dilemma created by asking subjects to assess their ex-

perimenters. If we asked subjects to describe their experimenter before they

respond for him, the characteristics ascribed might easily serve as a basis

for subiects' "deciding" whether or not to accept the influence of the experi-

menter. The act of having ascribed high status and personalness to an

experimenter may be reason enough for subjects to behave as though these

attributes had a validity independent of their own assessment. Dissonancp

reduction cuts both ways.

FILMED OBSERVATIONS OF EXPERIMENTER BEHAVIOR

Useful as it was to have subjects serve as observers of their experi-
menter's behavior, it became apparent that external observers would be

needed to tell us how the experimenters "really" behaved when interacting
with their subjects. These external observations would be important in their
own right, and, in addition, they could serve to validate or invalidate the

hypotheses generated from the subjects'observations of the behavior shown

by experimenters exerting greater or lesser expectancy effects.

From sitting in on experimenter-subject interactions it became clear
that only a fraction of the behavior of an experimenter could be observed,

recalled, and reported. Pfungst's (1911) experience in tracking down the

cues that questioners gave to his clever friend, Hans the horse, suggested

too that'Just watching" might be too coarse a methodological sieve with
which to strain out the possibly tiny cues that communicated the experi-

menter's expectancy to his subject. What seemed most needed was the op
portunity to observe the experimenter-subject interaction, the possibility of
reobserving it, and, then, observing it again. Sound motion pictures seemed

to provide the best permanent record of how the experimenter behaved vis-
i-vis his subject. Reference to the sound films taken has already been made

in earlier chapters. Now some of the details of the filming procedure are

reported (Rosenthal, Persinger, Mulry, Vikan-Kline, & Grothe, 1962).
There were five different samples of experimenters whose interactions

with their subjects were filmed. All had in common that they employed the
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photo-rating task but difiered in the specific hypotlreses to which the studies

were addressed. Not including an analysis of the films, ffug substantive

results of these studies have been reported in the appropriate chapters of
this book and, in somewhat different form, elsewhere (Rosenthal, Per-

singer, Mulry, Vikan-Kline, & Grothe, 1964a;1964b).
Altogether there were 24 male and 5 female experimenters who ad-

minis6p{ the photo-rating task to 164 subjects, of whom about 75 prcent
were females. Of the 29 experimenters, 24 were graduate students enrolled

in a course in advanced educational psychology. The other 5 experimenters

(2 males, 3 females) were advanced undergraduates enrolled in psychol-

ory courses. The subjects were undergraduates enrolled in elementary

oourses in psycholory, education, English, history, and government. For
the students enrolled in psychology courses, serving as subjects was a course

requirement. Subjects from other courses were encouraged by their in-
stnrctors to volunteer but were not required to participate. The subject

lrcpulation, therefore, was a mixed group of volunteers and nonvolunteers.

Each experimenter contacted from three to eight subjects, and the mean

number of subjects per experimenter was between five and six.

Experimental Groups

Table l5-7 presents a summary of the characteristics of each of the

five experimental samples, including the number of experimenters and sub-

TABTE I5-7

Chorocterislics of Five Filmed Experiments

EXPER'ilENT

At AZ 83 84 85 Totol

yes yes no no no mixed

Experienced

exper imenter

Ego-involved

experimenter

Subiects' sex

N of experimenters

N of subiects

N of fi lmed

i ntero ct i on s

no no yes yes

mixed femo le femo le mo le

6784
37 40 48 16

no

mixed

4

23

mixed

mixed

29

164

15 24 20 22 l0 9l
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iects involved in each and the number of dyadic interactions that were

filmed. A description of the five experimental goups follows.

Gtoup Ar. These experimenters had served as experimenters in an

earlier study (Rosenthal, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Mulry, 1963). In that
experiment some experimenters had been led to expec,t either rztings ot
sucoess or of failure from their subjects. In the present study, those experi-
mentem who had earlier been led to expect mean photo ratingp of f5 were

led to expect mean ratings of -5. Those experimenters earlier led to ex-

Pect ratings of -5 were now led to expect l6tings of f5.

Group A2. These experimenters had also served as experimenters
in an earlier study (Persingeg lg62). Some had been in a f5 expectancy
condition, others in a -5 expectancy condition. In the present study, these

experimenters were led to expect that some of their subjects would give
photo ratings of f5, whereas other subiects would give photo ratings of

-5. This condition and the preceding one had in common the fact that
the experimenters had served as data collectors before in the same task.
On the average, these experimenters had contacted about six subjects in
their earlier data collection. The subjects contacted by these experimenters
had all seen the photos to be rated when they were part of a standardization

Efoup. In the standardization study, subjects were shown the photoo in
their classrooms by means of an opaque projector.

Group 83. These experimenters had not served before in the role of
data collector. Each experimenter's group of subiects was divided into
thirds. For the first third of his subjects contacted, each experimenter wag

given no expectation as to the photo ratings likely to be obtained from his
subiects. The second third of these subjects were contacted with half of the
experimenters led to expect f5 and half led to expect -5 ratingp. For
the final third of the subjects, each experimenter was led to expect ratings
opposite to those he had expected from the second third of his subjects. All
subiects in this group were females.

Group 8.. This group was identical with the iust preceding group
ercept that when their expectations of +5 or -5 data were induced, these
experimenters were told that the "prediction" of subjects' ratings depended
on the experimenter's following instructions and proper experimental pro-
cedure. This sentence was intended as a very mildly ego-involving manipula-
tion. All subiects in this group were also females.

Gtoup B3. This group was identical with the one iust preceding except
that all the subjects were males rather than females. For all groups, the
experimental manipulation of experimenters' expectancies was as follows:
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to several personalrty tests we have given the (next) subject(s),

we are able to predict how they will rate the photos.l Some of these subjects tend

to rate the photos, on the average, extremely high; and some tend to rate them,

on the averqge, extremely low. The (next) subiect(s) that you will run should

av€rage a *5 (or -5) which is a pretty high (or low) average.

The experimenters serving in groups Bs, Br, and 86, were assigned to

these groups at random. Within all groups subjects were randomly assigned

to their experimenters.

ThcHhitrg Procedure

All experimenters contacted all subjects in the same experimental

room. This room was very large, measuring about 50 by 20 feet. Experi-

menters and subiects sat near the entrance to this room near one of the

20'foot walls. Their chairs were arranged so that they would be partially
facing each other and partially facing the far 20-foot wall. At a Point about

10 feet from this far wall a sound-insulated wall was constructed, shorten-

ing the experimental room and creating a smaller room for the placement

of a camera.

A Bach Auricon Pro-600 sound movie camera employing Kodak Tri-X
Reversal Film, tripod-mounted, and equipped with a Pan Cinor "zoom

lens" was the recording instrument. The camera was focused on the experi-

menter and subject some 30 feet distant through an 8 by 8 inch double-

glassed window built into the specially erected wall. This window was

equipped with a wooden shutter which was operated from the observation

room. In the experimental room the window was camouflaged by a glass-

front, false-backed bookcase containing both books and old emPty picture

frames. These frames were intended to simulate the frame of the observa-

tion window and to give the impression that old frames were simply being

stored in the old bookcase.

A microphone, connected to the camera audio system, was concealed

in the false motor case of an 8-inch electric fan fastened to the ceiling

directly above the table at which the experimenter and subject sat. The

coaxial cable connecting the microphone to the camera equipment was

made to appear as an extension cord from the fan to a wall socket. This

was accomplished by connecting a false cable between the point where the

true cable entered the camera room wall and a nearby wall socket.

In order to provide a system of communication between investigators

in the camera (x)m and those controlling the flow of subjects and experi-

menters, two army suqplus field telephones were used. One telephone was

located in the camera room and was positioned in such a way that the

r For the ego-involving manipulation, the following sentence was inserted here:

'"Tbat is, if the expcrimcnter follows his instructions and proper experimental pro-

cedurc."
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camera operator was able to manipulate the camera and telephone at the

same time. The other telephone was located in a small room off the sub
jects'waiting-room area, and both the telephone operator and the tele-

phone were concealed from the subjects' vision and hearing.

For the pulpose of testing the success of the camouflaging of the cam-
era and microphone, a number of graduate students and faculty members

sat in the chairs intended for experimenters and subiects, and tried to lo-
cate the qlmera and microphone. None were able to do so. When permitted

to approach within a few feet of the window, however, they were able to
see the camera through the window if the window shutter was fully open.

For this reason, a number of tables were placed between the experimental
chairs and the observation window so that if an experimenter wandered

around the room between subjects, he could not approach too close to the

window.

As it turned out, few experimenters left their chairs, and none came

close to the window. Out of the 91 experimenter-subject interactions filmed,

in whole or in part, there were 4 or 5 subjects whose eyes dwelled on the
bookcase long enough to make us fear their suspicions. When this oc-
curred, the camera operator telephoned the subiect router to conduct a

Postexperimental interview with that subject. These interviews suggested

that while subjects were suspicious that the real intent of the experiment
was being withheld, none hinted at a suspicion of being observed. Follow-
ing these instances of overattention to the bookcase that camouflaged the
window, we watched for an increased rate of looking at the bookcase by
subsequent subjects. We could detect no such increase. Of course, had

experimenters and subiects been aware that they were being observed, their
behavior in the brief data-collecting interaction would no doubt have been

affected.

All experimenters contacted all their subjects at a single sitting. The
film capacity of the camera was such that not all the dyadic interactions

could be filmed. Systematic sampling of the interactions was undertaken

with an effort made to film the contact with one subject from the first third,
one from the second third, and one from the final third of subjects contacted
by each experimenter. This resulted in a good, though not perfect, distribu-
tion of subjects contacted by the experimenter with a +5, a -5, or no
€xPectancy.

The experimenter was the focus for the camera, and virtually every

frame shows his or her face and trunk. Most of the time the subject's face

and trunk were also on camera, but whenever the camera "zoomed" in for
a tighter close-up of the experimenter, the subject could not be seen. Be-
cause of the finding from subjects' observations of their experimenter that
leg movements might be important sources of cues, the camera moved back

trom time to time so that full length pictures of the experimenter and sub-
ject could be obtained.
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Moet of the 91 interactions were filmed in their entirety, but some-

times the film pa out before the experimenter could finish obtaining the

photo ratings from the last subject scheduled to be filmed. Sometimes, too,

an experimenter was very slow, or a subject was, so that to film the entire

interaction would have meant losing the subsequent interaction with a sub-

ject of the opposite expectancy. Since one of the main reasons for this flm-
ing was to learn what experimenters did difierently in their interaction with

subjects from whom they expected different ratings, very lengthy interac-

tions were intemrpted. Sometimes, for example, an experimenter would

make small talk before or after recording the "face sheet" data from the

subject. Such small talk was sometimes not flmed. When subjects were

very slow in making their ratings, the rating perid was sometimes inter-

rupted. There was good reason to believe that the communication of the

eqrcrimenter's expectancy occurred before the subject made his first re-

slxrnse, the evidence for this to come in the next chapter. Therefore, inter-

rupting the rating perid was felt to be particularly preferable to losing the

prerating period with another subject.

APfdininrry Andyseg

There were 15 experimenters for whom films were available of their
interaction with subiects for whom they had been given no exPectancy.

Experimenters' behavior in interaction with these subjects, therefore, re-

flected their "typical" behavior in the experiment uncomplicated by the

addition of any formal, uniform experimental hypothesis. To be sure, each

eqrcrimenter may have entertained hypotheses about the responses to be

obtained from each of these "practice" subiects, but these idiosyncratic

cxlrcctancies were probably fairly randomly distributed among the ex-

perimenters.

The five investigators served as the first observers and independently

rated each experimenter contact on the following variables:

l. Domirunce: the extent to which the experimenter was clearly in

charge of the situation.

2. Liking the extent to which the observer liked the experimenter.

3. Activity: the extent to which the experimenter manifested gross and

nonessential movements.

4. Professional: the extent to which the experimenter showed profes-

sional "good form" in his role as experimenter.

5. Frierdly: the extent to which the experimenter was friendly to his

subiects.

For each variable, ratings could range from 1 (least possible) to 10

(most possible). No effort was made to be more precise in either the defini-

tions of the variables or the rating scale. At most, these observations of
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experimenters'behavior were designed to serve as sources of hypotheses.

AII five observers had been involved in the collection of this data, and there

was no way of assessing the degree to which any of them migbt not be

blind to ( 1) the experimental condition under which each subiec't had been

contacted, and (2) the magnitude of any experimenter's expectancy effec't

defined by the difference between data obtained from subiects under each

condition of expectancy. All observers reported that "as far as they could

tell" they were blind.

TABLE I5-8

Observotions of Experimenter Behovior ond Mogni-

fude of Expectoncy Effect

Behavior

Dom inont

Likoble
Activify
Profes s iono I

Friend ly

Expectoncy
Effect

+.53**

+.54**

-.48*
+.63***

-.03

Dominont

+.38

-.u*
+.38

+.12

Liking Act iv ity Profess ionol

+.12

+.35 - .65***
+.60*** +.59*** -.19

* 
P=t 'lo

**PS'05
*** p < .02

Table l5-8 shows the correlation between the mean of the observett'

ratings and magnitude of expectancy effects as well as the intercorrelations

among the rating;s. In this analysis, the degree of expectancy effects may

safely be regarded as the dependent variable, even though the subiects'

responses could be observed, since these observations of the experimenters

were all made while practice subjects were being contacted-i.e., no ex-

pectancies had as yet been induced in the experimenters.

Greater expectancy effects were shown subsequently by those experi-

menters who were iudged as more professional, more in charge of the

situation, less hyperactive, and who were better liked by the observers. The

intercorrelations among the ratings suggest that several of these four varia-

bles tend to cluster together. Hyperactive experimenters were seen as less

professional and less in charge of the experimental situation. These three

variables seem to constitute the professional status dimension discussed
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eadier (mean intercorrelation - +.50). Observers'liking of experimenters
shows a lower mean correlation with the professional status variables
(+.29) and may be related to the inteqpersonal style dimension discussed
earlier. Somewhat inconsistent was the finding that the variable of friend-
liness to subjects, which was correlated significantly with the liking variable,
showed no relationship to magnitude of expectancy effects. Friendliness was
significantly positively associated for this sample with hyperactivity and
negatively, but not significantly, with professionalness. It may be that
friendliness as judged by the observers was a hyperfriendliness which inter-
fered with the professional business of the interaction. Some support for the
fnding, though not necessarily for its interpretation, comes from the recent
report by Silverman (1965) that subjects are less responsive to the demands
of a possibly too-friendly experimenter.

The possibility that the data presented here might be contaminated by
the observers' exposure to criterion information wis raised earrier. Some
evidence is available, however, which suggests that these observers' ratings
may yet have a measure of validity. subsequent blind observations of the
films were carried out by Neil Friedman (1964) and Richard Katz (t964).
some of these observations served to anchor our cruder observations to
more precise, uncontaminated ones. Thus, the more ,.dominant" of this
sample of 15 experimenters observed when contacting subjects in the ..no

expectancy" condition were found to be significantly older and therefore
higher status (Vikan-Kline, 1962) (r - +.54), less likely to show gross

body activity (r - -.57), and more expeditious in instructing their sub-
jects (r - +.40). More "professional" experimenters were found to make
significantly fewer errors in reading their instructions to their subjects
(r - -.57). More "active" experimenters were found to show more gross
body activity (r - f.63). Better liked experimenters looked (r - +-.64)
and smiled (r- f.51) more at their subjects throughout the experiment.
Finally, more "friendly" experimenters smiled more at their subjects during
the entire experiment (r - *.87). The nature and magnitude of these
correlations suggests that the more global and possibly contaminated ob-
servations might, after all, be reasonably valid, especially in view of the fact
that ller one of the correlations with the "anchoring" variables reported
was higher than the highest interobserver reliability of the more global
variables (r - f.3a).

In all the subsequent analyses of the filmed sessions, observers were
kep uninformed as to the particular expectancy the filmed experimenter
held for the responses of any of his subjects. All observations mide of the
films su[ggquently were made separately for the three stages of the experi-
mental interactions. The first or preinstructional phase required the experi-
menter to obtain and record the subject's name, age, sex, marital status,
year in school, and major field of study. The second stage required the
experimenter to read the standard instructions to his subject. The third
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stage was that during which the experimenter presented each of the 10

photos to his subjects and recorded their response for each. Very roughly,

the first or preinstructional phase lasted only about half a minute; the in-

struction readiog lasted only about a minute; and the rating period about a

minute and a half. Table 15-9 shows the mean time in seconds required

TABTE I5-9

Meon Durotion of Three Stoges of Experimentol

Interoctions

tleon durotion

Stondard

deviotion
Number of

interoctions

STAGES

Preinstructionol lnstructionol

36.4 67.7

8.8 10.8

80 85

Rof ing

94.6

34.3

65

Totol

196.1

42.3

65

for each stage of the experiment. The standard deviations are also given as

well as the number of dyadic interactions upon which each mean and

standard deviation are based.

Morr Molecular Variablcs

Neil Friedman (1964) and Richard Katz (1964) undertook a very

careful analysis of the appearanoe and behavior of the experimenters.

Friedman observed for each experimenter the sort of clothing he wore,

how often he smiled and glanced at his subject, how often he exchanged

glances with the subject, how accurately he read the instructions to the

subject, and how long each phase of the interaction lasted. Katz observed

for each experimenter his smiling, glancing, direction of. gaze, head and

body activity,body position relative to the subject, and the manner of hold-

ing the stimulus photo during the rating period. For most of the variables,

observations were made not only for each of the three stages of the experi-

ment but at many specific points within each of the stages. Therefore, the

total number of observational variables involved was well over 200. Two

separate analyses were made by both Friedman and Katz; one for the first

two samples of experimenters combined (Ar and Az) and one for the last

three samples of experimenters combined (Bs, 8., Bo).
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From the analyses completed so far of these data (Friedman, 1964;
Friedman, Kurland, & Rosenthal, 1965; Katz, 1964; Rosenthal, Fried-
man, & Kurland, 1965), it appeared that the behavior of the experimenter

9ttiog the instructional period was the best predictor of the magnitude of
his subsequent expectancy effects. The degree to which each subject was
influenced by his experimenter's expectancy was defined as followi: When
the experimenter's expectancy was for a f5 response, the subject's magni-
tude of influenceability was his mean rating of the photos minus the grand
mean photo rating of alf subjects (not onfthose who had been filmed) for
whom that experimenter had an expectancy for a -5 response. When the
experimenter had an expectancy for a -5 response, the subject's "bias"
score was his mean photo rating subtracted from the grand mean photo
rating of all subjects for whom that experimenter had an expectancy for a

f5 response.

For just those experimenters of conditions Bs, Ba, and 86, all of whom
were males, all of whom had no prior research experience, and all of whom
contacted either male or female subjects but never both, only a single cluster
of behaviors, all of them during the instruction period, predicted subsequent
eqrectancy eftects. Experimenters showed greater subsequent expectancy
effects if they exchanged fewer glances with their subject (r - -.4i,p-.02), read their instructions with fewer errors (r - -.42, p:.02),
and required less time to read the standard instructions, particularly the first
shot paragraph (r - -.43, p-.O2). The mean intercorrelation of this
cluster of variables was f .37. This more businesslike, n(>nonsense experi-
menter is just the Hnd we would expect, on the basis of all the earlier evi-
dence, to be the more eftective unintentional influencer (Friedman, Kurland,
& Rosenthal, 1965 ) .

The male and female experimenters of conditions A1 and & had all
had prior research experience, and all contacted both male and female
subjects. Correlations between these experimenters' behavior and their
subsequent expectancy effects were computed separately for male and fe-
male experimenters. Among male experimenters, those who exchanged
fewer glances with their subjects (r: -.59, p - .02) and required iess

time to read the instructions (r - -.52, p < .05) subsequently showed
greater expectancy effects. These findings and the fact that the more unin-
tentionally influential experimenters showed less gross body activity (r -
-.66, p < .01) support still further the hypothesis that more professional
exprimenters shon, greater expectancy effects. In this replication, how-
ever, there was an unexpected reversal of the relationship between the
aocuracy of instruction reading and subsequent expectancy efiects. Now it
was tlte experimenters who made more errors in reading their instructions
who subsequently showed greater expectancy effects (r - f .65, p < .Ol ).
A number of hypotheses were suggested to account for this reversal in terms
of the difierent characteristics of the samples of experimenters, but none
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were tenable after further analyses (Rosenthal, Friedman, & Kurland,

196s).

Among female experimenters of these same exPerimental conditions,

none of the behaviors during the instruction-reading period predicted sig.

nificantly the subsequent magnitude of expectancy effect. Compared to

male experimenters there was a significant reversal of direction, however, in

the correlations between their behavior and their subsequent expectancy

eftects. Female experimenters who exchanged more glances with their sub-

jects (r - +.45) and were slower in reading their instructions (r - +.36)
showed greater expectancy effects on their subjects' subsequent resPonses.

(There was no relationship between their accuracy in reading the instruc-

tions and subsequent expectancy effects.) Although the sample of female

experimenters was too small to make much of this reversal, it may be rea-

sonable to expect that female experimenters show more eftective inter-

personal influence when they are more interpersonally oriented. That would

be consistent with those theoretical formulations (Parsons & Bales, 1955)

and those summaries of relevant data (McClelland, 1965) that suggest that

men function more typically and effectively by a greater stress on task orien-

tation relative to women, who function more typically and effectively by a

greater stress on socioemotional orientation. "Average" subjects in "aver-

age" experiments may be better able to respond to the subtle cues of ex-

perimenters who are playing out their socially expected role behaviors.

These subtle biasing cues may tend to be overshadowed and obscured by

any behavior that, by its unexpectedness, calls for all of the subject's

attention.

Morc MolarVariables

For the most part, the relatively more molecular observations de-

scribed above were extremely reliable. The interobserver reliabilities showed

a median correlation of over .80, with many of the variables showing nearly

perfect (1.00) reliabilities (e.g., accuracy, speed of instruction reading,

glancing at subjects). The analysis of all these data is far from complete

and they have already shown their value. Yet, the utility of these more

molecular variables as predictors of subsequent expectancy efiects was

somewhat disappointing in view of the relatively few correlations that

reached significance out of the hundreds computed. It seemed likely that

the more molecular variables were missing qualitative aspects of experi-

menters' behavior which might have inteqpersonal communication value.

A glance is not just a glance, in inteqpersonal communication, but rather

a friendly glance, a dominating glance, an interested glance, an encouraging

glance. Too little is known at the present time about the exact features of a
facial expression or a body movement that make one glance or one smile
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different from another glance or another smile. But ordinary people in
everyday life seem able to make these judgments.

It was, therefore, decided to employ a sample of undergraduate stu-
dents as paradigm observers. As members of thi culture, th-y should be
able to make the required judgments, not perfectly, but well inough. The
p4"rl". judgments they were asked to make were the same global
judgments that subjects had been making for some years about their ex-
perimenter's behavior. These judgments, made on 20-point rating scales,
had proven to be useful; and in any case, it would be good to know-whether
external observers of an experimenter's behavior could predict his ex-
pectancy effect as well as subjects could postdict it. The basic variables were
those presented in the chapter dealing with the effects of excessive reward.
Four additional variables were employed: ..active," ..dominant,', ..impor-

tant-acting," and "speaks distinctly." The first two were added because they
had been employed in the preliminary analysis of the films and had been
found promising. The third was added because it had been employed in
earlier studies and seemed relevant; the last was added for these analyses.

A total of ten undergaduate students, six females and four males,

lted gach experimenter's behavior separately for the preinstructional pe-
riod, the instruction-reading period, and the period in which the subject
made his ratingB of the level of success of the stimulus person. Three bb-
servers (one male, two females) made their ratings while watching the film
and hearing the sound track. Four observers (one male, three femares)
made their ratings while watching the film but without hearing ttre sound
track. Three observers (two males, one female) did not see thi firm at all
but made their ratings solely from listening to the sound track.

The reason for the last two groups of observers was the thought that
the meaning of a gesture or a tone might be thrown into bolder relief if it
were not cross-referenced by another channel of communication. Single
channel (i.e., visual or auditory) judgments could also be examined ior
discrepancy, and "channel discrepancy" has long been thought to be an
important factor in normal and abnormal human cbmmunication (Anport &
Vernon, 1933), though the evidence for this assumption has been it the
anecdotal level (Bateson, Jackson, Haley, & Weakland, 1956; Ringuette &
Kennedn 19il).

- q the 29 experimenters whose interactions with their subjects had
been filmed, only 19 (16 males and 3 females) were filmed in interaction

loth wilh subjects from whom they expected f5 ratings and with subjects
from whom they expected -5 ratings. These 19 experimenters were- ob-
served in sessions with 48 subjects (33 females, 15 males) for whom they
had one of these two opposite expectancies. we shall consider first thl
behlyior of 

!h9 experimenter during just the instruction-reading period as a
predictor of his subsequent expectancy effects.

The first look was at the interobserver reliability within each of the
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TABTE I5-I O

Some Medion lnterobserver Reliobilities Under Three

Conditions of Observotion of lnstructionol Behovior

Rel iobility

Lowest

Med ion

H ighest

CO MMUN'CA T' ON CHANNELS

Visuol plus Auditory V isuol Only Auditory Only

B0 Voriobles) (21 Voriobles) (23 Voriobles)

-.26
+.27
+.55

-.10
+.12

+.32

three conditions of observation. Table 15-10 shows some of the median

reliability coefficients (r) of the sets of observers under each condition of
observation. For the 30 observations made with access to both communica-
tion channels, the highest median reliability obtained was only f.50, and

the median of the 30 median reliabilities was only f.28. Because some of
the observations were impossible under the other two conditions of observa-

tion (e.g., loudness of voice in the absence of sound track) the numbers of
reliability coefficients possible for each channel are shown in Table 15-10.

In all conditions of observation there were some negative reliabilities. The

median reliabilities were similarly depressing, and the maximum reliabilities
were reminiscent more of validity than of reliability coefficients.

In spite of these unencouraging findings, the means of the obsewers'

judgments within each condition were correlated with the experimenters'

subsequent expectancy effects. The results were surprising. Of the 77 cor-

relations, 17 (or 22 percent) were significant at the .05 level (r>.29).
The correlations predicting expectancy effects from experimenter behavior

were clustered separately within each condition of observation. Table 15-11

shows the variables constituting each of the five clusters obtained. Every

variable included in any cluster showed a significant correlation with ex-
pectancy effect (p < .10), and each of these correlations is shown in Table
15-11. Table 15-12 shows for each of the five clusters its mean correlation
with every other cluster, the strength or unity of the cluster expressed by
tle mean intercorrelation of the cluster's variables with each other, and the

mean correlation of the cluster of behavioral ratings with the magnitude of
subsequent expectancy effects.

The most significantly predictive cluster (I) might be labeled as the

behavior of the likable-professional as perceived by paradigm observers
judging only his visually communicated behavior. The likable-professional
was relaxed (not tense), gave an honest visual impression, and was casual
("not pushy") in his approach to his subjects. This constellation of be-

-.12
+.28

+.50
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TABTE I5-I T

Clusters of Experimenter lnstructiono! Behoviors Pre-

dicting Subsequent Expecloncy Effects

OBSERVATION CHANNEL

V isuol

Cluster I
Reloxed +.56

L ikob le + .46

Professionol +.45

Honest +.40
Cosuol +.29

Clusfe r ll
Dominont

Auditory

Clusfe r lV
P leo sont -.33
Honest -.30
Expessive voice -.30
Active -.25
Friendly -.25
Persono I -.25
Not octing

imporlont

V isuol plus Auditory

Clusfe r V
L"g gestures

Hond gestures

Arm gestures

Body gestures

-.44
.37

.34

.32

.31

.30

.30
+.32

Trunk gestures -
Heod gestures -
Nervous -

Clusfe r lll
Businesslike +.33

Arm gestures

not used +.25

haviors is just the one we would expect on the basis of ( 1) our possibly con-

taminated prelimioury analysis, (2) the data available from subjects'

perceptions of their experimenter, and ( 3 ) the more experimental evidence

available from this research program and those of others.

Clusters II and III, based also on the visual channel, strengthen our

TABTE 15-12

Intercorrelotions Among Clusters of Experimenter ln-

slructionol Behovior

Clusfers

I

il
ilt
IV

V

liltvv
Meon r

I ntroclusfer

+.65

+1.00

+.51

+.59
+.51

Meon r
Expectoncy

Eff ects

+.43

+.32

+.29

-.29
-.34

u

.]' +.19.j .00

+.12

-.10

-.29
+.04

-.46
+.07
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overall impression of the competent, professional experimenter as the one

who shows greater expectancy efiects, although both these clusters are in-

dependent of Cluster I and of each other. Cluster IV, based as it was on

only the sound track of experimenters reading the same writrcn instructions

to'subjects, reflected the behavior of a pleasant, expressive-voiced experi-

menter. Such experimenters tended to show less expectancy eftects, perhaps

because such a tone made the inrcraction into more of an amiable social

situation rather than a more task-oriented one. It was suggested earlier that

such a too-friendly tone may interfere with the unintentional influence ex-

erted by the experimenter. Cluster V was a "nervous activity" cluster; and

behaviorally tense, hyperactive experimenters showed less expectancy eftect.

Such experimenters could hardly be viewed as professional and comPetent,

and we have seen that lacking this perception of the experimenter, subiects

are unlikely to be influenced by their experimenter's exPectancy. The cor-

relation between this nervous activity cluster and the "likable-professional"

cluster was not high (r - -.29), so that it was possible to be professional

and yet nervous. Such experimenters probably were also unable to influence

their subiects' responses unintentionally. The nervous hlryeractivity would

probably interfere with the subject's decoding of the unintended message by

providing a context of excessive "noise" or distracting inputs.

One of the reasons for having observers judge the behavior of experi-

menterc using only a single channel of communication was to learn about

the efiects of channel discrepancy. Of the total of 30 variables on which

behavior was judged there were 17 for which judgments were available

from both groups of single-channel judges. Relaxed-nervous, for example,

could be judged from silent films or sound track. The remaining 13 variables

could be judged from only one of the tr*,o single-channel conditions of ob-

servation (e.g., expressive voice or leg activity).
For each of the 17 variables judged from both visual cues alone and

from auditory cues alone, a channel discrepancy score was computed simply

by subtracting the mean rating assigued an experimenter in the auditory

channel from the mean rating assigned that experimenter in the visual chan-

nel. A large discrepancy score on any variable simply means that the ex-

perimenter is rated higher on that variable in the visual than in the auditory

modality. Table 15-13 shows those 7 of the 17 possible correlations be-

tween magnitude of channel discrepancy and magnitude of subsequent ex-

pectancy effects that reached a p <.10. All seven of these variables were

highly intercorrelated, forming a cluster with a mean intercorrelation of

{.52. This cluster is very similar to the likable-professional cluster reported

earlier when the visual channel was considered by itself rather than in rela-

tion to the auditory channel. Apparently the most eftective unintentional

influencer must "look" like a likable-professional but must, in addition, nor

sound like one, perhaps because a too likable tone of voice while reading

the instructions would detract from the task orientation of the interacting
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TABTE I5-I3

Visuol Minus Auditory Chonnel Discreponcies in Ex-

perimenter lnstructionol Behovior ond Subsequent

Expectoncy Effects

Behovior

L ikoble
Reloxed

P leosont

Honest

Profes s iono I

Cosuo I

Friend ly

frleon

+.44

a.y',y',

+.42

+.41

+.33

+.28
+.26

P

.003

.003

.005

.007

.03

.07

.09

r

+,37 .01

dyad. The subject is watching the experimenter, usually, while the instruc-
tions are being read, but the subject's main task is to hear and understand
these instructions.

These channel discrepancies in behavior may have a very different
meaning depending on the sex of the experimenter and the sex of the subiect
(Rocenthal, 1965c). Future work will be done in this area, but for now it
may be interesting to see the eftects of the subject's sex in the channel dis-
crepancies of these primarily male experimenters. The point biserial cor-
relations between the sex of the subject and the degree to which the

TABTE 1 5-14

Visuol Minus Auditory Chonne! Discreponcies in Ex-

perimenter lnstructionol Behovior ond Sex of Subiect

Behovior Pr

Dominont

Enthusiostic
I ntere sted

Persono I

Profes s iono I

.53

.35

.26

.25

.22

+

+

+

+

+

000r

.01

.06

.07

.10

Meon +.32 02
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experimenter shows a given behavior more in the visual than in the auditory
channel werecomputed. For this analysis interactions with 57 subjects were
available, and there were 17 possible correlations. Table 15-14 shows the
five correlationswith p <.10. All five of these variables were highly inter-
correlated, forming a cluster with a mean intercorrelation of a.I63. These
experimenters showed greater "dominant-enthusiasm" in the visual than in
tf-alditory mode whe-n interacting with male subjects. when interacting
with 

{emfe subjects, 
_they 

showed their enthusiastic-dominance relative{
more in the auditory than in the visual channel. one wonders whether suci
a relationship pll havg relevance not only for a better understanding of
the-social psychology of the psychological ixperiment but also for a better
understanding of interpersonal communication in general.

At least we know that the results obtained and just reported are not a
unique function of the instruction-reading situation in a p ychological ex-
pedment. channel discrepancies of behavior in the half ,iioot" ofihe pre-
instructional period were also computed. This was that brief and more
informal period during which the experimenter asked for and recorded the
subject's 

1"T:, "g", 
and other such data. Channel discrepancies were again

correlated with the sex of the subject. For this analysij 50 subjects were
alailable, and again there were 17 possible correlations. rable 15-15 shows
the seven correlations with p < .10. Again these variables were highly inter-
correlated, and the cluster's mean intercorrelation was 1.a5. atf,ough this
cluster of behaviors was not the same as that found during the instruction

I"-udiry period, it is similar enough that it may be r"gia"d also as a
"dominant-enthusiasm' cluster. Even during this brief p"rlod experimenters
showed greater enthusiastic-dominance in ihe visual ihan in tire auditory

TABTE I5-I5

visuol Minus Auditoty Chonnel Discreponcies in Ex-
perimenter Preinstructionol Behovior ond Sex of
Subiect

Behovior

Dominont

Active
Re loxed

Enthusiostic

lnterested
Bus iness like
Friend ly

r P

.02

.03

.03

.04

.06

.07

.10

.44

+.36

+.u
+.31

+.30

+.27

+.26

+.24

+.30A,leon
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mode when contacting male subjects, whereas with female subjects they

showed relative$ gr"it", enthusiistic-dominance in the auditory channel'

When chann.Idircr.par"y in the preinstructional period was employed

as a predictor of subsequient ixpectancy effects, the results were less im-

pressive than when channel discrepancy in the instruction-reading period

ilad been employed. Still, the results wlre consistent, if less striking. Ex-

perimenters wtro snowed greater interest in the visual than in the auditory

.od" ,""rt"d greater subiquent exPectancy effects (r - f '30, P - '06)'
Experimenters-who showed a mori businesslike manner in the auditory

than in the visual channel showed greater exPectancy effects (r: -'30'
p - .06). Although these correlations were not very significant statistically,

they suggest an 
"ity 

form of the pattern which emerget ToI: clearly in the

insirucffn* period. (The correlation between these variables was +.11,
which makeslhe multiple correlation *.45, P - -O2')

when speaking of-"channel discrepancy" the "discrepancy" has always

been taken tiy subiacting the mean riting of an exPerimenter's behavior

jodged only irom the soind track from the mean rating of his behavior

iudlea only from the silent film. Therefore, channel discrepancy has been a

'airJ"tiorrf 
aiscrepancy. In clinical lore the importance of communication

channels'carrying opposite messages does not depend on 
-a 

given direction

of difterence. it siem"a interestintto see whether disregarding the direction

of channel discrepancy would teich us something about the-unintentional

influence of an eiperimenter's expectancy. We turn now to the correlation

between the absolute discrepancybetween the visual and auditory channels,

sign of difference disregardid, and the magnitude o-f expectancy effects'
- 

Considering the Jxperimenter's behavior during the brief preinstruc-

tional phase we-find, in taUte 15-16, that channel discordance in three

behavioral variables (out of a possible 17) significantly predicted subse-

quent expectancy eftects. Regardless of which modality, the visual or the

a:uditory, conr"y"a the greater interest, enthusiasm, or professionalness of

TABTE I5-I6

Absolute Chonnel Discordonce in Preinstructionol Be-

hovior ond Subsequent Expectoncy Effects

Behovior

lntere sted

Enthusiostic

Profes s iono I

Pr

+,46

+.41

+.35

.005

.01

.03

.01Meon +.41
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manner, the greater the disagreement between channels, the greater the
subsequent expectancy effects. Perhaps such channel discordance so con-

!T. 9" subject, perhaps even without his awareness, that he tries espe-
cially hard to "read" the unintended messages from the experimenter so
thal !e may better learn what really is expected of him. fhe particular
variables shown in Table 15-16 were well clustered, with a mean inter-
correlation of f .53.

when we turn to the instructional period for an examination of the
absolute channel discordance as a predictor of expectancy eftects we again
fnd three significant predictors. Table 15-17 sh-ows thlm, and we note

TABTE 15-17

Absolute Chonnel Discordonce in tnstructionot Be-

hovior ond Subsequent Expectoncy Effects

Behovior

Reloxed

Enthus iostic
Honest

r P

.01

.02

.09

-.37
-.36
+ .26

that two of them, "relaxed" and "honest," were also significant predictors
when their algebraic channel discrepancies were considered. Thi correla-
tion between the algebraic and absolute discrepancy for the variable ..hon-

est" was f.65, so perhaps this variable does not mean anything different
from what we have seen before. However, the correlation beiween- algebraic
and absolute channel discrepancy for the variable "relaxed" was only -.07,so in this case we do have a different variable. During the instruction period
experimenters who show less discordance of the visual and verbal channels
in their tension level and in their enthusiasm level go on to exert greater
expectancy effects. (The correlation between these variables was only
+.18.) Perhaps during the instruction period, too much channel discord-
ance, of a less systematic sort than is implied in algebraic discrepancy,
confuses- the subject at the very moment hels to receivi the experiminteis
unintended cues to what the "right" answer might be. unsystem;tic channel
discordance may be a good way to get a subject to be atientive, but when
it serves.as background-to unintended speiific communications, it may
serve as just so much noise.

- Although we have discussed the question of channel discrepancies in
th9 preinstructional behavior of the experimenter, we have noi yet con-
sidered the preinstructional behaviors in each of the three conditions of ob-
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TABLE I5-I8

Some Medion lnterobserver Reliobilities Under Three

Condilions of Observotion of Preinstructionol Be-

hovior

COMMUN'CAT'ON CHANNELS

Rel iobility

Lowest

Med ion

H ighest

Vis uol plus A uditory

(30 V oriobles)

-. 16

+.16

+.39

servation that predict subsequent expectancy effects. Table 15-18 shows the

highest, midmost, and lowest median reliability coefficient (r) of the sets

of observers within each condition of observation. As in the case of the

interobserver reliabilities of the rating of instructional behavior, the cor-

relations are so low that one wonders how such variables can be predictive

of anything. It should be kept in mind that the mean of the observers' rat-

ings is a much more stable estimate of the experimenter's behavior than is

the rating of any single observer. Individual observer idiosyncrasies are

probably canceled out in taking the mean observation as the definition of

the experimenter's behavior.

In the preinstructional period none of the behavior observations made

from the sound track alone were predictive of subsequent exPectancy effects.

Table 15-19 shows for the visual channel and for the visual-plus-auditory

channels the clusters of behaviors predicting subsequent exPectancy eftects.

All the variables shown predict exPectancy effects at P <.10, and the mag-

nitude of the predictive correlation is given for each variable. Table 15-20

shows the intercorrelations rmong the five predictive clusters which

emerged, the mean intercorrelation of the variables forming a cluster (cluster

unity), and the mean correlation of each cluster of behaviors with subse-

quent expectancy eftects. Although the preinstructional behavior of the

experimenter showed five clusters predicting exPectancy effects, just as did

the experimenter's instructional behavior, the clusters were not quite the

same, nor were they composed of as many variables. (The comparison is

between Tables 15-19 and 15-11.)

In the visual mode, compared to his instructional behavior, the experi-

menter's preinstructional behavior was as relaxed and likable but less

professional, less dominant, and less "honest," or scrupulous. The prei.n-

itructional period was less clearly defined for the experimenter than the

instruction-rlading period, and the general impression is that the more ef-

Visuol Only
(24 Voriobles)

-,12
+.20

+.41

Auditory Only
(23 Voriobles)

-.23
+.08

+.45
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TABTE I5-I9

Clusters of Experimenter Preinstructionol Behoviors

Predicting Subsequent Expecloncy Effects

OESERVATION CHANNEL

279

V i suol

Cluster I

L ikoble

Re loxed

Persono I

Enthusiostic

Clusfe r ll
Honest

Clusfe r lll
Not octing

importont

Vfsuol Plus Auditory

Clusre r lV
Reloxed +.42

Dominont +.31

Active +.29

Cluste r V
L"g gesture s - .3 I

Trunk gestures -.25

+.39

+.34

+.30
+.24

-.25

-.37

fectively influential experimenter is less formal during this less formal stage

of the experiment than he will later become. In the visual-plus-auditory

mode the more unintentionally influential experimenter again showed his

lack of tension as well as showing that he was very much in charge of the

situation.

The overall impression we have of the behavior of the experimenter

TABLE 15-20

lntercorrelotions Among Clusters of Experimenter

Preinstructionol Behovior

Clusfers ll I ll

,06 -,26
+.36

Meon r

I ntroclusfer

+.54

1.00

1.00

+,46

+.42

Meon r

Expec toncy

Effects

+.32

-.25
-.37
+.34

-.28

tv

+.25

.00

-.30

v

.00

+.21

+.34

-.17

I

il
ilt
IV

V
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who shows greater expectancy effects is that he is professional, competent,

likable, and relaxed, particularly in his movement patterns, while avoiding

an overly personal tone of voice that might interfere with the business at

hand. When his interactions with the subject are not highly programmed by

the desig;n of the experiment, he relaxes his professional demeanor a bit,
and perhaps engages his subject's attention more by showing discrepancies

between his movement patterns and his tone of voice. When his interactions

with the subject are more formally programmed, he becomes more formal
in manner and sends more congruent messages through his movement pat-

terns and his tone of voice.

The behavioral variables considered in this chapter, and the more

structural variables considered in the last chapter, which are predictive of
experimenter expectancy effects, may not be so different from the variables

that predict other forms of interpersonal influence. Perhaps unintended so-

cial influence processes are governed by the same principles that govern

intentional inteqpersonal influence. The major differences between inten-

tional and unintentional influence processes may turn out to be associated

with the system of communication or signal transmission employed. When

the influence is intentional, as in studies of compliance, persuasive com-
munication, or verbal conditioning the signals of the influencer are both
highly programmed and overt. When the influence is unintentional, the sig-

nals of the influencer are less overt and probably occur in a context of

greater noise. In the next chapter we shall discuss the problem of signal

transmission in the experimental situation.
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Gornrnunication of
Experimenter Expectancy

There is now a good deal of evidence bearing.on the question of what

struchrral and behavioral characteristics of the experimenter tend to in-

crease the operation of expectancy effects. But perhaps the most mPortant

question of all remains to be answered. That question, of course, is how

does the experimenter inform his subject what it is he expects the subject

to do? Data from several studies including the leisurely analysis of films sug-

gests that no gross errors are responsible. Experimenters do not tell their

subjects in words or even in any obvious Sestures what it is they expect

from them. Errors of observation and of recording, although they do occur,

oscur so rarely as to be trivial to any explanation of experimenter ex-

pectancy effects.

INTENTIONAL COMMUNICATION OF EXPECTAhTCIES

If experimenters were asked to communicate their exPectancy to their

subiects we might hope that the cues they employ intentionally might be

simple exaggerations of cues employed unintentionally in the real experi-

mental situation. As a first step, however, it would be necessary to learn

whether observers could accurately "read" the expectancy intentionally

being communicated by the experimenter.

Six graduate students and one faculty member of our research group

served as the subjects of the first study. One of the graduate students ad-

ministered the photo-rating task to the remaining subjects. The exPerimenter

chose a number between -10 and f 10 as the expectancy he would try to
communicate to the subjects. The subjects' task was to try to "read" the

experimenter's expectancy. Table 16-1 shows the results of two such at-

tempts to read an intentionally communicated exPectancy. Observers' ac-

ztt
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TABTE I6-I

Subiects' "Reodings" of Experimenter Expectoncies

EX PER'MENTER's EXP E CT ANCY

-4.0 +3.5

+7.0

-2.0
-2.0
-2.0
-3.0
-3.0

+5.5

+4.5

+4.0

+4.0
+3.5

+3.0

i{eons -0.83 +4.08

ArTy was significantly better than chance (p: .00.7, one-tail). Only I
of the 12 judgments was seriously in error.

The observers were unable to verbalize the source of the cues they had

ry.gpred in making what were regarded as uncanny judgments. ttre pos-
sibility of extrasensory perception was somewhat tigitty raised, and this
possibility was tested. A standard deck of Rhine ESp cards was employed,
but in the short runs employed no evidence for ESp emerged. No extended
s9ril of runs was required, since the ESp eftect would hive to emerge as
significanfly as our "reading" of experimenter cues if it were to serve as an
explanation of these "readings." Subsequent conversation with J. B. Rhine
(April 4,1961) revealed that he did not feel that ESp was a strong enough
or predictable enough phenomenon to account for the communication of
experimenters' expectancies to their subjects.

- Th" study just described was not, of course, a fair test of our general
hypothesis. It included only a single experimenter who was free to choose
expectancies that might well have been biased in some way. It became neces-
sary, therefore, to employ more experimenters and to assign their expect-
ancies at random.In addition, in order to permit more leisurely study o1the
communication of cues, a sound film record of the experimenters' behavior
was desirable.

The first film made was of three experimenter-subject interactions.
Expectancies between -10 and f 10 were randomly assigned to experi-
menters who tried to influence their subjects to rate the standard photos in
the desired way but without being too obvious about it. This film was viewed
by 52 observers who tried to read the experimenters' expectancy and state
their reason for their judgment. Three of the observers were faculty mem-
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bers, one was a representative of a publishing firm who happened by, and
the rest were graduate students from i midwesiern and an eairc- university.

The second film was of five experimenter-subject interactions. Ei-
pectancies were again assigned at random. This fiLn was viewed by l l ob-
servers. one observer was a faculty member, one a wife of a facutty
member, and the rest were graduate students. Three of these had served as
observers of the first film; otherwise there was no overlap of observers for
the two flms.

Table 16-2 shows for each film the experimenter,s randomly assigned

TABTE 16-2

Obseryers' "Reodings" of Experimenters, Rondomly
Assigned Expectoncies

Film I

EXPECTANC'ES

Experimenfers' Guess ed (Meon)

- 10.0 _4.6

-1.0 +1.3

+2.0 +2.5

F ilm ll +6.1

-1.5
-0.4
-5.3
-2.2

+7.0
+5.0

+3.0

-9.0
-9.0

expectancy and the mean "reading" of that expectancy by the observers.
For each film, a correlation (rhol was obtained betwien'each observer's
'reading" of the expe_rimenters'expectancies and the actual expectancies.
The median of the 52 correlationi thus obtained for film I was 1.gg(p < .00001). The median of the ll correlations obtained for film II was
*.72 (p <.001). These results leave little doubt that observers can
"re1d'l experimenters'expectancies with great accuracy, at least when these
are being deliberately communicated.

rt might be expected that when observers can agree so well on experi-
menters' expectancies they wourd agree on the ch-annel by which ihese
expectancies were communicated. This was not at all the iase, however.
The numerous hypotheses advanced by the observers showed littr" 

"gr""-q.l1 uTgng themselves. Two major dimensions emerged, however, iong
which differences in hypotheses could be ordered: teilporality and sen$
modality. Thus about half the hypotheses emphasized tt 

" "*p"rir.nters' 
re-
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action to subjects'responses. For these observers, exPectarcy communication

occurred ooiy 
"Arr 

-suqects 
began responding and followed a differen-

tial reinforcement paradigm. For the other observers, exPectancy com-

munication occuoei before the subject made even his first resPonse. Within

each of these schools of thought or observation there were some observa-

tions favoring a visual-kinesiC mode and some favoring an auditory-para-

linguistic mode of communication.

Table lG3 summarizes the specific observations of behaviors that were

TABLE 16-3

Differentiol Reinforcers of Desired ond Undesired

Responses

RE'NFORCERS

Pos itive Negof ive

Smi ling

Heod nodding

Looking hoppier

Looking more interested

Recording resPonse more

v igorou s ly

Heod shoking

Ro is ing eyebrows

Looking surPrised

Look i ng d i so PPoi nted

Repeoting resPonse

Penc i I topping

Holding photo uP longer

T ilting photo forword

" Throw i ng " Ph oto d own

hypothesized by our "reinforcement theorists" to increase the likelihood of

Oi"^.ir.a ,"rpoor.r and decrease the likelihood of undesired responses. Ob-

serverc agried that no two experimenters seemed to show the same Patterns

of difterjntial reinforcement. In addition, it was their impression that the

sarne experimenter employed different Patterns as a function of the sex of

subjects.

Those observers who felt that exPerimenters communicated their ex-

pectancies to their subjects before subjects began-responding produced two

iypes of hypotheses. T-he first of these emphasized the manner of delivering

instructioni aUout the rating scale subjects were to use. When experimenters

mentioned the anchoring points in the region of the expected data they

were said to use greatei emphasis, to stammer, to speak more slowly, to

speak faster, to mike more riading errors, and to point a little longer at the

rigion of the scale including the desired data. The second type of hypothesis

nia Uy these observers emphasized the general atmosPhere created by ex-

perimenters even before they came to the critical section of the instructions'
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Specific examples included the creation of a "positive" tone by experiment-
ers who expected positive ratings and a "negative" tone by those who ex-
pected negative ratings. These observers also reported greater looking at
subjects by experimenters who expected positive ratings and greater eye
avoidance by experimenters who expected negative ratings. 1151" 1f-4 gives
a summary of the six most common "theories" of expectancy communica-
tion on the basis of the three major dimensions that differentiate them.

TABTE 16-1

Six Theories of Expectoncy Communicotion

DIMENS'ONS OF THEOR'ES

fheories

I

il
III

IV

V

VI

Temporolity

After subiect's response

After subiect's response

Before subiect's response

Before subiect's response

Before subiect's response

Before subiect's response

Sp. if icity

Specific cues

Sp..ific cues

Specific cues

Specific cues

Genero t otmos phere

Genero I otmos phere

Modolity

Visuol
Aud itory
Visuol
Aud itory

Visuol
Auditory

Additional data, bearing this time on the unintentional communication
of experimenter expectancies, were kindly made available by Karl Weick
(1963). He employed trro experimenters, each of whom administered the
photo-rating task to five introductory psychology students. One experi-
menter was led to expect positive ratings; the other was led to expect nega-
tive ratings. The entire experiment was conducted in front of Weick's class
in experimental social psychology. Table 16-5 shows the results of this
study. The experimenter expecting higher ratingB obtained higher mean
ratings than did the experimenter expecting lower ratingp (t - 2.93,p : .01,
one-tail). For one of the experimenters, the classroom observers were un-
able to offer any clear hypotheses. For the other experimenter, the ob-
servers felt that when he obtained expected data he recorded them very
rapidly but that he was slow to record unexpected responses. In addition,
he was observed to "really stare" at his subjects in response to unexpected
data. For one of these experimenters, then, the cues observed whin the
expectancy was communicated unintentionally were similar to those ob-
served (at least by holders of Theory I, see Table 16-4) when the com-
munication was deliberate.

The data presented so far which suggest that small cues from the ex-
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TABTE 16-5

Weick's Clossroom Demonstrotion of Experimenter

Expectoncy Effects

EXPECTANCY

+5 -5

Subi ects'
Meon

Rof ings

lrleon +1.18 -0.50

perimenter serve to communicate his expectancy to the subject are not

without precedent. In an earlier chapter we discussed some of these now

classic cases. There was Clever Hans (Pfungst, 1911), who could read the

experimenter's expectancy from his head, eyebrow, and nostril movements.

There was the phenomenon of unintentional whispering to subjects in ESP

research (Kennedy, 1938). A short time later Kennedy (1939) suggested

that involuntary movements by experimenters in ESP research might pro-

vide subjects with kinesthetic, tactual, auditory, and visual cues to the

expected response. Much earlier, Moll (1898) had discussed Wernicke's

warning of the involuntary cueing by muscle tremors of subjects in experi-

ments in clairvoyance. The reading by subjects of cues in ESP research

could apparently occur without their awareness and even at normally sub-

threshold values of illumination (Miller, 1942).

There have been several serious investigations of the dramatic cue-

reading ability of apparently hypersensitive individuals. Foster (1923)

summarized five experiments designed to test the ability of a "sensitive"

who could locate hidden materials by means of a divining rod. The results

of these studies suggested that when all possible sources of cues from the

experimenter and from observers were removed, the subject was no longer

able to locate hidden items such as watches, coins, and water mains. The

sliminated cues included those of the visual-kinesic and auditory-para-

linguistic modes.

Stratton (1921) reported an extensive series of experiments conducted

on a famous "muscle reader," Eugen de Rubini. Both E. Tolman and W.

Brown were present during most of the series. The subject's task was to

select I of 10 books which had been chosen by one of the experimenters.

Contact between this experimenter (guide) and the subject was established

+2.20
+0.50

+0.75

+1.85

+0.60

-1.35
+1.10

-1.35
-0.65
-0.25
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by a slack watch chain hetd by both. Although no observing experimenter
could-detect any sensory cue emitted by the guide to the Jubiect, Rubini
was able to select the correct item significaotly ttoo percent) more often
than could be accounted for by chance. Even when the watch chain was not
eTPloyed, the subject's performance was 50 percent better than chance
alone. when possible auditory cues were reduced, the subject's performance
actually improved, but when visual cues were reduced hii performance de-

Jeriorated. 
only when all visual and auditory cues were reduced drastically,

however, was ihe subject's performance cb;dy no better than chance. An
y:_ryqd lnding was that when the guide tried consciously to help
R b-r+, the latter's performance fell off. Apparently those cues actually
used by this subiect were not easily inferred, a finding in accord with th;
data presented earlier in this chapter.

o(ter workers have also suggested the importance to the experimental
situation of unintended cues grven oft by the explrimenter (Edwarts, l95o).
rn his-critique of Kalischer's research with dogs, Johnson (1913) suggested
that the animfls could correctly anticipate the experimenter,s reslrcnses
from hisposture, muscle tonus, and respiratory changes. Johnson employed
a control series in which the dogs could not see the experimenter. These
controls led to the disappearance of the animals' alleged discriminatory
ability.

Among fifth-grade children, Prince (1962) found that a not so subtle
marking of the experimenter's data sheet served as a reinforcer of verbal
behavior. A more subtle and unintended data-recording cue was reported
by wilson (1952). In a task requiring the discriminatiin of the presence

1nd lbsence of a light, it was found that subject performance varied as a
function of the data-recording system. That system yielding the best ..dis-

crimination" was one in which a longer pen 
-scratch 

by tfe experimenter
was associated with one of the alternatives. (A fuller discussion of some of
these cases of communication by means of small cues is available elsewhere
[Rosenthal, 1965a].)

EXPERIMENTAL RESTRICTION OF COMMT]IVCATION

In the preceding section we saw the potential relevance for the com-
munication of experimenter expectancies oi the visual-kinesic and auditory-
paralinguistic modalities. In this section data will be presented that were in
part_ designed to show which of these two channels ofcommunication might
be the more important (Fode, 1960; Rosenthal & Fode, 1963).

The standard photo-rating task was administered to 103 male and 77
female students in introductory psychology classes by 24 male advanced
urrdergraduate engineers. In this study experimenters did not show each of
the l0 photos to their subjects. Instead the entire set of photos was mounted
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on a rectangular board so that subjects could rate doud the success or

failure of thi persons Pictured without exPerimenters' handling the photos.

Six of the experimenters were randomly assigned to the control grouP

and were led to expect photo ratings of -5 from their subjects. The re-

maining experimeniers were all led to exPect ratings of f5 and were

randomly aisigned to one of the following three experimental groups: (1)

Visual czes. These six experimenters were fully visible to their subjects but

remained entirely silent after greeting subjects and handing them their

written instructions. (2\ Auditory czes. These six experimenters were Per-

mitted to read tleir instructions to their subjects but were shielded from

subjects' view by sitting behind a screen immediately after greeting their

suUjects. (3) Visual plis aud.itory czes. These six experimenters read their

instructions to their subjects and remained in full view throughout the

experiment. This group was identical with the control group in procedure

and differed only in the induced exPectancy. Each experimenter contacted

an average oL 7.5 subjects.

uagoitude of expectancy effect was defined as the difterence between

the mean photo rating obtained by each experimenter of the experimental

groups (*5) and the mean of the mean photo ratings obtained by the ex-

perimenters of the control group (-5).
Table 16-6 shows the magnitude of expectancy effect for each experi-

menter of each experimental condition. Negative numbers indicate that

thooe experimentersr obtained ratings were in the direction opposite to their

expectancy. The experimenters of the visual cue grouP showed no efiect of

experimenter expectancy. The auditory cue grouP of experimenters showed

significant expeclancy effects (t-3.19, p - .005). The visual plus audi-

TABLE 16-6

Mognitude of Expectoncy Effecls Under Three Con-

ditions of Cue Communicotion

COMMUN'CAT'ON CHANNEL

V i suol

.57

.42

.09

-.16
-.64
-.71

-.07

Auditory

1.35

.gg

.83

.79

.62

.47

.u

V i suol P lus Auditory

2.55

2.28

2.11

I .6I
1.58

0.62

foleons 1.79
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tory group of experimenters showed much more significant expectancy
efiects, and the magnitude of these effects was significantly greater than

those of the auditory cue group G - 2.63, p : .O2). This finding suggests

that a combination of the visual-kinesic and auditory-paralingpistic chan-

nels is most effective in the communication of experimenter expectancies.
As to the differential efiectiveness of the visual and auditory modalities, the

data are equivocal. One interpretation suggests that auditory cues alone

are more important than visual cues alone. (By "auditory" is meant, of
course, the noncontent or paralinguistic aspects of speech, since all experi-
menters gave identical instructions to their subjects.) An alternative inter-
pretation, however, suggests that the visual cue group's mute behavior in
their experimental sessions may have struck their subjects as so peculiar and

"unnecessarily" unfriendly that they reacted with a negative conformity to
their silent experimenters' expectancy. Both of these alternative interpreta-
tions must at this time be regarded as more or less speculative. (We do
know, however, from the work of Trofter and Tart t1964] that the auditory
channel can be sufficient to communicate the expectancy of experimenters
in hypnosis research.)

TEMPORAL LOCALIZATION

In the preceding section we discussed the role of two sense modalities
in the communication of experimenter expectancy efiects. Both modalities
had been emphasized by observers of films of intentional cue production.
In this section the question of. when expectancy effects are communicarcd
will be discussed. Some of the observers had suggested that the communica-
tion of expectancies occurred very early in the experimenter-subject nego-
tiation. Others felt that this communication occurred only after the
subjects began making their responses. These observers were essentially
suggesting an q)erant conditioning paradigm with positive reinforcers
emitted by experimenters in response to subjects' emission of expected
responses. Negative reinforcers were thought to follow the occurrence of
unexpected responses. In the films in question these events undoubtedly
did occur, since the experimenters were intentionally trying to influence
their subjects and consciously employed nonverbal reinforcements. The

Purpose of the data analysis to be presented here was to learn whether
under the more ecologically valid or more representative conditions of
unintended influence, operant conditioning was necessary for the operation
of experimenter expectancy effects (Rosenthal, Fode, Vikan-Kline, &
Persinger, 1964) .

From the experiments completed at the time, those three werc se-
lected for analysis that met the following criteria: (l) that experimenters
contacted their subjects individually using the same photo-rating task and
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identical instructions, (2) that experimenters and subiects be in full view of

each other throughout the experiment, and (3) that there be one group of

experimenters led to expect photo ratings of f5 while another grouP was

led to expect ratinp of -5.
To test the hypothesis that operant conditioning, as commonly de-

fined (e.g., Krasner, 1958; Krasne41962), was necessary for the operation

of experimenter expectancy effects, the following analysis was made. For

each of the three experiments, the mean photo ratings obtained of the

first photo only werc compared for the f5 and -5 expecting experi-

menters. If the differences in ratings obtained by the oppositely outcome-

biased experimenters were as great on the first photo as for all ten photos,

we could reject the "theories" of expectancy communication which require

operant conditioning as a necessary condition, since no reinforcement was

possible luntil atter this first rating.

To test the hypothesis that operant conditioning augments experi-

menter expectancy effects, the following analysis was made. For each of

the three experiments the mean ratings obtained by experimenters of each

treatment condition were plotted for each of the ten photos in sequence.

Magnitude of experimenter expectancy effects, defined as the difference in

mean rating, should show an increase over time if operant conditioning

served to augment the phenomenon.

Table 16-7 shows the magnitude of experimenter expectancy eftect

TABTE 16-7

Effect of Experimenter Expectoncy on Rotings of the

First Photo Alone ond of AII Ten Photos

Experiment

NofEs
NofSsperE

Meon difference

t
p

Meon difference

t

P

ilill
128
7 ll

F irst Photo Only

2.16 0.89

1.50 0.74

.09 .25

All Ten Phofos

l0
21

0.71

1.76

.09

0.50

2.19

.03

1.79

4.97

.0005

I.30

3,94

.005
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(mean difference) for the first photo alone, and for all ten photos together,

for each of the three experiments. In addition, Table 16-7 shows, for each

experiment, the r and p level (one-tail) as well as the number of experi-

menters and the mean number of subjects contacted by each.

In the two studies having the larger number of experimenters, the

mag,nitude of expectancy effect (mean difference) was somewhat greater

for the first photo alone than for all ten photos combined. For all three

studies combined, the grand mean difference based on the first photo alone

was 1.34, and that based on all ten photos was 1.23. This finding clearly

indicates that operant conditioning is not necessary for the communication

of expectancy effects. Masling (1965), in his study of examiner effects in

influencing subjects' Rorschach responses, was also unable to show that it
was a pattern of examiner reinforcement that accounted for subiects' biased

resPonses.

Comparison of the ts shown in Table 16-7 and their associated p levels

does show that expectancy effects are more statistically significant when

comparisons are based on the differences in ratings of all ten photos. This
was due to the increased stability of the mean difierences, resulting from

their being based on ten times as many actual ra$, scores. The combined p

of the mean differences based on first photos alone was < .03 (z - 2.017.

Figure 16-1 shows the grand mean photo ratings for each treatment

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

0.75

0.25

0.00

-0.50

24 8-10
PHOTO NUMBTRS

FIGURE I6.I
Meon Photo Rotings Obtoined in Sequence

+5 ilPECTANCY

-5 EXPECTANCY
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condition for photos grouped in sequence, for all three experiments com-
bined (unweighted). Inspection of this figure shows that magnitude of
experimenter expectancy effects, defined as the difierence in mean rating,
changed very little over time (p > .50), suggesting that verbal conditioning
need not serve to augment expectancy effects.

In our earlier discussion of Weick's classroom experiment on ex-
pectancy efiects we noted that the observers' reports suggested the opera-
tion of differential reinforcement of expected and unexpected responses

by subjects. It is of special interest, therefore, to note that in this study, too,
significant experimenter expectancy effects emerged before any reinforce-

ment was possible. The magnitude of expectancy effect on the very first
photowas +5.00 (p < .O2, one-tail, t:2.84,d|- 8).

Figure 16-2 illustrates that for Weick's experiment the very first
responses were more affected than were the subsequent responses. M"goi-
tude of expectancy effect, after the first riesponse, was fairly stable through-

MEAN RATIT{G

-2.00

24 5-7
PH0T0 l{UtriBERS

8-10

FIGURE 16.2

Meon Photo Rotings Obtoined in S"quence (Weick's Doto)

out the first 10 photos. In this study the standard 20-photo set was

employed, and Figure 16-2 shows that for the last 10 photos, expectancy

effects tended to diminish significantly (p - .08 ).
The fact that experimenter expectancy effects manifest themselves so

early in the data collection process has important implications for the

further study of the mediation of expectancy eftects. It suggests that during
the very brief period in which the experimenter greets, seats, and instructs

+5 ilPECTANCY

-5 EXPECTANCY
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his subject, the results of the experiment may be partially determined. The

very special importance of the first few moments of the exPeriment has also

been iuggested by Kimble (1962) in experiments on eyelid conditioning

and by Stevenson and Odom (1963), who found that the sex of the experi;

menter affected the subjects'performance even though the experimenter left

the subject after giving instructions and before the subject began respoo$ng.

From what we now know about the '\rhen" of the communication of ex-

pectancies it seems that in future studies we must focus our attention on the

brief predata-collection phase of the experimental interaction in order to

discover the "how" of the communication of expectancies.

TIM PROBLEM OF SIGNAL SPECIHCATION

Even if we knew the precise moment, if there were one, when the

experimenter unintentionally signals his subject to respond in a certain

way, and even if we could specrfy with near-certainty which experimenters

would successfully influence their subjects' responses, we would still be

left with the basic riddle of the Clever Hans phenomenon. Exactly what

does the experimenter do differently when he expects a certain resPonse

compared to what he does when he expects the opposite response?

No upward movement of the head, or eyes, no dilation of the nostrils,

have yet bLen shown to be the critical signals to subjects as they were in the

case of Clever Hans. Nor should we Push that analogy too far. Hans, after

all, had only to receive a signal to stoP a repetitive movement, the tapping

of his foot. A simple sigpal by our experimenters to their subjects that they

were responding "properly" would not do as a hypothesis, since we saw

earlier that ttre crucial communication occurs before the subjects' first

resPonse.

The first attempt to see what experimenters did differently when

interacting with subjects for whom they held opposite expectancies em-

ployed the original five molar variables described in the last ctapter. For

iach of his inieractions with a subject, each experimenter had been rated

on his dominance, likability, activity, professional manner, and friendliness.

The ratings made by the five original observers of an experimenter's inter-

action with a subject from whom he expected negative ratingp of the success

of others (-5) could be subtracted from the ratings made of his behavior

when contacting a subject from whom he expected positive ratings (+5).
These difference scores tended to be quite small compared to the differences

found among different experimenters. Table 16-8 illustrates this fact by

showing for each variable the greatest obtained difference between the

means of different experimenters and the greatest difference obtained by any

single experimenter between subjects under the two experimental conditions.

Those variables showing the greatest within-experimenter variation were
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TABTE 16-8

Moximum obtoined Differences in Experimenter Be-

hovior

Behovior

Dom inont

Likoble
Activity
Profes s iono I

Friend ly

Meons

W ith in
E xperimenfers

.60

.80

.90

1.60

2.00

I .I8

Befween

E xperimenfers

3.70

4.20

4.00

4.95

4.90

4.33

also those showing the greatest between-experimenter variation (r : .91,
p - .03).

Table 16-9 shows the mean differences in experimenter behavior vis-
i-vis those subjects from whom photo ratings of f5 were expected and
those from whom ratings of -5 were expected. These mean differences

TABTE 16-9

Differences in Experimenter Behovior os o Function

of Expectoncy

MAGN ITUDE OF EXPECTANCY EFFECTS

Behovior

Dominont

L ikoble

Activity
Professionol

Friend Iy

Pos itive
Effect

N=8

i,leon* t p

+.O4

-.25
-.1 I
+.19

-.52

No Effect
N=8

Meon* t p

-.lg 1.94 .10
+.14 1.76 .13

+.04 -
-.20 I .l I
+.44 I.gl .12

Negof ive

Effect

N= 7

rls

rro

.ls

,u

Meon*

-.24
-.19
+.36

-.31
-.1I

tp
l.9g .09

I .66 .15

2.27 .06

I.55 .17

* (Meon roting under "+5 " expectoncy condition) minus (meon roting under
" -5" expectoncy condition).
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are tabulated separately for experimenters showing large Positive exPect-

ancy effects (> +1.00), those showing no expectancy effects (< +1.00,
> -1.00), and those showing large negative or reverse expectancy effects

(< 
-1.00). None of these mean differences was sig[ificant at the .05 level

for any of the variables listed. However, since 9 of the 15 rs computed had

an associated p 1.20 (too many to be reasonably ascribed to chance), it
appears that on the whole experimenters behaved differently toward their

subjects depending on whether they believed them to be success- or failure-

perceiving subjects. The profile of difference scores of the positively biased

experimenters was significantly opposite to the profile of the unbiased

experimenters (rho : 
-1..(X), 

p - .O2\, and tended to be opposite to the

profile of the negatively biased experimenters (rho - -.7O, 
p - .2O) . \\e

profile of difference scores of this latter group did not differ from the profile

of the unbiased group (rho - +10, p - .2O). Thus positively biased

experimenters behaved in a relatively less professional but more friendly
and likable manner toward those subjects they believed to be failure per-
ceivers ("-5's"). The unbiased experimenters showed iust the opposite

configuration of behavior and, in addition, behaved somewhat more dom-

inantly toward their "-5" subjects. It appeared almost as though the posi-

tive biasing experimenters were trying to be especially nice to the subjects

they believed to be failure perceivers, while the unbiased experimenters were

just the opposite-perhaps from trying too hard to avoid treating their sub-

jects differentially. The behavior of negative biasing experimenters seemed

to vary most as a function of their expectancy. Like the unbiased experi-

menters, they were relatively less dominant and professional toward their

"{5" subjects. But like the positively biased experimenters, they were also

less likable toward their "f5" subjects. Unlike either of the other groups of
experimenters, the reverse biasers behaved more actively vis-i-vis their

"f5" subjects. The differential behavior of this group of experimenters

might have been due either to their efforts to avoid affecting their data

and/or to "faulty" cueing behavior toward their subjects.

It seems unlikely that a simple increase in "friendliness," for example

toward 4 "-J" subject, leads to obtaining the lowered photo ratings we

would expect if bias were to occur. Table 16-10 shows the correlations

between subjects' photo ratings and the mean of their experimenter's rated

behavior. Higher ratings (disregarding expectancy) were obtained by ex-

perimenters who were more active, more friendly, less dominant, and less

professional (findings consistent with those reported in Part I of this book).
It may well be that changes in experimenter behavior have entirely difierent
meanings to their subjects depending on the usual behavior of that experi-

ment€r. We saw in an earlier chapter that more positively biased experi-

menters were different from less biased experimenters before they even

began their experiment. With respect to the behavioral variables being con-

sidered here, the more biased experimenter is ordinarily more professional,
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TABTE I6-I O

Correlotions Between Subiects' Photo Rotings ond

Their Experimenter's Typicol Behovior

Behovior r p

Dominont -,34 .005

Likoble +.08

Activity +.18 .13

Professionol -.24 .05

Friendly +.20 .09

dominant, likable, and less active. On the basis of the data presented in
this section, we still cannot say how changes in experimenter behavior lead

to changes in their subjects'responses. Of considerable interest, however,

was the finding that experimenters' expectancies lead to changes in their
own behavior regardless of whether they bias their data positively, nega-
tively, or not at all.

Given that a more dominant experimenter subsequently exerts greater

exPectancy effects on his subjects, as we saw in the last chapter, if he

becomes somewhat less dominant vis-i-vis a subject from whom he expects

f5 ratings, that subject will tend to rate the photos as less successful,

thereby leading toward negative or reversed expectancy effects. This can be
seen from Table 16-9. Perhaps a simpler way of expressing this relationship
is to give the correlation between the difference in behavior manifested

toward subjects from whom different responses are expected and the

difference in the responses subsequently obtained from them. For the be-

havior "dominant" this correlation was *.47, (p - .03, dl - 2l), which
means that if an experimenter was more dominant toward a "f5" than
toward a "-J" subject he tended to obtain higher ratings from his "f5"
than from his "-5" subjects. Of the five behavioral variables under dis-
cussion this was the only one that reached statistical significance. Although
more-dominant experimenters generally tend to obtain lower photo ratings
from their subjects, when they show an increase in dominance they tend
to obtain higher photo ratings. Why this should be is far from clear, but it
does suggest the possible importance of the effects of the subject's adapta-

tion level (Helson, 1964).

The five behavioral variables being discussed were based on the
judgments of five investigators whose ratings might have been contaminated.
It was, therefore, important to see whether other observers who could not
have been contaminated would make observations that would show similar
correlations. In the last chapter, observations by uncontaminated observers
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were describd. For the five behaviors we have been discussing, the mean

ratingp of experimenters contacting "-5" subjects were subtracted from the

mean ratingp of experimenters contacting '*5" subjec'ts. These difference

scores were correlated, as before, with the photo ratingt made by "-5"
subjects subtracted from photo ratings made by "f5" subjects. When

iudgments of experimenter behavior were made of only the brief prein-

structional period, none of the correlations were significant, regardless of

whether the behavioral observations were based on the silent films, ffus

sound track, or tle sound films. When judgments of experimenter behavior

were made of the instructional period, by observers of the sound film, the

only correlation to reach significance was the same one that reached signif-

icance when the possibly contaminated observers had been employed. Ex-

perimenters showing more{ominant behavior toward their *f5" subiects

rcnded to obtain the expected higher photo ratings from them. The correla-

tionwas *.50 (p - .M,dt - 16),very close to the value of.1.47 obtained

by the original observers. When the observations were based on the silent

films alone, experimenters showing in their motor behavior an increase in

professional manner toward their 'f5" subjects relative to their "-5"
subjects, obtained the expected higher photo ratings from them (r : l.@,
p - .008, dt - 15). None of the difterential behaviors of the experimenters

toward their "f5" e1 "-J" subjects as judged from sound track alone

predicted sigpificantly the differential photo ratingp subsequently obtained

from "f5" and "-5" subjects.

It may be recalled that these samples of observers had made ratings

of other aspects of the experimenter's behavior than just those five we have

been discussing. Table 16-ll shows the significant correlations (p <.10)

TABLE 16-I I

Differentiol lnstructionol Behovior of the Experimen-

ter os Predictor of Subiects' Differentiol Responding

OBSERVAT'ON CHANNEL

V isuol

Profess iono I

Not octing importont

Honest

Courteou s

V isuol Plus Auditory

+.64

+.50
+.43

+.41

To lkot ive

Dominont

Dishonest

+.63

+.50
+.43

lleon r = *.50
Meon intercorrelotior = +.41

fuleon r = +.52

Meon infercorrelotion = +.27
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between difierences in instructional behavior vis-i-vis "f5" and "-5"
subjects and differences in photo ratings subsequently obtained. None of
the correlations based upon observations of experimenter behavior in the
auditory channel alone reached a p < .10.

Within each of the other two channels of observation the variables pre-
dicting subjects' differential responses as a function of experimenter ex-
pectancy were not well clustered. within each channel the mean correlation
predicting expectancy eftect was higher than the mean intercorrelation.
Judgrng from the visual-plus-auditory channel, experimenters who behaved
in a more talkative, dominant, and "dishonest" way toward subjects from
yhom they expected f5 responses tended to obtain such responses. Judging
from the visual channel alone, experimenters who acted in a more profes-
sional, more courteous, less important, and more "honest" manner toward
their 'f5" subjects tended to obtain the expected responses from them.
The most prrzzling asPect is the very different meaning of "honest" when it
is judged from the visual channel alone compared to the visual-plus-auditory
channel. As we would expect from the opposite directions of the correlations
between honesty and subjects' responses, treating a subject in a more honest
way judgrng from the visual channel alone is seen as treating him in a less
honest way judging from the visual-plus-auditory channel (r - -.62, p

< .01).These findings do not solve our problem of finding the key to the
communication of expectancies, but there is a lesson for future studies of
inrcrpersonal communication. Adding a channel of communication does not
simply strengthen the meaning of a message-it may, in fact, reverse that
69aning.

Table 1612 shows the significant (p < .10) correlations between the
difierential preinstructional behavior shown vis-i-vis "f5" and ',-5" sub-
jects and the difterential responses subsequently shown by these subjects.
Judged from the visual-plus-auditory channels, experimenters who showed
more hand gestures and whose speech was more "loud and clear" toward
their "f 5" than toward their "-5" subjects obtained more positive ratings
from them than from their "-5" subjects. Again we find a judgment of
behavior reversed as a function of the channel of communication.

Judgrng from the sound track alone, experimenters obtained relatively
higher ratings from subjects from whom they expected higher ratings if
they were less loud.

Judgng from the visual channel alone, experimenters who showed less
trunk activity, acted less important, and behaved less inconsistently toward
their "f5" subjects obtain;d higher ratings from them than frbm their
"-5" subjects.

In the last chapter the concept of channel discrepancy was described.
Because there were observations of behavior based only on the visual
channel and observations based only on the auditory channel, a difterence
could be computed. such characteristic channel discrepancies were found
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TABTE IGI-I2

Differentiol Preinslructionol Behovior of the Experi-

menter os Predictor of Subiects' Differenliol Re-

sponding

OBSERV AT 

'ON 

CHANNEL

299

V isuol

Trunk gestures -.50
lmportont-octing -.48
Behoved

inconsistently -.47

Meon r : -.48
ileon
infercorrelotioD : +.09

Auditory

Loud -.49

Meon r : -.49

Vis uol Plus Additory

Loud +.65

Hond gestures +.47

Speoks

distinctly +.46

Mean r : +.53
Meon

to be useful predictors of subsequent expectancy effects. What has not

yet been discussed is whether a given experimenter's changes in channel

discrepancy as a function of the exp€ctancy he has of a given subject's

response can be used to predict that subject's subsequent response.

For 17 of the behavioral variables, channel discrepancies could be

computed. The mean channel discrepancy an experimenter showed in inter-

acting with a "-5" subject was subtracted from the mean channel dis-

crepancy he showed in interacting *ith a "*5" subject. The resulting

difference rrcores were correlated with the mean rating of the stimulus

photos subsequently given by "-5" subjects subtracted from the mean

photo rating given by "{5" subjects. For the preinstructional period alone

and for the instructional period alone, 17 correlations were available based

on algebraic channel discrepancies (visual minus auditory, retaining the

sign ofthe difference); and 17 correlations were available based on abso-

lute channel discrepancies (visual minus auditory, disregarding the sign of
the difierence).

Table 1Gl3 shows the significant (p < .10) correlations between

difterences in channel discrepancies in the experimenter's behavior shown

toward "+5" as compared to "-5" subjects and differences between these

subjects' subsequent photo ratings. Based on observations made in the

preinstructional period alone, those experimenters who showed greater

absolute channel discordance in their degree sf sssuelness but less dis.
cordance in their likability toward their "f5" subjects subsequently ob-

tained the expected higher photo ratings from these subjects (R : .85,

p 4.001).
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TABTE 16-13

Differentiol Chonnel Discreponcies os Predictors of
Subiects' Differentiol Responding

EXPER'MENTAL PER IOD

Pre in struct ionol

Behov ior r p

Cosuo I +.74 .003
Likoble -.57 .U

MulripleR: .85 .001

ln struct i onol

Behov ior r

Honest* +.46
Dominont +.41

Multiple R : .59

P

.06

.10

.44

* This wos on olgebroic discreponcy (visuol ) ouditory). Atl other
discreponcics were obsolute, thot is, sign of discreponcy wos
i gnored.

Based on observations made in the instructional period alone, those

experimenters who showed greater absolute channel discordance in their
degree of dominance, and who showed greater visual than auditory honesty

toward their "{5" than their "-5" subjects, subsequently obtained the
expected higher photo ratings from their "f5" than from their "-5" sub-
jects ( R : .59, p 1 .O4\.It seems best to forego the speculation required
to inteqpret the specifics of these findings. In general, however, these results

demonstrate the importance of changes in the discrepancies between chan-

nels of communication as predictors of subsequent intelpersonal influence.

Additional analyses of sound motion pictures of experimenters inter-
acting with their subjecs are in progress. We may or may not find more

specific sig;nals by means of which experimenters communicate to their
subiects what it is that is expected of them. Not finding such specific cues

may not mean that there are no such cues but only that we do not yet know

enough about subtle signaling systems to be able to find them. If, in fact,
there were no specific cues to be found, then more molar changes in the
behavior of the experimenter might serve as the nonspecific influencers of
the subiects'behavior. Mention has already been made of these nonspecific

changes in experimenter behavior as antecedents of subjects' subsequent

differential responses. We cannot be sure, however, that these changes in
experimenter behavior are themselves conveyors of information to the sub-
jects as to how they should respond. Possibly, those subjects who later go

on to confrur or disconfirm the experimenter's hypothesis affect the ex-
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perimenter differently early in the experiment. The exPrimenter then be-

Laves difierently toward these subjects but without necessarily conveying

response-related information to the subject. In other words, difterential

treitment by the experimenter may be quite incidental to the question of

whether a subject goes on to confirm or disconfirm the experimenter's

hypothesis. What has been learned that we can accePt with confidence is

the understatement that inteqpersonal communication Processes are enor-

mously complex and that they may be still more comPlex when the com-

munication is unintentional.

LEARI\ING TO COMMT'I\IICATE UNINIENTIONALLY

If, after hundreds of hours of careful observation, no well-sPecifiable

system of unintentional signaling has been uncovered, how do experimenters

"knod' how to influence their subjects unintentionally? Perhaps the knowl-

edge of interpersonal influence pr(rcesses is a tacit knowledge. As Polanyi

(1962) has put it, "There are things that we know but cannot tell" (p.

601). One question that could be answered in part was whether an ex-

perimenter 'tnows" better how to influence his subjects later on in the

process of data collection. If an experimenter is more successful in uninten-

tional influencing later than he was earlier, it would be reasonable to think

that in part, unintentional influence was a learned phenomenon. That was

just whit happened in the case of Clever Hans. Pfungpt (1911) found that

as questioners gained experience in asking Hans to respond they became

mori successtut in uninientionally signaling to Hans when to stoP his

tapping.
- - 

In the chapter dealing with the effects of early data returns, two experi-

ments were described. In both these studies subjects contacted during the

last half of the experiment were more influenced by the experimenters'

expectancy than were subjects contacted during the first half of the ex-

periment (ps were .02 and .01 respectively). Data collected with Suzanne

Haley were similarly analyzed, and later-contacted subjects again showed

greater effects of the experimenters' exPectancy (p - .L2). For these three
-xperiments 

with a total of 54 experimenters, the combined p was less than

.001, but it must be mentioned that it was not always possible to be sure

that earlier- and later-contacted subjects did not difter in some other ways

as well.

In Weick's study reported earlier, there was no increase in expectancy

eftects when the two experimenters were contacting later as compared to

earlier subjects in the sequence. Vikan-Kline's ( 1962) data, rePorted two

chapters ago, showed no order eftect among her lower status experimentent

but did show higher status experimenters to increase their expectancy ef-

fects as a function of number of subjects contacted (P -.01). Although
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the evidence is not conclusive, it does seem that, on the whole, later-con-
t."fd subjects are more influenced by the experimenter's expectancy than
earlier-contacted subjects. over the course of in experiment, Lxperimenters
may learn to communicate their expectancies more effectively. 

-

- This learning hypothesis is strengthened somewhat by the findings of
the studies on experimenter-subject acquaintanceship. The lwo studies sum-
marized earlier found greater acquaintanceship associated with greater ex-
pectancy effects. In part, of course, this may have been due to the grearcr
adllingness of people to be influenced by prior acquaintances. In adiition,
however, acquaintanceship implies a longir joint fustory with greater op-

Portunity for learning how the intelpersonal influence pr@ess operates
with the specific other. Acquaintances, presumably, not only have greater
reinforcement value for each other but probably can better reid each other's
cues, unintentional as well as intentional.

If the experimenter were indeed learning to increase his unintended
influence, who would be the teacher? Most likely, the subject would be the
teacher. It seems to be rewarding to have one's expectations confirmed
(Aronson, Carlsmith, & Darley, 1963; Carlsmith & Aronson, 1963; Harvey
& Clapp, 1965; Sampson & Sibley, 1965). Therefore, whenever the subjeCt
responds in accordance with the experimenter's expectancy, the likelihood
is increased that the experimenter will repeat any covert communicative be-

lavior 
that may have preceded the subject's confirming response. Subjects,

then, may quirc unintentionally shape the experimentei's unintended tom-
municative behavior. Not only does the experimenter influence his subjects
to respond i1 the expected manner, but his subjects may well evoke iust
that unintended behavior that will lead subjects to respond as expected. As
the work of Hefferline (1962) and of Pfungst (l9ll, suggests, iuch com-
munication may not fall under what we commonly call "conscious control."
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The Generality and Assessrnent
of Experimenter Effects

As behavioral scientists, what should be our reaction to the evidence

presented in this book? Three different reactions to the presentation of some

of the data from this book have actually been observed: (1) the incred.u-

lous, (2) the gleeful, (3) the realistic. T\e tncredulous teactot (who may

not have read this far) feels vaguely that dl of this is just so much nonsense

and that if it is not completely nonsense, at least it does not apply to him.

The gleelul reactor (who may have read this far, but may read no further)

has "known all along that experiments in the behavioral sciences were

riddled with error." He does not do or like empirical research. He is glee-

ful because, paradoxically, he reads into the exPerimental evidence pre-

sented in this book his justification for his epistemology that knowledge of

the world comes through revelation rather than observation. After all, if
observation is subject to observer influence, is he not iustified in his

eschewal of observation? The realistic reactor (and the choice of terms is

intentionally positively evaluative) has read this far more or less critically

and has wondered a bit whether some of his own research might have been

affected by his own expectancies or more enduring attributes.

Much of what follows is for that reader who, although skeptical by

oriningr is not incredulous; who, although interested, is not overdeter-

minedly gleeful; who, although reminiscing about his own research, is not

contemplating giving up the scientific entelprise. It is for the reader who

agrees with Hyman and his co-authors (1954) when they say: "I-et it be

noted that the demonstration of. error marks an advanced state of a science.

All scientific inquiry is subject to error, and it is far better to be aware of

this, to study the souroes in an attempt to reduce it, than to be ig-

norant of the errors concealed in the data" (p. +).

305
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TIIE GEI\IERALITY OF BXPERIMENTBR EFFECTS

How pervasive are the unintended effects of the experimenter on the

results of his research, and how much ought we to worry about them in our
day-today research activities? The answer to the first part of this question

seems simple. We don't know. No one knows. It seems reasonable to suF
poae that there may be experimenters doing experiments the results of
which are unaffected by the experimenters themselves. Unfortunately, we

don't know who they are or which of their experiments, if not all, are im-
mune to their own unintended effect. This lack of specificity in our knowl-
edge suggests the answer to the second part of our question. It seems more

prudent to worry than not to worry about experimenter efiects in our day-

to-day research.

One type of experimenter effect, that of his hypothesis or expectancy,
has received our special attention in this book. For this special case of ex-

perimenrcr eftect we can sketch out the evidence bearing on the question of
its generdity. After the manner of Brunswik's conception (1956) of the

representative design of experiments, we may specify the sampling domains
of experimenters, subjects, tasks, and contexts employed in the experiments

described in this book.

Experimenters

Altogether, there have been well over 350 experimenters employed

in the studies described. About 90 percent of these were males. All but a

handful (faculty experimenters) were graduate or undergraduate students.

In all cases, however, experimenters were academically more advanced

than were their experimental subjects. Graduate student experimenters were

drawn from classes in p,sychology, education, biology, physics, engineering,

and law. Undergraduate student experimenters were drawn primarily from
cources in experimental, industrial, and clinical psychology, statistics, and

the social sciences. In most cases experimenters were volunteers, but in
others the class as a whole was urged by its instructor to participate-a
practice that led to essentially nonvolunteer populations (Rosenthal,

1965b). Most experimenter samples were paid for their participation, but
many were not.

Thus, although sampling of experimenters has been fairly broad, it has

been broad only within various student populations. Does any of the work
reported, then, have any real relevance to the "real" experimenter? The
gleelul reactor mentioned earlier may too quickly say "yes." The incredu-

Iozs reactor may too quickly say "no." In his discussion of the generality of
interviewer effects, Hart (obviously a realistic reactor) put it this way:
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Generalization of our conclusions to researchers of greater maturity and

sophistication than these subjects has to be made, therefore, with due 8nd propcr

caution. It would be dangerous, however, though consoling, for the mature and

sophisticated interviewer to assume that he is not equdly subiect to the opera-

tion of the sarne error-producing factors affecting the varied group of interview-
ers covered by the studies we are here reporting. As a matter of fact, the available

evidence suggests that, while the sophisticated interviewer may be less subiect

to variable errors of a careless sort" he is probably equally subiect to cer-

tain biasing errors ( 1954, pp. ix-x) .

Indeed, we can go further than Hart. If an$hing, our data suggest fairly
strongly that more professional, more competent, higher status experi-
menters are more likely to bias the results of their research than are the

more amateurish data collectors.

Most experimenters, like most interviewers, are task-oriented, but the

experimenters whom we have studied (and those "real" ones we have

known) seem to be much more interested in the subject's response than the

survey interviewer apparently is in his respondent's reply (Hyman et al.,

1954, p.270). But that seems not hard to understand. The experimenter,

as compared to the survey interviewer, is less of a "hired hand" who, if he

performs poorly, can simply take another job. At least to some extent the

professional career of the experimenter depends on the responses his sub-

jects give him in the experimental situation. At first glance this may seem

far-fetched. Actually it is quite analogous to the situation in the other

sciences. The behavior of a noble gas or of heavenly bodies can clearly

affect the professional career of the physical scientist interested in such

behavior. It gives, or does not give, him something to report or to guide

his next experiment or observation.

If the experimenter is not the principal investigator, but a student of
the principal investigator, his professional career may still depend, much

more tlan the survey interviewer's, on his subjects' responses. The student

bears a much more special relationship to the principal investigator than

the interviewer bears to his employing agency. The student is the only

employee or one of a handful of employees. The interviewer may be one of
thousands of employees. The student experimenter is likely to learn im-
mediately what his employer's reaction is to his subject's responses. The
interviewer's feedback may be much delayed or even absent altogether. In
short, the experimenter, be he principal investigator or research assistant,

has much more at stake than does the interviewer. If he cares so much more

about how his subject performs for him in the experimental situation, it
s€ems reasonable to suppose that he may be more likely to communicate

something of this concern to his subject than the typical interviewer is

likely to do.

At the present time we cannot say with certainty whether very highly
experienced professional experimenters are more or less likely to bias their
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subjects' reslDnses than less experienced experimenters, although all the

evidence available suggests that more professional, more competent, higher

status experimenters show the greater expectancy effects. In any case, we

should note the trend that as experimenters become highly experienced they

become less and less likely to contact their subjects directly. As investigators

become better established they are more and more likely to acquire more

and more assistants who will do the actual data collection. These assistants

range from an occasional postdoctoral student through the various levels of
graduate students. Increasingly, even undergraduate students are collecting

data to be used for serious scientific purposes. Undergraduate research

assistants, for example, are the only ones available at many excellent

liberal arts colleges with active research programs in the behavioral sciences.

For some time original research has been required of at least some under-

graduate candidates for honors degrees, and this trend is increasing. More
and more we shall probably see undergraduates collecting data for serious

purposes under the expanding programs supported by the federal govern-

ment as part of the movement to encourage the earlier selection of careers

in research. The Undergraduate Research Participation Program of the

National Science Foundation is a prime example.

With more and more "real" data being collected by less and less ex-

perienced experimenters, it appears that our student experimenters are not

as unrepresentative of the "real" world of data collection after all. But
suppose for a moment that it were indeterminant that there were "real"
experimenters in the world who were like the graduate and undergraduate

students we employed. How seriously would that restrict the generality of

the data presented? Of course, we could not be certain of any answer to
that question. But in a relative sense, it does not seem far-fetched to use

students as models of student and faculty researchers<ertainly much

less far-fetched (as Marcia has pointed out in personal communication,

1961) than using a Sprague-Dawley albino rat as the model for man. But

we have learned enough of consequence about human behavior from both

so,phomore and Sprague-Dawley that we do not feel too uncomfortable

about even this degree of generalization. If these generalizations seem tena-

ble, then even more does our generalization from student to "real" data

collector seem tenable.

Subiects

There have been well over 2,000 human subjects employed in the

studies described. About 60 percent have been female. Most of the sub-

jects were undergraduates and were drawn from courses in liberal arts,

education, and business. The greatest single contributing course was intro-

ductory psychology. Most of the subjects were volunteers, but many were

urged by their instructors to participate and so became more like a non-
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volunteer population. In some of the studies subiects were paid; usually

they were not.

In the case of animal subjects, 80 rats of two different speci$ from two
difterent laboratories were employed. About trno thirds were females.

The subjects employed in our research were very much like those
typrcally used in behavior research, and there appears to be little risk in
generalizing from our subjects to subjects-in-general. Of course, nonstu-
dent subjects are employed now and then in behavioral research, but this is
so relatively rare that McNemar was led to state sadly: "The existing science

of human behavior is largely the science of the behavior of sophomo,res"
(1946, p.333).

Situations

There is no standard way in which we can describe the "situations" in
which the experimenter-subject dyads transacted their business in the thirty
or so studies that have been carried out. But certainly a part of any experi-
mental situation is the task the subject is asked to perform. The most fre-
quently employed task has been that of rating photos for the degree of
suocess or failure the person pictured has been experiencing. The exact in-
structions to the subjects, the training of experimenters to administer the
task, and the exact mode of administration have all been varied. Neverthe-
less, in spite of the variations in this task and in spite of the fact that the
task is a fairly typical one in psychological research, no single task can be
regarded as an adequate sample of the many tasks psychologists have
asked their subjects to perform. Accordingly, other tasks have been em-
ployed, including verbal conditioning, standardized and proiective psycho-
logical tests; and for animal subjects, learning in T-mazes and Skinner
boxes.

Most of the studies described have been carried out at the University
of North Dakota, the Ohio State University, Harvard University, and two
smaller universities in Ohio. They were carried out at difterent times during
the academic yeff and during summer sessions. Length of time elapsing
between the contacting of the first and last subjects in a given study has

varied from a few hours to scveral months. In most cases a number of
experimenters were simultaneously contacting their subjects, each of whom
was individually seen by his experimenter. In other studies, different ex-

perimenters contacted their subjects individually but at different times. In
one study all subjects were contacted by their experimenter as a group.

The rooms in which experimenter-subject transactions occurred dif-
fered considerably. These ranged from a large annory (in which 150 sub-
jects were simultaneously contacted by 30 experimenters) to individual
rooms barely large enough for two chain and a small table. Some of the
rooms had one-way-vision mirrors and microphones in view; others did not.
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Some of the rooms were furnished so as to convey the impression that the

oocupant was a IrcNon of high status; some were furnished to convey the

opposite impression.

Earlier we asked the question of the generality of the effects of the

experimenter on the results of his experiment. We are now in a position to
conclude, at least for one type of experimenter effect (that of his hypothesis

or expectancy), that the phenomenon may well be a fairly general one. This
conclusion seems waranted by the variety of experimenter, subject, and

situation or context domains sampled and by the fact that expectancy effects

have been shown to occur in other than experimental laboratories. Some

of this evidence was presented in Part I and some will be touched upon in
the final chapter. The generality of the phenomenon of experimenter ex-

pectancy effects suggests the need to consider in some detail the implica-
tions for psychological research methodology. We will turn our attention
first to the problem of the assessment of experimenter effects.

TIIE ASSESSMENT OF EXPERIMENTER BFFECTS

So far in this book we have found it sufficient to give only very general
definitions of certain operating characteristics of the experimenter. In this
section we shall see somewhat more formal definitions of some of these

characteristics. Whenever we speak here of "an experimenter" or "a sub-

ject" we imply that whatever is said applies as well to a homogeneous set of
experimenters or subjects unless specifically restricted to the single case.

I. ErperimenterEfrect

Experimenter effect is defined as the extent to which the datum ob-
tained by an experimenter deviates from the "correct" value. The measure
of experimenter effect (or experimenter error) is some function of the sum
of the absolute (unsigned) deviations of that experimenter's data about
the "correct" value. It is, therefore, a measure of gross or total error.

A. Dsar. Data are defined as the performance or reslrcnses made
by the experimenter's subjects. The term "data" may be applied to (l ) the
"raw" response, (2) the conversion of the raw response to quantitative
terms, and (3) any subsequent transformation of the quantitative terms.

1. Response. A subject's response is that behavior of the subject which
the experimenter has defined as being of interest. We may use this term to
refer to the subject's behavior in both absolute and relative terms, both
before and after quantitative transformation. For example, in an experi-
ment comparing one or more experimental groups and one or more "control',
groups, a subject's response might be defined as the "raw" (untrans-
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formed) response produced or as the difference between that raw resPonse

and the mean of any other group.

B. 'tottcc{ value.' The "corr@t" or "tme" datum is established

by reasoned fiat. In some cases there are reasonable bases for the choice of
the true or correct value. In a censuslike investigation of age, birth records

may serve as the "correct" value against which subjects' responses may be'

compared. In a study involving college grades the registrar's records may

serve as the crircrion against which to compare subiects' statements of
grades. In both of these examples, we should note, it is entirely possible

that the official records are "in error" in some absolute sense and that the

subject's response is more accurate. But on the whole, we are more in-

clined to trust the official bookkeepers of society, not because they are

error-free, but because in many situations they seem to have the "best"

data most of the time.

But there are no books kept on a given subject's pursuit rotor Per-
formance or his political ideology (but amfiation, yes), or sex life, or
verbal learning, or small group interaction patterns. We find ourselves hard

put to establish a criterion value. In survey research (Hyman et al., 1954)

this is often done by sending out more experienced data collectors whose

obtained data are then assumed to be more ascurate than those collected

by more inexperienced data collectors. That this may be so is reasonable

but is so far from having been well established that it may be a misleading

assumption. Similarly, in anthropological research, it has been suggested

that better rapport with informants leads to more accurate data (Naroll,

Naroll, & Howard, 1961; Naroll,1962). This, too, is a reasonable assump

tion but probably also a risky one. Realistically, we must content ou$elves

with the fact that in most behavioral research the "true" data are unknown

except as we obtain them in behavioral inquiry.

One solution that may serve for the time being is the democratic but

not very satisfying one of assuming equal likelihood of error in all experi-

menters until shown otherwise. On the basis of this assumption, we take the

mean data obtained from roughly comparable samples of subjects to be our

"trlle" mean. The more experimenters that have collected such data, in
fact, the "truer" will our "true" mean be.

II. ExperimenierBias

Experimenter bias is defined as the extent to which experimenter

effect or error is asymmetrically distributed about the "correct" or "true"
value. The measure of experimenter bias is some function of the algebraic

sum of the deviations of that experimenter's data about the "correct" value.

It is, therefore, a measure of net error.

We should note here that for a single subject's score or a single mean
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we can only judge whether that score or mean is accurate or not if we are

given a criterion of u'correctness." If the score or mean is accurate, well
and good. If it is not accurate, we cannot evaluate whether the inaccuracy is
biased or not. In a sense, of course, it is biased, since it must represent a

net deviation from the correct value. But we would have to have at least

one other score or mean to test properly the hypothesis of bias. If a sub-
sequently drawn score or mean were to fall equally distant from, and on the

opposite side of, the correct value, we would necessarily reject the notion
of a biased data collector.

IlL Experimenter Consistency

Experimenrcr consistency is defined as the extent to which the data
obtained by an experimenter from a single subject or sample vary minimally
among themselves. The measure of experimenter consistency is some func-
tion of the sum of the absolute deviations of that experimenter's obtained

data about his mean datum obtained. The commonly used measure in this

case would, of course, be the variance or standard deviation.

In the case of experimenter effect and experimenter bias we could take
a simple evaluative position: we are likely to be against both. In the case of
experimenter consistency the situation is more complex. Whereas we may

be against marked inconsistency, we should also worry about hypercon-

sistency.l

If the experimenter is very inconsistent he is inefficient in the sense

that he will have to obtain a larger number of responses to establish a

reliable mean value. Such inconsistency of obtained responses may be due
to random variations in his behavior vis-ir-vis his subjects, including minor
deviations from both his programmed procedures and his unprogrammed

modal "inteqpersonal style."

If, on the other hand, the experimenter is significantly undervaiable
in the data he obtains, his increased "efficiency" is bought at the cost of
possible bias. Such possible bias has been well illustrated in the earlier cited
study of the error of estimate of blood cell counts (Berkson, Magath, &
Hurn, 1940). These workers showed that successive blood counts were

significantly undervariable and that this bias could be attributed to an ex-

Pectancy and desire on the part of the observer for the close agreement of
successive counts. Whatever the observer's initial expectancy might be, his
counts agree too often with this expectancy. In the absence of any special
initial expectancy, it seems reasonable that the early data might have special

significance as determinants of subsequent counts. Early data returns, as

they influence the central tendencies (rather than the variability) of subse-

quent data, were discussed in an earlier chapter. It is interesting to note

r I want to thank Fred Mosteller for pointing out this problem and for calling
my attention to the Berkrcn et al. (1940) study.
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that in the first study described in that chaPter (Table 12-1) those experi-

menters whose early data were biased as to their central tendency (means)

obtained subsequent data that were biased not only with respect to central

tendency but with respect to variance as well. Variances obtained by ex-

perimenters obtaining more biased early returns tended to be significantly

imaller than variances obtained by experimenters obtaining relatively un-

biased early returns (F - 4.06, dl : 6, 3, P < .10) . It may be, then, that

unusually iestricted variance or hlperconsistency can serve as a clue to the

possible biasing of central tendencies.

When we sPeak of "h5per"-consistency or inconsistency we imply that

we know the "frue" or "correct" variance. The situation for variance is

essentially the same as it ]vas for the mean or any other measure of centrd

tendency. We never really know the "true" value, but we can make rea-

sonable choices of a "working-true" value. In a few cases we again can

turn to public records from which "tme" variances may be comPuted. We

can use as our "true" value the variance obtained by some Paragon ex-

perimenter or group of experimenters. In our earlier discussion of "correct

values" we pointed out some difficulties of this technique, difficulties that

apply equally well for variances as for scores or means of scores. For prac-

tical pulposes, at this stage of our knowledge, we must probably rely on

some method of sampling experimenters to arrive at some estimate of a
"correct" variance. Such sampling may help us avoid the bias associated

with the employment of experimenters who, fortuitously, may be over-

consistent or underconsistent.

Before leaving this section, trro kinds of experimenter deviation from

normality of response distribution will be mentioned. Brto 
"ssuming 

a

properly consistent and unbiased experimenter, his disuibution of obtained

responses may contain too many high or low responses (skewness or

asymmetry). In addition, his distribution of obtained resPonses may con-

tain too many or too few resPonses at or near the mean. When we speak

here of "too high" (or low) and of "too many" (or few) we mean it with

respect to the normal distribution. Whether the "true" distribution is, in

fact, normal is the same sort of question we have asked before when dis-

cussing "correct" scores, means, and variances; and our answer is essentially

the same.

These two kinds of experimenter deviation from normality of response

distribution have been discussed only briefly because, at the present time,

we have no evidence that they are in any way serious for the usual conduct

of psychological research. It is the rare psychological research paper that

deals in any central way with the absolute magnitudes of skewness or

kurtosis. It would seem interesting, however, to assess an experimenter's

distribution of obtained responses for these characteristics, since in real

life situations these deviations may Prove to be indicative of error or bias

in the means.



We have emphasized three major concepts dealing with the data-ob-
taining characteristics of experimenters: eftect, bias, and consistency. We
may consider these three variables as dichotomous for the sake of sim-
ptcity, although recognizing that, in fact, they are continuous variables.
The three "conceps" in all possible combinations permit the following
seven-category typology of experimenters' operating characteristics:

(1) I. AccuurB
II. Ixeccunern

A. Unbiased
(2) 1. Consistent
(3) 2. Inconsistent

B. Biased

1. Consistent
(4) a. net high
(5) b. net low

2. Inconsistent
(6) a. net high
(7) b. net low

Figure l7-1 illustrates each of the seven types of experimenters, each
of whom has drawn two samples of N subjects. In each cubicle or semi-
cubicle the two distributions of responses are shown in relation to the "cor-
rect" value (indicated by the arrow), and the number corresponding to the
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experimenter type is shovn in the upper right corner. For the sake of
clarity we have not considered cases of significantly decreased variability
or hlryerconsistency.

The type ( 1) experimenter is accurate; that is, he obtains data that are

correctly consistent or variable about the mean of his obtained data, his

data vary only negligibly about the "correct" value and, therefore, can be

only negligibly biased. We can see from Figure 17-1 that the accurate ex-

perimenter is also maximally efficient. He can provide us with the desired

estimate of the "correct" value with far fewer responses than can any other

experimenter.

All other experimenters [(2) to (7)] are inaccurate, but we vastly pre-

fer the inaccuracy of types (2) and (3), the unbiased experimenters. Their
data will, in the long run, also give us a good estimate of the "corr@t"
value. Between experimenters (2) and (3) we prefer (2) because his

greater consistency permits us to draw our conclusions with fewer subjects.

Among biased experimenters [(4) to (7)] we have no strong preferences.

From the point of view of estimating the "correct" value, a positive (net

high) t(a) and (6)l bias does not difter from a negative (net low) [(5)
and (7)1. There may, however, be a slight preference for the consistent

[(a) and (5)] over the inconsistent [(6) and (7)] biased experimenter.

Bias can be more quickly determined for the consistent experimenter, and

that may be useful information. It may prevent his collecting additional,

unusable data.

Let us assume for the moment that most experimenters will show one

or another form of bias to a greater or lesser extent. It still seems possible to
obtain an unbiased estimate of the "correct" value although the cost will be

greater. If we can assume a fairly symmetrical distribution of biases among

a population of experimenters, the mean of the data obtained by a number

of experimenters is likely to be unbiased. More subjects will be required,
and more experimenters, and that is why the cost is greater. If our biased
experimenters are consistent [types (4) and (5)], the cost per experimenter
will be lower than if they are inconsistent [types (6) and (7)]. We should
note that if we employ a set of experimenters of opposite biases, the total
variance of subjects' responses, disregarding who their experimenter was,

will be quite inflated because the variance attributable to the two types of
experimenters will be added to the normal individual difterence variance
among an individual experimenter's subjects. We shall have more to say

later about the important principle of "balancing biases" which was sug-

gested by Mosteller (1944).

BIASED RESPONSB MAGNITUDE VS. BIASBD INFERENCB

In our definitions of "data" and "response"

could be used to refer not only to the absolute

we stated that these terms

measure of subjects' be-
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havior but also to the difference between that measure and a comparison

measurie. Therefore, the data distributions shown in Figrre 17-l may for
the sake of generality be viewed either as arrays of raw data obtained from

homogeneously treated subjects or as arrays of difterence scores arising, for
example, from the difierences between experimental and control manipula-

tions. lVhat we must consider now is the fact that an experimenter may be

very biased in the raw data he obtains and yet be completely unbiased in the

inferences his data allow him to make. Put more generally, inaccuracy in
the order of magnitude of data obtained may be quite independent of the

inaccuracy of the inferences to be drawn from the differences between data

obtained from the $oups to be compared. We can illustrate this point best

by restricting our discussion to the occurrence and non(rccurrenoe of only
one t)pe of inaccuracy: e.g., bias. Tables l7-1, l7-2,17-3, and 174 show

the four possible situations:

1. Data magnitude unbiased; inference unbiased

2. Datamagnitude unbiased; inference biased

3. Data magnitude biased; inference unbiased

4. Data magnitude biased; inference biased

In Table 17-l we are interested in comparing E 's data with the "cor-
rect values" as defined by the means of Es a, D, and c. We see in this case

that the responses E" obtained from his subjects are iust like those obtained
by the criterion erperimenters. In addition, the difference between the data

obtained from experimental and control group subjects is identical when

we compare E's value with the "correct value." We conclude that En

showed no bias in either response magnitude obtained (column III) or in-
ference permissible on the basis of obtained differences (column IV).

TABLE I7_1

Unbiosed Response Mognitude ond Unbiosed tn-

ference

Ex

Eo

Eb

Ec

I

Experimentol

1.2

1.3

1.2

l.l

ll

Control

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.7

tv

D ifference

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

lil

Sum

2.0

2.2

2.0

1.8

"Correct" 1.2 0.9 2.0 0.4
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TABLE 17-2

Unbiqsed Response Mognitude ond Biosed Inference

3tt

Ex

Eo

Eb

Ec

''Correctt t

Iltlillv
Experimentol Confrol Sum D ifference

1.0 1.0 2.0 0.0

1.3 0.9 2.2 0.4

1,2 0.8 2.0 0.4

I .l 0.7 I .8 0.4

1.2 0.9 2.0 0.4

Table l7-2, however, shows that although E, was unbiased in response

magnitude obtained (column III), he was biased in the inference permissi-

ble from his experiment (column IV). He was the only experimenter not to
obtain the "correct" mean difference of 0.4. In this example E" might have

been biased even further in the direction opposite to that of the correct

mean difference. That is, he might have obtained significanfly higher values

from the subjects in his control group than from the subjects in the experi-

mental group. At the same time, his obtained response magnitude might

have remained unbiased.

Table 17-3 shows that our protagonist, En, has obtained the same dif-

TABTE I7-3

Biosed Response Mognitude ond Unbiosed lnference

Ex

Eo

Eb

Ec

I

Experimentol

1.7

I.3

1.2

l.l

il

Control

1.3

0.9

0.9

0.7

tv

Difference

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

ilt

Sum

3.0

2.2

2.0

I.8

0.9 2.0 0,4' 
t Correct' ' 1.2
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ference between his experimental and control subjects that was obtained by
the criterion experimenters (column IV). However, the response magnitude

he obtained was significantly greater than that obtained by the more "ac-
curate" experimenters (column III). If the purpose of the experiment was

simply to establish that the subjects of the experimental group would outper-
form the subjects of the control goup, ovr E, has not led us at all astray.

However, if there was, in addition to an interest in the experimental-control
group differenoe, an intrinsic interest in the actual values obtained, E's
data would have been very misleading.

TABLE 17-4

Biosed Response Mognitude ond Biosed lnference

Ex

Eo

Eb

Ec

"Correct'

I

Experimentol

1.5

1.3

1.2

l.l

1.2

il

Control

1.5

0.9

0.9

0.7

lv

D ifference

0.0

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

ilt

Sum

3.0

2.2

2.0

1.8

0.9 2.0

Table 17-4 shows that in this example our E, has obtained responses

of significantly greater magniludg than were obtained by the more "ac-
curate" experimenters (column III). In addition, he found no difference
between the subjects of his experimental and control groups and was, with
respect to the criterion experimenters, in biased error (column IV). With a
given obtained response magnitude, our En might have been biased into the

opposite direction with his control subjects outperforming his experimental
subjects. He might also have been biased if he had obtained, say, a mean
difierence of 0.8. In this case we would not worry at all if we simply
wanted to be able to claim the superiority of the experimental over the
control subjects. However, if we had some intrinsic interest in the magnitude

of the difference favoring the experimental group, we would have been

misled. Suppose that our experimental treatment in this case was a very
costly surgical procedure, whereas our control treatment was an inexpensive
medical procedure. Let us say that a mean difference of 0.4 represents a

statistically significant but clinically trivial improvement in patient comfort.
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But let us say that a mean difference of 0.8 rePresents a dramatic clinical

improvement in the patient. On the basis of our single exPerimenter's

research, we might institute a surgical procedure that, on balance of cost

against utility, is simply not worth it. This is only one example where we

night be interested not so much in showing the significance of a difference

but in showing its absolute magnitude.

THE PRACTICAL PROBLBM OF ASSESSMBNT

Our discussion of the assessment of experimenter effects has been

largely theoretical. Now we consider the "real" world of research. Here we

have experimenters conducting experiments that, because of differences in

subject sampling, instrumentation, and procedure, cannot reasonably be

compared dirt"tly to any other experiments. How are we to assess the

operating characteristics-i.e., tlre accuracy-<f these experimenters? The

answer is simple enough-it can't be done. Any data obtained by a single

experimenter may be due as much to the experimenter as to his treatment

conditions. No experimental data derived from a singlg slpsrimenter can

be considered as anything more than highly provisional unless replicated by

at least one other investigator.

We may assume any glven experimenter to be accurate until the first

replication is carried out. If there is very close agreement between the results

of the replication and of the original study, the hypothesis of experimenter

accuracyis not discredited, though of course it is not confirmed either. If
the results tend to be quite different but not significantly opposite in direc-

tion, we may suspend judgment until further replications are carried out.

If the results are significantly oPposite in direction, we are more assured

than ever that the results are biased with respect to each other. Our solution

again is to demand further replication. We may find that after a series of

replications our original study and the first replication yielded the two most

discrepant results, with all subsequent replications filling in the central area

of what now begins to look like a normal distribution. Now we, in prac-

tice, can conclude (or more accurately, define) the first two studies as each

yielding biased data-biased with respect to the grand mean data obtained

and opposite in direction. On the other hand, if after our original study and

one replication, the next several studies agree clearly with one of the frst
two, we may decide that the mean of the results of the studies in agreement

will constitute our "correct" value in terms of which we define the other

earlier study as quite biased. In any case, then, replication is essential not

only to assess the accuracy of obtained data but also to help us correct for

any inaccuracy of data.

In general, the more discrepant the results from two or more subjects,

the more subjects are needed to establish certain Parameters. And, in gen-
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eral, the more discrepant the results of two different experiments, the more
replications of the entire study by different experimenters are required. In
view of the importance of replications to the conclusions we will draw
about experimenters' operating characteristics, and ultimately about nature,
we will focus our attention further on the problem of replication.
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B,eplieations and Their
Assessment

The crucial role of replication is well established in science generally.

The undetected equipment failure, the rare and possibly random human

errors of procedure, observation, recording, computation, or rePort are

known wel enougb to make scientists wary of the unreplicated experiment.

When we add to the possibility of the random "fluke," common to all

sciences, the fact of in&vidual organismic differences and the possibility of

systematic experimenter effects in at least the behavioral sciences, the im-

portance of replication looms larger still to the behavioral scientist.

What shall we mean by "replication"? Clearly ttrc satne experiment

can never be repeated by a different worker. Indeed, the same expgrimelt

can never be repeated by even the same experimenter (Brogden, 1951). At

the very least, the subjects and the experimenter himself are different over a

series of replications. The subjects are usually difterent individuals and the

experimenter changes over time, if not necessarily dramatically. But to
avoid the not very helpful conclusion that there can be no replication in the

behavioral sciences, we can speak of relative replications. We can order

experiments on how close they are to each other in terms of subjects, ex-

perimenters, tasks, and situations. We can usually agree that tftl's experi-

ment, more than that experiment, is like a given paradigm experiment'

lVhen we speak of replication (and, in a sense, this entire book is an argu-

ment that we do so) in this section, we refer to a relatively exact repetition

of an experiment.

TIIE REPLICATION SIIORTAGE AI\D
IMERENTIAL MODEIS

In the real world we may count two sorts of replications-those car-

ried out and those reported. The latter, unfortunately, are a special case of

321
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the former and certainly not a random subsample. The difference in number
between replications carried out and those reported is some unknown dark
figure-a figure that depends, to some extent at least, on our view of sta-
tistical inference. The "null-hypothesis decision procedure" (Rozeboom,
1960), advocated by many statisticians, tends to establish certain critical
p values as the definitions of whether a difference has "truly" been ob-
tained. Now this might be nothing more than a semantic convention if it
were not for a tendency among authors and editors to prefer publication of
results with an associated p value less than some critical point-usually .05

or.01.r This tends to result in the publication of a biased sample of experi-
ments (Bakan, 1965; McNemar, 1960; Smart, 1964; Sterling, 1959). It
has usually been argued that published experiments are biased in the direc-
tion of Type I errors in that record is only made of the ".05 Hits" while the

'.0G.99 Misses" are kept off the market. That may well be true. However,
it can be argued that Type II errors may also be increased by the adoption
of critical p values.

Suppose that a series of experiments has been carried out, all making
similar comparisons between an experimental and a control condition.
None of the results obtained by the five experimenters were statistically
"signifisan[." None are published, and the experimenters may not even be
aware of the existence of four replications of their work. Table 18-1 gives
the hypothetical results of the five studies. Although even the combined
(say, by Fisher's method) probabilities of the five studies may not reach

TABTE I8-I

Hypotheticol Results of Five Experiments

E xper iment

I

2

3

4

5

Meons

Experimentol

9.5

7.0

9.0

9.5

7.5

9.3

Control D ifference p

7.0

5.5

8.0

7.5

6.0

6.9

+1.5

+1.5

+1.0

+2.0
+1.5

+1.5

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

1A number of other workers have questioned the utility of the accept-reject model
of inference (Bakan, 1965; Conrad, 1946; Eysenck, 1960; Wolf, tlet1. EviOence that
there are, psychologically if not statistically, critical p values (or "inferential cliffs")
amoag established investigators as well as the upcoming generation of graduate

ltugenls has been presented recently (Rosenthal & Gaito, 1963; Beauchamp & May,
1954; Rosenthal & Gaito, 1964).
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some conventional level of significance, we note that in each study the

exPerimental group perfonnance exceeds the control grouP Perfonnance,
and by a similar amount in each case. Considering these five differences,

they are very unlikely to have occurred if the differences between the ex-

perimental and control conditions were, in fact, symmetrically distributed

about zero (t - 9.50, dl -- 4, p < .0Ol). There is a sense, then, in which

T1rye II errors can be increased by our tendency to withhold publication of
results not achieving a given level of significance (see also, Mosteller &

Bush, 1954; Mosteller & Hammel, 1963).
In order to benefit properly from replications actually carried out,

it is essential that these be routinely published, even if only as brief notes

with fuller reports available from the experimenter, from a university

library, or from the American Documentation Institute.z Without such

availability our efforts to learn about behavioral phenomena in gPneral-
and more specifically to the point of this book, our efforts to assess the

effects of the experimenter-will continue to be seriously hampered.

ft has often been lamented of late that too few investigators concern

themselves with more or less precise replications (e.9., Lubin, 1957). As

an enterprise, repication, it has been said, lacks status. Who, then, on

any large scale will provide us with the necessary replications? McGuigan's

( 1963) data and Woods' ( 1961) suggest that there are now enough experi-

ments carried out and reported by multiple authors for there to be no

hardships in subdividing these studies into as many complete replicates as

there are investigators. The total investment of time would not be increased,

but the generality of the results would be. Although such replication within

projects would help us assess experimenter eftects to some extent, we may

feel that such replication is not quite the same as a truly "independent"
replication carried out by an experimenter in a different laboratory. The
problem of the potentially dependent or correlated nature of replicators

bears further comment.

CORRELATED REPLICATORS

To begin with, an investigator who has devoted his life to the study of
vision, or of psychological factors in somatic disorders, is less likely to
carry out a study of verbal conditioning than is the investigator whose in-
terests have always been in the area of verbal learning or interpersonal

influence processes. To the extent that experimenters with different research

interests are different kinds of people-and if we have shown that different

2Similar pleas have been made by Wolf (1961), Wolins (1959), and Goldfried
and Walters (1959). These last authors have proposed the publication of a special
lournal ol Negative Results patterned after the Psychological Abslracts.
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kinds of people, experimenters, are likely to obtain difterent data from their
subjects-then we are forced to the conclusion that within any area of be-
havioral research the experimenters come precorrelated by virtue of their
common interests and any associated characteristics. Immediately, then,

there is a limit placed on the degree of independence we may expect from
workers or replications in a common vineyard. But for different areas of
research interest, the degree of correlation or of similarity among its

.workers may be quite different. Certainly we all know of workers in a com-
mon axea who obtain data quite opposite from that obtained by colleagues.

The actual degree of correlation, then, may not be very high. It may, in
fact, even be negative, as with investigators holding an area of interest in
common but holding opposite expectancies about the results of any given

experiment.

A common situation in which research is conducted nowadays is
wittin the context of a team of researchers. Sometimes these teams consist
entirely of colleaguesl often they are composed of one or more faculty
members and one or more students at various stages of progress toward a

Ph.D. Experimenters within a single research group may reasonably be as-

sumed to be even more highly intercorrelated than any group of workers

in the same area of interest who are not within the same research group.
And perhaps students in a research group are more likely than a faculty
member in the research group to be more correlated with their major
professor. There are two reasons for this likelihood. The first is a selection

factor. Students may select to work in a given area with a given investigator

because of their perceived and/or actual similarity of interest and as-

sociated characteristics. Colleagues are less likely to select a university,
area of interest, and specific project because of a faculty member at that
university. The second reason why a student may be more correlated with
his professor than another professor might be is a training factor. A student

may have had a large proportion of his research experience under the direc-

tion of a single professor. Another professor, though he collaborates with
his colleagpes, has most often been trained in research elsewhere by an-

other person. Although there may be exceptions, even frequent ones, it
soems reasonable, on the whole, to assume that student researchers are

more correlated with their adviser than another adviser might be.

The correlation of replicators that we have been discusping refers

directly to a corrrelation of ottributes and indirectly to a correlation of data
these investigators will obtain from their subjects. The issue of correlated
experimenters or observers is by no means a new one. Over 60ryears ago

Karl Pearson spoke of "the high correlation of judgments [suggestingl

an influence of the immediate atmosphere, which may work upon two ob-

servers for a time in the same manner" (1902, p. 261). Pearson believed

the problem of correlated observers to be as critical for the physical sciences

as for the behavioral sciences.
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REPLICATION ASSESSMENT

What we have had to say about correlated replicators has implications

for the assessment of replications. Such assessment may serve two goals;

(1) to help us make a general statement of how well studied a given area

of inquiry or a specific relationship might be, (2) to help us make a gen-

eral statement of what the available evidence, taken as a whole, has to say

about the nature of the relationship studied. Not only the worker who

wants to summarize formally, as in a journal article (e.g., in the Psycholo$-

cal Bulletin), what is known of a given relationship but any investigator

contemplating work in an area somewhat new to him might profit from

some numerical system of replication assessment. Such a system is suggested

here.8

The basic unit is the single experiment conducted by a single experi-

menter. Assuming a "perfectly" designed and executed study, we assigp a

value of 1.00. This would assume for a given research question, and

standard sample size, N, that the appropriate (as defined by the consensug

of colleagues) experimental treatment and control grouPs were employed,

and that the data collector was effectively blind to the treatment grouP mem-

bership of each subject. Now this may seem like vague information with

which to assign a numerical value to the soundness of an experiment, but

the fact is that we are constantly making judgments of this sort anyway, and

sometimes with even less information. There aPPears to be at least fair

agreement on a ranking of the soundness of single studies in forrral and in-

formal seminars on research methodology. The really difficult step is the

assignment of a numerical value. It should be noted that our interest at the

moment is no, in the assessment of the experimenler but of the experiment.

Thus, we could find the experimental vs. control comparison in which we

were interested regardless of whether the investigator was primarily in-

terested in that particular comparison or not. Certain comparisons of great

interest to a given worker are often buried as a few sentences in a report by

an investigator who has only an incidental interest in that comparison. In
other words, the intent of the investigator is irrelevant to our puqposes. It
is the validity of the comparison that concerns us. Similarly, we ate not

concerned with the conclusion a given investigator draws from his com-

parison, for such conclusions vary greatly in the degree to which they derive

directly from the data. If an investigator finds A > B, it is that inequality

which concerns us, not his explanation of how it came about. That ex-

planation may be important, but it is not relevant to the question of replica-

tion as we are discussing it.
If we grant that some agreement can be reached on the assessment of

the single experiment, we can state the general principle that a replication

s I want to thank Fred Mosteller for his helpful discussion of this procedure.
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g thl experiment which obtains similar results is maximally convincing
if it is maximally separated from the first experiment along such dimen-
sions as time, physical distance, personal attributes of the Lxperimenters,
experimenters' expectancy, and experimenters' degree of personal contact
with each other. The number of dimensions (n ) that may prbve useful in the
future is not known at present, but we can restate our principle in geometric
terms. The value of replications with similar results is maximized when the
distance between replicates in the n-dimensional space is maximized.

Ihe Replication Index

Now for a concrete example of how we might score a set of replicates
to determine how much we know about a given relationship. An investi-
gator conducts a sound study with only some minor imperfections of design or
procedure. The mean rating assigned by a seminar of competent methodolo-
gists is .80. In a few months he replicates the study and hii new score of .80
is added to his old. Now we "know" 1.60's worth. one of his students
replicates, and though we have argued that students are likely to be core-
lated with their professors, the student is a different person. we multiply the
student's replication value of .80 by 2 to weight the fact of lessened c-oirela-
tion of replicates. The student's points (1.60) are added to his professor's
( 1.60) for a total of. 3.2opoints.

Now, a colleague down the hall replicates the work, a friend, perhaps,
who may still not be regarded as uncorrelated but who was trained by other
people and who came to the same department for reasons other than working
on rids problem with rlu's colleague. Doing the study in a very similar way thi
colleague earns an .80 for the study, but to credit his presumably lesser
correlatedness we multiply that value by 3. He has taught us 2.40's worth.
We sum his points with those obtained until now and have 5.60.

If the replication were carried out in a different laboratory by an in-
vestigator not known personally to the original worker or hii correlated
replicators we might want to assign an even higher weight, e.g., 5. Con-
ducted by this stranger, a replication might give us 4.00 points t-o be added
to the previously cumulated total of 5.60.

So far, our hypothetical replicators have all found similar results, and
all had no reason to expect otherwise. But now there is a researcher for
whom the results, by now reported, make no sense whatever. His theoretical
position would postulate just the opposite outcomes from those reported.
Furthermore, he doesn't know the original investigator personally, oiany of
the prcvious replicators, isn't a thing like any of them,ind to top it all off,
his laboratory is halfway or more across the country. He replicates. His
study's basic .80 value gets us 8.00. The weighting of 10, which seems

quite large, is due in no small measure to his expectancy, which is opposite
to all the other replicators'. we now have a cumulated replication value of
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17.60.If we wanted to, we could establish a scale of evaluation such that

our score of 17.60 represents a fairly respectable level of rePlicatedness.

We could, for example, call a total of less than 2.00 as hardly representing

real replication at all, a total of 5.00 or more might be regarded as a good

beginning and values over 10.00 as fairly respectable.

The weighting system described and the particular weights arbitrarily

employed in our examples are obviously intended only to be suggestive of

the considerations relevant to a more precise system. We can sum uP some

of the major characteristics of the scoring system:

1. A very badly done experiment profits us little, uPon even many

replications. As the score per unweighted replicate approaches 0.00, no

amount of replication can help us.

2. Replications by different investigators are worth more to us than

replications by the same investigator.

3. The more difterent the replicators are from each other, the more

value accrues to the total replicational effort.

The replication index yields a summary statement of how well studied

a given problem is, regardless of whether replication results are consistent or
inconsistent. However, the index also yields a summary statement of how con-

fident we can be of the specific results obtained if the results are all in the

same direction. In the not infrequent situation where some replication re-

sults are in opposite directions, we apply the scoring system separately to

all tlrose replications yielding results in one direction and then again to those

replications yielding results in the opposite direction. The difference between

the two scores obtained gives some indication of which result is better estab-

lished. It is entirely possible that the scoring system suggested can help

clarify a set of opposite results. Suppose that of ten experiments five have

found A ) B and five have found A < B..If one of these sets of five studies

was carried out by a single investigator and one or two of his students,

whereas the other set was carried out by less correlated experimenters,

including some with opposite expectancies, there could be an overwhelming

superiority in the points earned by the latter set of replications. This would

be especially true if, in addition, there were some reason for assigping a

lower score for the individual replicates in the set of studies conducted by
the more correlated replicators. At least in some cases, then, it seems more
valuable to compare contradictory sets of data on our replication index

than to simply say there are five studies "pro" and five studies "con." There

may, of course, still be those puzzling situations where the pro studies and

con studies each earn high and similar replication index scores.

The Generality Index

We have talked very much as though the replications discussed were

virtudly "exact." The index of replication can also be applied, however, to
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only approximate replications. If we were interested in the effects of anxiety
on intellectual performance, a more or less "exact" replication would require
more or less identical procedures for arousing anxiety and measuring in-
tellectual performance. We could as well apply our index to not-sG€xact

"replications" in which different arousal procedures and different measures

of inrcllectual functioning were employed. (The less exact the replications,
the more the individual study's score for "soundness" may vary.)

A higher score on the replication index for a given research question
implies greater generality for the results, assuming these results to be fairly
consistent. Because of our special interest in the experimenter, we have

dealt primarily with the problem of interexperimenter correlation in our
discussion of the assessment of replication. If we were interested in the

more general problem of generality, as we often are, we could readily ex-
tend our index to include other, nonexperimenter factors increasing the
generality of our data. Thus, in the example given earlier of the efiect of
anxiety on intellectual performance we might give more points on a gen-

erality index for a "replication" that employed different methods for arous-

ing anxiety and for measuring intellectual performance. If a sample of males

were employed where females had been employed before, or grocery clerks
where college students had been employed before, or animals where humans
had been employed before, we would weight more heavily the contribution
of the "replication" to the generality index. In effect, the generality index can

differ from the replication index only to the extent that the replications are

only approximately similar experiments.

ANECDOTAL REPLICATION

In order that we not be wasteful of information we must have a place
in our replication index or generality index for information derived from
sources other than formal experiments. For an appropriate example we may
return to our hypothetical study of the effect of anxiety on intellectual per-
formance. Suppose that the experimenter in his role as educator has ob-
served many instances in which students' anxiety has lowered their
examination performance. Suppose further that our investigator has never

observed an instance in which anxiety (of a given magnitude) led to irn-
proved examination performance. If other people had also made the same

observation and also found no negative instances, we would have some addi-
tional evidence for the relationship between anxiety level and intellectual
performance. Such evidence we usually regard as anecdotal, and that term
often carries a negative connotation. On the other hand, however, we can
argue that there is a continuity of more and less elegant circumstances of
observation which ranges from the fairly crude anecdote to the more elegant
anecdotes of the ethologist, the survey researcher, and finally the variable-
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manipulating experimenter employing control or comParison grouPe. We

can argue further that the most elegant exPeriment differs from the cruder

anecdote only as to the plausibility of the conclusions reached on its basis.

Such plausibility, in the final analysis, is defined in psychological terms, such

as the degree of belief or conviction it inspires in qualified workers in the

area. The well-controlled experiment, then, may be seen as a more formal

anecdote, more or less convincing, as with any anecdote, as a function of

who "tells" it, how well and carefully it is told, and how relevant it is to

the question under study. If we can assign "soundness" points to the experi-

ment, and werght these points to establish a replication or generality index,

we ought to be able to do the sarne thing for the cruder anecdote. The

"soundness" points assigned would usually be some value lower than if
it were a more systematic anecdote, as is the formal experiment. Arbitrarily,

let us assign a score of .10 to any "weU-told" ancedote lor which tto con'

trary anecdote can be tound after honest efforts to find them.' This search

for negative instances is central and can be most usefully pursued by en-

listing the reminiscenoes or observations of workers whose theoretical posi-

tion would suggest contrary anecdotes. In practice, anecdotes on either

side of a theoretical question are likely to cancel each other out. Where they

do not, we have fairly powerful sources of additional evidence. The weight-

ing of the soundness scores of anecdotes can be as was described for more

forrral experiments: more weight given to repicated anecdotes as a function

of the noncorrelatedness of the raconteur. Such weights, then, might vary

from "1" for a new consistent anecdote by the same teller to "10" for a con-

sisrcnt anecdote told by a very different observer whose theoretical orienta-

tion would suggest a contrary anecdote. In order to encourage more

systematic observations and discourage an interpretation of these remarks

as favorable to a swing to anecdotes as major or even exclusive sources of
evidence, we can add the restriction that very informal anecdotes are not

scored as greater than zero value in a replication or generality index azless

the score on that index has already achieved a given level (e.g., a 2.00

score) on the basis of more formal research.

There are situations in which anecdotes of greater or lesser elegance

are actually more viluable than more formal experiments. Consider some

research question that has been well replicated by different experimenters,

such that a very respectable replication index score has been achieved.

Assume further that the difterent experiments yield results quite consistent

with one another (e.g., A > B). But now suppose that a fair number of

less formal anecdotes, including very casual observation, experiments in

nature, and field studies, are also quite consistent with each other but incon-

r For the situation where the anecdote is of the somewhat formal sort-anthro-
pological field reports-Naroll (1962) has made an outstanding contribution through
his development of the "observation quality index." This is essentially a method for
assessing the reliability of the raconteur.
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sistent with the results of the more formal laboratory experiments, such that
A < B always. In such a case it may be that the forrral experiments as a set
are biased with respect to more "real-lifelike" situations. This sort of
bias could occur even thoogh the experimenters were completely unbiased
in the sense in which we have used that term. It could well be that the very
laboratory nature of the experimenter-subject interaction systematically so

changes the situation that the more usual extraexperimental response is
quite reversed. This eftect of the experimental situation on subjects' re-
sponses has been frequently discussed and even labeled (e.g., experimental
back-action or backlash effect). T\e denund characteristics of the experi-
tnental situation (Orne, 1962), although varying from experiment to ex-
priment, may have, for a given type of study, such communality that the
results of even an entire set of experiments may be quite biased. For this
reason, and because of other special characteristics of the laboratory ex-
perimental situation (Riecken, 1954; Riecken, 1962), there may be oc-
casions on which anecdotes, less formal than the experiment, may be more
valuable than additional laboratory experiments. One view of the more in-
formal source of evidence that emerges in part from what we have said is
that there are phases in systematic inquiry in which more anecdotal evidence
is more likely to have special relevance. Before a program of experiments is
undertaken, informal evidence seems useful in guiding the direction of, or
even in justifying the very existence of, the experimental program. Then
later, at the completion of the program, a systematic search for (preferably

new) anecdotal evidence seems indicated to reassure us that the general
finding;s of the more formal research program are consistent with more
nearly everyday experience.

Nothing in what we have said about the formal experimental situation
should be so construed that the laboratory setting comei somehow to.be re-
garded as "unreal." Different it is, of course. But at the same time, it is
as real a situation as any other, though perhaps less common than the word
'jeveryday" implies (Mills, 1962). Whether we can reasonably generalize
from the laboratory to "everyday" life, then, is an empirical quesiion to be
answered by observing both, rather than a philosophical question to be
answered on any a priori grounds.E

6 The same reasoning can be applied to the often-asked question of whether we
can reasonably generalize from studies of animal behavior to human behavior.
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Experirnenter Sarnpling

Much of this book has been devoted to showing that an experimenter,s
expectancy may be an unintended determinant of the results of his research.
This chapter and those to follow are addressed to the question of what can
be done to control the effects of the experimenter,s expectancy. A number
of strategies will be proposed. some of these strarcgies will be recogpized as

direct attempts to minimize expectancy effects. somewhat paradoxically,
some of these strategies will be recogoized as attempts to maximize these
effects. In this chapter we shall discuss strategies thai seek neither to mini-
mize nor to maximize but rather to randomize and "calibrate" experimenter
expectancies. In preceding chapters we have alluded to the advantages ac-
cruing from the employment of samples of experimenters rather than the
more usual single data collector. In this chapter some of these advantages
will be discussed in more detail.

The employment of samples of data collectors is already a common
practice in survey research (Hyman et al., 1954). In part this is due to the
logistic problem of tryng to obtain responses from perhaps thousands, or
even millions, of respondents. In part too, however, the practice of sampling
data collectors is part of a self-conscious strategic attempt to assess the in-
fluence of the data collector on the results of thi survey (e.g., Mahalanobis,
1946)- In other kinds of psychological research 1e.g., raboratory experi-
ments), the number of subjects contacted is low enough for a singie experi-
menter to collect all the data easily. The necessity for employing samples of
experimenters in these cases is not logistic but strategic.t 

-

It was stated earlier that in principle we cannot assess the experi-
menter's accuracy at all without having at least one replication to serve as
the reference point for the definition of accuracy. And as our sample of
experimenters increases in size beyond two, we are in an increasingly good

I The practical problem of obtaining samples of data coflectors for laboratory
research was discussed in the last chapter and has been found not at all insui-
mountable.

331
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position to assess not only the experimenter's accuracy but his bias and con-

sistency as well.

Subdividing Erperirnenb

with the sample size of subjects fixed, the larger the san;Ple of ex-

perimenters, the smaller the subsample of subiects each data collector must

contact. subdivision of the experiment among several experimenters may in

itself serve to reduce the potential biasing effects of the experimenter.

L€en|hg to bh& we have suggested that experimenter bias may be

a learned phenomenon, and that within a given experiment the.experimenter

may learn'from the subjects' response how to influence subjegtl uninten-

tionaUy. This learning process takes time, and with fewer subjects from

whom to learn the unlntentional communication system there may be less

learning to bias. Even if the interpretation of bias as a learned phenomenon

or.tt ii error, the basic evidence that bias increases as a function of the

number of subjects contacted by each experimenter should encourage the

use of more experimenters and fewer subjects per experimenter'

Malnaalnfog btindness. A second advantage gained when each *peri;
menter contacts iewer subjects is related particularly to the method of blind

contact with subjects. In discussing that method in a subsequent chaper

it will be suggested that if enough subjects were contacted, the experimenter

might unintLntionally "crack the code" and learn which subiects are mem-

bei of which experimental group and/or the nature of the experimental

treatment subjecti had received. .rhe fewer subjects ea9! experimenter

contacts, the liss chance of an unwitting breakdown of the blind procedure.

Eerly rcturns. A third advantage of having fewer subjects contacted

by each experimenter, a "psychological" advantage, derives Irom the find-

ing that ear$ data returns may have a biasing effect upon subsequent data.

WIth more Lxperimenters the entire experiment can be completed more

quickly if faci-lities are available for the simultaneous collection of data

liy dilierent experimenters. With all the results of a study-"nearly.in" there

iiless need for the principal investigator to get a glimpse of the early returns

and hence less chahce for the operation of the biasing eftects of these re-

turns.

A limiting case of contacting fewer subjects would, in fact, eliminate

entirely the eftict of early data returns on the biasing behavior of the data

collector. If each experimenter contacted only a single subject in each

treatment condition, fus obtained data could not, of course, influence the

data of any other subject in the same condition. Where there are no later

data, there can be no effect of early data returns.
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Although there may be some merit to the procedure of allowing each

experimenter only a single subject per experimental condition there ire two
drawbacks. One of these is logistic. It would not be very efficient to train a

data collector for a given experiment and have him contact only a single

subject per condition. On the other hand, there may be situations in which
the utility of the procedure outweighs the increased cost. The other draw-

back to this procedure is that it provides us with no estimate of individual

difierences among subjects. The variation among subjects within conditions

is confounded with the variation among experimenters. This may not be too
serious, however. I{ we can be satisfied with an estimate of the effect due to
the treatment condition and that due to the difterences among experi-
menters, we may be willing to forego the within cells mean square. Even if
each experimenter contacts only a single subject in a single condition we

could still evaluate the eftects of the treatment, although we could get no

estimate of the variation among either subjects or experimenters.

Incrcasing Generatizability

If there were no effect of earlier upon later obtained data, nor indeed

any forrr of experimenter expectancy effect, we would still benefit g."tly
from the employment of samples of experimenters. As Brunswik (1956)
and Hammond (1954) have pointed out, this would greatly increase the
generality of our research results. Because of differencps in appearance and
behavior, difierent experimenters serve as different stimuli to their subjects,

thereby changing to a greater or lesser degree the experimental situation as

the subject confronts it.
When only a single experimenter has been employed, we have no way

of knowing how much difference it would have made if a difterent 
"rperi-Eenter had been employed. The results of the research are then confounded

with the stimulus value of the particular experimenter. We would have little
confidence in a prediction of the results of a subsequent experiment em-

ploloog a different experimenter except the prediction that the result would
probably be different. The more experimenters we employ the better, but
even the modest addition of a single experimenter helps a great deal. We
not only would be able to predict that the result of a subsequent experiment
would fall somewhere near the mean of our two experimenters' results but
would be able to say something of how much deviation from this value is

likely. In otler words, with as few as two experimenters we can make a
stat€ment of experimenter variance. In principle, of course, this line of
reasoning holds only when experimenters are sampled randomly.

A little later, we shall speak of automated data-collection systems
(ADCS) and shall stress their value as a means of avoiding difterential
treatment of subjects. Here it must be added that any ADCS has its own
spcial stimulus value (McGuigan, 1963). We can then regard any given
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ADCS with its particular stimulus settings as just another experimenter,

although a very "standardized" one. To increase the generality of the ob-

tained results, therefore, we must sample a variety of ADCS's or at least a

variety of settings of a single ADCS.

The employment of samples of data collectors, necessitated by their

individual differences, may be viewed as a boon to, rather than the price

of, behavioral research. Built-in replications, although they bring with them

the data collector as a source of variance (which can be measured and

handled statistically), also bring a greater robustness to our research find-

iogr.'
From the point of view now, not so much of generality but of the con-

trol of experimenter expectancy effects, there are three conditions involving

experimenter sampling which will be discussed in turn. In the first of these

conditions, the sampled experimenters'expectancies are unknown and inde-

terminable. In the second of these conditions, experimenters' expectancies

are known before the sampling. In the third condition, experimenters' ex-

pectancies are known only after the sampling has occurred.

EXPECTANCIES I]hIKNOWN

Population Characterirstics

There may be experiments in which we decide to employ a sample of
experimenters but in which we have no way of assessing the experimenters'

expectancies. We may draw such a sample from a variety of populations
differing in the number of restrictions imposed. Perhaps the least restrictive

population of potential experimenters would be all those who are physically

and intellectually capable of serving as experimenters. If we choose such a

population we earn perhaps the greatest degree of generalizability of our

data, but at the cost of representativeness of the real world or ecological

validity. Ecological validity is sacrificed, however, only in the sense that
most experimenters who have in the past collected data have been drawn

from less broadly defined populations.

Most experimenters in a given experiment are not simply organ-

ismically capable of collecting the data. They are further selected on the

basis of an interest in research generally and an interest in the particular
research question they are trying to answer. They may be further selected

on the basis of the expectancy they hold about the outcome. They may, as

z It is the name of Brunswik that rightly comes to mind when we speak of the

increased generality deriving from the sampling of experimenters and their associated
procedural variations. But it would be a mistake to assume that "more classic" or
"traditional" workers in the field of experimental design would disagree with Brunswik.
R. A. Fisher (1947), for example, though speaking of procedural variation not
explicitly associated with different data collectors, makes the same point.
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a c,orollary, be selected for personality characteristics associated with people

doing research in a given area of behavioral science and having certain out-

come orientations. Because real experimenters are so liighly selected-i.e.,
drawn from such a relatively restricted population of capable data collec-

tors-it might be very difficult to draw a large sample of such experimenters

for our puqposes.

There is, however, a trend for less highly selected experimenters to
collect data for serious scientific pu{poses. Not only more and more graduate

students are collecting behavioral data but undergraduates as well. As this

trend continues and accelerates, our employment of less fully professional

experimenters will become more and more representative of the "real
world" of data collection. At least it seems not at all far-fetched to draw

samples of advanced undergraduate students in the behavioral sciences and

generalize from their results to what we might expect from advanced under-

graduate research assistants. It seems, then, that we may not be sacrificing

too much ecological validity, after all, by employing samples of less than

fully professional data collectors.

The random assignment of experimenterf, to experiments gets around

ttre potential problems of self-selection on the basis of hlryotheses. E.p".i-
menters, naturally enough, spend their time collecting data relevant to a
question to which they are likely to expect a given answer. If the investi-

gator, though he may have an expectancy about the outcome, employs a

random sample of data collectors, he may protect the data from the effects

of his own expectancy. This would be especially true if the sampling of
experimenters were combined with some of the control strategies described

in subsequent chapters. If indeed there are personality characteristics or
other attributes associated with an experimenter's choice of research

question, the data collected by that experimenter are likely to show a certain

amount of error, though not necessarily bias. The random assignment of
experimenters also gets us around this potential problem of self-selection for
correlated attributes.

Cancellation of Biases

Simply selecting our experimenters at random does not imply that
they will have no expectancies. The expectancies they do have, however,

are more likely to be heterogeneous, and the more so as we have not tried
to select experimenters very much like the experimenters who have in the

past collected data within a given area of research. The more heterogeneous

the expectancies, the greater the chance that the effects of expectancies

will, at least partially, cancel each other out. The classic discussion of the

canceling of biases is that by Mosteller (1944) for the situation of the sur-
vey research interviewer, a situation that in principle does not differ from
that of the laboratory experimenter.
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If we can hope for a canceling of expectancy bias, we can also hope

for a canceling of modeling biases. But where the experimenters' expect-

ancies and their own task performances are unknown, we can only hope

for such a cancellation. And even if this information were available we

could not count on a cancellation. The various expectancies represented in
our sample may be held with different intensities, resulting in different
magnitudes of expectancy effect. Or particular expectancies may be corre-
lated with personality characteristics or other attributes that are themselves

associated with the degree of unintended influence exerted by the experi-
menter. An example may be helpful.

Suppose we want only to standardize a set of photographs such as those
we have often used as to the degree of success or failure reflected by the

persons pictured. We select at random 20 experimenters, all enrolled in a
course in experimental psychology. For the sake of simptcity let there be

only two expectancies among experimenters: (1) that the photos will be

rated as successful and (2) that they will be rated as unsuccessful. [,et us

suPpose further that the "true" mean value of the photos is at the exact

point of indifference. If ten of our experimenters expect success ratings and

ten expst failure ratings, and the magnitudes of their expectancy effects

are equal, we obtain a grand mean rating that is quite unbiased. That situa-
tion is the one we hope for.

But now suppose that the ten experimenters who expect to obtain
success ratings differ from the experimenters expecting failure ratings in
being more self-confident, more professional in manner, more businesslike,
and more expressive-voiced. These are the experimenters, we have already

seen, who rue more likely to influence their subjects in the expected direc-
tion. The ten experimenters expecting failure ratings do not equitably in-
fluence their subjects in the opposite direction. Their mean obtained rating
is, therefore, at the point of indifference, and they cannot serve to cancel
the biasing effects of our more influential success-expecters. The grand mean
rating obtained will be biased in the "success" direction. Troublesome as

this situation may be, we should note that it is still better than having em-

ployed only a few self-selected, success-expecting experimenters. In this
particular example we would have been best served by selecting only those
experimenters who could not implement their expectancy. But, of course,

in our example we have given ourselves information not ordinarily so

readily available.

The hoped-for cancellation of bias may also fail for reasons residing
in the experimental task. A good example might involve a "ceiling eftect."
Suppose a large number of children have been tested on a group adminis-
tered form of a new perceptual-motor task. The testing was done under
those conditions of administration maximizing their performance as the
originator of the task intended. Now suppose that to establish the reliability
of the task performance all the children are retested, this time with an indi-
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lidually administered alternate form of the task. Again, we employ twenty
data 

-collectors, 
and again they have one of t*o posiibb expectancils aboui

the children they will test: (1) that they are very well-coor-dinated and (2)
that they are very poorly coordinated.

By their manner during the interaction with the children, those experi-
menters gxpegting poor performance obtain poorer performance. on the
average the children's performance on this alternate form retest is lower
by some amount than it was on the originally administered test. lve can soe
that this bias cannot be canceled. eontrbling for scoring errors, the
young;sters tested by experimenters expecting good perfonnance cannot
perform any better than they did on the pretest.-Regardless of any experi-
menter characteristics facilitating unintentional influence, organismic li-mits
perrril no biasing in the directon of befter performance. The grand mean of
our obtained retest data has been biased in the low direction by the in-

1b.,It 
y of lalf the experimenters to exert equivalent and opposite bias. In

this case, the retest reliability of the task has also been ui'asea in the low
direction. tntgrefjn$y gnough, if the experimenters expecting very good
performance had been able to bias their subiects'perfonirance'equivainuy
there would have been no bias in the grand mean performancjoutained,
but the correlation between the pretest and posttest would have been even
further lowered. rf all experimenGrs showed ihe same expectancy efiect, the
grand--mean performance would have been maximally bi-ased, but the retest
relilbility would not, of course, have been affected at au. ttris assumes, as
we hare 

-her9, 
tlrat any experimenter of one expectancy exercises the same

magnitude of eftect as any other experimenter ii that same expectancy con-
dition.

An interesting example of asymmetrical effects of bias has been re-
portqd by Stember and Hyman (1949). In their analysis of an opinion sur-
vey they found that interviewers holding the more common opinion tended
to report data that inflated the number of respondents to be found with that
same opinion. Interviewers holding the lesi common opinion, however,
inflated the "don't know" category rather than the category of their own

lPinion. In this case, which y9 can regard as modering bias, we again see a
failure of the cancellation of bias. The grand rn""o i".ponr. ,ru-, inflated
in the more commonly held opinion cai"gory. one interpretation of this

{ex{ted- finding proposes t!"! uo expeciancy bias may have been oper-
ating simult.o:95ly. Thus, if it is ginerally known wnat tne majority
opinion is, and if it is known also thit there js a heavy majority, thdn ait
interviewers 

- 
may have the expectancy that they wiu out"in majority

opinions at least most of the time. This expectancy by itself may iirnati
the expected majority opinion category.

For interviewers whose own opinion is the majority opinion, their
modeling bias may act in conjunction with their 

"*p"ctancy 
bias to inflate

the majority opinion category even more. However, the minority opinion-
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holding interviewers have a modeling bias which runs counter to their ex-

pectaniy and serves in fact to cancil it. Left with neither an unopposed

hodeting bias nor unopposed expectancy, the neutral "don't know" category

is inflatet. Whether thiJis what happened in the Stember and Hyman study

or not cannot be easily determined. But this analysis does illustrate the

possibility that opposing biases within the same experimenter 
_ma-y 

c119el

iach othir and thai conionant biases may reinforce each other. It should be

mentioned that the bias in this study could have been one of intelpretation

or coding rather than a bias affecting the subjects' resPonse, but this does

not alteithe relevance of the illustration. We have alteady suggested that

the experimenter's attitude toward the results of his research may a^ftect

his obiervation, recording, computation, and interpretation as well as his

subjects' reslDnses.

From aU ttrat has been said it seems clear that we cannot depend on

the complete cancellation of biases in a sample of experimenters. But the

argumenl for sampling experimenters is still strong. At least by sampling

experimenters we have the possibility of cancellation of biases, whereas

if we use only a single experimenter we can be absolutely certain that no

cancellation of bias is possible.

Homogeneity of Resulb

Employing samples of experimenters will often provide us with con-

siderablo reassurance. If all of a sample of experimenters obtain similar

data we will not err very often if we assume that no bias has occurred and

that, in fact, no effects whatever associated with the experimenter have

occurred. On these occasions we have good reason for arguing that only one

experimenter would have been required. But, obviously, there is no way of

knowing this heartening fact without having first employed experimenter

sampling.

Th- homogeneity of obtained results should not be so reassuring to us

if the sampling of experimenters has been very restrictive. If our sample

included onty aata collectors holding one exPectancy regarding the data

to be obtainid, as might occur if we selected only experimenters who had

selected a given hypothesis for investigation, our results would be homo-

geneous still, but biased too. The homogeneity of obtained results is con-

vincing in direct proportion to the heterogeneity of the expenmenters'

expectancies and other experimenter attributes.

In this section we have discussed the advantages of sampling experi-

menters even though their expectancies are unknown and indeterminable.

Under these circumstances we benefit greatly in terms of the increased

generalizability of our data, but our controls for expectancy effects are at

best haphazard. No correction formulas can be written to control statis-

tically the effects of experimenter exPectancies. To write such corrections
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we must know what experimenters' expectancies (and related sources of
error) are like. rn some cases these expectancies may be well known before
sampling, and in other cases, 

{S"%"r not known before sampling, they
can be assessed after sampling. we dll discuss next the situation in which
experimenter expectancies are generally known before the sampring occurs.

EXPECTAI\ICIES KNOWIY BEFORE SAMPLING

In all the sciences there are investigators whose theories and hypotheses
are so well known or so easily inferred that there can be wide agreement
on the nature of their expectancy for the results of their research. Academic
scjentist A designs and c-onductj an experiment in order to demonstrate that
his expectancy is warranted. Academic scientist B may design and conduct
an experiment in order to demonstrate his expectancy thart scientist A's
expectancy is unwarranted. This, of course, is icientific controversy at its
best-taken into the laboratory for test.

- rf $ey are in the behaviorar sciences, our two scientists may design
and conduct quite different experiments to arrive at their conclusions. Each
may obtain the expected resulti whether or not any unintended biasing effect
occurred, and feel his own position to be strengthened. so long is they
conducted different experiments, we can have nofiing to say aboit the oc-

::n-ence 
of expectancy effects. Sooner or later memEers of orr" camp are

like.ly to 
"!:Tpt 

a more or less exact replication of the other camp,s ex_
periment. If they obtain data in 

"gre"-"'nt 
with the original dat", n*e are

somewhat reassured that the role of-expectancy effects ii either study was
minimal. But if they obtain contradictory data, can we attribute the dif-
terence to expectancy effects? probably not, because geographic and tem-
poral.factors,-subject population, andLxperimenter aitrib"utes all covaried
with the possible expeciancy effect.

Collaborative Disagleemcnt

For the resolution of theoretical and empiricar issues important snq,gh
Jo 

engage the interest of two.or -or" 
"om_p"ient 

and ais"grJ"i"! scientists,it seems worthwhile to coordinate their eftorts more effici-enuy.-at the de-
sign stlge the opponents might profitabry coflaborate i, tt.lilarition of a
research plan which by agreement would provide a resolu&on of the dif-ftr:o:r of opinion. at the-stage of data coliection, too, the 

"pp*"oo 
,n"y

::,i*:::r"^:,11"1.ir. 
pers:n or by means of assistan;. pr"viild by both

scrcnusts. conducted at the same place, using a common poor of .uu;""t,
a.nd..the same procedures, the two (or -ori; replicates'shourd provide
similar results. If they do not, we may attribute the difference either to the
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effe.cts of the differing expectancies or to experimenter variables correlated

with the differing exPectancies.

such collaboration of disagreeing scientists has taken plac9. Displ9-

portionately often this "commitiee apfroach" to the resolution of scientific

'"oot ou"r.f has been applied to coitioversies involving either. "borderline

areas,, of science o, ur'"'ur having major economic or social implications.

Such an approach has been suggi.t"d-fot the investigatign 9f paraqsyc\
f.gi"Jil,iriomena, for allegedi-ancer cures, and for study of the effects of

smoking on the likelihood of developin€ cancer'

In such cases even the scientific l-ayman can readily infer the scientific

"antagonist's" expectancies or at least iome Pftenll :ourcT 
of such ex-

prJ"i"i.r. Wtren the press described tt9 
$stinguished 

panel of scientific

'.iudges', preparing tte Unitea States Public Health Service repgrt on the

",h""ir 
of s-otingl it carefully noted for each member whether he was or

was not himself a smoker. Laymen (and some scientists) were forced to

,"p"t tt 
" 

hypothesis that the colmmittee's evaluation might have been biased

Uy tneir exiictancies or preferences by noting that its conclusions were un-

correlated with their own smoking trauits. on the other hand, when the

press reported the dissenting vieri of scientists employe! by the tobacco

inaustry, the report was cteirly if implicitly written in the..tone of "Well,

what eise would' you expect?" it is, of co.rrse, not necessarily true that the

ery)ectancy of an inausiry-employed 
-scientist 

is due to economic factors'

th^e expectancy may hav6 preieald the employm:nt j'nd indeed may laye
been aiactor in thi particular employmeni sought' gY tf source of the

""p".t"o"y 
may be more relevant io a considerition of ethical rather than

scientific qu".tiorrt. The origin of an expectancy may be quite-irrelevant to

ii"a"gr""^of its eftect uporid"t" obtained or u?on interpretations of data.

It seems very reasonable that the "commiitee approach" to scientific

investigation has 6een applied to areas of great interest to the general public'

But ttie more technicat, tesr generally appealing issues to which most

scientists direct their attention ie."rr" 
-equa-l 

eftort to minimize sources of

eror.
one special problem may arise when established scientists collaborate

with a sinclre wiitr to eliminate the efiects of their exPectancy. In their

contacts or their surrogates' contacts with subjects they may. bend over

backrard to avoid biaiing the results of their experiment. This "bending

over backward,,, an effect-described in an earlier chapter, may lead each

investigator to obtain data biased in the direction of his opponents' hy-

pottresi. For this feason, and for even greater control of expectancy effects,

the sampting of experimenters with known expectancies is best combined

with the^conlrol tecirniques to be described in subsequent chapters.n

3 The analysis of the data collected by disagreeing, collaborating investigators

canproceed,inthesimplecase,.inthesamewayasin-any"expe-ctancy-controlld"
experiment. In ttre teininot-og,'irrttoar.ed in the last chapter of this section, one
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Another difficulty of the "committee method,' of controlling for ex-
pectancy effects is thaf it is likely to involve only a small though *.iu-koon o
sample of experimenters. with a smaller sample of data cJllectors it be-
comes more difficult to assess the sources of viriation if there is disagree-
ment among the data collected by different investigators.

EXPECTAI\ICIES DETERMII\IED AFTER SAMPLING

Established investigators involved in a visible scientific difterence of
fPinion are in sufficiently short supply for us to have to turn elsewhere for
Iarger,samples of data collectors. Ii less visibre experimenters are to be em-

Plgyed we are unlikely to know their expectanciis regarding the outcome
of their research. But their expectancies ian be deterilined-after they are
selected and before they collect any data.a

- Not only their expectancies but their own task performance may be
determined so that modeling effects may arso be assessid and controlled. In
alditi.on, other experimenter attributei known to affect, or suspected of
affecting, subjects' responses may be determined and then controled. The
experimenter's own- performance and many other attributes are easy to de-
termine. As part of the training procedure experimenters may be asked to
serve as subjects. They learn the procedure they will have to follow while
at the. same time giving us a measure of their own task performance. other
experimenter attributes, if relevant, can be determined by direct observa-
tion (e.g., sex), from publc records (e.g., age), by direct questioning (e.g.,

Leligton), 
or by means of standardized tesis 1e.g., intettigence). Some of

these same methods may be used in the determ-ination o]f experimenters,
expectancies, which we now discuss in more detail.

Determination of Expectancies

rnexperiencud experlmenters. If we are going to employ a fairly
large sample of experimenters it is less rikely thaiwe 

-can 
outain very highly
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experienced data collectors. More inexperienced experimentTs suc.h as ad-

vanced undergraduates may have no particular exPectancy about the result

of a given exi'eriment. Thiy may not know enough about the area to have

deveioped'an expectancy. 
-For 

ihese experimenters we can describe the

experiment in aeim and ask them to rrruk" 1 "guess" about how subjecls

wiil respond. This guess then may serve as the expectancy statement. The

fonn of the guess may vary from an open-ended verbal or written statement,

through a ra-nking of alternatives to an absolute rating of the several alterna-

tives.-If there ari several possible expectancies or several degrees of one

expectancy, we may want to assigp to the open-ended 
-statement 

some nu-

..ri.A vahe. Thii can be accomplished by having iudges rank or rate

these statements on the direction and magnitude of the implied exPectancy'

Ranking or absolute rating of alternatives by experimenters will give us

numeriJal values of the expectancy in a more direct way and may, therefore,

be preferred.

Erperlencrcd expcdmenlers. If our samPle of experimenters is com-

posed oi rnor" .ophltticated data collectors there is a greatel likelihood

ihat expectancies are better developed. we may still use the methods

sketchei out for inexperienced expeiimenters, but we have other alterna-

tives. We may, for eximple, ask thl experimenters' colleagues to rate their

expectancies lased on iheir knowledge of the experimelters' theoretical

orientations. Or, we can make such judgments ourselves based on reading

the reports publi'shed by our experimenters or even perhaps their term

p"p"r.. ttre'retiaUitity of these judgments made of an experimenter's ex-

|.it"o"y by his colleagues or from Lis written documents must, of course'

be checked.

With sophisticated experimenters who are already familiar with the

research literiture, we can isk them to write out or tell us "what previous

research has shown" should be the outcome of the experiment and "how

well the research was done." This "State of the art" PaPer or monolOgue can

be quantitatively judged for the exPectancy it seems to imply'

Corecting for Expectancy Eftect

In some cases we will find expectancies distributed only dichotomously;

either a result is expected or it is not. At other times we will have an order-

ing of expectanciei in terms of either ranks or absolute values. In any oI

these cases we can correlate the results obtained by the experimenters with

their expectancies. If the correlation is both trivial in magnitude and insig-

nificant statistically, we can feel reassured that exPectancy effects were

probably not ope;ating. If the correlation, however, is either large nu-
'merically 

or significant-statistically, we conclude that exPectancy effects did
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occur. These can then b:-"corrected' by such statistical methods as partial
correlation 

-o-r 
analysis of covariance. These same corrections can u. ap

plied if sigpificant and/or large correlations are obtained between the results
of the experiment and experimenters' own task performance or other
attributes.
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Experirnenter Behavior

In the last chapter some techniques for the control of experimenter

expectancy effects wire suggested which depended on the determination of

e*p"ti.eot r behavior, expectancy, and other attributes before the data

coilection process began. in this chapter we shall consider some related

controls *ii"h, howeier, depend on the determination of experimenter be-

havior, exPectancy, and other attributes during and after the data collection

process.

OBSERVATION OF EXPBRIMENTER BEHAVIOR

The PubHc Nature of Science

The public nature of the scientific process is one of its defining 
"h-ut-

acteristics. All we do as scientists is detLrmined in part by our intent that

others be able to do it too. All we learn as scientists is intended to be learned

as well by any other scientist with appropriate background and interests.

Our research ieports reflect this intent. We try to make pu$li1 the reasoning

that led to our iesearch, how we conducted the rese4rch, what the results

were, and how we interPreted these results. We expect scientists to differ in

the reasoning that leadi to an experiment and in the-interpretation of the

data. It is beiause of the public nature of the reasoning and intelpretation of

scientists that any one may disagree with the reasoning and interpretations

of any other.-Not 
.o, however, for the data per se. we must simply accePt them as

given. With an absolutely complete descriPtion of the circumstances of their

folection, this would crlate nb problem. But particularly in the behavioral

sciences, such a complete description is impossible. we cannot even give a

description of some of the moit relevant variables aftecting our results,

because we don't know what they are. In psychological experiments we

t4
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could give more detailed descriptions than we now do of such variables as

temperature, pressure, illumination, the nature and arrangement of the
furniture, the physical and personal characteristics of the data collector, and,

perhaps most important, his behavior.

We do, of course, describe the experimenter's programmed behavior,
but there are literally tlousands of experimenter behaviors that are not
described. Generally it is not even known that these behaviors have oc-

curred. We have no good vocabulary for describing them if we knew of
them. Yet, for all this, tlese unprogrammed experimenter behaviors do

affect the results of the experiment, as has been shown in earter chapters.

These behaviors constitute perhaps the least public stage of the scientific
enteqprise. They are less serious for occurring "behind closed doors," as

Beck (1957) has reminded us, than for having been insufficiently studied

and ruled out as sources of unintended variance.

We stand to learn a great deal from making the data collection prrcess

more public because it will allow us to define the conditions of the experi-

ment more precisely. We must give other scientists the opportunity of see-

ing what the experiment was so that, just as in the case of our calculations,
our reasoning, and our interpretation, they will be at liberty to disagree with
us. They should be free to decide whether the experimental manipulation,
which we claim, was or was not successfully implemented. They should be
free to decide whether our programmed behavior actually ran according to
the program.

Of course, if we knew what relevant variables we were not now report-
ing, we could simply add that information to our research reports. Since we

do not, we must open the data collection process to a wide angle look so

that we can learn what variables must in the future also be reported.

Observation Methods

A variety of methods are available for the observation of experimenters'
behavior during the data collection process. These methods include the use

of various kinds of human and mechanical observers. Each method and
each combination of methods has its own special advantages and disad-
vantages, which each investigator must weigh in deciding on which method
to employ.

Subiects as observers Earlier in this book we have seen how the
subjects themselves may be employed as observers. Immediately after the
experiment is over for the subject he may be asked to describe his experi-
menter's behavior. We have most often employed a series of rating scales
to help the subject with his description-but open-ended questions, adjec-
tive checklists, A sorts, and other techniques could be employed as well.

More qualitative, less constrained descriptions have the advantage
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that they may suggest additional categories of experimenter behavior which

may prove to be related to unintended sources of variance in the results of

the research. For some purposes of control, such qualitative descriptions

may have to be quantifed, and although it is generally possible to do so, it
is not necessarily a convenient or easy matter. Numbered rating scales have

the advantage of being easy to work with but presuppose that we have some

prior information, or at least guesses, about the relevant categories. Perhaps

the most useful method of making observations is to combine the quantita-

tive (e.g., rating scale) and qualitative (e.g., open-ended question). At the

very least the qualitative observations can serve as the basis for subsequent,

more formal categories.

One question that arises is whether the subject should be told before

he contacts the experimenter that he will be asked to describe the experi-

menter's behavior. If the subject knows he is to describe the experimenter,

he may make more careful observations. However, he may also be dis-

tracted from the experimental task and therefore perform as a rather atypi-

cal subject. In addition, his having been asked by the principal investigator

to carefully observe the experimenter may significantly alter the nature of
the subject's relationship to his experimenter. The subject may feel himself

to be in a kind of collusion with the principal investigator and not at all

subordinate in status to the experimenter. His increase in status relative to

the status of the experimenter may make him less susceptible to the unin-

tentional influence of the experimenter. The gain of more careful, sensitized

observation of erperimenter behavior accruing from the subject's set to
observe may be offset by the loss of ecological validity arising from the

subject's altered concentration on his task and his altered relative status.

An empirical evaluation of the gains and losses may be obtained if half the

subjects of the experiment are told beforehand to observe the experimenter

carefully, and half the subjects are told nothing about their subsequent task

of describing the experimenter. The two groups of subjects can then be

compared both on their description of the experimenter and on the per-

formance of their experimental task.

The employment of subjects as observers is clearly a case of participant

observership, and this is its greatest strength and greatest weakness. Being

very much within the experimental situation gives the best opportunity to
note what transpired through a variety of communication channels. At the

same time the subject as participant is busy with his own task performance

and perhaps too deeply involved in the interaction to be "objective." Alter-

native methods of observation of experimenter behavior, therefore, become

important.

Erpert observers. Anthropologists, clinical psychologists, psychiatrists,

all make their living in part by the careful observation of behavior. These

and other experts in observation may be employed to observe the experi-
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menter's behavior. The methods of making the observations may be as
described in the case of subjects as observers.

These expert observers may (l) sit in on the experiment; (2) ob-
serve through a one-way window; or if not superficially i'oo dissimilar from
the subjects of the experiment, (3) serve as nsubjects-" 

themselves. In this
Iast case they might, unlike real subjects, be able to retain their .,obiec,tivity"

in interaction with the experimentei because of the nature of their'traini;&.
while retaining the greatest possible access to the modalities in which the
experimenter can be said to "behave" (e.g., visual, auditory, olfactory,
tactual).

- olvigusly' if the expert sits in on the experiment, the experimenter
knoy. he is being observed. This may arter his 

-behavior 
in the experiment

so that we can no longer learn what his "natural" behavior would be like.
observation of experimenter behavior without the experimenter's knowledge
pay then be necessary either by covert observation or by the expert's serv-
ing as subject. This, of course, raises the question of the propriety of decep-
,.ioo 

{gI 
scientific purposes, a question discussed more tuuy in ihe chapter

describing expectancy control groups. If it were estabfihed uy carinrt
research that experimenters behive no differently when they believe them-
selves to be observed, we could in good scientific conscien& eliminate the
method of covert observation, a method no one really likes to use anyway.

Repr,e*nffive observers. Different observers may see the same be-
havior in different ways. since we atre primarily interested in the effects of
experimenters' behavibr on their subjicts' perform"o.rs, we could argue
that the observers of the experimenters should be like the subjects of the
experimenters. observers can be drawn from the .a." popriution from
which subiects 

-are 
drawn in the hope that they will be risponsive to the

-s.ame 3:pects 
of experimenter behavior to which their peer group members,

the subjects, were responsive. These subject-representative-obse'rvers could
be asked to function in much the same way aj the expert observers. They
may miss some behavioral subtleties an "expert" might observe, but they
may also attend to the more relevant aspects of th1 experimenter's be-
havior.

. - pther populations of observers that might profitably be employed
include colleagues of th9 experimenter, the piincifal inveitigator and his
.o[:"ry.] randomly selected groups, or speiiatized groups ihat might be
particularly sensitive to certain aspects of experimenter behavior. Thus,
actors, speech teachers, singers; dancers, physical education teachers; pho-
tographers and caricaturists may be especially sensitive to verbal, motor,
and postural behavior, respectively.

Mechnical (obscryens.'During 
any given period of the experimental

interaction, the experimenter's behavior-occurs just once. If any behavior
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goes unobserved by a human observer it is lost and not recoverable. Fortu-

iately, there are mechanical systems of permanently recording the experi-

menter's behavior. These mechanical systems, including sound tape

recordings, silent film, sound film, and television taPes, are becoming in-

creasingly available, technically more eftective, and economically more

feasible" These recording systems difter from each other in the completeness

of the recording of behavior, in the speed with which the records are avail-

able for use, and in their cost.

Tape recording is the most practical system of permanent recording.

The maihines are readily available, inexpensive, and easy to use. However,

they record only that behavior which can be heard, not that which can be

seen. Silent film, sound flm, and video-tape do record the behavior that can

be seen and, in their less elaborate forms, can be surprisingly inexpensive.

Silent 8 mm film can be used with a taPe recorder to provide a convenient

record of behavior which can be both seen and heard. Sound films, while

more expensive and less easily available, Provide a still better (more

synchronized) record.

Developments in photographic technology make it no longer necessary

to have studio conditions before good films can be obtained. This seems

quite important, since the bright lights and seating arrangemen8 formerly

riquired might sigrificantly aftect the experimenter's behavior.- 
Whethir experimenteis should be informed that their behavior is being

recorded is both a scientific and ethical question, and some of these issues

will be discussed later. It goes without saying, of course, that any records

of experimenter behavior obtained with or without his knowledge must be

treated with utmost confidentiality. An analogy to a clinically privileged

communication is appropriate.

None of the syiiemi eliminates the need for the human observers, but

they do allow for the more leisurely observation of behavior. The types of

judgments made by the observers of the permanently recorded behavior of

ine-experimenter may be the same as those made by a direct observer of the

experirnental interaition. In addition, however, some more mechanical

modes of categorizing are available (e.g., see Mahl & Schulze, 1964) '

Observation of i permanent record (on taPe or film) of behavior is

more "forgiving" than the direct observation of the behavior as it occurs

originally. Behivior missed on first observation can be observed on second,

thiid, oifourth observation. Larger grouPs of observers can simultaneously

make their judgments, a logistic advantage that becomes increasingly more

important ai ttre iuagments of behavior become more difficult or unreliable.

For any observations of experimenter behavior, the reliability amonS

observers must be calculated. In general, more molecular observations (e.g.,

the experimenter is or is not smiling) will be found to be more reliable than

more molar observations (e.g., the experimenter is or is not friendly). How-

ever, that does not imply that variations in more molecular experimenter
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lehavior will prove to be better predictors of unintended variation in the
data obtained from subjects. dn the contrary, experience with both
the more molar and the more molecular observations suggests that the
formcr may serve the 

-m9r9 
useful predictive function. rmsf;ay be due toft: {1, that such glob{ judgmenis as ..friendly,, 

although n'ot made as
,"_t1bly, carry more sociat meaning than the more molecular observations
of glancing or smiling. There may be just too many ways to smile and too

31ny. 
ways to glance, each with a different sociil mianing. perhaps by

indexing our more molecular observations in future studieJi.e., u t i"oati
glance, a condescending smile--we can increase both the reliability ani
the predictive value of observations of experimenter behavior.

ilefore 
leaving the topic of mechanical recording of experimenters'

behavior, mention should bl made of the potential valie of a very special
kind of observer of these records. Milton Rosenberg has suggeited in a
personal communication (1965) that the experimentei whose dlhavior wasfu"{ might find it especially instructive to study his own behavior as an
experimenter. He might be able-to raise questions or hypotheses missed by
other, 

Jess 
gersonally involved observers. th"re is also ihe possibility, how-

ever, that the experimenter himself would have more to learn than to teach
of his own behavior and of its eftects on others. The experience of listening
to 

9n3's 
own psychotherapy beha-vior or supervising studLnts' psychotherap!

tpinilg by means of tape recordings suggests thai often the ihlrapist, and
perhaps the experimenter too, ..is t[e lalito know." '

Reduction of Bias by Obsener presence

Tlre question of the effect of an observer's presence on the experi-
menter's behavior has already been raised. Here wi raise the ,nor" sp.rifi"
question of the effect of an observer's presence on his unintentional influ-
ence.on his subjects. It seemed reasonable to suppose that the presence of
an observer might reduce the experimenter's unintentional cominunication
of his expectaxcy to his subjecti. An observer's presence milrri se*e to
inhibit even those communiiations from the experimenter oF *ni"t trr"
experimenter is unaware. some data are available that provide a preliminary

lnsw-er 
t9- 

-thit 
question (Rosenthal, persinger, t"t,it y, Vikan-Ktine, &

Grothe, 1964a).

this experiment 
-the 

standard photo-rating task was administered
by 5 experimenters to about r0 rbi""tr each. F"or n"lf ,i" sribpcts, ex-
perimenters were led to expect ratingi of success, and for harf the subjects,
experimenters were red to expect-ratings of failure. For each e*p"rimJnter,
several of his interactions with subjectJwere monitored by one ir tn" prin-
cipal investigators who sat in during the experiment.

Table 20-r shows the effccts on magniiude of expectancy effect of the
experimenter's having been observed. Tie numbers in each iolumn repre-
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TABTE 2O_1

Observer Presence ond Expectoncy Effects

Experimenter Observed

+0.25

+0.20

-2.00
+2.95

-0.88

lleons +l '30 +0'10

sent the mean photo rating obtained from subjects ryti"""g. 
to be low

(failure) raters subtracted-from the mean photo rating obtained from

subiectsbetieved to be high (success) raters. The difterence between the

g"id .""os might .ugg"I.t that exPectancy eftects were reduced by the

fr"..o"" of an o6serveilsuctr a conilusion would be misleading, however.

' Fo, four of the five experimenters (A, B, C, D) exPectarcy effects

were siglificantly affected by an observer's Presence. Two of the experi-

-"ot"ri(A, B) showed a significant reduction of expectancy effccts when

observed. A third experimenlter (C) not only shorved 1 
r-educ{on of the

expected biasing effect when observed, but actually tended to_obtain data

significantly opiosite to that which he had been led to expect. His bias went

inlto reversi giir. me fourth experimenter (D) tended to obtain unbiased

data except ivhen he was observed. At those times, he obtained data sig-

Thlse somewhat complex results can be inteqpreted best bypostulating

that different experimenters interpret an observerll presence in different'

ways.Thosee"peti.eot"rswhosebiasingeffectsdisaPPearedor,evenre-
,"fua in the observer's presence may have interpreted the monitoring as

an attempt to guard against subtle diffirential treatment of the subjects. This

iot"rpr"tlti--may ni'ne led to a reduction or reversal in any such differ-

entiai treatment. The experimenter whose expectancy, effect became more

ctearty pronounced in tire observer's presenie may have 
-interpreted 

the

moniioring as an attempt to insure ttratile experiment would turn out well

-i.e., 
rcia to "proper'," predicted results' Ii would seem worthwhile in

future experiments to r"ry'ry.t"matically theimpression conveyed to moni-

tored experimenters as to the real purpose of the observer's presence. This

might shea fight on whether ttre trypotfiesis of different meaningp is tenable'
- 

Fo, the-present, we cannot- draw any simple conclusions about the

eftects of an observer's presence on the eiperimenter's expectancy eftects'

A

B

c
D

E

Unobserved

+2.68

+2.49

+1.20

+0.44

-0.33
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rf our sample of expe.rimenters were larger, we could say, perhaps, that
monitoring makes a difference four out oI five times, but i"'*ora not be
sure wtether expectancJ effects would be significantly increased or de-
creased among these affected experimenters.

Comec{ing for Erperimenter Behavior

once we have observed what the experimenter does in the experi-
mental situation, we are in a position to maie some correction for those of
his unprogrammed behaviors that have affected the results of his research.

!oppo.. that in a certain experiment all subjects were to be treated iden-
ticall-y by their experimenter. suppose furthei that the observers, who did
not know which subjects were in tne experimental or control conditions,
noted that t: "rp".i-- "ot"-. 

(1ho might'not be blind to subjects, experi-
mental condition) behaved difterently- toward the subjects oi tn" 

"rieri-mental and control groups. Any difference in the perforrrance of the
subjects of the two conditions might then be partially oi entirely due to the
experimenter's differential.behavior. By the uje of such techniqo", 

". 
analy-

sis of covariance or partial correlation we can assess the efiects of the
treatment condition, holding constant that experimenter behavior which was
confounded with the subjects' treatment condition.

Individual differences 
Tgng experimenters in the data they obtain

from their 
rybjgcts can similarly be controled by knowledge of the ex-

perimenters' behavior in the experiment.
Experimenters' bchavior- may change during the course of an experi-

ment. Practice may change their behavi,or vis-ilvis their subjects, and so
may fatigue or boredom. Even if these phenomena do not bias the results
of th9 experiment in the direction of tfie experimenter's hypothesis, they
may have undesired eftects-generally an increase in Type Ii lrrors. vada-
bility in-experimenter behavior over iime associated wiih variability in sub-
ject performance over time will tend to increase (erroneous) failures to
reject the null hypothesis.

. 1 fairly extreme correction for unprogrammed experimenter behavior
is to drop the data obtained by an experimeiter whose bitravior was in some
way very deviant or unacceptable. An example of such behavior mi$t be
an experimenter's unwitting omission of a critical sentence in his instmctions
to his subject. such correction by elimination might seem to be an easy
matter. In fact, it is not. Experimenters tend to behave in a normally dis'-
tributed manner, and it will be troublesome to decide that ,ftis experiment-
er's behavior- (..g., inr,yction reading) is barely accepable inte tnat
experimenter's behavior is barely unacceptable.

The final decision.to drop or not to hrop the data obtained by a gven
experimenter 

-from 
a 

-given 
subject is itself tiigtrty susceptible to itre iirter-

pretive bias of the principal investigator. At tfr'e very teast, such a decision
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should be made without knowledge of the subject's performance. Ideally,

the rules for dropping data will bi written before the experiment-is begun

and the decision io drop made by independent judges whose task is only

to decide whether a given behavior violates a given rule. For-the near

future, at any rate, this will be no easy matter, for we have looked at so

few experimlntal interactions that wi haraly have any rules (even of

thumbf for what constitutes an adequate, true-to-Program set of experi-

menter behaviors. As Friedman (1964) has pointed ou! for the psycho-

logical experiment, there is not yet an etiquette.

Alth'ough a major deviation of an expirimenter's behavior from the be-

havior inteniea lusually implicitly) by the principal investigator may signif-

icantly alter the intended experimental conditions, such a deviation does not

,uc"tt*tty result in either in alteration in the subject's response or in an

alteration of the magnitude of the experimenter's expectancy 9ff"1.
Whether such alterations have occurred can and should be specifically de-

termined for each experiment.

II\FERRING EXPERIMENTER BEHAVIOR

Sometimes when there has been no direct observation of the experi-

menter's behavior we can still make useful inferences about his behavior

during the experiment. Such inferences can be based on an analysis of the

resulti of his research and related personal characteristics. Some of these

inferences are made on more quantitative bases, others on more qualitative

bases.

Quantitative Bases of Inletence

In earlier chapters we have emphasized that some replication of an

experiment was required in order to assess an experimenter's accuracy.

Some such assessment is, however, possible even when only a single ex-

perimenter and a single experiment are involved. Replication in this sense

involves a partition of ttre experiment into earlier and later phases. Table

2G2 showi the results of a hypothetical experiment comParing the efiects

of two teaching methods (one old, one new) on subjects' performance. The

experiment hai been subdivided into six periods with subjects of both

groups represented equally in all periods.

For both teaching methods, subjects who are contacted in later phases

of the experiment perform better than do subjects contacted earlier (rho -
1.0O, p - .01). So long as subjects have been randomly assigned to phases

of the experiment, and the possibility of feedback from earlier to later

subjects eliminated, we might reasonably infer that the experimenter's

behavior has changed over the course of the experiment. He has perhaps be-
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TABTE 2O-2

Effects of Two Teoching Methods os o Function of
Experimentql Period

METHODS

Period Exper imentol Control D ifference

1.2 I.l +0.1

1.4 1.2 +0.2

1.5 1.3 +0.2

1.9 1.5 +0.4

2.0 1.6 +0.4

2.2 1.7 +0.5

illeons 1.7 1.4 +0.3

come a better "teacher" or examiner, as it were, and in terrrs of the hypothe-
sis under test, this need not be of too great concern.

More troublesome is the fact that the superiority of the new teaching

method has shown an increase from earlier to later phases of the experi-
ment (rho - .9'1, p < .O2). It is not easy to intelpret this interaction. It
may be due to the fact that the new or experimental method becomes more
eftective when employed by a more effective, more experienced teacher (or
when tested by a more efiective examiner), which the experimenter has

become over time. On the other hand, it is also possible that the experi-
menter has treated the subjects of the two groups in an increasingly differ-
tial way, and in a way unrelated to the teaching methods themselves. We
might suspect this especially if the experimenter was the teacher as well as

the examiner or, if he was only the examiner, then one not blind to treat-
ment conditions. If efforts had been made to keep the experimenter-ex-
aminer blind, we might suspect a gradual "cracking of the code" by the
experimenter. In addition (or alternatively), we might hypothesize that the
experimenter was unwittingly learning to bias the results of the experiment
or simply becoming a more eftective influencer by virtue of his growing
professionalness of manner. The nature of the specific experiment may
suggest which inteqpretation of such an order-x-treatment interaction effect
is most reasonable.

The method of subdividing experiments is most effective when the
experiment is designed specifically for this pulpose. Pains can be taken to
assign equal or proportional numbers of subjects of all experimental condi-
tions to each phase of the experiment. Pains can also be taken to insure that
there will be no feedback of information from earlier- to later-contacted sub-

I

2

3

4

5

6
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jects. But the logic of the method can be approximately and usefully applied

to experiments that have already been conducted. The subdivision of the

experiment can take place on a post hoc basis and can, at the very least,

raise interesting questions (e.g., overall significant differences may Prove
entirely attributable to subjects contacted in only one phase of the experi-

ment).
In our hypothetical example we have used a correlational method of

analysis only for the sake of simplicity. The basic method of analysis of

subdivided experiments can be a treatment-x-order desig[, in which we

would hope that only the treatment eftect would prove significant- Even

though the main efiect due to order is not significant there may be a sig-

nifcant linear regression which should be checked. Such significant linear

regression without significant main effects of order occurs when performance

in subsequent phases changes by very small but very regular increments or

decrements (s€e, e.9., Snedecor, 1956, p, 347).
In an earlier chapter it was suggested that significant decreases in the

variance of subjects' peformance might serve as a clue to exPerimenter

exp€ctaocy effects. Over time an experimenter may unwittingly alter his

behavior in some way such as to "shepherd" his subjects' resPonses into an

increasingly narower range. We can assess the likelihood of this phe-

nomenon in a manner analogous to that described for assessing experimenter

effects ulDn mean performance.

Table 2G3 shows the hypothetical variance of subjects' responses for

the experiment on teaching methods described earlier. Later-contacted sub-

iects of both treatment conditions show decreasing variance of performance.

This decrease, like the improved performance scores shown'in Table 2O-2,

may be due to the experimenter's increasing skill. Some of 
'his randomly

variable behavior may have dropped out, so that he is treating subjects

TABLE 2O-3

Performonce Vorionces os o Function of Experi-

mentol Period

Period

METHODS

Experinentol Control D if ference

0

0

-2
-2

A

-J
-4

I
2

3

4

5

6

r5
t4
12

II
9

8

I5
t4
l4
t3
12

12
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more consistenuy. fn practice, however, we cannot say whether he began

the experiment overly variable in behavior and became more "properly"

consistent, or whether he began the experiment "appropriately" variable in

behavior and became a more effectively biasing experimenter later on. To

help us answer that question, we need additional data of a normative sort

about the magnitude of variance ordinarily to be expected.

Perhaps more serious than the systematic decline in subject variability

is the difierential decline in variability between the two treatment condi-

tions. The decrease in variance of the experimental subjects' performance

is proceeding more rapidly than the decrease in performance variance of

the control subjects. Whether this is a "natural" consequenoe of that par-

ticular teaching method as a function of experimenter experience, or

whetler it reflects some phenomenon related to expectancy effects, can be

assessed only indirectly, as suggested earlier in the case of differential incre-

ments in mean performance. (In general, the reasoning that has been ap-

pted to the variability of the experimenter's data may also be applied to its

skewness and kurtosis. )

Qualitative Bases of Infenence

We have seen that we may be able to make useful inferences about the

experimenter's behavior on the basis of the data he has obtained. Crude as

this basis of inference may seem, we may at times have even less basis from

which to infer something about the experimenter's behavior and yet be

forced to make such inferences.

Suppose we knew that in a given experiment a large number of com-

putational errors had occurred and that these computational errors were

nonrandomly distributed with respect to the hypothesis under test. We

might have some weak empirical grounds for inferring that the experiment-

er's interaction with his subjects was also biased. The research showing a

relationship between magnitude of expectancy effects and computational

errors has, unfortunately, not yet been replicated (Rosenthal, Friedman,

Johnson, Fode, Schill, White, & Vikan-Kline, 1964).

Are we ever justified in using an experimenter's reputation as a basis

for inferring what his behavior during an experiment was like? Probably

not very often, if at all. There are few scientists who have a clearly docu-

mented history of producing data consistently biased by their expectancy.

On those occasions when workers are heard to say about a research result,

"Oh, you can't believe that, it came out of X's lab," or "Nobody can ever

replicate X's work anyway," there is likely to be little documented basis for
the statement. In almost a decade of trying to follow up such statements, I
have only seldom been personally convinced by the "evidence" that I should

believe data less because of the lab or the investigator from whom the

data came. Often, perhaps, such a reputational statement means little more
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than, "They don't get the data we get, or which we think they ought to getJ'
At the present time, then, an investigator's reputation for erring, or

more specifically, for obtaining data influenced by his expectancy, does not
appear to provide an adequate basis for inferring such error or bias. In
principle, however, it could. Not "reputation" in the loose sense, then, but
performance characteristics, can be assessed if we are willing to take the
trouble. Such assessment will be discussed in the next chaprcr.

In the present chapter we have discussed the experimenter's behavior
in the experiment as the source of expectancy effects and as a vehicle for
their control. The methods of observation and of control suggested here are

not, of course, intended to substitute for those strategies of control pre-
sented in the preceding and following chapters. Rather, they are intended
to serve as additional tools for the control of expectancy eftects which will
sometimes prove especially appropriate and, at other times, especially in-
appropriate. In general, each investigator interested in controlling for ex-
pectancy effects will have to select one or more of the strategies presented

in this volume (or others overlooked here) on the basis that it (or they)
will best serve the pulpose for a given experiment.
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Personnel Considerations

In the last two chapters suggestions were made which were designed

to help control experimenter exPectancy eftects in specific experiments. In
this cfiapter, which draws upon some of the suggestions made earlier, we

shall consider on a possibly more Seneral basis the selection and training

of experimenters as an aid to the control of experimenter exPectancy effects.

tt Oere were certain kinds of data collectors who never influenced their sub-

jects unintentionally, we could make a point of having only these expgri-

menters collect our data. If the amount and type of an experimenter's training

were significant predictors of his exPectancy effects, we could establish

trainingprogrami for data collectors such that its gaduates' data would be

unaffected by their expectancies or hypotheses.

THE SELBCTION OF EXPERIMENTERS

The importance of careful selection of data collectors has been recog-

nized by social scientists working in the area of survey research (e.g.,

Cahalan, Tamulonis, & Verner, 1947;Haris, 1948). Hyman and his col-

laborators (1954) have an excellent discussion of the personal character-

istics of interviewers who are more Prone to make various errors during the

data collection pr(rcess. These errors include errors in asking the Pro-
grammed questions, errors in probing for further information, errors in

recording the response, and cheating errors. We may summarize these

erors as all being relevant to interviewer comPetence. More comPetent

interviewers make fewer errors. But lack of competence is probably not the

problem when the data collector is a psychological experimenter. Better

educated, better motivated, more carefully selected, holding more scientific

values, psychological experimenters may well be more comPetent in the

sense oldoing what is asked and doing it accurately than are the less highly

selected interviewers employed to assist in the conduct of lalge-scale sur-

357
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veyS. Furthermore, more competent, more accurate experimentets ate nore,
rather than less, likely to show expectancy efiects on their subjects' re-
sponses, as we saw in an earlier chapter.

Hyman and his co-workers do discuss personal correlates of inter-
viewers who showed a greater biasing effect, but the biasing was usually of
the observer bias or interpreter bias variety. As far as could be determined,
there have been no studies relating interviewer characteristics to interviewer
expectancy bias in which, by independent observation of the respondents'
repies, it could be determined that the bias aftected the subjects, responses
rather than the observation, intelpretation, or recording of responses. fn
fact, as Hyman's group points out, even when the term "bias" includes net
errors of observation, recording, and intelpretation, "Evidence on what
variables might be used as predictors of tendencies to ideological or ex-
pectation biases is almost nonexistent" (p.302). What this literature, so
well reviewed by Hyman's group, offers us, then, is a principle rather than a
body of information to apply to the situation of the psychological ex-
perimenter.

In an earlier chaper are described the personal characteristics of
experimenters exerting greater expectancy effects. Although these charac-
teristics were theoretically interesting, the magnitude of iheir correlation
with experimenter bias seems too low to be useful for selection'purposes.
In any case, it seems unlikely that we would select as experimeniers people
who are less professional, Iess consistent, of lawer status, more tense, ind
Ie.rs interested. Purposeful selection of such people might lower.the degree
of bias but at the cost of other, perhaps far more serious, error$. When we
read a journal report of an experiment, we put our faith in the experiment-
er's having been professional, consistent, and competent, or we would
doubt that the experiment was conducted as reported. Arld if we must
maintain high standards of competence, we will necessarily have a harder
time of developing selection devices that will predict experimenter ex-
pectancy effects. As our experimenters become more homogeneous with
respect to such variables as intelligence we will find these variables to pre-
dict bias less and less well as a simple statistical consequence; i.e., a reduc-
tion in the variance of either of two variables to be correlated leads to a

reduction in the resulting correlation. What methods, then, can be used to
select experimenters?

The Method of Sample Experimenb

Hyman and his collaborators (1954) srrggest the use of performance
tests in the case of interviewer selection, and as employed in survey re-
search organizations, this technique appears to be effective, at least in mini-
mizing coding bias. The ultimate in job sample techniques applied to the
situation of the experimenter would involve his actually conducting one or
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more standard experiments with subjects whose usual responses were known
beforehand. For each prospective experimenter, his expectancy of the re-
sults of the particular experiment to be conducted could be determined.
Subjects would be randomly drawn from a population whose mean response

had been determined.l Consistent significant deviations in the responses

obtained by our prospective experimenter would define him to be a biased
data collector. The bias might be in the direction of his expectancy or in
the opposite direction. The extent to which his deviations in obtained data
could have been occurred by chance would be determined by standard
statistical tests.

But what if, for a given experiment, a prospective experimenter
showed clearly a propensity to bias the outcome, whereas for another ex-
periment he showed only a propensity for obtaining accurate data? No
evidence is available for suggesting whether such is a likely state of affairs.
We do not know the degree of generality of experimenters' biasing tenden-
cies over a sample of experiments. Ideally, we would have a large sample
of prospective experimenters conduct a series of standard experiments in
each of several different areas of research. What we would be likely to dis-
cover is that (1) there is a general factor defined by a rcndency to bias
over a large range of types of experiments, (2) there are group factors
defined by a tendency to bias in certain types of experiments, ind (3)
there are specific factors defined by a tendency to bias in only certain spe-
cific experiments. We might find further that some specific experiments or
some t)rpes of experiments are more commonly free of bias, whereas others
are more likely to show biasing effects of experimenters. Figure 21-l shows

the hypothetical profiles of three experimenters who have undergone our
somewhat elaborate selection procedure.

Experimenter A shows a tendency to exert expectancy effects in
all his rcsssrch-most especially so in studies of emotional behavior in
humans, but less so in studies of perception. Experimenter B tends to bias
the results of his learning research only, but for both human and animal
subjects. Experimenter C shows the biasing effects of his expectancy only
in studies of the emotional behavior of animals. If we had to conduct all
eight of these hypothetical experiments using these three data collectors, we
would be able to choose one or more to conduct each experiment with some
hope of avoiding biasing effects associated with the experimenter's ex-
pectancy. In almost every case we would prefer experimenter C, and if we
were in the market for a research assistant we would hire him, all other
things being equal.

In proposing what amounts to a personal validity index we are sug-
gesting a procedure that, at least in its most ideal form, cannot be appro-

l The problem of cstablishing the correct value of the mean nesponse (no small
matter) was discussed in the chapter dcating with the assessmcnt of expcrimenter
cffect.
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pri"t"ly employed by the ordinary principal investigator in search of a

research assistant. For one thing, this simply cannot be done to the gradu-

ate student or undergraduate who wants to work for a given investigator.

Such selection may be educationally inappropriate from the student's point

of view. If the experiments are designed only as a selection device there is

also a certain indignity involved for the student. The procedure is expensive,

time-consuming, and boring. It requires some institutionalized system of im-

plementation. It does, in fact, suggest the creation of a new profession with

its own system of selection and training. We shall return to this recom-

mendation later.

Our primary concern in this discussion of the selection of experiment-

ers has been selection for minimal expectancy effects. But the job sample

method permits us also to screen out Potential experimenters who find it
hard to carry out highly programmed procedures. Although there, is a cor-

relation between intelligence and accuracy in carrying out instructions, it is

not likely to be very high among a selected group of potential experimenters.

Yet, we do note individual differences in the skill with which our research

assistants carry out their behavior programs. The direct observation or the

recording on sound tapes or sound films of the Potential experimenter's

behavior during the standard sample experiment permits us to assess

whether any procedural deviations are too great to tolerate. By the ob-

servation, either directly or by way of sound films, of the experimenter's

behavior over the course of one or more experiments, we may be able to

gauge his ability to learn to behave in that standard fashion we would like.

Ultimately, it may prove feasible to develoP tests and questionnaires

that will predict an experimenter's proneness to the exertion of expectancy
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(and related) effects. But the validation of any such instruments requires an
ecologically valid criterion. Such a criterion is provided by the job sample
method described. The personal validity index, which can be computed
separately for each experiment, for related types of experiments, or for all
experiments in the standard battery, can simply be correlated with already
existinS or specially devised instruments. The major advantage of the de-
velopment of such instruments is, of course, economic. Tests can be ad-
ministered more quickly and cheaply than experiments can be conducted.

TIIE TRANTING OF BXPEM

In our discussion of the training of experimenters we will define train-
ing broadly enough to include the variable of experience as a kind of on-
the-job training. Again we find most of the relevant literature to come from
the field of survey research.

Amountof Training

Hynan's group ( 1954), in summarizing a number of studies of inter-
viewer competence and bias, concluded that more experienced interviewers
were somewhat more competent and less likely to bias their results. This
conclusion, tentatively offered, they tempered by pointing out that selective
retention of interviewers might have been operating. The better interviewers

-may- 
haye greater longevity with the research organization--+xperience may

be the dependent rather than the independent variable. otheiworkers dii-
agree with eveh the modest conclusion drawn by Hyman et al. cantril
(1944) 

ryp9rte{ 
that training did not make much difference in the quality

of data obtained. similarly Eckler and Hurwitz ( 1958) reported that census
interviewers showed no decrease in net errors for at leait certain types of
questions when additional training was provided.

The lore of psychological research suggests that more experienced
experimenters are at least more competent than the more inexperienced.
This may well be true. As in the case of the interviewer, there may be a
selective retention within the craft of those who can do competent data
collection-+ompetent in the sense of following directions. But the lore of
psychological research suggests less about the ielationship between experi-
menter's experience and the magnitude of his expectancy eftects.2

There have been two experiments that, taken togethir, provide at least
some indirect evidence bearing on the effect of expirience-or training on

2 The lore of anthropological field research, however, suggests that a better

!.e.' professionally) trained observer is less rikely to be in eri6r (Naroll , 1962).
This certainly seems reasonable, but an experimental demonstration,'even if it bore
out the lore on the average,_ worrld probably show very considerable overlap, with
some "amateur" observers erring less than some professionals.
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the magnitude of expectancy bias (Rosenthal, Persinger, Mulry, Vikan-

Kline, & Grothe, 1964a;1964b). In one of these studies (a) all experi-

menters had served as data collectors once before, whereas in the other

(b) none had any prior research experience. The two studies lvere not

specifically designed for this comparison, and so any conclusions are tenta-

tive, at best. It did appear, however, that magnitude of expectancy efiects

was not particularly related to the experimenters' experience. If anything,

the more experienced experimenters showed a greater biasing effect and

were less variable in the degree of their bias. It would even be reasonable to

suggest that more experienced experimenters should show greater exPct-
ancy effects. With more experience, experimenters gain in self-confidence

and perhaps behave in a more professional manner. In an earlier chapter

we saw that more professional experimenters exerted more biasing influ-

ence on their subjects.

Further indirect evidence comes from an examination of the results

of the second of the two cited studies (b). Among that group of inex-

perienced experimenters some were made more conscious of their pro-

cedures as determinants of the results of their research. This amounted to a
minimal training (or educational) efiort. The experimenters who were

made minimally more procedure-conscious showed greater biasing effects

in the data they obtained from their subjects. The minimal training pro'
cedure may have led these experimenters to feel the importance of their

role as data collector more keenly. They may have conveyed to their sub-

jects a certain sense of status enhancement, and as we saw in an earlier

chapter, experimenters of higher perceived status tend to exert a greater

degree of expectancy effect.

fn summary, we must be impressed by the absence of well-established

finding;s bearing on the relationship between experimenter exPectancy

effects and experimenter training and experience. If forced to draw some

conclusion from what evidence there is, we might conclude that better

trained, more experienced experimenters are likely to be more comPetent

in carrying out their research with minimal procedural deviation. But at the

same time, because the more experienced, better trained experimenter is

likely to enjoy a higher status in the eyes of his subjects and behave in a

more professional manner, those very slight procedural deviations that do

occur are more likely to result in the effective communication and influenc-

ing effect of the experimenter's expectancy.

Type of Training

There are virtually no data available that would suggest to us how we

should train experimenters to maximize their competence Senerally and to

minimize their expectancy eftects specifically. There is an undocumented

assumption, however, that if only we tell our experimenters about the pir
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lalls 
of bias, everything will be all right. what little evidence there is bear-

hq 
T^ju-r,jhis point,_ho*gylr: suggests that this assumption is quite

unjustified. Trofier and rart (1964) s-howed that fairly experienced 
"*i"ri-menters who understood the problem of expectancy effecr and presumably

tried to guard against it nevertheless treatei subjects difterently dependin!
on whether subjects were in the experimental or the control condition.
There are also some data, collected by suzanne Haley, which suggest that,
if anything-, expectancy effects increase when experimenters are';sked to
try to avoid them.

. 
rt seems 

inconqugus that psychorogists, who have been so helpful to
education, business, industry, ano ttre mfutary in setting up and evaliuating
tyiyg p_rograms, have not turned their attention to ine^training of pnyl
c.lological-experimenters-the members of their own family. we h-ave been
l+e the 

lhysician who neglects his own health, the menial health expert
who-neglects his own family. If we look at procedures currently emptoyea
for the oSTog of our research assistants, winna no systematic iattern, not
even explicit-assumptions about training for data coliection. Many experi-
menters, perhaps most, have never been observed in the data collection
Process or have even heard a lecture about it. As researchers, then, we lag

13 
beling-those,"applied" fierds, so scorned by some, in the application or

the principles of learning.

cgllect-ion process. He is observed in his interactioi wia his patients and
given feedback. we may lament the lack of validation of various^ methods of
supervision, but at least the methods exist to be evaluated, and significant
research has shown that even very subtle aspects of training and sufenision
can b_e empirically investigated (Kelley & tiing, 196l).

In the area of survey research, most orginizations have training man-
uals which, although also unvalidated as to th-eir value in error reduclion, at
least represent some self-conscious thinking about the problem (Hyman
et al., 1954)..rerhrys the ultimate in concer-n with problems of both ielec-

lro1."n9 
training of data coflectors is reflected in tt procedures employed

by the Institute for sex Research (more commonly known as the ..kiol"y
Group"). over the several decades of their reseaich they have employeil
only 3 percent of the applicants who were considered for employrnent

_(Pomeroy, 
1963). The grand total of nine interviewers emptoyed by the

Institute was, then, an extremely carefully selected group. The insltitute knew
the criteria its interviewers hadto meet, and selecied 

"t"orargty. 
Although

we might wish for an empirical evaluation of the success of tiiir serection
and training procedures, we courd hardly hope for more caution in the
selection of data collectors.

one of the reasons that we, as psychotogists, have paid so rittle affen-
tion to our own training as experimJniers may stem from the combination
of a specific belief and a specific value about data collection. The belief is
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that data collection is simple, if not simple-minded, and that anybody who

can reach graduate schooi can carry out an experimental-procedure. The

associated ialue is that data are to be highly pized but data collection is

not. The young postdoctoral psychologist can hardly wait to turn the

burdens of aat"- collection ovei to ftrs graduate student assistants. Not all

psychologists share this belief and the associated value, of course. Extremely
'soitisUc":tea 

investigators have pointed out informally that some of their

graduate research asiistants can, and some cannot, carry out at least some

Ixperimental procedures. The fact that some cannot is often learned fairly

late in the game, often at some cost to both the experimenter and the prin-

cipal investigator. Such instances are a tribute to our neglect of both selec-

tion and training procedures.

Ihe Profcssional Experimenter

Science implies observation and the collection of data. The icientist is

responsible for the collection of the appropriate data, but it need not be his

"y" ", 
the telescope or microscope nor his pencil mark indicating how a

rispondent will vote. In survey research the interviewer is not the scientist.

In medical research the laboratory technician is not the scientist. Each of

these data collectors is a member of an honorable profession and is perhaps

more expert and less biased than the scientist himself. In psychology, how-

ever, thJ scientist himself is commonly the experimenter, or if he has "out-

grown" the running of subjects, a scientist-in-training is the collector of the

data. fhis hamperJboth the selection and training of experimenters who are

both competent and unbiased.

wrat is needed is a new profession, the profession of behavioral ex-

perimenter analogdus to the professional interviewer and the laboratory

iechnician. The piofessional experimenter will be well selected, well trained,

and well paid. 
-He 

will enter the profession because he is interested in

data collection and not because it is expected as something to be done be-

fore an advanced degree can be earned and as something to be delegated

quickly to one's own graduate students. Careful, exPensive selection and

fiainirig procedures will- be warranted because of the greater longevity of the

new professional's data collection career. There will be no conflict between

educitional and scientific aims as there may be in the case of a brilliant

student of science who simply happens to be inept at collecting data in

behavioral experiments. At present, such a student may be discouraged

from a scientific career because of this one ineptitude. This becomes his loss

and ours. There is no reason why he should not conceive of needed experi-

ments, design them, evaluate their results, and report them to the rest of us.

The actual data collection can be turned over to an institute set uP at

a university or privately, as in the case of various survey research organiza-

tions (e.g., National Opinion Research Center).
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This proposal does not imply that data collection would no longer be

a part of graduate education or that much research would not continue to

be done as it now is. But there is no nocessary correlation between the edu-

cational function of serving as experimenter and the scientific function of

data collection. Divisions of labor might sensibly evolve. One very natural

division would be between pilot studies and large-scale replications or

cross validations. The former would more likely be conducted by the indi-

vidual investigator and his assistants. The latter might most profitably be

contracted to a large research agency which selects and trains professional

experimenters and conducts research on contract.

If this proposal should seem radical, we need only remind ourselves

that one can already have surveys conducted, tests validated, and experi-

mental animals bred to order. What is proposed here simply extends the

limits of the kind of data that could become available on a contract basis.

The details of setting up institutes for the selection and training of

professional experimenters and the conduct of behavioral research are

complex. They would be expensive and would require the support probably

of both universities and interested federal agencies. The various agencies

now functioning most nearly like the proposed institutes would need to be

consulted so that their experience could be profitably utilized. The "ideal"
selection procedure suggested earlier in this chapter could be employed

along with others. Different training procedures could be developed with con-

tinuing evaluation of their relative effectiveness in increasing experimenter

competence and decreasing biased errors. In addition to the development of

manuals which may or may not prove to be helpful, more job-related pro-

cedures may be introduced. Trainee experimenters could observe the data-

collecting behavior of "ideal" experimenters directly or on film. The trainee's

own performance could be monitored directly by supervisors or, if on 6lm, by

supervisors and by the trainee himself to learn of any procedural deviations.

In the early days of the development of such a new profession, vari-

ability of procedures of selection and training would be especially

important. Amount and type of the trainee's educational background, in-
telligence, motor skill, personality variables, and the didactic and perform-

ance tpes of training methods should all be permitted to vary so that the

effectiveness of various types of experimenters and training pro$ams may

be assessed.

The emotional investment of the professional experimenter would be in
collecting the most accurate data possible. That is the performance di-
mension on which his rewards would be based. His emotional investment

would not be in obtaining data in support of his hypothesis. Hypotheses

would remain the business of the principal investigator and not of the data

collector. There might, in general, be less incentive to obtain biased data

by the professional experimenter than by the scientist-experimenter or the

graduate student-experimenter. Still, professional experimenters will have
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o1 develop h5potheses, and the strategies for the control of expectancy
eftects described in the last trro chapers and in the next two chapters can
be employed. In fact, they can be more effectively employed with profes-
sional experimenters because there will be less confli& with educational
goals. The professional experimenter wants to be kept blind, but the gradu-
ate student might properly feel imposed upon if he were kept from knowing
what research he was conducting.

Some of the values to be acquired by the professional experimenter
ato, of course, already found among behavioral scientists, but theii increased
articulation might have a beneficial feedback efiect on those of us back at
the universities. we do too often judge a piece of research, not by its careful
execution and the data's freedom from error, but by whether the results
confirm our expectations. Many universities give implicit recognition to
this tendency by protecting their doctoral candidates with a kind of con-
tract. The essen@ of this contractual procedure is that the soundness of a
piece of research is to be judged without reference to the results. If a quali-
fied group of judges (i.e., the doctoral committee) feels that a piece of
research is well designed then it must be acceptable no matter how the data
fall.8

That such contractual arrangements exist is a good and reasonable
thing. That such contractual arrangements are necessary is a somewhat sad
and sobering situation. It is a situation that suggests we are too often more
interested in demonstrating that we already "know" how nature works than
in trying to learn how, in fact, she does work.

- -sThere arc, of course, additional reasons for this form of contractual protection
of the studcat, e.g., the possibility of staff turnoyer, changing standards, and chang-
ing interccts.
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Blind and Minirnized Gonta,ct

BLII\ID CONTACT

It seems plausible to reason that if the experimenter does not know

whether the subject is in the experimental or the control grouP, then he

can have no validly based expectancy about how the subiect "should" re-

spond. The experimenter "blind" to the subiect's treatment condition cannot

be expected unintentionally to treat subjects difterentially as a function of

their group membership. This is an old and effective idea in the field of
pharmacology.

The so-called single blind study refers to the situation in which the

patient or subject is kept from knowing what drug has been administered.

When both subject and experimenter (physician) are kept from knowing

what drug has been administered, the procedure is called "double-blind"
(Beecher, 1959; Levitt, 1959; Wilson, 1952).r This technique is over 120

years old, having been employed by members of the Vienna Medical

Society at least as early as 1844 (Haas, Fink, & Hardelder, 1963). Haas

and his co-authors have recently presented rather convincing evidence that

the use of the double-blind study is more than warranted. In a review of

nearly 100 placebo studies, involving thousands of subjects and many

different disorders, they observed that the placebo works best when the

double-blind method has been employed. Apparently, when the experi-

menter (doctor) does not know that the substance given his subiect (pa-

tient) is inert, he expects, and gets, a better result.

r Thcrc is a certain amount of confusion about thc exact usagp of thc tcrut

"double-blind." Always the subjcct is blind, but sometim€s the othcr "blind' person

is the subjcct's pcrsonal physician, soqretimes thc research physician, sometimcs thc
person who actually dispcnses the drug, aod somctimes scveral of thesc. Therc is

talk, too, of triple-blind, quadruplc-blind, etc., to add to thc confusion. Wc will adopt
a uliagc in spcaking of the psychological expcriment such that a doublc-blind study is
one in which no one having direct contact with subipcts is pcruritted to know what the
subjects' treatment condition will be, is, or has bcen, until thc expcriment is ovcr,

"Doublc-blind" for us will mean "total-blind."

t67
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Psychologists have been slow to adopt the double-blind method for
other than psychopharmacological research (Shapiro, 1960, p. 125), though
Wolf (1964) reports that in 1889 Delboeuf proposed the double-blind
method for research in hypnosis. It is the unusual data collector today who
does not know whether his subject is a member of the experimental or con-
trol group (e.g., Babich, Jacobson, Bubash, & Jacobson, 1965). The sug-

gestion to have experimenters contact their subjects under blind conditions
is implied not only logically but empirically as well, if we may draw on the
data of the pharmacologists. In addition, it is not a suggestion that would
work an impossible hardship on the researcher. More and more data are

being collected by less and less sophisticated (or, at least, less academically
advanced) student research assistants who could be kept uninformed of the
hypothesis and overall design of the experiment, as well as the treatment
conditions to which each subject belongs. If these students were too sophis-
ticated, or if the principal investigator preferred to do so from educational
and ethical considerations, assistants could be told exactly why they must
remain blind. In order to be somewhat more convinced about the efficacy
of the double-blind procedure among psychological experimenters, however,
it was decided tc try the technique out (Rosenthal, persinger, Vikan-Kline,
&Mulry, 1963).

A Tesaof Blind Experimentation

Fourteen graduate students ( l l males and 3 females) administered the
standard person perception experiment to a total of 76 introductory psy-
chology students (about half were males and half were females). Ai in
earlier studies, half the experimenters were led to expect low photo ratings
and half were led to expect high photo ratings from thiir subjecis.

Experimenters were told that those who adhered most strictly to the
experimental procedure and obtained the ',best,' data would be awarded
"research grants." At the conclusion of this phase of the experiment all
experimenters were given small "grants" of $14. of this amount $10 repre-
t"n!{ their "salary" for continuing in the role of .,principal investigato}s,"
and $4 was used to pay their research assistants.

To each of the 13 experimenters who were able to continue in the
experiment as "principal investigators" two research assistants were ran-
domly assigned. All but three of these assistants were males. Assistants
were trained in the experimental procedure and were paid for their time
by-the experimenters. Each research assistant then conducted the photo-
r_ating e_xperiment.with a new sample of six introductory psychology stu-
dents. of the totil of 154 subjecti contacted by the riseiictr asJitants,
about half were males.

unlike the original instructions to experimenters, the instructions to
the research assistants made no mention of what ratings should be expected
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from the subjects. Experimenters were led by their instructions to expect

their research assistants to obtain data from their subiects of the same sort

they had themselves obtained frorn their earlier+ontacted subjects. Experi-

menters were warned not to leak to their assistants the magnitude of data

that experimenters had themselvesi obtained from their subjects. Research

assistants, then, were running "blind."
In spite of the fact that, as a set, these experimenters did not bias

their subjects'responses to a very great extent, what bias did exist was trans-

mitted to their research assistants. In spite of the attempt to keep research

assistants blind, those whose "principal investigators" had biased their

subjects' responses more also biased their own subjects' responses more.

The correlation between the mag1itude of experimenters' biasing effect

and the magnitude of their research assistants' biasing effect was .67 (P -
.01).

Here, then, is an interesting case of unintended intelpersonal influence

once-removed, which has important substantive social psychological impli-
cations which will be discussed later on. The methodological implications,

however, are clear. Simply not telling our research assistants what to ex-

pect from a given subject (i.e., u'hether they are experimental or control

subjects) does not insure real blindness. In some subfle way, by tone and/or

gesture, experimenters may unintentionally overinform their research as.

sistants. The principle of the double-blind method is not impugned by our

findings; but the difficulty of implementing and maintaining the required

experimenter "blindness" is emphasized.2

Additional Problems of Maintaining Blindness

We have shown that the principal investigator may be a source of the

inadvertent failure of the double-blind method. Here we will show that an-

other source of such failure may be the subject himself. This is well known

in pharmacological research.

When active and inert chemical substances are compared, sometimes

the active substance has an irrelevant but obvious side effect. Some patients

given the "real" drug may change color, for example. Thus the experimenter
knows, at least for these subjects, that they are more likely to be in the drug
group than the placebo control Soup.

In psychological experiments, too, such "side effects" may occur. As-
sume an experiment in which an:dety is the independent variable. People

who have just been through an anxiety-arousing experience or who score

high on a test of anxiety may behave difterently in an experimental situation.

2The work of Martin Orne (l9ti2) also suggests that even the "single blind"
method is not all that easy to achieve. Although no investigator would tell his
subjects what their response "ought" to be, there may be cues from the situation
(even if not from the experimenter hirnself) that unintentionally communicate to the
subjects how they are expected to behave.
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The *blind" 
experimenter may then covertly "diagnose" the level of anxiety

and, if he knows the hypothesis, bias the results of the experiment in the ex-
pected direction or, by bending over backward to avoid bias, "spoil" the
sttrdy. There are many experimental treatments or measurements that may
be assessed unintentionally by the "blind" data collector. A recent example
of this derives from a finding that subjects scoring high in need for social
approval arrived earlier at the site of the experiment (r - +.40, p - .003;
Roaenthal, Kohn, Greenfield, & Carota, 1965). fn effect, to see a subiect
arrive is to know something about him that often is meant to remain un-
known. Arrival time, overt anxiety, skin color changes, and potentially
hundreds of other, more subtle signs may break down the most carefully
arranged double-blind study.

Itretevant Eqcctancies

Even a truly blind experimenter is likely to have or to develop some

expectancy about his subjects'behavior. If he does not know the experi-
mental hypotheses-i.e., how the subjects ought to behave-then his idio-
syncratic expectancies are likely to be irrelevant to the hypotheses under
investigation. From the point of view of the particular design of the study,
however, these more or less "random" idiosymcratic hypotheses may serve
to increase the error variance and, from the principal investigator's point
of view, increase the likelihood of Type II errors. If the experimenter did
not know the hypotheses being tested but did krrow to which group each

subject belonged, the results of the study are more likely to be biased in the
direction of the hypothesis (or opposite to it) rather than biased irrelevantly
with respect to the hypothesis. We can illustrate these considerations by
returning to our earlier example of the study of the effects of anxiety on
intellectual performance.

Suppose the principal investigator exposes a random half of his

subjects to an anxiety-arousing experience, while the remaining subjects
are exposed to a situation involving no anxiety arousal. The experimenter
who collects the intellectual performance data does not know the hypothesis
nor the treatment group membership of any subject. Suppose, however, that
the experimenter has the irrelevant covert hypothesis that tall, thin people

tend to be unusually bright. He therefore unintentionally treats them some-

what difterently, and as a result they obtain higher performance scores.

Trble 22-l illustrates the effect of this irrelevant hypothesis on the
results of the experiment. The intellectual performance scores are tabulated
as they might occur in each group with and without the eftects of the

irrelevant expectancy of the data collector. Note that there was only one

tall, thin subject in each group whose performance score was affected by
the data collector's expctancy. In each case a S-point effect on these sub-
jec'ts is observed. The table shows that the mean performance scores are
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barely afiected by this particular constant error, that the eftect of anxiety
(i.e., mean difterence) is unchanged, but that the t values and p levels arc
affected. Even for the relatively minor experimenter eftect we have illus-
trated, the increase in Type II errors is clearly shown. (Particularly damag-
ing, this error, if the principal investigator follows an accept-reject decision
model and does not take note of the large mean difterences obtained).

TABTE 22-1

Effect of ldiosyncrotic Hypothesis on Results of o
Double-Blind Study

TRUE

VALUES

AFFECTED

V ALUES

Anxiety

112

r l4
I l6
ll8
120

No An xiety

117

I l9
121

123

r25

Anxiety

112

ll4
il6
I 23*

r20

No An x iety

fi7
I t9
121

I 2g*

125

122

l6
Meons I 16

028

tleon difference
t
p

Dec is ion

Error

t2l
8

5.0

2.50
< .05

re iect
none

117

l6

5.0
| .77

> .10

nof re iect
Typ" Il

* Af fected scores.

If the experimenter is not entirely blind but knows that subjects belong
to two groups, and which subjects to which group, the mean difference be-
tween groups is more likely to be affected. This is true even though the
experimenter does not know what the treatment conditions are. It will be
apparent to him that a difference is expected, and he may covertly, and
perhaps irrelevantly, hypothesize which group is to be the better performing
and behave differently to the subjects of the two groups as a result of his
hypothesis. On a chance basis, half the time this should tend to help sup-
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port the principal investigator's hypothesis and half the time it should tend

to weaken it. But, in either case, we can be misled as to the nature of tlre
real state of affairs. It seems, therefore, highly desirable that the exPeri-

menter be unaware of which subjects constitute a group even when he does

not know what treatments have been administered to any grouP.

hocedures llelping to ltlaintain Blindness

We have seen that both subject and principal investigator can serve

as sources of unintended cues leading to the breakdown of experimenter

blindness. In the next major section of this chapter we shall discuss various

strategies that may help maintain blindness by helping to reduce contact be-

tween an experimenter and his subject. In this section we shall discuss two

strategies designed to help the experimenter maintain blindness in spite

of his having some contact with the principal investigator.

Avoiding leedback from the principl invesQrtor. The first of these

strategies is implied by the findings described in the chapter dealing with the

efrects of early data returns (the Ebbinglraus effect): the data collector

shonld not tell the principal investigator the nature of the early returns.

This is a bit of a psychological hardship for a research group eager

to learn whether they do or don't "have something." Still, many studies

are conducted within a short enough period of time that the hardship would

not be excessive.s Any contact with the principal investigator, including

many unavoidable sorts, is likely to increase the chance of a breakdown

of "blindness," but the report of early returns may be especially damagtng.

Suppose that over the course of an experiment a blind experimenter is

unintentionally having some sort of variable effect on subjects. For ex-

ample, early in the data collection proc€ss he may be smiling more at sub-

iects he sees as more anxious, but later on he smiles somewhat less at them.

If the early data returns are reported to the principal investigator there will
probably be subtle or overt positive or negative reactions to the news. If
the reaction is positive, the principal investigator's pleasure may serve as

a reinforcer for the data collector's unprogrammed experimental behavior-
ia trris case his differential smiling. What was a randomly variable bit of un-

programmed behavior coincidentally serving to eftect subjects' behavior

into the predicted directions, now becomes a systematically biasing be-

havior on tlte part of the experimenter which will continue throughout the

rest of the data collection prcess. If the early data returns are in the

unpredicted direction and the principal investigator's reaction is negative,

s Hcrc is another advantage to be gained from employing a large sample of
cxperimenters. An experimcnt can be completed so much sooner with a number of
cxpcrimenters, working sometimes even simultaneously, that there is a far less urgent
dcsirc on the part of thc principal investigator to learn how the data are coming out.
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the data collector may change his randomly variable unprogrammed be-

havior possibly to another more "biasing" mode of unprogrammed be-

havior.a

The 'total-bllnd" design. The second strategy to be described is

one we have frequently employed and found quite useful in our own re-
search program. This strategy, when applicable (and it often is), gives vir-
tually complete assurance of the maintenance of experimenter blindness,

usually so difficult to obtain. Following the terminolory of the pharma-

cological researcher we may call it the "total-blind" method because no one

knows the treatment condition to which any subject is assigned.

In our simple situation in which half the experimenters are led to ex-

pect high photo ratings (*5) and half the experimenters are led to expect

low photo ratings (-5), these expectations were induced by a written state-

ment of how subiects "would perform." In a small study employing only

10 experimenters a different research room might be assigned to each ex-

perimenter. The 10 sets of instructions, five inducing the {5 expectancy and

five inducing the -5 expectancy, would be randomly and blindly assigned

to the 10 rooms. The 10 experimenters then would be randomly assigned

to their rooms, where they would read over their "last-minute instnrctions"

which, in fact, were the means for creating the experimental conditions. Not
until the conclusion of the experiment, when the experimenters' "last-
minute instructions" would be picked up along with the data sheets, would
anyone know in what experimental treatment each experimenter (or sub-

ject) had been.6

In the more complex situation, where there were several difterent

eryrectancies and other experimental manipulations, the very same pro-
cedures were followed. To illustrate the more complex situation, consider an

experiment requiring 4 conditions and 6 experimenters per condition. If

al The presence and varicty of unprogrammed experimenter behaviors during thc
expcriment have been emphasized by Fricdman (1964). These unprogrammcd be-
haviors (e.g., smiling or glancing at the subicct) cannot be regarded as "wrong"
because no one has laid down the ground rules for "right" smiling and glancing or
nonsmiling and nonglancing behavior. It would be an error to statc simply that
none of this behavior shorrld occur in an expcriment. The abscnce of ccrtaio
socially expected facial, gestural, and tonal behaviors may have a far morc "nusual,
even bizarre, effect upon subjects'behavior than their presencc (Roscnthal & Fodc,
1963b). In speaking of these unprogrammed interpersonal behaviors of cxperimenters
we should note that they do not necessarily have any implications for biasing
the results of an experimental vs. control gr<rup comparison. So long as thc
unprogrammed behavior is either constant or only randomly variablc, thcsc
behaviors cannot serve to mediate experimenter expcctancy effects. Only whcn
subiects are differentially treated with respect to these unprogrammcd behaviors as
a function of their trcatment condition can thcse behaviors servc to mediatc cr-
pcrimenter expectancy effects.

6 Subjects, of course, were randomly assigned to expcrimcnters (or expcrimcntal
rooms) but with the restriction that thc number of subjccts p€r room be as nearly
cqual as po*sible.
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we have 4 experimental rooms we divide the experiment into 6 replicates;

if we have 8 experimental rooms we divide the study into 3 replicates; if
we have 12 experimental rooms we divide the study into 2 replicates, as-

suming in all cases that we can arrange to have difterent experimenters con-

tact their subjects simultaneously. Within each replicate each experimental

condition is represented equally. Experimental treatments, induced by

written "instructions," ate put into envelopes, coded, randomly assigned to

research rooffis, and not associated with any given experimenter until the

experiment is over.

Of course, the same logic can be applied even if only one experimental

room were available. It is our impression, however, that experimenters (or

subjects) who find their way into early vs. later stages of an experiment may

be nonrandomly different. Therefore, if we can have early- and later-partici-

pating experimenters or subjects equally represented in each treatment con-

dition there may be less confounding of the treatment condition with these

temporally associated personal characteristics. If we had only one room

available for the data collection process, therefore, we would prefer to have

each set of four experimenters represent all four experimental conditions.

Random assignment of the four experimenters to the four conditions would

have the additional advantage that if there were an unexpected attrition of
experimenters toward the end of the experiment, there would be a more

nearly equal distribution of experimenters among the various conditions.

All that we have said about our own research employing experimenters

can be equally applied to other research emplo)nng subjects directly-that is,

without intervening experimenters. All those experiments in which a written
(or a tape-recorded) communication serves as the experimental manipula-

tion can therefore be run "totally blind." There appear to be few, if an/,
areas of behavioral research in which this strategy cannot be appropriately

employed at least some of the time.

Before leaving the topic of blind contacts, mention should be made

of a paradoxical question raised by Milton Rosenberg in a personal com-

munication (1965). He suggested the interesting possibility that experi-
menters, knowing they were blind, might expect. and therefore obtain,
significantly more variable data. The idea is sufficiently intriguing and

sufficiently important in terms of leading to increased Type II errors that

the implied experiment should clearly be carried out.

MINITVIIZ,E,D CONTACT

In describing the blind contact strategy in general, we pointed out that
it was by no means always easy or even possible to achieve. Therefore, if
we could eliminate experimenter-subject contact altogether it would seem
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that we would then also eliminate the operation of experimenter expectancy

effects.

Automated Data Collection

Tbe day may yet come when the elimination of the experimentcr, in
person, will be a widespread, well-accepted practice. Through the use of
computers we may generate hypotheses, sample hypotheses, sample the

experimental treatment conditions from a population of potentid manipula-

tions, select our subjects randomly, invite their participation, schedule them,

instruct them, record and analyze their responses, and even partially in-
terpret and report the results. Even if this fantasy were reality we would not
be able to eliminate the experimenter completely. He or his surrogatc or
colleagues must program the computer and thereby influence the oulput.

However, there would at least be no unprogrammed difterential treatment

of subjects as a function of their experimental conditions. In short, although

experimenter or even machine efiects cannot be complete$ eliminated,

we can at least hope for unbiased eftects.

Progress is being made along the trail to automation and the elimina-

tion of experimenter-subject contact from certain stages of research. Not

necessarily because of an interest in reducing expectancy effects, many

researchers employing animal subjects have fairly complex automated data-

collection systems (McGuigan, 1963). This automation, however, gen-

erally applies only to the perid of the animal's data production and not
to all his pre- and extra-experimental experience (Christie, 1951). Experi-
menter handling patterns in transporting animals from home cage to the

experimental work area and back may vary not only across experimentets

but within experimenters as a function of the treatment condition to which
the animal belong;s.6 Even if the animals were transported to and from their
home cages without human contact there might still be an opportunity to
treat differentially the animals of different treatment conditions.

Animals in their home cages may be treated differently as a function
of their cage labels even if these labels are in code and the handler is not
fornally "an experimenter" or data collector. He still knorrs something of
psychological research procedures-i.e., that different behavior is ex-
pcted of members of different experimental groups. Earlier in this chap-
ter we showed how knowledge of which subjects constitute a treatment

group can affect the results of the research even when the hypotheses being

tested and the specific treatment conditions are unknown.

Automated data collection, when the subjects are humans, also ap
pears to be on the increase and, as in the case of animal studies, particularly

o Such differential handling of animals as a function of thcir experimcntal
condition was postulated earlier as a major factor in the mediation of experimcntcr
erpestancy effects to animal subjects.
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among researchers employiog operant techniques. Written or tape-recorded

instructional methods certainly seem to eliminate experimenter-subject

contact. Although these methods should reduce any opporturrity for the

communication of experimenter expectancy effects, they would not eliminate

such opportunity if there were nonblind experimenter-subject contact before

the data collection phase of the experiment.

Experiments Requiring lluman fileraction

It can be argued that there are experiments that make no sense unless

a human interaction can occur between experimenter and subject, situations

in which a written communication or tape recording alone simply would not
do.

ErpcrimeuEr constoncy. If this must be, then from all we have said

the experimenter's behavior should be as nearly constant as possible. There

is a way in which we can achieve perfect constancy of experimenter be-

havior, and that is to employ the identical experimenter's input into each

experimenter-subject interaction. This can be accomplished by filming an

experimenter's required behavior in the experiment, including sound track.
The sound film can then be used to instruct the subject. This alone wo;rld be

Iittle betrcr than the tape-recorded instruction method if subiects could see

that Ore experimenter was on film. However, where one-way mirrors or a
television camera (with or without film) and closed-circuit television moni-
toring facilities are available, it would be a simple matter to give the im-
pression of a "live" interaction. The situation could be structured for
subjects so that they felt they could observe the experimenter and he could
observe them via the monitoring system. In this way constancy of experi-
menter behavior could be assured without sacrificing the impression of
"liveness" of interaction which may be crucial in certain experimental con-
ditions.

Reselcdng cues avaihble to fre subiec{. Where experimenter-subject
contact cannot be eliminated completely, it can at least be minimized.
Earlier we showed how the reduction of the available channels of com-
munication between experimenter and subject might reduce the effects of the
experimenter's expectancy. Thus, inteqposing a screen between experi-
menter and subject would reduce the available channels for the communica-
tion of expectancy effects from experimenter to subject. However, cues

from the subject to the experimenter have also been shown to increase the

likelihood of experimenter expectancy effects by serving to break down the

exp€rimenter's blindness. It would, therefore, be desirable to restrict cues

made available by the subject to the experirnenter.
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neffcfi:ng cues wolhble to tc cxporfuetr&r. Cues to the expri-
menter tend to increase as he interacs with more subjects and as he interac-ts

more with each subject. An incidental advantage of employing a group of
experimenters, then, is that each contacts fewer subjects and therefore

has less opportunity unwittingly to "crack the code" of a blind procedure-
i.e., to learn which subjects constitute a group and what a subject's exped-

mental condition might have been. In this way the advantag9s of
experimenter blindness may beffer be maintained.

During his contact with any subject, the experimenter may avcrid some

important unintentional cues from the subject by having subjects record their
own responses. There are many experimental procedures in work with hu-
man subjecs wherein responses are coded in a fairly simple system. Sub-

jects could then often be requested to record their own resporce on a clearly

laid-out data sheet. If this procedure were followed whenever possible four

advantages would accrue: (1) The experimenter's chances of remaining

blind would be increased. (2) The experimenter, by simply not looking
at the data sheets, could avoid that influence on his subsequent subjects

attributable to his knowledge of the early data retums. (3) Erperimenterr'
recording errors, which, though rare, tend to be biased when they do occur,

would be virtudly eliminated. (4) The amount of inteqpersonal contact

between experimenter and subject would be reduced, thereby reducing the

opportunity for the subtle communication of the experimenter's expectancy
(or other bias or effect) to his subjects.

Some combined procedurcs. The use of an ordinary tape recorder may

be combined with the use of a screen inteqposed between experimenter and

subject to achieve some of the advantages of using a filmed experimenter
to contact the subjects. This alternative procedure requires less expensive

equipment than the closed-circuit television monitor. The tape recorder,

out of sight of the subject behind the experimenter's screen, could be

used to instruct the subject (without the subject's awareness) if eaqphones

were provided. The impression, then, would be that the experimenter was

speaking over a telephonelike device. This method assures instructional
constanclr elimination of visual cues during the interaction, and when

further combined with subjects' self-recording of response, no efiects

due to early data returns. At the same time the experimenter is physically
present, therefore perhaps more "real" as required by some experimental
manipulations. The only opportunity for unprogrammed experimenter input
would be during the greeting phase of the data collection process before
the experimenter retires behind his screen (and even this greeting phase

could be eliminated ) . If the experimenter is also blind to the subiect's

treatment condition, however, this should not be particularly damaging.

The use of earphones for the subject has the additional advantage

that it may help the experimenter maintain his blindness. Suppose the
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treatment conditions were to be created by the taped instructions. The tape
could be constructed so that the difterent instructions appeared in some

random sequence unknown to the experimenter. He would play one segment

of the tape after another for sequences of subjects without knowing what
instructions the subject had received through the eaqphones.

Efrects of "AbsenP Experimenters

We mentioned earlier that the experimenter could never be eliminated
completel/, even from a fantasied computer-run experiment. We repeat that
restriction here. There always are (and always will be) decisions that must
be made by the experimenter which may unintentionally affect the subiects'
resPonses. These decisions, however, should have no unprogrammed,
differential effect upon the subjects constituting the different experimental
conditions.

One sort of research that is erroneously believed to involve no efiect

of the experimenter is the mail survey. Letters requestiog information
(often from psychologists themselves) are legion. There is no face-to-face
contact between the questioner and the respondent. Yet the wording of the
letter may yield different rates of return and, among the respondents, dif-
ferent kinds of responses. Different data collectors interested in the same

questions are likely to ask them in different ways, thereby eliciting difterent
resPonses. The advantage to the mail-survey technique, however, is that
there, at least, we can specify exactly what the experimenter's stimulus value
was. We can completely capture it simply by having a copy of the letter
sent.

Just as letters convey something of the writer, so even more do tapes

and films. Experimentgr attributes cannot be eliminated. Their eftects

can only be distanciated, randomiznd, or held constant over treatment
conditions to avoid a bias in the comparison between groups.

At the present time, there is such a dearth, relatively, of studies em-
ployin g a more or less "absent" experimenter that it is difficult to assess the
effect of such absence per se on the subjects' responses. What evidence there
is suggests that a more or less "absent" experimenter often does affect sub-
jects'behavior by his absence (Felice,196l; Masling, 1960). There is at
present, however, no reason to assume that an "absent" experimenter can
aftect his difterent experimental groups differentially and in the direction of
his experimental hypothesis.

Ihe Double Standard for Expectancy Control

Before leaving the topic of minim rzed contact between experimenter
and subject, one further observation must be made. Earlier in this book
and elsewhere in more detail (Rosenthal, 1965a) we have reviewecl some
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early attempts to minimize experimenter-subject contact. It is striking

that so many of these eftorts at greater control occurred in what might

be called "borderline" areas of p,sychology. Even today it would be the

rash parapsychologist who would not make every effort to minimize the

contact between the experimenter and subject in a study of extrasensory

perception. And this is all to the good. Also to the good is the fact

that nonparapsychologists would be outraged if such controls against

expectancy eftects were not employed. But not all to the good is the

fact that some of these same workers might be outraged if in their own

less "borderline" areas of inquiry they were required to institute the

same degree of control over their own expectancy effects. Clearly we

have a double standard of required degree of control. Those behavioral

data found hard to believe are checked and controlled far more carefully

than those behavioral data found easier to believe (e.g., Babich et al.,

1965). What this amounts to, then, is a widespread interpretive bias which

may serve to makb it easier to demonstrate easily expected findings and

harder to demonstrate intuitively less likely outcomes. In the overall conduct

of the business of the behavioral sciences, this may lead to a pervasive bias

to support hypotheses in keeping with beliefs of the times. Obviously the

solution is not to make it easier to "demonstrate" unlikely events such as

clairvoyance, rod-divining, talking animals, or muscle-reading. What is

called for is the setting of equally strict standards of control against expect-

ancy efrects in the more prosaic, perhaps more important, everyday bread-

and-butter areas of behavioral research. There should be no double

standard; every area of behavioral inquiry should require the greatest

possible control over tle potential effects of experimenter expectancy and

other sources of scientific error.
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Expectancy
Gontrol Grorrps

In the last chapter we discussed some strategies attempting to minimize

exprimenter expectancy effects. In the present chapter we shall discuss

a strategy which essentially attempts to maximize experimenter eryrectancy

effects by the employment of "expectancy control groups."
The logic of the control group was well developed by Mill in 1843 and,

according to Boring (1954), had been anticipated a century earlier by

Hume and rwo centuries earlier by Bacon and Pascal.l At least since the

beginning of this century, psychologists have with increasing frequency
employed control groups in their experiments (Solomon, 1949). Expect-
ancy control groups represent a specific set of controls derived directly
from the research demonstrating the effects of experimenters' expectancy

on the results of their research.

Consider any experiment in which the effects of an experimental and

a control treatment are to be compared.z The experiment is likely to be

1 Boring tells how Pascal, in 1648, had his brother-in-law, Perier, perform an
experiment with the Torricellian tube (barometer). As the tube was carried higher
up a mountain the column of mercury dropped lower and lower. A control tube was

left at the bottom of the mountain monitored by an observer to note whether there
was any change in the level of mercury. A number of readings were made of the
mercury level at the top of the mountain and one halfway down. Measurcs of
pnessune at any two of the three levels of altitude illustrate Mill's method of
differcnce, and measures at all three points illustrate the more elegant special case
of that method: the method of concomitant variation. A much earlier example of the
use of control groups comes to us from ancient Egypt (Iones, 1964). That par-
ticular research if conducted today might have been titled: "Citron Ingestion as a

f)eterminant of Longevity among Snake-bitten Animals."
z Although our example employs an experimental manipulation as the independ-

ent variable, the discussion applies as well to any comparison between groups, no
matter how they are constituted. For our purpose a comparison between "experi-
mental" and "conrol" groups does not difier from a comparison between male vs.
female subjects, conforming vs, nonconforming subjects, or "high" vs. "low" anxious
subjects.

3r0
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conducted because a difference between the experimental and control gfouP

is expected.

Table 23-I shows the generally resultant confounding of experimental

treatment conditions with the experimenter's expectancy. Cell A represents

the condition in which the experimental treatment is administered to sub-

iects by a data collector who expects the occurence of the treatment

TABLE 23-1

Confounding of Treotments with Experimenter Ex-

pecloncy

TREATMENT

COND'T'ONS

EXPECTANCY
Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

Experimentol Control

AB
CD

effect. Cell D represents the condition in which the absence of the experi-

mental treatment is associated with a data collector who expects the non-

occrurence of the treatment effect. But ordinarily the investigator is

interested in the treatment efiects unconfounded with experimenter

expectancy. The addition of the appropriate exPectancy control grouPs

will permit the evaluation of the treatment efiect separately from the ex-

pectancy effect. A "complete expectancy control" requires the addition of

both cells B and C, whereas a "partial expectancy control" requires the

addition of either cell B or C. Subjects in cell B are those who will not re-

ceive the experimental treatment but who will be contacted by an experi-

menter who expects a treatment effect. Subjects in Cell C are those who

will receive the experimental treatment but who will be contacted by an

experimenter who expects no treatment effect.

HYPOTHETICAL OUTCOMES

The results of the case of an experimental vs. a control group com-

parison with "complete expectancy control" are most simply evaluated

by u two-w ay analysis of variance yielding a main effect attributable to the

experimental treatment, a main effect attributable to experimenter ex-

pectancy, and an interaction of these two effects. For the sake of simplicity,
we may say that any of these three sources of variance can be only ( I )
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significant and large, or (2) sigpificant and small, or (3) insignificant and

vifirally zero.

IangeTrcatuentEftectg

Tabb 23-2 shorrs some likely hypothetical results of a complete
expectancy-controUed experiment in which the treatment effects are signifi-
cant statistically and large numerically. The numbers in the cells represent
the mean data obtained from the subjects in that condition. For the sake

of clarity we may assume that the mean square within cells is so small that
any numerical differences are statistically sigpificant.

TABTE 23-2

Expectoncy-Controlled Experiments Showing Lorge

Treotment Effects

Cose

I

Expec toncy

Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

T R E AT,tlEN f COND,I ,ONS

E xper imentol Control

6.0 0.0

6.0 0.0

6.0 1.0

5.0 0.0

6.0 3.0

3.0 0.0

2

3

Case I shows that whereas the experimental treatment had a powerful
effect upon subjects' performance, experimenter expectancy had neither
any effect in itself nor did it enter into interaction with the experimental
treatuent. A result such as this not only reassures us that our treatment per
se 'lf,rorks," but also impugns the generality of experimenter expectancy
effects.

@se 2 shows almost the same magnitude of difterence between the

lverage performance of experimental vs. control subiects as we found in
Case= 1. However, experimenter expctancy effects were significant, though
small, and trivial relative to the powerful effects of the treatment condition.

Case 3 shows tlrat the treatment effects, although still large and signif-
icant, are no greater than the effects of experimenter expectancy.

Ttese first three cases, then, show increasing effects of experimenter
eqr€ctancy, although in each case we would correctly conclude that the ex-
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perimental condition had a significant effect with expectancy efiects con-
trolled. If we had omitted the expectancy controls, would we have erred
seriously? Not if we were interested only in showing that the experimental
treatment affected subiects'performance. However, if we were at that more
advanced stage of inquiry ori"re n e would like to be able to state with some
accuracy the magniude of the experimental effect we would have been mis-
led-not, of course, in Case 1, where expectancy had no effect whatever.
But in Case 2 we would have overestimated slightly the power of the experi-
mental treatment. And in Case 3 we would have overestimated seriously the
power of the treatment under study.

From Table 23-2 we can see that for Case I the difference between
perforrrances of those experimental and control groups which are normally
confounded with expectancy (cell A-+ell D) is 6.0 points. This is the same

difference obtained by experimenters expecting either the occurrence (cell
A<ell B) or the nonoccurrence (cell C--cell D) of the treatment effects.
For Case 2 the normally confounded experiment uncontrolled for expect-
ancy would have yielded a difference of 6.0, where only a 5.0 was at-
tributable to treatnent unconfounded with expectancy. For Case 3, a

6.0 difference, of which only half was attributable to unconfounded treat-
ment efiect, would have been claimed.

Interacting Treatment Efrects

The three cases discussed have shown no interaction effects. Cases
4 and 5, shown in Table 23-3, however, both show significant interaction
effects in addition to significant main eftects. In each cise all three sources
of variance are equal in magnitude. The main effects of experimental treat-
ment and experimenter expectanc/, hence, are not intelpretable apart from
the interaction eftect.

In Case 4 the experimental treatment has an eftect on subjects'

TABIE 23-3

Expectoncy-Controlled Experiments Showing lnter-

octing Treotment Effects

Cose

4

Expec tancf

0cc urrence

Nonoccurrence

Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

TREATMENT CONDIT'ONS

E xper imentol Control

6.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

6.0 6.0
6.0 0.0

5
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performance only when the experimenter exPects such performance. If
lhis outcome were the "true" state of affairs, then the omission of the

expectancy control groups would have been quite serious. The experimental

treatment-would hive been regarded as siggificanfly effective and large in

mapitude when, in fact, such a conclusion, unqualified, would have been

extremely misleading.

Similarly mislCading would be conclusions based on the situation

shown in Case 5 if expectancy control grouPs had not been employed. In

tlis case either the experimental treatment or the experimenter's exPectancy

was sufficient to affect the subjects' performance in the expected direction,

to the same degree, and without any summative effects attributable to the

combined effecis of treatment and expectancy. (In Case 5 the suspicion

might arise that a special instance of Case 3 had occurred where a low

ceiling on the dependent variable measure had prevented a higher mean

score from being obtained in cell A.)

Small TrcatmentEfrecb

In Table 23-4 we see a number of outcomes in which the effects at-

tributable to the experimental treatment are either trivial or absent alto-

gether. Case 6 shows the simplest of all outcomes. Nothing made any

difterence; not the experimental treatment, not the experimenter's expect-

ancy, and not the interaction. This, like Case 1, is one of the few situations

in which an omisslon of the expectancy control grouPs would not have in-

creased our efiors of interpretation. But as with Case 1, it seems impossible

to knw beforehand, without our (or someone's) ascertaining empirically

that such would be the result.

TABTE 23-1

Expectoncy-Controlled Experiments Showing Smoll

Treotment Effects

TREATMENT COND'T'ONS

Cose

6

Expec toncy

Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

Exper imentol

0.0

0.0

6.0
0.0

6.0

1.0

Control

0.0

0.0

6.0
0.0

5.0

0.0

7

I
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Case 7 shows only a large and significant expectancy eftect. It is like

Case I in showing only a large main effect, but unlike Case I in that the

omission of expectancy controls would have caused serious error. Not only

would the effect of the treatment have been "significant," but the magnitude

of the effect (cell A-cell D) would have been thought to be 6.0, 8s in Case

1, rather than the zero it really was.

Case 8, somewhat analogous to Casa 2, shows a significant and large

expectancy effect and a significant but relatively trivial treatment effect.

The omission of expectancy controls in this case, as in Case 7, would have

greatly misled us as to the magnitude of the treatment effect. Had we been

interested only in establishin g any difference favoring the experimental over

the control conditions, however, we would not have been misled by the

omission of expectancy controls.

Other Treatment Bfrects

Orly a few of the possible outcomes of expectancy-controlled experi-

ments have been presented. Some of the outcomes not described here in
detail make some sort of psychological sense, but many do not. Examples of

those that do would be situations in which one main effect is significant and

very large relative to the other main effect and interaction, which are

small but significant (Table 23-5). Examples of outcomes making less

TABTE 23-5

Expectoncy-Controlled Experiments Showing lnfer'

pretoble Interocting Moin Effects

Cose

9

l0

Expectoncy

Occ urrence

Nonoccurrence

Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

TREATMENT COND'T'ONS

Exper imentol Control

6.0 3.0

5.0 0.0

6.0 6.0

3.0 0.0

psychological sense include those many possible situations in which ( 1 ) the

means of the control conditions unpredictably exceed the means of the

experimental conditions, and/ or (2) the means obtained under the expect-

ancy-for-nonoccurrence exceed the means obtained under the expectancy-

for-occurrence situation, and/ or ( 3 ) some interaction of these reversed

main effects. To say that some of these outcomes are less sensible Psy-
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chologically is not to say that they will be rare. The unexpected, reversed

finding is quite frequent in the behavioral sciences.

Adding to the likelihood of less sensible findings are some of the data
presented earlier in this book demonstrating the "bending-over-backward"
efiect. Although not the usual result, there are occasions (e.g., when the

rewards are psychologically excessive) when experimenters try so hard to
avoid letting their expectancy influence their subjects that the subjects are

influenced to respond in the direction opposite to that consistent with the

experimenter's expectancy. If unexpected treatment effects ioin synergrs-

tically with an experimenter bending over backward to avoid biasing, we

may obtain a significant "reversed interaction." In this case, for example,
only that cell (D) in the control condition assigped an experimenter not
expecting the treatnoent efiect would show the predicted treatment effect.

Partial Erpectancy Controls

So far we have discussed only the use of "complete expectancy con-
trols." The use of "partial expectancy controls" (employing eith* of rather
thanboth cells B and C) is best considered only if the alternative is to use

no expectancy control at all. The relative loss of information incurred, when
only partial rather than full expectancy controls are employed, depends on
the "true" outcome of the experiment. Thus, although for most outcomes

we would be better off to use partial rather than no expectancy control,
there are 

r'rnre" 
outcomes involving interaction effects (e.g., Cases 4, 5, and

10) for which the use of only partial controls could lead to seriously er-
roneous conclusions about the relative efiects of the treatments vs. the
effects of the experimenter's expectancy. The problem currently is that we

have no good basis for deciding what the true outcome would have been

if expectancy had been fully controlled. As complete expectancy control
groups are employed more and more, we may accumulate enough informa-
tion to sensibly decide for what type of study we can aftord to omit one (or
both) of the expectancy controls.

If for some reason, perhaps logistic, only two of the four cells can be

employed, what is our best choice? We may choose either one of the com-
parisons within rows (cells A vs. B or C vs. D) or one of the comparisons

within diagonals (cells B vs. C or A vs. D, the "usual" comparison). By
defining the "true" magnitude of the treatment efiect as the difference be-
tween the column means in the completely controlled expectancy design,
the relative merits of the use of within-rows vs. withindiagonal comparisons
may be illustrated.

Table 23-6 has been derived from the hypothetical outcomes of the
fully controlled experiments shown in Tables 23-2-23-5. For each com-
parison, the magnitude of error in obtaining the "true" magnitude of the
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TABTE 23-6

Mognitude of Error os o Function of Choice of Com-

porison

COMPAR'SONS

Cose

3t7

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

IO

W ithin Rows
(A-B or C-D)

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

3.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

1.5

1.5

W ithin Diogonols
(A-D or B-C)

0.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

0.0

6.0

5.0

1.5

4.5

treatment effect has been listed. It can be seen that the choice of a within-
row comParison leads to fewer errors, and none so large as some of those

obtained if the choice is of a within-diagonal comparison. Furthermore,
elTors in obtaining the "true" treatment effect occur in the within-row com-
parison only in those cases where the completely controlled experiment
shows an interaction effect.

It makes no systematic difference which of the two within-rows com-
parisons we choose (cells A vs. B or cells C vs. D). If we chose to make

within-diagonal comparisons, however, it would make a very important
systematic difference whether we employed cells B vs. C or cells A. vs. D.
The former comparison, except for Cases I and 6, always underestimates the
"true" treatment effect, whereas the latter, more typical comparison al-
wrys overestimates the "true" treatment effect. It seems clear, then, that
if for any reason only two cells can be employed, the experimenter should

have the same expectancy in both; either favoring the occurrence or the

nonoccurrence of the treatment effect.

Although the two-cell, within-row, partial expectancy-controlled ex-
periment is preferable to the ordinary within-diagonal experiment, it is no
substitute for the complete expectancy-controlled experiment nor even for
the three-cell design (B or C omitted) described. The three-cell design, ot
least, has the very real advantage of affording us a replication of the usual
experiment (cells A vs. D) uncontrolled for expectancy.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF EXPECTAI\CY CONTROI-S

lVe have discussed the general desrgn of expectancy control grouPs

but have had little to say so far about some practical issues raised by this

methodological suggestion. For example, we stated at the beginning of this

chapter that experimenters' expectancies tended to be preconfounded with

their experimental and control conditions. How can we create those condi-

tions in which the experimenters' expectancy runs counter to the predicted

effects of the experimental conditions (cells B and C)? A number of meth-

ods are available for creating expectancy control grouPs, and these will be

described shortly. However, most of these methods involve the withholding

of information from, and giving of false information to, the experimenters.

A number of ethical questions are raised by such deception.

Etricd Considerations

Perhaps the major question to ask is whether the distasteful though

necessary deception is warranted by the potential importance of the result

of the expectancy-controlled experiment. Since virtually no scientific be-

havioral research can be univocally described as too trivial to warant

adequate controls, it would seem that most research conducted in the be-

havioral sciences should be exPectancy-controlled. It is a moot question

whether the decepion of data collectors should score lower on an evaluative

scale than the production of research results that may be subiect to serious

error-+rror that could be assessed by the employment of appropriate

controls.

How serious is the deception of data collectors (or subjects) in gen-

eral? The widespread use of placebo control grouPs in pharmacological re-

search, especially when conducted under double-blind conditions, suggests

that no harmful effects of deception need occur. Placebo and double-blind

dcceptions have shown themselves to warrant use by the greater knowledge

of d-g action they have given us. In our own research on experimenter

expectancy effects we have employed deception of necessity and have found

no harmful effects. Factually eroneous information given data collectors

can be quickly (and cogpitively) corrected. We have found no hostility (to

be afiectively corrected) by the data collectors resulting from an explanation

of how expectancies had been created. On the contrary, the data collectors

seemed intrigued and wondered why expectancy controls were not routinely

employed.

Of course, there is no question that hostility can be evoked by the de-

ception of data collectors or subjects. It is my very strong impression-if I
may insert here a clinical "fs6fa6[g"-[hat such hostility is evoked not by

the fact of deception itself but by the manner of deceiving, the personalized
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nature of the deception, and the manner of subsequent explanation or "de-
hoaxing." These variables serve the data collectorc (or subjects) as

souroes of clues to the experimenter's underlying motivation for having

employed the deception. If subjects are satisfied that these motivations are

primarily rational (e.g., for "scien@") ratler than primarily irrational
(e.g., for "fun," to be "cute" or clever, to be hostile), they will re-
act with appreciation of the necessity for deception, rather than with
hostility at lmting been deceived. Note that we are not speaking here

of experimenters' "true" motives in employing (or not employtng) d*p-
tion; rather we rue speaking of the subjects' perception of these motives.

(The general problem of the deception of subjects has been discussed re-
cently by Vinacke U9651, by Wolfle U9601, and in most detail, by Kelman

tle6sl.)

The Induction of E:rperimenter Expectancies

Asctibrng subiect characteristics. One method for creating experi-
menter expectancies calls for a statement of subject characteristics. Subiects

assigned to cell B are described to their experimenters as having character-

istics such that their response in the experiment will be like that of the

subjects in cell A. Subjects assigned to cell C are described to their experi-

menters as having characteristics such that their response will be like that
of subjects in cell D. If the experiment were one we have described earlier,
the efiect of anxiety upon intellectual performance among college students,

cell B experimenters could be told their subjects were a bit below average

intellectually for college students. Cell C experimenters could be told their
subjects were a bit above average intellectually. It goes without saying, of
course, that subjects are assigned at random to the experimental conditions
or equated on intellectual performance.

Ascrftiry experimental condltions. Another method for generating

expectancy control groups is by the labeling of treatment conditions. In
those cases where the experimenter does not himself administer the experi-

mental treatment, he is told that the cell B subjects have received the ex-

perimental treatment and that cell C subjects have received the control
"treatment." In the example we have used, cell B experimenters would be

told that their subjects had undergone the anxiety-arousing experience, and

cell C experimenters would be told that their subiects had not-that they

were part of the control group.

Disparagement o[ heatment efrectiveness. A third method of gener-

ating expectancy control groups involves a relative disparagement of treat-
ment effectiveness. In this method, cell C experimenters are "shown" that
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the specific experimental treatment of their subjects "could not possibly"

have the predicted effect on their behavior. Cell B experimenters are

"shown" that, whereas the subjects of the treatment condition may show the

predicted reslx)nse, the subjects of the control group will show that response

just as much if not more. Thus, in the example used, cell C experimenters

would have pointed out to them that the particular "anxiety-arousal"

treatment could not really make anyone anxious. Cell B experimenters

would have pointed out to them that the particular nature of the "control"
condition was such that it might make subjects even more anxious than the

"experimental" condition.

Theory ttyetrtl. A fourth method of generating expectancy control

groups is that of hypothesis or "theory reversal." It can best be used when

less academically advanced or less expert data collectors are employed. In
this method cell B and cell C experimenters are provided with a plausible

rationale (possibly buttressed by "earlier results" or results in the literature

that are consistent with the rationale) for expecting just the opposite sort

of relative outcome from the experimental and control subjects. In our

example, cell B and cell C experimenters might be shown how the usual

control situation in an experiment generates anxiety whereas the anxiety-
arousing treatment merely puts a "sha1p edge" on the subjects, leading to
improved inrcllectual performance.

Although practically none of the outlined methds for creating expect-

ancy control groups have been employed by investigators not specifically

interested in the effect of experimenter expectancy, there is an ingenious

exception to be found in the work of Rosenhan (1964). In a study of the

relationship between hypnosis and conformity Rosenhan (1963) found

more hlpnotizable subjects to conform more under certain conditions and

to conform less under other conditions. He and a research assistant then

attempted to replicate these findings. Essentially he assigned himself as an

experimenter to cells A and D and the assistant to cells B and C. He em-

ployed the technique of "theory reversal" by showing the assistant the

results of his earlier study but with the signs preceding the correlation coeffi-

cients reversed.

Results of this expectancy-controlled study showed that Rosenhan him-

self obtained data similar to those he had obtained earlier, but the assistant

obtained data similar to the opposite of the data obtained earlier but con-

sistent with her hypothesis. Rosenhan rightly points out that since the two
experimenters difiered in many ways other than expectancy it cannot be

concluded with great certainty that it was the expectancy difterence that

led to the opposite experimental results. Nevertheless, the results of this

expectancy-controlled study showed that experimenter attributes (including

exPectancy) might account for some of the differences in results reported in
the literature.
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rntentional influence. A fifth method for the creation of expectancy

:ontr-ol qolps, and one not requiring the employment of deception, is thl
"method of intentional influence." This technique can be used with very
sophisticated as well as quite unsophisticated experimenters. Experimenters
in cell B are quite aware that theiriubjects are G the control condition, but
they are told to try to influence them to respond as though they had received
the- experimental treatment, but without deviating rrom trre detailed pro-
cedure followed by experimenters of cell D. Experimenters in cell c- are
aware that their subjects are in the experimental condition, but they are told
to try to influence them to respond as though they had been in the control
gonditiol, but again, without deviating from the detailed procedure followed
by experimenters of cell A.

- The advantages of this technique have already been mentioned-i.e.,
that it involves no deception and can be used with experimenters of any
dgeree of sophistication. The major disadvantage of this ttchnique is its hcft
of symmetry of cells B and c with cells A ani o. Experimeniers in these
last two cells are no, making any conscious effort to inffuence their subjects,
whereas experimenters in cells B and c are. Thus, intentionality of influence
is confounded with the "primary" (cells A and D) vs. "expeciancy control
group" (cells B and C) comparison.

unintentlonal communication A sixth method for creating expectancy
control groups difiers from all those described so far in that no expectancy
fo :*r explicrtly communicated to the experimenters of the expectancy con-

!19I groups. This method is based on the difficulty of maintaining double-
blind contact which was documented in the last clapter. Experirienters of
cells A and B are trained by experimenters expicting large treatment
eftects, and experimenters of cels C and D are tiained-by eiperimenters
expecting no treatment effects. The experimenters serving- as irainers are
Iikely to subfly and unintentionally communicate these exfctancies to their
trainee-experimenters.

The exp€ctancies of the trainer-experimenters can be created by any
one of several of the methods described iarlier. Another method of creating
exlrcctancies in the trainers would be to describe the experiment in whicf,
the trainees will be employed without mentioning that ceils B and c would
be formed as randomly divided subgroups of cil A and cell D trainees.
Finllly, expectancies may be created in thi trainers by having them actually
patfcipaq as experimenters in cells A and D of ttre 

"*peii-ent. 
cell A

trainers, of course, would contact only cell A (and B) trainees, and cell D
trainers would contact only cell D (and C) trainees.

subiech'rrsponses. A final method for creating expectancy control
groups is one that also never explicitly communicates in elpectancy to the
experimenters. It is a method that derives from studies oi the efiects of
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early data returns and the finding that experimenter exPect may ry
afrcieA by these early returns. ffalf ttre experimenters of cell A are, thtough

the use of accomptices, provided with diiconfirming elly retuys, thereby

making them mdre tke'cell C experimenters. Half the experimenters of

cell D-are similarly provided with disconfirming data, therelY making them

more like cell B experimenters. If only one experimenter is_available, we

can then employ frii in cells A and B or in cells C and D. We saw earlier

that this was pieferable to employing experimenters in the diagonal condi-

tions (e.g., cells A and D).
Moie generally, the procedure of providing experimenters with

planned earf returns can bi employed to iugment some of ahe methods

described earli", for creating 
"ip"ct"ncy 

control grouPs' Thu-s, if the

"method of ascribing subject-charicteristics" has been emplo-yed, the in-

duced expectancy w6uH '6e greatly stren$hened by the trst few sub!11s'

providing ttre expectea data.-Mori detaili of the procedure for providing
'confirmiig or disconfirming early returns through the 

-use 
of accomplices

were preinted in the chaprcr dealing with the eftects of early data returns'

In our discussion of various meihods for generating exPectancy control

groups we have tried to be suggestive rather than exhaustive. Entirely

iinei"ot methods, a variety of su-biypes of the methods mentioned' or com-

binations of the several mlthods niiy Ue most useful for a certain area of

behavioral research and a specific research question.

Erperimenter Assignment

Perhaps the ideal way in which to use exPectancy Tntrgl 
grouPs is to

take a large and random sample of experimenters and assign them randomly

to the various subconditions of the eiperimental design we have been dis-

cussing. The general advantages of a large number of experimenters have

afrea<t! been ltressed in eartJr chapters. But the absence of such a pool of

experi"menters does not rule out the use of exPectancy-controlled designs'

Onc expcrlmenGr. Even if only a single experimgntgr is.available'

experiments can be expectancy-controlled. Subjects in cells A and D would

dcontacrcd as in ordinary eiperimental procedure. By using certain of the

methods described earlier for ireating expectancies, the same experimenter

can also contact subjects in cells g and c. If more than one experimenter is

available, all may bi employed in each experimental condition. (In such a

case the analysii of the aata changes from the simple 2 \ 2 {treatment X

expectancyl anatysis of variance to the more compl?\ 2 X-2 X N [treat-

ment X expectancy N experimentersl analysis in which each experimenter

-"y U"'r"g"ra"a as a replicator of the 2 X 2 experiment [e.9., Lindquist,

19531 8.)

sFor appropriate application, Lindquist (1953) or a comp-arable text should be

consunca *iti s;€cial aitintion to the tact ttrat error terms in fixed constants models
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rbo experhenters. rf only two experimenters are available it would
probably be best if each could contact subjects in all four conditions, but
some alternatives are possible and may, for a particular experiment, be
necessary. Thus, Rosenhan (1964) could not very well have piaced himself
into the B and c cells of his expectancy-controllid experiment, nor, by his
technique, placed his assistant in the A and D cells.

with two experimenters the four cells can be divided equally in three
ways: (1) one experimenter contacts only those subjects tobe seen with
an expectancy for occurrence of the treatment effect (cells A and B), while
the other experimenter contacts the remaining subjects (cells c and D). (2)
one experimenter contacts only the treatment condition subjects (cells
A and c), while the other contacts only control condition subjeits (cells B
and D). (3) one experimenter conducts the "basic-uncontrolled" experi-
ment (cells A and D), while the other contacts the subjects in the expect-
ancy control groups (cells B and C).

In each of these three divisions the effect of the experimenter's at-
tributes is confounded with one of the sources of variince.r rhus, in
division I individual differences between the two experimenters could
significantly alter the magnitude of the expectancy efiict. In division 2
these differences could affect the treatment effect, and in division 3 they
could affect the interaction. Divisions 1 and 2 are probably not usabie

({nougt, their analogue is sometimes employed in researlh, as when
different experimenters contact subjects in the ireatment and control con-
ditions).

Division 3 does seem useful. If the effects of experimenters' attributes
are constant for the subjects of the two cells conticted by each experi-
menter, then at least neither of the main effects should be affected, although
their interpretation may be complicated by a significant interaction whiih
could far exceed either or both of the main effecti. This division, across the
diagonals of our basic design, will be remembered as analogous to the
expectancy-cOntrolled study conducted by Rosenhan ( 1964).

More than two experimenters. For samples of experimenters larger
than two but smaller than about eight, the besf strategy would appear to be
either (a) using each experimentei in each ceu, oiiu; confounding the

fnteragtigl 
with experimenter differences as in division 3, above, or p"ihap.

best of all, (c) a combination of a and b such that about half the'experi-
menters available are assigned to each method.

The particular advantage of this method is that it permits a com-

are not analogous to error terms
ample, may be regarded as either
selection of the experimenters.

in mixed models. The 2 X 2 X N design, for ex-
model depending on what basis was used for the

. 4 lf,two experimenters divided the experiment unequally, it can be seen that the
three cells_of 

.one, experimenter and the singre ce[ of ihe ;ih;r-;;td;i;rd results
confounded with the expcrimenter.

I

ll
ti
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padson of the results of the two strategies. Using the results of the replica-

iion(s) in which each experimenter functions in all four cells (strategy a)

may help us assess whether a large interaction in the results of a replication

emptoyrng strategy b is due to confounding with experimentgrs or is more

titity 
-to 

be independent of experimenters. With a small number of experi-

meniers, however, we can never answer that question with great confidence

because we will not be able to assess adequately the eftects of the orders

and sequences in which experimenters contacted the subjects of the different

treatment conditions (cells).

More than seven experimenterc. If we have eight or more experi-

menters available, we can begin to think seriously of assigning them at

random to one of the four cells of our basic destgn, thereby gliminating the

problem of assessing order and sequence effects.6 It also becomes more Pos-

iibte to test the significance of the difference in results obtained by experi-

menters within treatments as well as the effects of the treatment condition,

the expectancy condition, and their interaction. If the use of such a "nested"

(Winei, 1962) or groups-within-treatments (Lindquist, 1953) analysis

shows no significant individual difterences between experimenters within

cells, we can simply forget that the subjects were contacrcd by difterent

data collectors and use the individual differences among subjects within

cells as the error term against which to evaluate the other sources of varia-

tion. Or with samples of experimenters very large, the mean scores ob-

tained by each experimenter may be used as the basic data which can be

analyzed by the standard 2 X2 analysis of variance.

Morc Cornpler Decigm

Throughout the discussion of expectancy control grouPs we have kept

the basic design as simple as possible for illustrative Purposes. Thus, our

basic experiment has been the comparison of a single experimental treat-

ment condition with a control condition. The principle of expectancy control

groups can, however, be applied to more complex designs. In some situa-

tions the complexity of the exPectancy-controlled design increases pro-

portionally to the complexity of the added experimental grouPs. In other

sihrations, however, the increase in complexity is disproportional.

Proportiond increase in complexity. As an example of a proportional

increase in complexity, we note that the simple comPlete exPectancy-con-

trolled experiment (2 X 2) may be subdivided into two subexperiments,

each conducted with subjects at one of two levels of some Perconal charac-

s With only four experimenters, if we assigned one to each of the four cells,

the effects of cells would be confounded with individual differences among experi-

menters. With random assignment of experimenters to cells, this confounding is less

and less of a problem as our sample of experimenters becomes larger and larger.
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teristic (e.9., sex, anxiety, need for achievement). In this case our basic

2X 2 design becomes aZX2X 2 design, assuming that the level of sub-

ject characteristic does not in itself affect experimenters' expectancies re-

garding the effects of the treatment condition. Our four basic groups (A, B,

C, D) have become eight groups representing a proportional increase in
complexity.

Disproportional increase in complexity. A disproportional increase

in complexity may be required by the addition of a single experimental

treatment condition if the preexisting expectancy of its effect were opposite

to that of the original treatment condition. For illustration we return to our
example of a study of the effects of anxiety arousal on intellectual perform-
ance. Suppose we add an experimental condition in which subjects are

actively reassured about their intellectual performance. The hypothesis

might be that this group of subjects would show an improved performance

relative to the "no-treatment" control group, whereas the anxious subjects

would show an impairment. We rnay now want to have three conditions or
levels of experimenter expectancy rather than the two we have employed in
earlier examples. If we did, our basic 2 X 2 design would become not a
2 X 3 but rather a 3 X 3. Our four basic groups, therefore, have become

nine groups.

For logistic reasons we may not be able to entertain such a complex
design. If this is the case, then what we have said earlier about partial
expectancy controls will apply. Therefore, if we can employ only three
groups of our design, all three groups should be contacted by experimenters
holding the same expectancy. This would represent a within-row comparison

rather than the fully uncontrolled (for expectancy) diagonal comparison

in which expectancy would be confounded completely with experimental
condition.

In any specific experimental situation the basic principle of expectancy
control can be applied by the investigator, although the specific form of the

design will be determined both by the nature of the research question and

by consideration of the resources available for the research.

CONTROLLING FOR SU&IECT EXPECTANCY

In this chapter we have discussed the use of special control groups to
control only the effects of experimenter expectancy.G In an earlier chapter,
however, we showed that, at least in some experimental situations, the sub-
jects' expectancies or outcome orientations could also be unintended de-

o The control of other experimenter efiects, including modeling effects and effects
due to various other experimenter attributes, depends on their measurement rather than
on their experimental induction; they have been discussed in the chapter dealing with
the sampling of experimenters.
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terrrinants of the results of our research. There may be some experiments

in which these subject expectancy effects are large and perhaps as important
as, or even more important than, experimenter expectancy eftects. By em-

plolng the principles for generating experimenter expectancy control

groups we can control for subjects' expectancy. We can illustrate this best

by imagrning the following experiment:

We want to learn the eftects of alcohol on verbal learning. Our basic

design is to have half our randomly assigned subjects consume a given

quantity of beverage alcohol while the remaining subjects consume a soft

drink. For the sake of simplicity let us suppose that experimenters and

subjects alike are convinced that the ingestion of the experimental dosage

of alcohol will impair verbal learning. We can control for experimenter

expectancy by having experimenters believe that half the subjects in the

treatment (alcohol) condition are in the control (soft-drink) condition
(cell C). Similarly we could have experimenters in the control condition

believe that half of their subjects are in the experimental condition (cell

B). So far we have dealt only with our old friends cells A, B, C, and D.

Because subjects believe strongly (let's say) that alcohol impairs their

verbal learning, our old A, B, C, D design is confounded by subjects'

e4lectancies. Table 23-7 shows the situation. In our old cell A, subjects

TAB!.E 23-7

Double Confounding of Treotments with Experimen-

ter qnd Subiect Expectoncy

EXPECTANCY

Experimenter Subject

,'. Occurrence,ccurrence 
Nonoccurrence

TREATMENT

coND,r,oNs

Nonoccurrence
Occurrence

Nonoccurrence

expect the effects of alcohol, but in cell B they do not. In our old cell D,

subjects expect no effects of alcohol, but in cell C they do. Our basic experi-

ment of alcohol vs. soft-drink has been doubly confounded. If we used only

the basic groups of cell A vs. cell D, any differences might be due to the

effect of alcohol, the effect of experimenter expectancies, the effect of subject

expectancies, or any of several possible interaction effects.

To control fully for subject expectancy we must add cells A', B', Ct,

and D', as shown in Table 23-7. These cells ms), for this hypothetical

Row Experimentol Control

A3I
llB
cpl
gID

I

2

3

4
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experiment, be generated by the use of a nonalcoholic beverage which has

an alcohol-like taste (for cells Br and Dl) and the use of an alcoholic

beverage which has a nonalcoholic taste (for cells A1 and C1) .7 Instead of,
or in addition to, the variation of the tastes of the substances ingested, verbal
statements to subjects could be used to vary their performance expectancies.

The analysis of the data of this double-expectancy-controlled experi-

ment could proceed as a straightforward 2 X 2 X 2 analysis of variance.

We can, therefore, assess the independent eftects of the alcohol, the sub-

jects' and the experimenters' expectancies, the interactions between any two
of these independent variables, and the interaction of all three.

If all eight groups could not be managed, the design could be cut in
half by employing any two rows of cells shown in Table 23-7. Then all

experimenters (rows 1 and 2) or none (rows 3 and 4) would expect the

effects of alcohol. Or all subjects (rows I and 3) or none (rows 2 and 4)
would expect the effects of alcohol. Ary of these four subdivisions would
be helpful, but none would permit a comparison of the effects of experi-
menter vs. subject expectancy. However, the use of the two rows in which

experimenters' and subjects' expectancies disagreed (rows 2 and 3 ) would

permit such a comparison.

If the purpose of the experiment were to permit generalization to the

real-life social drinking situations in which alcohol was consumed, rather
than to evaluate the effects of a chemical upon verbal learning, we would
prefer that subdivision of the experiment in which subjects' and experi-
menters' expectancies were in agreement (rows I and 4). In most real-life

social drinking situations both the drinker and his "evaluator" are aware of
whether alcohol has been consumed, although there are certainly exceptions
to this. E-ploying this subdivision of the full experiment does not permit
us to compare the effects of subjects' or experimenters' expectancies. How-
ever, we may be less interested in that comparison for some purposes,

sacrificing it for the greater ecological validity of this subdivision. Another
advantage of this subdivision is that it includes a replicate of the "usual"
experiment (cell A vs. cell D).

If, for some reason, we could employ only two of the eight groups, wo
may choose any one of the four rows, since in each we have equated for
both subjects' and experimenters' expectancies. On the grounds of eco-

logical validity, however, we would probably prefer row 1 or row 4 to rows

2 or 3. And because it might be easier to implement practically, we might
prefer row I over row 4. For any other number of groups to be chosen from
the full complement of eight groups, the choice would be made on bases

similar to those presented just now and also in the section dealing with
partial expectancy controls.

? It goes without saying that all our subjects are social drinkers and have
volunteered to ingest alcohol, though with the understanding that not all volunteers will
necessarily receive alcohol.
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COMBINING METHODS OF CONTROL

The control group designs described in this chapter can be combined

with other methods for the control of experimenter effects which were

described in earlier chapters. We can, for example, minimize the contact
between experimenters and subjects of expectancy-controlled experiments.

This should reduce the communication of our experimenters' expectancy to
their subjects, but unless we have an intrinsic interest in these expectancy

eftects, that is all to the good. As contact with subjects is reduced further
and further, in principle we have less and less need for the employment of
any exPectancy controls at all.

Combining of minimized (or blind) contact with expectancy control
groups has a very special advantage. It provides us with an opportunity to
assess the success of the minimization (or blindness) of contact. If contact

has been successfully minimal (andlor blind), we should find no significant

main effect of experimenter expectancies nor any interaction involving ex-

perimenter expectancy. Finding such efiects would be sufficient evidence

for concluding that the minimization (or blind) procedure had been in-
effective.

A still more powerful combination of controls for expectancy efiects

might include sampling experimenters, determining their expectancies, ap-

pl)rng the expectancy control group procedure, and maintaining blind and

minimized contact. This combination of controls might reduce to an abso-

lute ninimum the biasing effect of experimenters' expectancies. The basic

2 X 2 design described in this chapter could then be extended into a third
dimension-the dimension of "idiosyncratic" or "natural" expectancy. If
there were only two types of idiosyncratic expectancies, our overall design

might become a 2 y 2 X 2 arrangement-the experimental vs. control

treatment, the experimenters led to expect a treatment effect vs. those led to
expect no treatment effecq and experimenters "naturally" expecting a

treatment effect vs. those expecting no treatment eftect. If we had a range of
idiosymcratic or "natural" expectancies rather than only two, we could

elongate the design to have three, four, or even more levels of "natural"
expeatancy.

One advantage of generating this third dimension of experimenters'

"natural" expectancies is that it may help to reduce the variation between

experimenters (within cells). Within any one of the basic four cells of our

expectancyrontrolled experiment, experimenters' obtained data may vary

because of variation in initial idiosyncratic expectancies.

Another advantage of generating the dimension of experimenters'idio.
syncratic expectancies stems from the finding that expectancy bias is maxi-
mized when experimentally induced and idiosyncratic expectancies are in
agreement (Rosenthal, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Mulry, 1963). In "real"
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er(periments, the data collector has no conflicting expectancies arising from
the imposition of an "artificial" expectancy upon the preexisting one. We
may, therefore, obtain a more accurate estimate of the upper limits of the

eftecrc of expectancy bias as it occurs in "real" data collectors by allowing
both types of expectancy to operate jointly.

In addition to the combination of methods for the control of expect-
ancy efiects already mentioned we might employ one or more methods of
observing experimenters'behavior in interaction with their subjects. Their
behavior vis-i-vis their subjects could be regarded as the dependent variable
for one analysis. If we found experimenters in the various conditions to
show no sigpificant differences in behavior, we would feel more confident
in the substantive results of the experiment. If we found significant differ-
ences in the behavior of experimenters in different conditions, we would
feel more confident that our trouble in setting up the various control condi-
tions was warranted. The experimenters' behavior toward their subjects

can also be regarded as an independent variable. If we choose to so regard

it, then we will learn something more, not only about methodological mat-

rcrs but about some substantive issues in unintentional interpersonal influ-
ence as well.

EXPECTAI\ICY CONTROI"S: COST VERSUS UTILITY

In assessing the employment of expectancy control groups we can
weigh their cost against their utility. We have already weighed one type of
cost-the need to withhold information or Sve false information to our
data collectors. In general, the utility of controlling for experimenter ex-

pectancy seems to outweigh heavily the innocuous deception necessitated

by most methods of generating expectancy control groups.

What about other costs? The number of subjects required for an ex-
periment is not increased, the time per subject-contact is not increased and,
sometimes, the number of data collectors involved is not even increased.
The creation of expectancy control groups takes additional time in the plan-
ning stages of the experiment and, if more experimenters are employed, in
the training stage. But this amount of time is measured in hours and
minutes, not in months and weeks, and therefore should prove to be no real
obstacle. If a larger number of experimenters is employed there may also
be a small increase in the financial cost of the experimgnf-nef becarrse

more hours are involved in all, but because an experimenter employed for
a total of one hour must usually be paid more per hour than one employed
for 50 hours. But this cost, too, is relatively small.s

8 Not really a cost, but a problem associated with the long-term usage of expect-
ancy controls should be made explicit. As Milton Rosenberg has pointed out in a per-
sonal communication ( 1965 ), it might not take too long before the usual sourcei of
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If a larger number of experimenters is employed than would normally

be the case, an additional utility can be achieved if the procedure of simul-

taneous experimenter-subject contacts is employed, as suggested in the last

chapter. The total time from beginning to end of the data collection can be

greatly reduced, and this is an efficiency that is not hard to appreciate.

All in all, ttre total costs of conducting expctancy-controlled experi-

ments seem trivial in relation to the utility of the method. But it can be

said that costs are easier to assess than utility. Utility for whom? Are there

not arcas in the behavioral sciences that just do not require controls for
experimenter expectancy? To this it must be said that there may be, but we

don't know that to be the case. And if it is the case, we don't know which

areas are the immune ones. The employment of expectancy-controlling de-

signs is perhaps the only way in which we can find out. In a sense, we must

use these controls to learn whether we can afford to do without them.

research assistants are exhausted in the sense that in these circles everyone would
tnow all about expectancy controls. [n that case less sophisticated experimenters must
be employed, thougb they will not indefinitely stay unsophisticated. It is for these
rcasotrs especially that serious consideration should be given in the near future to the
development of the new profession of data collector described earlier.
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Conclusion

The social situation that comes into beingwhen an experimenter en-
counters his research subject is one of both general and unique importance
to the social sciences. Its general importance derives from the fact that the
interaction of experimenter and subject, like other two-person interactions,
may be investigated empirically with a view to teaching us more about
dyadic interaction in general. Its unique importance derives from the fact
that the interaction of experimenter and subject, unlike other dyadic inter-
actions, is a major source of our knowledge in the social sciences.

To the extent that we hope for dependable knowledge in the social

sciences generally, we must have dependable knowledge about the expbri-
menter-subject interaction specifically. We can no more hope to acquire
accurate information for our disciptnes without an understanding of the
data collection situation than astronomers and zoologists could hope to
acquire accurate information for their disciplines without their understand-
ing the effects of their telescopes and microscopes. For tlese reasons,

increasing interest has been shown in the investigation of the experimenter-
subject interaction system. And the outlook is anything but bleak. It does

seem that we can profitably learn of those effects that the experimenter
unwittingly may have on the results of his research.

In the last five chapters, a variety of suggestions havdbeen put forward
which show some promise as controls for the eftects of the experimenter in
general and for the eftects of his expectancy in particular. In Table 24-1
these suggestions are summarized as ten strategies or techniques. For each

one, the consequences of its employment are listed, and for the last three,
additional brief summaries are shown in Tables 24-2,24-3, and 24-4.

THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF
UNINTBNTIONAL INFTUENCE

Quite apart from the methodological implications of research on ex-

Perimenter expectancy eftects there are substantive implications for the

40r
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TABLE 24-1

Strotegies for the Control of Experimenter Expect-

oncy Effects

I . lncreos ing the number of exper imenters:

decreoses leorning of influence techniques

helps to mointoin blindness

minimizes effects of eorly doto returns

increo ses genero I ity of resu lts
rondomi zes expecfoncies
permits the method of colloborotive disogreement

permits stotisticol correction of expectoncy effects

2' ot',ilffJ: 
5[:':'":1"'J,:"J:[H:,

permits correction for unprogrommed behovior

foci I itotes greoter stondordizotion of experimenter behovior

3 . Ano Iy z i ng exper i ments f or order effect s :

permits inference obout chonges in experimenter behovior

4. Anolyzing experiments for computotionol errors:

permits inference obout expectoncy effects

5. Developing selection procedures:

permits prediction of expectoncy effects

6. Developing troining procedures:

permits prediction of expectoncy effects

7 . Developing o new profess ion of psycholog ico I experimenter:

moximizes opplicobility of controls for expectoncy effects

reduces motivotionol boses for expectoncy effects

8. Mointoining blind contoct:

minimizes expectoncy effects (see Toble 24-21

9. Minimizing experimenter-subiect contoct:

minimizes expectoncy effects (see Toble 24-3)

10. Erploying expectoncy control groups:

permits ossessment of expectoncy effects (see Toble 24-4)

study of interpersonal relationshipt. Perhaps the most comPelling and most

general implication is that people can engage in highly effective and influ-

ential unprogrammed and unintended communication with one another and

that this process of unintentional influence can be investigated experi-

mentally.
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TABTE 24-2

Blind Contoct os o Control for Expectoncy Effects

A. Sources of breokdown of blindness
l. Principol investigotor

2. Subiect ("side effects,,)

B. Procedures focilitoting mointenonce of blindness
I. The "totoI-blind,, procedure
2- Avoiding feedbock from the principol investigotor
3. Avoiding feedbock from the subiect

TABLE 24-3

Minimized Contoct os o Controt for Expectoncy
Effects

A. Automofed doto collection systems
l. lYritten instructions

2. Tope-recorded instructions
3. Filmed instructions

4. Televised instructions
5. Telephoned instructions

B. Restricting unintended cues to subiects ond experimentcrs
l. lnterposing screen between subiect ond

experimenter

2. Contocting fewer sublects per experimenter
3. Hoving subiects or mochines record responses

- A great deal of effort within social psychorogy has gone into the study
of such intentional influence processes as iarcat-ion, peisuasion, coercion,
propaganda, and psychotherapy. In each of these caies the induencer in-
tends to influence the recipient of his message, and the message is usually
encoded linguistically. without diminishinf efforts to undeistand these
processes better, greater. effort should be expended to understand the proc-
esses of unintentional influence in which the message is often encoded
nonlinguistically. The question, in short, is how peopL ..talk', to one an-
other without "speaking."

-. -At 
the present time we not onry do not know the specific signars by

wrich people unintentionally influenie one another, we d'o not even know
all the channels of communication involved. There is cause, though, to be
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TABTE 24-1

Procedures for Generoting Experimenter Expect-

oncles

l. Ascribing subiect chorocteris?ics

2. Ascribing expcrimentol conditions

3. Disporogcment of treo?ment effecliveness

4. ThcorY revcrsol

5. Intentionol influence

6. Unintentionol communico?ion

7. EorlY doto rcturns

optimistic. There appears to be a great cufrent increase of interest in non-

ti'nguistic behavior'as it may have relevance for human communication

(e.s.. Sebeok. Hayes, & Bateion, 1964). Most interest seems to have been

""nltdtra 
in the a;ditory and visual channels of communication, and those

are the channels invesdgated in the present research Progfam. Other sense

modalities will bear investigation, however.

For example, Geldarl (1960) has brought into focus the role of the

skin senses in Luman communication and has presented evidence that the

skin may be sensitive to human speech. Even when the sense modality in-

volved is the auditory, it need not-be only speech and speech-related stimuli

to which the ear is sensitive. Kellogg (1962) and Rice and Feinstein ( 1965 )

have shown that at least among blind humans, audition can provide a sur-

prising amount of information-about the environrnent. Employing a-tech-
^oiqu.-of 

echo ranging, Kellogg's subjects were able to assess accurately the

diJtance, size, and-co:mposition of vaiious external objects. The implications

for intelpersonal commlunication of these senses and of olfaction or of even

less codmonly discussed modalities (e.g., Ravitz, 1950; Ravitz, 1952) ate

not yet clear but are worthy of more intensive investigation. 
-

Since expectancies of another person's behavior seem often to be com-

municated to that Percon unintentionally, the basic experimental paradigm

employed in our risearch program might be employed even if th€ interest

weie not in expectancy effictJ per se. Thus if we were interested in unin-

tentional communication among different grouPs of psychiatric patients'

some could be given exPectanaies for others' behavior. Eftectiveness of

unintentional influence c-ould then be measured by the degree to which

other patients were influenced by expectancies held of their behavior. There

might'be therapeutic as well ai theoretical significance to knowinq .*1,"t
kini of psychiairic Patients were most successful in the unintentional influ-

ence'of ott er p.yct iatric patients. The following experiment is relevant and

was conducted with Clifford Knutson and Gordon Persinger'
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- -Twelve 
hgspitalized psychiatric patients senred as "experimenters.,, on

the basis of their scores on the appropriate MMPI sc-ales, three were
classified as schizophrenic, three were classified as paranoid, three as char-
acter disorders, and three as neurotics. Each "experimenter" administered
the-staldqd photo-rating task to male and female patients, one each in
each of the same four diagnostic categories. All subjects were acutely
rather than chronically disturbed. From harf the subjects in each of thl
four diagnosti" gFgrp!, experimenters were led to expect photo ratingp of
suosess, and from half they were led to expect ratings-of failure.

rt was somewhat suqprising to find, even withlhis unusual sample of
exFrimenters and of subjects, that overall expectancy effects were sigpifi-
cant. Nine of the 12 experimenters obtained mein rati.gi$ from their rouJ""o
which were in the direition of their expectancies (p --sl), and 65 peicent

9f il t-ui"! gave ratings in the direction their experimenter eipected
(p: .N2,.r2 - 9.05). Magnitude of expectancy efiict was not related
directlyto the-nosology of the experimenter, nosology of the subject, or sex of
th3.su$ect, though there were some significant in-teractions. The analysis
of the data is not yet completed, but there is a finding that may be illustrative
of-the tlpe of information such research may yield. Among the psychotic
subjects, experimenters exerted greater uninientional influe-nce on schizo-
phrenic subjects if they were themselves schizophrenic, but they exerted
less unintentional influenoe on paranoids if they were themselves paranoid
(p_< .10). Among nonplychotic subjects, experimenters exerted greater
influence on neurotic subjecJs if they were themselves neurotic, btit orey
exerted less influence on subjects with character disorders if they themselvei

TABTE 21-5

Similority of Experimenter's ond Subiect's Diognosis
os Determinont of Expectoncy Effects: Psychotic

Subiects

EXPER'MENTER'S

DIAGNOS'S

Subjecf 's Diognosis

Sch izophren ic
Poronoid

D ifference

Some D iff erent

+2.53 -0.59
-0.65 +1.35

D ifference

+3.1 2

-2.00

+5.12*

*p<.lO two-toil

+3.18 -1 .94
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had been diagnosed as character disorders (p < .10). Tables 24-5 and24-6

show the magnitudes of expectancy effects for each of these combinations

of experimenter and subject nosology. Scores for expectancy effects were

aefined in the usual manner-i.e., mean ratings obtained from subjects from

whom positive (f5) ratings were expected minus the mean ratings ob-

tained irom subjects from whom negative (-5) ratings were expected. To

summarize thesi preliminary results we might say that schizophrenic and

neurotic patients ire best "talked to" by patients of their own diagnostic

category, whereas paranoid and character disorder patie{1 are least well
..ta[ed to,' by patients of their own diagnostic category. Of the four diag-

TABTE 24-6

Similority of Experimenter's ond Subiect's Diognosis

os Deterrninont of Expectoncy Effects: Nonpsychotic

Subiects

Subjecf's Diognosis

Neurot ic

Chorocter d isorder

EXPER'MENTER'S
DIAGNOS'S

Some D if ferent

+3.67 +0.07

+0.53 +1.81

D ifference

+3.60

-1.28

D ifference +3.14 -1 .74 +4.88*

*p<.l0two-toil

nostic groups, it is the schizophrenic and neurotic patients who show the

greatesidegree of overt anxiety and who, perhaps, feel best understood by

Iqually uniiout influencers. The paranoid and character disorder Patients,

bott 
"h"r""terized 

by more overt hostility, may be especially se-nsitive to

and resistant to the hostility of their paranoid and character-disordered

influencers.

Findings of the kind described may have implications for. the inter-

personal tre-atment of psychiatric disorders. The belief is increasing that an

important source of informal treatment is the association with other pa-

tieirts. If, as seems likely, such treatment is more unintentional than inten-

tional, then the grouping of patients might be arranged so that Patients are

put into contact with those other patients with whom they can "talk" best,

even if this "talk" be nonlinguistic.
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Perhaps success as an unintentional influencer of another's behavior
also has relevance for the selection of psychotherapists to work with certain
types of patients. The general strategy of trying to "fit the therapist to the
patient" has been employed with considerable success and has aroused
considerable interest (e.9., Betz, 1962). That such selection may be made
on the basis of unintentional communication patterns may also be suggested.

In one recent study, it was found that the degree of hostility in the doctor's
speech was unrelated to his success in getting alcoholic patients to accept
treatment. However, when the content of the doctor's speech was filtered
out, the degree of hostility found in the tone of his voice alone was sig-
nifcantly and negatively related to his success in influencing alcoholics to
seek treament (r- -.65, p -.06, two-tail [Milmoe, Rosenthal, Blane,
Chafetz, & Wolf, 19651).

EXPECTAhICY EFFECTS IN EVERYDAY I,IFB

The concept of expectancy has been of central importance for many
p,sychological theorists (e.g., Allport, 1950; Kelly, 1955; Rotter, 1954;
Tolman, 1932), and Goldstein (1962) has reviewed the role of expectancy
as a construct of interest to psychologlsts. Expectancy as a determinant of
behavior has most often been investigated with an eye to learning the
extent to which an individual's expectancy might determine his own subse-
quent behavior. The construct of expectancy as employed in this book has
been more specifically interpersonal. The question, for us, has concerned
tle extent to which one person's expectancy of another's behavior might
serve as determinant of that other's behavior.

In everyday life people do have expectations of how others will be-
have. These expectations usually are based on prior experience, direct or
indirect, with those other people's behavior. Scientist ind layman seem
agreed that predictions of future behavior are best based on past behavior.
If this assumption were untenable there would be no behavioral sciences. If
past behavior were unrelated to future behavior, then there could only be
the humanist's interest to prompt us to study behavior, not the scientist's.
But if expectations are only based upon history how do they influence
future events?

- It is unpleasant to have one's expectations disconfirmed, though that
is not always the case. An unexpected inheritance need not lead to nigative
feelings. But often it is more pleasant to have one's expectations confirmed
than disconfirmed. The evidence for this comes from experiments in which
the expectancy is of an event that will befall the .,expecter', (Aronson &
Carlsmith, 1962; Carlsmith & Aronson, 1963; Festinger, 1957; Harvey &
Clapp, 1965; Sampson & Sibley, 1965). The "expecter" seems to behave
in such a way as to confirm his expectancy abouf what will befall him or
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how he will act (Aronson, Carlsmith, & Darley, 1963 ) . It seems to be not

too great an extension to think that if one's expectancy is not of one's own

behavior but of another's, one will also behave in such a way as to influence

that other to behave in an expected way. Whatever its basis, whether to

achieve greater cogpitive order, stability, predictability, or to maintain cog-

nitive consonance (Festinger,1957), there appears to be a motive to fulfill
one's intelpersonal expectancy.

Interpersonal expectancies in everyday life are likely to be accurate

predictors of another's behavior for two reasons. The first reason is that

expectancies are often realistic and veridical-i.e., based on prior experi-

ence with the other's behavior. The second reason is that, other things being

equal, we may behave in such a way as to bring about the accuracy of our

intelpersonal expectations. If we expect a person to be friendly, it may be

"tme" because we have experienced him as friendly, or a credible source

claims to have experienced him as friendly (Kelley, 1949).In addition to

this experience-derived component, however, there is the self-fulfilling

prophecy component. Expecting him to be friendly, we may behave in a
more friendly fashion and, therefore, evoke a more friendly resPonse.

The fact that there appear to be two components to the accuracy of

interpersonal predictions, hypotheses, or expectations has implications for

research methods in expectancy effects. If we simply ascertain people's ex-

pectations of others'behavior and correlate these with the others' subsequent

behavior, the two components of experiential accuracy and self-fulfilling

accuracy will be confounded. If we take the appropriate safeguards, how-

ever, we can eliminate the self-fulfilling accuracy component (as in asking

people to "predict" behavior that has already occurred). We can also

randomize the experiential accuracy component by "assigning" expectancies

at random, and that is the strategy adopted in much of the research de-

scribed in this book. What we do not yet know, and what is worth the learn-

ing, is the magnitude of expectancy effects, of the self-fulfilling type, in
important everyday social interactions.

The experimenter-subject dyad may profitably be viewed as a social

influence system different from, but yet similar to, other social influence

systems. It seems most fruitful at the present time to emphasize the simi-

larity and to make the working assumption that the principles governing the

unintentional influence processes of the experimenter-subject dyad are not
different from those governing influence processes of the more commonly

investigated type. The experimental approach to the study of unintended

social influence process can be extended from the special setting of the

scientific experiment to other such special settings as psychotherapy, and to

such more general settings as the classroom, industry, and government.

Although we might prefer a more experimental demonstration of the

phenomenon, a number of research investigators and practicing clinicians

have called attention to the process whereby a psychotherapist's or other
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healer's expectation of his patient's course in treatment may be com-
municated to his patient with subsequent effects on the coume of the treat-

ment. Goldstein (1962) has given us an excellent picture of what is now
known and how much there is yet to be learned in this regard.

In the field of vocational rehabilitation, the staft of the Human Interac-
tion Research Institute concluded that the expectancies of the staff seemed

to lead to commensurate client perforrrance. They evaluated a project that
attempted to demonstrate that mentally retarded young men could learn to
be gainfully employed. "The staff.found that when they expected him to
assume some personal responsibility, he was able to do so" (Coffey, Dorcus,
Glaser, Greening, Marks, & Sarason, 1964, p. 1l).

The effect of one person's expectancy on another's behavior has im-
portant implications for public pollcy. In their famous comparison of racially
integrated vs. segregated housing patterns, Deutsch and Collins (1952)
discussed the social standards of interracial behavior: ". . people tend
to behave as they are expected to behave. The expectations of others in a

social situation, particularly if these others are important to the individual,
help to define what is the appropriate behaviel" (p. 588). This does not
sqprise social scientists. But what might surprise us is the degree to which
the arbitrary definition of "appropriate behavior" can be implicit yet clearly
discernable in social interaction by the person who would have these defini-
tions serve as a guide to behavior.

In ttre educational system a child's reputation precedes him through the
succession of classrooms leading from his first school day to his eventual

graduation. We need to learn the extent to which that reputation itself
serves as the definition for the child of how he should behave in school. If a

bright child earns a reputation as bright and then performs brightly, we
consider that all is going well. But what if a bright child in some not-at-all
impossible way earns a reputation as dull? Will his teachers' perception of
him and their expectations of his behavior then lead to duller behavior than
need be the case? Or if a duller child, reputed to be bright, is treated as

bright in the communication system with his teachers, will he then, in fact,
tend to become more bright? We shall return to this question shortly.

The complexity and subtlety of the communication of one's expectancy
of another's behavior to that other is well emphasiznd by referenci to that
experiment in which expectancy eftects were transmitted from the experi-
menter through his research assistant to the subject (Rosenthal, Persinger,
Vikan-Kline, & Mulry, 1963). It appeared from that experiment that in the
two-person interaction between subject and research assistant there was a
nonpresent third party, the primary experimenter. This nonpresent other
appeared to communicate his expectancy through the research assistant but
without having simply made the assistant a passive suirogate for himself.
The research assistant, while serving as a "carrier" for the nonpresent in-
fluencer, was still able to exert his own influence in an additive manner to
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the influence of the nonpresent participant. This interpersonal influence,

onoe-removed, is no all-or-none phenomenon. The more a Person is able to

influence others subtly, the more effectively he is able to make other people

carriers of his subfle, unplanned influence. How far this chain of subtle inter-

personal influence can extend, complicating itself at each link, is not known,

nor is the pattern of inteqpersonal communication of which the chain is

woven. But these unknowns lead to fascinating practical and theoretical

questions of the extent of inteqpersonal influence, once-removed. Some of

the more obvious ones include:

When the senior psychotherapist or physician believes the more junior

healer's patient to have a good or pooi prognosis, is the "assessment,"

whether explicit or implicit, really only an assessment? Or is it really a

prophecy which stands a chance of being self-fulfilled?

When the master teacher or school principal believes a junior teacher's

pupils to be fast learners, or believes a special group of pupils to be slow

learners, is this belief (well founded or not, and verbalized or not) likely

to accelerate or decelerate these pupils' educational Progress?

Similarly, will the expectancies of performance, explicit or implicit, of

civilian and government employers, military commanders, athletic coaches,

and symphony orchestra conductors be transmitted ultimately to the em-

ployees, the troops, the athletes, and the musicians with a consequent effect

on their performance?

THE LAST EXPERIMENT

This is a book primarily about, and of, research. It seems appropriate,

therefore, to end with the description of one more experiment. Several

times now there has been mention of the possibility that teachers' expect-

ancies of their pupils' ability might in fact be a partial determinant of those

pupils' ability. The experiment to be described was conducted with knore
Jacobson. The procedure was basically the same as in the experiments on

the effects of the experimenter's expectancy.

All of the children in an elementary school were administered a non-

verbal group test of intelligence which was disguised as a test that would

predict academic "blooming." There were 18 classes, 3 at each of all 6
grade levels. Within each of the grade levels one of the classes was of above

average ability children; a second class was of average ability children, and

a third class was of below average ability children. A table of random

numbers was employed to assign about 20 Percent of the children in each

of the 18 classes to the experimental condition. Each teacher was given the

names of these children "who would show unusual academic development"

during the coming school year. That was the experimental manipulation. At
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the end of the school year the children were retested with the same group

intelligence test.

The analysis of the data is not complete, but some of the results can

be given. Table 24-7 shows the excess of IQ points gained in each class by
the children whose teachers expected such gains when compared to the

control subjects. A plus sign preceding an entry means that the children

who were expected to show more gain of IQ points did show more gain.

TABTE 24-7

Teocher Expecloncy Effects: Goin in IQ of Experi-

mentol over Control Groups (ofter eight monthsl

,N'7IAL ABILITY LEVEL

Grodes

I

2

3

4

5

6

Weighted meons

* 
P <.02 one toil

** 
P < .006 one toil

*** 
P < .002 one to i t

H igher Average

+l1.2 +9.6

+ I8 .2*** -2.9
-4.3 +9.1

0.0 +0.2

-0.5 t

-1.3 +1 .2

Weighted Meons

+ l5 ,4***
+9.5*

-0.0
+3.4

-0.0
-0.7

Lower

+24.8**

+6.1

-6.3
+9.0

+1 ,2

-0.5

+3.6 +4.6 +2.8 +3.8*

t Port of the posttest wos inod-
vertently not odministered in

this closs.

For the 18 classes combined, those children whose teachers expected them
to gain in performance showed a significantly greater gain in IQ than did
the control children, though the mean relative gain in IQ was small. Teach-

ers' expectancies, it turned out, made little difference in the upper grades.

But at the lower levels the eftects were dramatic. First graders pulported to
be bloomers gained 15.4 IQ points more than did the control children, and

the mean relative gain in one classroom was 24.8 points. In the second

grade, the relative gain was 9.5 IQ points, with one of the classes showing

a mean gain of 18.2 points. These efiects were especially suqprising in view

of the large gains in IQ made by the control groupr which had to be sur-

passed by the experimental groups. Thus first graders in the control group

gained 12.0 IQ points (compared to the 27.4 points gained by the experi-
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mentals) and second graders gained 7.0 IQ points (compared to the 16.5

polnts gained by the experimentals), somewhat larger than might simply

be ascribed to practioe effects. It is possible that the entire school was

affected to some degree by being involved in an experiment with consequent

good effects on the children's performance.

It was somewhat reassuring to find that the gains made by the experi-
mental goup children were not made at the expense of the control group
children. In facg the greater the gain made by the experimental group

children, the greater the gain made by the control goup children in the

same class. The rank correlation between gains made by the experimental

and control children for the 17 classes that could be compared was f.57
(p - .O2,two-tail).

The teachers had themselves administered the group IQ posttests, so

that the question arose whether the gain in IQ of the experimental group
might be due to differential behavior of the teacher toward these children

during the testing. Three of the classes were retested by a school adminis-

trator not attached to the particular school employed. She did not know

which of the children were in the experimental conditions. On the average

the results of her testing showed somewhat greater eftects of the teachers'
expectancies. In the class in which the experimental group children had
earned a 25 IQ point gain in excess of the control group children's gain,

the experimental group children showed an additional 8 IQ point gain

when retested by the "blind" examiner. It seems unlikely, then, that the IQ
gains are attributable only to an examiner effect of the teacher.

That teacher erpectancy effects should be more pronounced at the
lower grades makes good sense. In the lower grades the children have not
yet acquired those reputations that become so difficult to changg in the

later grades and which give teachers in subsequent grades the expectancies

for the pupils performance. With every suocessive grade it would be more

difficult to change the child's reputation. The magnitude of expectancy
eftect showed a fairly regular decline from first to sixth grade (rho - +.83,
p : .05, twotail).

There are important substantive implications for educational practice

in the results of this experiment. In addition there are important methodo-

logical implications for the design of experiments in education which seek

to establish the success of various new educational practices. Such implica-
tions will be discussed elsewhere in detail, but for now we can simply call
attention to the need for expectancy control groups.

If experimenters can, and if teachers can, then probably healers,

parents, spouses, and other "ordinary" people also can affect the behavior

of those with whom they interact by virtue of their expectations of what that
behavior will be. Of course, we must now try to learn how such communica-
tion of expectancies takes place. Considering the difficulties we have had

in trying to answer that same question for the case of experimenters, whose
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inputs into the experimenter-subject interaction could be so relatively easily

controlled and observed, we should not expect a quick or an easy solutioll.

But there may be some consolation drawn from the conviction that, at least,

the problem is worth the efiort.
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Consistency Over Time

ln l969,just three years after the original appearance ofthe present

volume, a provisional summary of the literature on interpersonal expecta-
tions was published which listed and surveyed 105 studies of interper-
sonal expectations (Rosenthal, 1969). Table I shows an overall compar-
ison of the results of these early 105 studies with the results of 206

subsequent studies. The first two columns show the number of studies
conducted within each of eight areas of research as these areas were de-
fined by the earlier review (Rosenthal, 1969). An analysis of the proportion
of all studies conducted in each time period falling into each research area
showed that, overall, there was a large shift in the areas receiving re-

search attention (x2 : 42.9, df : 7,p < .001). Most of this shift was due

to changes in two ofthe eight research areas. Studies ofperson perception
decreased dramatically from 53Vo of all studies conducted up to 1969 to
only 27Vo of all studies conducted since 1!)69. Studies of everyday life
situations, including studies of teacher expectations, increased dramati-
cally from lWo of all studies conducted up to 1969 to 4l% of all studies

conducted since 1969.

The third and fourth columns of Table I show the proportion of
studies reaching the .05 level of significance for each of the eight research
areas. All of the research areas both before and after 1969 show very
substantially higher proportions of significant results than the proportion

of .05 that would be expected by chance. Considering the research areas

separately, none of them show a significant (p : .10, two-tail) change in
the proportion of results reaching significance before 1969 as compared

to after 1969. For both the older and the newer studies, about one-third
reach the .05 level, about seven times more than we would expect if there
were in fact no significant relationship between experimenters' or teach-

4l
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TABLE 1

Overall Comparison of Results of Studies Before and After 1969

Research Area

Reaction Time

lnkblot Tests

Animal Learning

Laboratory Interviews

Psychophysical Judgments

Learning and Ability

Person Perception

Everyday Situations

Median

Total

Proportion

Number of Studies Reaching p 4.05
To 1969 Since lgAg To 19tr) Since 19tr)

3 3 .33 .33

4 5 .75 .20

I 5 .89 .40

6 16 .33 .38

I 14 .33 .50

I 24 .22 .29

57 57 .25 .30

11 8s .36 .38

I 15 .33 .36

l oSa 2oga .35 .35

"Thr"" of these entries are nonindependent i.e., they occur in more than
one area.

ers' expectations and their subjects' or pupils' subsequent behavior.

Results so striking could essentially never occur if there were really no

such relationshiP (12 _ 585, z: 24.2.)

A Brief Overview

Table 2 summarizes the results of all the studies, published and

unpublished, that I was able to find up to the time of this writing. The

first column gives the total number of studies that fall into each of the

eight research areas that were defined for convenience in tabulating

results (Rosenthal, 1969). Adding over all eight areas yields a grand total

of 317 studies. Six of those studies, however, were not independent but

involved dependent variables that fell into more than one research area.

The total net number of independent studies, therefore, was 3ll. The

second column of Table 2 shows the approximate number of degrees of
freedom upon which the average study in that area was based. These data

are included to give some feel for the typical size of the studies conducted

in each area. The range of these means over the eight research areas was

from 2l to 124 with a median of 48.5. All the values are reasonably

homogeneous except for the mean of 124 df for the reaction time studies.

That appears to be significantly larger than the remaining seven values
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and can be classified a statistical outlier at p < .05 (Snedecor and Coch-
ran, 1967, p. 323). Examination of the six studies of reaction time
suggested no hypothesis as to why these studies should be so substan-
tially larger than those of other areas of research.

The third column of Table 2 shows the proportion of studies reaching
the .05 level of significance in the predicted direction. The range of these
proportions was from .21 to .64 with a median proportion .37. These eight
proportions did not differ significantly from each other (X2 : 9.7, df :
7, p ) .20). Thus, as we learned earlier from Table 1, about one-third of
the studies investigating the effects of interpersonal expectations show
such effects to occur at the .05 level of significance and one-third is a
reasonable estimate regardless of the particular area of inquiry.

Effect Size

In the earlier follow-up to the present book (Rosenthal, 1969) over
a hundred studies were listed; some of them were described in some

detail, and it was shown that the number of significant results occurring
ruled out the possibility that sampling fluctuations or capitalization on
chance could account for the large number of significant results obtained.
Some effort was also made in that earlier follow-up to give estimates of
the size of the effects of interpersonal expectations. [t appears to me now,
however, that the issue of effect size was not well handled. Since the
preparation of the earlier overview Cohen's (1969) superb book Srarisri-
cal Power Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences was published, and its
treatment of effect sizes in relation to power considerations made a lasting
impression. In the present follow-up, therefore, an effort was made to
provide estimates of effect size more useful than those provided in the

earlier review.
The primary index of effect size employed in the present study is the

statistic "d" defined as the difference between the means of the two
grcups being compared, divided by the standard deviation common to the
two populations (Cohen , 1969, p. l8). The great advantage of this index
is that it permits us to compare the magnitudes of effects for a large
variety of measures. It frees us from the particular scale of measurement
and allows us to speak of effects measured in standard deviation (o) units.
There are many different measures of effect size that could have been
employed in the present follow-up, each with its special advantages and
disadvantages. The measure "d" was chosen for its simplicity and be-

cause such a large proportion ofthe studies of interpersonal expectancy
effects involve simply a comparison of an experimental with a control
group by means of a test (or F with df : I for the numerator), and d
is particularly useful forthat situation both conceptually and computation-
ally. (For a recent example of the extensive use of "d" as an index of
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effect size in the behavioral sciences see Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1975.)

Ideally it would have been best to go back to the over 300 studies

ofinterpersonal expectations and to compute for each one the efrect size

ino units. For the present follow-up, which is to some degree provisional,

it was not possible to be exhaustive. Instead, a doubly stratified random

sample (with planned oversampling) of 75 studies was chosen to permit

the estimation of effect sizes. The first stratification was on the dimension

of research area. For the two areas with fewer than l0 studies, reaction

time and inkblot tests, all studies were included. For the remaining six

areas, ten studies were included for each area. Thus, areas with fewer

studies wene oversampled in comparison to areas with more studies. In

the area of animal learning, for example , 7 lVo of the studies were included

while in the area of personperception only gVoof thestudies were included.

The second stratification was on the statistical significance of the

primary result of the studies in each area. Arbitrarily, the five most

significant studies were included for each area, and five studies were

selected at randomfrom the remaining studies in each area. The latterfive
studies, of course, were weighted in proportion to the size of the popula-

tion of available studies so that there would be no bias favoring studies

of greater statistical significance. An example will be useful. There were

33 studies of the effects of experimenter expectations on the learning and

ability scores of their subjects. The mean effect size of the five most

significant studies was 1.25o. The mean effect size of the five studies

randomly selected from the remaining 28 studies was 0.63o. The esti-

mated effoct size for all 33 studies wasO.72o, a value much closer to that

of the random five studies mean than to that of the high significance five

studies' mean. The means are weighted by 5 and N-5, respectively, so

that the overall estimated effect size is given by tS X Top +
N - 5)X Randoml/N, where N is the total number of studies conducted

in that area.
The fourth column of Table 2 shows these estimated effect sizes for

each of the eight research areas. The range is from 0.23ofor studies of

reaction time to l.78ofor studies of animal learning, with a median effect

size of 0.78o. In Cohen's terminology, then, these effect sizes range from

small (.20o) through medium (.50o) to large (.E0o) and, for three of the

research areas, to very large (Cohen, 1969, p. 38). It is interesting to note

that there was a large and significant correlation of .78 between the

estimated effect size and the proportion of studies reaching significance

in the various areas of research.

The fifth column of Table 2 shows the standard normal deviate (z)

associated with the combined results of each of the eight areas of research

according to the method of Mosteller and Bush (1954) and as employed

in the earlier follow-up (Rosenthal, 1969). For each of the studies sam-

pled, the obtained level of significance was converted to its associated
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algebraic standard nonnal deviate with a positive sign indicating that the
result was in the direction of the hypothesis of interpersonal expectancy
effects. The combined z was then computed according to the formula:
t5 Z Top + (N - 5) Z RandomlMN. It is clear from column five of Table
2 that all areas of research showed overall significant effects of interper-
sonal expectancy. The final column of rable 2 shows the standard normal
deviates of the combined results based not on sampling the studies of each
research area but on the direct computation of the standard normal
deviate for all studies in each area. In order to be consistent with the
procedure of the earlier review (Rosenthal, 1969), however, any z falling
between -1.27 and + 1.27 was entered as zero, a procedure which tends
to lead to combined results that are too conservative. The results shown
in this column also show significant overall effects of interpersonar expec-
tancies in all research areas.

In order to get a better understanding ofthe probable ranges ofeffect
sizes for the various areas of research, confidence intervals were com-
puted and these are shown in columns five and six of Table 3. For each
area of research the 95vo confidence interval suggests the likely range of
the effect size for that area. lf we claim that the effect size falrs within
the range given we will be correct 95Vo of the time. The confidence
intervals are wide because their computation was based on such smafl
samples of studies (i.e.,6,9, or l0). When each of the eight confidence
intervals is compared with all other confidence intervals we find that only
two of the 28 comparisons show non-overlapping confidence intervals.
The reaction time confidence interval is lower than the confidence inter-
vals for animal learning and psychophysical judgments. studies of reac-
tion time appear to have a particularly narrow confidence interval but this
result could have occurred by chance. The standard error of the mean
effect size for the reaction time research is not a significant outlier, nor
is the standard error ofthe mean effect size for any other research area.

When we considerthe total set of 75 studies sampled, we find theglVo
confidence interval to lie between an effect size of 0.62 and 1.22, corres-
ponding to efrect magnitudes ranging from medium to very large in
Cohen's ( 1969) terminology.

The first three columns of Table 3 show the various ingredients
required for the computation of the confidence interval, the number of
studies sampled, the estimated standard deviation, and the standard error
of the mean. The last column of rable 3 reports the correlations obtained
within each research area between the effect size measured ino units and
the degree of statistical significance measured in standard normal devi-
ates. These correlations were ovenvhelmingly positive ranging from
+.38 to +.87 with a median correlation of +.74. such high correlations
are what we would expect as long as the sample sizes employed within
the various research areas are relatively homogeneous.
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Alternative Indices

Interpersonal Expectancy Effects: A Follow-up

So far we have reported effect sizes only in o units. In earlier

reviews, however, effect sizes were reported in terms of the percentage

of experimenters or teachers who obtained responses from their subjects

or students in the direction of their expectations (Rosenthal, 1969,

l97l). If there were no effect of interpersonal expectations we would

expect about half the experimenters or teachers to obtain results in the

direction of their expectation while the remaining half obtained results in

the opposite direction. The results of the earlier reviews, based on over

60 studies, suggested that about two.thirds of the experimenters and

teachers, the "expecters," obtained results in the predicted direction.

For purposes of comparison with those earlier analyses, Table 4 was

prepared. The first column shows that for 87 studies of experimenter

expectations about two-thirds of the experimenters obtained results in the

direction of their expectation. The second column of Table 4 shows that

the results for studies of teacher expectations were about the same, with

the obtained percentages ofbiased experimenters or teachers correspond-

ing to an effect size of about one standard deviation (Cohen, 1969;

Friedman, 1968). Although these estimates are based on l17 studies, we

should not have any greater confidence in them than in the estimates

based on the 75 studies that were sampled more randomly and with
stratification. The reason for extra caution in the case of the percentages

of biased "expecters" is that these studies were not chosen at random

but rather because sufficient data were available in these studies to permit

the convenient calculation of the percentage of biased "expecters." We

cannot tell how these studies might differ from the remaining studies.

However, the results obtained from these 117 studies were very much in

line with the results obtained from the more systematically sampled set

of75 studies. Several ofthe research areas showed larger average effect

sizes, and several showed smaller average effect sizes than those obtained

from the potentially less representative ll7 studies, and these latter
results fall well within the95% confidence interval of the mean effect size

based on the more systematically sampled studies. There was, of course,

considerable overlap between these two sets of studies.

The third and fourth columns of Table 4 report the analogous data

from the point of view of the subjects of biased experimenters and the

pupils of biased teachers. Once again we expect that if no expectancy

effects are operating, half the subjects or pupils will respond in the

direction of their "expecter's" induced expectation while half will re-

spond in the opposite direction. For both subjects and pupils just under

two-thirds show the predicted expectancy bias, a rate of bias equivalent

to approximately three-quarters of a standard deviation. There may be a

somewhat greater degtree of sampling bias in the studies of "expectees"

than in the studies of "expecters" simply because far fewer studies re-
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TABLq4

Percentages of Experimenters, Teachers, Subiects and Pupils

Showing Expectancy Effects

"E xpecter"

Experimenters Tachers

Number of Studies 87 30

Median z (approximation) 1.25 1.32

Number of Eg, I!, S or Ps. 9Og 340

Mean l!-per StudY 10 1 1

Weighted Percent of Biased Es,

Ts, SE, or Ps. 66% 69%

Median Percent of Biased E, I-t

Sg, or Eg. 69% 7M

Approximate Effect Size in o units

of Median Percent of Biased

Personso 1.01 l.06

"Expwtee

SuDiects PttPils

52 13

1.28 1.97

2,748 515

s3 40

63%

65%

0.75

6096

u%

o.71

"S"" Table 1 of Friedman, 1968.

ported results in suffrcient detail to permit an analysis of "expectee"

Lias rates. Still, the results of these studies are very consistent with the

results of the studies sampled more systematically, falling well within the

95Vo confidence interval of the mean effect size based on the more

systematically samPled studies.

Expectancy Control GrouPs

Chapter 23 dealt in detail with the utilization of expectancy control

groups which permit the comparison of the effect size of the variable of

interpersonal ixpectancy with the effect size of some other variable of

psychological inierest which is not regarded as an "artifact" variable.

Chapter 23 was exclusively theoretical in the sense that there were no

studies available that had employed the suggested paradigm. That situa-

tion has changed, and there are now a number of studies available that

permit a direci comparison of the effects of experimenter expectancy with

such other psychological effects as brain lesions, preparatory effort, and

persuasive communications.

The frrst of these was conducted by Burnham (1966). He had 23

experimenters each run one rat in a T-mtze discrimination problem.
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About half the rats had been lesioned by removal of portions of the brain,
and the remaining animals had received only sham surgery which in-
volved cutting through the skull but no damage to brain tissue. The
purpose of the study was explained to the experimenters as an attempt
to learn the effects of lesions on discrimination learning. Expectancies
were manipulated by labeling each rat as lesioned or nonlesioned. some
of the really lesioned rats were labeled accurately as lesioned but some
were falsely labeled as unlesioned. some of the really unlesioned rats
were labeled accurately as unlesioned but some were falsely labeled as
lesioned. Table 5 shows the standard scores of the ranks of performance
in each of the four conditions. A higher score indicates superior perform-
ance. Animals that had been lesioned did not perform as well as those that
had not been lesioned, and animals that were believed to be lesioned did
not perform as well as those that were believed to be unlesioned. what
makes this experiment of special interest is that the effects of experi-
menter expectancy were actually larger than those of actual removal of
brain tissue although this difference was not significant.

Ten major types of outcomes of expectancy-controlled experiments
were outlined in chapter 23, and Burnham's result fits most closely that
outcome labeled as case 3 (p. 382). If an investigator interested in the
effects of brain lesions on discrimination learning had employed onry the
two most commonly employed conditions, he could have been seriously
misled by his results. Had he employed experimenters who berieved the
rats to be lesioned to run his lesioned rats and compared their results to
those obtained by experimenters running unlesioned rats and believing
them to be unlesioned, he would have greatly overestimated the effects
on discrimination leaming of brain lesions. For the investigator interested
in assessing for his own specific area of research the likelihood and
magnitude of expectancy effects, there appears to be no fully adequate
substitute for the employment of expectancy control groups. For the
investigator interested only in the reduction of expectancy effects, other
techniques such as blind or minimized experimenter-subject contact or
automated experimentation are among the techniques that may prove to
be useful (see Chapterc 19-22).

The first of the experiments to compare directly the effects of experi-
menter expectancy with some other experimental variable, employed
animal subjects. The next such experiment to be described employed
human subjects. Cooper, Eisenberg, Robert, and Dohrenwend (1967)
wanted to compare the effects of experimenter expectancy with the
effects of effortful preparation for an examination on the degree of belief
that the examination would actually take place.

Each often experimenters contacted ten subjects; halfofthe subjects
were required to memorize a list of 16 symbols and definitions that were
claimed to be essential to the taking of a test that had a 5G50 chance of
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being given, while the remaining subjects, the "low effort" group, were
asked only to look over the list of symbols. Half of the experimenters
were led to expect that "high effort" subjects would be more certain of
actually having to take the test, while half of the experimenters were led

to expect that "low effort" subjects would be more certain of actually
having to take the test.

Table 6 gives the subjects' ratings of their degree of certainty of
having to take the test. There was a very slight tendency for subjects who
had exerted greater effort to believe more strongly that they would be

taking the test. Surprising in its relative magnitude was the finding that
experimenters expecting to obtain responses of greater certainty obtained
such responses to a much greater degree than did experimenters expect-
ing responses of lesser certainty. The size of the expectancy effect was

ten times greater than the size of the effort effect. In the terms of the
discussion of expectancy control groups, these results fit well the so-

called case 7 (p. 384). Had this experiment been conducted employing
only the two most commonly encountered conditions, the investigators

would have been even more seriously misled than would have been the

case in the earlier mentioned study of the effects of brain lesions on
discrimination learning. If experimenters, while contacting high effort
subjects, expected them to show greater certainty, and if experimenters,
while contacting low effort subjects, expected them to show less cer-

tainty, the experimental hypothesis might quite artifactually have ap-
peared to have earned strong support. The difference between these
groups might have been ascribed to effort effects while actually the
difference seems due almost entirely to the effects of the experimenter's
expectancy.

As part of a very large research undertaking involving 780 subjects,

Miller (1970) conducted three sub-studies that permitted the comparison

of the effects of persuasive communications (pro vs con) with the effects
of experimenters' expectations. Table 7 gives the results of the compari-
sons. In two of the three analyses the effects of pro vs con persuasive

communications weregreaterthan the effects of the experimenters' expec-

tancies, and the averaSe effect size for persuasive communications was

somewhat larger than the average effect size of experimenters' expecta-
tions (.86o vs .60o). When we consider all five analyses together, those
of Burnham and Cooper et al. as well as those of Miller, we find that the
median size of the effects of experimenter expectations was just as large

as the median size of the effects of the psychological variables against

which expectancy effects had been pitted, .7lo in both cases.

Five studies are not very many upon which to base any but the most
tentative conclusions. Nevertheless, it does seem that it can no longer be

said without considerable new evidence that the effects of interpersonal
expectations, while "real", are trivial in relation to "real" psychological

variables.
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TABLET

Results of Three Comparisons of the Effects of Persuasive

Communications with the Effects of Experimenters' Expectancy:

After Miller

Study

| (df = 76)

ll (df = 76)

lll (df = 76)

Mean

(Miller only)

Statr'strbs
of Differcnce
t
p

Effut Size bl

t
p

Effect Size @)

t
p

Effut Size bl

Pro vs @n
@mmunication
5.30

.0001

1.22

1.97

.03

o.45

.0001

3.77

.oool

o.86

1.97

.03

o.71

Experimenter
Exp*ancy
1.58

.06

0.36

.ooo2

2.69

.oo4

0.62

2.69

.004

0.71

3.56

0.82

4.04

0.93

t 2.61

.005

o.60

p

Effect Size (ol

t

Median p

(Miller, Burnham , Effect Size (ol

Cooper, et al.)

An Andysis of Doctoral Dissertations

In our overview ofresearch on interpersonal expectations the results

of 311 independent studies wene summarized. These studies were all the

ones I could locate employing the usual formal and informal bibliographic

search procedures. Psychological Abstracts, Dissertatton Abstracts I nter-

national, programs of conventions of national and regional psychological,

sociological, and educational conventions, various computer assisted

searches, and word of mouth were all employed to maximize the chances

of finding all studies of interpersonal expectancy effects. Nevertheless,

it was possible that many studies could not be retrieved because they

were regarded by their authors as uninteresting or counter-intuitive, or

overly complex, or whatever. Such studies may have shown preponder-

antly negative results. Could it be that the studies that were retrievable

represented roughly the 5Vo of the results that by chance might have been

significant at the 5Vo level, while the studies that were not retrievable

represented roughly theg1Vo ofthe studies that showed no effect (see page
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322)? Tltal seems unlikely. Since 109 studies were found showing expec-
tancy effects at p < .05 and 202 studies were found not showing expec-
tancy effects at p < .05 it would mean that if 1,549 studies had been

conducted but not reported, or at least not found by the present search,
and if all 1,549 showed no significant effects, there would sd// be an
overall significant effect of interpersonal expectancy. To make the point
a bit more strongly we take into account the actual significance levels of
the 3ll studies collected, rather than just whether they did or did not
reach the .05 level. The sum of the standard normal deviates associated
with the significance levels of the 3ll studies was about +367. Adding
49,457 new studies with a mean standard normal deviate of zero would
lower the overall combined standard normal deviate to + 1.645 (p : .05).
It seems unlikely that there are file drawers crammed with the unpub-
lished results of nearly 50,m0 studies of interpersonal expectations!

Sampling bias, then, cannot reasonably explain the overall significant
results of studies of interpersonal expectancies. Nevertheless the studies
that could be found might still differ in various ways from the studies that
could not be found. It would be quite useful to examine any subset of
studies for which we could be more sure of having found all the research
performed. Such a situation exists to some extent in the case of doctoral
dissertations. If the dissertation is accepted by the university where it is
conducted it can be well-retrieved througltDissertation Abstracts Interna-
tional (DAI). Dissertations not accepted because the results are "nonsig-
nificant" (see page 366) or in a direction displeasing to one or more
members of the student's committee, will not of course be retrievable.
Even if we could get a very large proportion of all dissertation research
results through DAI we could not assume an unbiased sample of research
studies. Sampling bias might be reduced, but other biases might be operat-
ing. Dissertation researchers may be less experienced investigators, less
prestigeful in the eyes of their research subjects, and less competent in
the conduct of their research. All of these factors have been implicated
as variables moderating the effects of interpersonal expectancies. Despite
these difficulties it was felt to be worthwhile to compare the results
obtained in the dissertation vs non-dissertation research included in our
stratified random sample of 75 studies.

Table 8 shows the results of this comparison. The first two columns
show the number of studies in each research area that were dissertations
or non-dissertations. Just over one-third (35Vo) of all the studies were
doctoral dissertations, and the proportion of dissertations did not vary
significantly from research area to research area (f = 6.56, df : 7, p =
.50). The third and fourth columns of Table 8 show the mean effect sizes
ino units of the dissertations and non-dissertations of each research area,
and the fifth column shows the weighted mean effect size for all studies
in that research area. The efrect sizes of columns 3 and 4 are too large,
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however, because of the oversampling of studies showing more signifi-
cant results. The sixth column of Table 8, therefore, shows the estimated
mean effect size of the doctoral dissertations after correction for the
oversampling of more statistically sigrrificant outcomes. The corrected
effect size (X) was computed according to the formula:

X-- [Eo (Wo +Wo]Er] / [Eo W, *EoWo].The seventh column
of Table 8 shows the estimated mean effecf size of the non-dissertations
after correction for the oversampling of more significant outcomes. The
corrected effect size (Y) was computed according to the formula:

Y = (EolEo) X with X defined as above. The final column of
Table 8 shows that over the eight research areas the differences in effect
sizes between dissertations and non-dissertations ranged from about a
quarter of ao favoring the dissertations to about one-and-a-halfo favor-
ing the non-dissertations with a median difference favoring the non-
dissertations by about one-third of ao unit. The differences in effect sizes

between dissertations and non-dissertations are not significant statisti-
cally, and median or mean effect sizes for either dissertations or non-
dissertations fall very comfortably within the 95Vo confidence intervals
for medians or means of the 75 studies as shown in the bottom two rows
of Table 3. The tendency for dissertations to show somewhat smaller
effect sizes might be due to a reduction in sampling bias in retrieving
dissertations as compared to non-dissertations, or it might be due to the
introduction of one or more biases associated with dissenadon research
e.g. less experienced, less prestigeful, and less skilled investigators. A
potentially powerful biasing factor might be introduced by dissertation
researchers if they were unusually procedure-conscious in the conduct of
their research. There are indications that such researchers may tend to
obtain data that are substantially biased in the direction opposite to their
expectations (Rosenthal, 1969, paee 234).

Controls For Cheating and Recording Errors

Elsewhere it has been shown that although the occurrence of cheat-
ing or recording errors on the part ofexperimenters and teachers cannot
be definitively ruled out, the occurrence of such intentional or uninten-
tional errors can not reasonably account for the overall obtained effects
of interpersonal expectations (Rosenthal, 1969, Pages 245-249). Indeed,
experiments were described that showed major effects of interpersonal
expectations despite the impossibility of the occurrence of either cheating
or recording errors.

More recently in two ingenious experiments, Johnson and Adair
(190;1972)were able to assess the relative magnitudes of intentional and/
or recording erors. In both experiments the overall effects of interper-
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sonal expectations were modest (.30oand .33o) and cheating or recording

erroni accounted for 3Wo of these effects (.09o and .10o, respectively).

Thus, even where cheating and/or recording errors can and do occur' they

can not reasonably be invoked as an "explanation" of the effects of
interpersonal expectations.

In the process of reviewing the procedures employed in the 311

studies under review here, it was possible to identify a subset of 36 studies

that employed special methods for the elimination or control of cheating

or observer errors or permitted an assessment of the possibility of inten-

tional or unintentional errors. These methods included employing tape

recorded instructions, data recording by blind observers, and video'

taping of the interaction between the subject and the data-collector. The

results of these 36 studies that had employed such safeguards were of
special interest. If cheating and recording elrors really played a major role

in "explaining" interpersonal expectancy effects, then we would expect

TABLE 9

Effects of Special Controls Against Cheating on the Proportion of

Studies Reaching Given Levels of Significance

&ecial Other
Expected Controls Studies Toal
Prqortion N = 3d (N = 27il (N = 3l I )

.00

.00

.06

.3ga

.001

.01

.05

.90Not

Unprdicted

Dirstion

Significant

Pred icted

Direction

z

- 3.09

- 2.33

- 1.65

-f.il
to

+ 1.64

+ 1.65

+ 2.33

+ 3.O9

+ 3.72

+ 4.27

+ 4.75

+ 5.20

.00

.01

.04

.00

.01

.04

.o5

.01

.oo1

.oo01

.00001

.000001

.0000001

.64b .olc

.32d

.17

.11

.05

.().4

.03

.o2

.s6d

.33

.19

.17

.11

.06

.06

.35

.19

.12

.o7

.05

.04

.o2

"M""n z=+1.72. bMonz=+1.11.

dX2 th"t these proportions differ = 6.54, p = .Ol

"M"n z = 1.18.
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that studies guarding against such errors would show no effects of inter-
personal expectation or at least would show only a very diminished
likelihood of obtaining such effects.

Table 9 shows the proportion of these special 36 studies reaching
various levels of significance in the unpredicted and predicted directions
compared to the analogous proportion of the remaining 275 studies. The
results are unequivocal. The more carefully controlled studies are more
likely (p : .01) rather than less likely to show significant effects of
interpersonal expectations than the studies permitting at least the possibil-
ity of cheating and/or recording errors. The mean standard normal deviate
for the specially controlled studies was + 1.72 while that for the remaining
studies was *1.11. Just why these specially controlled studies should be
more likely than the remaining studies to yield significant effects is not
immediately obvious. The median sample sizes employed in these studies
was about the same as the median sample size employed in all 3l I studies.
Perhaps those investigators careful enough to institute special safeguards
against cheating and/or observer errors are also careful enough to reduce
nonsystematic errors to a minimum thereby increasing the precision and
power of their experiments.

A subgroup of the 36 specially controlled studies was of special
interest; that subgroup was the set of 18 that were also doctoral disserta-
tions. Examination of the effect sizes of these studies might permit a
reasonable estimate of the effect sizes obtained in studies that were both
error-controlled and less susceptible to sampling bias since it does appear
that dissertations are more retrievable than non-dissertations. other
biases might, of course, be introduced such as the possible lower levels
of experience and prestige of dissertation researchers. still, examination
of the subgroup of specially controlled dissertations at least focusses on
careful dissertation researchers or on dissertation researchers whose com-
mittee members are careful.

Table l0lists the 18 studies of this subgroup along with the effect size
obtained in each. The mean and median effect sizes of these speciafly
controlled dissertations are slightly larger than those found for the 26
dissertations examined in Table 8; (that set of dissertations includes some
of the 18 dissertations of rable 10.) The 95vo confidence interval around
the mean effect size runs from 0.26 qto * I .30 oor from small to very larye
indeed. This confidence interval includes completely the confidence inter-
val estimated for all 311 studies and based upon the 75 studies of rable 3.

Whereas 35Vo of all3l l studies were significant at the .05 level in the
predicted direction, 56vo of these specially controlled dissertations were
significant at the .05 level. This was not due to any tendency for these
studies to employ larger sample sizes. The median df for all 3ll studies
was 48 and the median d/for these specially controlled dissertations was
also 48. The mean standard normal deviate for these 18 studies was + 1.86
(median = +1.84).
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TABLE 10

Effect Sizes of Doctoral Dissertations Employing Special Controls

for Cheating and Observer Errors

Ara Study Effxt Size (ol

Everyday Situations

Anderson, 1971 I -0.43
Anderson, 1971 ll O.2O

Beez, 1970 + 1.89

Garter, 1969 + 0.53

Keshock, 1970 + 1.55

Maxwell, 1970 + 0.81

Seaver, 1971 + 0.44

Wellons, 1973 + 4.08

furson Perception

Blake (and Heslinl 1971 + 0.55

Hawthorne, 1972 + 0.21

Mayo, 1972 + 0.15

Todd, 1911 + 1.16

Learning and Abiliry

Johnson, 1970 I +0.19

Johnson, 1970 ll + 0.28

Page, 1970 +1.74

Yarom, 1971 + 0.04

Laboratory lnterviews

lnkblot Tests

Gravitz, 1969

Marwit, 1968

Median

Mean

95% Confidence lnterval

+ 0.19

+ 0.90

+ 0.48

+ 0.78

+ 0.26 to + 1.30

Correcting Errors of Data Analysis

Although there is reason to believe that this sample of l8 specially

controlled doctoral dissertations reflected the work of unusually careful

researchers, it must be noted that errors of data analysis occurred with
some frequency in this special sample as they did in the remainder of the

3l I studies we have suryeyed. Sometimes these errors were trivial and

sometimes they were large. Sometimes the errors were such that expec-

tancy effects were claimed to be significant when they were not, and
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sometimes the errors were such that expectancy effects were claimed to
be not significant when they were very significant. Such was the case in

the othenvise excellent experiment by Keshock (1970) listed in Table 10.

The pupils were 48 Black inner city boys agedT to 1l and in grades

2 to 5. Within each grade level half the children were reported to their
teachers as showing an ability level one ogreater than their actual scores.

For control group children the actual scores were reported to the teach-

ers. There were three dependent variables: intelligence, achievement,

and motivation. The data analysis for intelligence and for motivation

employed the appropriate blocking on grade level and showed no effects

of teacher expectations on intelligence but a very large effect (+1.550)
on motivation. However, in the analysis of the achievement data, no

blocking was employed despite a correlation (eta) between grade level
and total achievement of .86. In short, the massive effects of grade level
were inadvertently pooled into the within condition error term instead of
being removed from the error term by blocking. Accordingly, the effects

of teacher expectations were claimed to be non-significant. Fortunately,

Keshock wisely provided the raw gain scores for all children for the
achievement variables so that a desk calculator re-analysis was a simple

matter. The components of the total achievement gain scores were a
reading gain score (grand mean = +3.1, S = 7.0) and an arithmetic gain

score (grand mean = +2.1,,S : 6.8)l these components were substantially
correlated, r : *.59, a correlation higher than that often found between

subtests of ability tests (e.g., r = .43 for TOGA; Rosenthal and Jacobson,

1968, Page 68).

Table ll shows the results of the reanalysis. Gains in performance

were substantially greater for the children whose teachers had been led

to expect greater gains in performance. The sizes of the effects varied

across the four grades from nearly half ao unit to nearly fouro units.

TABLE 11

Excess of Gains in Achievement of Experimental Over

Control Group Pupils Due to Favorable Teacher Expectations:

After Keshock

Grde Rading Arithmetic Total

g.9g

6.33

1.16

4.67

11.67

6.84

1.50

3.66

21.66

13.1 7

2.66

8.33

11.46

z

+ 5.2O

+ 3.72

+ 0.81

+ 2.45

+ 5.70

Effxt Size b)

+ 3.85

+ 2.34

+ O.47

+ 1.48

+ 2.O4

2

3

4

5

Mean 5.54 5.92
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For all subjects combined, the effect size was over two standard devia-

tions. The entry for this study in Table l0 shows the median effect size

obtained for the three dependent variables.

Interestingly, in another carefully conducted doctoral dissertation

carried out by a colleague of Keshock's at about the same time, at the

same university, under the same committee members in part, significant

effects of teacher expectations on intelligence (Binet) were obtained al-

though effects on achievement were not found to be significant (Maxwell,

190). An enlightening footnote on the sociology of science is provided

by the fact that a faculty member serving on both doctoral committees,

subsequently published a study of her own reporting no significant expec-

tancy effects. In her report neither of her own students' doctoral disserta-

tions was cited although other research reporting no significant expec-

tancy effects was cited, including an article published in the year follow-
ing the completion of both dissertations.

Ihe External Validity of Interpersonal Expectancy Effects

The book for which this is the epilogue ended with the description

of an experiment designed to extend the external validity of the construct

of the interpersonal self-fulfilling prophecy to everyday life situations.

This experiment came to be known as the Pygmalion Experimeirt and it
was reported in detail by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968). Although a

wealth of subsequent research has considerably weakened the impact of
criticism of the Pygmalion research, it should be noted here for the sake

of completeness that such criticism was forthcoming, with vigor, from

several educational psychologists. Before proceeding we must examine at

least the more famous of these criticisms.

In his well-known article rnthe Harvard Educational Review, Jensen

(l%9) makes three criticisms.
The first of these is that the child had been employed as the unit of

analysis rather than the classroom, and that if the classroom had been

employed the analysis would have yielded only negligible results. That

was an unfortunate criticism for several reasons. First, because analyses

by classrooms had not only been performed but quite clearly reported

(page 95), and second, because fortotal IQ the significance level changed

only trivially in going from a "per child" to a "per classroom" analysis,

specifically from a probability of 2Vo to a probability of 3%t For reasoning

IQ, incidentally, the per classroom analysis led to even more significant

results than had the per child analysis. Thatfact, however, also printed on

page 95, was not mentioned by Jensen.

Jensen's second criticism was that the same IQ test had been em-

ployed both for the pretest and for the post-test and that practice effects

were thus maximized. Regrettably, Jensen did not state how the results

of a randomized experiment could be biased by practice effects. If prac-
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tice effects were so great as to drive everyone's perforrnance up to the
upper limit, or ceiling, of the test, then practice effects could operate to
diminish the effects of the experimental manipulation, but they could not
operate to increase the effects of the experimental manipulation.

Jensen's third criticism was that the teachers themselves adminis-
tered the group tests of IQ. This criticism was unfortunate for two
reasons. First, because Jensen neglected to mention to his readers what
Rosenthal and Jacobson had mentioned to theirs, namely, that when the
children were retested by testers who knew nothing of the experimental
plan, the effects of teacher expectations actually increased, rather than
decreased. Second, Jensen implied that teacher administered tests are
unreliable compared to individually administered tests of intelligence
(which is true) and that, therefore, the excess in IQ gain of the experimen-
tal over the control group children might be due to test undependability
(which is not true). In fact, decreased test reliability makes it harder, not
easier, to obtain significant differences between experimental and control
groups when such differences are real. In short, Jensen's "criticism"
would have served to account for the failure to obtain differences between
the experimental and control group children if no differences had been
found. In no way can such a criticism be used to explain away an obtained
difference no matter how uncongenial to one's own theoretical position.

Another critique of the Pygmalion experiment was published by
R. L. Thorndike (1968), but since that review has been answered point
for point elsewhere (Rosenthal, 1969a), we can summarize it here quite
briefly. The general point was that the IQ of the youngest children was
badly measured by the test employed and, therefore, that any inference
based on such measurement must be invalid. The facts, however, are
these: (a) that the validity coefficient ofthe reasonrng IQ subtest regarded
as worthless by Thorndike in fact was .65, a value higher than that often
advanced in support of the validity of IQ tests. The calculation of validity
reported here was based on data readily available in the report of Pygma-
lion, and the calculation could have been made by any interested reader.
(b) Even if the IQ measure had been seriously unreliable, Thorndike
failed to show how unreliability could have led to spuriously significant
results. As we saw earlierin the discussion of Jensen's critique, unreliabil-
ity could make it harder to show significant differences between the
experimental and control groups but it could not make it easier as Thorn-
dike erroneously implied. (c) Even if the reasoning IQ data for the
youngest children had been omitted from the analysis there would still
have been a significant effect of teacher expectations for the remaining
classrooms as measured by reasoning IQ (p : .001).

By far the most ambitious critique of Pygmalion was undertaken in
a long-term study and re-analysis of the basic data by Elashoff and Snow
(1y70,1971). That critique was actually published as a book and has been
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answered by Rosenthal and Rubin OnD.r The gist of the critique and

of the reply can be given briefly. Elashoff and Snow transformed the data

of Pygmalion in various ways some of which were very seriously biased.
Yet despite the use of eight transformations not employed by Rosenthal

and Jacobson, not a single transformation gave a noticeably different
result from any reported by Rosenthal and Jacobson. Thus, for total IQ
every transformation employed by Elashoff and Snow for all children of
the experiment gave a significant result when a significant result had been

claimed by Rosenthal and Jacobson, and no transformation gave a signifi-
cant result when no significant result had been claimed by Rosenthal and

Jacobson (Rosenthal and Rubin, lgT l,page 142). When verbal and reason-

ing IQ were also considered, the various transformations employed by
Elashoff and Snow in fact turned up more significant effects of teacher
expectations than had been claimed by Rosenthal and Jacobson.

Table 12 compares the excess of gain in IQ by experimental over
control group children as defined by Rosenthal and Jacobson and as

TABLE 12

Comparison of Expectancy Advantage Scores in Total, Verbal,

and Reasoning lO Employed in Rosenthal and Jacobson vs. the

Median of Nine Scores Employed in Elashoff and Snow

Total lQ Verbal lO Reasoning lQ

RJ ESESRJ

Grades

1&2

3&4
5&6

1 1.0*

1.8

.2

10.8*

1.8

.1

12.6

8.7

4.9

12.6

8.5*

.5

Total 3.8* t 7.1** t

*Two-tailed p < .05

**Two-tailedp (.O1

t Not reported Uy ES.

tThe reply by Rosenthal and Rubin was written in response to the Elashoff and Snow
monograph dated 1970. The preparation of the various drafts of that monograph occupied
several years but Rosenthal and Rubin were asked to prepare their reply in two weeks.
In addition, Rosenthal and Rubin were shown only the 1970 version of the monograph

and were not permitted to respond to the l97l version which included the deletion of
some information particularly damaging to the Elashoffand Snow position (e.g., in Tables
23 and 24 of their widely circulated 1970 monograph).

RJ ES

10.1 *

-4.6

2.O

8.7*

- 5.6

1.0

2.1 t
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defined by the median of the nine measures analyzed by Elashoff and

Snow. The comparisons are based on data provided by Elashoff and

Snow's Tables 20,21, and 22 (1971). The very high degree of agreement

between the original measure employed and the median of the transforma-
tion measures is evident in the table by inspection and is supported by
the 0.95 Pearson product moment correlation and the 0.93 Spearman rank
correlation between the original and the transformed measures. For all
the effort expended, the re-analyses by Elashoff and Snow changed

nothing as Table 12 shows.

Many studies of teacher expectation effects have been conducted
since the Pygmalion Experiment (Rosenthal, 1973). However, the bulk of
the 311 studies we have surveyed in this epilogue have been studies of
interpersonal expectation effects in laboratory situations rather than in
such everyday situations as schools, clinics, or industries. We can best

examine the external validity, or generality, of the interpersonal expec-
tancy effect by comparing the results of those studies conducted in
laboratories with those studies conducted in more "real-life" situations.
Such comparisons have been made implicitly in Tables 1,2, 3,4, 8, and

l0 but now we address the question explicitly.
Table 13 oompares the results of studies of interpersonal expectancy

effects in laboratory situations with everyday situations, using data drawn

TABLE 13

Comparison of Studies of lnterpersonal Expectancy Effects

in Everyday Situations with Laboratory Situations

Laboratory
Situations

52

Everyday
Situations

45

@mbined
Siwations

48Mean df

% Biased

" Expecters"

"Expectees"

Effect Size (ol

Sampled Dissertations (n = 26)

Specially Control led Dissertations
(n = 18)

Estimated Total: All Studies
(N = 311)

Estimated S of Effect Size

95% Confidence lnterval of Total ES

to:

69%

il%
7M
65%

69%

il%

0.40

0.54

o.72

1.15

-o.06

+1.74

1.05

1.08

1.4

2.74

-o.53

+3.41

o.74

0.78

0.92

1.33

+o.62

+1.22
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from earlier tables. The two kinds of studies are similar in average size

ofstudy and in the percentages ofexperimenters or teachers (and subjects

or pupils) showing the biasing effects of interpersonal expectations. Ef-

fect sizes as measured in o units tend to be larger, on the average, for
everyday situations than in laboratory situations, but they are also sub-

stantially more variable so that the effect size expected for any single

study can be less accurately predicted. A final comparison is given in

Table 14 which gives the proportion of studies reaching various levels of
significance in the predicted and unpredicted directions for studies con-

ducted in laboratory vs everyday situations. Results for the two types of
studies are in close agreement with studies conducted in everyday situa-

tions showing significant results in the predicted direction slightly more

often.

The results shown in Tables 13 and 14 strongly support the conclu-

sion that interpersonal expectancy effects are at least as likely to occur

in everyday life situations as in laboratory situations. That conclusion is

TABLE 14

Proportion of Studies Reaching Given Levels of Significance

z
Exputed
Proportion

Laboratory
Situations
(N = 215)

Type of Study

Everyday
Situations
(N :961

Total
(N:3ll)

Unpredicted

Direction

Significant

Pred icted

Direction

.00

.00

.o1

.61

.38

.19

.14

.10

.08

.05

.03

.00

.01

.o5

.61

.34

.19

.1 1

.05

.03

.03

.o2

.001

.o1

.05

.90Not

- 3.09

- 2.33

- 1.65

- 1.64
to

+ 1.64

+ 1.65

+ 2.33

+ 3.09

+ 3.72

+ 4.27

+ 4.75

+ 5.20

.05

.01

.001

.0(x)1

.00001

.oo0001

.0oo0001

.00

.01

.04

.614

.35b

.19

.12

.07

.05

.04

.o2

acrand 
mean of all zt = +1.18.

bX2 th"t this exceeds expected proportion = 585, z = 24.2.
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based on evidence from so many studies that dozens of additional studies
cannot appreciably alter the conclusion without their showing very signifi-
cant reverse effects of interpersonal expectations. The phenomenon is
general across many situations, and it is not necessarily small in magni-
tude. Often it is very large.

Future Research

What, then, is there left for us to find out? Almost everything of
consequence. What are the factors increasing or decreasing the effects of
interpersonal expectations, i.e., what are the moderating variables? What
are the variables serving to mediate the effects of interpersonal self-
fulfilling prophecies? Only some bare beginnings have been made to
address these questions. The role of moderating variables has been consid-
ered elsewhere and is being actively surveyed at the present time (Rosen-

thal, 1969). The variables serving to mediate the effects of interpersonal
expectancies have also been considered elsewhere, and for the teacher-
pupil interaction a four factor "theory" has been proposed (Rosenthal,

1969;1973). This "theory" suggests that teachers, counselors, and super-
visors who have been led to expect superior performance from some of
their pupils, clients, or trainees, appear to treat these "special" persons

differently than they treat the remaining not-so-special persons in roughly
four ways:

Climate. Teachers appear to create a wanner socio-emotional cli-
mate for their "special" students.

Feedback. Teachers appear to give to their "special" students more
differentiated feedback as to how these students have been performing.

Input. Teachers appear to teach more material and more difficult
material to their "special" students.

Output. Teachers appear to give their "special" students greater

opportunities for responding.

Work on this four factor theory is currently in progress.

Much of the research on interpersonal expectancies has suggested
that mediation of these expectancies depends to some important degree on
various processes of nonverbal communication (Rosenthal, 1969; 1973).

Moreover, there appear to be important differences among experimen-
ters, teachers, and people generally in the clarity of their communication
through different channels of nonverbal communication. In addition,
there appear to be important differences among research subjects, pupils,
and people generally, in their sensitivity to nonverbal communications
transmitted through different nonverbal channels. If we knew a great deal
more about differential sending and receiving abilities we might be in a
much better position to address the general question of what kind of
person (in terms of sending abilities) can most effectively influence cov-
ertly what kind of other person (in terms of receiving abilities). Thus, for
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example, if those teachers who best communicate their expectations for
children's intellectual performance in the auditory channel were assigned

children whose best channels of reception were also auditory, we would
predict greater effects of teacher expectation than we would if those same

teachers were assigned children less sensitive to auditory channel nonver-
bal communication.

Ultimately, then, what we would want would be a series of accurate

measurements for each person describing his or her relative ability to
send and to receive in each of a variety of channels of nonverbal communi-
cation. It seems reasonable to suppose that if we had this information for
two or more people we would be better able to predict the outcome of
their interaction regardless of whether the focus of the analysis were on
the mediation of interpersonal expectations or on some other interper-
sonal transaction.

Our model envisages people moving through their "social spaces"

carrying two vectors or profiles of scores. One of these vectors describes

the penon's differential clarity in sending messages over various channels
of nonverbal communication. The other vector describes the person's

differential sensitivity to messages sent over various channels of nonver-
bal communication. Diagrammatically for any given dyad:

Person A Sending furson B Sending

Person B Receiving Person A Rseiving

Channels Channels

1 2 3 4 5 6....K 1 2 3 4 5 6. K

Sending

Receiving

MATRIX A MATRIX B

Within each of the two matrices the scores on channels of sending

of the sender can be correlated with the scores of channels of receiving

of the receiver. Given a fixed average pedormance level for senderc and

receivers, a higher correlation reflects a greater potential for more accu-

rate communication between the dyad members since the receiver is then

better at receiving the channels which are the more accurately encoded

channels of the sender. The mean (arithmetic, geometric, or harmonic)

of the correlations between Matrix A and Matrix B reflects how well the

dyad members "understand" each other's communications. That mean

correlation need not reflect how well the dyad members like each other,
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however, only that A and B should more quickly understand each others'

intended and unintended messages including how they feel about one

another.
As a start toward the goal of more completely specifying accuracy

of sending and receiving nonverbal cues in dyadic interaction we have

been developing an instrument designed to measure differential sensitiv-

ity to various channels of nonverbal communication: The Profile of Non'
verbal Sensitivity or PONS (Rosenthal, Archer, DiMatteo, Koivumaki,
and Rogers, 1976). It is our hope that research employing the PONS and

related measures of skill at sending and receiving messages in various

channels of nonverbal communication along with related research will
help us to unravel the mystery of the mediation of interpersonal expec-

tancy effects. That is the hope; but the work lies ahead.
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self-perception, 107, 109

confidence, 96
confounded with treatments, I I I
consistetrcy, 354-355
defined,3l2

constancy,376
contact reduction, 55
correction by subject, 150-l5l
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Experimenter (Cont.)
correlated, 110, 323 fr.
criterion, 316, 318
cues to subject, 147; see also Experi-

menter, behavior
auditory, 136, 177-179
olfactory, 178-179
restriction, 37 6-1377

tactual, 169, 178-179
visual, 177-ll9

difierences, 8, 34, 38-39, 44, 60, 312,
398

differential treatment, 45-47; see also
Experimenter, behavior, differential
treatment

disturbance, I 18

disturbed, 63

dominance, 57, 73, 7 5, 78
doubts, I 18

dress, 77, ll0,242
white coat, 99

effect, active, 4V41, 4647
and experimenter experience, 307-308
assessment, 310 fi.
choice of design, 135

choice of procedure, 135
constancy, 110
control, by cancellation, 1 l0
by replication, I 11

defined, 310
generality, 306 ff.
means, I 10

mean differences, 110
passive,4042, 46-.47

efficiency, 315
ego-involved, 261-262
engineering student, 'i47-148, 306; see

also Experimenter, sampling
error, 310; see also Experimenter, effect

evaluation, favorable, 107-108, lzL
t25

unfavorable, 107-108, 124-125
excessive rewards, 122, l5l ,2ll fr.

expectaDCy, 59, 96-98, lO2, 104, 106,

120, 123, 127 ff.; see also Expectancy
and Expectancy eftect

affected by subject, 196 ff.
and behavior, 223,243; see also Ex-

perimenter, behavior
acceptin g, 243
auditory cues, 288 ff.; see also Ex-
perimenter, behavior, auditory
channel

consistent, 298

cool,243
differential emphasis, 243

differential treatment, active, 295-
296

Subiect Index

casual, 299
clear speech, 298
courteous, 298
dishonest, 298, 300
dominant, 295-298,300
friendly,295
hand gestures, 298
important,298
likeable , 295-296, 299
loud speech, 298
professional, 29 5, 297 -298
talkative,298
trunk activity, 298

eye contact, 285
eyebrow movements, 286, 293
friendly,243
hand movements,223
head movements, 223, 286, 293
interested, 223, 243
leg movements, 223

likeable,223
muscle tonus, 287

nostril dilation, 286, 293
peculiar,289
personal,223
pleasant,243
posture ,287
respiratory changes, 287
slow-speaking, 223

smiling,243
tone of voice,223
unfriendly, 289
visual cues, 288 fr,.; see also Experi-

menter, behavior, visual channel
visual plus auditory cues, 2E8 fr.; see

also Experimenter, behavior, visual
plus auditory channels

and experimental design, 127

and experimental experience, 362
and procedure consciousness, 362
and subject attributes,226 fr..

awareness as control, 1361 247 r 363
bending over backward, l2l-122,

125, 2lg-220, 340, 370, 386
calibration, 331 fi.
changes in, 151-l 52,226 ff., 230

choice of procedure, 127

choice of statistical tests, 128

climates favoring effects, 169, 172,
176

communication , 154, 281 ff.; see also
Communication

to animal subjects, 164-165, L76-l

178

communication, extrasensory percep-

tion, 282,286
intentional, 281 ff.
localization, 289 ff..

signal specification, 293 fr.



Subiect Inder

theories, 283 fi.
communication channel, auditory,

297 ff.; see also Experimenter, be-
havior, auditory channel

visual, 297 fr..; see also Experimenter,
behavior, visual channel

visual plus auditory, 297 ft.', see also

Experimenter, behavior, visual plus

auditory channels

competence, 307-308
confirmation, 96-98, lO2, 196 ff.,

300-301
conflict with subject, 193-194
confounding with correlated attri-
butes, 143

control, 226, 331 ff.; see also Expect-
ancy, control groups

by awareness, 136,247 , 363
by blind contact, 367 ft*; see also
Double-blind

by blind procedure, 153

by blindness, cracking the code, 332,
353, 369-370,377

by collaborative disagreement, 339 ff.
by committee method, 339 fi.
by cue reduction, 137

by cue restriction,245
by maximizing, 380 fi.
by minimized contact, 37 4 ff.

evaluation of success, 398
by observation of behavior, 344 fr..

by observer presenc e, 349-3 5 I
by personnel methods, 357 ft.
by sampling, 331 ff.
by sensory restriction of cues, 178
by special control groupS, 156, 340-
34t

by verbal admonition, 135

double standard, 37E-379
delayed action, 201-202, 208
disconfirmation, 9G98, 102, 196 ff.,

300-301
experiments on, 143 fi.
explicitness, 162-163, zlLTl1
feedback on effect, 247-248
generality, 158, 166, 194
generalizability, 128

idiosyncratic, 398

immunity, 400
induction, 389 ff.; see also Expect-

ancy, induction
instructional behavior, differential

emphasis, 284
pointin E, 284
reading errors, 284
reading speed, 284
recording speed, 285
stammedng, 284
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intentional influense, 247

interpretation, 128

measure,223
negative (reversed ), 217 -218, 295
observation, 128
permanence of effect, 17l
professionalness, 307-30E
randomization, 331 ff.
revisions, 15 t-152, 226 ff..,230
sources, 340
and status, 307-308
strengthening, 196
subject expectancy, compared, 396 ft.
techniques of influence, 242-243; see

also Communication
trend over time, 171

unawareness, 139

experience, 8, I 1, 90-93 , 156, 160, 162,
261,269,311, 362

experiences, 94, tO9, 127
facer'14
fearsome, lO2
feedback restriction, 377
feelings, 159

female, 40-52, 54-57 , 65, 80, 113,
t45-146, 166, t82, 22t-228, 230,
232, 233, 241, 245, 260, 268-270,
36E

attractiveness, 42
influence and interpersonal orienta-
tion, 269

filmed presentation, 37 6-37 8

filming procedure, 262 ff..

formality, 7 4, 219
generalization from, 39
grades earned, 146
health, 138

honesty, 12, 34,220
hospitalized, psychiatric, 405406
hostility, 40, 43, 62, 7t,-a71, 74:75,

117,236
overtness, 7l

hypothesis, source, 154
incentive, l5l-152, 158, 212-213, 215

seen as bribety, 218, 22O

influence, 38-39, 7G77, l19; see also

Communication
unintended, 119,280

influenceability, lO7, 109, 124
insignia, TT

integrity, i2,34,220
intelligence, 72-73, lO7, 109, 124-125
intent, 325

Jewish, 60

laboratory vs. field, 61

law student, 120, 122-123, 125,245 fr..,

306; see also Experimenter, sampling
liking for rats, 160
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Experimenter (Cont.)
male, 40-55, 57, 62, 6L65, 80, 104,

113, 145-147, 151, 166, lEz, 197,
202, 215, 227-228, 23V233, 241-
242, 245, 260, 268, 270, 287, 306,

358
influence and task orientation, 269
size,42

marine offre,et,42
military , 74-7 5

model of humans, 39

modeling, I l2-126, 132, 337 , 341
clinical psychology, llLllg
control,395
by replication, 126

laboratory experiments, I 18-126
survey research, ll2-114, ll9, l2l,

t25
modesty, 51

monitoring, t2, 344fr.., 349-351
mood, 165, 20I-2A4,206
motives, 165, 168-169,211 fi.
for deception, 389

movement-perceiving, 1 l4-l 15

name, 60
natural science student, l2O, 122-123,

125, 245 ff.., 306; see also Experi-
menter, sampling

need for approval, 40, 65-68,71
and anxiety,23U239
and expectancy eftects, 237 fr.

Negro, 58-59
neurotic, 405406
neutral behavior, 42
new profession, 364 fi., 400

no-nonsense, 73

objective, T3

observation, 47 , 344 ff., 399

method, colleague observers, 347

experimenter as own observer, 349

expert observers, 345-347
mechanical observers, 347 -349
principal investigator observers, 347

representative observers, 347

special occupation observers, 347

subject observers, 345-346
molar vs. rnolecular, 34U349
reliability, 348-349

occupation, 138

operating characteristics, 310 ff.

typology,3l4-3li
opinion, 113

overconsistent, 312-313, 3 15

paragon, 3 13

paranoid, 405-,406
patient, psychiatric, 405-406
pey, 145, 15l
perceived as teacher, t5

Subicct Index

perception of animal subiects, bright,
165, 174, 178

likeable, 165, 174
pleasant, 165, 174, 178

pemonality, 207-208; see also Experi-

menter, attributes and Experimenter,
behavior

physical attributes, 6l
"poker and pryerr" 102

practice, 11 ; see also ExPerimenter,

experience
praised, 102-103, 107 ,204-205
prediction of obtained data, 213-214,
2t6

presence,40-4-l, 43,378
prestige, 43, 7O, 7L75, 96; see also

Experimenter, status
prior contact with subiect, see Experi-

menter, acquaintanceshiP
procedure conscious, 261-262
procedure, programmed, llLll7 , 119

projection, 98
pushy, 73

rase, 40, 42, 57-60
religion, 4O,60-51
reproved, 102-103, 106-107, }O4-l}Oi
reputation, 355-356
reward, 15 I
excessiva,2l l fi., 386

sampling, 60, 67 , 7 5, I 10, I 13, 122,

126, 306 ff., 313, 331 fi., 372, 392,

398
cancellation of biases, 335 ff.

expectancies determinable, 341 ff.; see

also Expectancy determination

expectancies known, 339 ff.

expectancies unknown, 334 ff.

generalizability, 333

homogeneity of results, 338

population characteristics, 33L33 5

satisfaction, 165, 173-17 4

schizophrenic, 405406
screening from subiect, 37 G377
selection, 357 ff.

sample experiments, 358 ff.

self-perception, 7l
serious, 122

seriousness of role-taking, 101

sex, 4A-52, 54, 56-57, 61, 65,'7O, I l3-
ll4, 127-128, l3E, 156, 274,293

and expectancy eftects,226 ft.
interpersonal style, 269

similarity to subiect, 236

simultaneous subiect contacts, 332,

372-374, 400

skin color, 4042,57-60
social class, 5G57
speaking time, 1 l5
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statement of expectancy, 160

status, 40,73-78,86-E7, 93, 96, lO2-
103, 110, I13, 150, 152, 156, 301

academic,24l
and expectancy effects,241 ff., 254

stimulus handling, 147

stimulus value, 333, 378; see also E;x-
perimenter, attributes and Experi-
menter, behavior

student, 31

subject contact, 43

subject distance, 5l
subject's view, attractiveness, 190

dental condition, 190

dress, 190

exploitative, 191

eyeglasses, 190

facial blemishes, 190

incompetent, 191

nontherapeutic, 191

posture, 190

sadistic, 191

seductive, 191

unscrupulous, 191

supervision, 158

surprise, 40

suspiciousness of being studied, 7'l ,

101, l2l-122, 176; see also Aware-

ness

sympathy for subject, 98,237
tape-recorded presentation, 37G378
task-oriented, 73

task performance, 65

telephoned presentation, 377

televised presentation, 37 6-37 8

tension,64, 125

training, 361 ff., 399; see also Experi-
menter, experience

amount,36l ff.
type, 362 fr.

underconsistent, 3 l2-3 t3
undergraduate, 308

unintended communication, see Com-
munication

utterance, @ntent, 117

duration,95, lll
variation, 8, 34, 38-39, 44, 60, 312,

398
serial order, 37 4

view of experiments, 17 5

beneficial,175
difficult, 17 5

interesting, 175

warm-up, 155

warmth, 4O, 4243, 55, 74, 79, 80-90'
94, gg

role played, E0

work sampling, 35E ff.
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Experiments, analyzed for time trends,
352 fr.

correlated, 153

filmed, 47; see also Experimenter, be-

havior, filmed interactions
subdivided, 332-333, 352 fr .

Exploratory research, 127

Extrasensory perception (ESP), 11, 24,
I 18, 135-t 36, 282, 340, 379

believer (sheep), 118, 136

clairvoyance, 379
disbelieveni (goats), ll8, 135

psychophysics, 135-136
recording error, 11

Failure, perception, see Task, person per-

ception
Family, ordinal position, see Birth order
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),

74
Feedback effects, 109

experimenter-subject system, 98

loops, experimenter-subiect system, 9L
95

Filmed experiments, 47; see also E:rperi-

menter, behavior, filmed interactions
Flatworms, 7 -ll, 17 8-179
Foot-tapping, 137; see also Clever Hans

Fossils, 27
Fraud, 4, 27 , 137; see also Intentional
error

Galvanic skin response, 59

Game, sum zetor 2lS
Generality, expectancy effects, l}E, 151,

306 ff.
index, 327

Generalized interpreter, 16

Government, 408
Grants, research, 103

Greece, historyr 2S

Greenwich Observatory, 3

Greeting, subject, 4l; see also Communi-
cation

Halo efr.ect,22
Hans, Clever, see Clever Hans
Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited,
Inc., 130

Harvard College,ZM
Harvard University, 309

Hawthorne effect,4l2
Heart, disease, l9-2O

rate, dogs, 3 8

Hoax, 27 , 29; see also Intentional error
student, 3l

Hollerith tabulating machine, 129

Honesty, experimenter, 12, 34, 220
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Horses, 38; see also Clever Hans
Hostility, experimente r, see Experimenter,

hostility
subject, see Subject, hostility
vocal and psychotherapy, 407

Hullian theory, 88, 219
Human Interaction Research Institute,

409

Hy scale (MMPI), 82

Hypnosis, 76, 132-133, 155-156, 182,

299,368, 390
catalepsy, 182

conformity, 390
induction, 155

research, double-blind, 3 68

Hypnotist expectancy, 132-133; see also

Experimenter, expectancy
Hypothesis, 4, 13; see also Expectancy

revision, 196 ff.
strengthening, 196

Hysteresis, 95

Iatrogenesis, 133

Ideology and U topia, 2ll
Ideology bias, see Experimenter, model-

ing
Impotence, 132
Impression formation, 13 I
India ink, hoa:r, 29

Individual difterences, 39; see also Ex-
perimenter, differences

Industry, 408

Inference, biased, 316 ff.
cost vs. utility, 319
errors, Type 1,322
errors, Type ll, 322-323, 351, 370-37 l,

374
plausibility, 329

Inferential models, 321 fr..

Influence, experimenter, 3 8-39, 7 6-77 ,

119; see also Communication
intentional vs. unintentional, 280

interpersonal, as tacit knowledge, 301

unintended, 40
Informant, 3 I l; see also Subject

Information channel, see Communication
Inheritance, acquired characteristics, 29,

t37
Ink blot test, 63, 80, 86, ll7, 153-L54;

see also Rorschach test
animal percepts, 153

Holtzman's, 154

human percepts, 153

Insomnia, 132

Institute for Sex Research, 363

Instructions, to subjects , 43 , 47 -51, 56,

62-63, l19, 139; see also Experimenter,

behavior and Tasks

Sublect Index

Instructor, laboratory, 35-36, 169, 172

Instrument, error, 31

Intelligence, 22, 45, 80, 87-89, 13G-131,

409 ff.
experimenter, 72-73, 107, 109, 124-125
test, 59, 63, 72, 80-81, E4-89, 95, 139,

410 ff.
nonverbal,4l0 ff.

Intentional error, 10, 14,27 fr.., 150, 158,

163, 165, 169,219
acceptance, 35

accusations, 33

and observer effect, 28
anthropology, 28-29
apocryphal,32
archaeology, 28

awarenessr 35

behavioral sciences, 29 fr..
biological sciences, 28-29
causes, 31,3L35
cephalometric, 29
cheater problem,29
consequences, 28,32
control, 33 ff.

by entrapment,32
by observation , 2L3, 228
by prevention, 34 tr.
by replication, 29,34

data suppression, 32

detection,33
doctoral dissertation, 28

expos6, 29
fear motive, 32
geology, 27-28
gerontology,33
incompetence, 33

indictment, federal government, 29

interviewers, 29 fr,.
morale, 34

motive, 27,32,34
paleontology, 2l-28
physical anthropology, 29
physical scienc es, 2'7 -28
plant breedin E, 28
predictability, 30

reputation, 30

research assistant, 27 -29, 34

sampling bias, 33

sanctions, 3 5

schoolboy prank,27
second chance, 30, 33

self-serving, 32

shades of gray ,32
social implications, 33

student, Sl-32, 35

characteristics, 31

grades, 3 I
survey research, 29-31, 33
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suspicions, 33

taboos, 30

theory bolstering,32
Interaction, social, in experiments, 39,
401; see also Communication and Ex-
perimenter, behavior
implicit theories, 256
minimal, 41, 43; see also Communi-
cation

Interaction, statistical, 43-,48, 50, 56-58,
62-63, 65, 70, 72, 74-75, E0, 93, 95, gg,

104, 110-111, 128, 193, 202, 206, 2lO,
2t9, 229-229, 235-236, 239-239, 353,
381 ff., 405

International lournal of Attitude and
Opinion Research,30

Interpreter effect, 6, 14, 16 ff., 113, 131,

212,338
anthropology, 22-23
awareness, 25

behavioral sciences, 20 fr.
biological sciences, l9-2O
characteristics of interpreter, 23

control ,25-26
culture assessment, 22-23
diagnosis, 2G21
education,22
expectation, 19

experimental psychology, 24
intentional errot,28
physical sciences, 17-19
research assistant, 28

school, 22
sex of interpreter, 22
survey research,23-24
test scoring, 22

Interpreter, error, 13l, 150, 158, 358; see

also Interpreter efiect
generalized, 16

Interventionist, politic al, 23-24
Interview, anatomy, I 15

Interviewer,
characteristics, 30
cheating, 30; see also Intentional error
compared to experimenter, 3O7, 357-

358
competence, 357

and bias, 361

experience, 3l
honesty, 30

ideology bias, see Experimenter,
modeling

opinion bias, see Experimenter, model-
ing

See also Experimenter
Iowa laboratory,24
IQ, see Intelligence
Isolationist, political, 23-24
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Japanese, perception of, 58

Jews, attitudes toward, 50

lournal of Consulting Psychology, 36

lournal ol Negative Results,323
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,

4
Journal policies, see Publication policies

Kilohms, 59

Kinesic, comrnunication channel, 258; see

also Communication
Knossos, excavation, 28
Kodak Tri-X Reversal Film, 262
Krebiozen, 134

Laboratory, animals, see Subjects, animal
characteristics, 94, 98-101, 109, 150,

245 ff., 309-310
and expectancy effects, 245 ff.
appearance, 99
beautified, 99
cluttered, 101

comfortable, 99-l0l
disordered, 99, 101

microgeography, 150
professional, 99-100
rating reliability, 246
severely furnished, l0l
status, 99
stereotype, 101

uglified,99
courses, teaching, 31, 35-36
instructor, 3 5-36, 169, 172
technicians, 31

Lamarckian hypothesis, 29, 137
Lawrence of Arabia, ll4
Laws, learningr 29, 165

motion,29
Learning, 10-l l, 24, 4243, 62-63, 88-
90, 109-110, 130, l5g ff., 165 ff., lg2;
see also Conditioning and Tasks

and awareness, 182

complex, 88-90
curve, monotonic, I 6l-162
discrimination, 159, 162
latency, 167-168
mazq 158 ff.
position response, 159

simple, 88-90
Skinner box, 155 ff.
theory, 88-89, 130, 219
verbal, 42-43, 62-63; see also Verbal
conditioning

Legitimation, activity, 52
Light, discrimination, 287

speed, 16-18, 38

stimuluS, 8, 9, 11, 168

Log function, 136
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Mail survey, 37t
MarloweCrowne Social Desirability

Scale (M-C SD) , 65,95, lE3, 192, 238-
239

Maze,experience, 160

learning, in rats, l5E ff.
Maze-bright, rats, 159 ff.
Maze-dull, rats, 159 fi.
Mean, biased, 312-313

reliability,3t2
true, see True value

Means, difierences, 24, ll0
Memory, digit, 63

research, 136

Mendelian ratio, 5

Mental matrix, 25

Mental retardation, 409
Method of concomitant variation, Mill's,

380
Method of difference, Mitl's, 380
Mice, 137

Michelson-Morley experiment, 17

Microphone, 309
Microscope, 401

Military, setting, research, 102
selection, 20

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality In-
ventory (MMPI), 82,405

Mixed company, research dyads, 46

Modeling effect, see Experimenter model-
ing

negative, I 13

Moderator variable, 206
Monitoring, experimenter, see Experi-
menter, monitoring

Morale,34, 129

Motion, earth, l7
picture plots, I l3

Muscle-readin g, 379
cues in, 286-287

N-rays, L5, 15,21
National Opinion Research Center, 82,

364
National policy, attitudes, I l0
National Science Foundation, Under-
graduate Research Participation Pro-
gram, 30E

Nausea, 132
Near East, history, 2E

Negative instances, 329

Negative results , 25, 36

Nonpresent other, as influencer, 409-410

Nonrandom error, see Bias

Normal distribution, 3 13, 3 19

Noyes food pellets, 157

Null hypothesis, 128

Subicct Index

decision procedure, 322, 371
Nursery school, 21, 87

Nutrition research, 2l
Nutritional diagnosis, 7, 2l

Obesity, diagnosis, 21

Observation, angle, 14

ignored , 17 -19
in science, 305
of experimenter, see Experimenter,
monitoring and Experimenter, obser-

vation
public vs. priv ate, 25

Quality Index, 329
situation, l4-15

Observer, American, 179

and observed, T

bias, 13; see also Observer, effect
digit preference, 4
obserter experience, 8
physical anthropology, 6

research assistant, 6

sampling plant heights, 5
calibration, 212
characteristics, 4, 14, 179
correlated, 324
efiect, 3 fi., 17, 106, 113, 178

agricultural statistics, 5

and expectangy, 7-8,21
astronomy, 3

awareness, 3 5

behavioral sciences, 7 fr..
biological sciences, 4 fr..

blind spots, 7

control, 14-15
by calibration, 6

by instrumentation, Ls
by mechanization, l4-I5
by replication, 15

by training, 15

experimental conditions, E

experimental genetics, 5

generality, 3, l3
medicina,4
nutritional diagnosis, 7
physical sciences, 3-4
planaria research, 7 ff.
psychiatry, 7
psychotherapy, 7

radiology, 6

scale reading, 4
social sciences, 7

theory determined, 17

error, 14, 20, I13, 150, 158, 179,281,
321, 358; see also Observer, effect

experience, 38

German, 179
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location, 14

national characteristics, 17 9

professional YS. amateur, 351

sensitive,2l2
set, 35; see also Observer, effect
skill, 35

student, 35

training, 15

Octopus, research, 6

Ohio State University, 165-166, 309

Olfaction, 4(M
One-way-vision mirrors, 4O, 309
Opinion bias, see Experimenter, modeling
Orange juice experiment, I 18

Ordinal position of birth, see Bifth order
Organization, conservative vs. liberal, 33

Orthodoxy in science, 18-19
Outcome-consciousness, 3 5-36
Outcome-orientation, ll-12

Pan Cinor "zoom" lens, 262
Paralinguistic communication channel,

258; see also Communication
Paralysis, hysterical, 132

Parameter estimation, I l0
Paranoid patients, 139
Parapsychology, 135,379; see also Extra-
sensory perception

Parental standards, 56
Participant observation, 346
Patient, expectation, 133-134; see also
Subject, expectation
faith, 134
hope, 134

hostility, I l5
psychotherapy, I 15

Payola, 218
Perception, need-determined, l7
Person perception, see Task, person per-
ception

Personal equation, 3

anthropology,22
Personality, assessment, 46

tests, standardized, 95 ff.; see also spe-

cific tests

Persuasion, 403
Pharmacology, blind research, 367 fr.,

388
Phenotype, 5

Philology, comparativ e, 28
Photo ratings, 75, 99; see also Task, per-

son perception
Physical sciences, intentional error, 27-

2E

interpreter efiects, 17-19
observer effects, 34

Physics, 3 8
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Physiological Congress, Thirteenth Inter-
national, 137

Pigs, clever, 137

Pilot study, 365
Piltdown man,Zl
Placebo, 134

control gf,oups, 388
researchr 36T

Planaria, behavior change, 7-ll, l7Ll79
Porpoises, relationship to experimenter,

3E

Power function, 136
Prediction improvement, I 10
Prejudice, racial, 58, 132, 189

religious, 132

Presidential campai gn, 132
Prestige, scientific, l8-19
Principal investigator, 40, 94, 101-107,

109, l2o, 124-125, 153, 1gg, 204-.206,
2lo, 232-233, 252-253, 307, 332, 346,
369-369,372-373
affected by early neturns, 210
anxiety, 103, 106

attributes, 102, 104, 109
behavior, and expectancy effect, 252-

253
pleasant, 125
relaxed, 125

blind to treatment conditions, l98,
204-205

collusion with subject, 346
differential treatment, 153
evaluation of experimenter, 107, lz4-.

t25
expectancy, 153

experience of, 125

feedback avoidance, 37 2-37 3
female, 104

individual differences, 102-103, 206
interaction with experimenter, lO2-

103, 105-107, log, 125
male, 104

need for approval, 103

praise from, 102-103, 107,204-1205
relationship to experimenter, 102-103,

105, 109

reproof from, 102-103, 10G107, 2OL
205

sex and expectancy effect,232-233
similarity to experimenter, 103

unintended communication, 368-369
unintentional feedback from, 2lO

Prismatic solar spectrutrt, 4
Probability levet, critical, 322
Procedural differences, 34
Procedural error, 3l
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Procedure, consciousness, 35-37, 366
consciousness, experimenter, 104-106,

109

evaluation, 36-37
Professional experimenters, new profes-
sion, 364 ff.

Prognosis, 13 3

Prohibitionist, interviewer, l3 I
Projection, defense mechanism, 139

hypothesis, 9E

psychoanalytic, 102

Projective methods, 46, 79-80, 86, 189;

see also Ink blot test and Task
Projective questions, 55
Pronouns, first-person, 43, 70,75, 82, 89,

108, 124; see also Task, sentence con-
struction

Propaganda, 403
Prophecy, self-fulfilling, 129-133, 13E,

156, 226, 407 ff..; see also Experimenter,
expectancy

Psychiatric, classification, 14

disorder, 133

patients, as subiects, 88-89
Psychiatry,2O
Psychoanalytic theory, 45, 73

Psychokinesis, I l; see also Extrasensory
perception

P sy c hological A bstracts, 323

P sy c hological B ulletin, 325
Psychological diagnosis, 21

Psychopharmacology, 109

Psychophysical relationship, log vs. power
function, 136

Psychophysics research, 109, 135-136
Psychosis, 33

Psychotherapist, selection for uninten-
tional influence pattern, 407

Psychotherapy, ll4-l 15, 403, 406-409
by other patients, 406
duration and expectancy, 133

Pt scale (MMPI),82
Public opinion research, 60; see also

Interviewer
Publication policies, 18, 2L25, 36-37

Quality control, data, 23

Quarterly tournal ol Studies on Alcohol,
133

Rabbits, learning speed, l0-11,90
Race, experimenter, 40, 42, 57-60

subject, 58-59
Random error, 4

Random numbers, 5

Random sampling,5
Rapport, 3l I
Rats, age, 159

Subtect Indcx

albino, 158 fi.
behavior and learning, 38, 158 fi.
"Berkeleyr" 159

cue sensitivity, 165

auditory, 165
olfactory, 165

tactual, 165

visual, 165

female, 159, 166
generalization from, 308
handling, 38, 160, 165, 173-174, 178

male, 159

maze-learning reputation, 159 ff.
sex, 159, 166

speed of responding, 162

Sprague-Dawley, 158 ft., 308
Reaction, chemical, 38
Recording error, 10-14, I13, 131, 15O-

151, 158, 163, 215, 245, 281, 321, 358,
377
control by self-recording, 245

Records, official, 31 I
Referees, journals, 36-37; see also Pub-
lication policies

Reinforcement, 3l , 4345, 64, 70, 7L77,
92, 88, 91, 107-108, 124, 154-155, 167-
I 69, 17 4-17 5, I 83, I 88, 203 , 252, 257 ,

294 fr.., 287 , 289 ff., 302, 372, 407-408
appropriate, 175

babies, 1 l8
blue light, 43

by expectancy confirmation, 2O3, 302,
407-408

by picture-viewing,43
by principal investigator, 372; see also

Principal investigator
compliments, 44, 45,88
data recording,287
effectiveness, 43, 7 4-75, 108

food pellets, 167
"good," 43, 64, 70, 75, 82, 91, 107,

124,252,257
of photo-judging, 85, 183

pattern as function of subject sex, 284
pen scratch, 287
rapid, 175

secondary, 168

subtlety, 188

tactual, 17 4-17 5

theory of expectancy communication,

294 ff., 289 ff.
"um humrt' 91

unintended, 154-155; see also Commu-
nication channel

value of acquaintances, 302
verbal, 43-45, 64, 70, 74-77, 82, 88,

91, 107, 124, 252, 257

Relativity theory, l6-18



Sublect Index

Reliability, diagnos is, 2O-21
tests, 95-96

Religion, experimenter, 40, 60-61
prejudice, 132

Replication, 15, 29, 34, 111, 126, 128,
145-148, 153, 156, 159, 166, 236, 247,
319-330, 331 ff., 390
anecdotal, 328 fi.
assessment, 325 fr..
conflicting, 327
control of error, 29

correlated, 323 fr..

index, 326 fr.
nature, 29
publication,323
relative, 32t
shortage,32l ff.
situational uniformity, 236
status lack,323
successful, 34

Representative design, 226, 306
Research, blind evaluation, 37

contract, 365
design, biased, 128
exploratory, 127
funding, 37
grants, 103

groups, 101, 324 fr.,
military setting, 74-75
procedure, biaseA, lzE
proposal,3G37
quality, evaluat ed, 3G37
quality, predicted,3T
sponsorship, 74-7 5

subject, see Subiect
support, 37

teams, 101, 324fr..
correlated membership, 324 fr.

test validity, construct vs. criterion, 134
time of year, 309
undergraduate programs, 308

Research assistant, 6, 103, 106, 156, 160-
I 6 1, 232-233, 252-253, 307-309, 369-
369, 390, 393, 400; see also Principal
investigator
influenced by principal investigator,

232-233
trainer attribut es, 252-253

Respondent, see Interviewer and Subject
Response, availability, 8E

defined, 310
subject, see Subject

Revelation, knowledge by, 305
Reverse bias, 214 fr.
Rewards, academic, 35
Rod-divining, 286,379
Role, feminine,49

masculine, 49

495

and body activity, 52
sex, difierentiation, 49

Rorschach test,63,71, 80, ll4, 117,134,
153-154; see also Ink blot test

anxiety, ll7
hostility, ll7
popular percepts, 117
validity, 134
white space response, ll7

Rosa, clever mare, 137. see also Clever
Hans

Russian city, evaluation, 22

Saline solution, 134
Sample size and statistical power, 24
Sampling, and generality, see Ecological
validity and Experimenter, sampling and
Situation sampling and Subject, sampling

biased, 33, 60, ll2
difference, 24, 29, 3t, 34

incompetent, 33

theory, sophistication, 176

Scapegoat, T3

Schizophrenic speech, 16

Science, 33, 36, 137

Science, "borderline" areas, 137 ff., 28F
287,340, 379; see also Extrasensory per-

ception
courses, laboratory, 31, 35-36
life styles, 36
objectivity,2l2
orthodoxy, 18-19
public nature, 25-26, 128, 34+345
self-correcting, 34
trust, essential, 33

vs. Science-Fair, 3 6

Scientific Prototype Co., 167

Scientific stature, 18-19
Scientist, 6, 18-19, 26, 28, 30-33, 37,
2ll fr..; see also Experimenter
academic affiliation, 37

calibration, 6

career, 30
characteristics, 30
commitment to hypothesis, 212
education, 30
evaluated, 37

experience, 30-31
faith, 3 3

integrity,2S
intelligence, 30
interviewer, compared, 30
motives , 26, 2ll ff.
prestige, I 8- 19

reputation, 30,37
valuesn 3l

Secretary of the Interior, 130

Sedentary occupations, t9
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Segregation, racial, 40

Self-canceling error, I I
Self-fulfilling prophecy, 129-133, 138,

156, 226, 407 ff.; see also Experimenter,
expectancy

Sensory apparatus, 14

Sentence, construction, see Task, sentence

construction
Set, perception-restricting, 35; see also

Observer, eftect
Sex behavior research, 110

Sex role, differentiation, 49
Sexual content, in mixed company, 46
Sheep, relationship to experimenter, 38

Shipley-Hartford Test, 72

Signal-to-noise ratio, 91

Situation sampling, 309-3 l0
Situational factors and research results,

87 ff.
Skeptic, role in science, 15

Skinner box "brightness," 166

Smoking, and lung cancer, 340

Social class, lessons of, 59

Social influence, see Influence, experi-
menter

Social interaction, and heart disease, 2O:'

see also Interaction, social
Social psychology, 39; see also Communi-
cation
of the psychological experiment, 27

of unintentional influence, 401 ff. ; see

also Experimenter, influence
Socialist, interviewer, l3 I
Socioemotional concern, feminine role, 49
Sociology, see Interviewer
Solar spectrum, prismatic, 4
Spain, policy toward, 24
Speech, 16, 3l-32, 132, 407; see also Ex-
perimenter, behavior, auditory channel
and Verbal conditioning

content-filtered, 407

conversational, control by reinforce-
ment, 3l-32; see also Verbal condi-
tioning

interpretation, l6
stammering, 132

Sprague-Dawley, rat, 308

Stanford Binet Scale, 80

Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale,

155

Statistical inference, 322; see also Infer-
ence

Statistical test, power, 24, 128
Status, see Experimenter, status and Sub-
ject, status

Stellar transit, 3

Stethoscope, 6,20
Student, laboratory, 31, 35-36

Subiect Index

Subject, acceptability of response, 56-61,
73, 77 ,96, 103, I 13 , 192

accomplice, see Ae*omplices
accuracy of reading experimenter cues,

240-241:' see also Communication
acquaintanceship with experimenter,

see Experimenter, acquaintanceship
and expectancy efiects, 239 fi.

acquiescence, 7l; see also Subject, con-
formity

adaptation to experimenter, 44
adolescent, 56,73
88€, 33, 44, 47, 51, 57, 64
aged, 33

aggression, 80
animal, 38, 86, 308-309,375

dogs, 38, 137, 177-179,287
horses, 38. see also Clever Hans
mice, 137
octopus, 6
pigs, 137
planari a, 7 -ll, 17 E-ll 9
porpoises, 38

rabbits, l0-1 l, 90

rats, see Rats
sheep, 3 8

worms, see Planaria
anonymity, 58, 235
anxiety, 24, 4445, 62, 88-90, 96, 103,

117-l lg, 192, 223,235 fr.,406
and communication, 406
and expectancy effects, 223 ft.
and influenceability , 235 ff .
evoking differential treatment, 236-

237
apartment dweller, 33

apprehension over evaluation, 51, l8l,
191,220

as client, 98

as pupil, 87

attitudes toward teaching methods, 7l
attributes, and expectancy efiects,226 fi.

and experimenter effects, 63, lO9

authoritarian, 71, 156
babies, I l8
behavior, dominant, 94, I 16; see also

related subheadings under Subject
friendly, 94, I l6; see also related sub-

headings under Subject

belief in ESP, I18, I 19

blind, 33

character disorders, 405-406
children, 43-44, 75, 87-8E, 219

fear of strangers, 88

church attendance, 58-59

class, academic, 47, 64

college students, 45

color perception, I 14
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communication among, 192

competence, E6

competitiveness, 45

compliance, 181 ; see also Subject, con-
formity

concept formation, 60
conformity, 66, 71, 74:78, 83, 86, 95,

132-133, 155, 1gl, 218, 220, 226 ff.,
235 ft., 258; see also Communication

legitimation by experimenter status,
258

motivation, 218
by experimenter style, 258

confusion,2lT
course credit" 145, 147

deception of, see bception
description of experimenter, validity,
222,225,259 fr..

desire to please, 45, 10E

deutero-probleffi, I 81, 192
distracted, 180

distress, tl4
disturbance, 92, ll8
disturbed, 63, 180

dogmatic, 78, 244
dogs, 38, 137, 177-179, 287
earlier contacted, 24; see also Subject,
serial order of contact

evaluation apprehension, 61, 18 1, l9l,
220

excitement,44
expectancy, 132
conflict with experimenter expectatrcyn

t93-r94
controls for, 395 ff.
experimenter expectatrcy, compared,

396 ff.
of experimenter behavior, 82-86

experience, pleasantness, 45

experienced, 261

experimenter contact, 43

failure experience, 80, 89, 139
fantasy production, 63
fear, 45
fear of immodesty, 102

feedback, 89
feelings, 45
sexual, 45-46

female, 45-52, 5L56, 62-64, 73, 80,
95, 104, I l3-114, l1g, 139, 144-145,
147-148, l5l, lg2, lg7, 202, 212,
2t5, 227 -229, 230-23 t, 241-242, 245,
247, 260-261, 269, 270, 297, 309,
369,405

frankness, 57

friendly ,7 5
giggly, 180
greeting, 4l

497

guilt over awareness, 190

hallucinations, 46

hope, I 14

horses, 38; see also Clever Hans
hospitalized, 139

medically, 88-89
psychiatrically, 40546

hostile bigot, 30
hostility, 43, 63, 7A-7\ 73, ll7, 236

and communication, 4M
expression, 59

hypnotizability, among schizophrenics,
t32-t33

hypotheses about purpose, 189

hysteric, 82
imaginative, 80
in groups, 215
inadequacy feelings, 98
incentive, 181, 213, 218, 260
course requirement, 260
instructor encouragement, 260
perceived as bribery, 218

indifferent, 180

influenceability , 66, 7 6-77 , 83; see also

Subject, conformity
ingratiation, 181

insight, self, 45
instructions, 43,47-51, 56, 62-63, 119,

139; see also Experimenter, behavior
and Task

self-administered, 56
tape-recorded, 55

interest, T2

involvement, 4546
IQ, 45; see also Intelligence
keeping up with the Joneses, ll4
later-contacted, 24, 92-93; see also
Subject, serial order of contact

major, academic, 47, @
male, 45-52, 54-56, 62-63, 65,72, 80,

I l3-l 14, 139, t4Lt45, 147-149, 192,
197, 200, 202, 212, 215, 227-22E,
230-23 I , 233 , 24t-242, 260-261, 269,
270,297,309, 369, 405

masculine independen ce, 229
medically hospitalized, 88-89
mentally retarded, 45
mice, 137

military,74-7 5
mood, 81

moralistic, 46
motives , ll4, I 80- 18 l, 213, 218 fi.,

260
movement perception, ll4
naive, 193

name, 47,64
need for approval,58,61,96, 103,

150, 192, 237 fr,., 370; see also
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Subject (Cont.)
need for approval (Cont.)

Marlowe{rowne Social Desirability
Scale and Subject, evaluation appre-

hension
and expectancy effects, 237 ff..

and serial order of arrival, 370
Negro, 58-59
neurotic, 405-406
neutral experience, 139

observed, 40-41, 47; see also Experi-
menter, behavior, filmed interactions

obsessive-compulsive, 82
opinion entrenchment, 193
pact of ignorance, 184
paranoid, 139,405406
passivity,63
patients, psychiatric, 405406
pay,2l3
perceived difterences from experi-

menter, ll4
perception of experimenter, 7 6; see also

Experimenter, behavior and Experi-
menter, subject's view

accuracyr 32
perceptual style, ll4
phenomenology, 189 ff.
physiology, 59
planari a, 7 -ll, 17 8-17 9
planted, 30; see also Accomplices
pleasantness, 86
politeness, 58-61 ; see also Subject,

propriety
porpoises, 3 8

preinstructional period , 47 , 5 l, 541, see

also Experimenter, behavior and Task
propriety, 56-61, 71,73,77, 96, 103,

1 13, 192; see also Subject, evaluation
apprehension and Subject, need for
approval

pseudo, 3O. see also Accomplices
psychiatrically hospitalized, 405-406
psychotic, 33
punctilious liberal, 30

rabbits, l0-11, 90

race, 58-59
rapport, 82

rating of experimenter, see Subject,
perception of experimenter

rats, 38, 158 ff., 308; see also Rats

reaction time, 88-89, 209

reinforcement, of experimenter be-

havior, 155, 302
susceptibility, 66- see also Subject,

conformity
relationship to experimenter, 3 8; see

also Experimenter, behavior
reliability, 13 1

Subiect Index

resistance to influence, 22O; see also

Subject, conformity
response, acceptability, 56-61, 71, 73,

77,96, 103, ll3, 192

extremeness, 47, 139, 354
public nature, 235
variability, 47, 139, 354

role, 49, 180 ff., 190-192, 23t
sex, 49,231
sexualized interpretation, 190-191

sampling, 308-309; see also Sampling
satisfaction, 72:73
schizophrenic, 88-89, 132-133, 405-

406
"seeing through" the experiment, 184,

187-189, t92
self-awareness, 63

self-esteem, 181

self-presentation, 1E I ; see also Subjectn
propriety

self-recording of responses, 377

self-references, 73

sequence of contact, 394
serial order of contact , 92-93, 197 ,

200-201, 208, 210, 216, 301-302,
352ff., 374, 394:' see also Data, early
returns

set, 82, 96, 180 ff., 2O9; see also Sub-
ject, expectancy

and test reliability, 96

speed of response, 209
sex, 43-52, 54, 56,72, 80,226ff., 274,

275, 284, 309; see also Subiect, fe-
male and Subject, male

and expectancy effects, 226 ff.
role, 49, 231

shaping experimenter behavior, 155,

302
sheep, 3 8

similarity to experimenter, 236
sociability, 13 I
social class, 58

social sensitivity, 58

socioeconomic status, 58, 60

speaking time, I l5
stability, 13 I
status, 74, ll4
dependent, 13 I

success experience, 89, 139

suggestibility, 78, 155; see also Subject,

conformity
susceptibility to experimenter influence,

74-75,95,218,226ft.; see also Sub-

ject, conformity
suspicious, 263

suspiciousness of true purpose, 231

teacher of experimenter, 3O2

tension, 48, 5l



Subiect Index

transference reaction, 190-191
utterance, duration, 95
variability, 47, 139, 354
verbalization, 29; see also Verbal con-
ditioning

visual contact with experimenter, 150
volunteer, 145, 260, 306, 308-309
warmth,95
expecting, 82-86

welfare recipients, 33

wish to be similar to experimenter, ll4;
see also Experimenter, modeling

Subject-clients, 94
Success, perception, see Task, person
perception

Suggestibility, body sway, 78; see also

Subject, conformity
Suicide, Kammerer, 29, 33

protest, 23
Sum-zero game,2l5
Sunday Observer (London) ,28
Suppression of data, 17 , 1,9

Survey interviewer, compared to experi-
menter, 307 , 357-358; see also Inter-
viewer and Experimenter

Survey research, 60; see also Interviewer
mailed effects, 378

Survey researcher, see Interviewer and
Experimenter

Sweden, alcohol research, 133

T-maze, 159 ff.., 174
Tacit knowledge, 301
Task, angle estimation, 241

athletic, 129
attributes, 109

cancellation of letters, 84-85
coding, 84, 85

concept formation, 60
difficulty, 88, 90
digit memory, 63

digit-symbol substitution, 59, 84-85
discussion, 57
dramatic, 45
dreaming, 191

dull, 180

experimental compared to school, 85-86
group testing, 23G237
importance, 85
impression formation, 13 I
ink blot interpretation, 63
instructions, 43 , 47 -5 l, 56, 62-63 , 69,
ll9, 139; see also Experimenter, be-
havior

intelligence test, 59; see also Intelli-
gence test

learning, 63; see also Learning and
Conditioning

4y)

extinction, 167-168
generalization, 168, 17l, ll7
loop-pulling, 168
magazine training, 167
operant, 309
operant aoquisition, 167
response chaining, 168, 17l
secondary reinforcement, 168

spontaneous recovery, 167
stimulus discrimination, 168, l7l, 177

lever-pulling, 43
marbledroppin g, 44
marble-sorting, 4546
maze-learning, 158 ff., 309
meaningless, 180

motor, complex, 59, 65,69171:72, 107
motor, simple, 4344,88
neutral, 46, 59, 144, 151
peculiarity, 85
perceived value, 85
perceptual motor, 65
person perception, l2-t3, 4G52, 54,

63-65, 67-6E,72,77-79, 96, 90, 93,
95, 101, 103-106, 120, 125, l3g,
l4Ll45, 151, 153, 156, 190, 193-
184, 193, lg7, 204, 209, 212, 215,
227-229, 230, 240-242, 244-245,
25t-253, 257, 26V262, 266-267,
2gt-292, 295, 297-292, 309, 349,
369,373,405

instructions, 144

standardization, 143-144
personality tests, 309
photo-judging, 99
liking, 75
rating, see Task, person perception

phrase association, 63, 71, 92, lt}
preinstructional period, 64, 66, 69; see

also Communication
problem solving, 7l
projective tests, 309; see also Projective

methods
pronoun selection, 64; see also Pro-
nouns and Task, sentence construction

pursuit rotor, 65,71:72, lO7
reaction time, 88-89, 209
retention, geometric figures, 135
sampling, 309-310
sensory deprivation, 45
sentence construction, 43, 45, 64, 70,

lo7, 124-125, 192,252
signal detection, Tg
Skinner-box learning, 166 ff.
spool-packing, 84-E5
story-telling, 80, 90
tedious, 180

verbal conditioning, see Verbal condi-
tioning
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Task (Cont.)
verbal learning,62-63
visual-motor, 80
weight judging, 135

word association, 231
Task-accomplishment and masculine role,

49
TAT,90
Taylor Scale of Manifest Anxiety (MAS),

63-64, 89, 96, 103, 148, 233-234, 237

Teacher, expectancy, and pupil ESP per-

formance, 136

and pupil IQ gain, 13G-131, 409 fi.
and test scoring bias,22

Teaching methods, attitudes toward, 71,
llE

Technicians, laboratory, 3 I
Telepathy, ll; see also Extrasensory per-

ception
Telescope, 401

Tension, employee, 130

Tepoztlan, field research in, 22

Test, standardization research, 110

validity research, 134

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), 90
Theoretical orientation, resolution of vari-

ation, 19,25
Theory, availability for data interpreta-

tion, 20

biasing effect of, 17 ff.
Hullian, 88, 219
psychoanalytic, 45

Therapist, as data collector, 95:' see also
Experimenter

as unintentional influencer, 408 ff.
attractiveness, 133

expectancy and patient improvement,
132fr.., 410; see also Experimenter,
expectancy

generalized, I 15

hostility, 115

matched to patient, 407

Toad, thumb pad,29
Tomato juice experiment, 118

Torricellian tube, 380
Total-blind, 367 fr.., 373-37 4; see also
Double-blind

Transcription, data, 12; see also Record-
ing error

Transference phenomena in the experi-
ment, 190-191

Treatment, medical, 133

Triadic experiment, 109; see also Prin-
cipal investigator

True interpretation, 16

True value, 13-14, 15-17, 310-3 17, 319,
3s9

True variance, 313

Subiect Index

Type I error, see Inference, errors
Type II error, see Inference, errors

Unintended behaviot, 41,75:77; see also

Communication
United States Census Bureau, L29

United States Public Health Service, 340

University of California, Berkeley, 166

University of North Dakota, 144, 309

Utrecht, clever dog of., 137

Validity, ecological, 151, 289, 334-335,
346,361,397
index, personal, 359, 36L
research, psychometric, 134

Values, scientific, 31

Variables, experimental, selection, 127

Variance, biased, 3 12-313
Verbal conditioning, 43, 64, 6G70, 7G
77, 82, 89, 91, 107-108, 182, 184-186,
199, 252,257 ,309
awareness of influence, 182 ff.
awareness questionnaires, 184-l 85

reliability, 186

Verbal response, T9
Verbs, hostile, 43,70
Vienna Medical Society, 367

Virginia, reading pig, 137

Visual channel, see Experimenter, be-

havior, visual channel
Visual plus auditory channels, see Ex-
perimenter, behavior, visual plus audi-
tory channels

Vocational rehabilitation, 4O9

Voice, of doctor, and patient treatment,
407

Wales, age census, 4

War, causes, international expectancies,
t29

Warmth, experimenter, see Experimenter,
warmth

Washday products, as research sponsors,

74

Welfare, human, basis for data suppres-

sion, 32
Whispering, unconscious, 135, 286
Witchcraft attribution, in anthropological

researchr 23

Wonder drug, faith in, 134

Worchel Self Activity Inventory, 63

"Working-true" value, 3 13

World War II, psychiatric selection bias,

20

X-rays, interpretation as hoax, l8

Youth in the Ghetto, l3O

Zoology, 6,29, 4Ol
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